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ABSTRACT

This thesis critically reviews the many and varied representations of Aboriginal Dreaming

narratives that have appeared in print since Australia's colonisation. It begins with early

representations by missionaries, who judged the beliefs of their Indigenous charges as

'heathen', and those of early ethnographers who shared their contempt. It then considers

representations by other non-Indigenous recorders, including government surveyors,

anthropologists, bushmen, wives of pastoralists and those with an interest in the exotic. It

looks at the works of Indigenous writers, some of whom were influenced by representations

by non-Indigenous writers before them. However, in more recent years altemative printed

representations have emerged that challenge the status quo and push the boundaries of what

audiences have come to expect of this 'most sensitive genre'. These altematives retain that

strong sense of personal ownership and authority that is still evident in oral versions of

Dreaming narratives, and a strong sense of Place and connection with the land that is missing

in many past representations. They also give their narratives a place in the present, rather than

relegating them to some long distant'Dreamtime'. This thesis celebrates these new and

altemative representations.

A special focus of this study is the writings of the Ngarrindjeri man, David Unaipon, who

appears on the Australian fifty dollar note. He was the first Indigenous person to publish in

this genre, and went on to become a prolific producer of syncretic narratives that defy

categorisation. My literary and linguistic analysis reveals that every Dreaming text that reaches

ttre publication stage is influenced by the circumstances in which it is produced. Whether by

non-Indigenous writers or people working in close collaboration with Indigenous story-tellers,

there are always political and social factors that i¡fluence the adopted style of representation.

Dreaming nanatives contain knowledge, and all knowledge systems are i¡fluenced by the

circumstances in which they emerge. This thesis challenges those with an interest in

representing Indigenous knowledge in print, particularly in the form of Dreaming narratives,

to respect the rights of the Indigenous owners of that knowledge, and to strive to maintain the

integnty of their texts.
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This work contains no material which has been accepted for the award of any other degree or

diploma in any university or other tertiary institution, and to the best of my lrrowledge and

belief, this thesis contains no material previously published or written by another person,

except where due reference has been made in the text.

I give consent for my thesis being made available for photocopying and loan when deposited

in the University Library. However, to photocopy any of the published narratives which have

been reproduced in my Appendices, permission will need to be sought from the respective

copyright holders.

Anne

+ --l )
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CHAPTER 1

wHosE DREAMINGS, WHOSE STORIES?

While there has been a popular revival of Dreamtime/creation stories in children's
Iiterature it is my firm opinion that these should be exclusively written by Aboriginal
people. Much information written about Aboriginals by non-Aboriginals has been
patronising, misconsffued, pre-conceived and'abused. We've had so much
destructive material written about us that we must hold together the very fabric of the
stories which created us. Out of all the material written about, for and by Aboriginal
peopre, this is perhaps the most sensitive genre' 

(Jackie Huggins, rgg4:r2_r3)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Jackie Huggins is an Indigenous historian and writer from Queensland. Her insistence on

exclusive rights over Drearntime narratives may seem confronting - particularly to those white

writers who have appropriated such texts in their work. This thesis seeks to review published

Dreaming naüatives, written by bottr Indigenous and non-Indigenous writers, and to explore

the issues of appropriation and representation of this "most sensitive genre".

Many Aboriginal Dreaming'myths' and'legends', which invariably originated as oral texts

told by Aboriginal people (often in their own Indigenous languages) have re-emerged as

published books that differ markedly in style and form to the original oral texts. Typically the

Dreaming texts that are accepted for commercial publication are re-worked into a form that

appeals to white publishers and a mainstream audience. This inevitably results in the

Dreaming texts being translated into a standard form of English, and being given a story line

that will appeal to both children and adults.

The degree of appropriation of Dreaming texts by non-Indigenous writers is astorurding, as is

the lack of credit given to the Indigenous sources of the original na¡ratives. Furthermore,

copyright is invariably completely assumed by the white appropriators. At the founhbiennial

Children's Book Council (C.B.C.) conference held il Adelaide, in May 1998, during the

session "'Whose Dreaming? Whose Story?", Melissa Lucashenko managed to ruffle the

feathers of many a conference delegate. It was her talk, and the reactions to her talk, that

caused my thesis to take its current direction. Lucashenko not only wamed non-Indigenous

writers not to steal "our stories" but also not to steal "ow voices":

Ow land is stolen, our children are stolen, our culture is attacked and fragmented. But
we still have our voices. We know and have lived the stories of colonisation. We

Whose Dreamings, ïr/hose stories? 1



know the stories from before. Its getting on, but its still not too late for you, the
chained people [white colonisers], to leam to listen.l

The response to Lucashenko's, and other presentations at the C.B.C. conference, are telling.

Among the conference delegates were representatives of the children's book publishing

industry, established and published writers, budding authors and teacher-librarians. It is to

these people, among others, that I direct ttre findings of my resea¡ch.

The conference was held in the relatively plush surrounds of the Adelaide Convention

Centre, and by the end of the first day the 600 delegates were all feeling very comfortable

about the way the conference was proceeding. The opening plenary session was taken by
Boori Pryor, a Murri friend of Lucashenko, also from Queensland, who cracked lots of jokes

about his Aboriginality and enticed numerous delegates up on the stage to da¡ce with him.

He had recently published Maybe tomorrow, about the work he does in schools to try and

promote understanding and reconciliation between the Indigenous and non-Iadigenous

people of Australia. By the end of his session we were all feeling reconciled. 'White authors

who had written books inclusive of Aboriginal Australia felt they were promoting Boori's
cause, and teacher-librarians were feeling good because their school libraries were selectively

purchasing books that gave positive representations of Aboriginal people. Penguin was

especially pleased that their latest author was such a hit with the audience, wtrile we all
promised ourselves that we would immediately buy Boori's book, a¡d share its message

with others.

But Lucashenko's talk the next day made the audience feel anything but reconciled. She

admitted she was very nervous about giving her talk, because she knew that what she was

going to say was not what the audience wanted to hear. She began by telling the audience that

Indigenous Australians "conceive of lcrowledge in a really different way":

In a westem framework knowledge is something that's freely available; it can be
bought or sold; that you can go to and look for on the internet; that is your socially
givgl right from the time you were a tiny child. It is there and everyone is encouraged
to find it and use it. An Indigenous Australian view of knowledge is so different to
that that it's difficult to put into words....

Like Lucashenko, many Aboriginal people believe that much of their culnual knowledge is

not something to be bought or sold. It is not something that can be put on the internet willy-
nilly, nor borrowed by would-be wriærs wanting to capitalise on current market demands for
anything Indigenous. Nor is it something that should be fictionalised or reconstructed by
those with the literary skills or well-estabüshed ca¡eers in the world of publishing.

I Att pap".s and presentations at the 1998 C.B.C. conference were recorded by the conference organisers, and
copies sold to delegates. All quotes fromLucæhenko's paper that appear in this chapter are transcribed
verbatim from her recorded session.
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Amazingly, this antithetical view about knowledge seemed completely new to many of the

conference delegates. It is a matter for concem that such sentiments are not clearly articulated

in academic papers, although the discipline of cultural studies has sta¡ted to address this issue

in more recent years (see e.g. Attwood & Arnold, Igg2).2 This omission, or 'silence'3 is

probably understandable among academics, particularly those who make their living by

representing the knowledge of Indigenous people in their books and university courses. Fol

them to admit that such knowledge is not freely available for them to exploit and publish

would render some both voiceless and jobless. But at the same time, these issues of

represention and the construction of knowledge about the Other, and questions about whose

voice is really being heard in postcolonial literature, have furthered the careers of academics

working in the Academy in the relatively new disciplines of cultural studies and postcolonial

criticism. I contend, however, that those academics who theorise specifically about the

representation of Australian Aborigines (such as Hodge & Mishra, 1990 and Muecke, 1992)

fail to clearly articulate the fundamental d.ifference between Indigenous Australians and

western academics in their attitudes towards rights over cultural knowledge. It is similarly

difficult to find Indigenous voices on issues of representation in academic papers, because the

privileged world of academic publishing can be even more silencing and alienating than that

of commercial publishing.

Why do Indigenous people, like Huggins and Lucashenko, hold such strong oplnlons

regarding the appropriation of Indigenous knowledge? One reason is that some of the

knowledge currently being appropriated from old archival texts is considered, by many

Indigenous people, to be their rightful property. The information in these texts was told by

their ancestors. Claims that these texts are from 'extinct tribes' are erroneous. Brunato

(1972:Forward), for example, regarding the Kaurna People of the Adelaide Plains, claims

that ,,A few years after the white settlers came, the tribe became extinct"' Although for many

Indigenous people, their land is now concreted over with major city developments, their

descendants a¡e alive and kicking. Their languages and their Dreaming nafratives afe now

being brought back to life, or "awoken" from their sleep, with archival and historical records

being retrieved and reclaimed, particularly by the Kaurna peopie (see Amery, 1998)' Many

Indigenous people believe (see Chapter Nine) that their languages and stories, which are held

within old written records, are not there for the taking by white appropriators. Non-

Indigenous academics and writers are being told they can no longer sit in the comfort zone of

caretaker or custodian for posterity's sake, nor can they appropriate them for spurious

aesthetic reasons. However, my lesearch on published Dreaming narratives shows quite

2 surfuture: intellectual

P sed, which
3 similar "G the omission

in Australian history books of our bloody past and the s Australia was

colonised (see reprint Stanner, 1991:18)'
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clearly that this message has not been heard. The Indigenous cultural renaissance that began
in the 1990s is rife with appropriation. As Lucashenko said at the C.B.C. conference:

You took our children, our sisters, our brothers, our mothers, our fathers, our
grandmothers,- grandfathers, uncles and aunties, but we kept our stories. A rich
Indigenous folklore arose from the missions and camps blendiñg with the stories that
have been in this cou.ntry from the beginning. Wé tept our- stories. The use of
Aboriginal languages in the missions wãs banlned. Thoie speaking their language
were severely-punished. We were not ;o corroboree, not to sinþ. Theãevil was ä oir
stories. The 

-cliained 
people had come

the white God could save us. But we
hid away in the bush and saved the
destroy our culture but most of you
because that's what your chains tôld
kept our stories....

Question time, after Lucashenko's talk, revealed she believes Indigenous writers also have
exclusive rights to fictonalise Aboriginal cha¡acters in novels.a Needless to say her views
were at odds with the non-Indigenous members of the panel. James Moloney and Elizabeth
Hutchins have both written and published children's books with Indigenous main cha¡acters
(see Moloney, 1993 & 1994; Hutchins, 199S). Lucashenko was also at odds with the many
budding authors in the audience who aspire to writing 'politically correct' novels that are

inclusive of Aboriginal people, and with the many teacherlibrarians in the audience who have
been buying and recommending books with Indigenous themes, inspite of them being written
by white authors.

But to be fair, Lucashenko is probably also at odds with some other Indigenous writers.
Mudrooroo (Colin Johnson), has an opposing view:

where else would Australians go for an to Indigenous culture? It
is about time that y9 gave awáy.suc tion' and 'ñrisappropriation'
and set out to build an Australian which is based^ on and in
Australia, that is, on the land and on the songlines which make known the land.
Universaljly should be the aim rather than an éxclusivity which will not work and
which will only allow the songlines to become forgotten. Culture is never static and
the past is there to be used and built upon.

(Mudrooro o, 1997:23)

Mudrooroo says he is echoing the view of the late T.G.H. Strehlow, the well-known
anthropologist, who published the large 1971 volume Songs of Central Australia. Mudrooroo
valorises Strehlow's efforts, as well as the epic and poetic quality of the songlines he

recorded in print. Mudrooroo concludes his valorisation, and his chapter on "The Songlines",
with the cornment:

alucashenko was quite adamant that only Aboriginal people have the right to write novels with both
Aboriginal characters and white characters, because it is only they who have the life experience of living in
both worlds: "... 'We can't remain ignorant [of white people] and live. You can remain ignorant of us anð-live
your whole life.... OK That's why we can write about white people with knowledge....". I have heard similar
sentiments from local Aboriginal people regarding picture books written for children, by non-Indigenous
authors, that focus on Indigenous themes and characters. I have also heard positive com-ments frori Aboriginal
people about similar books.
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the importance of poetry to the Arenthe [sic] people is stressed by Stre]rlow who
declares that in Arrenthe [sic] society it was the poet, the knower of sacred songs,
who had prestige. He ends his huge volume with a¡ appeal which echoes my own:
that if Australia is to develop a truly national culture it is to the land and environment
that Australians must go: 'It is therefore to be hoped that a perusal of the ancient
material that constitutes the aboriginal [sic] sacred songs of Central Australia will not
prove entirely unrewarding to our future poets: the imagery found here does
harmonise with the outward shape and inward spirit of our continent.' (I97t:729)

(l\dudrooro o, 1997 :32)

However Mudrooroo fails to acknowledge the different era in which Stretúow worked. The

prevailing belief when Strehlow was collecting these songlines (from 1930s to early 1960s)

was that the Aboriginal people were a'dying race'. It was Strehlow's own opinion that the

Aranda5 culture was dying. Strehlow, at the time, became the repository of much Aranda

knowledge, and in his (1947) ArandaTraditions,he writes:

Many of the legends and much of the i¡formation contained in these three studies
were obtained from old native informants under a promise of secrecy during their
Iifetime, and that is why these papers were not published earlier.
Time has wrought many changes in Central Australia... and all the main informants
mentioned in this volume have now passed away, taking ttre last of their secret
knowledge with them.
This book is dedicated to their memory.

(Strehlow, 19 47 :Preface)

Strehlow knew that Aranda knowledge was bestowed upon him by his "old native

informants" because he was trusted (being brought up on the mission and speaking their

language), and because the younger generation were not considered ready for the

responsibilities associated with such knowledge. Mudrooroo himself uses the term

"property" when paraphrasing Streblow's understanding of Indigenous knowledge: "such

songs - and this is an important point which should be remembered - were the propeñy of the

fully initiated males" (Mudrooroo,I997:25).YetMudrooroo, fifty years laær in the so-called

Decade for Reconciliation, draws the conclusion that Indigenous knowledge is there to be

used by all Australians in order "to develop a truly national culture" (I\dudrooroo,1997:32).

Mudrooroo himself has played the 'Indigenous card' in his own writing career, and written

on numerous Indigenous themes in both fictional and non-fictional genres, including his

experimentation and construction of higtrly syncretic novels (e.g. Mudrooroo, 1983 & I99l;
see Hosking,1997).

Perhaps the antithetical 'hands-off attitude of Lucashenko and Huggins should be

considered in the light of their own individual experiences of being brought up in

Queensland. Lucashenko told us her grandmother was stolen when she was eight, and the

day before the conference she herself had been to yet another funeral of one of the 'stolen

generation' who couldn't cope with life any longer. Huggins, in an article addressed to white

5 At"ndu is now spelt Westem Arrarnt4 or Cental and Eastem Arernte. It is unclear why Mudrooroo has

chosen the spelling: 'Arrenthe'.
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writers, tries to warrt us of the differing attitudes towards whites among Indigenous

communities:

don't expect Aboriginal people to easily welcome you into their world. Sorne of us
will be more open and tolerant than others. There is a long history of violence,
mistrust, guilt and fear that cannot be erased overnight. Know when you are an
intruder rather than an accomplice.

(Huggins, 1994:12)

On the third day of the C.B.C. conference in Adelaide it was disconcerting to observe the

very warm weicome afforded Patricia V/rightson. Wrightson (now in her eighties) is

described on the blurb of her latest book (V/rightson, 1998) as "Australia's most

distinguished writer for young people". She was introduced by her publishers, Random

House, as a writer who has greatly influenced the way Aboriginal people and their culture are

now perceived by other Australians. She was one of the few writers of her time to introduce

Aboriginal ttremes into her fictional writing for children, beginning with the mystical

character "Potkoorok" in her t972 rovel An older kind of magic. Since then many

"Aboriginal folk figures" have featured in her books, which her publishers told us "paved the

way" for other books for children with Aboriginal themes, such as those by Percy Trezise

and Dick Roughsey. Wrightson was at the conference for the launch of her most recent book:

The Wrightson list, which is the fulfillment of a promise she made twenty years ago at an

I.B.B.Y. conference in Sydney to publish her collection of card files ttrat lists the sources for

her "Aboriginal folk figures". 'We are told in her Foreword (Wrightson, 1998:v) that the

purpose of this list was:

not to produce another picturesque t"¡sllingl quite the opposite. This was to guard the
folklore against picnresque retelling; to protect its authenticity by opening my sources
to public inspection. It could then be seen how much was established by real
collectors, and what Aboriginal authority, and how much came from my own
response.

Wrightson herself (1998:v) admits that some of the detail in the list was later gathered

through research by her son, Peter Wrightson, who is the co-author of the publication. He

himself (in the Compiler's NotÐ reveals the purpose he sees for such a compilation (notemy

emphasis):

We have... included a section listing those beings which share some characteristics.
This is an aid that Patricia often longed for - a way to find a certain kind of spirit ttrat
could belone to a certain kind of area. If. for instance. vou haooen to need a shaoe-
changer that might be met with at Lake Alexandrina, you need not search the entire
list to locate one. You ca¡ much more easily consult the list of shape-changers and

fndMalapi.6
(Wrightson, 1998:xxxvi)

6 I ussum" the "Aboriginai folk figures", in the form of a "shape changer", ttrat Wrightson is referring to is
the 'Melape' in Taplin (1879b:129) glossed as 'devil'; also known today as 'Muldarpi'.
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Obviously this book was compiled for budding authors, whether Indigenous or not. In fact,

in her speech at the launch, V/rightson said that she was delighted that tlre book had already

been put to use by the writer Elizabeth Honey, who needed to know what "hairy man" she

could use for the particular location in her forthcoming novel. We are told in the Publisher's

Note (atthe beginnin g of Wrightson's Zisf) ttrat at the same conference where V/rightson first

promised this book (now twenty years ago) there was an "electrifying moment" when "the

poet and playwright Jack Davis stood up and encouraged her to be even bolder in her writing

a¡d... to go on". Mudrooroo could have had the same intentions as Wrightson when he

compíled his similar collection, published ín 1994, called Aboriginal mythology: an A-Z

spanning the history of Aboriginal mythology from the earliest legends to the present day.

However Mudrooroo's collection does not cite his sources, giving the impression that he

collected the contents himself: "I have sat around the campfire in dry, dusty places and in

clearings in rain forests listening to our story-tellers. It is as much their book as it is mire"

(Mudrooroo, 7994:x1l). But on the previous page he apologises for revealing any "secret

sacred material [that] may have been inadvertently used". During V/rightson's launch, at

least, W'rightson herself said that she had only included the "non-sacred Aboriginal spirits

that we are not frightened or forbidden to touch" !

Huggins writes about the very genre that this thesis is about: that of published Dreaming

n¿uïatives. She refers to the "little hairy men", which is one of the entries in V/rightson's

List:

While there has been a popular revival of Dreamtime/creation stories in children's
literanre it is my frm opinion that ttrese should be exclusively written by Aboriginal
people. Much information written about Aboriginals by non-Aboriqinals has been

þationising, misconstrued, pre-conceived and abused. 'We've had so much
destructive material wrinen about us that we must hold together the very fabric of the
stories which created us. Out of all the material written about, for and by Aboriginal
people, this is perhaps the most sensitive genre. 'We never refer to these stories as

"myths" because how can the Bible be amyth?
If jungaris or little hairy men or any other Aboriginal spiritual characters are written
ab-out they must emanate from tlre right source/region/owners/of the people to whom
those stories belong. Jungaris are not found everywhere throughout this country and
appear for specific pulposes only with rituals attached to them. Some writers treat
ttróse charaCters with the same applicability and generality as they do with ghosts,
witches, and gnomes. One playwright told me he Just put them in for effect', not
realising the protocols involved. I prefer that people don't write about them at all to
save the colourisation and tokenism.

(Huggins, 1994:t2-13)

1.1 PURPOSE OF MY RESEARCH

The aim of my research has been to review and analyse ttre content, style and stnrcture of a

broad sample of the published Dreaming texts that have found their way onto library and

bookshop shelves in Australia over the last 200 years. I consider the way these na¡ratives

have been represented as written texts, but ask in particular Who is doing the representing? I
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also ask further questions such as: Whose voice is being heard in the text? and Who is the

considered audience? I also discuss the issue of appropriation, and therefore ask of particular

texts: Who was the original source of the oral æxt? Who has reworked the text into a written

form? How has the text been reworked? and Who holds copyright for the final published

product? In asking these questions, a pattem emerges revealing that a very large majority of
published Dreaming narratives that have been published over the years, and continue to be

published, have been appropriated by non-Indigenous writers, who have little interest in
acknowledging the primary, and sometimes secondary, sources for their stories. For them,

such'tales' from'the Dreamtime' are perceived as national resoluces that are there for the

taking, and if reworked and marketed well are very valuable money eamers for both authors

and publishers.

Of particular interest in this thesis are the published Dreaming texts of David Unaipon, an

Indigenous man from Point Mcleay mission in South Australia. He was the f,rst Aboriginal
writer to publish in this geffe, in about 1925, and his occasionally syncretic modes of
representation pose some interesting challenges to modern day writers and representers of
Dreaming narratives. I also investigate the writings of Katie Langloh Parker, who was the

first to publish a collection of texts of this same geffe, with her first collection, Australian
Legendary Tales, being published in 1896. Her numerous published collections continue to

be a major source of narratives for those wishing to rework and publish in this much

popularised genre. A L975 illustrated "adaptation" of texts from her original collection

continues to appeil in Angus and Robertson bookshops, and in their a¡nual Christrnas

catalogues.T This thesis reviews and explores, however, many other publications, from both

the nineteenth and twentieth century, and discusses how the attitudes of the writers largely

determine the way in which they choose to represent the narratives. My discussion includes

publications by: Marine Captains, Govemors, Anthropologists, Missionaries, Government

Protectors, Surveyors, Bushmen, linguists, Ethnomusicologists and others, probably best

categorised as Appropriators. I also review and discuss more contemporary publications that

have been written by Indigenous writers themselves, as well as publications ttrat are the result

of close collaboration between non-Indigenous writers and the original Aboriginal naÍators

of the Dreaming texts.

The title of my thesis, "Poor bugger whitefella got no Dreamilg", is an adaptation of the title
of W.E.H. Stanner's book of essays: White man got no Dreaming. Tlte original quote was

from "one intelligent old man" called Muta of the Murinbata (now spelt Mr:rinh-Pattra) group

7 Thit tgZS publication, called Tales from the Dreamtime,is written or "adapted by Vashti Farrer" aûd
illustated by Walter Cwmningharn It aclarowledges that its texts were "selectedfrottAustralian legendary
tales colLected by K. Langloh Parker". It was published by Angrx and Robertsor¡ and has been reprinted by
them many times, and appeared in ttreir 1997 Christmas catalogue. It was still on sale in their bookshops in
1999.
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of the Daly River area of the Northem Territory (N.T.). Over fifty years ago Muta

commented to Stanner, an anthropologist and strong supporter of Aboriginal rights:

White man got no dreaming
Him go 'nother way.
White man, him go different.
IIim go road belong himseH.

(Stanner, 1979:23)

My title also encompasses the sympathetic expression that one often hears amongst

Aboriginal people in the desert regions of Central Australia, when they commiserate about

someone's misfortune. Often heard, for example, are expressions such as: "Him got no

family, poor bugger" or "Him got no dog, poor bugger" or "Him got no language, poor

bugger", when an Aboriginal person expresses their concem for a newcomer to their

community who they perceive as lacking the important things in life. This common

expression, or linguistic tag atthe end of expressions of Indigenous sympathy, no doubt also

inspired the N.T. songwriter Ted Egan to incorporate similar words in his well known Land

Rights ssng: "Poor Buggerme Gurindji" in the early 1970s.

My title reflects the findings of my thesis. It expresses the amazement, and sympathy, that

many lndigenous Australians feel regarding the lack of belief and understanding 'White

people have for The Dreaming. At the same time it explains the need or compulsion White

Australians have to record and appropriate the Dreaming narratives of Indigenous Austalians

as if they were their own. But this thesis does not only review the appropriation of Drea:ning

narratives by White Australians (or Goonyas)8. It also reviews the way Indigenous

Australians themselves have represented their own Dreaming narratives as published texts

(occasionally in close collaboration with Goonyas), and in doing so offers some alærnative

approaches in tlre representation of ttris important genre.

I.2 DEFINITIONS

I seek to clarify my chosen topic with some definitions, particularly definitions for the key

terms.

L.2.1 'The Dreaming'

I begin with the most obvious term: 'The Dreaming', which I have written throughout this

thesis with a capital 'D',9 just as the Bible is spelt with a capital. Such a convention is now

8 lodig"oo,-rr people from the Adelaide area and its surrornds refer to themselves (and other Indigenous people)

as Nrurgas, and to non-Indigenous people as Goonyas (sometimes aiso spelt Gunya).
9 I *ut ternpted, as aprecautionary measure, to place quotation marks arowtd this problematic word

t¡roughout my ttresis, largeþ because of its seemingly ubiquitous and haphazar{ usage over the years by non-

Indigenous people in particrlar. A brief search on the IWEB reveals thousands of sites of usagg including its

use by new-ãge non-Indrgenous Americans. Examples of its more local use include: In the print medi4
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followed by many writers out of respect for the importance placed on this concept as a belief
system of lndigenous Australians. The term itself of course originates from English, but its
origin lies in a related English term "dream times", first used by Spencer and Gillen earlier
last century to define the "native term" terrnalchéringa (Spencer & Gillen, I904:74$.lo
Stanner claimed, in 1953, that he had heard the term used by Aborigines themselves:

The Australian Abo.igil:sl outlook on the universe and man is shaped by a
remarkable conception, which Spencer and Gillen immortalised as 'the dream time or
alcheringa of the Arunta or Aranda tribe. Comparable terms from other tribes are
often almost untranslatable, or mean literally something like 'men of old'. Some
anthropologists have called it the Etemal Dream Time. I þrefer to call it what many
Aborigines call it in English: The Dreaming, or just, Drearning.

(Stanner 1979:23)

It was anthropologists such as Elkin who Stanner would have been refering to, who wrote
twenty years earlier of "the great dreaming" and the "etemal dream-time" (see Elkin 1933 11

and laær in 1938, see 1948 reprint:146). According ro Elkin:

ûot the passing dream of night;
which of historical significance
s the age of the mighty heroes

(Elkin, 1933:Il)

Since then, both terrns, the'Dreaming' and the'Drearn Time', have become immortalised in
oral and published n¿Irratives, and are used by both non-Indigenous and Indigenous naûators
and writers.l l

According to Stanner, "a cenffal meaning" of the term "The Dreaming" is:

a sacred, heroic time long ago when man and nature came to be as they are; but
neithe¡'time' nor'history' as we under
shall not understand The Dreaming
blackfellow may call his totem, or
Dreaming. He may also explain the ex
due to The Dreaming....

particulæly tnThe Advertiser (January 26, L998:I) where headlines state: "Australian dreaming comes true for
Cathy". The a¡ticle is reporting on the Indigenous attúete Cathy Freeman being announced æ Àustralian of
the Yea¡ for 1998, The same year in Adelaide, an event wæ named "Pa¡klands Dreaming". It wa.s organised by
commtmily goups with concems about past abuse and the future use of the city's parklands. Particþants in
the festivities were offered their "chance to'have a say'on Adelaide's precious parklands whilst enjoting some
of ow most talented Indigenous and local entertainers.... Help us make a dream come tnre" (Flier äOieriising
the event,29 Mæch 1998).

_1_0 
Spgncer AGrilen (1904:745) define the termalchéringø in their glossary as "NaÍte applied by the An:nt4

Kaitish, and Unmatjera tribes to the far past, or dream times, in which their mythic anceiiors üvêd. The word
alchéri means drearn" The altemative spelling now used for the groups referred to by Spencer & Gillen a¡e
Western Ararnta or Eastern Ar¡ernte, Kaytej and Anmatyene respectively.
11 ¡s wittr'Dreaming', the term.s 'Dreamtime'and even'Alcheringa are also used and appropriated
ubiquitously for an assortment of purposes by non-krdigenous people. Fø example, the theme chosen for
Bookweek by the Australian Children's Book Council for 1989 was "Dreamtime". More recently, Peter
Haynes, the winner of the International Horse Trials held in November in Adelaide in 1998, claimed he named
the horse he rode to win the event "Alcheringa" becar:se he was a "dream to ride" (TVw Advertiser, eaÃy
November, 1998).
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: it was, and is, everywhen.... it has for

Among them, a kind of narrative of
things that still happen; and a kind of

rything for Aboriginal man.
(Stanner, 1979:23-24)

Sutton, a contemporary anthropologist and linguist, defines "The Dreaming" as:

the founding story, the great drama took its
present fonñ an¿ ttre póple, anima rld were

created. But the Dreaming is also present.

Things co s. There and the

spiriiual, a without history and meaning. The land is already

a narative before people represent it.
In the Dreaming, heroic characters tr re[eâ abbut the land, doing ordin^ary good and

evil things p.oiÍe do today, and also performing extraordinary feat¡3f creation and

destructiónjcooperation and conflict. ihese charácters, the Ancestral Beings, yho ar9

also called the breamings, have their physical manifestations now in the form of
animals, plants, elements, places and people. _ -

(Sutton, 19^88:brochurè foi the Indigenous art exhibition "Dreamings")

Rose, an anthropologist who has worked with the Ya¡allin community in the Victoria River

district of the N.T., explains the notion of Dreaming specifically for the Yanalin. I quote this

longer def,inition in full in Appendix 1.1. Rose also reiterates, as does Myers (1986) and

others, the enduring Time aspect of the Dreaming, as first emphasised by Stanner:

Dreaming life is different from ordinary life in that that which exists as Dreaming

endures....
Dreaming can be conceptualised as a great wave.which follows on behind us,

obliterating the debris of ou. existencã and illuminating, as a synchronous set of
images, those which endure....
Ureãnnings exist all the time, so to speak. Stanner (1979:2Ð refers to Dreaming as an

'everywhen' - it's a useful term....
In sum, both Dreaming and ordinary exist in real, named, local space. Both are

grounded in the earth. Ordinary time,
nights, dry seasons and wet seasons,
which our western concepts of time h
contrast, is marked most powerfully b
named sPace' 

(Rose, 1994:180-181)

The anthropologist Tony Swain (1993: 14-19) has problems with the actual term 'Dreaming',

and the definitions offered for this concept by some anthropologists, particularly because of

the Time aspect they impose. Rather controversially, he argues there is no Time aspect to

Dreamings, and Rose's reference to the Dreaming contrasting with "ordinary time" is

misleading (Swain, 1993: 15). Some would argue that by removing the Time element Swain

himself is being misleading. Swain also criticises Nancy Williams and her use of the

descriptive term "cyclical" to describe Aboriginal perception of Time. He argues that

descriptions of circular time versus linear time merely reflect our blinkered Western need for a

binary opposition regarding any concept of time:
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est it is best to state that
vent.... In the popular
occurs; its emancipation
numbered measure. But

themselves. This is entirely
to ultimate pre-event origins.
the statement: events occur.

(Swain, 1993:19)

Swain traces the roots of this so-called "bastardised" term as follows:

'Dreamtime' or 'Dreaming', as T.G.H. Strehlow has
mistranslation of the altjira root lin Aranda], which hasuncreated Jtjira rama, üterally 'tevocative ams, but the so-called 'Dreaming'is derived
ftomAltji- ._ erives fromaltjira,....
The word 'Dreaming' or 'Dream Time' has, nonetheléss, returned from academic
coinage through popular culture to spread throughout virtually all Aborigind Engfiih
speech....

use of the phrase
tinued) this practice,
those who employ

,ordinary rime,. distinction between 'or:lJliJtitî:ytm
(Swain, 1993:21)

Swain (1993:2I-22) also criticises Howard Morphy for his translation of the termWangarr
in Yolngu Matha (spoken in north east A¡nhem Land) as " 'Ancestral past', a remote 'period
of time' ". To contradict these translations Eric Michaels and Francoise Dussart "rendered the
Warlpiri Jukurrpa as 'Ancestral present' ". Swain himself (who also worked with V/arlpiri
people) coined the alternative phrase the "AncesÍal Now", but stresses that such a phrase is
unnecessary if the concept of Time is removed altogether:

I{ *9 accept on the other hand, that Aborigines constructed their world in terms of
rhythme.d events then we can instead iñquire into the nature of the so-called
'Dreaming' asa - 

inal
Aranda meaning, too
mgny unjustified are
Abiding Events.
often... abbreviat

(Swain, 1993:22)

Like a number of non-Indigenous academics embroiled in the discourse of Aboriginalism,
Swain assumes the right to suggest further altemative English terms to replace 'problematic'
terms such as the'Dreamtime'. He contends a more accurate English descriptor would be
"Dreamplace" (Swain, L993:14). But no matter how convincing Swain's arguments are for
proposing this alternative term, for the popularised Aboriginal English term or for the
vernacular terms Wangarr, Altjira and Jukurrpa,I have deliberately persisted with the use of
the term'Dreaming' (but not 'Dreamtime') throughout this thesis. Despite its misconstrued
origins, and its supposed temporal connotations, I maintain its usage here because it is a term
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that is used today by many Indigenous people. Despite the criticism one could receive from

contemporary anthropologists for using this and other tefins, such as'tribal' and'totem" I

persevere with these terms because I am intentionally privileging the opinions and voices of

Indigenous people in this thesis. I will, however, retum later to the problematic issue of

Time, when I discuss individual Dreaming narratives and their ubiquitous and popularised

introductory phrases, such as: "In the Dreamtime..." or "Long, long ago in the

Dreamtime...".

Although many of the narratives reviewed in this thesis, in their appropriated and over-

simplified forms, may seem to lack any sense of "real named space" or may not seem

particularly "grounded in the earttl" (to use Rose's terms, 7994:180-181), they are included

because they are best characterised as Dreaming narratives. I include texts that have been

categorised as 'myth', 'legend', 'folklore' and'Dream time stories' by the non-Indigenous,

but would still be referred to by many with the generic term'Dreaming story'. The equivalent

term in Warlpiri is Jukurrpa, and in Western Desert languages is Tjukurya.rz

Paddy Roe, an lndigenous man from the West Kimberley, who collaborated with Stephen

Muecke in the publication of a selection of his narratives in the seminal book Gularaburu

distinguishes three "types of story": "trustori (true stories) bugaregara (stories from the

drea:rrhg) and devil sfori (stories about devils, spirits, etc.)". The second of these two

narrative types is also referred to as "the law"', while the third "may be about quite recent

events as well as distant ones", just as Roe explains (1983:vii) how the "'Worawora spirit

woman" of adevil s/ori "still lives today". Perhaps this is Stannner's "everywhen" aspect of

Roe's na¡ratives. Both Roe and the Warlpiri agree on the contrasting category of naratives

that tell of events in the living memory of people today. Roe calls these Trusfori (which

Muecke curiously equates with "iegend", see Roe, 1983:vii)13, while the Warlpiri call them

"Oral Histories". Although I am aware of the mythologising by Indigenous people of certain

cha¡acters and events in Australia's colonial history, such as Captain Cook and Ned Kelly

(see Maddock, 1988; Mackinolty and 
'Wainburranga, 1988; Rose, 1994),I persist in this

study with a distinction between Jukurrpa and Oral Histories.14 But just as academics

acknowledge the apparent merging of Aboriginal mythology and their contact history (see

Swain, L993; Beckett, 1994; Rose, 1994; Rumsey, 1994; Merlan, 1994 and Gale, 1995), so

too would Indigenous naffators (or 'myth makers'), who tell of the Ancestral Heroes Captain

12 T]n" same terrr is spelt differentty by ttrese two different language groups becatxe of their contrasting

orthographies. Warlpiri uses a 'j' for the alveo-palatal stop while Pitjantjatjara uses 'tj'; simüarly Warlpiri
uses lr' for the trilled rhotic rather than 'r'.
13 I ursurn" Muecke is using the term'legend' in the sense of a past hero becoming a'legend' in contemporary

mythology, rather than the sense which is almost synonymous with'myth'.
14 Not" the Dreaming or Jukurrpa genre also contrasts with other genres now being published under the label

of 'Aboriginal literature', including the burgeoning biographical texts, poems and the more incipient fictional
novel (such as those of Mudrooroo and Lucashenko).
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Cook and Ned Kelly, probably categorise ttreir na:ratives as Dreaming stories, rather than

Oral Histories.

1.2.2 Representation

There are two meanings to be read into the term'representation', which I discuss fr¡rther in
my next chapter. The first is 'Representation' in the sense of writing or re-writing a text oû

behalf of another, while the second is the sense of 'Re-presentation' or the presen ;ng of a
text again in another form. It is the first of these meanings that is adopted in this study,

r¡nless indicated otherwise. The term'representation', and the issues surrounding the act of
one person representing another (or another's cultural knowledge) in print, are crurently

extremely topical in the Academy, particularly in postcolonial liærary criticism. Again, these

issues are discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

1.2.3 Appropriation

The Oxford dictionary definition for'appropriation', which is the one adopted (and adapted)

here for the purposes of defining the appropriation of Dreaming na¡ratives by the non-

Indigenous. Appropriation is the act of taking possession of a text, whether oral or written,

as if it were one's own. The act of appropriation, therefore, involves one assuming ttre right
to rework s¡ sþange a namative to suit one's own purposes in committing it to print and

eventual publication. All writers (or re-writers) who have been deemed 'Appropriators' in
this study are those who have used other people's published (or unpublished) Dreaming

stories to rewrite and publish their own versions of the same narratives. They invariably
assume sole copyright over the final published text, and only occasionally name or
acknowledge their secondary sources. They never name the original (Indigenous) and

primary sources of their nalTatives. The most prolific appropriator, whose works continue to

reprinted and sold in the year 2000, would have to be A.W. Reed, whom I discuss in
Chapter Three. Another appropriator, Dr. V/i1liam Ramsay Smith, whose 1930 book is now

available r¡nder a new title, Aborigine, also continues to sell in 'reputable' bookshops. His
work was appropriated from the Indigenous writer David Unaipon, and is discussed at lengrh

in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight.

1.2.4 Aboriginalism

Aboriginalism is an extension of Said's term "Orientalism", whereby the colonised a¡e

always represented by the colonisers rather than themselves. Walton aud Christie (L994:82)

define "Aboriginalism" as: "the story about Aborigines told by whites using only white
people's imaginations. Aboriginal voices don't contribute to this story, so in Aboriginalism,
the Aborigines always become what the white man imagines them to be". Walton and
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Christie also talk of the need for Aboriginal people to create a "counter-discourse" to the

discourse of Aboriginalism, which incorporates their voices rather than those of the non-

Indigenous. Ma¡tin Nakata, a Torres Strait Islander researcher, currently based in Adelaide,

expresses similar needs in his 1999 paper. These are also sha¡ed by ttre Indigenous local

educator. and researcher Lester habima Rigney (personal communication, May, 2000). In the

final two chapters of this thesis I return to discuss both Nakata's aûd Rigney's passion for

Indigenous voices to not only be heard, but to be agents of change. I also discuss the

possibilities of a 'cor¡nter discourse' in the geffe of Dreaming naratives in which Indigenous

people are both the agents of change and the predominant voice.

1..3 EARLY ACCOUNTS OF 'THE NATIVES'

As a way of providing an early historical framework to what follows in this thesis, I begin

below with a review and discussion of some very early, but sketchy, accounts of Aboriginal

'superstitions', written by Englishmen nearly 200 years ago. None of these writers recorded,

or even discussed specific Dreaming narratives, and avoided the use of the term 'religion' in

describing Indigenous beliefs. But I include this review of their journals and reminiscences

here, because they provide a lucid picnue of the attitudes of the so-called 'civilised world' at

the time of their writing. It was not r:ntil a century later, when anthropology was developing

as a scholarly discipline, that ethnographic writers would even acknowledge that Indigenous

Australians had their own non-theistic form of 'religion'.

ln L962 Stan¡er (n 1.979:108) asked the all important question of why there was this

"blindness" amongst early ethnographers regarding the possibility of Aboriginal belief

systems:

It should not be supposed that they lacked information, leaming or humanism. For
the most part they were knowledgeable, serious-minded men. They we,r9 sufficiently
interested in the Aborigines to write about them in an epoch that had little time or
understanding of such interests. Some were good observers.... But they were sure of
their vision. They were genuinely unable to see, let alone credit, the facts that have
convinced modern anthropologists that the Aborigines a¡e a deeply religious people.
That blindness is aû important part of our study. It profoundly affected European
conduct towa¡ds Aborigines. It reinforced two opposed views - that they were a

survival into modern times of a protoid form of humanity incapable of civilisation,
and that they were decadent from a once-higher life and culture. It fed the
psychologicai disposition to hate and despise those whom the powerful have injured,
or-wish to injure. It allowed European moral standards to atrophy by tacitly
exempting from canons of right, law, and justice acts of dispossessioq, neglect, and
violence át Aboriginal expense.... It weakened both the charity and the wisdom of
much Christian evangelism. And it deeply confused scholarly understanding. The
blindness was not that of men who would not see. In a proforurd sense it was organic
with the European mind of the day.

So what Captain Tench, Collins Esq., Captain Grey and others observed in those early days

of the colony were what the "mi:rd of the day" allowed them to see. It contrasts with the
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observations and recordings of later writers, which appeff in my next chapters. But at the

turn of the century, and even well into the 1900s, the 'intelligence' of Indigenous Australians

was still under question. This doubt haunted David Unaipon, who strived throughout his life

to prove the intelligence of his 'race', as well as his own genius, and hence silence those who

Iooked down on his people as sub-intelligent. Unaipon, who was a prolific reader and a self-

educated scholar of classical literature, was well aware of the debates surrounding the status

of his people. He understood the importance western thought placed on deities, and the

importance of a creationary Father to Christianity (he was brought up on a mission and his

own father was a lay preacher). My analysis of the syncretic Dreaming naffatives written by

Unaipon from the mid 1920s (discussed in Chapter Seven) demonstrates his determination to

represent the mythology of his people as a belief system as credible as that of Christian

mythology, and as poetic and sophisticated as the mythologies of the ancient Greeks.

Although there has been some acknowledgement over the last 100 years of what Emile

Durkheim (see Stanner, 1979:108) calls the "profoundly religious cha¡acter" of Australian

Indigenous cultures, it doesn't seem to have impacted on the way many observers have

chosen to represent their Indigenous Dreaming na:ratives. As Hodge and Mishra (not

altogether accurately) observe :

'Aòoriginal myths in English' typically consist of short and pointless narratives, full
of acts of unmotivated sex and violence, with punchlines cónsisting of implausible
Just-so' scraps of natural history. The language used is a curious form of standa¡d
English, which manages to be both childlike and dull, pedantic and imprecise.

(Hodge and Mishra, I99O:77)

I argue that the child-like nature of many of the published Dreaming na¡ratives that have

appeared on bookshop shelves over the last century are written in this way, by non-

Indigenous writers, pafly because it feeds the false perception in the minds of non-

Indigenous people that Indigenous Australians (and their Dreaming narratives) are essentially

childJike. These perceptions are confirmed in the foreword, written by the literary scholar

Andrew Lang (also a scholar of Greek literature), of the very first published (1896) collection

of Dreaming narratives, or 'Folklore', recorded by Katie Langloh Parker (see Chapter Five).

Furthermore, until recently Indigenous people have not been encouraged or invited to write

their own Dreaming narratives because they were considered incapable of representing

themselves, and their own narratives in print. What follows demonstrates that the first
interested observers, from the very early days of the New South Wales colony, were

apparently not only blind to any religious or spiritual beliefs of the colony's Indigenous

people, but they also had great difficulties in accessing and communicating with the different

groups they encountered in the vast new colony.
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1.3.1 Captain Watkin Tench

One of the earliest published accounts, regarding the native inhabitants of the new colony,

was that of Captain Watkin Tench. The other was an account by the first Govemor himself,

Art¡ur Phillip, which was also published in the same year. Tench was a Captain of the Royal

Marines when he served initially on the First Fleet, and then in the new colony of New South

Wales, over a period of six years. Tench's first publication A narrative of the expedition to

Botany Bay, waspublished in 1789, and was written dwing that fust year of the jour:rey and

the First Fleet's arrival in New South Wales. It was republished, as was Phillip's, much later

by Angus and Robertson in 1961., in which it was stated that "Professor G.A- Woods has

praised Tench's books as 'the most accurate, most orderly, and most valuable description of

life in the colony in the first days' ". It even claims Tench to be the "father of Australian

literature" (Editors Introduction, 1 9 6 1 : xxi).

However, Tench confesses that his first observations of the natives were made up of

"detached observations, taken at different times, and not from a regular series of knowledge

of the customs and manners of a people, with whom opportunities of communication are so

scarce, as to have seldom been obtained" (Tench, L967:46). Tench continues, however, to

note the vastly different "habits and manners" of the "Savages", tO his OwU:

To their religious rites and opinions I aq equ
offered of seeing the ceremonies observed at d
insight might have been g le I write,
to u¡ has not been made.. :ause then
answer, to the fickle, jealous, wavering disposition of the peopl.e we-have to deal

with, who, like all other savages, are either too indolent, too indifferent, or too

feariut to ionn an attachmentón easy terms, with those who differ in habits and

manners so widely from ourselves. 
(Tench, rg61:5!_53)

ln L7g3, Tench published a second more detailed account, covering much of his four years

spent in the new colony (from January 1788 to December L79I). A complete account of the

settlement of Port Jackson contains 28 pages (in the original edition, Pages I78 - 20Ð of

information and discussion on the Indigenous inhabitants of the new colony. On his retuÍI to

England, he was often asked the all important question of whether "these people" had a

"religion" or "a belief in a deity". Despite his earlier misgivings, his response was more

enlightened and tolerant than some of his contemporaries (see Collins laær in this section):

Until belief be enlightened by revelation, and chastened by reason; religion and

superstition, are tãrms of import. One of our earliest impressions, is the
consciousness of a superior power....
The native of New South Wales believes, that
heavenly bodies, predict good or evil consequenc
oftentimes calls the sr:n and moon 'weeree', that is,
see úre leading fixed stars (many of which he can cal. I by n-ame) obscr¡red by vapours,

he someti*"i disr"gards the- omen; and sometimes draws from it the dreary
conclusions. - I remember Abaroo running into a room, where a company was
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assembled, and uttering frightñrl exclamations of impending mischiefs, about to light
on her and her countrymen. When questioned on the cause of such agitation, öire
went to the door, and pointed to the skies, saying, that whenever the stãrs wore that
_appe{alge, misforhrnes to the natives always followed. The night was cloudy, and
the air disturbed by meteors. - I have heard many more of ihem testify similar
apprehensions. .. .

of New South V/ales
ideas of the origin and

speak.... 
him' I Pretend not to

ul, will take up very
call a spirit, Mawn:
ize them, and that it

.'When asked where their deceased friends
lieve in after existence is to confess the

immortality of some part of being...
(Tench, 196I:278-280)

It was not until the tum of the twentieth centìry that concepts such as 'animism', ard
'totemism' (see Spencer and Gillen, t899, L904 & later Róheim, 1925) were acknowledged
by White writers - the idea that people have a close relationship with animals and the land,
rather than a deity. This relationship is fundamental to Aboriginal beiief systems and
Dreaming narratives. By contrast, Tench's cofnments reflect the only possible avenue of
religious belief at his time of writing - of believing in a deity. But we cannot escape the fact
that Tench, like his contemporaries, is harsh in his judgement of the Indigenous people of
New South Wales, when he speaks of their lack of clothing against harsh climates, and their
ignorance on cultivation techniques. Of them he says: "a less enlightened state we shall
exclaim can hardly exist" (Tench, 1961:28I).

1.3.2 David Collins Esq.

Another very early published account, that considers the native inhabitants of the new
colony, was that of David Collins. He published in 1798 his 620 page volume: An account of
the English colony in New South Wales, after serving as the Judge Advocate and Secretary
of the colony in its early days. It is very detailed in its descriptions, but contrasts with most
other accounts discussed in ttris chapter, in ttrat Collins considers the Indigenous inhabitants
of New South'Wales had no elements of religious belief whatsoever. He is, of course,
impervious to any altemative forms of reïgion beyond amono-theistic belief system:

some trace of religion was not to be
could make among these people, from
them, I can safely pronowrce them an

they do not worship either sun, moon, or
to them, it is not an object of adoration;
beast, bird, or fish. I never could discover

ary, that impelled them to the commission of

indeedexistedapongthemsomer¿"uorpu"*Tffii:,'"r"JilJff J:itr*.!ää"hffiil:
with religion; for it had no influence whatever on their lives a¡d actións....
Conversing with Ben-nil-ling after his retum from England, where he had obtained
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much knowledge of our customs and manners.... I then asked him where the black
men (or Eora)lame from? He hesitated. - Did they come fro_m lfY Island? His
answer was, ihat he knew of none: they come from the clouds (Boo-row-e). He
wished to make me understand that they ascended in the shape of little children, first
hovering in the tops and in the bra¡ches of trees; and mentioned something about
their eating, in thai state, their favo'rite foods' little fishes.... 

(Collins, r79g.547)

ln Collins' "general remarks" just three pages earlier, he acknowledges that there was a

communication problem between the colonisers and the Indigenous people of this new

colony. Yet he does not seem to make the con¡ection between this lack of understanding

between the two parties, and why he was unable to decipher any "trace of religion" from the

Port Jackson inhabitants:

Language, indeed, is out of the question; foJ at the time of writing this (Se-ptember

1796) ñothing but a barbarous mixture of English with the Port Jackson dialect is
spoken by either party; and it must be added, that even in this the natives have the
aãvantagé, comprèhending, with much greater aptness than we can pretend to, every
thing they hear us say' 

(conins, rTgg'544)

In light of Stanner's claim of a prevailing "organic" imperative of "blindness", at the time of

Collins' writing, we should not be surprised that Collins writes in detail about the numerous

ceremonies and dances he witnessed in his time in the colony, particularly funeral

ceremonies, yet he fails to associate them with a form of alternative religion. This serves to

demonstrate how entrenched the Ewocentric religious views of the British colonisers were,

and how they were unable to see beyond the mono-theistic principles, and the moral

teachings, of Christianity :

The inænrment of Ba-loo-der-ry was accompanied withmany cr:rious ceremonies.
From being one day in apparent perfect health, he was brought rn the next extremely
ill, and attended by Ben-nil-long, whom we fou¡d singing overlÍm, and making use

of those means wlich ignorance and superstition pointed out to him to recover his
health.... On the following monring he was visited by a car-ratr-dy, who came

inch and a half long (which he had 
an

-602)

Presumably it was no surprise to Collins that Ba-loo-der-ry sooû died. Besides his

contemptuous attitudes and an inability to communicate, other reasons for observers such as

Collins failing to record any mythological naúatives from the inhabitants of Port Jackson

could have been that they simply asked the wrong questions, or maybe they were dismissive

of the answers and reponses they received. But maybe Bennelong and others simply chose

ûot to impart such knowledge to these white Christian men from England, particularly those

who overtly judged their explanations with such scepticism. Altematively Bennelong, who

was much used as a go-between and source of Indigenous information, may not have been at

liberty to divulge the information soughtby Collins.'Whenhe acted as a guide and interpreter
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for expeditions by Collins into new territory, he was at times not even on familiar or friendly
relations with the other Indigenous groups they encountered.

L.3.3 Sir George Grey

Nearly forty years hence, the Governor of South Australia, George Grey, published two
volumes that discuss the Indigenous inhabitants from the opposite side of the continent:

fournals of nuo expeditions of discovery in North-west and Western Australia. These

expeditions took place from 1837 to 1939, with volume two containing three chapters

devoted to the "natives" Grey encountered. In his chapter ten, entitled "Their traditional
laws", he states:

mere oral traditions are handed down, which teach that certain rules of conduct are to
be observed under certain penalties, a¡d without the aid of fixed records, or the
intervention of a succession of authorized depositaries and expor:nders, these laws
have been transmitted from father to son, through unknown generations, and are
fixed in the minds of the people as sacred and unalterable....
I may state my impression that it would seem, from the laws and customs of the
natives s people should until a certain period
remain ssible that they could emerge from a
state of force... it seems equally imposiible that
they could have been abrogated, or even altered, trntil the race subjeited fo them came
into contact with a civilized community, whose presence might exercise a new
influence, under which the ancient system would expire orbe swèpt away.

(Grey, 1841:223)

Grey's belief in the superiority of his fellow "civilized" colonisers influenced the way he
chose to govem South Australia, a¡d the way he treated its Indigenous i¡habitants. Yet he

was a man of paradoxes. He had an intense interest in Aboriginal people and, in his
following chapter, embarked on an insightful description of some Indigenous beliefs:

each family adopts some animal or vegetable, as their crest or sign, or Kobong, as

!h9y call it.... A certain mysterious connection exists between a family aná its
kgbgng, so that a member of the family will never kill an animal or species, to which
the kobong belongs.... This arises from the family belief, that some one individual of
the species is tlreir nearest friend, to kill whom would be a great crime, and to be
carefully avoided.

(Grey, l84I:228)

No doubt, t}re kobong in 'Westem Australia is the system of belief that a¡thropologists, by
the tu¡n of the century, were calling 'totemism'. Thus we find in Grey's writings the first
hints, on the part of white commentators, of a recognition of the intimate relationship
Indigenous people had with animal 'totems' of this land. We also see a developing awareness

of the important fi:¡ction that oral tradition (and oral narratives) had for the Indigenous
people all over Australia. There is a significant silence, however, even in Grey's writings,
regarding the close relationship each Indigenous group had with their land. An official
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acknowledgement of such an attachment would have threatened the very premise of Terra

Nullius, on which this new colony was seized'rs

But Grey had contradictory attitudes. He had a keen interest in Indigenous languages,

customs and beliefs, about which he researched and wrote quite profusely. Yet he saw them

as mere artifacts to be "swept away" by the civilising forces of English colonisation. Perhaps

that is why I have only managed to find, in his writings, discussions about their beliefs,

rather than any of the actual Dreaming narratives themselves. His contemporaries in South

Australia, for example the missionaries Meyer, Teichelmann, Schürmann and later G. Taplin,

did provide more deøil and occasionally actual naÍatives in their published writings (see

Chapter Three), but they too wrote with scepticism and moral judgement on their 'heathen'

charges. It wasn't until the next century that Indigenous beliefs were credited with the

possible status of 'religion'. Thus the observers writing in those very early years of

colonisation, such as Tench, Collins and even Grey, were quite in keeping with the blinkered

judgements of their times. Even the observations of more enlightened missionaries (such as

Teichelmann and Schürmann) failed to turn the tide on prevailing racist attitudes towards

Aboriginal people, as confirmed by S. Staniland 'Wake, a Director of the new

Anthropological Institute, who said in 1871, according to Stanner, that the Aborigines:

'possessed hardly any of what are usually understo d

ti*tl-y ia.u oi'uutÉu"t morality, or evên-a true i d

absent from their minds. How iout¿ people repre d

of humanity itself be capable of religion? 
(Stanner, I979:IO9)

My inclusion of this discussion of the very early observations of the Indigenous peoples of

Australia, that were written by men of standing in the colony, serves to demonstrate the

strength of the tide that later writers were swimming against when some of them saw fit to

credit Indigenous people not only with a 'religion', but also with intelligence. The cruel and

blunt judgements of writers such as Collins were not exceptional. They persisted, for

example, in the 1863 publication of Sir Roger Therryr6, a judge of the Supreme Court of

New South Wales, who wrote in his Reminiscences of thirty years' residence in New South

Wales andVictoriati çtheemphasis is mine):

ts Grey had considerable contact and dialogue with the Adelaide-based German mis and

Schürmann while serving as Governor in S.A. in the early 840s. The publications y

enlightened scholars, whõ recognised the imPortance ofland to Indigenous people, ter

Three.

what it is,
ever saw it,
entertain of

hobgloblin' (Therry,, 1974:298-299). Thus we read, in Therry, one of the earliest published references to a

charäcrcr of à oreãming narratiue - no doubt the renowned Éunyip, that was later to become mythologised into

Australia's fi ctional literature.
r7 A facsimile edition appeared 1n 1974.
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remarkable instinctive faculties, but

races of the South Sea Islands, but even
Cape.

(Therry, 1974:299-300)

Despite the benevolent intentions a¡d favourable attitudes towards Indigenous people by the
early govemors to the colonies, particularly Hindmarsh and Gawler in S.4., their desires for
their Indigenous charges were not always shared. Sentiments similar to Therry's were soon
taken on board by government policy makers, and set the course for the enactrnent of policies
that favoured the white settlers. Similarly, the very accounts about Indigenous people
represented the beginnings of misinformation and misunderstandings about Aboriginal
mythology and (lack of) religion, thus justifying the assumption that the funre of Aboriginal
people, should they survive, lay in them inevitably becoming 'civilised' and converting to
Christianity.

1.4 HAVE THINGS CHANGED?

Some may argue that we shculd excuse the early writers for their racist commenta¡ies, on ttre
grounds that they were writing in times when racist attitudes were not questioned. Slavery
was still endemic, and viewed as an acceptable practice until well into the nineteenth century.
But one could equally argue that these early founders of Australian literature were in fact
contributing to, and indeed constructing, ttre prevailing views of their time regarding ttre
Indigenous people of these new colonies. After all, they were the first to write about them.

But have attitudes really changed all that muct¡ and has the misinformation ceased? Do white
people still write and publish about Aboriginal people, and their mythology, in misleading
ways? Unforn¡nately, this thesis confrms that the answer to that question is yes - particularly
in the geme of Dreaming narratives. There has, however, been an apparent shift in the
discourse of Aboriginalism, which I discuss later. Furthermore the motives for writing in
misleading ways have varied over time. But it seems the motive now is primarily to make
money, rather than to reaffirm beliefs of colonial superiority. 'Writers who refuse to write in
collaboration with Indigenous story-tellers, and insist on controlling the pen (and the
represention) also insist on retaining full copyright over the texts. This is what I call
appropriatior, no matter how much publishers try to disguise their products with educational
or reconciliatory blwbs. Take just one ex¿rmple of a series of children's books that can be
purchased in the shop of the Tandanya Cultural Instinrte in Adelaide. The series was
published n 1996 by Pancake Press, and imprint of Pan Macrnillan, and includes four titles.
The Foreword of each states:
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s have been adapted to be read and
gain an insight into the rich and
ofyears before EuroPeans landed.

eplicas of the original tale but attempt to

convey the na¡rative in a manner to which children can relate.

No doubt the fact that these na¡ratives are not "exact replicas" lets Pan Macmillan off the hook

in a number of ways. They have given themselves full copyright for each title (even though

the non-Indigenous 'authors' are named on the covers) and they see no need to acknowledge

the original sources of the texts. The series includes: The magic colours, White clay and the

gíant kangaroo, The frog who wouldn't laugh ønd The willy-willy and' the ant. The first of

these titles is discussed further in Chapter Three, and reproduced in full in Appendix 3.9.

It is undçrstandable (though not acceptable) how white appropriators produce the types of

texts they do - especially those aimed at a mass white audience. Even when collaborating

closely with Indigenous people in the publication of their narratives, the process that begins

with the recording of the oral texts, and culminates in presenting that same text in a written

form that will be accepted by publishers, it is often very tempting to rework the original and

'authentic' oral text - particularly when the target audience is not just an Indigenous one.

L.4.t Two insightful story'telling events.

To demonstrate my point, I wish to relate my personal experience of being the enthralled

audience for two different, but related, story-telling incidents. At the time, I was very busy

collaborating with a prominent and wonderful Aboriginal woman, Veronica Brodie, in the

writing of her autobiography. This involved me recording her life story on to audiotapes,

transcribing the tapes verbatim, and then editing them (in collaboration with Auntie Veronica)

into a coherent written form that would be accepted by a publisher.t 8 One glorious afternoon,

while sitting recording Auntie Veronica's story, as the sun streamed through my sunroom

window, my two girls arrived home from school, and Auntie Veronica spontaneously told

them a Nganindjeri Dreaming narrative.re This was told in English (which is Veronica's first

language), and according to her introduction, the same story was once told to her by her

mother. It was a captivating story, and kept my two children spellbound as they listened to

hear the outcome of a contest between two birds - a big eagle and a little wren, or Watji bitd,

as Auntie Veronica called it.

re The manuscript has been accepted by Wakefreld Press and is currently undergoing further editing work

(which, in itself, is an interesting research project not unrelated to my PhD)
le The story was a compelling one, and fortunately we kept the tape recorder rolling - which brings up an

important issue that I will return to later'
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The story tells of how all the birds gathered to watch a contest between the boasfrrl big eagle

and the cheeky little Watji bird, to see who could fly the highest. As expected, the story was

told with the full expression and detail of a gifted orator. Eventually Auntie Veronica ended

her story by relaying a moral that explained the consequences of cheating in a fair
competition. You see the little Watji bfud did manage to fly as high as the big eagle,buthe did

it by cheating. He hid under the wing of the big eagle as it soared high up into the sky.

According to Auntie Veronica, the outcome was punishment for that little bird. So today ttrat

little wren remains as a tiny bird and can only fly as high as the V/atji bush, which still grows

down the Coorong in South Australia- Amtie Veronica then told the girls that she would take

them down to her father's country one day, to show them that little V/atji bhd. Auntie
Veronica actually grew up on the same mission as David Unaipon, which is now a

community known as Raukkan.

Over a year later, while sittfurg by the fire in that same room, another ciose Aboriginal friend
(and one time work colleague) of mine toldme one of herDreaming stories or JukurrpaThis
text was also told to her by her mother, but in this case it was told in Warlpirizo, which is
Janet Nakamarra's first language. Janet Nakamara was staying with me for a brief holiday in
Adelaide and, being a keen musician, had brought her guitar. On her guitar and guitar case

she had elaborately painted úteWardapi (or goanna) Dreaming. I was admiring her artwork
when Janet spontaneously proceeded to tell me of the 'Wardapi Dreaming. My ability to speak

and understand Warlpiri is now a little rusty, so for my benefit, she told the story in English,

but retained a number of V/arlpiri words - especially for the main characters and place names.

Again the story was captivating, but this time was not intended for my two girls (who had

already been told to go to bed). Even though they remained in the room, and listened intently

to the story, they didn't really understand the story's detail.

For Nakamarra, essential elements of this story telling event involved her explai¡ing to me

which country her narative was associated with and what relationship that cor:ntry had to her
(for example the destination for the male goanna in the story is Little Sandy Creek, or
Ngarnalkuruu, whichis her grandfather's country). She also explained who were the bosses

(kirda) and guardians (kurdungurlu) for the Jukurrpa she painted: she is kurdungurlu, while

my skin (Napangardi) is kirda. But what was compelling for me was the dramatic events

Nakamara relayed so well in her narrative, and the animated way in which she portayed the

actions of the main characters. None of this, of course, can be capnred in a written version

of the same text.

20 Wurtpiri is a language spoken in the central western region of the Northern Territory, particularly at
Yuendumu, Lajamanu and W'illowra (which is Janet Nakama¡ra's home community). I taught at Willowra for
two years from 1980-81.
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Nakamarra's narrative tells of the travels of a male and female long-tailed goânna to see their

family at Little Sandy Creek. On arrival, the male goânna has an incestuous affair with

another female goânna. This is much to the anger of his female travelling companisll, who

shouts, "Naa. You can't do that - ttrat's breaking the law! ... When you marry you've got to

marÐ/, you know, ttre right skin as a wife." Eventually a big fight erupts a¡d the righteous

female inflicts punishment on the incestuous male by biting his tail off During his agonising

attempt to tie his tail back on, the other female goanna (who by now is heavily pregnant) is

also chased by the righteous female goanna. She desperately tries to lay her eggs safely, but

in the commotion the eggs get covered in brown dust. To this day goânna eggs are brown in

colour, and many goannas that a¡e hunted today still have a short tail - including some female

goânnas.

There are some aspects of Janet Nakamarra's narrative that I didn't really understand -

particularly the order of the events as they unfolded, which didn't make sense to my linear

mind; events weren't placed chronologically in the narrative. Other parts had sexual

references that could not be explained because of the presence of my two girls (who wouldn't

go to bed), such as the formation of two sand mounds by the joining of the two goannas with

semen. Apparently these mounds can still be seen today at Little Sandy Creek. But my lack

of comprehension did not detract from my realisation that this story-telling event was a very

enjoyable and most entertaining one - not just because of the nafiative's dramatic events, but

because of the oratorial skills Janet Nakamarrabrought to the event.

l.s RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Two questions should be asked at this stage: First, how are these two separate story-telling

events relevant to my thesis topic on published texts? And second, what are the research

questions that come out of these two incidents? My immediate thoughts, on being told these

Dreaming narratives, was what great books these stories would make.2l The V/atji bird text

would make an interesting pictue book for children, which Ar¡ntie Veronica could submit to

the local publishers, Omnibus Books. The Wardapi text would go well in a collection of

Jukurrpa - possibly aimed at towists - with Nakamara's paintings lllì¡str¿ting each of her

captivating texts. I already knew that both women are keen to see their narratives, and their

names, in print. The thought of royalties was tempting.

21 I must confess that I love books, and I love making books. In fact, my associations with both these

women, Janet and Veronic4 were ínitiated tbrough me working collaboratively with them on books. When I
worked at Willowra with Janet our jobs (me as teacher-linguist and Janet as literacy worker) were to produce
books in the Warlpiri language for the local bilingual prografrt. And it was I who approached Veronica and
asked her if she would be interested in collaborating with me on her autobiography. I must say I have found
working with bottr (exceptional) \ryomen a rich and rewarding experience.
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But then I started to think about the many published Dreaming texts that I had already read,

and started to analyse, and the origins they may have had. I asked myself how many of the

Dreaming texts that had been published over the years in EngJish had similar oral origins, just

like the two that were related to me by Auntie Veronica and Janet Nakamarra. How maûy

were spontaneously told to white 'friends', who subsequently had them published in their

own names? How many acknowledged the original sources of their texts? How many

actually recorded the stories on tape, or made an attempt to write them down verbatim in the

original language of the story-teller? How many white collaborators tried to maintain the

original authenticity of the text? How many re-wrote the stories into a literary style that they

thought would be more appealling to a white audience? How many deleæd details about the

tracts of land or country mentioned in the story? How many deleted details of kin relations in

ttre story? How many white collaborators considered the issue of intellectual ownership of

Dreaming texts? How many of the white 'auttrors' of Dreaming texts created their own texts

from archival sources, or from other published Dreaming texts? If this happened, why did

they do it?

These are all important questions that I proceed to ask throughout this thesis. They are

especially important in the cunent political ciimate, I believe, as we V/hite Australians

continue to struggle to reconcile owselves with our Indigenous brothers and sisters. This

thesis demonstrates that we do need to question the way we have represented (and continue

to represent) Indigenous Australians, and their cultural heritage, in print - particularly their

Dreaming heritage.

1.6 FRAMING MY RESEARCH

A number of significant elements of oral Dreaming na¡ratives became very apparent to me as

I listened to Janet Nakamarra aod Auntie Veronica tell their stories. My experience of
listening to other Indigenous story tellers, as they relate their Dreaming narratives to a¡.

audience, confirm that for many Indigenous narrators these same elements are important

aspects of the story telling process. Below I outline these essential elements of oral Dreaming

narratives, and explain how they have emerged as a framework for my analysis of published

Dreaming narratives.

The first thing both Nakamarra and Auntie Veronica mentioned before they began their

narratives was WHO first told them the story. They pointed out the close relationship they

had to the original story-teller, which legitimaæd them having knowledge of that same story,

and gave them the authority to tell their na:rative to others. The second element that both

women saw as important to the story telling event was to outline the PLACE that this story

relaæd to. In the case of Auntie Veronica it was the Coorong; for Nakamara it was primarily

Little Sandy Creek. Nakamarra was also keen to establish whether I (as the audience) was
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familia¡ with the country she was referring to, while Auntie Veronica promised to take my

girls (her audience) down to the place where her story was set.

In my analysis of many published Dreaming texts, since these two story-telling events, it has

been of particula¡ interest to me to observe whether any mention of PERSON or PLACE

features in the printed form of naffatives. I ask whether these published texts mention the

PERSON who owns or tells the story. I have also asked whether there is mention of the

PLACE in which the narrative is set, or the country to which the narrative belongs. It has

become apparent that both these elements are absent in many published texts, particularly

those aimed at children. My study investigates who is deleting such detail and why this

should be the case. I also ask the controversial question of whether it matters if reference to

PERSON and PLACE is edited out, especially texts primarily intended for small White

children.

Another element I explore, which relates in particular to the overall structure of published

Dreaming texts, is that of TIME. Why is it that published Dreaming texts inevitably begin

with some sort of time reference, such as "In the Dreamtime" or "Before time began...". It is
significant, I think, that there was no explicit reference to time in the introduction of the

narratives told by either Auntie Veronica or Nakamarra (see also Swain, 1993:14-22 & 36).

Before outlining the structure of my thesis, I would like to briefly return to Nakamarra's

V/ardapi text. Nakama-üa actually retold the same narrative onto a tape, again in English,

before she left Adelaide.22 This raised some other issues and questions that I address in this

study. In what language did other 'collectors' of oral narratives record their texts, such as

Langloh Parker and more recent ethnographers? Or did they invariably request they be told in

some form of English? And how did they record them: by writing them down verbatim, or

perhaps on an audio-recorder, or did they just make sketchy notes? Further questions arose

as I began to transcribe Nakamarra's text, and I was reminded that there were some parts of

the Wardapi text that weren't clear to me (even though I had asked Nakamana to clarify

them). I could only assume I lacked the cultural knowledge and understanding required for

one to have a full appreciation of the significance of the text. This realisation raises another

resea¡ch question: How many of the Dreaming texts that are sold in bookshops today are

radically edited, re-worked, or westernised by White 'authors' to make them more acceptable

to a majority White audience? How often a¡e the time frames or order of events changed in a

text? How often are morals explicitly written into a text, and whose moral values are being

represented anyway? These are the questions that I address in the following chapters.

22 For over two years Janet Nakamana and I had been discussing the possibilities of getting some funding so

Janet can produce a book ofher own paintings and associated stories. She had, in fact, already started taking
photos of every painting she had sold and writing down a Warlpiri and English text for each one, that
explained "what it's all about" for the purchaser.
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1.7 OUTLINE OF MY THESIS STRUCTURE

Thus far, in this introductory chapter, I have clarified my research topic and outlined my
mai:l research questions. I also defined the term 'Dreaming', and set the boundaries of my
research area (of @hgd Drea:rring narratives), yet identified some important elements of
oral Dreaming narratives that serve as a reference point for analysing Dreaming narratives in
print. The text types that I consider in my study include those often labelled: 'myth',
'legend', 'folk-lore', 'fable' and 'tale', which incorporate texts aimed at children as well as

adults. I also briefly reviewed some of the very earliest published accounts of Aboriginal
belief systems, or perceived lack of them, by men of 'high esteem' in the new colony. Their

candid accounts demonstrate the underlying blind prejudices that existed amongst white

writers, about Indigenous peoples and their beliefs, in those very early years of Australia¡
colonisation, which set the literary scene for those writers who followed.

My second chapter outlines my research methodology, which is primarily library research,

but also dwells in some detail on the debates and issues surrounding literary criticism and

postcolonial texts in a postrnodem age. This is followed by a third chapter that selectively

reviews the published Dreaming literature 'authored' by non-Indigenous writers. Its
companion chapter, Chapter Four, reviews published Dreaming literature written by

Indigenous writers. These two review chapters set the scene for the following fifth chapter,

which celebrates the collaborative effons of Indigenous story tellers and writers who have

been able to work closely with non-Indigenous linguists, editors and publishers in having

their Dreaming naffatives committed to prin!. The relatively fewer books discussed in this
chapter are particularly noteworthy for their apparent Aboriginal voices, whether they be in
English, Aboriginal English, or an úrdigenous language. They not only demonstrate that (cf.

Spivak, 1988) the Subaltem can speak, but also that it is possible to retain a strong sense of
both Place and Personal ownership in published Dreaming narratives that are derived from
oral texts.

The focus of my thesis changes in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight when I concentrate in detail

on the life and writings of David Unaipon. This Ngarrindjeri man is significant not only
because he was the first published Australian Indigenous writer of the Dreaming genre, but
because his syncretic texts reveal a discowse that encompasses both a Christian mythology as

well as the mythology of his own people. I also discuss Unaipon's publications that appeared

in the 1930 book Myths and Legends of the Australian Aboriginals, published under the

name of the Adelaide doctor, W. Ramsay Smith.

My thesis concludes with a chapter that explores the issue of Indigenous rights regarding

Dreaming narratives. I discuss the system of custodianship that operates amongst Yolngu in
Amhem Land, largely to demonstrate the complexity of thei¡ system, and review the findings
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of a recently commissioned report on Indigenous intellectual copyright: Our culture: our

future. Then, in keeping with the intention of this thesis, the f,rnal word is given to a number

of Indigenous people who have either spoken out publicly, or written, on the issue of

Indigenous rights. They stress that any form of representation must be pursued with the

interest of the original Indigenous story-tellers and owners uppermost in the minds of all

involved.

The era that this thesis endeavours to cover spans a long period, and the number of texts that

are discussed is large. There are further texts that deserve discussion, such as Ursula

McConnel's many early works (eg. McConnel, 1957), and Jennifer Isaacs' (1980) stunning

compilation of Dreaming narratives Australian Dreaming: 40,000 years of Aboriginal history,

and Peter Sutton's Dreamings: the art of Aboriginal Australia, but space does not allow it.

This thesis is lengthy by necessity. Many of the early published texts that I discuss are not

readily available, and are therefore quoted verbatim either within the main body of my thesis

or in full in the Appendices. Other primary materials are archival and not easily accessable.

Therefore the large amount of primary and secondary data included in this study should be

viewed as essential material that helps contextualise my argument, as well as promote an

understanding of how Dreaming narratives have been represented over the last two hundred

or so years.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS OF ANALYSIS

2.0 SOME THEORETICAL DILEMMAS

My topic presents me with a number of theoretical dilemmas. Because it is decidedly inter-

disciplinary, I could embrace methodological approaches offered by a number of disciplines,

including linguistics, literary and cultural studies, and anthropology. My topic involves

issues of 'representation', which is one of the central concerns of postcolonial criticism and

theory, and my chosen genre of 'Dreaming narratives' clearly locates my work within the

context of colonial discor¡rse theory. Aboriginal people were colonised on their own land and

many of the narïatives I discuss are written in English as a result of the processes of

colonisation. Robert Young (1995:163) describes Said, Spivak and Bhabha as "the Holy

Trinity" of colonial discourse theory, implying that their work ca¡not be ignored by those

researching colonial and postcolonial texts. Despite the pitfalls of structuralism (see e.g.

Harris, 1981, Toolan, 1996 8L Mtihlhäusler, 1996), the linguistic tools of analysis offered by

stnrcturalism can assist me in my textual analysis, particularly when working below the text

level. Similarly my subject matter can also benefit from the knowledge and understandings

offered by the discipline of anthropology, even though it is itself in a state of flr:x, having to

justify itself as a discipline and defend its historical roots in structuralism within a world now

dominated by postmodern thought. But the fact that colonial discourse theory and

postcolonial literary criticism force one to consider the political, social and historical factors

that influence the very nature of any texts makes them esssential tools for my study. Theories

which take into account the factors that i¡fluence the processes of text construction, and

cause one to ask how much agency the producers of such texts really have are cental to my

concerns. I have therefore chosen to adopt the theoretical tools offered by colonial and

postcolonial discourse theories, as well as the analytical tools offered by linguistics,

particularly for the phrase and word level of analysis.

My topic cannot be divorced from contemporary Australian politics. This is particularly so

since the controversial Mabo, and later V/ik legislation, were passed by Federal Parliament.

The debates over such legislation revolved around the rights of Indigenous Australians to

their la¡d, and the government's dilemma of reconciling these rights (as verified in the High

Court of Australia) with those of pastoralists and other non-Indigenous Australians. Since the

1970s, Australia has witnessed a cultural renaissance within its Indigenous communities,

with a revived interest on the part of dispossessed groups in re-establishing and affirming

their group identity. The tracts of land traditionally associated with each group are

increasingly seen by Indigenous Austraiians as an important asPect of their identity. Since the

passing of the Mabo legislation tn, Lg93,Indigenous people making land claims have been
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drawing more and more on their own oral histories, as well as seeking out written historical

records and anthropological information, that prove their ancestral ties to their land.

Postrnodem theory enables us to consider the political influences on text construction and

production, but at the same time presents problems for Indigenous people who choose to

draw on old colonial texts to construct new texts for contemporary situations. Posünodem

claims that the colonial texts of missionaries and early ethnographers are biased

representations, and that new Indigenous texts are 'social constructions', are a slap in ttre
face for the dispossessed. This is particularly so for those who have lost their language and

the mythology associated with their land, and are now struggling to releam what they can

from the remnants of oral and written records. The recent and higtrly publicised claims of
"fabrication" ir ttte Royal Commission, regarding the mythology associaæd with Hindmarsh

Island which the Nga:rindjeri women put forward to protect their island from further
development in South Australia, serves as a strong reminder of the volatile and political
nature of Indigenous affairs in this country. Similar emotions came to the fore across the

Tasman Sea recently in a hostile debate in New Zealand that pursued the publication of a
paper by the post-modem culnual anthropologist Hanson (1989) who spoke of Maori culnre
using terms such as "cultural ùtvention" (even in the title of his paper).

The timing of my present study finds me caught up in the middle of a "revolution" in the

humanities, which Hodge (1995) has called the "postrnodeÍn tum.". In this era of the "New

Humanities" topics of study can question existing edifices of knowledge within a discipline,

often because they are inter-disciplinary:

The emergence of the 'New Humanities' is a textbook instance of a Kuhnian
revolution. It is an event on the same scale as what Foucault (1,970) called an
"epistemic ruptur€", in which there is a radical change in underþing codes, principles
and modalities of order across sets of disciplines.

(Hodge, 1995:36)

The inter-disciplinary nature of my topic allows me to exploit this time of "radical charge",

and legitimises my adoption of theoretical a¡d methodological tools from a range of
disciplines. It also allows me to question the assumptions made by postcolonial critics and to

challenge contemporary debate on certain aspects of colonial and postcolonial discourse

theory. But one c¡nnot deny the very important issues this debate raises, particularly

regarding the representation of Indigenous knowledge and texts. It raises the all important

questions about whether texts that a¡e authored by the Other, will inevitably be the mere

"mimicry of colonial discourse" (Maxwell, L99l:71) or whether the possibility exists for the

"native" Other to be a "historical subject and combatatrt, possessor of another knowledge and

producer of alternative traditions" (Parry, cf. Spivak, in Mæcwell,799L:70). The debate also

addresses some of the many problems facing those who have decided to participate in the

business of representing the Other. I identify some of these very practical problems, both
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within this and my introductory chapter, and demonstrate throughout the ¡smainder of my

thesis how past represeûters of Dreaming narratives have chosen to deal with such problems.

In my final two chapters, I present some of the options available to those who continue to

choose to represent Indigenous texts, in the geffe of published Dreaming naratives, which

undeniably belong to lndigenous Austraiians.

A dilemma for me, which is a consequence of my choice of genre, is the difficulty I have in

reconciling the tendency for postrnodern theory to view nanatives as social constructions,

which reflect the social and political needs of their makers at the time of their construction,

with the opposing view of many Indigenous people who view Dreaming n¿uratives as the

'truttt', and as relatively fixed entities of knowledge. To use Derrida's term (see Spivak,

1988:87), most Indigenous Ausralians view the pre-colonial past with "nostalgia" and have

great respect for their past culnral traditions and beliefs. The narratives of 'the Dreamtime',

that have been passed on for generations, are seen as part of a primordial culture and belief

system to be maintained (or even re-learned). The anthropologist Webster (1993) argues that

this idealisation of the past by contemporary Indigenous societies (in Webster's argument,

the Maori) has occurred because of the dominance of "a priori culn¡ral essentialism which

has emerged from language- or meaning-based anthropological theory". He says that the

recent Maori Renaissance rejects the recognition of "the workaday culture" of the majority of

contemporary Maori, instead tr:ming to "the fundamentally unthreatening appeal of the

romantic or traditionalist image of Maori culture" (Webster, 1993:228). This warning follows

Spivak's (1988:87) caution that "a nostalgia for lost origins can be detrimental to the

exploration of social realities within the critique of imperialism". When considering the

crrrïent plight of Indigenous youth in both Australia and New Zealatd, with its high rates of

crime, alcoholism and family breakdown, one should not be surprised ttrat elders who are

seeking answers look to the past. When one is trying to re-establish a sense of purpose in

life, and seeking an identity of difference (from the coloniser), why would one look at the

"workaday culture" of the present?

There is a belief amongst many different Indigenous people that'Dreaming stories' serve the

same function as the Bible does for Christians. I have heard such sentiments from a nwnber

of Aboriginal people, such as the Ngarrindjeri woma¡ Veronica Brodie (see Brodie,

forthcoming). Not only do they contain creation stories of the land and the animals that

inhabit it, but it is believed they also serve as moral guides to the way we should behave on

this earth. There is an r¡nderstanding that the knowledge imparted tbrough these narratives,

and the messages within them, are fixed and timeless. It is thought that they have as much

meaniag today as they did when they were first told by the elders thousa¡ds of years ago.

Such knowledge is seen as something that is important, and something that should be

sustained by future generations. The fact that many of these narratives have been lost is one

of the laments of current generations as they seek to reaffirm their Indigenous identities in
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these troubled political times, To imply that such knowledge was 'constructed' by their
ancestors, or even worse, to imply that the rernnants that current generations retain ile pure
'fabrications' is viewed as a bitter insult. Indeed Katrina Power's suggestion that we should

call for an investigation into the truthfulness of the Christian belief that the Mary, the mother

of Jesus, was actually a virgin was a great source of amusement to Nungas, and their
supporters, who were protesting against Premier Brown's 'inquisition' into the so-called

women's business relating to Hindmarsh Island, on the steps of parliament house in Adelaide

in 1995.

Although current colonial and postcolonial criticism and discourse theories present me with a
number of ideological dilemmas, to dismiss them would deny this study of the important

debates ttrat surround so many of the issues of relevance to my topic. To ignore postrnodem

theories just because they are hard to reconcile with the popular Indigenous belief that cultu¡al

knowledge and Dreaming narratives from the past are the indisputable'truth' would also be

negligent. Instead, I have chosen to reflect on crurent literary theories as I critique the way

non-Indigenous Australians have represented Dreaming n¿uratives in Chapter Three. In
Chapter Fow I critically engage with the work of Spivak in particular, as I discuss published

narratives represented by Indigenous Australians themselves. While there is always a danger

of *y discussion sounding Eurocentric or judgemental, it is necessary for me to draw on the

methodological tools offered by the'Westem traditions of linguistics and literary criticism. It
is necessary to acknowledge that the Indigenous writers I critique have chosen to partake in
the production of a written genre that has its roots in a W'estem literary tradition. They have

also chosen to be @lli'hed, which means that their texts are available to a non-Indigenous

audience and to non-Indigenous critics employing western literary criticism (whether

postrnodern or otherwise). The approach I have adopted inevitably involves compromise. I
seek to critique texts which originated from an oral society that saw no need ¡e¡ '¿y¡iting and

had no connection with the print media in their pre-colonial past.

My consisænt aim has been to address the difficult, and often sensitive, issues relating to the

'representation' or 're-presentation' of Indigenous Dreaming narratives honestly and

pragmatically. In Chapter Five I critique several publications that offer challenges to past

representations of Indigenous knowledge. I contest that the modes of representation, adopted

by "producers of alternative tradiúons" (to use Parry's phrase, 1987:34), such as Rockrnan

and Cataldi as well as Raymattja Marika, should be seen as valid and viable options. This
thesis strives to say something about the very real and difficult problem of representation and

the very real dangers of appropriation.
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2.1 MY THEORETICAL POSITION

I need to clarify further my use of the fundamental terms 'representation' and 're-

presentation,. Maxwel| (199|276) outlines the distinction made in Spivak's (1988) work

between the two different 
,,categories of representation". Spivak (198s:276) contends that the

co[apsing of these two categories has red to some contradictions in literary theory debates'

The first category of "representation", as used in poiitics, means "speaking for"' while the

second category is the "re-presentation" of something, "as in arts and philosophy"' It is the

ratter category which concerns me in this thesis, which is the "re-presentation", or presenting

of texts (in my case mythological narratives) in an altemative way to a literate audience' But it

should be acknowledged that the first category of "representation" cannot be entirely divorced

from my discussion of the Dreaming genre. So many non-Indigenous writers have preceded

Indigenous people in presenting Indigenous Dreaming narratives in written and published

forms with the pervading assumption that they not only have the right, but the privileged

position to re-present such texts on behalf of Indigenous people' Throughout this thesis I use

the term,representation' (rather than 're-presentation') but acknowledge the double meaning

this term offers.

similariy, I refer to the term ,postcolonial' throughout this thesis, without the hyphen,

acknowredging that texts produced in the era since Australia became independent of its British

coloniser still bear some semblances with texts from colonial discourses. To write of 'post-

colonial, with the hyphen implies there has been a break from the shackles of the colonial era'

and a discourse has emerged that is of another era, rerativery shackle-free. Although I contend

that the shackles still remain, this thesis challenges Spivak's model of the colonised other as

the silent subaltern. My research and analysis of a number of Dreaming nanatives' that are

either written by Indigenous Austrarians or produced in crose co[aboration with Indigenous

people, demonstrate that the Indigenous Australian subaltern is not always mute' on the

contraly. There are a number of Drearning narratives by Indigenous writers for which several

readings are possible. one of these is that their texts are mimicking a colonial discourse'

There are other texts that are less clear and even arnbiguous at times' but it is indisputable that

there are a number of Dreaming narratives that have been produced in a written and published

form that set out to cha[enge the colonia] representations previously offered by non-

Indigenous writers. Such texts are discussed in Chapter Five' particularly those that

demonstrate powerfully, through their very choice of an Indigenous language as the main

language medium, that their representers not only refuse to mimic the language of their

coronisers, but are arso constructing their own discursive practices through text production'

I align myself with Parry, who contests that the 'native' is not (always) mute' and the native

does (on occasion) have agency by taking up a speaking voice in text production' In this

study I discuss published texts that arguably demonstrate that some Indigenous writers such
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as Fogarty (discussed in Chapter Four) and all the story-tellers (discussed in Chapter Five)

are striving to break free from colonial shackles. Similarly, writers such as Unaipon are at

times "confronting" their audiences with hybrid texts that represent "another knowledge" (see

Parry, 1987:42-43).My reading of such Indigenous text, is at odds with Spivak's, which is

succinctly summa¡ised by Parry:

Spivak is theorizing the silence of the doubly-oppressed subaltern woman, her
theorem on imperialism's epistemic violence extends to positing the native, male and
female, as an historically-muted subject. The story of colonialism that she
reconstructs is of an interactive process where the European agent in consolidating the
imperial Sovereign Self, induces the native to collude in its own subject(ed) formation
as other and voiceless. Thus while protesting at the obliteration of the native's subject
position in the text of imperialism, Spivak in her project gives no speaking paft to
colonized, effectively writing out the evidence of native agency recorded in India's
200 year struggle against the British conquest and the Raj - discourses to which she
scathingly refers as hegemonic nativist or reverse ethnocentric narrativization.

(Parry, 1987:35)

Another deconstructionist to unravel the 'native's' role in colonial texts, but who comes to

different conclusions to those of Spivak is Homi Bhabha. He recovers the voice of the

'native', by introducing the idea of "mimicry" as "a strategy of colonial subjection through

reform, regulation, and discipline, which "appropriates" the Other". He sees mimicry as an

inappropriate imiøtion of colonial discourse that has the effect of threatening colonial

authority (Bhabha, 1984:126). I discuss the notion of mimicry, and its use by different

Indigenous writers in Chapter Four, as well as acknowledging its presence in some of the

texts by Unaipon (discussed in Chapter Seven). However, I argue that Unaipon's work is
more significant for the way he challenges colonial discursive practices through his

production of hybrid texts (also discussed in Chapter Seven and Eight). The notion of
'hybridity', and the challenge it offers to colonial texts, is also taken up by Parry in her

critique of the deconstructive writings of Spivak and Bhabha:

For in the 'hybrid moment' what the native re-writes is not a copy of the colonialist
original, but a qualitatively different thing-in-itself, where mis-readings and
incongruities expose the uncertainties and ambivalences of the colonialist text and
deny it an authorizing presence.

(Parry, 1987:41-42)

Although Parry has her critics (see Maxwell, 1991), I sha¡e her frustration with the way

colonial discourse analysis has perpetuated theoretical debates and distracted its readers from

addressing the more practical issues of representation:

'When the writing of an alternative history of colonialism on theoretical grounds
refuses the authority of official western historiography, rejects a mandst version
charged with 'reducing out imperialism-as-history', ild distances itself from
liberationist histories accused of weaving a seamless narrative, but does not produce
its own account of change, discontinuity, differential periods and particular social
conflicts, there is a danger of distinctive moments being homogenised....

(Parry, 1987:33-34)
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Historical contexts are important. Indigenous people, who have lost their land, language and

traditional cultural knowledge cannot reject "official westefll historiography", because the

early ethnographic records about their people, by missionaries and other interested parties

(however biased and 'colonial' in its perspective), is often all they now have got to draw

from. Indigenous groups, who still have access to "liberationist histories", in the form of oral

traditions of dispossession and violence, would argue that their na¡ratives are not "seamless

narratives", but are valid and important narratives unique to each group. Brodie's

(forthcoming) life narrative, which tells of her grandmother and great-grandmottrers's

dispossession of their land at Port Adelaide in the 1890s, is a stirring example.

Like Parry, and r:nlike the deconstructionists, I hear the voice of the colonised in texts,

particularly in those Dreaming narratives written by Indigenous writers, and others produced

in collaboration in an Indigenous language, even though there may be evidence of colonial

contamination. In the chapters that follow, I demonstrate that the "voice of the native" may

have been erased in many colonial texts produced by non-Indigenous writers (and even some

Indigenous writers) within the genre of Dreaming narratives, but I also demonstrate that more

recently published Dreaming na:ratives portray Indigenous Australians as "possessor(s) of

an-other knowledge and producer(s) of altemative traditions" (Parry, 1987:33-34). Before I

outline the methodological tools I adopt to pursue this demonstration, I must raise a few

fwther concems I have with colonial discor:rse ttreory, and the cuJ:rent debate on postcolonial

critcism, a number of which are also shared by Parry.

2.2 A FURTHER COMMENT ON COLONIAL DISCOURSE THEORY

Two problems in particular cause my ambivalence towards colonial discourse theory. The

first stems from my uneasiness about the dichotomy of Self and Other. Said found it a useful

dichotomy to explain past perceptions by the'West regarding the Orient, but if one is to

embrace a definition of culture that is dynamic and changing, it is not so useful. This is

particularly the case, in this postcolonial world of increasing economic globalisation, as I

seek to analyse the representation of the mythology of Indigenous Australians, whose

cultures can only be described as increasingly syncretic. To persist with the use of the teÍns

Other and Othemess perpetuates the practices of Orientalism and Aboriginalisrr¡ which were

coined and admonished respectively by Said and his followers, including Hodge and Mishra.

Another problem I have is the apparent abhorrence Spivak has for essentialism, which she

dismisses with phrases such as "the clandestine restoration of subjective essentialism"

(Spivak, 1988:280). I simply don't think it is possible for us to dismiss its very real presence

and role in the current political climate of postcolonial Australia. Evidence of genealogical

origins has become an important justifrcation for membership of particular Indigenous groups

in Australia, as well as for the right to call one's work 'Indigenous'. Indeed, with the cwrent

favourable economic climate for lndigenous art works, this right is often abused. One recent
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scandal within the Indigenous art world involved the Indian artist (who took on the
Indigenised name Sakshi Anmatyere) whose so-called 'Aboriginal artwork' ¡s¡n¡ins on the
ceiling of the Mary McKillop Chapel in Sydney. He falsely claimed his father was an Indian
doctor, and his mother Aboriginal.l The "stolen generations" of Indigenous Australians,
who were taken from their Aboriginal families over a period of sixty years (see 'Wilson's

1997 report), in the name of assimilation, claim ttre right to call their works "Indigenous". To
contest such rights is politically incorrect in the current era of Reconciliation. Similarly
posftnodem condemnation of biological essentialism and persistent arguments for cultural
relativism, leave the stolen generation in an apolitical vacuum. This is panicularly so for
those now seeking to reaffirm their identity as Indigenous Australians, and express their
anguish through art and literatwe.

The constant debates on 'authenticity' in academic literature, as well as in the popular media
can only be viewed by the stolen generations as furthering their keen sense of loss and

deprivation of their Aboriginal cultural roots. IVhen so many Indigenous Australians, for
numerous and complex reasons associated with the violent nature of colonialism, have lost
their languages as well as a knowledge of its associated songs and Dreaming naratives, it is
not easy to demonstrate an identity of difference to their colonisers. The perception still
persists among so many Australians that 'real Aborigines' have dark skin, brown eys and
speak an Aboriginal language. I:r fact one can still hea¡ such perceptions voiced publically by
goverrrment authorities.2 In 1996 during an ABC television interview, the then Chief
Minister of the Northem Territory made a snide comment challenging the authority of the
other invited (Indigenous) speaker to discuss a particular issue on behalf of Aboriginal
people. 'When the exchange became heated, the Chief Minister retorted: "Aboriginal people

don't have blonde hair and blue eyes Michael". This racist coÍlrnent was levelled at Michael
Mansell, the well-lnown Tasmanian Indigenous activist, but was heard by many vianational
television. Unfortunately the stolen generations often only have essentialist arguments left
when they are forced to justify their claims of Aboriginality.

I also have difficulty with the way the 'Other' has been homogenised by some postcolonial
critics, as if the colonial experience of all Indigenous people can be exemplified through the
Indian experience (see also Young, 1995:164). Like Parry, I see it as problematic to reject all
colonial texts relating to the Other as representative of imperialism. I contest that we should
consider early anthropological texts on their individual merits, just as we should be more
receptive to individual texts produced by Indigenous people, despite the colonial i¡fluences
on their production. But many of Said's (1978 & 1989) criticisms of the West, in the way it

lHis artworç adorning stationary with an Aust¡aliana theme, published by Steve Parish, was still available
in newsagents in Adelaide in June 2000, possibly being off loaãed outside Syùrey prior to the Olympics
where there is a vigilant watch for fraudulent people cashing in on the tourist trade associated \ rith the
Olympics.
2 See P. Gale (1996) for simila¡ institutionalised perceptions of what constiû¡tes Aboriginality.
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represents the Other in the form of Orientalism, must be acknowledged' Hodge & Mishra

take this further in the Australian context, with the concept "Aboriginalism":

As Said argues, this kind
ofl the

and

(Hodge & Mishra, t989:27)

My analysis of a number of Indigenous Dreaming narratives that have been recorded and

rewritten (or're-presented') by white observers, who then claim copyright over the texts'

verify Said,s concerns. But because of the colonial discourse critics' sensitivity (or paranoia)

about misrepresenting the colonised other, they have occupied themselves with theoretical

debates about how and why this misrepresentation has taken place in the past' with no

practical solutions for the present. Because of their fear of accusations of misrepresentation'

or possibly appropriation, postcolonial literary critics have refused to enter into any

meaningful discussion about how the other could be replesented in more appropriate ways -

whether it be done by the colonised themserves or in corlaboration. Nor do they discuss the

important issues of what languages and genres are available to the colonised' should they

choose to write from 'the contact zone' and represent themselves' Attempts by Parry (1987)

to address such issues are met with doubts and further criticism (see Maxwell' I99l:71-13)'

EvenParry'ssuggestionofalternativereadingsofsometexts'whicha¡elesscriticalofpast

Iiterary representations of the Other, is criticised' I agree with Parry and her claim that

,,coloniar discourse analysis has generated its own theoretical difficulties" (Parry, 1987:33)'

In my view, it has almost become theory for theory's sake - an opinion Bhabha would reject

out of hand (see Maxwell, l99I:72, on Bhabha)' I also agree with Parry's (1987:33)

contention that colonial discourse analysis fails to produce "its own account of change'

discontinuity, differential periods and particular social confl icts"'

It is significant, I think, that Said, Spivak and Bhabha all hail from the homelands of the

Other. I contend that a desirable consequence of the debate they inspired would be

suggestions on how the other can possibly staft to remove the shackles of colonial discourse'

and begin to represent themselves in print, using new forms of post-colonial discourse'

Spivak (1988), however, writes with pessimism, implying that the shackles are well and

truly fastened, and any attemPts by the "subaltern" other to be heard is "muted"' It is ironic

that her own style of writing is alienating to the very people whose cause she is promoting

(i.e.the colonised women). I concur with Parry's argument that "in focusing on the

deconstruction of the colonialist text, [the colonial discourse critic] either erase(s) the voice of

the native or limit(s) the native resistance to devices circumventing and interrogating colonial

authority" (Parry, 1987:34).In the chapters that follow,I not only strive to avoid erasing the

voice of Indigenous Australians, but also attempt to give their voices authority' whether or

not Spivak would consider it "muted". I also take seriously the rights of Indigenous people to
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represent themselves, again whether or not their representations appear shackled. The
Indigenous texts in Chapter Five are undoubtedly less muted than many other representations
of Dreaming narratives.

2.3 MY METHODOLOGICAL TOOLS

Because postcolonial critics consider the all-important historical, social and political
circumstances of text production and representation, the critical tools they offer are essential
to this study. Such insights, from the discipline of literary studies, have helped me to come ro
some understanding of the processes involved in the production of published Dreaming
narratives. However, because I am considering Indigenous texts, this study also considers
factors that are important to the discipline of anthropology, such as territorial lalguage
boundaries and the geographic scope of particular song cycles. For the level of analysis I
undertake with some individual texts, though, I need to go beyond what is offered in the
disciplines of anthropology and literary studies. This is because I delve beneath the text ievel,
and analyse some texts at the phrase, word and even phoneme level. The methodological
tools I have adopted for such indepth analyses are derived from the disciplines of linguistics
and sociolinguistics.

A couple of exarrrples will demonstate ttre inter-disciplinary nature of the approach I have
adopæd' One example is the ethnographic method I adopted when observing events, which I
have already reflected upon in my introductory chapter. My method could be labelled the
"participant observation" approach, because for each of these instantaneous story-telling
events, I was a receptive participant in the audience. The events were instigated
spontaneously by two Indigenous story-tellers, and it was only later that we decided to
record their stories on tape for possible publication in the fun¡re. A second example could be
the informal interviews I conducted with various Indigenous people when discussing the
issue of Indigenous rights and the publication of Indigenous Dreaming narratives. These
interviews were not conducted just for the purposes of my research, but also because of a
mutual interest we shared in the issue of Indigenous copyright. Some inærviews were audio-
taped, while others involved me just taking notes on paper, sometimes after the discussion.
such ethnographic methods cou.ld be labelled "active participation,,, ând are common to both
anthropological and education research. Some interviews conducted would probably be better
described as "irformal discussions", partly because they occurred spontaneously dwing the
course of other projects with which I was involved. For example, Auntie Veronica Brodie
mentioned ttre Ngarrindjeri man David Unaipon on several occasions when we were working
together on writing her own life story. Some of these discussions were on tape, others trot.
But on all occasions of my research, I have been quite open and honest with all those whom I
have recorded or quoted in some way regarding the purposes of my phD studies, whether
they be Indigenous friends or non-Indigenous colleagues.
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I began collecting published Dreaming na:ratives in the laæ 1970s. Initially I began collecting

books that had Aboriginal content or themes for my work as a teacher in Aboriginal schools,

the aim being primarily to give my Indigenous students the impression that books did not

always have to be about foreign people and concepts. It wasn't long before I started to

question the 'authenticity' and suitability of some of the texts I discovered in not only

second-hand bookshops, but those still in print and available in regular bookshops. Then

when I started ¡syisiting the books from my childhood, that had some 'Aboriginal content', I
became even more concemed. As my teaching career progressed, and I was employed as a

teacher-lilguist to oversee the production of vernacular books in two different Aboriginal

bilingual schools, my interest grew regarding the issue of the representation of Indigenous

knowledge in the print media. During my work it was necessary for me to discuss, with

Aboriginal literacy workers and teachers, the issue of why, how and what we should be

putting in books for use in Aboriginal classrooms. If we were to produce written forms of

Dreaming narratives, we had to justify ow method and content to the elders who provided the

stories in oral form.3 'When I looked at my growing collection of Dreaming narratives

published in English, I realised that not too much consultation with, or acknowledgement of,

the originai Indigenous story-tellers has occurred over the years.

From these beginnings in the workplace, my informal research began on the representation of

Indigenous Dreaming na¡ratives in print. It was not until I actually enrolled in my PhD that

the formal aspect of my research began. Below I list the numerous informal and formal

approaches that I have adopted over the years, and for which aspects of my research they

were adopted:

1. ExtenSive library research and the scouring of new and second-hand bookshops for

published Dreaming narratives.

2.Ltbtary and electronic searches for the academic literatwe on issues relating to my chosen

topic.

3. Extensive archival research looking into the people and processes involved in the

production of early Dreaming narratives, particularly those written by David Unaipon, but

also those by Katie Langloh Parker, Daisy Bates and various anthropologists.

4. Accessing and viewing a microfilm copy of the (L924-25) manuscript written by David

Unaipon "Legendary tales of the Australian Aborigines", and making detailed linguistic

3 In Gale (1997) I discuss in detail what was produced in various Aboriginal schools, over the years, in
different Aboriginal languages, and the history of how this development tookplace.
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comparisons with an edited version of this same texts later published by Ramsay Smith

(1930).

5. Conducting both formal and informal interviews with Indigenous story-tellers, and

Indigenous peopie interested in the issue of Indigenous rights, regarding the publication of

Dreaming narratives.

6. Conducting formal interviews with non-Indigenous people who have an academic interest

in the issue of re-presentation of Indigenous knowledge in print.

7. Undertaking linguistic analysis of different published texts, particularly Dreaming

narratives, but also other genres such as early mission accounts about Aboriginal beliefs. An

example is a comparative analysis of the teûns and spelling used for individual Dreaming

ancestors and characters within different versions of the same narrative.

8. Seeking (and responding to) active feed-back from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous

critics on perceptions I have made and conclusions I have drawn regarding this study.

In relation to my linguistic research tools, involving the linguistic analysis of individual texts,

I have been most influenced by the methods offered by the'Dixonian school' of linguistics at

the Australian National University (see Dixon, 1980). This is paficularly so when analysing

texts below the sentence level. When anatysing texts at or above the sentence level, the ideas

offeredby Ian Malcolm's paper (1980-32) on the ethnography of communication have been

useful, but they do not account for the historical and political factors that are important to my

topic. To a lesser extent, I have also been influenced by the linguistics ideas offered by

Systemic Functional Grammar, drawing in particular from the terms developed by Halliday,

and by those (such as Christie, Rothery and Martin) who have further developed his

functional approach to language in the form of Genre Theory. An example would be when I

discuss the prevalence of time words at the beginning of published Dreaming narratives

aimed at small white children, such as: "In the Dreamtime..." or "Long, long ago in the

Dreamtime...". Halliday calls the initial elements of a sentence the "theme", and when

particular words continually occur as the themes in sentences, it is called "topicalisation". The

topicalisation of time words in Dreaming stories immediately focusses the readers' attention

on the na¡rative's place in history - in this case, in the long distant mythical past' Halliday's

approach has also popularised terms such as "coda", which incorporates the concluding

sentences of a narrative. Many past representations of Dreaming narratives, particularly those

rewritten by white writers, include an obligatory coda that provides some form of explicit

moral or rationalisation of the narrative's purpose.
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2.4 TWO MORE STORY-TELLING EVENTS

Because my research topic focuses particularly on the study of Dreaming narratives in pþ!,
of which there are ample to observe, my research methodology has not included any formal

period of observation of the telling of oral 'Dreaming' narratives. However, I fully recognise

how such a formal study could be enlightening on possible alternative mearì.s of representing

these same narratives in print. I reflect here on some of the informal observations I have

made over the years of Indigenous people telling Dreaming narratives. Before concluding this

chapter, I also relay t'wo further story-telling events that contrast considerably, but together

demonstrate some of the difficulties facing those involved in the representation of Indigenous

na¡ratives in any form.

Bemdt and Bemdt (1988:242-243)pontour thar:

Over much of Austraiia, sacred myths do not take the form of spoken narratives.
They are told through songs, which provide key words, or references, and not full
descriptions.... Because nearly all sacred myths and corresponding actions a¡e
connected with specific localities, sometimes with sacred objects as wè11, the songs
help people to remember the appropri lte details.

However, when the occasion arises, Indigenous people who have the knowledge and rights

to recount a 'myth' as a spoken narrative will do so. Such narratives are told by different

individuals with different degrees of content variation (Bemdt & Berndt, 7988:242) and skill.

When working in a bilingual school in V/arlpiri counûry in Central Australia, one of my tasks

was to oversee the production of books in the Warlpiri language for use in the school. Older

people in the community were regularly paid to come into the school to tell Jukurrpa
(Dreaming stories) onto audio tapes, so they could be ftanscribed and eventually reproduced

in the printed form for classroom use. It was openly achrowledged ttrat certain old ladies told

fantastic stories ttrat were full of excitement and humour; they were always rewarded with a
ready audience while making the recording. Others were not so popular, and I would
occasionally find them sitting alone in the literacy centre talking away in animated'Warlpiri

with just a lonely tape-recorder as an audience. Their visit would be followed by complaints

from the Warlpiri literacy workers, employed by the school, who would then have to sit for
days transcribing these very long, tedious and (to them) not very captivating narratives. It
was amid such complaints ttrat I used to question our methods and approach of providing

potential reading material for our young students.4

Outside of the education field, I would hear Dreaming narratives being retold in the context of
Indigenous artists explaining the meanings associated with the syrnbols on their paintings.

Ja¡et Nakamarra's telling of the 'Wardapi Dreaming', which I discussed in the previous

chapter is a case in point. In Arnhem Land artists would relay the events and places

4 See Gale (lgg7) for fr¡ther debate on this controversial issue.
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associated with the symbols depicted on their bark paintings, while Central Australian artists

would relay the na:ratives depicted by the circles and dots on their canvases. Often one is not

afforded the myth in narative form by ttre artist, but instead just an explanation of what each

symbol in the painting represents. Other artists, particularly those with the knowledge and

authority, plus a flair for story-telling, would be happy to give graphic retellings of the

na¡ratives associated with their paintings. This difference i¡ willingness to share a myth in

narrative form is demonstrated in the glossy Indigenous art book that emanated from another

V/arlpiri community, entitled Yuendumu doors,by the Warlulrurlangu artists (1987).

It wasn't very often during my time working in Warlpiri country that I witnessed the

spontaneous telling of Dreaming narratives. Perhaps this was partly because of my single

stâtus, but also because I mainly befriended younger Warlpiri women who did not have the

authority to tell such narratives to me. This is not to say that I didn't wihress any story-telling

events. The community I worked in is known among other Warlpiri communities to have

maintained a 'strong' story-telling tadition. The young womeû delighted i¡ ¡elling me stories

daily of different camp events or incidences, usually with a stick in hand, as they drew in the

sand, marking out the position and direction of movement of each character in the story.

Such use of sticks, amid wild gesticulations of the hands, are also used by older women as

they relay Dreaming na:ratives. On weekends we often went hunting in my Datsun ì¡te,

usually with the family of one of my co-workers. On such outings, I would occasionally hear

the elder of the women in the back singing a song relating to the land on which we were

entering, but again on such occasions I was never told the corresponding narrative.

I have also witressed, in a contrived situation in Adelaide, the telling of a Dreaming na¡rative

by an Auangu person from the Pitjantjatjara Lands. I was intrigued to see for the first time the

way she accompanied herself by beating a small stick on the gror:nd as the story unfolded.

But I was even more intrigued to see, at a later date, very small An-angu children at play (on a

home-made video) mimicking older women, beating a stick in the same way, as they reiayed

a story to other chiidren. At the Adelaide Festival, held in March 2000, audiences were also

rewarded with similar displays of story-telling at the performance by two An-angu rtromen

(Nura Ward and Nelli Patterson) in "Ochre and Dust". Although the advertising material

intimated some of the na¡ratives would be "Tjukurpa" (Dreaming stories), the women chose

instead to tell of their early contact experiences and of the British testing of bombs at

Maralinga on Pitjantjatjara la¡ds. However, both story-tellers told their narratives in

Pitjantlatjara to the same accompaniment of a rþthmically beating stick, as Ruth Anangka

translated their narratives into English for the audience.

By way of contrast, two firrther story-telling events, neither of which I was involved with,

illustrate altemative circumstances and methods of relating narratives to a specific audience.

The first event causes one to reflect on the moral issues associated with the business of
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cultural reproduction and representation. It presents a challenge to the reader to accept that

there are aspects of some narratives that are best left completely 'u:rrepresented' in print,

which is an issue I retum to in Chapter Nine. This event is relayed by the anthropologist

T.G.H. Strehlow, and aptly demonstrates the difficulties of divorcing a nanative from the

physical environment in which it is traditionally told. It also demonstrates the loss of meaning

that can occur when a na¡rative is taken from the context of a ritualised oral performance. The

second story-telling incident is in some ways similar to the situation I was involved in at the
'Warlpiri school described above. It is a staged story-telling event that occurred largely for the

purpose of recording, and hopefully maintaining, Dreaming narratives in some form or

another for future generations. Its structure and content would probably be viewed by Spivak

as typical of that told by the 'muted' subject, and therefore as a colonial construction. I

contend it would not be so readily judged and rejected by Parry.

In the first incident, Strehlow tells of how a Dreaming narrative was conveyed to yoìtng

Aranda (or Western 'Arrarnta') initiates in Central Australia a¡ound ttre 1930s. Because it is a

very long and graphic account, I have been selective in quoting just segments of Strehlow's

account. But even in this reduced form, I believe it aptly demonstrates the manner in which

such Aranda narratives were told. Strehlow's purpose in relating his detailed account was to

contrast it wittr the meaningless manner in which Indigenous Dreaming naratives were then

being represented in print for white audiences. Strehlow was always critical of the way

"native Australian legends" were being collected, and subsequently translated into "good

simple English" for public consumption. He saw little value in the ultimate product when,

despite editorial intervention, they "still remained poor and childish tales of little interest to

any save the anthropologist" (Strehlow, 1.947:xx). Stretúow's detail confirms the important

point of my thesis that Aboriginal myttr is intricately interwoven wittr ritual life and language.

To assume Dreaming na:ratives can be divorced from this complex context, and represented

in print without significant loss of putPose and meaning, is naive.

Strehlow ( 1947 : l)begins:

Aranda myths are rarely elaborate in forrn... They are handed down through w-ord of
mouth by-the older leaders of a group to the younger generation of initiated men,
usually ón the occasion of a visit to the local sacred cave where the tjurungø sticks
and stones are kept.
A brief descriptiõn of such a visit may throw some light on the importance_of this
totemic ceremonial centre in helping to preserve the original myth in its traditional
form through the passing centuries.

Stretûow gives an elaborate accor¡nt of a visit by some Ara¡da eiders, accompanied by

himself and some young Aranda initiates, to "the sacred cave of Ulamba" in the Westem

MacDonnell Ranges of Central Australia. He writes of his observations of the party as they

"move off in silence" towards the cave, which "must be approached with awe and
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reverence". He relays how the elders stop from time to time during their joumey to relay

different segments of the Ulamba Dreaming narrative to the young initiates:

From time to time the leader halts, points out rocks and trees which figure in the

a complete grasp of the myth, the young me
these rare opportunities presents itself....
After half â.ñ hour's stèep climbing the leader stops. He points fowards a hqqe

boulder... lwhich] has anbpening iñ it; and the leader signals that it was from this
rock and through ihis very oþening that the Ulamba ancestor first burst into life."

(Strehlow, 1947:2)

A little further on in their journey, Strehlow describes the: "magnificent vielv" which can be

seen of "the two highest peaks in Central Australia", where the leader explains: "in the

beginning, the Ulamba ancestor often used to stand here on cold mornings, and scan the

horizon around with keen eyes for human victims".

On eventual anival, Strehlow describes the cave itself, and the activities the party undertake

during their visit:

[It] consists of two huge boulders piled high upon each other. The da¡k bottom mass
is the body of the Ulamba ancestor himself.... Mortally wounded by his victim, he

had struggled back to his own home.... His father had awaited him here and had cast
himself down in grief over the prostrate body of his son. They had changed into great
rocks, filled with the seeds of life....
In the narrotv cleft between the two boulders rest the sacred tjurunga. At a signal from
the leader, the party sits down in a half-circle on a convenient ledge of rock at the base
of the cave.... [The leader] takes out several bundles of tjurunga, closely wrapped
around with hair-string....
Then the leader... takes up each bundle in turn, unwinds the hair-string, and chants
the song which relates the wanderings of the Ulamba ancestor. Gradually the pa4y
takes up the verses of the chant; and in low, hushed voices their song bursts upon the
silence that has enfolded the cave up to this moment....
All the while the traditional song re-echoes from the steep mountain wall.

(Strehlow, 1947:3-4)

Strehlow then explains the complexity of the Aranda chants associated with the Ula¡nba

Dreaming:

It requires much explanation. It contains a great number of obsolete and obscure
wordi, which, furthermore, have been dismembered and had component parts re-
grouped in the chant-verses for metrical purposes. This re-grouping 

- 
of the

dismembered parts effectively prevents the uninitiated from being able to undgrstand
any portion whatever of the Chant when it is being sung. Yet it is upon this old
tradiiional chant, the words of which are jealously guarded by the old men of the
group, that the whole Ulamba myth is based.

(Strehlow, L947:4)

Strehlow ends his account by explaining the final descent from the cave, and the evening's

activities that follow, involving "sacred ceremonies in honour of the Ulamba ancestor":
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Then they gather around the old leader once more, and begin to decorate themselves
under his guidance for a ceremony in remembrance of the Ulamba ancestor, whose
life-story they have heard this aftemoon. The ceremony which is now enacted is
intimately connected with the chant and the myth: it is, in short, the dramatic
representation of one of the many memorable events in the myttì centring around the
person of the ancestor' 

(Stretrlow, 1947:5)

This graphic retelling by Strehlow, of such a meaningful event in the education of young

Aranda men, higtrlights the inevitable problems of transferring a narrative, such as the

Ulamba myth, into any meaningful written form. Because of its captivating detail, I have

reproduced Strehlow's account in full in Appendix2.l,.

The second story-telling incident involves the late Daisy Utemorratr, whose work is

discussed in more detail in Chapter Fow. She was ar. Aboriginal woman from Kunmunya in

Westem Australia, who was one of the last remaining speakers of the'Worrorra language.s

She has had a number of Dreaming narratives published in English for both Aboriginal and

non-Aboriginal children. Ma¡k Clendon (personal communication, 1998 8. 1999) a linguist

and colleague6 worked extensively with Utemorratr before her death tn 1994, and collected

many Dreaming nãratives in the'W'orrorra language on audio-tape. He has since transcribed

this coilection, and tra¡slated it into English, and made several copies to return to

Utemorrah's family and community. The collection, which also contains naffatives from two

other story-tellers, has just been published as three books by the Kimberley Language Centre

(Utemorrah, et. al., 2000).

Clendon has also conducted some linguistic analysis on these'Worrorra texts, and sees in

some of themhints of Utemorratr's modem additions to the traditional story-line that was told

to her as a girl. For example, in one of her narratives, called 'Durnbi", about the mistreatment

of an owl by mischievous children, Clendon has an inkling that Utemorratr has changed the

ending in several ways. In the narrative, the ancestral being "the Wandjuma'' sends a flood to

punish the children for hurting Dr¡rnbi the owl. Instead of all the people perishing in the

flood, Utemorratr provides a happy ending with ¡vo of the child¡en being saved, so that they

may procreate. Furthernore, in order to reach higher ground, Utemorrah has the two

children hopping onto the back of a kangaroo - something Clendon found extremely amusing

(and implausible).7 He suggests this contemporary ending of Utemorrah's could be a result

of her mission upbringing, where she leamt of Biblical floods, and the need for people to

5 Tlr" 
"orrlr"rrtion 

in the past, by linguists (e.g.Love) and antbropologists (e.g. Elkin), and more recentþ by
Clendon and the people of the western Kimberley, hæ been to spell this language name as "Wo¡ora'', with the
single '1", even though the 'r" is a trilled rhotic. The convention now is to spell the name as "Wo¡rorra".
6 I amparticularly grateful to Mark Clendon for this information. Mark wo¡ked extensively wittr Daisy
Utemorrah to record her language and Dreaming na¡ratives before she passed away.
7 Ihaue a picture book from my childhood @ublished in 1963) called The magic boomerang, which tells of
an Aboriginal man "Kinjiwa" who has lost his "magic boomerang". The story-line has two little white girls,
called Jenny and Sue, who try to help Kinjiwa find bis lost boomerang. Among some of their many outback
advenhres, while tavelling far and wide in search of the boomerang, was a ride on the back of a kangaroo!
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survive to procreate. She was also a teacher in local schools, and leamt that children's books

in English are usually structured with very clear beginnings, middles and ends, and that these

endings are invariably happy. He also suggets that her Christian education in the mission

dormitory has caused her to adjust the content of certain stories so that they seem less

implausible, and demonstrate a more scientific understanding of the world and its sola¡

system. For example, she adjusts her narrative "The snake that bit ttre sun", to have just one

single daughter sun, that rises into the sky and then sets in the evening, before retunring to

rise the next day. In the original narrative the sun that rises in the east is seen each day as

another daughter sun, rather than the same sun that just goes to rest.8

Spivak (1988) would see Utemorrah as the typical "muted native subject", who has little

opportunity to speak freely from the shackles of colonial discourse. However, Maxwell

(1991:73), influenced by Said, would suggest Utemorrah's solution as being more

conciliatory, thus presenting the possiblity of producing Indigenous texts that meet halfway,

- and allow the "overlapping of cultural boundaries". My analysis of David Unaipon's

narratives, discussed later in detail in Chapter Seven, demonstrates such a cultural

overlapping. His Dreaming narratives show the same weaving of Christian morals, and the

appropriation of scientific r:nderstandings, ttrat Utemorrah chose to adopt. However, Spivak

would argue (according to Maxwell,l99I:77):

the native subject is historically muted as a result of 'the planned epistemic violence of
the imperialist project', where the native was prevailed upon to internalize as self-
knowledge the knowledge concocted by the master. This required of the native that he
re-write his position as object of imperialism by domesticating the alien as Masær and
himself as a self-consolidating and silent Other, a process which brought about the
Ewopean'worlding' of the native's own world.

Parry (1987:34) argues that both Spivak's and Bhabha's "deconstructive practices", and their

dissimilar methods, "act to constrain the developmert of an anti-imperialist critique".

Furthermore, Spivak's theory assigns "an absolute power to the hegemonic discourse in

constituting and disarticulating the native." I agree with Parry's criticism that the voice of the

colonised is being constained by Spivak's and Bhabha's reading of texts, and like Parry, I
actively strive to hear the voice of the colonised in texts. In my analysis of Dreaming

narratives, I consider the possibility ttrat there is a uniquely Indigenous voice striving to be

heard, which is not always muffled by the coloniser. I would argue that Unaipon, in

particular, has more agency in the production of his naratives than Spivak's theory allows.

Not only does Unaipon incoqporate Indigenous markers (such as words aod phrases from his

erva language), but I argue (later in Chapter Seven) that there is also a sub-text, with

messages of subversion, in at least one of his narratives. I also consider the production of

8 Anoth"r version of this same na¡rative has been published in the series retold by Pamela Lofts in 1984,
called When the sruke bites the san (see Chapter Three). In this version, told by ttre late David Mowaljarlai,
there a¡e two suns: a mother sun and a daughter sun.
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hybrid texts, by Unaipon and other more contemporary Indigenous writers, in the light of the

prevailing anthropological idea that cultures are dynamic and changing, and so too is the

mythology of a colonised people.

The emphasis I would place on the significance of the story-telling event witressed by

anthropologist Strehlow, points out a further problem that postcolonial literary criticism

presents, which I alluded to earlier. Their rejection of anthropological texts, on the grounds

of their colonial 'misrepresentation' of the Other, would discount recounts of events such as

Strehlow's. However, Indigenous groups in Australia who have lost their land, their

language and much of their mythology, yet strive to assert their own unique cultural identity

that contrasts with mainstreârÍr Australians, have little option but to draw on early colonial

texts. Many groups, such as the Kauma people of Adelaide (see Amery, 1998), only have

the written ¡sse¡dingS of early missionaries, or scant ethnographic texts that they have been

able to retrieve from the archives. If these colonial representations had been as detailed and

numerous as those of T.G.H. Strehlow, and his missionary father Carl Suehlow before hini,

the Kauma would have had a lotmore to draw from today.

2.5 CONCLUSION

In ttris chapter I have outlined some of the theoretical dilemmas that face anyone undertaking

inter-disciplinary research, particularly in an a¡ea such as the one tackled in this thesis. I
openly admit that I am analysing and discussing texts that emanate from Indigenous culfi:res,

yet am forced to use a theoretical framework and methodological tools designed by (and

arguably for) Western texts. However, I acknowledge the problems and dilemmas my topic

raises, a¡d have chosen to use a range of methodologies from different disciplines in an

attempt to reconciie, il so far as this is possible, some of these difficulties. I have found the

arguments of Benita Parry most useful in determining my own position in the context of

current debates in colonial and postcolonial theory. This is because Parry presents me with a

theoretical stance that gives some agency and voice to ttre Indigenous subject. My reading of

the huge range of texts, which I analyse in the foliowing chapters, reveals that Australia's

Indigenous people have not always been 'mute' or shackled.

Despite the thorny issues raised by the very topic of representation of Indigenous knowledge,

throughout this thesis I contend that the most important issue in the representation of any

Indigenous text is WHO is in control. Spivak believes it is inevitably the coloniser. Parry

isn't so sure. It is this issue of control, and whose voice is actually being heard, that will
arise continually throughout the chapters to come. Spivak would probably argue that even if
the voice of the subaltem is being heard, it is not an 'authentic' on.e - it is always that of a

puppet, with the ventriloquist voice of the coloniser. This accusation is one that I return to
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later, when discussing Unaipon and the criticism he attracted for the role he played with the

missionary organisation, the Aborigines' Friends' As sociation.
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CHAPTER THREE

A REVIEW OF 'DREAMING' NARRATIVES

AS REPRESENTED BY THE NON.INDIGENOUS

3.0 INTRODUCTION

This chapter focuses on the 'Dreaming' narratives of Australia's Indigenous peoples that have

been represented in print by the non-Indigenous. Over the past 150 years, there have been

numerous texts of this genre published, each by a writer with his or her own agenda. The

compilers or 'authors' of such texts have included missionaries, govemment Protectors,

anthropologists, wives of station owners, established writers, and many others with an

interest in the exotic. It is only since 1924, with the publication of David Unaipon's work,

that Indigenous people have been given the opportunity to represent theselves in print. In

more recent years other Indigenous writers have followed, with the publication of works by

Kath Walker (or Oodgeroo Noonuccal), Dick Roughsey and May O'Brien, to name just a

few. Their publications ile the foci of the following chapter. But it is the attempts of

representation by the non-Indigenous that is the concern of this chapter. I hope to provide

some form of chronological and literary context for my analysis, in subsequent chapters, of

Indigenous writers and their works, particularly the seminal writings of David Unaipon.

Here I review and discuss the broad spectrum of Australian literature by a variety of 'authors'

that come under the categories of: 'Aboriginal myths', 'Dreamtime stories', 'legends', 'tales'

and 'folklore', as well as the more recent term 'Dreaming narratives'. But with such vast

amounts of literature to review, and with such a diverse range in this sometimes disparate

genre, how does one do justice to the task at hand? A review of just the anthropological

literature on Aboriginal mythology would produce a very long chapter indeed. However, it is

not the literature about Aboriginal mythology that concerns me here. It is the published texts

of the 'myths' themselves that I intend reviewing. But I cannot ignore the anthropological

literature completely, because numerous mythologicai texts are reproduced in various forms

within this academic literature. To ignore such texts would result in an unrepresentative

review of my chosen genre.

In Chapter One I briefly discussed some very early published colonial accounts of Aboriginal

people and their beliefs, including those by the government ma¡ine (Tench) and other

government appointees (Collins, Grey and Therry). All these accounts draw from their first-

hand observations of Indigenous people in the newly formed colony of New South Wales,

excepting Grey, who writes of his experieinces in 'Western Australia, before taking up his

position as Governor of the colony of S.A. All but Therry's (1863) account pre-date the

publications discussed in this chapter. For the purposes of this review chapter, some criteria
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had to be established, and some boundaries drawn to decide which writers and texts deserved

discussion. I have categorised all the non-Indigenous representers according to their
professions. I have also tried to order these categories chronologically, both in my list below
and in the review that follows. Howeve¡, I acknowledge that there are overlaps in time for
when these narratives were written and eventually published. The categories I have chosen to
identify the various representers of Indigenous beliefs include:

Missionaries

Government Protectors and the Police

Wives of Pastoralists

Government Surveyors and Explorers

Anthropologists

Bushmen

White Writers and Poets
'Wives of missionaries

Artists and Art Curators

Ethnomusicologists & Linguists

The original primary sources of the vast majority of pubtished Dreaming narratives are, of
course, the Indigenous people of Australia who originally totd the narrative to someone. Even
Dreaming na¡ratives that have been written by contemporary Indigenous writers were once

told to them by their parents, grandparents, or some other relative. For alt the narratives that

have been represented in print by the non-Indigenous, there was some stage when each oral

narrative was told to an intermediary, who has taken it upon him/trerself to represent that

narrative in a written form. Many of the pubtished texts by non-Indigenous writers have been

produced from secondary or even tertiary sources, involving absolutely no personal contact

with the original Indigenous narrator. A well-known example of this type of representer is the

prolific publisher of 'myths' and 'legends' A.W. Reed. For such representers of Indigenous

texts, I have added a further category: 'White Appropriators'.

I reveal in my discussion that the way in which each of these representers, or appropriators,

have chosen to represent the Dreaming narratives entrusted to them, is to a large extent

determined by their motives for publishing such texts. I therefore do not include here non-
Indigenous people who have chosen to collaborate closely with Indigenous story-tellers in
the representation of their Dreaming narratives. An example of such a collaboratively

produced work is the relatively recent (1995) publication compiled by Rockman and Cataldi

Waþiri Dreamings and histories: yimikirli. The works of such collaborators, as well as the

writings of Indigenous people, are the subject of the next two chapters. I inciude however,
for reference purposes, a list of some of the collaboratively produced works, as well as those

written by Indigenous writers, in Appendix 3.1.
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It is impossible to discuss every writer for each category. I have included the more well-

known representers, such as Katie Langloh Parker, because they tend to have been the most

influential in the way this written genre has emerged as a body of literature. But I also discuss

texts by some lesser known writers, particularly if they display features that lead us to some

understanding of why this genre has developed the way it has. For the purposes of

contrasting differing representations of 'similar' nanatives, I continually revisit 'The Seven

Sisters Dreaming' in particular. However, I have not restricted myself entirely to this

narrative. I also discuss narratives that I deem important because they exemplify some

academic point regarding this intriguing genre.

I have a particular interest in texts that have been published from narratives told by the

Indigenous people of the southern parts of South Australia, particularly those told by relatives

of Nunga friends of mine from the Adelaide area. There are two reasons for this. First,

because I wish to share with these friends my findings and discussions - which I hope will

ultimately be useful to them as they seek to find out more about their Indigenous heritage, and

indeed to publish themselves in this genre. Second, because a major focus of this thesis is the

writings of David Unaipon, who was inspired to 'weave literature' from narratives he himself

collected from the southem parts of Australia. It is insightful to compare his publications with

other Dreaming narratives that relate to the same themes and cha¡acters featuring in his

narratives, particularly those narratives published by anthropologists'

3.1 THE MISSIONARIES

Over the last two decades, the issue of representation has become very topical when

discussing Indigenous literature. Fortunately most of us have learnt from past mistakes, and

now acknowledge that the ways in which Aboriginal people have been represented in print,

over the years, were invariably racist and paternalistic. Furthermore, writers are now

becoming more aware of the sensitive issues regarding who has the right to represent

Indigenous people's beliefs and cultures, and how this could be done' As Headon (1988:20)

reminds us: "It is no longer either desirable or possible for whites to do the talking and

interpreting for whole Aboriginal groups."

But in the early days of colonial Australia, when the first missionaries arrived to

'Christianise' and 'civilise the natives', such issues were never considered. For most

missionaries, Aboriginal people were 'heathens' in need of salvation, not only from their

'unenlightened beliefs', but also from the'depraved' and'sinful' ways they had adopted in

order to survive the onslaught of colonisation. 'When these missionaries took it upon

themselves to represent the beliefs and ways of their 'native' charges in print, their main

motives were to draw attention to their mission work, and hence propogate support for their
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cause' The missionaries not only hoped to secure much-needed monetary benefits and
support for their work, but also to muster sympathy and understanding, for their Indigenous
charges, from the increasingly hostile white colonists.

3.1.1 C.G. Teichelmann

Despite its brevity, the first published Dreaming nanative from the colony of South Australia,
as far as I am aware' is that written by the German missionary Christian Gottlieb
Teichelmann. In october 1838 Teichelmann anived in Adelaide with his colleague clamor
Schürmann, to work with the local Indigenous people of the Adelaide plains. In 1g41 he
published a 13 page pamphlet: Aborigines of South Australia: illustrative and explanatory
notes of the manners, customs, habits and superstitions of the natives of South Australia. It
was published "for the benefit of the German Mission to the Aborigines,,, and its author
writes in the preface: "May it now please the Lord of the Church to use these pages for the
animation of our zeal and efforts towards the Christinization of our benighted fellow
creatures" (Teichelmann, 1841 :4).

Teichelmann begins his pamphlet with an attempt to conect false assumptions held by his
readers regarding the iocal Kauma people: "The Aborigines of South Australia have generally
been represented by those who have reported of this land, as a race of beings differing littte
from the higher animals. If the statements are intended to apply to the mental endownments...
they are incorrect" (Teichelmann, 1841:5). Such declarations, no doubt, were intended to
reassure his supporters of the academic potentials of the children in thei¡ mission school.
However, to justify the evangelical and moral teachings of his mission, he goes on to write
with no compunction: "But regarding their moral state, they are, in many instances, almost
upon a lower scale than the beasts" (Teichelmann, 1g4l:5).

There is no doubt that Teichelmann had nothing but contempt for the 'traditional' beliefs of
the Kaurna' and writes with su¡prising honesty and openness of the debates he had with
them:

e took two lately tatooed N
undergone, the origin of w

spofe to rhem or ¡erroväil:ü:Í,3 å:äJi:Ï"H í:
as they believe when they do not cut themselves in
them. One of them growing angry said, wtry ¿ã vòu ,
our opinion, w9 do ñot chaige yãú with'lies; whaívou
is good, and what we believõ iígood. we rãprielifat onty on one side the trurh couldbe, and that was on our side.

(Teichelmann, I 841 : 12-13)

With such unabashed claim on the 'truth', it is little wonder that Teichelmann admits that:
"The opinions which the Aborigines of South Australia entertain about the visible world a¡e
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limitedly known, as they carefully conceal them from Europeans" (Teichelmann, 1841:8).

However, despite his obvious evangelical zeal, Teichelmann did manage to extract some

beliefs held by the Kaurna, which he proceeds to relate to his readers:

They consider the f,rmament with its bodies as a land similar to what they are living
upon. Therefore they say, the milky way is a large river, along the banks of which
reeds are growing, the dark spots in it are water lagoons, in which monsters called
yura aÍe living; the white clouds near the milky way are the ashes of a species of
paroquets [parokeet], which are assembled there by a constellation and afterwards
treacherously roasted.
It is their opinion that all the celestial bodies were formerly living upon earth , partly
as animals,partly as men, and that they left this lower region to exchange for the
higher one. Therefore all the names which they apply to the beings on earth they
apply to the celestial bodies.... The first celestial body that left this earth was the
moon, who is considered to be a male; - he persuaded all the rest to follow, that he
might have companions. The sun is his wife, who beats him every month that he shall
die; but in dying he revives again. Besides this he keeps a great number of dogs for
hunting, which have two heads and no tail. The Pleiades are girls, gathering roots and
other vegetables; the Orion are boys, and are hunting, - so that celestial bodies are
believed to obey the same laws as men and animals on earth....
The earth itself is considered a male, formerly without rivers, which were made by a
certain animal called Nanno or Nadno, that he may live upon the craw-fish [crayfish]
and fishes that are in the river. Under the earth, are three layers of water; under them
two monsters, who are nursed by the two first; though they are not children, they
continually utter a deep roaring noise. The animals have a1l been men formerly, who
transformed themselves.

(Teichelmann, 1 84 I :8-9)

Teichelmann then proceeds to give just one brief account of a Dreaming narrative, in which

he explains such a transformation of men into animals:

Two men were once fighting with each other, whale and lark, the lark speared the
whale twice in the neck, who perceiving that he was painfully wounded, escaped into
the sea, became the present large monster, and blew water through the wounds that
they might heal; but as they never heal, he blows water through them to this day.

(Teichelmann, I 84 I :8-9)

Teichelmann (1841:9) ends his account of Kaurna beliefs with a comment on their

understanding of the origin of man himsell "Their own origin they derive from a kind of

lizard, which separated the sexes, but made the female inferior, - therefore the slavish state in

which they are kept. V/hether this animal has been man before or not cannot be stated with

certainty".

Teichelmann does enquire of the Kaurna whether they have a belief in the afterlife, about

which he concludes: "regarding their soul or spirit, they seem to believe its existence afte¡

death" (Teichelmann, 1841:9). He also enquires about any belief they may have in a Supreme

Being, to which he finally concludes: "From all this it is evident that we have neither to

expect idolatry, nor the idea of any being superior to themselves, nor any kind of worship

amongst these Natives" (Teichelmann, 1841:10). Missionaries were quick to enquire about

Indigenous beliefs in a Supreme Being, particularly those who planned to translate The Bible

into the local vernacular. Analogies were subsequently drawn and substitutions made to
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assist them in their evangelising. It seems, however, Teichelmann found no such parallel

amongst the Kauma, and dismissed the Ancestral Hero 'the red kangaroo' as far from any

form of Biblical 'truttr'. This contrasts with the many parallels to be found by others who

followed, particularly the Indigenous evangelisers such as Unaipon.

3.1.2 H.E.A. Meyer

Five years later, in 1846, Teichelmann's Dresden Mission Society colleague Heinrich Meyer

published Manners and Custotns of the Aborigines of the Encounter Bay tribe; South

Australia. Meyer paraphrases a number of 'myths' of the Rarrindjeri people of Encounter

Bay, who occupied the land in the Victor Harbor region, south of the capital Adelaide.

Meyer, who leamt the Ramindjeri language very quickly afær his arrival in S.4., could have

recorded these narratives in the vemacular, but chose to reproduce them in English in their

published form. His slim volume of fifteen pages was printed and published in Adelaide,

"for Government", and begins on page one with an explanation of the strong attachment the

"natives of Encounter Bay and the Lower Banks of the Murray" have to their land. He states

"each tribe derives its name from the district to which it belongs, and which they claim as

their own property, as Ramong, the district belonging to the Raminjerar". Certain landmarks,

and their place names, feature in the mythological narratives that Meyer paraphrases, such as

Rosetta Head ("Kungkengguwar", see Meyer, 1846:15) now known as The Bluff. This is

significant, because there is a marked absence of reference to 'Place' in a large nwnber of
subsequent publications by other white writers.

As with Teichelmann, Meyer justifies his evangelical mission to the 'natives' by emphasising

what he perceives as a complete lack of moral integrity. Perhaps it is such accounts that

inspired Unaipon (who comes from the same cultural bloc as the Ramindjeri) to write so

persistently, eighty years later, of the high moral integrity of his people's beliefs. Meyer

commences: "As the mythology and traditions of other heathen nations are more or less

immoral and obscure, so it is with these people" (Meyer,1846:11). Below I quote sections

of the passage that follows his contemptuous intoduction, but must say that Meyer's zeal for
judgemental moralising probably explains why he chose to paraphrase the n¿uratives, rather

than record them in their original colourful formsl:

The sun they consider to be female, who when she sets, passes the dwelling-places
of the dead. As she approaches, the men assemble, and dive into two bodies, leaving
a road for her to pass benveen them! they invite her to stay with them, which she can
only do for a short time, as she must be ready for her journey of the next day. For
favors granted to some one among them she receives a present of a red þangaroo
skin; and therefore, in the moming, when she rises, appears in a red dress. The moon
is also a woman, and not particularly chaste. She stays a long time with ttre men, and
fromtheeffectsof herintercoursewiththem, shebecomesverythin. and[sic] wastes

I The text that follows is quoted (a.s with all quotes in this chapter) æ it appears in its original (1846) forr¡
cornpleæ with typographical and punctuation ero¡s.
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away be driven
away. rn seeking

roots lls out and

becomes fat rapidly.
(I\deyer, 1846:11)

Meyer goes on to paraphrase another narrative, which tells of the exploits of the Ancestral

Hero of the Ramindjeri people, "Waijungngari". I quote Meyer's paraphrasing in full in

Appendix 3.14, but I mention it here because a very short section of this same myth was

actually recorded earlier by the Aboriginal Protector V/illiam Wyatt, between 1837 and 1839.

Although his version of the text wasn't published until 1879, it was probably the first

recording of an Aboriginal myth in an lndigenous language from S.A. It was recorded by

Wyatt in the language of Kaurna people, the northern neighbours of the Ramindjeri, who

called ttris Spirit Ancestor "Monana" (see Wyatt in'Woods, 187Ð.2

Meyer's work is important not only because it is one of the first publications on the

mythology of the Indigenous people of S.4., but also because it displays the disdain and

contempt that was shared by so many early recorders of Aboriginal mythology - many of

whom were missionaries. This same disrespect was shared by Teichelmann and Schürmânn,

as well as the missionary George Taplin who, over a decade later, established Point Mcleay

mission for the Ngalrindjeri people. Taplin was prolific in his ethnographic research, but

regarded the beliefs and "superstitions" he recorded as something not to be encowaged.

2 Th" rume word, spelt "Munana" is glossed as 'Ancestor'by Teichelmarm in his 1857 unpublished Kau¡na

wordlist. It may trave Ueen a misunderstanding by Wyatt that the Ancestor's name was "Monana" (personal

communication: Rob Amery, June 2000).

Meyer's explanation of the Ramindjeri myths displays his persistent scepticism, yet intrigue,

in relation to their explanation of particular land formations still to be seen in the present. This

is evident in the following extract (wittr my emphasis underlined):

They do not appear to have any Y all
a¡irn¿s ttrey suþose ancientlY to
at last trani'fonäed themselves into s the

Raminjerar point out several large stones or points of rock
sex and name they distinguish. One rock they say is an old
which women and children are not llowed to tread; but old
from their long acquaintance with
his hut and fire. For mY Part,
the hut. The occasion ôn which he transformed himself was as follows:- A friend of

i##ïäïÁ**sf"11ilfl,1ffi:
.s they are a river fish. Palpangye went into the

bush and fetched a large tree, and thrusting it into the gror:nd aJ different places,
water immediately began to flow, and formed the Inman and Hindma¡sh Rivers.
Lime, out of gratitude, gave him some kanmari (small sea fisþ, and transformed
himself into a-rock, the neighborhood of which has ever since abounded in this kind
of fish. Palpangye became á bird, and is frequently nea¡ the rivers. The steep hill and

large pond-s at Mootabarringar were producèd by the dancing of thgy forefathers at

thalpÎace.. (MeYer, 1846:13)
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Meyer paraphrases a number of Dreamings narratives, including the origins of the whale, and

a number of other animals (a11 reproduced in Appendix 3.1B), as well as the origin of rain.

There is also a fascinating account of the origins of the different languages (see Meyer, 1846:
14, paragraphs 2 & 3). He concludes his small booklet with the Ngurunderi Dreaming
narrative, but in a conflated form for reasons of "decency". His version is an important one

because, as far as I am aware, it is ttre fust published recording of this now well-known and

important creation narrative (which I ret¡¡rn to in Chapær Eight):

Nurunderi... He wgs a tall and powerful man, and lived in the East with two wives,
and had severalchildren. Upon one occasion his two wives ran away from him, and
he went in search of thern 'Whereverhe 

arrived he speared terror amóngst the people,
who were dwarfs compared with him. Continuing his persuit [sic],-he anive,å ai
Freeman's Nob, and there made water, from whictl-circìünstancefté place is called
Kainjenuaid (kainjamin, ,t9 make water). Disappointed at not frnding his wives, he
threw two small nets, called witti, into the sea" and immediately tño small rocky
islands arose, which ever since have been called Wittungenggût. He went on to
Ramong, where, by stamping with his feer created Kung-k-engguwff (Rosetta

directions, and wherever they fell,
his two wives at Toppong. Afrer

o escape. Now tired of pursuing them, he
. They were transformed into rock, and are

still to be seen at low water. Discontented and unhappy, he removed with bis children
still lives, a very old man, scarcely
his children was asleep, a¡d in

ed at the place where he intended to
f a string to his maralengk, he threw
son to be, who, catching hold of it,
till the guide by which the dead find

their w^ay to s, Nurunduri's son, who first for¡nd the way
to his father it to ttre dead man, who catching hold of ií,
is conducted 

_ . feeling thé motion of
the line, asks his son who is coming. all thãmen together,
rylro,þy a great shouting, arouse the come to himséf, ne
silently and sadly approaches Nwunduri, who points out to him where he is to
reside. If he belongs to the Encounter Bay tribe, 

-or 
one of the Goolwa tribes, he is

allowed to live in Nurunduri's hut; but if of one of the more distant tribes, at a
distance off. Before he goes away to the place pointed out to him, Nurundwi
carefully observes his eyes. If tears are
has left only one wife; if from both, t
they continue to flow from the other,
number that he has left, Nurunduri pr
youûg, and the infim sound in the c
uninstructed people believe; therefor
punishments and rewards, are e,ntertaine

(Meyer, 1846:14-15)

Like Teichelmann, it seems Meyer was so bli¡kered in his perception of what constitutes
'Biblical tru.ttl', that he failed to see any parallels between his own Christian belief and those

of the people he came to evangelise. The fact that his account mentions Ngunrnderi's son as

the life-line between the dead and his father seems significant. 'Wasn't it God's son who said:
"f am the way, and the truth, and the life; no-one comes to the father, but through Me" (John

14:6). Furthermore, Meyer's account regarding 'the old becoming young and the infirm
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sound' also resonates with Jesus's message of The Beatitudes: "Blessed are the poor in

spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven..." etc. (Matthew 5:2). But one can only speculate

on whether Meyer's narrator adapted the Ngurunderi narative to please Meyer, merging his

Dreaming narrative with that of Christian mythology. This merging is certainly something

that is apparent in Unaipon's later rewriting of the same legend (see Unaipon, 1924-25.

Mitchell Ms. Text 16 and my discussion in Chapter Eight). It is also something that Yolngu

Christians are doing today in North East Arnhem Land with their own Dreaming naffatives

(see Magowan, 1995).

3.1.3 George Taplin

Rev. George Taplin was a Congregationalist missionary who founded the Point Mclæay

mission in 1859, on the shores of Lake Alexandrina in S.A. Although he initially scorned the

beliefs and customs of the Aboriginal people to whom he ministered, he paradoxically

became a prolific recorder of ethnographic information relating to the Nganindjeri people (or

as he spelt it, "Narrinyeri"). In 1873 his comprehensive writings were first published,

entitled The Narrinyeri: an account of the tribes of South Australian Aborigines inhabiting the

country around the Lakes Alexandrina, Albert, and Coorong, an¿ the lower part of the River

Murray: their manners and customs.3 V/ithin this account of the Nganindjeri, he devotes a

ten page chapter to their "mythology". Although he relies heavily, and quotes from Meyer's

1864 account of the Ramindjeri for this chapter, there are some original ideas worthy of

consideration. As with Meyer, the manner in which Taplin records his findings reveals the

contempt he felt for Ngarrindjeri belief (see my emphasis below). However, unlike so many

recorders of later years, Taplin does choose to retain the placenames of different sites

associated with the different narratives he refers to in his early writings:

The Narrinyeri call the Supreme Being by two names, Nurundere and Martummere.
he is said to have made all things on earth, and to have given to men the weapons of
war and hunting. Nurundere instituted all the rites and ceremonies which are practised
by the Aborigines, whether connected with life or death. On inquiring why they
adhere to any custom, the reply is, because Nurundere commanded it....
Although the natives say that Nurundere made all things, and that he now lives in
Wyirrewarre, yet they tell man)¡ ridiculous traditions about his doings when he

inhabited the earth....
He is represented to have been a great hunter....
Once upon a time, it is said, that Nurundere and Nepelle together pursued an
enormous fish in Lake Alexandrina, near Tipping. Nepelle caught it, then Nurundere
tore it to pieces, and threw the fragments into the water, and each piece became a fish,
and thus þonde, tarke, tukkeri, and pommere, different kinds of fish had their origin.
But anotñer sort of fish, tinuwarre (called bream by the whites), was produced in a

different manner. Nurundere went to Tulumrg, and there finding some flat stones, he

threw them into the Lake, and they became tinuwarre....
After these things Nurundere went to Wyirrewarre, taking his children with him. The
Narrinyeri always mention his name with reverence.... My opinion is that he is a

3 ln l8Z9 a second edition ofTaplin's 1873 account The Narrinyeri was published in Vy'oods (1879). I have

been unable to locate a copy ofthe first 1873 edition ofTaplin's work, therefore all quotes are from his second

edition, which was published in Woods (1879:l-156).
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deified chief, who has lived at some remote period. The natives regard thunder as the
angry voice of Nurundere, and the rainbow às also a production oihis.

(Taplin in'Woods, 1979:55-58)

In 1874 the Governor of South Australia, Sir A. Musgrave, responded favourably to the
recommendation made by a Dr. Bleek of Cape Town to make inquiries into the manner,
customs and "especially the folk-lore" of the "aborigines of South Australia" (ust as he had
done in South Africa). Taplin immediately warmed to the idea, and advised the Governor that
"a series of questions should be prepared, and distributed to ail the keepers of aborigines'
depots throughout the colony, and to all persons who are known to be aquainted with the
manners, customs, and languages of the aborigines." Subsequently Taplin was requested "to
draw up such a list of inquiries", which were then printed and distributed throughout the

South Australian colony, and the Northern Territory, which was then administered by South
Australia (see Taplin, 1879a:B).

In 1879, the same year of Taplin's sudden death, the responses to Taplin's ethnographic
inquiries were published in the collection The folklore, manners, customs, an^d langunges of
the South Australian Aborigines. As editor, Taplin writes:

It is of great importance that we should gain a knowledge of the customs and folklore
of the aborigines. Not only is it useful as the subject of scientific inquiry, but as a
means of benefiting the natives themselves. We shall deal with them much more

easily if we know their ideas and superstitions and customs.

(Taplin, 1 879a:Preface)

There were twenty four respondents. Below I discuss information provided by two of the

missionary respondents, and later some of the other respondents, particularly to Taplin's
questions 20 and2I:

20. Have they any beliefs in gods, demons, or supernatural beings? If so, what are
they?
2I. Are there.any legends or traditions amongst them? If so, please relate some of
them? If possible, give one in the native language with a literal tianslation.

(Taplin, 1879a:6)

The Rev. R.'W. Holden's was the first documented response, actually regarding his past

contact with the "Maroura" of New South Wales. Holden was the former superintendant of
the Poonindie Native Institution on Eyre Peninsula in S.4., as well as a missionary to
Aboriginal people in Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland. The "Maroura Tribe"
occupied the land at the junction of the Darling and Murray Rivers. To question 20 he

responded "They believe a great deal in evil spirits." To question 2l he replied:

They think 'Norallie' once walked about on earth amongst them, but after a time he
became dissatisfied, and departed to the world above.- One day he saw how the
aborigines were destroying the game on account of the great tameness of all animals.
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So he came down and called all animals around him and addressed them, telling them
to beware of natives. Ever after birds and beasts beca¡ne wild and more difficult to
catch. The serpent was doing much mischief, when'Norallie' came down and killed
him. They say 'Norallie's' wife is very cruel, and will punish all black men if she
can. 'Norallie' will never die; he had no beginning. Some think he has one son, a
good boy.

Qlolden in Taplin, 1879a:18)

In an endnote Holden elaborates further, confrrming that his 'Norallie' character is in fact the

Ancestral Hero Ngurunderi, who is also prominent in Ngarrindjeri Dreaming narratives4:

They believe in 'Norallie', one who made all things, and that he married, and they
consider his wife will pr:nish bad natives bye-and-bye.
They consider the course of the Murray was pursued by the winding of a very large
serpent, and ttrat this se¡pent was killed by this great man'Norallie'....
The moon disappears each month to form stars, and 'Norallie' makes another moon
when he has finished making the stars...

(Iloiden in Taplin, I879a:27)

Taplin's own responses to these questions were, of course, regarding the "Na¡rinyeri Tribe"

of the Lower Murray. They were relatively comprehensive, and were combined with those

less detailed responses of Police-trooper E.H. Deane of Wellington, Police-Corporal John

Dann of Milang, and Crown Lands Ranger George Wadmore of Meningie - all of whomhad

associations with the different clans of ttre Ngarrindjeri people. Police-trooper Moriarty also

reported on a clan of the Nganindjeri from the Goolwa region, but because of his "very able

and intelligent series of answers", they are recorded separately by Taplin (1.879a:33), and

will be discussed later.

As with his fi¡st (1873) account of the "mythology" of the "Na:rinyeri" (see its reproduction

in Woods 1,879:55-65), Taplin's rendition of their "folklore" is very similar in content to that

recorded by Meyer in 1846. Taplin's (1879a) account begins as follows:

The great god of the Narrinyeri is Nurunderi. They also believe in several demi-gods
called Waiungare, Napelle, and demons Pepi, Melapi, Nalkaru, Mulgewanke, a:l.d

Karungpe. The traditions of the Narrinyeri all refer more or less to Nurunderi and his
adventures and exploits.
Nurunderi, their great and wonderful god or chief, came down the Darling with his
followers. When he arived at the lower River Murray he sent back two of his men to
tell those from whence he came of his arrival. They never rejoined Nurunderi. The
chief and his party are said to have crossed the country from the Murray - apparently
from the south bend - to the lakes, striking Lake Albert. They for¡nd the country
around the lakes in posssession of blacks under Waiungare and Nepelle. Various
marvellous adventures are told of these personages.... 

(Taplin, 1g7ga:3g)

Taplin's entry continues with similar accounts to those referred to in his 1863 publication.

However, his 1879a account is significant because it is ttre only one of two entries (in this

4 In Chapter Eight I elaborate in detail on different accolmts of the Ngr:n[rderi epic, that begins at the
junction of the Darling and Murray Rivers. In Taplin's and other accoìmts, Ngurunderi pursues a giant Muray
Cod, rather than the 'serpent'referred to in Holden's (1879) accorlit.
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1879 volume) to record a mythological na:rative in the original language of the Indigenous

people under study. In fact these two (as far as I am aware) are the first pþþhec! texts in a¡r

Aboriginal language of the Dreaming narrative genre.5 Taplin's n:ns for only five lines,

along with an English translation. I quote his entry in full below:

The following is a native myth in the vernacular of the Narrinyeri:-
'Norar ngertir ulangk, kar morokkir an mamar. Ka¡ tuppir arr mamar Tipping.'Wanyar muldr:rar ngungyin namuramb an mamar. Wunyar pulkeri muldr¡rar pettir an
mami. Wunyar nor¿u ngrakkuwallir. Wunyar norar muldarar mendir. kar pingkir
mulda¡ar bnigungai wunyar Kinemin wr:nyarnorar balpewallin h¡n ellin tukkéri.'-

Translation - 'The pelicans fished in the lake a¡d caught some tukkeri fish. They
carried the fish to Point Sturt. Then the magpies made a fi¡e to cook the fish with.
The greedy magpies then stole the fish. The pelicans were aûgry with the magpies,
and they fought. The magpies were rolled in the ashes, which made them black. Then
the pelicans became white like the tukkeri fish, which they had eaten.'

(Taplin, 7879a:39)

This text is of particular interest because it is very similar in content to the maûy 'myths' that

have been published as children's stories in Australia since the t¡¡m of the twentieth century.

For reasons speculated upon in this study, Aboriginal Dreaming narratives that are

aetiological in narure, particularly regarding the origins of Australia's (often unique) birds

and animals, have become popularised over the years in children's literanre. Narratives that

tell why the crow is black, or why the emu cannot fly, and countless others of this sub-

geme, coûtinue to be published today by both white and Aboriginal-run publishing houses.

The above text of Taplin's is, as far as I am aware, the beginnings of this sub-genre. It is
only preceded by his earlier (1863) account of the same 'myth', which he writes of in
English. This was accompanied in the same volume by a second'how-so'narrative, which

wa.s again paraphra.sed in English by Taplin:

the Narrinyeri tell some curious but absr:rd stories about animals. For instance, they
say that origínally the turtle possessed venomous fangs, and the snake had none; so
the laner begged the forrner to make an exchânge, offering to barter his own head for
the twtle's fangs, alleging, as a reason, that he lived on the shore exposed to the
attacks of the black fellows, while the turtle occupied a secure position in the Lake.
So the turtle consented to the bargain, and ever since then the snake has had
venomous fangs, and the turtle a snake-like head and neck.

(Taplin in'Woods, I97 9 :62)

Taplin's accounts of such 'how-so' narratives differ from the popularised style of this sub-

geffe in two important respects. First, Taplin includes Place as a point of reference for both

these narratives, referring to Point Sturt in the first narrative, and "the Lake" (Lake

Alexandrina) in the other. Second, Taplin (in 1879a) chose to reproduce his narrative about

the magpie becoming black using the voice of its original na¡rator, and in particular in an

5 The other account given rr the vernacula¡ is that by Police-trooper Moriarty regarding the Ngarnindjeri clan
living in the Goolwa region (see Taplin, 1879a:51). The sane year a very brief segment, of a Kaurna
Dreaming narra[ive was also published in the vernacular, originally collected by Wyatt, the fomrer hotector
of Aborigines (seeWyatt, 1879:25), whichwas alsoreproducedinWoods (1879:181).
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After working with Teichelmann among the Kaurna people of the Adelaide Plains, the

Lutheral missionary Rev. Clamor W. Schünnann moved west to work amongst the

pa¡nkalla (also spelt Bamgala) people on Eyre Peninsula in S.A. He had a good ear for

languages, and quickly learnt and published on the local Indigenous language, but also

published on his ethnographic findings. His work: The Aboriginal tribes of Port Lincoln in

South Australia, their rnode of life, ilnanners, cttstoms, etc. was published in 'Woods

(Lg79:209-251). Ít seems Schürmann shared the same coûtempt for Aboriginal beliefs and

'mythology' as that held by his fellow Lutheran missionaries Teichelman-n and Meyer. Of

Pamkalla Dreaming narratives he writes:

The Aborigines have a greatnwnber of fabulous traditions handed down to them by

their forefathers, all of rítrich are characterised by a high degree of improbability and
entlv aooarent from a few that I shall mention:-

meaûs contributed to keep him in goo

subsequently raised into the sky, at
Isaac), where he is sometimes seize
raves and storms about among the
native when under the i¡-fluence of vi
called thunder. He is armed with w
particularlY the P
upper and lower
entreated him to
prevailing with him, he now vents

þroduction, being caused by the sudd
gestures' 

(schürmann in'woods, 1'879:238-239)

Indigenous language, rather than just paraphrasing in English (as he did in 'Woods,

1.879 62)

3.1.4 Clamor Schürmann

Schtirmann paraphrases fow more na¡ratives related to him by the Pamkalla, but concludes

his account wittr the barbed coÍlment: "The natives have many more similar tales among

them; the above, however, which seemed to possess more of an interest than any of the rest,

will be sufficient to show the monstrous and in every respect ridiculous character"

(Schärmann in Woods, 1879:24t).

Despite Schtirmann's judgement on the credibility of such 'monstrous tales', it should be

acknowledged that he did see fit to record them, even if in English, and to retain the
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geograPhic details in the narratives that give them some sense of Place, even providing ttre
Indigenous name in some instances. He did, however, choose to paraphrase them solely in
English, despite his proficiency in the local vernacular. I quote the remaining four
paraphrased nanatives by Schtirmann, ir their entirety, in Appendix 3.2 (ftom'Woods,
1879:239-241). The second and fourth narratives are of particular interest because they tell of
Pamkalla belief regarding the origins of the native cat (the quoll species) and the curlew,
respectively. I discuss further narratives, from other sources but from the same region,
which also relate to the origin of these same animal and bird species in Chapter Seven. I have
chosen to quote Schtirmann's na¡ratives in full because maûy Nungas brought up at point
Peatce, who are seeking to reclaim their languages and cultural knowledge from old historical
sources, have a great interest in narratives from the York and Eyre Peninsula region.
Schtirmann (in Woods, 1879) is, of course, no longer in print.

3.1.5 Christina Smith

Just a year following the publication of the above ethnographis \¡vrirings, ediæd by Taplin and
Woods, a small booklet was written by Mrs. James Smith: The Booandik Tribe of South
Australian Aborigines: a sketch of their habits, customs, legends, and,language. It included a
further sub-title "Also an account of the efforts made by Mr. and Mrs. James Smith to
Christianise and civilise them". It was published in 1880 by the South Australian
Govemment free of charge. Christina Smith's purpose in publishing this book, of 139
pages, was:

...solely from
Eastern native
with other ab
trusts that in
antiquary, and the philologist. ...The
decline of their race, and lament it bi
have often requested the authoress not

(Smith, 1880:iii-iv)

Christina Smith was the wife of the missionary James Smith, and worked herself even after
her husband's death with the Booandik (also spelt Boandik and Bungandid) as a missionary
and teacher for 35 years. In her 1880 publication she includes ten narratives, seven of which
are Drea:rring nanatives; the remainder are historical accounts of the Booandik. The
Dreaming na:ratives run for ten pages, and include:

The first Blacks

The origin of the ftangaroo

How fi¡e was obtained
tiVhy the emu has short wings

The end of the last of the giants

Origin of MacDonnell Bay
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Tennateona (the devil)

These texts are of particular significance because of their early publication, but also because

the majority are reproduced as complete narratives, rather than being paraphrased, or

discussed within a commentary by the author (as in Meyer, 1846). They all appear in English

only, although some Booandik words a¡e retained for story characters. I quote below in full

the narrative "Why the emu has short wings", and another, "How fire was obtained", appears

in full in Appendix 8.3. They are both aetiological in nature, explaining why different birds

and animals appear as they do today. Many versions of this same emu narrative have

appeared in Dreaming 'stories' published for children over the last century. I argue that a

popularised and predictable structure has developed over the years for such 'how-so'

narratives, particularly aetiological animal narratives. Smith's rendition is therefore a very

early precursor of what has become a popularised sub-genre of Dreaming naÍatives for

children. However, unlike later versions or renditions, Smith retains some sense of Place in

her nanative, and provides vernacular names for her main characters:

WHY THE EMU HAS SHORT WINGS

PlaYed together, and lived
ihe'LaaY' (turkeY) to bring
kill her's, and theY would

to k'r r,". "nirä,Jlliif 
S:iff J3;, 

tå?

come to Merrigpean, told her what good w
ashes with her wings. The emu followed
the fire away; but she burned them down
telling a lie by having her wings shortene 

(Smith, lgg0:22)

The second nanative from Smith, which I reproduce in the appendix, differs in that it does

includes some commentary by the writer within the narative itself. Again it is aetological in

nature. The way this aetiological theme, involving the metamorphoses of human-like

characters into birds and animals, has become popularised in Australian literature is an issue

that will be discussed throughout this thesis. It will also become evident, as I discuss more

recent representers of Dreaming naffatives for children, that certain nalrative details have been

consistently removed over the years, such as specif,rc names of story cha¡acters and the

location of events. But it is interesting to speculate on the origins of such how-so narratives,

even prior to the seminal work of representers such as Katie Langloh Parker. Vy'e see, I

believe, hints of these origins in Smith's work, particularly when she confesses that she has

"often asked who or what caused these metamorphoses" (Smith, 1880:21)'

Another noteworthy feature of Smith's rendition of Booandik naratives is the way she

begins two of them with some reference to time. In her introduction to "How fire was

obtained" she begins: "A long time ago...". This is the only narrative she begins in this way,
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although her "Origin of MacDonnell Bay" narrative begins: "At one time, it is said,..."
(Smith, 1880:22). This particular way of begiming a story for children is not specific to
Australian nalTatives of course, but it seenN ttrat Smittr was one of the first to use this long-
ago-time-centred introduction in published Austalian Dreaming narratives. The first (as far
as I aur aware) was Samuel Gason, discussed below, who first published on the Dieyerie
(also spelt Diyari and Dieri) of the Cooper's Creek region in 1879 (in Woods). He began
"The Creation" narrative in a rather biblical m2nner with: "In the beginning...". It is
interesting to observe how a formulaic beginning has developed, over the past centwy, for
many Australian Dreaming narratives, particularly those aimed at children. The popularised
'how-so'sub-genre invariably now begins: "In the Dreamtime...", or "Long,long ago in the
Dreamtime...". But it wasn't until the concept of a "Dreamtime" was introduced into the
ehnographic literatr¡re, at the tr¡m of the twentieth centwy by Spencer and Gillen (whom I
discuss later), that such formulaic beginnings became commonplace.

3.1.6 Daisy Bates

Daisy Bates was a rema¡kable womar who, as a joumalist, travelled from England to
Australia in 1899 to investigate alleged cruelty to Westem Australian Aborigines (see Bates,
I972:l).It was this trip that triggered Bates into choosing to spend the remainder of her life
living with the Indigenous people of Australia. This was not because she wished to
Christianise them; for that reason she should not (theoretically) be categorised as a
missionary. She chose to live with them because she feared that they were a dying race, ar.d
wished to make their lives better, knowing ttrat it was because of her own people that the
Indigenous people's lives and cultr¡res were threatened. She worked for no mission, and she
belonged to no particular church; all her life's savings were spent on providing for the
Indigenous people she chose to live with and lea:n from. That is not to say, however, that
she did not have a faith:

prayers full of imagery and the passion
(Bates, L972:154)

In The Passing of the Aborigines, first published in 1938, she writes of her early
observations in Broome:

wells and the creeks, sitting in
my notebook and pencil were
was Kallower, and that I was a
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of the twenty-two wives of Leeberr, a patriarchal or "dreamtime" father.... At last,
with the utmost simplicity and frankness the old men disclosed to me little by little
their most secret rites and initiations, without fear of ridicule or objection, just as they
disclosed the mythologies and allegories of the mind of the primeval black man as
mystical in their beauty as the sagas of the old Norse gods.

(Bates, 1972:24-26)

Bates was a prolific recorder of cultural information, and on her death in 1951 donated all her

notes to various libraries. Eighty portfolios are held in the National Library, while various

notes are held in the Barr Smith Library at the University of Adelaide. However, despite

Bates' voluminous recordings, and production of newspaper articles, she only ever published

one book: The Passing of the Aborigines: a lifetime spent among the natives of Australia.

This book, which has been reprinted several times since 1938, documents Bates' time with

various Indigenous groups, and records a number of their traditions. She also paraphrases

two Dreaming narratives, one within the chapter on her time at Ooldea, and the other in her

appendices. They are both written in English: the first "The legend of Ooldea water" (Bates,

1972:164-6), and the latter (of two pages) "Legend of how the Eagle-hawk brought the water

to Yuria Gabbi" (Bates, 1972:247-8). The second features Eagle-hawk and Crow, which are

two cha¡acters that occur in many nanatives from across eastern and southern Australia (see

Tindale, 1939), and are assumed to have links with past conflicts between different

Indigenous groups, or even with the origins of kinship moieties (see Elkin,1948:82-83).

Such conflict narratives inevitably revolve around the theme of relationships and marriage,

with the predictabie stealing of wives by protagonists - in Bate's case, by little hawk. Bates

does feature a very small portion in the vemacula¡ (in this case a'Western Desert language) in

the form of the mocking voice of the crow. In both of her Dreaming na:rative accounts there

is some reference to Place, which contextualises the na¡rative in the country of the Kokatha.

Both texts a¡e aetiological in nature, explaining the origins of the physicai attributes of

various animals and birds.

Bates probably intended publishing a book on the myths of the various Aboriginal groups,

because she recorded many. But it wasn't until after her death that Angus and Robertson

published the book Tales Told to Kabbarlí: Aboriginal legends collected by Daßy Bates, in

1972. The many texts that appea.r in this book a¡e "retold" by Barbara Ker Wilson, and

according to Ker'Wilson, represent "a small part" of the original Daisy Bates collection (Ker
'Wilson, 1972:dustcover). Ker'Wilson reproduces 34 narratives, and typically begins them

with a phrase that sets them in a "long ago period when men first began to inhabit the earth"

(see Ker Vy'ilson's preface, t972:9). They also typically tell of the exploits of spirit men and

women,orof animalsbeforetheytook on the forms they have today. See Appendix 8.4 for

one sample of these narratives, as represented by Ker V/ilson, called "The Mulgarguttuk and

Mardyet".
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3.2 GOVERNMENT PROTECTORS and POLICE

Although I discuss the publications of the government appointed protectors of Aborigines
and Police together in this section, it should not be assumed that they all shared the same
attitudes to Aboriginal people and their beliefs. Some of the later Protectors did share the
same contempt felt by the police, who found themselves working in remote parts of
Australia. However, for some of the earlier protectors, this was not the case.

3.2.1 The first Protectors of Aborigines in south Australia

The very early Government appointed Protectors of Aborigines, to the newly founded colony
of South Australia, were instructed in their job specifications to endeavour to leam the local
language of the Inatives' in their charge: "no time should be lost in acquiring a knowledge of
their native tongue" (see the instructions of the Colonial Secretary, Robert Gouger, quoted in
Amery, 1998:141). This requirement was taken seriously by a few of the early appointees,
particularly by V/illiam Wyatt and Matthew Moorhouse, both medical doctors who published
wordlists of the languages spoken by the people in their charge.6 Moorhouse, who followed
Wyatt as the Protector from 1839 to 1857, adopted the linguistic conventions developed by
the missionaries Teichelmann and Schürmann, who published a grammar and wordlist of the
local Adelaide ianguage in 1840. Jane Simpson (1992:410) proposes thar, along with the

Meyer, these early recorders form an "Adelaide School of language researchers". Amery
(1998:172) adds to this school another Dresden missionary Klose and the Wesleyan lay
preacher Weatherstone. He would now add a further member, Edward John Eyre, who drew
from and published on the earlier linguistic and ethnographic works emanating form The
Adelaide School (personal communication, June 2000)

Eyre served as the Protector at the Moorunde ration depot on the Murray River, but is
probabiy betterknown for his explorations throughout central Australia. In 1845 his journal
of two volumes was published: Journals of expedition of discovery into Central Australia and
overland from Adelaide to King George's Sound. Addended to this is "An account of the

manners and customs of the Aborigines and the state of their relations with Europeans".
Within this account, he discusses simila¡ities between different 'tribes' of Aboriginal people
he encountered on his exploratory travels, as well as findings from Moorhouse and othe¡s
fromt he Adelaide School, and his own observations of the Moorunde people. In his brief
section on "Religious ldeas" he concludes:

...different tribes give a different account of their beliefs, but all generally so absurd,
so vague, unsatisfactory, and contradictory, that is impossible at presen[ to say with

6 wyatt (in Woods, 1879) published a wordlist of the Kaurna language of the Adelaide plains and the
Ramindjeri language spoken by the Encounter Bay 'tribe', while Mooihouse (1846) published borh a grammar
and worldlist of the Ngayawang language spoken on the Murray River from V/ellington to the Rufus.
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any certainty what they really believe, or whether they have any independent belief at

all.
(Eyre, 1845:356)

Eyre's own vague observation of Indigenous beliefs raises some interesting issues. 'We know

that the Dresden missionaries had contempt for the beliefs of the Kaurna and the Ramindjeri

people, and openly challenged them to believe only in their Chritian God. The so-called

'unsatisfactory' responses that Eyre received to his enquiries could have been intentionally

'vague', knowing that what they divulged could have been ridiculed. Furthermore, the

'sacred' songs that were revealed by Captain Kack in confidence to missionaries Teichelmann

and Schurmann were actually published in their 1840 book, only to be republished in Eyre's

volume. Eyre follows the song by citing the missionaries commentary: "The first word in

each line denotes things sacred or secret, which the females and children are never allowed to

see" (Eyre, L845:24I). Unlike the Dresden missionaries, Eyre does not paraphrase any

Dreaming narratives, but instead makes the following comment on their creationary beliefs:

The account given me by some of the.natives of the Munay of the origin of -F9
creation, is, that there are four individuals living up among the clouds, called
Nooreele, a father and his three male children, but there is no mother. The father is

of his tail
deduce any definite or connected story from them.

(Eyre, 1845:356-357)

Eyre's cornmentary (see my emphasis) not only confirms his doubts on the credibility of

Indigenous beliefs, but also his communication problems. Although he drew from the

published and unpublished wordlists of others for his own 1845 publication, he never

published a wordlist of the Moorunde people. Although Wyatt's work predates Eyre's, his

work wasn't published until later.T

3.2.2 Later Protectors and Police

Following the challenge to Christian beliefs in creation, with the emergence of Darwinian

theory in 1865, there was much debate in the late 1800s regarding the origin and status of

Indigenous peoples such as the Aboriginal people of Australia. Interest began to grow in their

physical features as the search continued to scientifically prove, or disprove, Darwin's 'origin

of the species'. An interest also developed regarding Indigenous customs and beliefs, and

7 Unfortunately Moorhouse's journal was never published, despite it containing much detail on_ the Kaurna

people and othãr Indigenous pêoples who later converged on Adelaide after 183ó. To this day, the original
jouinat has never beei located, and nor has Vy'yatt's (personal communication, Rob Amery, June 2000)'
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questions were raised about whether these so-called 'savages' were a lower form of human
existence, and whether they were in fact less intelligent than thei¡ colonisers. Such a finding
would help justify the British usurping Indigenous land and depriving its people of the same
rights afforded British citizens. This interest in the starus of Aboriginal people became
especially urgent as the world began to realise the very real possibility that the Indigenous
people of Australia could 'die out'.

By the mid 1870s, a number of publications had emerged containing wordlists and grammars
of different Aboriginal languages, due to the efforts of missionaries and some early
government Protectors, along with commenta¡ies on Aboriginal 'customs' and 'habits'. But
little progress had been made in making any comprehensive or systematic recording of
Aboriginal beliefs and mythology. Thus the attempt by Taplin, in the late 1890s, to send out
his questionnaire to ascertain more about the beliefs of Australia's Indigenous people. The
responses he received from government workers (such as Protectors, Rangers and the potice)

a¡e discussed below, and reveal that many of the respondants held Aboriginal people and
their beliefs with contempt - if they deemed their Indigenous charges had any beliefs at all.
One of the exceptions, however, was the pubication of the earlier works of Wyatt.

3.2.2.1 William Wyatt

William Wyan was appointed as the interim Protector of Aborigines to the colony of South
Australia in 1837, and served until 1839.8 He was the first and last (to my knowledge) to
record a Dreaming narrative from the Kaurna people of the Adelaide Plains in the Kaurna
language. Although Wyatt's research was conducted in the late 1830s, his findings were not
actually published until 1879 (in'Woods, 1879:157-181) as Some account of the manners and
superstitions of the Adelaide and Encounter Bay Aborigínal tribes. V/ithin his vernacular
wordlist, he cites a small portion of a Dreaming narrative. Despite its brevity, it is an

important text because it represents the only portion of a Kaurna Dreaming narative that
exists in the vernacular form. It appears as a final sentence among a handful of example
sentences within his wordlist (see Wyatt in Woods, 1879:181). It is reproduced below, with
Wyatt's chosen anglicised spelling system intact, along with his fairly literal English
translation:

Monóna aróche l<nia pemnne, ea pemáne,, ea pemóne, boora kaia kurra pemáne,
kaia kurra yewáne, koiinne t<nia yewóne, kotinne kaia'yewóne, burra yirto yrrorr;
Monana l<aia tateene kurra winneen.g

8. He follo*ed Bromley, who was drowned in the Torrens River. See Amery (1998) for more details on the
linguistic work conducted on the Kaurna language by these early ethnographers.
9 This text is written in a "Jargon Kaurna" (see Simpson ,1996:192-193). It is not clear whether the pidgin
features of this text are due to 'Captain Jack' having iold the story in a simplifred 'foreigner talk' regisìer,-or
whether it was due to wyatt having simplified the iorm of the text in line with his undästanding oi Kaurna
grammar and syntax. However, it does display the language repetition that one expects in Dream-ing narratives
told in the vernacular, an observation also made by Simpion qteeo:te:¡.
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Monana threw many spears, here threw, here threw, by and by a spear upwards
threw, the spear above stuck fast, by and by in ground stuck fast; Monana (by the)
spears climbed, above went.

(Wyatt in'Woods, 1879: 18 1)

This brief na¡rative is simila¡ in theme to the longer V/aijungngari narrative recorded by

Meyer, except the Ancestral Hero in Wyatt's text is Monana - not 'Waijungngari

(remembering, in the Kaurna language, Monana actually means 'ancestor'). V/yatt concludes

his translation of his example text with the comment: "This statement is in the words of

Monaicha wonweetpeena konoochalo, or 'Captain Jack"' (lMyatt in Woods, 1879:181).

Hence we f,rnd one of the earliest recordings of a Dreaming narrative that actually names and

acknowledges its original Indigenous narrator.

3.2.2.2 Corporal Shaw and others

As already mentioned, in 1879 Taplin published The Folklore, Manners, Customs, and

languages of the South Australian Aborigines. In order to gather the informatiçn for his

book, he had to appeal to any literate person (besides other missionaries) who had regular

contact with Aboriginal people, and who might have some knowledge of their 'folklore',

whether they were qualif,red to respond or not. An obvious source of information were those

employed at the time to run the govemment depots that distributed rations to Aboriginal

people. Below I outline their published responses to Taplin's queries, specifically regarding

their'folklore'. Together they reveal the lack of understanding and sympathy these police

constables, troopers and rangers had for their Indigenous charges in the 1870s.

Corporal Shaw was the second respondent to be documented in Taplin's 1879 publication,

with his reporting on the "Overland Corner Tribe" of the Upper Murray, which he called the

"Rankbirit". Shaws "informant" was "an intelligent native named'Noontoo Pertchy', who

resided at Chowilla" (Shaw in Taplin, 1879a:29).It is a pleasant surprise to find, in reading

these responses, that the original sources of the information were usually named and

acknowledged - which was rare in later publications of this genre. For this Taplin was mainly

responsible, as he requested in his questionnaire the names of thei¡ sources (rather than the

police themselves wanting to give credit where credit was due). Of the "Rankbirit", Shaw

claims: "They have no belief in God. They believe in a devil, which they call 'Pootera', but

they cannot describe it". Shaw then proclaims "I do not think they have any legends or

traditions" (Shaw in Taplin, 1879a:29). A simila¡ response was given to Taplin by Police-

trooper Ewens of Blanchetown, regarding the "Moorundee tribe", also on the River Murray.

He responded "in the negative" to both questions on religion and extant "legends" (see

Taplin, 1879a:30)

l0 The Kaurna name provided for Captain Jack by Wyatt contrasts with the name used by Schürmann. He
referred to the same man as Minno Kunuitya Kadlitpinna (personal communication: Rob Amery, June 2000).
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By contrast, Police-trooper T. Moriarty of Goolwa, who reported on the "Tanganarin" (or
Goolwa) clan of the Naninyeri, was unusually knowledgable about his charges. He made the

following observations, quoted below question-by-question, beginning with their belief in
the here-after:

19. The aborigines here believe that qhey will be taken to 'Wyir (heaven) by
g of the place.

host of minor demons.
legends. Ngurundere had two wives who

rarge one ror themserves. when !,e ,æ ¡i3:iyäj}"diîllåfiH"#a"l3J#itr
a.î9ry, and said to them "You shall die for that, and all the Tanganarin shall die, aná
there will be fighting and sickness, ar d evil spirits until theni. Ngurundere, after
creating
and wea
for the d
power, and, in his anger, left them, an
then ignorant and powerle
time there was born of a vi
returned to them their lost
great teacher had ¡egenerated them. he [sic] was taken up to Wyir by Ngurundere,
where he is now the second king of that place; and when a Tangan-arin âies'Wyungare
takes his spirit up to'Wyir, and lets himä fine place in that cou"ntry from NgurundËre.

The followiqs iq the above legend in native:- "Ngurundere
Keng-k ngartin hikke grauwe mami Kurangk muralãppe. Ken
muralappe.- takuramb. Kengk merammiñ hikkai grauwe
Ungunq\ il takker, kil nakkir grauwe mami. Kit un enggunangk nyenungkun. Kil
yamin Kenggaunangk ngurl hik onduaniratye porna kañangk. Kar 

-Tangúarin 
hik

onduaratye pornani, kanangk wunyil wiwirri, wirrangar, brupar, mendin." l l
(Moriarty in Taplin, 1879a:51-52)

Despite Taplin's request, Moriarty was the only other respondent (besides Taplin himself) to
collect and reproduce a 'legend' in the vernacular for this publication. This particular narrative

from Moriarty is yet another version of the Ngurunderi Dreaming, which was also

paraphrased by Meyer (1846) and mentioned by Taplin (1879a & 1879b). Ir has since

become one of the most well known Dreaming narratives from S.A., and has been published

and reproduced in numerous forms of media, including film and print (see e.g. Langloh
Parker, 1898 & Unaipon, 1990). For this reason, this particular narative is the focus of
Chapter Eight.

Another police-trooper to respond to Taplin, for his I879a volume, was Police-trooper

Samuel Gason, of Barrow Creek, S.A. He responded regarding the "Dieyerie Tribe" (or
Dieri / Diyari) of the Lake Eyre and Cooper's Creek region in the norrh of S.A. Of their

beliefs, he wrote: "Mooramoora is a good spirit, god, or divine being; and although they have

no form of religious worship, they speak of Mooramoora with great reverence". Gason spent

nine years working in the region, and wrote his own fifty page account, entitled Manners anà

I I Vtgri,alty seems to have conferred with Taplin, as he has adopted the same spelling convenrions (such as
word initial "h", use of double consonants "kk" and "mm" and the palatal stop "ty' erc.).
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customs of the Dieyerie tribe of Australinn Aboriginees, which was published in the 1879

Woods collection. He includes the following account of creation, according to the Dieyerie:

THEIR TRADITIONS. - THE CREATION

In the beginning, say the Dieyerie, the Mooramoora (Good Spirit) made a number of
small black lizards (these are still to be met with under dry bark), and being pleased
with them he promised they should have power over all other creeping things.
The Mooramoora then divided their feet into toes and fingers, and placing his
forefinger on the centre of the face created a nose, and so on in like manner
afterwards eyes, mouth and ears. The spirit then placed one of them in a standing
position, which it could not, however, retain, whereupon the Deity cut off the tail,
and the lizañ walked erect. They were then made male and female, so as to perpetuate
the race, and leave a tribe to dispute their ancestry with Darwin's monkeys.
Men, women, or children do not vary in the slightest degree in this account of their
creation.

(Gason, in'Woods, 1879:260)

It is signifrcant that Police-trooper Gason had enough interest in the Dieyerie people to

prepare his own account, which includes a Dieyerie wordlist. But it seems, like the Lutheran

missionaries also serving in the Cooper's Creek region, he held certain aspects of their

'customs', particularly their ceremonies, with disdain. It should be noted ttrat it was under

considerable physical hardship, but with great zeal, that the first mission to the Dieyerie was

established at Lake Killalpininna in 1867 (see Kneebone & Rathjen, 1996). Gason actually

claims it was primarily to assist these missionaries in their work that he decided to publish his

ethnographic findings after working for nine years in the region. Gason states (1879:Preface)

that he hopes his writings "may be of some assistance to those pious missionaries and others,

who are extending so greatly inland this vast continent, civilisation, through its gracious

handmaiden, Christianity. "

Police-trooper Gason was unusual in providing such detail for Taplin's 1879 publication.

From Police-trooper Humphries, of Border Town, there was no response regarding the

'legends' of the "Tatiara and South-Eastern Tribes" (see Taplin, 1879a:57). Similarly, R.

Lawson of Padthaway, writing of the "Coolucooluck Tribe", claims: "These people have no

ideas of a future state, nor of gods or demons, neither are there any legends or traditions

amongst them" (Lawson in Taplin, 1879a:59). There were also no responses from Chief-

rangers Singleton and Tolmer regarding the "Naracoorte and south-east Coast Tribes" (see

Taplin, I879a:59-61), and no further insights on the same group were provided by the

shepherd Charles Fisher of Tarpeena (see Taplin, 1879a:61).

In the same volume, Edward McEntire, Crown Lands ranger of Kadina and Walla¡oo, writes

of the "Wallaroo Tribe" on the Yorke Peninsula, with the disparaging claims: "They have no

belief in anything beyond the evidence of their own eyes" and "They have no legends nor

traditions beyond their own experience" (McEntire in Taplin, I879a:62). Others, such as

Police-trooper Noble, who responded regarding the "Flinders Range Tribe", just chose to
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leave these particular sections of the questionnaire blank (see Taplin, 1879a;64). From Mr.
Bedford Hack, reporting on the "Mount Remarkable Tribe" or the "Noocoona" (or Nukunu,
from between Port Pirie and Port Augusta), the response was: "They believe in an evil spirit
only" (Hack in Taplin,I879a:65).

Of the "Ku-ka-tha tribe" of the west coast of South Australia (from Port Lincoln to Fowler's
Bay), the Corporal of police Chris Provis, formerly of Streaky Bay, said the following:

20. Fgl of something which they call mun-da-bi (spirit), orp5-.ka-b-i imagine can do them hãrm, and which tÈey appear
afraid of lighl; but they have no idea whatever of a god, or
creator, or anything pertaining to futurity.

21. I never heard of any traditions or legends.
(Provis in Taplin, 1879a:95)

And from the Crown Lands ranger Cole, of Port Linclon; Police-trooper Clode, of Venus

Bay; Mr James Bryant, of Yardea (Gawler Ranges) and Police-trooper Richards, of Fowler's
Bay, there was no response at all regarding any mythology of the Indigenous people of their
jurisdiction (see Taplin, r879a:93). Such was their lack or interest.

Taplin himself concedes that regarding his findings from the Northern Territory (which was

administered by South Australia at the time), both the police and the Protector of Aborigines
replied with "the most meagre and unsatisfactory description" (Taplin, I879a:92). He had to,
therefore, turn elsewhere for information, namely to the medical officer Dr. Sturt, who
reported on the "Larakeeyah" of the Port Darwin Peninsula. But still no 'legends' were

recorded. However, Christopher Giles Esq. who was the telegraph station-master at

Charlotte 'Waters in central Australia, had the following to say of the mythology of the

"Antakerrinya Tribe":

20. They speak of a demon appearing in the form of a blackfellow, and sometimes as
a white man. He is said to travel near the surface of the ground, but not on it, and
consequently can never be seen. The natives here do noi seem to fear travelling at
night, and thei¡ dread of the demon does not appear extreme, as is the case in olher
parts of this continent.

21. No legends or traditions, so far as can be at present ascertained.
(Giles in Taplin, 1879a:91)

Unlike many of Taplin's other respondants, at least Giles conceded that there may be

"legends", but he just hadn't been able to "ascertain" any. In contrast to this lack of inquiry
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or interest disptayed by the many police and rangers working in isolated parts of both S.A.

and the N.T., more concem was shown by women who for:nd themselves living with their

husbands in isolated pockets of Australia. The following section will demonstrate that a

couple of women in particular, whose cfucumstances meant their main source of human

company were the local Indigenous people, would have responded with great interest to a

questionnaire from Taplin (if he had survived long enough to send another a decade or so

later).

3.3 \ryIVES OF PASTORALISTS

Up until the 1890s, the dominant representers of Aboriginal Dreaming narratives were

missionaries and govemment workers, who inevitably showed contempt or passed

judgement on the beliefs they wrote of. Furtlrermore, they invariably chose to paraphrase the

na:ratives, and only included them as a novelty within their longer coÍìmentaries on the

'habits' and 'marulers' of the different Aboriginal groups they described. There was never

any attempt to publish a collection of mythological na:ratives simply for their own literary or

mythological interest. That was, of course, until the seminal publication of Katie Langloh

Parker's book Legendary tales in 1896, But before I discuss her quite prolific works, I shal1

set the literary and scientific stage that she was entering upon in the 1890s.

In 1878 the Folkore Society (which is still in existence) was founded in London, by a group

of enthusiastic men "who wished to see swviving scraps of folklore collected and printed".

They were concerned that the reÍrlants that remafured amongst Indigenous peoples could be

lost for ever, so immediately issued a joumal. This was published in London by David Nutt,

"an esteemed and successful publisher", whose son, Alfred Nutt, was a for:nding member of

the society. Another member was "ttre well known writer" Andrew Lang, who was later to

write the Introduction to Langloh Parker's first book. Andrew Lang's own book, Custom

and Myth, was first published in 1884. Lang was also a reader for David Nutt. In 1891 an

International Folklore Congress was held in London. It was written up in the British press

and aroused great interest . These same papers were read in the colonies, sowing the seeds of

interest among the isolated wives of pastoralists in the Australian bush (see Muir, 1982:148-

149).

In 1889 Dr. Alan Canoll wrote an article in the Sydney Quarterly Magazine noting the lack

of written material on the mythology and traditions of Australia's Indigenous people. No

doubt the lack of detail in both Taplin's (1879a) and Woods' (1879) ethnographic collections

would have come to his notice. Carroll wrote with regret of the ignorance and prejudice

amongst colonists regarding Aboriginal people's beliefs:

...the natives are unable to reveal, to even Europeans who have leamed enough of
their dialects to be able to hold a conversation with thern, those things that are to them
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suchsacred mysteries that they are not to be spoken of to anyone, white or black,
u'ho has not passed the degree of initiation thát would permit of such revelation...
For these and other reasons, although a centu4i's interdourse has been had with these
blacks, very few writers have been able to lay before their readers the mass of
mythology, tradition,legend, &c. that exists among the tribes of Australia.

(quoted in Mufu, 1982:148-9)

Within a few years an Australasian Anthropological Association was formed, and a joumal
established (Muir, 1982:149).lt was in this aÍnosphere of concem, that Aboriginal people

and their folklore would be lost forever, that Katie Langloh Parker took up her pen, and Dr.
Carroll's challenge, to collect and eventually to publish the 'legendary tales' of the

Noongahburrahs of the Euahlayi tribe in central New South V/ales.

3.3.1 Katie Langloh Parker

One cannot undertake a study of the published Dreaming narratives of Australia's Indigenous

peoples without paying considerable attention to the works and influences of Katie Langloh
Parker. ln 1982, Marcie Muir gave Langloh Parker's writings justified and well-overdue
attention in her reflective biography of Langloh Parker's life, which also incorporated the

release of Langloh Parker's own autobiographical work "My bush book". In 1998 Hilary
Carey, a theological historian, also gives some interesting insights into the influences of
Langloh Parker's writings on popularised representations of Dreaming n¿uratives, claiming
her "collections have strongly influenced popular accounts of Aboriginal mythology for much
of this century" (Carey, 1998:207).

Carey (1998:203 &208-209) focuses in particular on Langloh Parker's incorporation, wirhin
her narratives, of the "Great Spirit Baiame" or "All-Father", which Langloh Parker spells

"Byamee". Carey claims there is an increasing dominance of Byamee in Langloh Parker's

laær works, as she becomes more influenced by Lang and the seminal ethnographic works of
Spencer and Gillen, with their intoduction of "the long dominance of the Dreaming as a term
attached to a particular reading of Aboriginal mythology" (see Carey, 1998:209). Carey
asserts that by the time langloh Parker published her third collection in 1905 she was

following fashion by declaring: "Byamee... is to the Euahlayi what the 'Alcheringa' or
'Dream time' is to ttre Arunta... [O]ur tribe give, as the final answer to any question about the

origin of customs, 'Because Byamee say so' (Langloh Parker quoted in Carey, T998:209).

This contrasts (according to Carey, 1998:209) with the "important but not overwhelming
figure" of Byamee that appears in Langloh Parker's first publication in 1896, where she

simply glosses "Byamee" as "big man (Creator, Culture hero)" (see Langloh Parker, 1978

reprint:183).

Because of the detail in Muir's review of Langloh Parker's life and works, and because of
Carey's critical analysis of the influence Langloh Parker has had on the emergence of
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"popular writing" on Aboriginal mythology, I do not intend to replicate their findings in my

discussion below. Instead I shall briefly review the undeniably important and quite prolific

works produced by Langloh Parker throughout her lifetime, and try to complement the

findings of both Muir and Carey with my own fwther analysis of her work.

3.3.1.1 Review of K. Langloh Parker's work

In 1896 Langloh Parker's first collection of narratives was published concurrently in

Melbourne and London. The London publisher was David Nutt, who was also the publisher

of the Folklorejournal. Langloh Parker's book was given the title: Ausffalian Legendary

Tales: folklore of the Noongaburuahs as told to the picaninnies 12. The Introduction by

Andrew Lang in this f,irst book reveals the cu¡rent prejudices and preconceptions that were

held in the minds of the colonisers of Australia regarding its Indigenous people:

Australia makes an appeal to ttre fancy which is all its own... The manners_and rights
of the natives were far the most archaic of all with which we are aquainted. Temples

they have none: no images of gods, no altars of sacrifice; scarce any- memorials of the

¿eã¿.... The archaic intricaciés and taboos of the customs and the regulations of

message stick, but not hieroglYPhs;
geomãtrical patterns, not réprèsentative.... They were- adrojt- hunters, skilled
Éackers, bornsportsmen; they ride wel, and, for savages, pl?y gricFil fairly.

(Lang in Langloh Parker, 1896,1978 reprint:14-15)

Lang writes, as a distant observer of Indigenous people and their folklore, as if they are

already in the past, believing it is only the remnants of these "savages" that remain to tell their

'tales' to the likes of Langloh Parker. It was probably such widely held prejudices, as

articulated by Lang, that prompted anthroplogists such as Elkin, and later the Bemdts among

others, to go to such lengths to explain the intricacies and meaning of Aboriginal myths, song

and art in their writings four decades later. But rather than excuse Lang for his prejudicial

Preface it is more important to try to understand where he was coming from. Andrew Lang

was a classical scholar who haä a strong inærest in the oral literarure of the Ancient Greeks,

particularly in Homer. To him the the Homerian epics were "immortal", and an indicator of

the pinnacles reached by Ancient Greek civilisation. In 1899 Lang's own English translation

of "The Homeric Hymns" was published, revealing his strong interest as a "modem

Homerologist" and scholar of Ancient Greek. In his "Introductory Essay", Lang contrasts the

Homeric Hymns to the Homeric epics the lliad andOdyssey:

To rhe English reader familiar with the lliad and Odyssey thre Hynqs must aPpe_ar

disappoini-ing, if he comes to them with an expecfation of discovering me-rits like
thosè^of ttre lrnmortal epics. He will not find that they stand to the lliad as Milton's

12 According to Muir (1982:l7O) Langloh Parker actually disliked the term "picaninnies", and did not intend

her book to be solely for children, hence the sub-title was probably a marketing ploy by the publisher.
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'Ode to the Nativity' stands to'paradise
scop€ for the epic knowledge of human n
much interested in the Homeric Gods as
chiefly co
However, r is perfectly human, for the Goddess isln solrow, mn to Aphrodite, too, is Homeric in its
grace, and ümitations, of olá age'tharòomãi on Ue
fairest, as Tithonus and Anchises; of death and disease túat wait fõr ail.

(Lang, 1899:6-7)

It was therefore against the Homeric Hymns and'immortalised'Homeric epics that Lang was
contrasting Langloh Parker's collection of Australian oral narratives. In them he was looking
for Godsl3 and Goddesses, who had that same "divine sense of human limitations" attributed
to Aphrodite. He didn't find any Homeric-like epics, so he subsequently designated Langloh
Parker's collection as Kinder Märchen, from the German "Children's Fairytales", thus
defining Langloh Parker's audience as children. I argue that it was because of these blinkered
comparisons by such'leatned' gentleman as Lang that David Unaipon, two decades later,
chose to model his own renditions of Australian mythological narratives on those of the
Greek oral epics - complete with Goddess figures and regular outpourings of human
emotion. I discuss Unaipon's representation of Dreaming narratives in detail in Chapter
Seven, but in contrast I also discuss, in Chapter Five, the collaborative work of peggy

Rockman and I-ee Cataldi. Their 1994 collection of Warþri Dreamings demonstrate that
Indigenous oral narratives, still being told today, can be favourably contrasted with the
classical Greek epics, particularly in the way they portray the full range of human emotions.

Of Langloh Parker's first collection, Lang explains that there are: "many aetiological myths,
explanatory of the markings and habits of animals, the origin of constellations, and so forth"
(Lang in Langloh Parker 1896:15). He then proceeds to denigrare their literary sranding with
the comment:

They are a savage edition of the Metamorphoses, and few unbiased students now
doubt that the metamorphoses aÍe a very late and very artificial version of traditional
tales as savage in origin as those of the Noongahburrah. I have read Mrs parker's

collection with very great interest, with'human pleasure,'merely for the story's sake.
Children will find here the Jungle Book, never before printed, of black boys and
girls. The sympathy with, and knowledge of beast-life are worthy of Mr Kipling, and
the grotesque names are just what children like."
(Lang in Langloh Parker, 1896, 1978 reprint:15).

I return later to Langloh Parker's use of vernacular terms for different characters within her
narratives, but commend her here for her bravery in persisting with their use in her second

l3 This would explain Lang's emphasis on the Byamee figure in his Preface to Langloh parker,s collection.
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collection, published two yeafs later, amid such criticism from Latg regarding such

,,grotesque names". Lang judges the stories of the Noongahburratr as lacking "the ingenious

dramatic tums of our owû Mzirchen.... In brief, we have picnres of savage life by savages'

romances that are truly realistic" (Lang in Langloh Parker, 1896, 1978 reprint 16)'

Despite Laug's Introduction, Langloh Parker's first book became a classic in its field'

Although the publishers seemed to aim it at children, being the fi¡st collection of its genre, it

also attracted the attention of adult enthusiasts of folklore, and even 'scientists'. In a letter

writtenl4 by Langloh Parker accompanying complimentary copies of her fìrst two books,

which she sent to a Lady Braumont, Langioh Pa¡ker writes:

I have been asked to send you my two little books on Australian folklore as told to me

in their legends bY the blacks 
-on

know if you care in the least f'or
boring so it would be better to P
the extremes of intellect meet on
(letter in an 1897 edition of Langlo
Library)

Langloh parker's first two collections (of 1896 and 1898) were published at a time when the

discipline of anthropology itself was just emerging as a 'scientific' field of study. Langloh

parker (in her 1g96 preface) justifies her reasons for publishing her collection, when she

states that ,,on the authority of Ma:r Müller" (Professor of philology in the University of

Oxford) she believes that the "folk-lore of any county is worttr collecting":

think, as I do,
n Possible of a
ct to think that

rmdoubtedlY a scientific
sreatly assist thereto. I,
ih" súb¡".t, and in the

blacks, of whom I have had some experience'' (LanglohParker, 1896,1978 reprint:11)

Langloh parker's first book was so well received by its eager audience that a second edition

was published the following year. Langloh Parker immediately responded to the demand by

also preparing a second collection, subsequently published late in 1898, which she called:

More Austrølian legendary tales. This collection contains 'legends' from not just the

Noongatrbgrratr, but also from furtlrer afield, including her rendition of the "Ngroondoorie"

narrative of S.A., which I discuss in detail in Chapter Eight. Langloh Parker acquired this

narrative from her maternal rmcle, Simpson Newland, who wrote the classic Paving the way'

These two books were later bound together "sumptuously", ir blue cloth with special gilt-

edged paper, as a single volume by Ballantyne Press. Owing to ttreir continued popularity,

t4 The letter was dated Augus t27, andwæ probably written in 1898. It is glued to front of an 1897 reprint

of Langloh Parker's first book A¿ slralian legendary tales'
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they were much more recently republished (in 1978) again bound together, but in a much less
sumptuous edition by Bodley Head publishers.

In 1903, after Katie and her husband, Langloh Parker, were forced off the station, owing to
constant drought and subsequent financial difficulties, Katie's husba¡d passed away in
Sydney' Within two years Katie remarried, and took on the married name of Catherine Stow.
V/ith her solicitor husband, Percy Randolph Stow, she took up residence in suburban
Glenelg, Adelaide. However, she vowed. to continue to write of her life in the bush, and
subsequently her third book, The Euahlayi tribe, was published in 1906.15 This publication
is an ethnographic account of the Indigenous people she spent so much of her time with on
her f'ormer husband's station, Bangate. Like her second book, it received favourable reviews
fiom both the academic and popular press:

Both for the anthropologist who wants material, and forthe ordinary readefwho would like to hfe of the nativeAusfalian,-this is a most 
".éi"l 

book.. n the Australia¡swhjct¡ qiY", anything like so good a.general view; it is clear oi superfluoustechnicalities, eminentþ readableJand wriãen with so mich.y-putty. 
-

(Nature April 26,1906)

Almost all of this third book was written during Langloh Parker's last years on the station.
The work was originally intended as the latter chapters of her proposed autobiographical
book "My bush book". on the advice of Lang, her autobiographical sketch was deleted, and
a new title was provided for the remaining chapters (see Muir, t9g2:15l-152). Langloh
Parker's autobiography was eventually pubtished posthumously in I9g2 as My bush book,
along with further background and biographical notes by Muir (see Muir, 19g2). Had
Langloh Parker's 1905 book retained her autobiographical accourt of her life among her
many Aboriginal friends at Bangate, it would have predated Aeneas Gunn,s famous classic
We of the Never Never, which was firsr published in 190g.

Langloh Parker continued to write from Adelaide, but after 1905 under her married name of
Stow' She wrote articles for different magazines and joumals, reflecting on her twenty years
at Bangate, and contrasted her bush life with that of the people she visited on her regular trips
abroad' She also became a busy Adelaide socialite and compiled several cookbooks to raise
money for different cha¡ities (see Muir, 1982:144-169).In 191g a much smaller book of
adapted 'legends' was published called The walkabouts of Wur-run-nah. Ofthis, Carey is
quite critical, claiming it is "much more infantile in presentation than the legendary tales...
[and] with ttre childlike drawings by Marion Hart, it depicts the legendary world of the
Australian Aborigines as a world of magical transformations" (care y, r99g:2r0).

15 Th" book has the date 1905 on the title page, but it did not actually come out until 1906 (see Muir,1982:16l).
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Fulfilling her hopes, Langloh Parker eventually had a third, but final collection, of 'legends'

published in 1930, entitled Woggheeguy: Australian Aboriginal legends. As with her last

book, it was published under her married name, Catherine Stow. It contained 'legends'

already published elsewhere, but also included some new naratives previously collected at

Bangate. These later two publications were quite obviously aimed at children much younger

than the intended audience of her earlier two collections. Langloh Parker wrote, in a draft

Preface that was not to appear in the eventual 1930 publication:

These fairy tales are but'Chips from a Folk-lore Workshop'16, _strung -together 
as

fancy dictaæd, in a formmeanfto be readable to younger_childrenttr¿n perhaps *g$d
quité fo[ow in their entirety Australian Legendary Tales and More Austalian
Legendary Tøles.

(draft Preface by Langloh Parker quoted in Muir, 1982:156)

This was the last book of the Dreaming geûe to be written and published by Langloh Parker,

and interestingly, according to Carey (1998:210-211), it reveals that she herself was

becoming increasingly influenced by the slowly emerging genre of popularised fiction of

"bush stories" for Australian children. Such popular works included those of Ethel Tutner,

as well as Mary Grant Bruce, who wrote a book of "Aboriginal legends in the Parker style".

In her "influencial book" The stone-axe of Burkamukk, which Grant Bruce had published in

1922, she replaces Langloh Parker's Byamee with her Victorian "Bunjil" (see Carey,

1998:210).

Carey sees in Langloh Pa¡ker's f,rnal two publications, a clear shift in her work involving an

"abrogation of ethnographic purpose". She sees Woggheeguy, inparticular, as representing

"a new stage in the European transformation of Aboriginal mythology". Of Langloh Parker's

work, Carey claims ttrat "her first collection made it clear that the stories were translations of

the children's stories of a living culture, which had a sophisticated adult mythology". But in

her last collection, she "takes the literary step of placing her original informants within the

fairy-tale world of her literary mythology." Carey fi¡rther condemns Langloh Pa¡ker's move

away from 'authenticity' and 'ethnographic purpose' with her scathing comments on the

accompanying commissioned illustrations by Nora Heysen, the daughter of the famous

South Australian atist Sir Hans Heysen: "They [the illustrations] add an elegant, jazz agefeel

to this book which contributes to the sense of cultural displacement, of repeated

dismemberment and regurgitation evident in the text" (Carey,I998'2Il).

My reading of Muir's biography of Langloh Parker, tells me that she was an intelligent and

perceptive womaû who had a genuine interest and respect for the Indigenous people she

befriended ar Bangate. She dedicated her first collection to "Peter Hippi King of the

Noongahburrah". She also had a strong interest and desire to represent Peter Hippi's

16 This phrase was undoubtedly coined by Langloh Parker from the title of the popula¡ 1894 book by F.Max

Müller Chips from a. GerÍnan worlcshop.
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people's 'legends' and their culture in an 'accurate' and 'scientific' manner. She was
delighted with the fame and respect that her first two books earnt her, however, it was not
long before they, and any later editions, were out of print. After the wave of nationaiism
began to subside at the turn of the twentieth century following Federation, publishers were
not so forthcoming.with their offers of publishing further editions. But in the early 1900s,
Mrs. Stow soon developed a strong desire to write and publish more. She was also an astute
person' and iearnt, as a writer, what the public and the publishers were demanding. She soon
learnt, from her Adelaide socialite friends, when her first two collections were actually being
reprinted, that "Aborigines were very unfashionable, and many people considered this aspect
of Mrs Stow rather 'way out' " (Mrs. Kenneth Chatterton quoted in Muir, 19g2:163).

I suspect that Stow's burning desire to be published yet again caused her to adopt the more
popular Grant Bruce-style of representing Indigenous 'folklore'. Hence we find in Stow's
later work a magical fairytale depiction of 'legends', with much less emphasis on
ethnographic accuracy. It is this aspect of popular Australian literature, which results in
books inevitably aimed at children, that Carey feels compelled to criticise. It actually took
Stow some time to find a publisher for her last collection, which was exacerbated by the lack
of interest in Australian books, rather than British books, in the pre-Depression years (see
Muir, 1982:152).

Fortunately, interest in things Australian, and in particular in Indigenous Australian culture,
has not remained at a low ebb. Some thirteen years after Langloh Parker's death in 1940,
interest in her original collections gained an unprecedented high in 1953 with the
republication of many of her original 'legends' in a special collection Australian legendary
tales.The legends included were selected by Henrietta Drake-Brockman, and were published
by Angus and Robertson. The book immediately attracted media interest when it was
awarded the Children's Book of the Year Award in 1954, and eamt the publishers
considerable monetary rewards with its popularity by going into ten editions. The last edition
appeared in 1973. Earlier editions included a special school edition in 1955 and even a
Russian edition in 1965 (see Muir, 1982:176). A later section in this chapter reveals that
Drake-Brockman's collection, and the original Langloh Parker collections, have been a major
source of material for numerous white appropriators wishing to write and publish Indigenous
Dreaming narratives. Sometimes the written source is acknowledged, and sometimes not, but
never a¡e the original Noongahburrah story-tellers named and acknowledged.

It seems the ever-growing demand for things Indigenous, including Indigenous literature,
comes at a cost. Although a growth in interest in Indigenous people's Dreaming n¿uïatives
usually also means an increase in respect for Indigenous people and their cultures, it can also
bring out the non-Indigenous appropriators and sharks wishing to benef,rt financially. For
them, Langloh Parker's original work, which is now well outside the original 50 year
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copyright protection period, is a rich and ready source. I shall return to this issue later in

Chapter Nine. But first, I take a closer look at ttre original two, and most appropriated,

collections of Langloh Parker's: Australian legendary tales a]fid More Australian legendary

tales.

3,3.1.2 A closer look at Langloh Parker's early works

When Australian legend,ary tales firstappeared in time for Christrnas sales in 1896, it was

the first of its genre, and was therefore, according to Muir (1982:17l), received by the critics

"politely but with a total lack of understanding":

ughly Australian Christmas book... will be received with
cñitdr"o for the sake of the stories it tells that will make them

the Aboriginal inhabitants of this continent thought of ttrese

ng them úat their otvn co'ntry _has- 
stories to tell quite as

tales and folHore legends of ol er lands'

6ydñey Morning Herald, November 28, t896)

By the time its Successor appeared two yeals later, Langloh Parker's work was known' and

its ethlographic value had been acknowledged in the 'scientific' world. Thus More

Australian legendary tales generally received more favor¡rable reviews, such as that in the

academic joumal Science of Man:

ar compositions of other peoples they
than m-ere amusement, or fairy tales.

blacks thi¡k, but how they account for
their ancient mythological heroes, and the

good or bad deities, ready to aveng.e

a-ssist those deemed worthy of their
: in this publication that we hope it will not be

long before M¡s Parker again favours her reaôers with some more of her collections,

in rífricfr there is ro *o"ñto instruct about the Aborigines, and so much to admire in

the literary forms of their inæresting legends.' (Science of Man,JulY, 1898)

The first collection comprises 31 narratives, which were all collected from the

Noongahburrah people of the Narran River district, a 'branch' of the Euatrlayi 'tribe' of

central N.S.W. They were collected by Langloh Parker during her married life at Bangate

station: ,,I was much in touch with the natives the whole time I was on the station, and during

the eleven years which I practically devoted to the study of their folklore, I had as many as I

could, in various capacities, the result of which was often scraps of folklore revealed

incidentally" (I-angloh Parker quoted in Muir, 1982:146)'

Of interest to me is the method Langloh Parker adopted in collecting the oral naratives from

her sources. Both her biographer and Drake-Brockman emphasise the language abilities that

Langloh parker developed in the local vemacular, and mention how the object and verb are

often reversed in her adopted writing style, as a direct result of her meticulous recording the
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sPeech style of her sources (see Muir, L982:147 & Drake-Brockman, 1953:t92). Muir also
mentions (1982:146) the pages of "pencil notes of Aboriginal vocabularies" which came into
her possession from Langloh Pa¡ker's estate, inferring (I presume) ttrat the narratives could
have been collected in the language of the Noongatrburrah. She goes on to say that these
same "pencil notes'l are "ttre first clue to her interest in the legends", and that realising "the
importance of gathering their folklore... [Katie] was scrupulous in putting it down as it was
told to her" @Iuir, 1982146-147).

However, clues to the method, and language, of collection tie in a letter of response by
Langloh Pa¡ker herself (now held in the Mitchell Library in Sydney) ro a not so favourable
review of her first collection. The reviewer, A.G. Stephens of The Bu¡etin, wrote that her
book had "ethnographically little significance" and that "the Noongatrburrahs a¡e evidently as
happy in thoughtlessness as all their kindred" and "The r¡ndoubted value of the collection is
chiefly that of a literary curiosity" (The Bulletin, January 9, lg96 [sic -1g97] quored in Muir,
1982:17I-172)- Langloh Parker was never one to "suffer fools gladly" (see Muir,
I982:L65), and wrote a long and forn¡itously detailed letter that includes a description of her
method:

ends in my books is the idea of a real Black _

I can. First I get an old, old Black to tell it in
Englisþ. I get ayounger one to tell it back to

fong,
ell it

fair grasp of the language, I would not, in a
ireiy.

(-angloh Parker quoted in Mut, 19g2:l7T_173)

Furttrer evidence indicating that the original na:ratives were not written down in the Euahlayi
language by Langloh Parker, but in a station variery of English, is the fact that Langloh
Parker could not imrnediately oblige when requested by her London publishers to provide
one of the narratives in the Euatrlayl language, on the suggestion of Dr. E.B. Tyler (see
Langloh Parker, 1896:Appendix; 1978 reprint 187). To meer the request Langloh parker had
to seek out "another old woman" to re-tell the Emu and Busta¡d narrative'il language,, as
indicated in the f'ootnoæ:

The old black woman who first told me the tale is away, but I got another old woman
gf tt9 pre-white era tg tex it again to me yesterday; it is'ámosì"ttt" r*rËlti"s one ofthe descriptive touches irmrãterial to the rtory âs such, in ru"t, ìã-írr intents andpwposes, the same.

(Langloh Parker, 1896:Appendix; 1978 reprint 1g9)

It seems, therefore, that Langloh Parker was told each narrative in English, probably in a
station variety known by the younger generation of Noongahburrah. She would have
translated the narratives into standard English. When she occasionally quotes these same
people in ietærs or within the Preface of her books, and in her autobiography, their language
has the appearance and grammar of the contact language Pidgin English. Typically, her
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informant's variety of station English is interspersed with vemacular terms, in this case from

the Euatrlayi language of the Noongatrburrah. In the letter Langloh Parker wrote to Stephens,

for example, she quotes the Noongahbr:rrah's reaction to her sketches of animals: "You make

im tail too long. You make im head too short. You make im belly too big. What for you make

im too much booloong (dark)" (Langloh Parker, quoted in Muir, 1982:172).

The first text that appears in Langloh Parker's first collection is "DinewanlT ttre emu, and

Goomblegubbon the bustard". Ttte entire na¡rative is quoted in Appendix 3.54, but I include

a small segmentherer

DINEV/AN TTIE EMU, AND GOOMBLEGUBBON TTIE BUSTARD

Dinewan the emu, being the largest bird, was **"*,l:Íf""Ír"t"f,"f.oilri#*:1
of the Dinewan mother. She

, and their swift rurning. And
she always fancied that the Dinewan mother flaunted her superio.itl F her face, for
whenever Dinewan alighted near Goor er a long, high flight,_she
would flap her big wings and begin not the loud booing of the

male bird, but a little, triumphant, s e of her own, which never
failed to irritate Goomblegubbon when she heard it'
Goomblegubbon used to wonder how she could put an end to Dinewan's
supremecy"' 

(Langloh Parker, 1896,1978 reprint:l7)

The narrative continues with Goomblegubbon the Bustard plotting to teach Dinewan the Emu

a lesson. As a result Emu is tricked into cutting off her own wings with a tomahawk, but

when she realises she has been tricked she plots her revenge. Emu eventually convinces the

Bustard to kill all her chicks but two. Thus the two birds have paid theirprice ofjealousy and

reveûge ever since.

This particular narrative, and its variations, has probably been the most widely published

Dreaming narrative in Australia over the years. But in Langloh Parker's version, as in her

other early narratives, she has not adopted textual features that have become commonplace in

so many iater represeûtations of this written geue. She does not begin her na¡rative with a

phrase that sets it in some long distant past, such as 'Long, long ago' or'In the Dreamtime'.

Nor does Langloh Parker choose to replace the vernacular terms she adopts for her

characters, and other significant vemacular terms within her narrative, with English terms,

despite suggestions by her critics to do so in later editions (see Muir, 1982:175). This is

clearly demonstrated in ttre titles she chooses for her 31 na¡ratives in her first collection , and

again in the 22 tatratives that comprise her second collection. I list ttre titles of the entire 54

narratives in Appendix 3.68, but provide just a few titles below:

17 In *ot" recent times the lingUist Peter Austin has conpiled and published a dictionary of the Karnilaroi

language (which he spells "Garnil fraay"), which is a dialect of the same language as Euahlayi. He lists
(Austin, 1992:39)'emu' as "thinawan".
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2 The Galah, and Oolah the Lizard
11 The cookooburrahs and the Goolahgool [water-holding tree]
26 The Borah of Byamee

36 Bilber and Mayrah [spring wind]
37 Brälgah the Dancing Bird

I mention these narrative titles in particular because I contend that it is Langloh parker,s
insistance on using vernacular terms in texts such as these that has popularised the adoption
of Aboriginal words into Australian English. In 1990 Dixon et. al. published a book that
traces the roots of Australian Aboriginal words in English, citing each Aboriginal word's
ea¡liest occulTence in philologist's wordlists or other published or unpublished texts. The
book also suggests which Aboriginal language was the source for each adopted word.
However, Langloh Parker rates only a small mention within this comprehensive and well-
resea¡ched volume:

(Dixon et. al., 1990:30)

I suggest that Langloh Parker was the first to use the terms "Galah" and "Brälgah', within a
published text, and hence promote their adoption into the English language. Dixon et. al.
(1990:90) attribute "Galah" to a neighbouring dialect Yuwaalaraay, claiming it first appeared
in a published or unpublished source in 1862, but do not specify the source. They also
suggest a former spelling of "Galar" and "Gillar". I suggest that Langloh pa¡ker was not only
the first to use the current spelling, but also the first to use this spelling in print. Similarly
Dixon et. al. (1990:87-88) attribute "Brolga" to the neighbouring dialect Kamilaroi, but dates
the un-naaamed original source as 1896 - the same date of publication of Langloh parker's

first book. I suggest Yuwaaliyaay (or Euahlayi) was the source language and the spelling has
become anglicised since Langloh Parker's first usage. Dixon et. al. (1990:91-93) attributes
the word "Kookaburra" to Wiradhuri, citing its first appearance in a published text in 1834
(as "Gogera" and "Gogobera", and again in 1847 in the Moreton Bay Courier (as
"Cucuburra"). I suggest that Langloh Parker's use of the word "Cookooburrah,,, in 1g96,
was not only a step closer towards the eventual adoption of current spelling, but also helped
promote its usage in English. t 8

18 The term 'Bilby' became sh language in 19g4, the
orchestrated decision to repl the Biìby to bring eg t Easter
time. The term is now widel bandico-ot, Macìotis tributed
by Dixon et.al. (1990:6]) I ne neighbouring dialect Yuwaalaraay. It is possibly cognare with the word
"Bilber" used by Langloh Parker (1978 reprint 124-125) for the "rótt-tu.rèd sand-hill iat" that fearures in a
nanative in her second collection.
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Langloh Parker did not restrict her use of vernacular terns to animal and bird names. She

also used terms from the Euahlayi language for people, weapons and other cultural items,

Ancestral heros (such as "Byamee") and for features of the environment (such âS "Borah").19

A total of 234 vernacula¡ terms are listed in a combined glossary, that appears at the back of

the 1978 reprint of her first two collections. These include terms such as: Daen'black

fellow', Comebee 'bag', Comeboo 'tomahawk'20, Bouyou 'legs', Gubbah 'good',21

Gahreema.y'camp', Eurah 'a drooping shrub', Dungle'water hole', Euloowirree 'rainbow',

Gurburreh 'north' and Gwai 'red'. When reading the na¡ratives, the meanings of these

vernacular terms are not always obvious from the context. The glossary is therefore a

necessary addition.

On occasion, Langloh Pa¡ker also uses a whole vernacular phrase representing direct speech,

such as that in the "Ouyan the curlew" nanative from her first collection: "Soon they heard

him crying as if in pain: 'Yuckay, yuckay, yuckay nulroo gay gay" (Langloh Parker, 1978

reprint:63). Such inclusion of vemacular terms and phrases, and the particular way Langloh

Parker has anglicised the spelling of her vemacular words, bears a remarkable resemblance to

the later writings of David Unaipon. I suspect, as he wrote his own narratives for publication

in the mid I920s, that he could have read the relatively recently republished edition

combining Langloh Parker's first two collections, and was influenced by her use of

vernacular terms. However, Unaipon did not include a glossary with his I924-L925

manuscript.

One textual feature that stands out in many of Langloh Parker's early narratives, that does

bear a resemblance to more recent popularised renditions of Dreaming nanatives, is her

almost persistant exclusion of any reference to specif,rc sites and locations. She mentions

'camps'and'the bush' and the homes of birds in 'the trees', but only occasionally mentions

specific place names. There are several exceptions, however, particularly in narratives telling

of the formation of particular sites. Take for example her fourth narrative "The origin of the

Narran Lake", where she makes numerous mentions of different sites and land formations

throughout the narrative:

Old Byamee said to his two young wives, Birrahgnooloo [sic?] and Cunnunbeillee....
While I go for the honey, go you two out and get frogs and yams, then meet me at

Coorigel Spring....
Having swallowed the two girls, the kuneahs [alligators] dived into an opening-in the

side of the spring, which wãs the entrance to an underground watercourse leading to
the Narran [tivei.....

l9 "Bora" is attributed to the Kamilaroi language by Dixon. et. al.(1990:150), but to an un-named 1851

source, while "Byamee" is not listed at all.
20 The same word is spelt "Combo" in narrative one. There a¡e a number of inconsistencies between the

spetling of vernacular terms in the glossary and their spelling within the nanatives. I suggest these

inconsistencies were probably introduced by the publishers.
2l Compared to "Gaba" for 'good' and "Buyu" for 'shin' in Gamilaraay (see Austin, 1992:53 & 35)'
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O3-swiftly _spedByamee, making short cuts frombig hole to big hole, and his track is
still marked by the morillaridges that süetch down the Na¡ran.

(Langloh Parker, 1 896, 1978 reprint:24-26)

Another notable exception is the r:nusually longer narrative "Borah of Byamee", also from
her first collection. This particular narrative bears some similarities to the narratives that are

still told by older Aboriginal people today in their own languages, and can be seen in the

published form in works such as Rockman and Cataldi (1994). Such similarites include her
mention of specific place names throughout the nafiative, and its central theme of a joumey
from one place to another, that is so commort to mâny Waripiri men's nalTatives today (see

Gale, 1995). I suspect that this narrative was told to Langloh Parker by a Noongahbr¡¡rah
person whose intent was to include all the detail that would be told to possibly a young
initiate - rather than as a simplified version of a story for 'picaninnies' or 'white women'. It
indicates Ít¿¡ langloh Parker recorded this particular narrative exactly as it was told to her.

The inclusion of this n¿urative in her first collection is unusual, because it is in the preface of
her second collection that she indicates: "Ttre former series were all legends as are told to the

black picaninnies; among the present are some they would not be allowed to hear, touching
as they do on sacred subjects, taboo to the young" (Langloh parker, 1g9g, lgTg
reprint:105).

I find it curious that Langloh Parker hints at the "sacred" nature of some of the narratives in
her second collection, because for this she did not restrict herself to the Noongahburrah
people as her source. In her preface to the second collection, she again gives us clues to her
methods of narative collection:

The present series of legends have all been collected by myself from the Blacks, as

opportunities of knowing well memb
acks who have helped to build up this
, Barwon, Paroo, 'Warrego, 

Narran,
Yass, Narrabri, and other diistricts of

a, Condamine, Barcoo, Mulligan rivers, and
have confined myself as far as possible to
were told in song I have tried to retain

. I have no doubt a skilled writer could have
flowery language into a beautiful work of art,
far as possible tell their legends in thei¡ own

way...
(-angloh Parker, 1898, 1978 reprint:101-102)

But once these narratives, as totd by the Noongahburratr, were made available to the public
as published texts, particularly after their republication in 1953 by Drake-Brockman, they
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have in fact been "mosaicked ... with flowery language", and appropriated by would-be

writers wishing to exploit the growing public interest in things Indigenous.22I conclude my

review of Katie Langloh Parker's work by giving the last word to her biographer, Marcie

Muir:

ent of the literature it has inherited from the

Parker's books, produced as the res
folklore of the native people to who
part of Australian literature. 

(Muir, 1.9g2:r77)

3.4 GOVERNMENT SURVEYORS

Men employed by governments, in the early years of Australia's colonisation, to survey the

,unknown' lands beyond the more populated coastal towns, inevitably encountered many

different Indigenous groups. Their role as surveyors was to assist the colonisation process of

opening up new tracts of land, especially land that was deemed suitable for future agriculnral

and pastoral ente¡prises. Getting to know and understand the Indigenous people, whose land

they were surveying, was not a part of their agenda. However, some govemment surveyors

found themselves unexpectedly fascinated with the lives and mythology of the lndigenous

people they encountered. One such surveyor was Robert Hamilton Mathews. He became so

interested that he became a prolific recorder and published writer of Indigenous Dreaming

narratives, and other cultural matters. But his motives differed to those of the missionaries.

Although he also found some of the narratives of an "obscene character" (Mathews,

1898:Preface), his intent in fratenrising with Indigenous people around their camp fires was

not to judge or convert them. It was to leam and record as much as he could of their beliefs

and customs. However, it is significant that in recording ttreir na:ratives he seemed to fail to

fully perceive the strong attachment his informants had with their land - after all, he was

assisting govenìments in the acquisition of that very same land. ln fact, ít was Indigenous

migratory' habits that he chose to focus on in the very first nafrative to appear in his first

publication in 1899.

3.4.1 Robert Hamilton Mathews

During his working life as a govemment surveyor Robert Hamilton Mathews worked

throughout Victoria, Queensland, much of New South Wales, and even South Australia. On

his travels he encountered a great maûy different Aboriginal groups and developed a great

22 Tln. !975 adaptationTales of the Dreamrime, comprising several of Langloh Parker's na¡ratives, adapted

by Vashi Faner, was stitl being advertised and sold through the Angus and Robertson Christmas catalogue in

199-1.
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interest in their mythology, languages and cultural life. During the day he would work as a
surveyor' and in the evening he would seek out the camps of local Aboriginal people, and
meticulously record their answers to his many questions (see J. Mathews, I994:I59-L62). In
the later stages of his life he devoted much of his time to researching and publishing on
various aspects of the Indigenous people he had befriended over the years, and apparently
became initiated on the south coast of New South Wales - where he was known as
"Miranen", and was allowed to view secret men's ceremonies.

R.H. Mathews was (as far as I am aware) the second person after Langloh parker to write a
book (probably better described as a booklet) devoted to the genre of the "folklore" of
Indigenous Australians. This 35 page booklet was called Folklore of the Australian
Aborigines and was published in 1899. It contains seven mythological nanatives that have
been paraphrased by Mathews in English:23

1. Anival of the Thurrawal Tribe in Australia

2. Destruction of Mullion the Eaglehawk

3. The Journey of Kurrilwan

4. The Kurrea and the Warrior

5. Thoorkook and Byama's Sons

6. The V/areenggary and Karambal

7. The Hereafter

Mathews writes in his Preface:

The specimens of Australian Folklore
articles I have contributed, from time to
out.of a large num-ber copied into my
clunng many years resident in the bac
of the traditions respecting the migration
institution of the sacred bulhoarei in th
importance of a compliance with the clasr
doubtless add to the value of these traditions if the districts within which they have

Tribes, inhabiting the Cla¡ence River and it

as told to me by the Natives, owing in
in others for want of space. I trust that
legends a¡e current, will copy them from
m to me, or publish them on their own

23 These narratives have since all been republished, in a revised form, within the larger collection
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behalf in order to preserve as much as possible of the Folklore of the Australian
Tribes.

R.H. Mathews
Parramatta, 3rd September, 1898

No doubt Mathews felt the same commitment to "preserving" the "folklore" of Australian

"Natives" as did Langloh Parker. The first narrative in his 1899 booklet, which was told to

him by "Natives" from the south-east of N.S.W. is about the journey of animals to a new

land and is particularly about the whale and starfish. It is called the "Anival of the Thurrawal

tribe in Australia" and is reproduced in full in Appendix 3.6A. Unlike Langloh Parker's

narratives, Mathews sets this narrative, and several of his others, in the remote and distant

past. He also explains, through the narrative, that the "Thumrwal Tribe" are in fact migrants

to the land around Sydney, and like the British, came to Austraiia by boat (or canoe) from

"beyond the sea". The narrative begins:

In the remote past all the animals that are now in Australia lived in another land
beyond the sea. They were at the time human creatures, and resolved to leave that
country in a canoe, and come to the hunting grounds in which they are present. The
whale was much larger than any of the rest, and had a canoe of great dimension; but
would not lend it to any of his fellows

(Mathews, 1899:7)

Whale narratives are of particular importance to many Indigenous groups living on the coast

of Australia, from the northern tips of Amhem Land to the Nganindjeri of S.A. I quote this

narrative of Mathews' in particular because it bears some similarity in content to two

narratives, written by David Unaipon in the mid 1920s; the first being "How Teddy lost his

tail", and its sequel "Wondangar and Goon Na Ghun: Whale and Star Fish". The first was

published around 1924 tn an (unknown) magazine, and the latter was published much later in

Paperbark (see Davis et. al. 1990:33-52). Mathews and Unaipon's narratives feature a

Koala, which Unaipon calls a "Teddy Bear" and Mathews a "native bear", who acts as a

leader of the migrating animals. Similarly, both Mathews and Unaipon write of a villainous

character, in the form of Whale, who mercilessly batters his victim Starfish. I suspect that the

simila¡ities are not coincidental. Unaipon did not draw on the mythology of his own

Nganindjeri people for inspiration in writing his texts, even though he incorporates

vernacular terms from his own language (such as "Muldarie" for 'magpie' and "Tolkamia"

for 'south-west'). I say this because Unaipon generally indicated the oral source for his

narratives, by naming the language group on his L924-25 manuscript, now held in the

Mitchell Library. However, neither of his Teddy bear narratives have a named source. I

suspect that Mathews' rendition of the Whale and Starfish narrative was Unaipon's source.

Unaipon is notorious (as I demonstrate in Chapter Seven) for re-creating hybrid and epic

narratives from material provided by Aboriginal people from all over southern Australia. But

he was not a frequent visitor to the Sydney region, where he locates his narrative, as did

Mathews. Note that Unaipon mentions places in his narrative such as Shoal Haven (the
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landing place of the migrating animals), The Blue Mountails, and the Hawkesbury and
Hunter Rivers (see Unaipon,7924-25 Texts 27 &30).

Mathews' second na¡rative is the "Destruction of Mullion the eaglehawk", different versions

of which have been told to Mathews by the Kamilaroi people on the Barwon and Namoi
Rivers, and the Wiradjuri of the Castlereagh and Macquarie, and beyond. This narrative is
reproduced in full in Appendix 3.68, partly because the eaglehawk features as a main
character in many Dreaming texts that have been published over the years, but also because it
tells of the use of fire as a means of destroying something evil (in this case the man-eating

eaglehawk). In the narrative, a smouldering fire stick is placed under the nest of the
eaglehawk by two men, and is told not to ignite until later. This idea of delayed destruction
by fire features in a number of Dreaming narratives from across Australia (e.g. Meyer , 1846,

tells of the Ramindjeri narrative of Pungngane setting a firestick ìrpon the hut of
V/aijungngari, who is living with Pungngane's two nm-away wives. He tells the fire to
ignite once the threesome are sleeping). Another notable feature of this narrative is how
Mathews again conìmences by setting it in the distant past: "Long ago an eaglehawk,

Mullion...". He also immediaæly locates the na:rative in the Barwon River a.rea "near Girra"
(see Mathews, 1899: 1 1).

I quote a further narrative in fult in Appendix 3.6C, called "The Wareenggary and

Karambal", which also appeared within his 1899 booklet. It is about the Seven Sisters,
which became the stars known in English as the Pleiades. Various versions of this narrative
are known throughout much of Australia by different Indigenous groups, and it has been
published on many occasions as texts for both children, and for a wider audience - always in
English. The Seven Sisters narrative, in more recent years, has become the source of much
public controversy in S.4., where certain Ngarrindjeri women claim it is a myth not to be
shared openly with others; I shall retum to this issue in Chapter Nine. I also quote sections of
Mathews' version below (with my own higtrlighting of particular secrions), followed by a

discussion, because this is the first published version of this now important, yet
controversial, narrative. This version was told to Mathews by the "Bunjellung and
Koombanggary Tribes" of the northern coast of New South'Wales.24

TTIE WAREENGGARY AND KARAMBAL

women who were sisters, named
ung tribe, a:rd to the

were inserted charms, which protected the girls from their enemies. Every day they
went out hunting for carpet snakes, and always carried their yamsticks with them on
these occasions. A youûg fellow named Kararnbal, of the same tribe, and of the
division Womboong became enamor:red of one of these young women, and followed

24 Alternative conternporary spellings for these language names are Bandjalwrg and Gr.rnbaynggir
respectively.
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within sight of ttrem
oppornrnity, and at I
off, taking her to hi
consultation as to w

feel this terrible cold, because her sisters had managed to send her by.4 secret

messenger the charmed yamstick she formerly garri_gq when out hunting with them.

ffiambh was glad enough to let Wareenggary retuflt to her own
people....

After ttris trouble the Wareengg
before doing so
rivers, so that
hunting grounds. The seven sisters then
known as the Pleiades still represents
Summer, bringing pleasant warm we
they go away gradually towards the west

but to select their wives in accordance with the tribal laws 
(Mathe ws, lggg:26_2g)

At the time of Mathews' writing of such narratives, there was a growing ilterest, within the

newly emerging discipline of anthropology, with the concept of 'Totemism'. Mathews was a

reader and contribgtor to journals such as the Science of Man, and obviously had an interest

in contributing to westem. understandings of such 'primitive' constructs. He also had an

interest in contributing to the debate on how 'primitive societies' were socially stuctured.

Mathews reveals how inadequate westem understandings were, at the tum of the century,

regarding Australian Aboriginal social organisation, by using the term "class" in his 1899

Preface. Mathews' version of the Seven Sisters n¿urative reveals to his audience the strict

rules and punishments, within Indigenous societies, regarding marriage. He chooses to

conclude his narrative with a moralising coda to reinforce this fact. My later analysis and

discussion, in Chapter Five, of Dreaming ûarïatives recorded much more recently by

Rockman and Cataldi (1994), reveal that explicit moralising codas are not necessarily an

obligatory feanr¡e of Warlpiri oral narratives. This suggests ttrat the introduction of obligatory

codas, within so many published versions of popularised Dreaming namatives, are arl

innovation inspired by western literature, particularly of the 'folklore' genre - possibly

inspired by Aesop's Fables.

As with many of his pubtished narratives, Mathews makes some reference to the general

Iocation in which the narrative is set. This contrasts with Langloh Parker, and may be the

result of Mathews being a travelling surveyor, rather than any intention of his to emphasise

the critical importance of land to his Indigenous narratots. Reference is also given (at least in

the Preface in 1899) to ttre name of the group (or "ffibe") who told the narrative, but the

specific story-teller is not acknowledged. But, like other prolific ethnographers of both the

1800s and 1900s, who chose to work amongst numerous groups, more attention is given to
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the commonality of the f'olklore among different groups, rather than the details of different
versions. As with Langloh Parker, he was influenced by the growing interest in aetological
narratives that were popularly known as "folklore". Such texts explained the origins and
peculiar physical features of the many indigenous animals of Australia that were considered a
curiosity in the mother coìmtry. This provided ideal exotic characters for books to be read by
receptive audiences in bottr the colonies and in England.

Mathews went on to became a prolific writer and publisher on numerous aspects of
Australian Aboriginal cultrual life and their languages (not just in New South Wales, but also
in Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Westem Australia and the Northern Territory). In
the area of mythology, he was only to publish further in joumals and Royal Society
proceeding papers, including: the Royal Society of New South Wales (in 190a); tn Folklore
Collecteana (in 1908 and 1909); rnQueensland Geographical Journal (in 1903/4); in
Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society (in 190a); nThe American Antiquarian
(in 1907) andZeitschriftfur Ethnologie (in 1908).

Nearly a century later, in 1994, the Aboriginal publishing company Magabala Books
published the book The opal that turned into fire.It was compiled by Janer Mathews (an
ethnomusicologist and the grand-daughter-in-law of R.H. Mathews), who herself researched
and recorded Dreaming narratives throughout much of New South Wales in the 1960s. From
her own research, and from the notes, joumals and correspondence belonging to R.H.
Mathews (that eventually came into her possession) J. Mathews was able to compile this
anthology of Dreaming na¡ratives. It comprises over 100 texts organised under different
chapter themes. It includes the seven narratives from Mathews' 1899 publication, with some
minor title and spelling sþanges. Unfortunately J. Mathews was unable to shed any more
light on the individual sowces of these nanatives, although she acknowledges the sources of
the naratives she herself recorded - hence a real sense of ownership is maintained.

A number of the texts in this anthology are not so much namatives, but commenta¡ies about a
particular myth narrative. For example, under the sub-heading or theme "pleiades", the
original Seven Sisters narrative from Mathews 1899 appears under the title: "The Br:ndjalang:
The'Wareenggary and Ka¡a¡nbal" (being from the Bundjalang people), and is accompanied
by two brief commenta.ries from the Muruwari people and the Ngemba (or Ngiyampaa)
people. The Muruwari commentary is as follows:

The Muruwari name for the Pleiade
Some were so elusive
eyesight because they
three hours before the
in that position. Their urine, or gua: r

moisnre tr:rned into frost or ice by sunrise.
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Jimmie Ba¡ker said that when he was a child he always put a dish of water outside on
winter nights. He liked eating the ice and was never deterred when his mother, who
was Murúwari, said, "My boy, you are eating Gambu Gambu gu?.':

(Mathews, 1994:48)

Jimmy Barker, of northem N.S.'W., became well known in literary circles when he

collaborated with Janet Mathews from the 1960s in the writing of his life story. h L977,

after his death, his book The two worlds of Jimmie Barker: the life of an Ausffalian

Aboriginal, 1900-1972 was finally published. It has become a classic in Australian literature,

being one of the first of its geffe of Aboriginal life histories. It includes a number of

Dreaming naratives, as related by Jimmie Barker to Janet Mathews.

3.5 ANTHROPOLOGISTS

For academics, in the past and still today, the main means of peer assessmett and career

advancement is to impress others with what one writes and publishes. Although some

anthropologists do write the occasional text for lay people, their audience generally tends to

be their peers. Their purpose, therefore, in publishing about Indigenous people and their

'mythology' is not just to record the narratives for posterity's sake, but also to advance the

'scientific' discipline of anthropology. More specifically in Australia, particularly in the

formative years of anthropology as a discipline, researchers wished to unravel the mysteries

of where Aboriginal people came from (and when), and how the customs and beliefs of

different 'tribal' groups were inter-related.25 There was a considerable deal of interest,

therefore, in recording and contrasting the Dreaming narratives of different Indigenous

groups. Although I have no intention of reviewing atl the publications of anthropologists that

relate to Australian Indigenous mythology here, I will briefly discuss some of the published

texts that emerged from their halls of academia in the geffe of Dreaming narratives. I will

also discuss certain individual anthropologists who published prolifically in this area, and

highlight those who seem to have been the most influential in their discipline of study.

Anthropology became established as a discipline of scieotific study just before the tum of the

cenrury, with Tylor being appointed Reader of Anthropology in 1884 at Oxford, England.

The emerging interest in physical anthropology, and the so-called'primitive' societies, was

fuelled of course by Charles Darwin's Origin of the Species theory in 1865. Although he

never visited Australia, Tylor and a number of other influential thinkers of his time,

continued to theorise about the religion and beliefs of Australia's Indigenous peoples. They

became particularly interested in the relationship Aboriginal people had with animals, which

feature so prominently in their Dreaming narratives. Tylor actually coined the term

25 It sho,f¿ be noted that the discipline of archaeology is now more concerned wittr the origins of Indigenous

peoples, and anthropology is now more concerned withunderstanding "why different peoples do what they

do" (personal communication Fiona Magowan, November 1999).
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"Animism" forhis discussion of this close relationship (see Tylor, 1871). It was also Tylor
who read the early manuscript of Katie Langloh Parker's 1896 Australian legendary tales,
and suggested she include a transcript of one of the texts in the Noongahburrah language as
an appendix. This, he said (see Langloh Parker, 1896:Appendix), would appeal to the
philologist, but no doubt Tylor also hoped it would help authenticate the work of the non-
academic Langloh Parker.

In 1899, the classic The native tribes of central Australia was published in London, not
actually by an anthropologist, but by the biologist Professor Batdwin Spencer, along with
Gillen, the post master from Alice Springs. This book contains one chapter on myths which
discuss, very briefly in English, the Western "Arunta" (now spelt fu1¡11¿)2ó na¡ratives
relating to the origins of: the sun, the moon, the evening star, the magellanic clouds and the
Pleiades. Arunta terms a¡e cited for each of these celesúal bodies, as are the names of the
various spiritual ancestors included in these 'myths'. Spencer and Gillen use the term "totem"
in their text, which had just been coined in the anthropological literature. The following
extract on the Pleiades gives some indication of their style of commentary:

The Pleiades ge supposed to be women who in the Alcheringa2l lived, at a place
called Intitakula, near to what is now called Deep Well. They weñt up into tt" rtli *a
there they have remained ever since.

(Spencer and Gillen, 1899, 1968 reprint:566)

It is significant that the judgemental.language "supposed to be" is adopted by the authors,
despite the obvious interest they showed in the mythology of the Arrarnta. However, as in
the anthropological writings of those to follow Spencer and Gillen, they have maintained a

sense of Place in their commentar!, thus recognising its central role in Dreaming naffatives.
This is something that many other writers have failed to recognise when reproducing
Dreaming narratives for broad public consumption.

At the turn of the twentieth century, under the influence of social anthropologists such as

Radcliffe-Brown, interest grew in the mythology of Indigenous peoples. However, the only
avenue for the publication of studies on the mythology of Australia's Indigenous peoples was
through local self publication, or through various British or American anthropological
societies. The advantage was that influential European thinkers were able to read of, and
discuss, Australia's Indigenous people from afar. The French sociologist Emile Durkheim,
for example, discusses the religious beliefs of Aboriginal people in his 1915 classic The
elementary forms of religious life . ln 1926 Radcliffe-Brown published a short paper in the
Journal of the Royal Anthropologícal Institute on "The rainbow-serpent myth" in Australia.

26 T\e people ofEastern 'Arrernte' Ianguage have adopted a different contemporary orthography, hence the
different spelling.
27 Note the Arrarnta term "Alcheri-nga" literally means 'Dream - LOC.' or more colloquially 'In the
Dreaming' (with today's Arrarnta spelling for Dreaming being "Altyerre"). It is Spenceiand billen who are
attributed with coining the concept 'The Dreaming', throughiheir work with the À¡¡-ntu.
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Typically he wrote about the myth and its widespread distribution, and commented on its

significance in Aboriginal Australia. It was only in the British Folklore magazine that the

actual myths themselves were published in their full form.

3.5.1 Professor A.P. Elkin

In 1920 A.P. Elkin was appointed as the first Professor of Anthropology at the University of

Sydney. Elkin was actually the first to use the term "Dream-time" in the anthropological

literature, in 1933, in reference to the beliefs of the Karadjeri people of the Kimberley region

of W.A. However, Elkin is probably best known for his 1938 classic The Australian

Aborigines: how to understanà them, where he explains the idea of "the doctrine of pre-

existence" (see Elkin, 1948 reprint:I76) and popularised the terms "dreaming or "eternal

dream-time" (146) and "totemism" (182-3). The latter concept was to become a very popular

topic of discussion in anthropological publications in the 1930-40s.28

In his 1938 ciassic (reissued and reprinted many times), Elkin gently criticises the few earlier

publications of Aboriginal "folklore", which had obviously been read widely and influenced

people's understandings of Australia's Indigenous peoples (hence the sub-title of his book),

Elkin speaks of a prevailing misconception that Aboriginal mythology merely comprised 'Just

so" stories, and goes to some effort to explain the underlying philosophies of their complex

belief systems:

Now what is Aboriginal mythology? It is not a mere collection of stories concerned
with the sun, moonãnd stars and various natural features, though these do figure in
myths. We are apt to get a wrong idea of mythology from books, large or small
which give us lists of stóries quite unrelated to the social, economic and religious life
of the- tribe. The natives do possess make-believe and 'Just-so" stories, but
mythology is a very important institution... it describes what a¡e believed to be

hiitorical events and proCesses ... it provides the authority for present day social and

religious life. Indeed, so important es 9I lo.dges_are

organised to be responsible fôr its tr application. This
reminds us that myäiology is not just but of action and

life, for the cult Societié-s, the tótemic lodges, do not spend their time at meetings
reciting and chanting only; they also re-enact the myths, and do so because the heroes

and anðestors were, in their beliel actual persons and totemic beings; what they did in
the course of their labours must now be done in ritual, and the places associated with
them must be visited and cared for. In this way the myth is lived out. The purpose of
this is to ensure the well-being of the tribe by keeping in living touch with the creative
dream-time [my emphasis].- In other words, the myth is liþ-giving. [Elkin's
emphasisl

(Elkin, 1938, 1948 reprint:192)

Elkin was probably criticising the "large" books of Langloh Parker and the "small" book of

R.H. Mathews' (and possibly Smith's), which he obviously felt decontexrualised the

28 This term is no longer used amongst many contemporary anthropologists, despite its continued use by

many Indigenous Australians today. An alternative term used by anthropologists is mythical "Ancestor" or
"Ancestral Hero".
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mythology that they recorded and published as "folklore". He obviously felt the religious
meanings of the nalratives in their books were lost. In order to publish about Aboriginal
mythology himself, Elkin chooses to represent individual texts within his own discussion,
rather than quoting them verbatim or re-presenting them in his own prose (see Elkin, 194g

reprint:192).

In 1930 the'scientific'anthropological journal Oceania was launched by the University of
Sydney, under the editorship of Elkin, as "a journal devoted to the study of the native peoples

of Austraiia, New Guinea and the islands of the Pacific Ocean". It soon became a popular
venue for anthropologists to publish the findings of their resea¡ch amongst Australia's
Indigenous people. By this time, Ronald Berndt was studying under Elkin at the University
of Sydney, where he soon met and married Catherine Berndt. Throughout the volumes of
this important journal, one can see a running record of notable anthropologists (and linguists)
who have devoted their energies to researching the field of Aboriginal Australia - people such

as Radcliffe-Brown (on the Yaralde), Elkin (in the Kimberley), Roheim (central Australian
mythology), the Berndts (on the Lower Murray and Amhem Land), Maddock (on the

"Walbiri"), Warner (on the Murngin), Thomson (in Arnhem Land) and T.G.H. Strehlow (on

the "Aranda"). Other notable scholars include: P. Kaberry, A. Capell, W.E.H. Stanner, L.R.
Hiatt, and N.B. Tindale.

It is to Tindale and Strehlow that I turn next, both being Adelaide-based scholars. I will later

return to the Berndts, who did considerable resea¡ch with the Ngarrindjeri people of the

Lower Munay in South Australia (to which Auntie Veronica Brodie belongs). But before I
do, I will briefly mention the establishment of anthropology as a discipline of study at the

University of Adelaide.2e In 1946 T.G.H. Strehlow was offered a Research Fellowship by
the university to pursue research on different aspects of Indigenous culture in Central

Australia. He was in a unique position as a researcher because of his upbringing at

Hermannsburg mission in the N.T., being the son of the missionary Carl Strehlow, as he

grew up speaking the Western Arrarnta language fluently. He called the language one of his
"mother tongues" (Strehlow, 1971:XIV).This gave him deeper insights into the mythology of
these people than other contemporary anthropologists could ever hope to achieve

particularly those who wrote papers after brief research expeditions into the 'interior', relying
compietely on interpreters for accessing information. No doubt Spencer, who collaborated

with post master Gillen, came into that category of researchers criticised by Strehlow
(I947:Preface). Some of this criticism was also, no doubt, aimed at the prolif,rc writer and

researcher Norman Tindale, who was based at the South Australian Museum, adjacent to the

University of Adelaide.

29 T1ne Anthropology Department was not established at the University of Adelaide until 1974 (see
Department Handbook, 2000).
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3.5.2 Norman B. Tindale

Despite his prodigious writing and publishing, Norman B. Tindale was never to secure an

academic post in an Australian university, even though he was to be offered, and accepted,

later in life a teaching position at rhe University of Colorado in America. Tindale initialty

began at the South Australian Museum as a cadet in entomology (collecting insects), but on

an expedition in t922 to Groote Eylandt, off the north east coast of the N.T., he soon

developed a strong interest in the Indigenous peoples of Australia, particularly in the area of

physical anthropology. Under the influence of Spencer, he became a diligent keeper of daily

joumals, and up until his death in 1993, he hand-wrote (and had bound) over 100 volumes

of joumals. These journals became the source of the many papers and articles he was to

publish on Aboriginal people. A large proportion of these publications actually appeared in

Records of the South Australian Museum, but others appeared in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society of South Australia, and in Oceania. Of his 135 publicaúons in the area of

anthropology, eleven are specifically in the area of Aboriginal mythology'

I choose to higtrlight the work of Tindale here because his meticulous recording of Aboriginal

genealogies, from all over the country, has since become a very important source of

information for contemporary Aboriginal people working on their family histories. But his

journals have also become a source of information for Aboriginal people seeking to reclaim

other aspects of their cultural heritage. His recording, and subsequent publication of two

Dreaming narratives told to him by a Ngadjuri man Barney V/arrior in 1935, for example,

has become of particular interest to his granddaughter Josie Agius. She remembers her

grandfathe¡ tslling her stories as a child, but was delighted to rediscover these same annotated

stories in detail within Tindale's journals.3o These joumals are now held in the South

Australian Museum collection,

Tindale recorded some ûarratives in English, and others in the first language of his story-

tellers using a script developed by the University of Adelaide. He transcribed these texts

verbatim, and then proceeded to translate them into English, with the help of his bilingual

"informaûts". In the early 1930s he actually made oral recordings of narratives on Edison

wax cylinders in the Ja¡alde (Yaraldi or Yaralde) language, as told by Frank Blaclcnoor ("an

aged full-blooded aborigine of Peltangk", see Tindale, 1935:266-267). Tindale also worked

closely with the Clarence Long (also known as Milerum), who was one of the last

Ngarrindjeri 'na¡¡rnbe' or initiates (see Mattingley, 1988:n e. 37). Tindale planned to

produce a "Milerum book", but this task was never to be completed (personal

communication, philip Clarke, IggT). However, n t954 Tindale collaborated with ttre writer

H.A. Lindsay to write a book for children, called The fi,rst walkabout Using fictional

30 Th"se same narratives were also published in anthropological journats (Trønsactions of the Royal Society

of S.a)but Agius was unarüare they were her grandfather's. They are discussed later in Chapter Seven.
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characters, such as "I-Ig" and "Gunju", they tell of the early migration of the "Negritos"
people to Australia and eventually Tasmania, claiming they were the "prehistoric people who
lived in Australia long before our present-day aborigines arrived here" (Tindale & Lindsay,
1965 reprint:ix). The book was awarded the 1955 Children's Book of the year, by the
Children's Book Council of N.S.'W., and was reprinted at least twice. Following this
success, Tindale again collaborated with Lindsay n 1963 to write a second book, this time
aimed at the general pubiic, called Aboriginal Australians. Within it he discusses several
mythological na¡ratives in his "Literature" chapter, and reproduces a few texts in English in
the following chapter called "Examples of Literature". One of these texts (see Tindale &
Lindsay, 11963:97) is actually the Eagle and Crow narrative he collected earlier from Bamey
'Warrior.

Of interest to me is the difference between this more 'literary' rendition of Warrior,s narrative
and the original version that appears in Tindale's journal. Whether the apparent adoption of
certain literary features, which have become popularised in 'Aboriginal legends, aimed at
children over the yeats, were the work of Lindsay, rather than Tindale, car only be
surmised. Such adaptations include all references to particular locations or country in the
story being removed. This chapter will demonstrate further texts, particularly Dreaming
naratives represented by non-anthropologists, also playing down the significance of place.

Another adaptation in Tindale and Lindsay's text is a new introduction that immediately sets

the narrative in the distant past: "Far back in the dreamtime, when birds and animals were
human beings... ". Placing such na¡ratives in ttre past, and divorcing them from the present,
is one of the criticisms that Elkin makes regarding popular representations of Aboriginal
mythology (quoted earlier). Unforn¡nately, such representations have become increasingly
common over the years, particularly when published Dreaming narratives are aimed at
children. A further adaptation to Tindale and Lindsay's text is the complete lack of
acknowledgement of V/arrior as the original source, although they do mention that "the story
comes from the Ngadjuri tribe, whose country lay to the north of Adelaide" (Tindale &
Lindsay, 1963:95). This removal of any sense of Person is another typical adaptation made
by writers of popularised versions of published Dreaming n¿uratives. Any expressions of
nanative ownership, made by story-tellers during the recording process, are either ignored or
deleted by the recorders.

Tindale himself, in his earlier academic writings, makes the important point regarding the
strong attachment ttrat myttrological narratives have with specific tracts of land owned by
Indigenous groups. In his 1935 papr on extant recordings of the Waijungari legend, Tindale
makes the following observation:

The association of the legends
features has not been streésed s
There is a marked identification with
related. They are in this respect linle di
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the totems ancestors of the Central Australian peoples such as have
detailed by C. Stretrlow and others.

(Tindale, 19

Similarly, Tindale (and Lindsay) explain in their 1963 book, regarding a "dream-time chant"

they replicate: "TTtis does not make sense unless studied by one who larows the territory once

owned by the Jnnganekald tribe" (Tindale & Lindsay,1963:93).31 Tindale does not always

heed his own advice, particularly when reproducing Warrior's Eagle a¡d Crow narrative,

when writing in collaboration with H.A. Lindsay. Perhaps this is because together they had

successfully enchanted a literary world that did not require, or demand, such anthropological

detail.

3.5.3 T.G.H STREHLOW

I have already mentioned T.G.H. Strehlow's unique position as an anthropologist, and

recorder of Dreaming narratives, because of his ability to speak the Western Aranda (or

Arrarnta) ianguage. In his revealing L947 book, Aranda Traditions, which I drew from in

Chapter Two, Strehlow discusses the process he used to record the naratives of the Aranda

people in the Aranda language, "thanks to the patience of his informants" (Strehlow,

t947:xx). This book makes an important contribution to this study, because within it

Strehlow also discusses the process used by other ethnographers in their collecting of

mythological narratives. In his introduction he challenges the authenticity of the texts

collected by others, including those gathered by his colleagues:

I have sometimes felt that the anthropologists of the past tended to over-emphasise the
differences between the Australian natives and ourselves; and this, I venture to
suggest, has been due largely to the language ba¡rier between them and their
infb-rmants. Too often traditions and customs were noted down in their barest
outlines; and the details were later filled in by ttre scientists themselves according to
their own conception of what the natives' ideas ought to have been on certain
subjects.

(Strehlow, 1947.xvt)

Strehlow goes on to criticise particular expeditions such as the Hom expeditions on which

Baldwin Spencer collected his "Aboriginal data... largely through the assistance of the

Postrnaster of Alice Springs, Mr. Gillen" (Stretrlow , t947:xvl). He is particularly critical of

those who collected their texts in "pidgin English":

is not English perverted and mangled by the
mangled by ignorant whites, who have in turn
natives and who then affect to be amused by the

(Stretrlow, 1947:xvid)

31 Note that the authors put the Tanganekald people in the past, assuming they no longer have any

attachment to the lánd "they once owned" - just as they set the Eagle and Crow narrative in the past.

Northem Territory pidgin English
natives; it is English perverted and
taught this ridiculous gibberish to the
childish babbling of these' savages'.
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Strehlow obviously had great respect for the depth and vitality of Aranda Dreaming
narratives, and to make his point he rewrites, in part, the tragedy of Macbeth in pidgin - to
"bring home the ruinous effect of pidgin English on any moving story" (Strehlow,
1947:xväi-xix). He concludes (with my emphasis) that:

This pidgin English
insult that is done to

account of the tragedy of Macbeth reveals
any story told in this medium. The old tale

the injustice and the
immediately becomes
general outline of the

(Strehlow, 1 947:xix-xx)

utterly childish and ridiculous. All details are omitted. Even the
story is by no means accurate. Only a few characters a¡e mentioned by name; and
thei¡ names are distorted till become merely funny. The whole account is an

It is interesting to observe that the same criticism was still being dealt out four decades later
by the linguist William McGregor, who criticises those who choose to record and publish
narratives in Aboriginal English (see McGregor, 1989:49-50). This criticism contrasts with
Muecke's endorsement of Aboriginal English in Gularabulu, and his suggested use of
Aboriginal English as a bridging language for understanding between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous Australians (see Muecke in Roe, 1983)

Strehlow's 1949 book contains many narratives in Part 1 entitled "Northern Aranda Myths".
He says this part of the book was written in 1934 at the University of Adelaide for the
English Association, and its contents were read to members in that year. He says many of the
myths "were obtained from old native informants under a promise of secrecy during their
lifetime, and that is why these papers were not published earlier." Over a decade later,
Strehlow dedicates his book "to their memory" - and says that "all the informants mentioned
in this volume have now passed away, taking the last of thei¡ secret knowledge with them"
(Strehlow, 1947:Preface). The fact that Strehlow published their nanatives posthumously has

ensured that not all their secrets went with them.

In Part I of Strehlow's book there are eleven sections, each namèd by a theme that constantly
recur within the myths, that are both cited (in English) and discussed by Strehlow. He starts
with the creationary myth "The Great Father". Of particular interest to me are sections V and
VII: "Landscape fashioned by Totemic Ancestors" and "Love of Native Soil" respectively.
Both stress the particular importance of Place to the Aranda in their mythology, but it should
be noted that within all the myths that Strehlow relates, he never fails to mention particular
sites or tracts of land with which the myths a¡e associated. In fact Strehlow includes the

landscape as part of his definition for a myth:
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The myth is the sum total of the many and varied explanations- given by the old

fea¿erlof a group to the younger men concerning the-traditional chant, the sacred

ceremonies, ãnd tire physic'al feaiures of the landscaþe associated with the life-story of
any given totemic ancestor who is revered by the group.

(Strehlow, 1947:5-6)

Another insightful element of Strehlow's book is the explanation he provides for the

circumstances under which these myths a¡e 'traditionally' told by the Aranda: "They are

handed down through word of mouth by the old leaders of a group to the younger generation

of initiated men, usually on the occasion of a visit to the local sacred cave where the tiurunga

sticks and stones are kept" (Stehlow, 1947:1). A typical scenario is then provided by

Strehlow, continuing for five pages, full of vivid detail:

Let us suPpose the scene of such
to time the leader halts, Points o
Ularnba ancestor, and neatly explains
No questions may be asked, the
remarks as the leader is PrePared

st wait respectfully until another of these ra¡e

the ancestors must be warned of the
rudely means to court their displeasur
near future' 

(Strehlow, 1947:r-3)

Strehlow concludes the scenario with mention of a concluding ceremony, performed that

evening after the climb to the cave. This ceremony is "intimately connected with the chant and

the myth: it is, in short, the dramatic representation of one of the many memorable events in

themythcentring around the person of the ancestor." (Strehlow, 1947:5) This is one of the

main points missed by many who have reproduced myths in the written form for a mass

audience. They have not understood that Aboriginal mythology is intimately connected to

dance and Song, and to record myths aS texts that can stand alone, completely

decontextualised from the People and the Place to which the myth belongs, results in a loss of

considerable meaning.

ln 1971 Strehlow's book Songs of Central Australia was published, which was, in part, the

result of research he conducted between 1932 and 1960 on Aboriginal songs and myths.

During this time he collecte d 4,270 "aboriginal song verses, most of which were in couplet or

quatrain form", including songs from groups besides the Anarnta. In addition Strehlow

collected',well over a hundred Aranda and Loritja myths and many traditions" (Strehlow,

1971:XIV). But he goes on to admt to his readers that:

OnlY
were
those
intent
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Knowledge of the old ceremonial languages has already become extinct in several ofthe areas where I collected my materiaî. -
(Strehlow, 1971:XIV)

strehlow passed on in 1978, and this was his last publication. Bur he implies his intention in
translating the material was to make it accessible to the non-Indigenous, not the younger
generation of the Indigenous people who confided in him: "it is diff,rcult to see how future
linguistic and anthropological students could ever succeed in completely unravelling the
meaning of these interesting documents of an ancient culture unless dictionaries, grammars,
and translations were prepared now" (Strehlow, 1971:XIV). Strehlow points out that his
1971 book is "unique" because it "gives a cross-section of every type of native song once
found in the Central Australia area". They are also presented in their ,,true metrical,, form,
rather than the prose form that his father Carl adopted, in his German publication of A¡anda
and Loritja verse (Strehlow, 1971:XV). A quick scan through the contents pages of
Strehlow's very long and detailed lgTL volume reveals that he has not restricted his
publication to non-sacred songs. Although long out of print, this book is readily available,
and for loan, from university libra¡ies. But it is not just a collection of sacred and non-sacred
myths and songs. It is designed as a text book, and contains considerable commentary by
Strehlow explaining the meaning and significance of song and myth to Central Australian
Aboriginal people- I choose not to replicate any of his narratives here. But Strehlow was not
the only anthropologist who openly published men's songs that come under the sacred
category.

3.5.4 Berndt and Berndt

After Catherine Helen Webb arrived in Sydney, from New Z,ealand, and rnet fellow student
Ronald Berndt at the University of Sydney, they marrie d in Ig4l and together embarked on a
career of anthropological resea¡ch that spanned a period of over fifty years. They became,
according to some, "the most important and productive writers on Australian Aborigines,,
(V/hite, 1994:1)- Ronald Berndt became the founding chair of anthropology ar the University
of 'Westem Australia, but as a tearn with Catherine, continued with regular field research
throughout much of Aboriginal Australia. Like Strehlow, they too are critical of the way
Aboriginal mythology has been represented by others:

nal.
(Berndt & Berndt, 1988:389)
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The Berndts began their ethuographic field work in the 1940s at ooldea on the

transcontinental railway line in the west of South Australia, and with ttre "Yaraldi" (or

Jaralde) of the Lower Murray region in South Australia. They then worked on cattle stations

in the north west of ttre Northern Territory, and later spent many years in Anrhem Land, with

the Gunwinggu (now spelt Kunwinjku) in the west and with the Yolngu in the north east'

They wrote and had published many generalist anthropological texts on Australia's

Indigenous peoples, perhaps their most well-known being The world of the first Australians,

which was first pubiished ß.!964, and is now considered a classic in its fie1d.32 within one

chapter there is a sub-heading "Oral literature", which includes a number of narratives. The

Berndts are quick to point out the problems of writing down and publishing oral nafiatives,

recognising that the process of "oral story-telling" is a "dramatic art", often involving

gesture, song and "excitement". This means the current social context in which an oral

narïative is told inevitably affects the telling of the nartative, as does the mood of the story-

teller: "the actual words he uses are only a skeleton, a framework upon which the narrative

itself is built up and comes ro life" (Berndt & Bemdt, 1988:390). Neverttreless they proceed

to provide, in this chapter, a brief free English translation fot 23 naratives from different

Indigenous grouPs with whom ttrey worked'

One of these na¡ratives is Curlew and Owl, which was actually told to Berndt by the same

Ngadjwi man that Tindale worked with - Barney Warior. This narrative was also published

much earlier by R. Berndt tn Oceania n 7940, where he acknowledges his Indigenous

source. No sowces are acknowledged in the later version published n' 1'964, and reissued

through to 1gg8. I choose not to reproduce this text again here, because Bamey 
'warrior's

grand-daughter hopes to republish this same narrative in collaboration with her family in the

near future. The Bemdts also published many books that dealt specifically with the culture

and mythology of individual groups. One of these publications was authored solely by

Ronald, being on secret men's business in north east Arnhem land, entitled love Songs of

Arnhem Land. The book includes many erotic songs recorded in Ronald's own script for

yolngu Matha, whichhe has translated word-by-word into English (appearing as interlinear

glosses) before afree translation is provided'

Two relatively recent publications of the Bemdts, which I shall discuss in more detail below'

deal predominantly with the mythology of the Çun'winn$u (Kr:nwinjku) of westem Amhem

Land, and the yaraldi (Ja¡alde) of the Lower Murray (who are more generally known today

as the Nganindjen). The speaking land,: myth and story in Aboriginal Ausffalia was

published in lggg and is a collection of "myths" that were recorded by the Berndts since

1g41 from ',traditionally-oriented Aborigines". It contrasts with the collection of narratives

32 Thi, book was reprinted, revised and ¡eissued many times. The last 3nd 
f,rfth edition was published in 1988

UV tir-"nUo.tginal Si:dies Press in Canberra, with a variation in the original title: The world of thc f'rst
Australians: Aboriginal traditional life: past and present'
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that appear in the appendices of their later public attonThe world that was: the yaraldi of the
Murray River and the lakes, South Australia, in that the Bemdts considered the yaraldi
material to be of a "memory culture", rather than from first-hand contact with a ,,traditional,,

culnrre. Although the intention of the Bemdts, on their a¡rival in the Lower Mr:.rray region,
was to research the'contemporary situation of rapid cultural change in Aboriginal people,s
lives, they found themselves instead looking at the "traditional past" - because of the apparent
clues it gave them of the Present (see Berndt & Berndt, 7993:9). They worked closely with
two primary informants, Albert Karloan and Pinkie Mack, whom they respected greatly. Of
Karloan they said he "was without doubt an intellectual of the highest calibre,, (Berndt &
Berndt, 1993:6).

When working with the Yaraldi, the Bemdts always sought out the older people who were
living in fringe camps in the region. Lr fact Ronald Bemdt worked initially for a brief period
n 1939-1940 with Mark rüilson, who had died by the time he rerurned with Catherine.
Ronald had no anthropological training at this stage, and it was Mark'Wilson who directed
him on the course of pursuing anthropological training (Bemdt & Berndt, 1993:3). Like
Strehlow, the Berndts saw that it was theh duty to systematically record information
provided to them by the most senior Indigenous people of a group, to ensure it was
preserved in some form (and eventually in a written and published form) for future
generations of Indigenous people. They were like missionaries in their zeal for the task at
hand' They chose to work with the older people because they saw them as the sowces of the
most authentic information. They actually dedicated their 1993 book to their senior
informants "in fulfilment of our promise that this social history would be made available to
the descendants of ttre Narrinyeri33 people and to all Australians".

It was this very book that was, in fact, under great demand by many Australians from both
sides of the controversial Hindmarsh Island affair in the mid 1990s (including white lawyers
and the media) just after the book was released. Lawyers for the dissident women, who
claimed "fabrication" regarding the "women's business" that halted the building of the
Hindmarsh Island bridge, were quick to argue that there were ûo secret women,s myths,
particularly on the Seven Sisters Dreaming, within the Bemdt book. This should not be
surprising, given the predominant role Ronald Berndt played in collecting the material, and
given the inexperience of both the Bemdts at that time. In The world that was,Appendix 4
runs for 178 pages and contains 163 narratives, all appearing in a Ngarrindjeri clan langage,
with English interlinear glossing. A large number of these are "myth" narratives, with some
English commentary by the Bemdts. This style of reproduction is very similar to that used by
Ronald Bemdt tn Love songs, and some are of a similar sensual and sexual natr:re. Although
I have been told by one senior ethnographer that the Bemdts tended to "see the world tt¡ough

33 No* spelt Ngarrindjeri.
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sex coloured glasses", I suggest that the young and inexperienced Bemdts would not have

had access to any women's 'secret' or'sacred' Yaraldi narratives in the early 1940s!

The Berndts' 1989 book, The speaking land, by contrast reproduces all of its "myths and

story" in English, even though most of the texts were collected "in the local language of the

narrators" (see Berndt & Berndt, 1989:6-7).34 The Berndts, who were experienced

ethnographers by the time they published this book, introduce the narratives with the

observation:

No traditional Aboriginal myth was told without reference to the land, or to- a spe-cific

stretch of couutry where tlrè incidents it narrates were believed to have taken place.

No t some local id s anchorage,

the simPlY Just so' the land and

all up wittr the co just as were

(and are) the people themselves.
(Bemdt & Bemdt, 1989:5)

The Berndts go on to reproduc e 1,95 nanatives from across much of Indigenous Australia,

and in contrAst to their earlier books, they actually acknowledge individual story-tellers and

their language affiliations. Before I complete this section on the Berndts, and on the

anrhropologists, I should make brief mention of a small publication that was written by

Catherine Bemdt for children n t988:This is still rainbow serpent country. This little book,

with glossy colour illustrations is her small contribution to the Gunwinggu people, from

whom she recorded the text. Like many of the Bemdts books, it indicates that this diligent

couple srived to convey a positive message of Australia's Indigenous peoples to a wide

Australian audience.

3.6 BUSHMEN

3.6.1 Bill Harney

W.E. (Bill) Hamey was a bushman, yet he produced as many books on Aboriginal ttremes as

some of the'learned' anthropologists.3s During his early years in the Northern Territory, he

lived and worked in remote areas as a "cattle- and boat-man", and eventually married a

"coloured girl" from the Church of England mission established for "half-caste" Aboriginal

people on Groote Eylandt in the Gulf of Carpentaria.36 He was considered in those days as

34 Despite the availability of such technology, the Berndts did not record any Indigenous na¡ratives on audio-

tape until 1958 (Bemdt & Bemdt, 1989:6).
35 His titles included'. Taboo, North 23o, Brimming bittabongs, Songs of the songman, Life among the

Aborigine, Tales from the Aborigines, Content to live in the sun and Grief, gøiety ønd' Aborigines.
36 Th" product of this marriage was Bitl H mustn't have lasted long, because

Harney lr. wa.s brought up Uy nis Aborigin (see Harney Jr. 1996:v-vi & 3)'

Harney Jr. later coltaUoratã¿ io write his own book Bo tree. Ber;ad;se Harney Jr never

*"trt to school and never learnt to read and write, he had to tell his story onto tapes, to be transcribed by his

co-writer Jan rWositsþ (Ha¡ney Jr. 1996:vi). His book tells of his life as abushman, working on remote

stations in the N.T.
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part of "Combo society" (i.e. belonging to the'colowed'people), but was later appointed by
the the Native Affairs Branch as a "protector of aborigines". Ttre Indigenous people he
encountered in this later role considered him a "little-bit-policeman" (see Hamey, 1959:xvi).

There is no doubt that Harney knew Aboriginat people well. He had the repuration among his
white readership of being their supporter and friend, much like the missionaries. But is there
another side? There is an oral traditions in Arnhem Land about "a yella-fella from the Roper
River area", by the name of "Balayni"37 ("also known as Bill Harney") who took part in
murderous plunders around the time of the First V/orld V/ar. A small booklet produced at
Yi¡rkala School in 1981, written by Wuyuwa Yunupingu, explains how Balayni led a band
of "armed men" and "rode into the camp and shot the older women.... The other young
women were captured by Bill Hamey's men" (Yunupingu, 1,981:4 & 10). yunupingu

continues: "Bill Harney returned the next year and collected the skulls of the people and sold
them to a museum in southem cities and made a lot of money" (Yunupingu, 1981:13).

The killings in remote parts of Anrhem Land began much earlier than WWI. pastoral leases

weretakenupfromKatherineto theGulf Ca¡pentariafromthelate 1870s. A "Guerillawar"
ensued, as the Indigenous men sought to protect ttreir land and their women. Most leases
proved financially unviable and were abandoned by 1890, but the London-based Eastem and
African Cold Storage Company had grandiose plans, and took up all the abandoned and
available leases between 1899 and 1903. The company then hired killing parties to rid the
land of its Indigenous inhabitants (see Harris, 1990:691-692).It was dwing these troubled
times that the Roper River mission was established, by the Church of England in 1908, on
the southern edge of Arnhem Land, as a refuge for local Indigenous people (Harris,
1990:693). The bushman Bill Harney was born in 1895, so he was a boy of eleven yeæs
when Bill Conway professes to have led such a "hunting expedition" into Arnhem Land (see

Harris, 1990:692). However in a more recent publication, Trudgen draws on both Harris
(1990) and Yohrgu oral tradition to shed further light on the severity ald timing of the
"Pastoral 'Wars" against the Yolngu of Arnhem Land. He claims there were two other
Pastoral V/ars @ to the arrival of Balayni and his plunderers, and Balayni didn't appear
until the "Dry season of 1927 or 1928" (Trudgen, 2000:31). It was rhen that he conducted
his "murderous campaign" against the Yolngu of the Dhalwangu clan living at Gängaq just
above the Koolatong River in south-east Amhem Land. Trudgen's recount of this particular
episode, and other that followed, is graphiç s¡fl shilling (Trudgen, 2000:31-34).

Of the many books Bill Harney wrote, telling of his experiences living and working in the
N.T., a number retell Dreaming narratives told to him over the years by different Aboriginal

37 The nurne "Bill Harney" would be pronounced as Balayni or Bilayni by a yolngu Matha speaker, with the
"h" being deleted (see Yunupingu, 19Sl).
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elders. In one of his later books, Tales from the Aborigines, Harney justifies his method of

collecting his "tales":

...To gather these stories I went to those aborigines who understood both English and
their own tongue and who were, by their initiation and knowledge of ritual, experts in
the story-telling art. V/ith this medium of translation I have gathered the tales in their
natural environment. In this approach the anth¡opologist may say that I am wrong,
but I have always found that the aborigines are expert translators in their own right
and rarely think much of the achievement of a white person who has mastered their
tongue.

(Harney, 1959:19)

The grandfather of Australian anthropology, Professor A.P. Elkin, must have been one who

approved of Harney's methods, because in 1949 he collaborated with him to produce Songs

of the Songmen: Aboriginal myths retold.38 This book retells Indigenous "myths" in the

form of verse. Two stanzas of one verse begins:

THE MOTFIER (Anula Tribe)

Down by Mingara's sweet lagoon
Where brolgas dance, and lit by the moon
The spirit-children swim and play
And skip towards the coming day,
The sacred rituals first were danced,
Their mystic power by "gods" enhanced.

A magic form, a sacred name,
Mother of all, we hail her fame.
A cloud, in form like a boab tree,
Giant and squat - beside the sea,
She swung along the powerful stride;
And guarding her on either side
A band of Totem heroes strode,
Marking the way of the Dreamtime road.

(Harney & Elkin, 1968 edition:17)

The last third of the book contains cultural notes by Elkin that attempt to explain aspects of

each poetic-myth. The notes on the above poem, which actually runs for ten stanzas, take one

page and explain details of the Kunapipi narrative and ritual of eastern Arnhem Land. Elkin

begins his commentaries with a subdued confession that reveals the texts within the book are

not translated from Aboriginal languages. He acknowledges that others before him have

reproduced translated versions of songs in published forms, and cites the "beautiful

translations of the'Wonguri-'Mandjikai Song Cycle of the Moon-Bone' by R.M. Berndt" and

"another excellent example is T.G.H. Strehlow's rendering of the chant form of the 'Myth of

Ankotaringa' ".39 He then goes on to say, after citing a few stanzas from Strehlow's work,

"nothing like this is attempted here. The songs simply express myths, beliefs, experiences,

customs, and chants in verse, using forms, length of line, accent, and rhythm that seem to

38 A revised edition ofthis book was published in 1968.
3 9 From Oc eania I 9, I : I 6-50 and O ce ania 4,2:190'192-respectively,
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convey best the feeling and atrnosphere and, in the case of chants, ttre ritual 'beat' " (tlarney

& Elkin, 1968:123-4).

Harney's 1959 book, Tales of the Aborigines, deserves furttrer mention here because it was

relatively ground-breaking in its attempt to retain an oral style within the written form. Both
the Dreaming texts and the contact stories have been reproduced in a dialogue form, with
some of the na:rators' commentaries remaining in Aboriginal English - the language in which
they were told. But Hamey has gone one step further. Harney also provides the reader with
the actual setting and circumstances in which the narratives were told, hence maintaining the

important performance element of oral texts (stressed in the writings of both Strehlow and the

Bemdts). Hamey explains:

So we would sit and talk beneath the shady trees. I told them stories, as they would
exPect me to do, and amidst the tales I heard the names of the great story-tellers. 'Pat
Laurie... him savee plenty language and mob stories... Mirawong... can'lick that old
man for proper story... when him talk-talk all-about cockatoo must listen for him to
make 'eye come out' and 'ear-hole crack'.
I made a mental note of these great story-tellers and as time went on I met up with
them. But I always noticed that to get a good story I must let them tell it in their own
way... Each part is told in its natu¡al suroundings and to hear them I must remember
it all. To begry ryriting would make them falter and I would be branded as a'Strong-
fellow-face'. So I took my time over the years and became as the aborigines - 'Levél
lgether all-a-same we'. Thus did I travel amidst the people, watching, but not
intruding. I asked no questions but waited for the bird oi animal or some little
incident that would bring a picture to the mind of my native friend. Out of that picr:re
would come a story or a part of a story...

(Hamey, 1959:26-27)

Hamey is also to be commended for individually acknowledging not only the name of his
Indigenous nalrators, but also identifying thefu lânguage and land affiliations. The following
extract illustrates the style adopted by Hamey, in his 1959 book, as he relates just one of the

oral narratives that he himself was told by a Pidantjatjara mat. It is just a segmenr of the

narrative "Pungalung and the mice-women":

PUNGALUNG AND TTIE MICE-V/OMEN

lrom our resting place, on the side of Ayers Rock, the conglomerate mountains of
-O,lga 

were indigo-blue against the back lighting from the setting sun....
Minyindeni of the Pitjinjarra tribe and I looked long at ttre changing colours. I was

-silent-as 
I looked upon the natural picnre.... I coulôtell that he was re-calling from

his subconscious mind the myths relating to the land before us.
'My country ttrat way,' he commented nostalgically as he pointed westward, 'good
place my cor¡ntry...'.
After scrambling for a while through this water-washed ravine we came to a mass of
boulders that had broken away from cliff face ages ago. Beckoning me to be seated
beside him on one of the larger boulders that gave to us an unrestricted view of the
cguntry beyond, Minyinderri told me the tale of Pungah:ng and his troubles with the
Minggarri mice maidens.
'Long time ago,' he began, 'a hunter called ptngalung lived in this country. He was
a g\e:at hunter and the old people of my tribe who told me the story, said ttrat he was
as big as one of these mountains. He was so tall that he caried the kangaroos he
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killed in the hunt by just tucking their heads under the human-hair belt around his

waist...
some young women,' he continued, 'n'ever make trouble with
nothiríg abãut men they did not nrn away when they saw

g surprise when he try "playabout" and foun'd that Minggarri
women know nothing about man...

(Harney, 1959:82)

We can only take Hamey's word that he had a good enough memory to retain the specific

language style and content details of each narative until he was able to write it down,

knowing that recording it while being told would have caused him to be branded a "strong-

fellow-face". Such names were surely reserved for anthropologists and linguists, whose

'scientific'method required them to record things word-for-word.

3.7 WHITE WRITERS AND POETS

During the 1g50s and 60s as Australia was becoming increasingly awafe of its own emerglng

identity, distinct from that of the mother country, Australian writers began looking towards

developing a literature that was uniquely Australian. Some established writers began to twll

towards the oral literanre of Indigenous Australians, as either an inspiraton for their own

creativity, or as a primary source of material to be re-worked and ultimateiy published. Some

acknowledged their sources, by naming the original Indigenous story-tellers, while others

did not. It is those who made some attempt to acknowledge ttreir Indigneous sowces who

will be dealt with in this next section. Those who did not are discussed under the section

"Appropriators".

3.7.1 Roland Robinson

Roland Robinson was one of the Jindyworobak poets, and with the same intent of his artistic

colleagues, he developed an interest in things Indigenous. He began collecting Dreaming

narratives first-hand from Australia's lndigenous peoples n t946. His fi¡st collection to be

published was Legend, and, Dreaming, in 1952, conøining Robinson's rendition of narratives

he recorded from the Roper River area of Amhem Land. The narratives were told to him "in

their basic, or ,pidgin' English", which he later says he reproduced with "Biblical rþthms

and cadences" 1n order to convey their "dignity and religious nature" (Robinson, 1966:xii-

xiii). Several books later, and after some experimentation, Robinson's 1966 collection of

naffatives was published, called: Aboriginal myths and legends. This seminal anthology of

Dreaming narratives, most of which were collected by Robinson himself, come from many

different regions of Australia. Also included are narratives collected by Strehlow, Milligan,

Howitt, Langloh Parker a¡d McCon¡el. It is, in Robilson's words, "the first general

collection of Aboriginal myths and legends to be made" @obinson, 1966:15).
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The collection has six sections, which include a total of 56 texts, under the themes:
"Ancestral Beings, The Rainbow-Serpent, Universal Themes, Fertility Myths, Tribal Law
and The Lost Dreamtime". Of them, the critic Swain says:

Robinson's own material from Arnhem L
focusing on
conform to
happily add
renìlss.

(Swain, l99l:92)

Robinson's 1966 collection is significant because within it he breaks the pervasive literary
convention of Indigenous anonymity, by acknowledging the individual sources for each of
his na¡ratives. He names the Indigenous "narrator", and the collector or "transcriber", under
each narrative title in the contents pages (see Robinson, 1966:v-viii), and again
acknowledges the naffator and their "tribe" affîliation under the title of each text within the
main body of the book, always with the words "related by... " or sometimes "narrated.
by...". An example of such aclnowledgement is: "The flood and the Bird-men. Related by
Kianoo Tjeemairee, Murinbata tribe" (see Robinson 1966:85). This particular collection is
also significant because it displays Robinson's continued attempts to allow his "i¡formants to
speak for themselves":

An Aboriginal na¡rator, I found, gsing English, or basic English, makes his own
translations. His style, tr:rns of phrasé, ini
pun_ctuation, all stem from an original source
feelin character and feeling,looke ^ on. So much of Abõriginal mythology which hasbeen from what the poet A.D. Hõpe has'dé*"t'ib"d as 'the
treacherous tongue of paraphrase.'

(Robinson, 1966:xiii)

Strehlow would have probably challenged Robinson's use of "Basic English" as the chosen
medium for such story-telling, but at the same time agreed with the "treachery" of othernon-
Indigenous paraphrasers. Following on from Harney's innovations in Tales from the
Aborigines, Robinson has tried to avoid the use of Standa¡d Ausfralian English, and his own
idiosyncratic literary style, and instead experimented with minimal editorial i¡terference and
the adoption of the oral styles of his narrators. An example of such styles can be seen in the
ubiquitous Emu narrative, "related by Maria Boney", who was living at Brewarrina in
N.S.W., when she narrated three texts to Robinson for his written collection:
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DINNAWUN AND BURRALGA
Related by Maria Boney, Yoalarai tribe4O

There was an emu and a native-companion. They was mates, and they use{f to feed

uUo"t together. And one day this ernu said,_"!Iey, _why..d9nlt 
you get ri-$.of some of

tÌtor" littfe ones of yours? Ú"'d hal e a good feed then." This emu is talking. He has

his little ones planted in the grass and scrub.
So this native-companion dlid away with a lot of his children. And two were left.

Then this native-companion, he started to cry. He was sorry about tlre little ones, see.

You hear tlrem native-companions sing out, they make a terrible noise'

While the native-companión was crying, this emu, he wegt and brought ull ltit young

onei oul He put tris wing out and heian round the native-comPaîrgn- with.all his

little ones. This old emu,-he was getting I ash and runni¡'ror¡¡rd with his wing out

showing off all his children.
Ah, theîative-companion was sorry then. But he said to himself, "I'11catchhifIt"
So ttre native-compânion left it untii the ru forgot all about the trig-t<þ p_laycd'

Then one day the^native-companion said, "Ah,I knrcw what we'll do. We'll cut our

wings now io we cafl have a decent feed." He said to the emu, "'We'11 get a good

pick."'So,*y*uy, the emu, he cut his wing. B his'

He flew róund the emu telling the ðmu " he

called. That means, "I've got ãrms to fl just

showed that old emu whathe could do.
But I don't know what the old emu said. He couldn't say nothin'. He'd cut his aÍns'
he'd only got short arms.
That's wtr! *tren you see the native-companion,-he's only got two little ones. But
when you-find that emu's nest, he's got a lot of little ones.

(Boney in Robinson, 19 66:t9 6-7)

Similar versions of this same Emu and Native Companion (or Turkey) narrative are willingly

told by many Indigenous narïators from across Australia, when asked by non-Indigenous

collectors to provide a story. It has become widely known, and told, and tends to no longer

relate to any specific place in Australia, and is therefore aimed at a wide and invariably child

audience. I return to this particular Darrative later in my thesis, but mention it here because it

contrasts with other narratives within Robinson's 1966 collection. Many of Robinson's other

narïators have chosen to retain a sense of Place in their texts, particularly at the beginning,

when they contextualise their na¡rative by making it quite clear as to which country their

Dreaming narrative relates. This can be seen, for example, in the first three texts narrated by

the famous artist Albert Namatjira (or Tonanga, of the "Aranda tribe", see Robinson, 1966:5-

18). His first narrative, "The Old man and his Six Sons", begins: "An old-man started out

from a cave in a hill at Merina, which the white-man calls Haast's Bluff. He carried a big

tjurgnga with him, and he carried a spear and a woomerah..." (Tonanga in Robinson,

1966:5).

I contend that Robinson would have made considerable effort, as the years went by, to

collect more narratives from lndigenous narators such as Tonanga that were not specifically

aimed at children. This is reflected in the small-print and adult-like presentation of his 1966

collection. One assumes that Robinson also became more attuned to detail in his later years of

40 Th" same language goup a.s the Euatriayi 'tribe' of Langloh Pa¡ker's work.
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collecting, and developed a stronger awareness of the essential elements of mythological
narratives, and a better understanding of Aboriginal cultural beliefs. In some narratives,
which he collected earlier from the Djauan in the N.T., he retains little sense of Place within
the published form of the nanatives. br the important na:rative of central Anrhem Land, for
example, which Robinson calls "Marrgon the Lightring", the narrator tells of the revengeful
acts of the Ancestral hero "Marrgon, ttre lightning and thunder mall", as dictated by an

anonymous "old-man" whose wife has absconded with another man. However, despite the
considerable journeying of the old man, no mention is made of where he tavels, or the name
of the site where Lightring man kills his wife and abductor (see Robinson, 1,966:1,40-143).

Despite Robinson's introductory notes (Robinson, 7966:1.40), stating that: "This narative is
a clear and detailed account of a magico-religious practice", one can only wonder whether the
story-teller, Rinjeira, chose to leave much detail out of his narrative, knowing it was to be

shared by others in the future. Alternatively, Robinson himself could have missed the detail
of specific names provided, in the Djauan language, for different characters and places
mentioned by the n¿urator. This particular na:rative actually reads like a quick outline of a
much longer narrative, remembering, that Robinson began "recording mythology" h.1946
on a zoological collecting expedition on the Roper River in Amhem Land, where he says he
"mingled" with some of the Djauan people camped there:

...the old man Goodoonoo who.was cogking flying foxes over the fire... began to
tell me of a time when the Aborigines did nõt have-flue. I soon realized that tÉe old
man was speaking of 'In the In the Beginniag'. After this I began to
write down all the stories the related and sanglo me. These nariatives
formed my first collection, .Iz arning.

@obinson, 1966:xii-xüi)

As his 1966 collection verifies, Robinson went on to collect texts fromnarrators represent'ng
many different language groups, but always had to rely on the English lenguage skills of his
Indigenous narrators. But his Preface displays that he did develop a deeper understanding of
Aboriginal mythology thanmany other writers of his time:

Often, a Tyth yhi"4 is of great pthropologlcal inærest, or which to the Aboriginal is
sacred anlProfound, is, to the alien mind of the alienated white man, of little iiterary
interest. To us, literature often means mere entertainment or diversion. To ai
Aboriginal a sacred myth is an oral incantation of the etemal creation-time.

(Robinson, 1966:xi)

Nevertheless Robinson was a writer and poet, and he still viewed the narratives he collected
with a critical literary eye:

.Quite often however,-myths are encountered which measure up to our best ideas
and ideals concenring literatr:re. These narratives have artistic form. They have a
beginning, a middle, and an end. rey have interest, conflict and drarna. Their
themes are beautifully devellped and brought to a dramatic or satisfactory conclusion.
...Even in their translated and transcribed fôrms, their drama and poetry ís evident.

@obinson, 1966:xi-xii)
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But one must remember too that it was during the era of assimilation, before Indigenous

Australians had citizenship rights, that Robinson was first collecting these narratives. He

therefore shared the fear that such narratives could be lost forever, and saw his retrieval work

amongst different groups as important for posterity's sake: "In recent years I have been

gathering myths and legends from Aborigines and caste-Aborigines, who are 'fringe-

dwellers', in New South Wales" S.obinson, 1966:xii), and:

ation will eventuallY
also realized that the

gines and the racial
vill be things of the past.

This, I feel, is why this present collection, the first general collection of Aboriginal
myths and legends to be made, is important.

(Robinson, 1966:xv)

There can be no doubt ttrat Robinson's collection was, and still is, an important one. But

unknown to him, it was not to be the "first general collection" of its kind in 1966, even'

though its integrity and authenticity far outrivals the two collections compiled and published

just a year before by A.V/. Reed (discussed below). I have quoted in full the Seven Sisters

Dreaming narrative, that appears in Robinson's 1966 collection, in Appendix3.T .It was told

to him by "Minyanderri" of the "Pitjandara tribe" (see Robinson, 1966:91-93). He was

actually the same story-teller sought out by Bill Ha:ney a number of years earlier. This

account helps to demonstrate the style adopted by Robinson to represent the Dreaming

na¡ratives he collected, as well as showing the type of introductory cornments Robinson

made for each text he published. ln more recent times, selections from Robinson's early

collections has been republished in picnre book form with glossy colour illustrations by the

Indigenous artist Bronwyn Bancroft. An example is the bookDirrangun, which contâins two

narratives collected from two different narators about the mythical figure "Di:rangun". The

two narators represent two different Indigenous groups, Euston V/illiams (of ttre "Githawul

tribe") and Lucy Daley (of the "Bunjalung tribe"), and are acknowledged on the front cover.

We are told on the credits page that 'Gran' Daley "originally told this story about 40 years

ago for one pound - a huge sum at that time" (Bancroft et. al. 1994:Inside back cover).

3.8 WHITE APPROPRIATORS

Over the yeats a nurnber of white writers (and appropriators) have re-written, re-worked and

re-edited Dreaming narïatives for publication by drawing solely on secondary sources. They

have used collections that were collected, compiled and eventually published by others, but

have published their own versions in their own names. One major question I ask in the

following section on these appropriators is: Who holds copyright over these works? It will be

seen that invariably the appropriator assumes copyright over the entire published product,

whether or not they name and acknowledge any primary Indigenous sources or their

secondary sources. There is, fortunately, the odd exception. Some appropriators have
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managed to sell many copies of their books, for which they claim sole copyright, particularly
A.W. Reed.

3.8.1. A.W. Reed

A.W. Reed is an unashamed self-made publisher4l, who is probably best known for his first
two books Myths and Legends of Australia and Aboriginal Fables anà Legendary Tales,

both published in 1965. They preceded Roland Robinson's best known collection by just one
year.

The first of these, Myths and Legends, has an introduction plus six sections under the

following theme titles: "Creation Myths, Legends of Sun, Moon and Stars, Legends of
Animals, Legends of the Birds, Legends of River, Iake, and Shore and The Winjarning
Brothers and other hero stories." He reserves the "shorter folk tales, particularly ones relating
to animal and plant life" for his second book (Reed , I965a;1 1). The purpose of Reed's books
is quite clear - to make money out of a perceived market demand for books containing
Aboriginal "myths', "legends" and "fables" that will have wide public acceptance and appeal.

Both books a¡e shameful in their appropriation of texts, with no acknowledgement of the

original Indigenous story tellers. They have been in print over a period of many years, and

were followed in 1978 by two more compilations: Aboriginal legends: animnl tales and.

Aboriginal myths: tales of the Dreamtime. Then in 1993 another 4I4 page combination of his
earlier books appeared, entitled Aboriginal myths, legends arú fables. It again reached wide
appeal, because it was reprinted in 1999 by the Reed New Holland publishing house.

It seems Reed has no compunction about claiming personal copyright to collections of
published texts that he himself has reproduced entirely from secondary sources. The original
Indigenous narators, who were the primary sources of the reworked narratives, are

completely forgotten, while the secondary sources only occasionally rate a mention. Reed

sees any published Indigenous n¿Ilratives as resources ripe for exploitation and appropriation,
as he indicates in his Introductionto Myths and legends:

I-L is. impoÍant that white Australians should appreciate the wealth of imagination
displayed in aboriginal legend. It is part of the literãture of Australia. V/e shall not put
our roots down into the soil until we have incorporated their folklore into the
in^digenous.literature of the southern continent, and can see the land through the eyes
of the primitive, clever, imaginative people who had to fight to gain their nóurishment
from Mother Earth.

(Reed, 1965a:9)

Of his first book, Reed pronounces in his Introduction: "The legends contained in this book
have been gathered from many different sources. It is a comprehensive collection which

4l Reed's early books were all published by his publishing company A.H. & A.W. Reed., which had
branches in Sydney, Melbourne, Wellington and Auckland. In 1965 A.W. Reed was the Chairman of Directors
of this publishing house, which was then New Zealand's largest (see Reed, 1965a:Dustcover).
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originated among different tribes and can be regarded as a typical sampling of the beliefs of

Aborigines in every part of Australia" (Reed, I965a:9). He then goes on to reveal his

published sources, citing Drake-Brockman's "modern version" of Langloh Parker's works

and Ramsay Smith's Myths and legends as major sources. He then confesses (note my

highlighting) that: "Many books [which he lists in a Bibliography] have been used freely as

source material, but variant accounts have been compared and the tales rewritten in a form

that is hoped will appeal to readers of the present time" (Reed, 1965a:11). Unfortunately it is

impossible to identify which of Reed's rewritten narratives come from which published

source, as no mention is made of individual sources within the main body of his collection.

Reed attempts, also in his Introduction, to give his collection some authority, by quoting

Professor Elkin of Sydney University. Reed begins:

The presentation of myths
day must necessarily dePart
To the Aboriginal the stories were no
hours. As Professor A.P. Elkin rem
and records, but of action and life, fo
spend their time at meetin
myths.... For the most Part,
enable the present-daY men t
dreamtime, the source of life.'

(Reed, 1965a:10)

Unfortunately, it seems Elkin's words were lost on Reed, because he proceeds throughout all

of his collections to recreate countless "tales" or "fables" that do appear to be rewritten simply

for pleasure, or to "beguile the evening hours" away, as well as being relegated to the

"Eternal Dreamtime". Of this he seems unashamed: "The value of this compilation may well

lie in its representative nature. With hundreds of tribes and hundreds of languages, there was

no homogeneity, but there was a common ethos which can be readily found by sampling the

variant legends of different tribes" (Reed, 1965a:11). I contend it was largely A.W. Reed's

early publications that were responsible for popularising the sub-genre of "myths" and

"legends", which have become so common place in texts (still published today) for children

in particular. This particular sub-genre is distinguishable by the way its narratives a¡e

divorced from any immediate sense of Person, Place or Present time. By this I mean they are

invariably presented as mere stories that bear no reference to the original story-teller (i'e.

Person); they rarely mention any recognisable location or country, unless the theme of the

text is the creation of a significant landmark (i.e. Place); and the narrative is almost always

relegated to the long distant past in the'Dreamtime'.

Reed is unapologetic in his appropriation of Indigenous texts - he views it as an inevitable, if

not necessary, part of the colonisation process. Prior to launching onto the Australian

publishing scene with his 1965 books, he had reworked Indigenous narratives for five books

on the mythology of the Maori people of New Zealand, including titles such as Myths and
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legends of Maoriland and Treasury of Maori folklore. Although Robinson also strived to
incorporate Aboriginal oral liærature into ttre emerging body of Ausfralian literature, there is a
vast gulf between the methods adopted by him and Reed. Robinson strove to retain ttre
identity and integrity of the Indigenous source for each of his naratives, while Reed always
wrote from a distance, never ever meeting the story-tellers. All his texts were acquired from
secondary sources, then re-written with little concem for authenticity: "All the stories have
previously appeared in print but have been retold for this collection (Reed, 1965b:5). Reed
was in the business of making books, and inevitably into making money. This disregard for
authenticity is displayed in the way Reed deals with vemacular terns from many different
language groups within the texts he appropriaæs:

An arbitrary selection.of aboriginal names for living creatures has been made and
adhered to throughout in order tó avoid confusion, buíit will Ue app."óiated that such
names varied according to. tribe and locality. A glossary of nades anO aUorlg-inai
terns is given in an appendix.

(Reed, 1965a:10-11)

This glossary of two pages, in Myths and legend,s, bears no reference whatsoever to the
original language from which each word originated - just as his notorious book Aboriginal
words of Australia bears no reference to ttre original source languages of their smorgasboard
collection of words.

Below I quote in full one of Reed's reworked narratives, that tells of the creation of the
Murray River, which is taken from his second book, Aboriginalfables and, Legendary tales.
This book contains "shorter folk tales", according to Reed (1965a:11), and therefore displays
how Reed manages to reduce much longer naratives from his source material into mere
"tales". The source used to rewrite ttris "tale" would have been "Fishing" in Ramsay Smith
(1930:228-236), ongtnally written by David Unaipon (discussed in detail later). Being a
narrative about a well known landmark, however, Reed has retained some sense of place.

HOW THE MIIRRAY RTVER WAS MADE.

Lo
an
rain storms swept across the land, and
rent.

though a corroboree was
from the very bowels of

So the bulldozer of anfient days excavated the bed of the Murray River and filled itwith water as far as lake Alexandrina. There it was arrested bt tÍr" üã or Nepãire,
the Great ruler of the heavans. He picked the fish up and cút it inio small pì"""J
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which he threw back into the river, where they remain as the ponde (Murray cod),
pomeri (mud-fish), tarki (perch), tukker (a flat, silvery fish), kundegulde (butter-
fish), tinuwarre (bream), and mallowe (Murray Mouth salmon).

(Reed, 1965b:73-4)

This rendition of Reed's demonstrates his use of some of the literary traits that have now

become entrenched as stylistic necessities for this sub-genre of 'legends' that Reed helped

popularise. The first is in his title, with its formulaic beginning: "Holv the..." (or in other

cases "Vy'hy the..."). In Reed's Aboríginal fables, there are 15 texts that begin with the title:

"How ...". The second feature is the way Reed begins with an introductory time phrase that

immediately places the text in the long distant past: "Long before the...". He also makes

reference to the past in the final paragraph: "so the bulldozer of ancient days...", reaffirming

the antiquity of his "fable". Of course there is no mention of the original story-teller, or the

identity of the group from which that nanator came, nor is there any acknowledgement of the

specific narrative or clarif,rcation of which specific secondary source was used by Reed to

rewrite this creation 'tale'. It is A.V/. Reed, and him only who retains the credit and

copyright for this recreation! But he was soon to be followed by other home-grown

appropriators.

3.8.2 Other Appropriators

A large number of picture books have been published for young children over the years that

retell Indigenous Dreaming narratives; largely of a 'how-so' or Just-so' aetiological nature.

Issues of authenticity have not concemed most white writers of such texts; the main purpose

of the books being to entertain. An exception was published in 1972, however, in the form of

a picture book for older children, that was researcheda2 and written by the South Australian

writer Madeleine Brunato, called: Worra and the Jilbruke legend.In this book, Brunato seeks

to contextualise the story-telling process of a Kaurna elder, of the Adelaide Plains, telling the

important Tjilbruke creation narrative to a young Kaurna boy, whom she calls "Wona". This

literary device gives Brunato's book a strong sense of Place and Person as well as a sense of

the here and now. It is unfornrnate though that Brunato contradicts this contextualisation by

stating in her Foreword thaü "A few years after the white settlers came, the t¡ibe became

extinct". Contemporary Kaurna elders, such as Lewis O'Brien and Georgina Williams, plus

younger Kaurna such as Karl Telfer, are living testament to the vitality of the Kaurna

community today, who continue to live on the Adelaide Plains, and to spiritually relive the

lilbruke Dreaming. Brunato wrote a second book in 1975 using a similar literary device to

tell of Dreaming narratives of the Indigenous people of the south east of S.4., but this time

relied on the published works of Christina Smith (whose works I discussed earlier). Her

second book is called:Worra and legends of the Booandiks .

42 Brunato acknowledges the "assistance with research and advice" given her by people such as the

anthropologists C. Mountford and R. Edwards (Brunato, 1972:Acknowledgemens).
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\Mith much less research and forethought, a series of twelve picture books were published in
1979 by the Scientific Resea¡ch Association (S.R.A.) under the name "Australian Legend

Series". These largely comprised very much simplifîed and decontextualised re-writes of
texts from Langloh Parker's early publications. They were all rewritten by L.&G. Adams,

and include titles such as: The tale of the platypus; The spirit in the stream; Mopoke and the

moon; Wowie the river monster and others. The first of these can be seen in full in Appendix

3.8. Then in 1980, Robert Roennfeldt published a humorous children's book entitled:

Tíddalick: the frog who caused aflood, which he subtitles "an adaptation of an Aboriginal
Dreamtime legend". Again, the book is not concerned with authenticity; its purpose is to
amuse very young children with the antics of Australia's indigenous animals. This text was

adapted from a previously published narrative, but it is unclear from where - neither Langloh
Parker's collections nor Reed's seem to include such a story. Full copyright for this later

version lies with Roennfeldt.

In the very early 1980s, Pamela Lofts (whose credentials were unknown) wrote to a number

of Aboriginal community schools, in the N.T. and W.4., asking them to provide her with
stories she could publish in a series of books. I was working within the bilingual program at

V/illowra school at the time, which received one of these requests. We didn't respond,

fearing the possibilities of exploitation. Apparently a number of communities did respond,

because over a period between 1983 and 1987 a series of picture books was released,

published by Ashton Scholastic. This series comprises aetiological animal narratives, and

includes: How the birds got their colours, The echidna and the sha^de tree, Dunbi the owl,
How the kangaroos got their tails, Warnayara - the rainbow snake, The bat and the

crocodile, The kangaroo and the porpoise andWhen the snake bites the sun.It has proved to
be very popular, especially in non-Aboriginal schools, because they have been reprinted on

several occasions.

The earlier books were published in 1983 and 1984, and gave credit on the front cover to
Lofts as: "retold and illustrated by Pamela Lofts". They also name the original narrators, as in

How the birds got their colours, which also states on the front cover: "Told by Mary Albert".
However, it is Lofts who retains sole copyright for this and the other four books published in
this period. In later reprints of these same books, the original narrators are named as the

copyright holders, while Lofts is given copyright only over the "compilation". Lofts must

have since reconsidered the copyright issue, because in 1987, when the remaining four
books in the series were released, the front covers state: "Compiled by Pamela Lofts", and

the credit page states: "The original story remains the property of....." An example is The

kangaroo and the porpois¿, which states on the front cover: "told by Agnes Lippo. Compiled

by Pamela Lofts." On the Credits page, it states that Lippo is "from
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Belyuen Aboriginal Community, near Darwin" and that "The original story remains the

property of Belyuen Community". Therefore, the people who a¡e given credit and copyright

for the books in these series varies, depending on when they were published or reprinted.

One of the very first books to appear in this series was How the birds got their colours,

which I quote in futl below, as "retold" by Lofts. Note its introduction, placing the narrative

in the distant past, and the simplicity of the text, positioning it as story for very young

children:

HOV/ TI{E BIRDS GOT TIIEIR COLOURS

Long,long ago - in the Dreamtime - when the land and animals were being made'..

...atfttre birds were black - all one colour' Till...

...one day, a little dove flew around looking for food. He flew down to the ground to

catch abig juicy grub.
But instead, he landed right on a sharp stick!

very sick. For days, he lay on the ground in
!

they could help. All excePt crow'
ds behind his back. Suddenly, the parrot

ak...
burst the little dove's swollen foot!
Colour splashed out all over the p¿rrrot. Red and green and blue ran down her chest,

wings and tail.
It sp'lashed out all over the other birds. Some got red, some brown, some blue, some

got stripes. All got colou¡s.
õas standing awãy from the others. Crow got no color¡r at all!
s got their colours.

And as for the dove, hã soon got better, thanks to the parot... and was able to fly
awav.' (Lofts, 1983)

Another interesting aspects of Loft's appropriation with this series is the way she has chosen

to illustrate the narratives. She herself actually adapts the colourful paintings provided by

children from the cooperating schools; for example on the back cover of How the birds got

their colours, there is a color¡r photograph of a yor:ng Aboriginal girl (un-named) with the

caption: "One of the children from St Mary's School, Broome, Wesæm Australia, on whose

paintings the illustrations were based." We a¡e told on ttre credits page on the imide cover of

rhis same book: "This book is based on a story told by Mary Albert of the Bardi tribe to

Aboriginal children living in Broome,'Westem Australia. The illustrations are adapæd from

ttreir paintings of the story." It is significant that the laær publications name the children that

appear in photographs on the back cover, giving the book a stronger sense of Person, and

who the narrative belongs to.

Jean Ellis is another writer who has been successful in having her books of Dreaming

narratives published, including From the Dreamtime: Ausffalian Aboriginal legends in 1991,

and in 1994: This is the Dreaming: Australian Aboriginal legends. Like many other
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approPriators, Ellis has not acknowledged her sources, although we are led to believe that
Ellis did collect some texts herself. We are told in the Foreword of both collections that some

texts are included from her "personal authenticated collection". As with all the above white
appropriators, copyright for the collections remain with Ellis, rather than the original story-
teller or the compilers of her secondary sources. By contrast, in the early 1990s, Alex
Barlow43 "retold" for publication a number of Dreaming narratives. The result was the
Australia¡ Legend series, which drew from a variety of published materials. The series

includes eight titles on various animal themes, such as Emu and Brolga, in picture book
format with illustrations by various Indigenous artists. Credit must be given to the series

coordinator for giving full details of the published secondary sources, and for acknowledging
the name of the original story-teller when such information was available. Copyright,
however, lies with Australian InFo Intemational, who supposedly funded the project.

Ia \996, a picnre book series aimed at very young children was published by Panlvlacmillan.

The series includes four books which were all rewritten from secondary sor.rces by Cecilia
Egan. None of the sources are named or acknowledged. One of these books is The magic
colours, which has a remarkably similar story line to that of Lofts' book How the birds got
their colours. On the back cover of Lofts' book there is a quote from Mary Albert, the story's

narrator, saying: "Would you like to hear a story from long ago? My mother used to tell me
lots of stories, but this story I loved the best, because I loved the birds." It seems Mary
Albert's story also won appeal with PanMacmillan, whose own version is reproduced in fult
in Appendix3.9. This unashamed appropriation is reminiscent of the A.W. Reeds books of
the 1960s, proving that some writers and publishers haven't lea¡nt much over the last three
decades, particularly respectful acknowledgement of Indigenous people's rights over their
oral literature. The Foreword of the PanMacmillan series (under the imprint Pancake press)

reads as follows:

These wonderful legends
understood by children.

of the native Australians have been adapted to be read and
Young ones too, car. gain an insight into the rich and

complex cultr¡re ttrat exisæd for tens of thousands of years before Europeans landed.

convey the na¡rative in a manner to which
but attempt to

relate.

Neither the primary or secondary sources of these adaptions are provided, and copyright
remains with PanMacmillan. Instead they simply begin their narratives with the introductory
line: "Long ago, so the Koori storytellers say...." (see Egan, 1996:l). Mary Albert of the
Bardi group in W.A. is definitely not Koori!

1? tryt"y, wittr Mar3i Hill, worked for years at the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Studies in canberra on the arnootated bibliography: Black AusÍrøIia.
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3.9 THE WIFE OF A MISSIONARY - Ann E. Wells

In L97I Ann E. \ù/ells, the wife of Edgar Wells, former superintendant of the Methodist

missions at Milingimbi and Yinkala in Anrhem Land, compiled and had published the book

This their Dreaming: Iegends of the panels of Aboriginal art in the Yirrkala Church. This

book outlines the Dreaming narratives associated with the bark paintings that were placed at

the front of the Methodist church at Yirrkala in the 1960s. These paintings were the

precursors of the collaboratively produced paintings that became famous as the Bark Petition,

sent to Canberra tn, t963 to protest over the impendrng mining on the land surrounding

Yi:rkala oû the Gove Peninsula in Arnhem Land. The Wells were of great suppoft to the

Yolngu of Yirrkala in the bid to try and stop the mining of Bauxite, and the subsequent

building of the town of Gove. The Yolngu lost, and the mining went ahead, but the Bark

Petition ¡qnains in a prominent position in Pa¡liament House, Canberra.

As with Christina Smitt\ Langloh Parker and other women who found themselves living and

working for extended periods among Aboriginal people, Ame V/ells developed a strong

interest in the cultural beliefs and Dreaming n¿rratives of the people she worked with in

Anrhem Land. Wells was also inspired by a political need to share their Dreaming paintings

and stories with others. So with no anthropological training, she went about representing

their narratives, in English, the best way she knew how. In 1973 Wells also compiled a

series of three books "Legends of Arnhem Land", that retold in English a number of

Dreaming narratives from the same area. They include: The dew-wet earth; Daybreak and

Stars in the sþ. On the dust-cover we are told that "Mrs 'Wells has given us authentic tribal

folk-lore", the collecting of which is explained in'Wells'Introduction:

These stories were told by many people. Almost always the telling took place out in
the open in sight of the sea. These people were the Aborigines who _were still living in
their trlU¿ state and they have behaved with the courtesy of a people at home in their
own place.
Somé of these stories were told by the old men. Wise and careful in their way of
speaking, they sorted out the things they remembered by using twigs to draw little
pictwes an¿ Ctrarts on the earth. The old meû were very pleased to !uy9 the stories of
their people and the old ways written down "so that someday t!9ir c$ldren's children
woulð be able to read about that thing" and lea¡r something of their background, and
of the past life of their people.
The o1ã men sat on rugs or on pandanus mats under shade trees, smoking their long
pipes while one and then another told a story. The man who knew English best was
-always 

ready to translate when need a se. Sometimes when a strange word or name
was mentioied he held one an inside word." This
meant the word was for s not to be made public.
When the women told with their hands, weaving
pandanus baskets, or making fans of coconut leaves, or sewing. Their quick eyes
-sought 

out small children at play nearby to see that none came t9 aoy harm. Theirs
werè usually joyous story-¡s11iog times, the tales being told with laughing
contradictions and corrections. It was not unusual for one woman to intemrpt another
with Aboriginal words flowing quickly. Sometimes one would say, "that story
belongs to my mother's people. I must ask her if I can give it to you." Even the
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simplest story belo^ngs to one family more than to everyone, and that family has to
give permission before it can be told or its pictures paintéd on bark.

(V/ells, 1973a:11-12)

So we see that Wells understood the importance of ownership over stories, and who had the

right to tell Different Dreaming narratives, and which stories (and words) were considered for
public consumption and which were not. Wells' first book in the series contains five
narratives, her second another five, and her third another six (on the star constellations).

However, Wells fails to acknowledge the owners of each narrative by providing the name of
the narrator within any of these books. It seems this was the way things were done in the era

in which she writes, with V/ells herself being acknowledged as the author, and retaining sole

copyright over each book.

Although any sense of Person is lost in these small books, with the narrator being written out

of the text, Wells at least retains some sense of Place. 'Wells' re-tellings of one narrative,

"The Morning Star" (from Wells, 1973c), can be seen in Appendix 3.10. It is a publically
available version of the Seven Sisters Dreaming narrative. In the Introduction to her second

book, V/ells explains how she pieced together different versions of such texts in compiling
her books:

The folk of the north-east corner of Arnhem Land are inter-related to a bewildering
p living on a specific land area claims its own personal

the Stones was told in some detail by Baraltja of
Milingimbi, but some Yirrkala artists paint the same story in its varioui sections on
the bark paintings of Yinkala, while the great boulders themselves are located along
the coast bordering the island of Galiwinku.
On the other hand, the legend of the Shooting Star was told in a general way by the
people of Milingimbi, but the detailed parts bf this story came fiom Mawilan, ttre
great artist of Yinkala, who was called hbme to the Spirit-Place 

ìîäîi:öïäT?ir_rrl

It seems V/ells saw no problem with piecing together narratives from a variety of sources,

thus taking ownership and acknowledgement away from the individual narrators. This is an

issue I return to later in my discussion. Her books are presented as an illustrated series that

would have wide appeal, not only to children but also to adults. They are positioned as a
contribution to the emerging genre of Australian literature, which draws on 'authentic'

Indigenous knowledge and stories, rather than a detailed rendition of Indigenous Australian

oral literature. In the 1970s, it seems, this was not only possible but desirable.
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3.10 ARTISTS & ART CURATORS

3.10.1 Ainslie Roberts.

In 1963 the anthropologist Charles Mountford collaborated with the artist Ainslie Roberts in

his production of a series of paintings "to commr¡ûicate his deep involvement with Aboriginal

mythology,,. These were the words of Mor:ntford, at the opening of Roberts' Adelaide

exhibition, and he went on to Say: "ln yeafs to some, these paintings will be recognised as a

major factor in preserving the image of the Australian Aborigines as they were..." (cited in

Roberts & Mountford, 1971:Dust-cover). Roberts' paintings, accomPanied by an

explanation of each 'myth' being depicted, were reproduced in two publications: The

Dreamtime and The d.awn of time, which subsequently sold close to 100,000 copies' This

was followed in 1,97I by a third book in the series called The first sunris¿. No

acknowledgement is given by Mo¡ntford regarding his source for each 'myth', and only

occasionally is the Indigenous group affiliation mentioned in his text' Mountford also speaks

of Australia's Indigenous people as if they are an extinct people. See Appendix 3. i 1 for his

rendition of the Nwunderi narrative'

The critics Hill and Barlow, n Black Australia 2 (1985:36) are less than complimentary of

these publications and consider them "thorougtrly disembowelled versions of Aboriginal

stories.... They have downgraded these stories completely in their retelling, by isolating

them from any Aboriginal context which could have authenticated ttlem".". Hodge and

Mishra (1990:78-79) are similarly appalled by Mountford and Ainslie's efforts, claiming

they:

deliberately set out to popularise Aboriginal myths, and,it succeeded in its own

terïns.... n"iitr"r" is a^cririous precisiol in this seemingly loose rhetoric.... The

myths are attributed to no author, no tribe or c-ommunity, no language,,no context""

In the ,r"ruat-iot, ull t u""r of oral form have been effaced.... 'What is left is content
'content' ruttrlesslY

if:,-r,ff?',Tl#:
y is a potent mix of celebration and 991t9pqt .

Qlodge & Mishra, 1990:78-79)

This collaborative effort by the anthropologist Charles Mourtford was not his first attempt to

make Aboriginal Dreaming ûaratives accessible to mass audiences. In the 1930s he wrote a

series of ,,Legends of the Flinders Ranges" which were published each Saturday n The

Ad,vertiser over a period of 12 weeks. One such text was "How the Crow got his black

feathers: as told to C.P. Mountford, illustrated by an aboriginal artist". As expected in that

era, the texts show little reference to Person, with texts being presented anonymously by the

story-tellers.
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3.t0.2 Others

There has been a surge in interest over the last two decades, both nationally and
intemationally, in Australian Indigenous paintings by Indigenous artists (rather than artists
such as Roberts). This interest has seen an increasing number of art exhibitions being
mounted world-wide, some of which are accompanied by glossy catalogues that give details
of the narratives associated with the Indigenous paintings on offer. One such publication is
Djalkiri Wcinga: the land is my foundation. 50 years of Aboriginal art from yirrkala,
Northeast Arnhem Land. This particular catalogue, published in l,gg5, gives quite the
opposite message to that of Ainslie Roberts' exhibition. The message of the yirrkala
exhibition, which was held thirty years later, is one of continuity of myth and culture - not
extinction.

At World Expo '88 in Brisbane, again the theme of an Indigenous art exhibition was that of
continuity, in "The Inspired Dream", which displayed works from the Museum and Art
gallery of the N.T. This was accompanied by the publication in the same year: The Inspired
Dream: Iife as art in Aboriginal Australi¿. This book is comprehensive in its discussion of the
development of the Indigenous art indusûry in Australia, but ¿lse çe¡tnins 95 colour plates,
each with an accompanying explanation. The brief nature of these explanations is fairly
typical of art catalogues, for example, Plate 73 by Mithinari (deceased) is labelled: "The
Djangkawu; 1967 Ochre on bark; Galpu Clan; Dhuwa moeity". The explanation reads as

follows:

This ba¡k depicts the sacred waterhole
the Galpu clan. It is located in the fla
gaperbarks (the backgror.rnd design).
the water rose up Qrorizontal Uand). S

(in West, 1988:94)

I have personally been told many brief explanations of paintings, as well as detailed
explanations, particularly by Janet Nakama¡ra Long (a successful V/arlpiri artist of the dot on
canvas tradition). When catalogì¡es provide sketchy details, such as the one quoted above, it
gives the unfortunate impression that there is no detailed narrative to accompany each
painting. The opposite is generally the case. In some circumstances it is the decision of the
Indigenous artist to provide only sketchy details, but when they are willing to divulge much
detail, it is always a public version that is provided, particularly if ttrey are aware of their
na¡ratives ultimate publicaúon in a published catalogue.#

44 I dis"uss the publication Yucndumu doors inthe next chapter, which reveals considerable variation of detail
in the explanations provided by Warlpiri rren for theirpaintings.
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3.11 ETHNOMUSICOLOGISTS and LINGUISTS

Like the anthropologists, some ethnomusicologists and linguists have striven to make some

of their collections of Aboriginal Dreaming texts accessible to a popular audience through

book publications (rather than esoteric joumals). One of the first publications to date, of a

Dreaming narrative in song form is the University of Adelaide publication Inma Nyi:nyi:

recordings, song tØcts, explanations and illustrations. It was compiled, and published in

l975,by the ethnomusicologist the late Cath Ellis, who founded the Centre for Aboriginal

Srudies in Music (CASM). It is a Pidantjatjara Tjukurpa (or Dreaming) of the zebra finch,

heralding from the remote north west of South Australia. For many years this song was

actually taught to students by Pitjandatjara elders as a part of their course at CASM. The

publication provides ttre Pitjandatjara text, or songline, with interlinear glosses in English -

along with an explanation of its meaning in English. Like T.G.H. Strehlow before her, Ellis

was breaking new ground with this publication, but other ethnomusicologists have not been

swift to follow. This has not been the case, however, for some linguists.

3.11.1 Dorothy Tunbridge

A relatively recent publication, aimed at the book buyer looking for that quality glossy,

coffee-table-book Christmas gift with a touch of the exotic, is Flinders Ranges Dreaming.

This book was published in 1988 and was compiled by the linguist Dorothy Tunbridge. It

contains 49 Dreaming texts from the Adnyamathantra people of the Finders Ranges region in

S.A. All rexts appear in English, and are interspersed with quality photos of the local

landscape and an occasional photo of the Adnyamathanha people themselves. As with all

other publications discussed in ttris chapter, the copyright for this book lies with the white

compiler. This is rather surprising, given that the book is such a recent publication, and

knowing the project was a collaborative one withthe Adnyamathanhapeople.

The main source of the texts in this book was the late Annie Coulthard, who told many of the

narratives in her own language, Yura Ngawarla. Some additions were made to texts, in

consultation with Coulthard, through discussion with other Adnyamathanha people, or from

old records (such as the texts collected by the anthropologist Mountford in the 1930s and

1940s). Narratives told in Yura Ngawarla were traûslated into English by Tunbridge, and

edited in consultation with the original story-teller. Considering that the sor¡rces of each text

are made so clear in this publication, it remains a puzzle why Tunbridge retains sole

copyright. Tunbridge even knew the original sources of most of the texts collected by

Mountford, so anonymity cannot be used as an excuse. Like, many earlier anthropological

publications, Tunbridge provides introductory notes on each Dreaming narrative for the

benefit of the white reader. The source for the Seven Sisters narrative and notes, quoted
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below, was Mountford and the Adnyamathanha woman Molly V/ilton. Note the simitarity in
the culnual notes for this na¡rative to those provided by Jimmy Barker to Janet Mathews.

ARTUNYI TTIE SEVEN SISTERS.

At Yandara in New South Wales, a gleat serpent called Akurra ate up a whole camp
of Yuras. Among these was a group of women called Artunyi.
Later on a big storm burst over the land, and in the floods which followed, the
serpent was drowned. The stofln went on for weeks and weeks, and the water rose
so much that it almost touched the sky.
The dead Akurra who was floæing on top of the water, furally bwst because his body
rotted, and this blew the Artunyi into the sþ where they have remained ever since.

INTRODUCTORY NOTES:

Arlunyi, the Pleiades (a cluster of stars in Taurus), played an important role in
\dnyamathanha ffaditional life. Here (and in other AborTginal and Euiopean cultures)
they are see_n as a group of women (artunyi, being the plural of ørtú 'woman'). In
particular-they marked the seasons. They disappear from the sþ in winter (around
May), and in the-evening do not reappear until November. They rise in the early
morning in J-uIy, however, and this signifi.es that it is malkada time - the timefor the
cerernony when the boys are mad,e Vardnapas.
The appearalc_e of Artunyi up over Wayanha (Mount McKintay) marked the
beginning_of the frost in Adata Madapa ('Frost Valley', where'Ñepabunna is
s_ituated). The two celestial Urndakarra, who kept their hair'in place with a net, would
let it down when the Artunyi appeared in the east. It reached the ground, thus making
t!ry frost. Whe_n it came, the young boys and girls would get up earb and go down tó
Nipapanha Waterhole where they made a fire of vada ('dead finish'). As the sun
began to rise, they threw afirestick at il to make the surwner corne.
The children then started running around the trees, dodging the sunbeams (yurndu
arti), lest one catch them and stop them growing. fhey lhen collected the ice on the
water and the frost on the ground and ate it and-rubbed it all over themselves so that
the girls would grow large breasts and the boys would grow long beards.

(Tunbridge, 1988:16)

3.11.2 R.M.W. Dixon

In 1990 the linguist R.M.V/. Dixon had his collection of Yidiny narratives published by

Queensland University Press as: Words of our country: stories, place narnes and vocabulary
in Yidiny, the Aboriginal language of the Cairns-Yarrabah region.It contrasts with that of
Tunbridge's (an ex-student of Dixon's) in that it is a much cheaper publication, lacking the
glossy colour cover and photos. However, despite its obvious narrower appeal, as a more
affordable publication it serves an important educative function. Dixon commenced his
linguistic fieldwork in eastern Australia in the 1960s with true missionary zeal. His primary
aim was to record and describe as many Australian languages he could, and ultimately to
unravel genetic links that may lie between them. He was quick to recruit many enthusiastic

students to assist in this task when he took up the foundation chair in linguistics at the
Australian National University in Canberra n 1969.

In Words of our country, Dixon has reproduced 24 na¡ratives in the Yidiny language, a

number being Dreaming natratives, with quite ûarrow English translations for each sentence.
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They are accompanied by intoductory notes on each narrative, along with details provided

by Dixon of who told him the narative and when. The following brief quote onTextZ2

gives some indication of his adopted style:

TTIE WATER SPRITE BRIDE

a Burrawungal, water sPrite. A man
two female 'water fairies' bathing and

i':i
and

crape all the eel-like slime from her
that she was never sent to the river

r to fetch water and she went to the river,
coastal dialect; recorded at Yarrabah on 19

ds)

I . Y in g u w a guuj a g alüny / n g ani aa da/- 
-bu 

g arnu I u w an g g a ai íny u/ "'
Ttris ñan wént out, along the creek. [He] got up at daybreak"'

(Dixon, 1990112)

This text is not only invaluable for those Yidiny people living at Yarrabatr today wishing to

reclaim their language, but also for those interested in releaming the Dreaming naratives that

were fortunately recorded in detail by Dixon before the last fluent speakers of Yarabatr

passed away. Whether or not Dixon's book sells in large numbers is an issue that

Queensland University hess was obviously willing to garnble on.

Another collection by Dixon, co-edited with Martin Duwell, ís:The honey-ant men's love

song and, other Aboriginal song poernr. It was also published by Queensland University

press in 1990, and contains not only "song poems" in Dyirbal (collected by Dixon), but other

song poems in Anbana (collected by Margaret Clr.¡nies Ross), in Anmatjarra (collected by

Stephen V/ild) a¡d in Wangkangumr (collected by Luise Hercus). It is unclear who

influenced the poetry form adopted for the English translations of each song (perhaps

Duwell, an English lecturer), and the verse structure of the songs in their respective

languages, originating from northern and central Australia as well as coastal Queensland. The

collection received reserved commendations from two of its reviewers. Cataldi (1991:107-

10g) questions the "accuracy" of the translations, claiming that the translation of song is

particularly diff,rcult because of the esoteric nature of words in song, particularly with its

change in word stress placement. She says the task of transcribing and translating a song is a

complex one, and requires a close "parhrership" between the Indigenous sowces and their

collaborators. Donaldson (1991:84-87) also dwells on the difficutties of translation, and

suggests the publication would benefit if it were accompanied by an audio-recording of each

song perfoÍnarrse, some of which are actually held at the lnstitute for Aboriginal and Torres

Strait Islander Studies.
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The beginning of one of the songs in Dyirbal (recorded by Dixon in the 1960s) appears
below. It is accompanied by the foohote by Dixon: "A man may claim his 'promised, wife
when she is about ten and take her to live in his camp. But he may not sleep with her until
she reaches puberty. A man sang this song to his child bride to make her grow quickly":

SONG TO MAKE IIER GROW

Br:rrandu
yânngu yanngu ngaja
Burrandu
Bilbayma1i burrmbil
Bayali...

In the Burran style
I am singing in this style
In the Bunan style
To make ttris young girl grow
This is how I must sing...

@ixon & Duwell, 1,990:4O-41)

This book contrasts with virtually all other publications discussed thus far in this chapter in
that copyright for the vemacular version of each poem remains with the Aboriginal man or
woman who perfbrmed for their white researchers. It is this feature that distinguishes the
books discussed in this chapter with those to be discussed in the next two chapters - which
review Dreaming na¡ratives produced either in collaboration with Indigenous people, or were
written by Indigenous people themselves.

3.I2 DISCUSSION

Bef'ore concluding this chapter I wish to contrast and discuss in more detail the works of
Tunbridge and Dixon. Tunbridge's publication, in particular, epitomises the prevailing
attitude of white missionaries, academics and writers who chose to compile books in the
genre of Dreaming naüatives. Theirprimary pulpose was to make these naratives accessible
to a white audience so that they may become a part of Australia's emerging literatue -
particularly one that contrasts with the canon of English literature that emanates from !¡itain.
Although they often dedicated their books to the people who providecl their source marerial,
and although they often said in their Forewords that they "wrote" these books for the
Indigenous chiidren of their story-tellers, they always felt compelled to say that these books
were also for all Australians. Tunbridge's Foreword is an example:

(Tunbridge, 1988:xix)
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The intent, however, of the late A¡nie Coulthard (the source of most of the narratives in

Tunbridge) was to tell the narratives in Yura Ngawarla for Adnyamathanha children. "She

was one of the last Adnyamathalha to tell these stories to her people in the language to which

they belong, Ywa Ngawarla. She wanted the children to know them, and she laboured right

to the end of her life to bring this about" (Tunbridge, 1988:xvii). Yet Tunbridge's glossy

publication in English seems to be at cross-purposes with Amie Coulthard's wish. The

younger Adnyamathanha are wanting to revitalize ttreir language, and would have appreciated

these nanatives to be made accessible to them in Yura Ngawarla as well. konically, they still

do not have access to the language material and narratives in Tunbridge's possession

(personal communication, Jillian Marsh45, 1996 &. October 2000).

The cold facts of ttre publishing industry are that manuscripts are accepted by publishers

when presented in a language and style that will appeal to a mass audience. The writer and

publisher A.W. Reed was quick to leam and exploit what sells well. Fornrnately publishers

such as U.Q.P. are willing to take more risks. However, before a manuscript reaches the

publisher, the control over what goes in it, and the form it takes, lies with the one who

assumes copyright. This chapter has demonstrated the decisions that have been made by non-

Indigenous holders of copyright. The following t'wo chapters demonstrate the decisions made

by Indigenous copyright holders, and thei¡non-Indigenous collaborators and publishers.

Some of the research recently conducted by Fiona Magowan demonstrates the function oral

Dreaming na:ratives play in communities where they are still being learnt and passed on. By

understanding this, we cau. come to some understanding of the potential functions to be

served by such Dreaming naratives when preserved in a written and published form.

Magowan's PhD thesis demonstrates the importance of both narrative and song in the

maintenance of Ancestral Law. Her research, on the songs of women of north east Ar:nhem

Land, was conducted at Galiwin'ku from 1990-1992. This part of Amhem Land is one of the

fornrnate (and relatively isolated) parts of Australia where Indigenous people have been able

to maintain their languages and ceremonies, as well as their many Dreaming na¡ratives and

associated songs. Magowan claims:

When asked... men and women assert that stories are the primary mode of conveying
the Ancestral law. The songs are an artistic and aesthetic product of knowing the

mythology. Yolngu ancestral narrative, like the mytho-poetic song texts, is a

spêciahséä form oi language that is understood by having access to knowlgdge of
cilnral specifics aboutþeoþle, land, ancestral beings and events. This_þowledge is
drawn upòn, in every sphere of formal and informal communication in Yolng¡r li{e, to
assert kin ties, claims tó land and to establish clan networks and authority in ritual.

(Magowan, 1995:i 10-1 1 1)

Magowan's thesis is also useful in the way it analyses "how clans dramatise the spoken word

for their own social, ritual and political advaûtage" (Magowan, 1995:111). She says:

45 Jillian Marsh is an Adnyamathanha woman and a close descendant of Annie Coulthard's.
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Narrative is the main mode of formally teaching rules about the social stnrcture aûd
passing on information about the history of property and possession inscribed in

delivered for prose's sake, i.e. its own
ical narration may be viewed as projecting
such as rþmes ôr riddles wtriih play on

words, existed until the teaching of nr:rsery rþmes at school from the early 1930's.

@dagowan, 1995:123)

This contrasts with the motives of early white recorders of Indigenous Dreaming n¿uratives,

such as Langloh Parker, who collected texts to be published not only for their aesthetic

appeal, but also for their curiosity value as prose with a difference. The same could be said of
Arur V/ells' publications, which in fact originated from the same region as Magowân's

research. Other recorders adapted the narratives they collected to verse, such as the very early

ethnographer William Cawthorne, who published in 1858 The legend of the Kuperree: or the

Red Kangaroo. ln this seminal publication, Cawthorne rewrites in "metric verse" the

Dreaming narrative of the Red Kângaroo, which he says is from the '?ort Lincoln Ítbe".46

The writing of an aesthetically pleasing text of literary curiosity was obviously a primary

motivating factor for Cawthome. The perceived pìrrpose for writing, for such writers, was

not to preserve Dreaming n¿uratives for funre generations of Indigenous people, particularly

because they chose to record them primarily in Englislr-

Unfornrnately, in the southem and more settled parts of Australia where whiæs compete with
Aboriginal people for their land, many of the Dreaming narratives and songs have been lost,

along with the original language in which they were told. For others, just fragments remain

in the hands of afew.47 Published collections of Dreaming narratives, relating to ones own

specific Indigenous group and land, are often all some groups have to draw on when

reviving thei¡ culnral heritage. In Arnhem Land, however, where a rich culnual heritage

continues, Magowan explains that the telling of oral narratives serves a complex and

important fr¡nction:

,Yolngu ofte¡ cloak a narrative in terms that are personal to the listener or that will
þ3ve a special aff,rliation with them... when telling a story the speakermay emphasise
his own political concerns couched in the symbolic languagebf the Anðestral Law.
This is a vital technique in song texts used to stress clan identity and ownership.

@dagowan, 1995:1.24)

6 Cawttrorne wa.s a keen ettrnographer who ccnducted research among the Kaurna people of the Adelaide
Plains, and incorporates vernacular terms from the Kaurna language, probably to 'Aboriginalise' his verse on
the Kuperre legend.
47 I tnint one of the cruel realisations that was brought home to the Ngarrindjeri 'miminis' (or 'women'),
who are Slill in the year 2000 involved in ttre continuing saga of the Hindmarsh Island bridge affair here in
S.4., is just how much of ther culture and oral traditions have been lost. The young women have now sta¡ted
asking more about their Ancestral law, and asking the older women to tell them what ttrey still know of their
D:eaming na¡ratives. I have no doubt that some women have retained some of these Drearning narratives in
their memories. Veronica Brodie is one of therr¡ having been told na¡ratives relating to the Hindmarsh Island
region by her late sister Leila Rankine (who worked at c.A.s.M. with cath Ellis).
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The opportunity for a narrator to adapt his or her oral text to the circumstances and context in

which the narrative is being told is true of atl oral narratives - Dreaming narrative or

otherwise. This was an important point concerning socrates (the Greek Philosopher) who

resisted writing down his oral performances for fear of misinterpretation by his anonymous

audience. He considered himself the ,.father" of his orar texts and did not wish to relinquish

control of them to others, arthough his student plato was eventuary to pass on his "father's"

thoughts to others (see Gee, 1990:32-33). One can only wonder what the oral narrators' who

first told their Dreaming naratives to Langloh Parker, only to be re-written yet again by

A.W. Reed and others, would think of contemporary published versions of their naratives'

It is little wonder that the Ngarrindjeri people of S'A' chose to keep so much to themselves'

even if it did mean much of their cultural heritage would be lost forever!

Both Rudder's (1993) and Magowan's (1995) research in Amhem Land demonstrate the

complexity of meaning to be derived from oral Dreaming narratives and song' In Chapter Six

of her PhD thesis, Magowan (1995:157-169) goes into more detail on this idea when she

considers the different levels of meaning in the songs performed by Murukun, a senior

woman of the Ngumryurrtjun Djambarrpuyngu clan at Galiwig'ku' Magowan (1995:156)

says [with my emPhasis]:

mythologY.

Magowan (1995:168) exPiains that:

The names chosen bY a singer [with

And so it is with the telling of narratives. Just as a song performance in Arnhem Land today

is dynamic and interactive, with the emerging song text being determined by the social and

political circumstances in which the Yolngu performer sings' so it is with the telling of

Dreaming naffatives. The actual choice of what na¡rative is to be told, and the level of

meaningtobedivulged,isdirectlydeterminedbytheknowledgeandrightsofthenaffator'

and the relationship they hold with his or her audience. what understanding the audience

brings to the story-telling pfocess is also dependent on their own rights and understanding of

different levels of cultural knowledge. Magowan explains, using the symbolism of the Shark:
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Magowan also explains the analogies of the Turtle, and the significance of certain rock
formations to Murukun:

(Magowan , 1995:17I)

Magowan goes on to point out how "The imagery of the tude chase encapsulates the whole
Yolngu life cycle" (Magowan, 1995:174). Murukun sings for Magowan the song of Mukan
the tufle hunter (see her Appendix A 6.12 & 6.13), in which she says ,,Each 

stage of the life
cycle is represented in the song through the events of the hunt.,' In this case a hunt for the
flatback turtle "dhalwaþu"' This same nanative is detailed in Rudder (1gs0 and 1gg3). He
says "There is no simple or single meaning to the myth... it has many aspects, and each, with
its particular meaning reinforces or complements the others,' (Rudder, 19g0:446).

In Arnhem Land, according to Magowan, each clan has their own version of the same myth
with different names for the hunters. She says "The Rirratjingu turtle hunt takes place at
Yalangbara near Yirrkala, led by the ancestral headman Mururuma. once the turtle is speared,
it is brought back to their respective clan lands. Murukun lives on Galiwin'ku and her version
of the song is located at Djuranalpi and the sea around Galiwin'ku,, (Magowa n, 1995:176).
one can only wonder what the different Yolngu (from various clans), who told this same
narrative to Ann 'wells, would think of her published rendition, in which she combines
details to form one neat narrative in English for her white audience.4s

Magowan's research is important because it demonstrates that there is much more to a
Dreaming narative (which she analyses in the medium of song) than meets the ear, or the eye
in the case of published texts. For the 'uninitiated', oral Dreaming narratives can provide an
apparent surface meaning, but for deeper and more subtle meanings, that are culturally

95:177) discu anation of her song on the cooking of the turtle
) and how "rh ed by Murukun foiher .lun ,uUr"ï ã, ,n. .itu"t",piaces"" By eas. Murukun is asserting .igltm oiii,; Ñgurruyurrtjurr
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embedded within the discourse, only the privileged will hear. This point is confirmed in

Magowan's conclusion:

deepened
levels to

:190-191) 
I

But the level of meaning and detail that is revealed by knowledgable narrators, or singers

such as Murukun, when telling oral narratives for publication, is something that only the

narrator can decide. But once an oral text is recorded, and taken out of the hands and control

of the original narrator, it is up to the skill and conscience of the recorder to determine the

texts' ultimate fate. This chapter has demonstrated that the fate of far too many oral narratives

has not always been in the best interest of their Indigenous narrators.

3.13 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this chapter has been to review and critically analyse the manner in which the

Dreaming narratives of Australia's Indigenous peoples have been represented, over the years,

in print by the non-Indigenous.'What binds the narratives that are discussed above is the way

ownership is assumed by the non-Indigenous translators, writers, rewriters and appropriators

of these texts. With the exception of Dixon & Duwell (1991), who allow the Indigenous

narrators to retain copyright over the vemacula¡ versions of their Songs or narratives, and

Loft's tater (1987) compilations in English, copyright is assumed by all the non-Indigenous

compilers of these publications. It is clear that many non-Indigenous writers and resea¡chers,

even post 1967 when Australia voted to acknowledge Aboriginal people as citizens of

Australia and to offer them the same rights afforded the non-Indigenous, have continued to

treat oral Indigenous naratives as uniquely Australian resources rich for the taking. Those

non-Indigenous Australians who recognise that their fellow Indigenous Australians have

rights over their Dreaming narratives, and therefore choose to record and publish them in

close collaboration with Indigenous narrators, are discussed in Chapter Five.

This chapter demonstrates the many diffe¡ent ways in which various non-Indigenous

'authors' have chosen to represent Dreaming nanatives. I have organised the chosen

representers according to their professional status or identity, revealing that their motives for

compiling books on Indigenous narratives is very much determined by their station in life.

The early missionaries, for example, invariably viewed the cultural beliefs and Dreaming
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nalratives of their 'native' charges as 'obscene', and therefore chose only to paraphrase their
'legends'. Even though many missionaries became fluent speakers of Indigenous languages,
they still chose to represent their stories in English, leaving out much cultural and linguistic
detail. It was not in their interest to record detailed narratives which they believed were better
lost and forgotten. Their aim as missionaries was to convince the 'natives' to believe in
Christian and Biblical 'truths', and not their 'stories' about the exploits of their Ancestral
Heros.

Other categories of representers of Dreaming na:ratives that I have discussed include:
Government Protectors and the police, V/ives of pastoralists, Govemment surveyors and
explorers, Anthropologists, Bushmen, White writers and poets, Wives of missionaries,
A¡tists and art curators, plus Ethnomusicologists and linguists. Each category tends to
represent the narratives in a way that reveals thei¡ motivations for representing such texts in
print. They a¡e also very much influenced by the attitudes of the times in which they write,
and by the expectations and prejudices of their white audience about Aboriginal people and
their beliefs' Langloh Parker, as the wife of a pastoralist, wrote her two books of 'legendary
tales' in the late 1890s to provide books that would sell well at Christmas time. They were
received warrnly for their curiosity value, not only as gifts for children but also by the more
scientifically minded among the adults. By contrast, anthropologists tried to educate their
public about prevailing misconceptions about Aboriginal people, particularly Elkin with his
1939 textbook. But in 1949 Elkin succumbed to public demand, like so many other
anthropologists and representers, to produce a book of doubtful authenticity, comprising
"Aboriginal myths retold" in English verse. For this he collaborated with the Bushman Bill
Harney, who had already won wide public appeal as a'writer' and representer of Indigenous
Dreaming narratives.

The manner adopted by the majority of non-Indigenous representers has been to reproduce
the naratives in a language and form that will win the same public appeal enjoyed by others
before them. The chosen language medium, therefore, has invariably been standard English.
It is this process, of either translating a narrative from an Indigenous language to English, or
from non-standard English to a more standard form, that has excused the compilers of books
into assuming they have copyright over the resultant published texts. Some compilers (such
as Robinson, Lofts, Tunbridge and Dixon) have chosen to acknowledge, by name, their oral
sources. Others have not. Some compilers had absolutely no contact at all with the original
Indigenous narrators, and have rewritten their collections of narratives entirely form
secondary sources. One such appropriator, who continues to this day to reprint and sell his
many collections, is the New Zealand writer and publisher A.W.Reed. His books are still
selling in large numbers, in the year 2000, in the bookshop of the S.A. Museum, obviously
with the endorsement of the museum staff.
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My review and analysis of the numerous ways in which different writers have chosen to

represent Indigenous narratives is followed by a discussion of the recent research conducted

by Magowan amongst Yolngu people in Arnhem Land. Her work reveals that there are

certain aspects of Yolngu belief that are accepted truths, such as the paths of the creationary

journeys taken by Ancestral heroes across certain tracts of land, and the relationship these

Ancestors have with different Yolngu clan groups. But there are also aspects of Yolngu

Dreaming narratives that are not fixed, particularly the meanings that are read into the

symbols that are referrred to in the na¡ratives and songs: "the range of meanings and levels of

interpretation are extensive and variable" (Magowan, 1995:191). It is this same ability to

adapt the symbolism available within narratives to contemporary situations that has been

exploited by Indigenous writers of more recent times, such as Unaipon (see Chapter Seven)

and Mudrooroo (see Hosking, 1998). Just as Unaipon chose in the 1920s to Christianise his

narratives, so do contemporary Yolngu of Arnhem Land adapt their songs and narratives to

Christian interpretations:

At a spiritual level, the inscription of the ancestral forms in the landscape reflect the

identity and essence of clan members with their sacred homelands. When the song
symbols relating to these ancestral forms are adapted for a Ch¡istian context, the

symbols do notõhange, but they are imbued with different meaninqs which enable a

sông to be interpreted simultaneously in various ways. ...symbols of songs are multi-
representational and multi-transformational.

(Magowan, 1995:192)

This important feature of Indigenous cultural belief, whereby Dreaming narratives can be

interpreted and adapted to accommodate contemporary situations, is one that has been

misunderstood by many. Such adaptability is a key reason why Indigenous oral traditions

have been able to survive the pervading onslaught of white Australians onto their land over

the last century and a half (see e.g. Swain, 1993). This adaptability was misunderstood by

the plaintiffs in the Hindmarsh Island bridge saga. I contend the 'secrecy'that now surrounds

the 'women's business' once conducted on Hindmarsh Island, and related Dreaming

narratives (such as the Seven Sisters Dreaming), demonstrates how once open and public

levels of interpretation, have become restricted because of outside threats of cultural

'genocide' on Ngarrindjeri beliefs. Public versions of the same narrative are not considered

'secret' for some Indigenous groups, and are openly told to white people, and have been

published on a number of occasions, as this chapter testifies. Howevet, it is in times of

dramatic social and cultural upheaval that groups a¡e forced to adapt and change their cultural

belief systems. It is at such times that sacred na¡ratives become profane, or alternatively the

profane may become sacred, as is the case (I believe) for the Seven Sisters Dreaming

narrative for the Ngarrindjeri 'miminis' .49 It is this complexity, of who has access to the

different levels of knowledge and meaning to be found in Indigenous Dreaming narratives,

49 This is probably why this Dreaming narrative was never told freely to the Berndts, even though versions of
the same nàrrative were offered openly to other white anthropologists, linguists and writers who have been

discussed in this chapter. I have hea¡d a version ofthis same narrative being told openly by Pitjantjatjara

women to young seven to eight year old children, from non-Indigenous homes, in an urban school setting.
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that is little understood by would-be-appropriators and re-writers of oral narratives that

belong to others.
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CHAPTER 4

DREAMING LITERATURE BY INDIGENOUS STORY.TELLERS
AND WRITERS

Long long time beþre our Dreaming, the earth at our feet lad no shape, it had no colour,
there was no I
tracks. It was

ight,
dust

and nothing walked across it. There were no emu tracks and no l<nngaroo
without water, no river flowed, the earth was empty.

(from: Gulpilil, 1983:2)

Ngajunyangu marlujanapaln yananyal'ra nyampu l<nl<nrrumparra, mnrlujanapaln yannnyarra.
Yananyarrapala nganayi, yanglcapala yanu nganayi - nyarparaku l<nmnrla nguruku yalikila
w arrimi ? N ganayiki P arntarlarlaku.
These are my two kangaroos. There they went, along the east side. The two l<angaroos
travelled along the east side. They went, where, where am I trying to remember?
They went to Parntarla.

(from: Cook, Henry Jakamarra. Marlujanakurlu: The two kangaroos. In: Rockman &
Cataldi, 1994:46-47)

PROLOGUE

Contemporary debates on postcolonial literary theory are very sensitive to the issue of literary

critics presuming the role of arbiter or judge on postcolonial texts (see e.g. 'Ahmad, 1995).

Who is to say that one particular representation of Aborigines is 'better' or 'worse' than

another? Similarly, who is to say that one particular published Dreaming narrative represents

the voice of Indigenous Australians more than another? Is there such a thing as an 'authentic'

Aboriginal voice? Such questions are problematic and rife within the Academy, and have

political ramifications outside of the academic arena.

The purpose of this thesis is not merely to participate in a theoretical literary debate, but to try

and retrieve from the debate some tangible alternatives for those daring enough to attempt to

represent Indigenous knowledge in print. Therefore I shall focus on a few select publications,

discussed specifically in Chapter Five, which I contend stand out amongst all the other texts

discussed in this thesis as publications that dare to challenge, more than other texts, the

modes of textual representation that have already been adopted for the problematic genre of

Indigenous Dreaming nanatives. At the risk of being accused of standing in judgement, I
discuss the features that stand out as being different in these select publications, and suggest

such features be treated as serious options by others contemplating publishing in this "most

sensitive genre" (to use Huggins'phrase, I994:I3).

All of the published texts selected for discussion in the next two chapters comprise Dreaming

narratives that have been either written by Indigenous people, or have been compiled by non-

Indigenous people working in close collaboration with Indigenous story-tellers. The

collaborative works that are discussed contrast with those texts discussed in the previous

chapter because the emphasis throughout their production has been on true collaboration,
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rather than exploitation or appropriation.I The non-Indigenous people involved in the

production of the books discussed in Chapter Five, in particular, chose to work closely with
Indigenous story-tellers with the puqpose of assisting them in the process of getting their

narratives published. Both authorship and copyright for the final productions remain with the

Indigenous story-tellers. This contrasts markedly with the majority of publications already

discussed in Chapter Three.The books I discuss in Chapter Five include the works of the

Indigenous story-tellers: Paddy Roe (1983), Elsie Jones (1989), Dhunggala Marika (1939)

and the V/arlpiri story-tellers Peggy Rockman Napaljani (1994) and Jimmy Jungarrayi

(tee4).

In discussing other Indigenous texts within a separate Chapter Four, the intention is not to
condemn them as being less representative of Indigenous voices, or of being mere mimickry

of other more colonial representations of Dreaming narratives. In fact for some, such as the

1987 publicatton Yuendumu doors, it could be argued that the Indigenous story-tellers are

anything but "mute" (to use Spivak's term, 1988). The select texts discussed separately in

Chapter Five provide decisive, and arguably very important challenges to past representations

of Dreaming narratives, not only by their very choice of language, but also by their explicit

intentions to silence (as much as possible) non-Indigenous voices within their texts. These

decisions, of course, are as much political as they are literary; and these particular texts are

exemplary in a postcolonial sense.

4.0 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I review some of the pubiished Dreaming naratives that have been written by

Indigenous Australians. I also discuss a number of publications compiled with the assistance

of non-Indigenous people, where the emphasis has been on collaboration, rather than

appropriation. Although some of the texts discussed in the previous chapter may seem to have

had the cooperation of Indigenous story-tellers2, the story-tellers seem to have had little say

in how their narratives were to be represented, or what form they would take in the final

published products. One of the main criteria I have used to distinguish collaboratively

produced books is whether the copyright for the published texts remains with the Indigenous

narrators.3 Copyright for nearly all previously discussed published texts is assumed by the

non-Indigenous writers, researchers or publishing companies.

I I am not infening here that all texts discussed in the previous chapter were examples of exploitation or
appropriation. Some non-Indigenous writers did choose to afford their Indigenous collaborators copyrights over
their narratives (eg. R.M.rW.Dixon & P. Lofts).
2 Note, the primary source of all published Dreaming narratives were the original Indigenous story-tellers,
whether they are acknowledged or not.
3 Exception to this are several texts that were produced in Aboriginal bilingual schools in the N.T., where the
schools' Literature Production Centres assume copyright.
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Not all the texts reviewed below, however, were produced in collaboration with White

people. Some were written solely by Lrdigenous writers from their own repertoire of

Dreaming narratives, while others were collected and rewritten by Indigenous writers for

publication. The pìrrpose of this chapter is not to valorise the approach or conventions

adopted.by Indigenous writers of the Dreaming genÍe, just because they are lrdigenous. It

will become evident that some of the textual features they adopt in ttreir representations seem

to mimic the colonial discor¡rse of non-Indigenous representers, justifying Spivak's (1988)

claim for the colonised "mute". One featrue in particular is the placing of Dreaming narratives

in the long distant past by beginning their narratives with the formulaic introduction: 'T-ong,

long ago in the Dreamtime..." Such conventions were discussed in the last chapter. This

chapter is a celebration of the initiatives taken by some brave Indigenous writers (and

Indigenous-run publishing houses) who da¡e to be different, challenging the modes of

representation adopæd in the past.

The books discussed below are presented in chronological order, according to their

publication date. beginning with the earliest publication. The collaborative works are not dealt

with separately, but are interspersed among other publications written by Indigenous writers.

The collaborarive process adopted for particularly challenging publications form an impotant

part of my discussion. It is significant that by far the majority of publications written by

Indigenous writers in the geffe of Dreaming narratives were aimed at children. This says

several things about what Indigenous Australians see as the pu¡pose for publishing Dreaming

narrative. It not only indicates that the Indigenous writers and story-tellers are wanting to

pass on ttreir cultural knowledge to children, but also that the detail that they are prepared to

reveal in print is that which they would reveal to a child. A precedent has been set, by past

non-Indigenous representers of Dreaming narratives, who almost always pitch their

narratives at a child audience. The options available for Indigenous people to present their

Dreaming narratives in the printed form for an adult audience are in need of further

exploration and experimentation. The texts discussed in Chapter Five, two of which are

pitched at adult audiences, provide some interesting altematives for Indigenous writers of the

future.

4.1 THE \ryRITINGS OF DAVID UNAIPON

Perhaps the most well known and celebrated Indigenous writer in South Australia, and

possibly Australia, is the Ngarrindjeri man David Unaipon. He has been popularised as the

first published Indigenous writer by some scholars (see Shoemaker, 1989), but was in fact

preceded nearly a full century earlier by Indigenous contributors to the Flinders Island

Chronicle. This chronicle was produced weekly in the late 1830s by Indigenous Tasmanian

men under the care of Robinson (see Rose, 1994). David Unaipon was, however, as fa¡ as I

am aware tlre first to be published in Bnglish in the genre of Dreaming na¡ratives.
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The writings of Unaipon are a major focus of this study, and a detailed discussion of both his

life and his works appear in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight. The main purpose here is to
higttlight Unaipon's position, both chronologically and socially, among other Indigenous

writers. His first piece of writing was published in the Daily Telegraph newspaper ta 1924,

but his first narrative of the Dreaming geffe appeared a year later in The Home magazine.

Later publications were funded by the Aboriginal Friends'Association (A.F.A.), beginning

with Hungarrda n 1927. Unaipon grew up on the Point Mcleay mission, which was

administered by the A.F.A. dwing his formative years, and the A.F.A. were keen to promote

the writing abilities of their protégé.It was at this time, that Unaipon was commissioned by

the Adelaide doctor W. Ramsay Smith to collect "legends" from other Indigenous people

throughout southern Australia. These same n¿uratives were later published in 1930, under

Ramsay Smith's narne, as Myths andlegends of the Australian Aboriginals. This same book

has been reissued and reprinted several times since then, but Unaipon's contribution has

never been acknowledged.

A manuscript written by Unaipon between 1924-25, which was pr:rchased by Ramsay Smirh

for his 1930 publication, is currently held in the Mitchell Líbrary in Sydney. A comparison

between this manuscript and Ramsay Smith's book forms a major point of discussion in
Chapter Seven. Unaipon went on to publish further "legends" in the 1950s and 1960s, which
are also discussed later.

4.2 UNCLE \ryILLIE MACKENZIE'S ''LEGENDS'"

Following Unaipon, one of the earliest books to be written by an Indigenous Australian of
the Dreaming geffe was published in 1967 by Jacaranda. It is called Uncle Willie
Mackenzie's legends of the Goundirs and was written by Uncle'Willie's niece Sylvia Caims
(at the time, a well-known singer). It was illustrated by Sylvia's nephew Fred Cobbo, and is

presented as a picture book aimed at children "aged between nine and twelve"
( 1967:dustcover).

This publication contextualises the narratives it contains right from the beginning, by
explaining who told the stories, and where they come from. A sense of Person is immediately

established by a photograph of the narrator, Uncle V/illie Mackenzie, appearing straight after

the title page. Caims establishes this sense of Person further, as well as a stroûg sense of
Place, in her two page introduction:

My grandfather on my father's side was Budroonbupple of the Darwa¡bada tribe.
This tribe roamed the area from Boubyjan to Kfüoy in Queensland, Australia. He died
when I was eleven. I met him when he was a hr¡ndred years old, just before he died.
... As was the custom of the Aborigines it was my Grandfather who had taught the
legends of the lore of the tribe to my Uncle Willie Mackenzie. Uncle V/illie Mackenzie
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was the son of Grandfather's sister and Grandfather was therefore his uncle. It was

atways the uncles who taught the children as soon as-they became twelve years old.

Thuj it was that Uncle W"ruie Mackenzie, who is the last surviving member of the
his book.
You must write all this down for
e) and it must not be lost to her.

I agreed. These stories are precious to me all I have left of the Darwarbada

trib'e.I like to think that thróugh this book I am presenting a great tradition, not only
for my own great grandchildren but for children everywhere 

(Cairns, 1967:I)

Caims proceeds to relate ten Dreaming narratives in her book, as they were told to her by

Uncle V/illie, just as they were once told to him by Budroonbupple, her grandfather. Unlike

so many narratives rewritten for children by white writers, there is an apparent absence of a

Time frame in Cairns' representations (except one which speaks of a time before the laws

were made). This follows Uncle Willie's phitosophy: "You don't need to consider whether

the stories are of human, animals, stars, rocks or hills. All nature was one family. Everyone

shared a oneness" (Cairns, 1967:I). I think this "oneness", in both time and form, is

something that white representers have failed to convey in published Dreaming narratives.

They have misunderstood the philosophy of continuity between the past and present which,

by contrast, is succinctly conveyed in the oral telling of Dreaming narratives by many

Indigenous story-tellers. In turn, white writers have conveyed this misunderstanding to their

white readers, who have come to believe that Drear.ning narratives are only about events that

happened in the long distant past, and have little relevance or connection with the present.

This is probably why Cairns' repeats Uncle Willie's oneness philosophy on three occasions

in her book.

The ten naratives related by Cairns include: "The first tree creeper, The dingo story, The first

platypus, How the laws were made, Mr koala and Mr beetle, The eastern giant' How the

cockatoo received the small bald patch, The burning secret, The first carpet snake, and frnally

Theporcupine and the crow". I have reproduced the third narrative in Appendix 4'1, which

contrasts in a number of ways with another platypus narrative rewritten over ten years later by

L.&G. Adams for the S.R.A. Series (which appears in Appendix 3.6)' One contrasting

feature is the way Cairns' locates Uncle Willie's narrative in the Brisbane River region,

giving the narrative a sÍong sense of Place (I have highlighted two occasions where the story

names its location). This sense of Place is noticeably absent from renditions of similar

narratives rewritten for children by many white writers. Another contrasting feature is the

way Cairns begins the platypus narrative, with no reference to Time at all: "The elders were

busy sorting out the young men. They were to be trained in the way of the tribe..." Cairns,

Ig67:11). AIso to be noted is her insistence on the use of particular vernacular terms, such as

the main character Jengery,and the word for platypus Marewaare, as well as the place up the

river called Mimburry.
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4.3 DICK ROUGHSEY

Dick Roughsey is probably the most well-known Indigenous writer in the Dreaming geffe.
This is not only because of his relatively prolific ouÞìrt, but also because his picture books
were (and still are) very popular with children. Their vivid double-page-spread colour
illustrations and captivating story-lines appeal to the imaginations of the young. people now
in their 20s remember them as their "favourite books" (personal communication Jo procter,
1997) when they were growing tp.Gidja the moon remains a favou¡ite picture book for my
youngest daughter. So who was Dick Roughsey, and why have his books been received so
well? And who was his collaborator in later years? The name Percie Trezise mysteriously
appears as the sole author and illustrator on later publications in the 1980s and 1990s, but the
style is distinctly ttrar of Dick Roughsey.

Dick Roughsey, or Goobalathaldin, was an Indigenous man from Momington Island in the
Gulf of Carpentaria in Queensland. His first book Moon and rainbow: the autobiography of
anAboriginalwaspublished :mlg7lbyA.H. &4.W. Reed, andintheforeword(writænby
Percy Trezise) it is claimed to be "the first genuine book by a fuIl-blood Aboriginal seeking a
better understanding of his people by white Australians" (1971:9). Maybe Trezise was
un'aware of Unaipon's earlier efforts, and perhaps Douglas Lockwood's I the Aboriginal
(fust published in I96L) was not considered a "genuine" account of the life of V/aipuldanya
or Phillip Roberts. There can be no doubt that Moon and rainbow is a seminal text,
panicularly because it goes beyond the autobiographical. It also includes "legends', and oral
history accounts of important events in the life of Roughsey and the families of the
Larumbanda, or the South-Wind Lardil of Langu-Narnji. In the chapter "Legends of the
Larumbanda", for example, Roughsey provides the following fascinating interplay between
(what white people would consider) history and legend:

In the beginning, ow island homes, no

dredged a big walpa, or raft, back and fc
The geologists did not furd oil. At about 3,000 feet they struck rock too hard to drill

'ffJ:i.iä'#
them. uld drill through

The Balumbanda people came along $1t peninsula long before it was cut up intoislands. They came across the mainlãnd frorn the west; gäturnUan¿a *"*r "rÅan of
the west". According to 9!r legends there wereth¡ee people. VfamUit wãs tne leader:
he had with him his wife Gin-Gin, and her unclê Dèwailewut. tr,ta¡nUit called
Dewallewul son-in-law, and so could not speak to him: he spoke to fri*- *"ough éin-
Gin. This wa,s the law.
They came places as they travelled. They made
sand dr:nes d at their bases for wÀter. ft"í ."á¿é
fish traps and dugong and turtle traps nes and bushes. fn"y ru* físh and
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birds, animals and plants and gave each a sacred place. They made ceremonies for
each of these totem creaflres to [sic] that the people who followed afær wouid know
what to do to keep up the numbers of these things....
When Mambil came to the place which is now my father's country, he stayed a long
time and made ceremonies for the sacred places. These include the places of Gumgin
the Wallaby and Thanba the Shovel-nosed Shark, Red Bill the Pied Oyster Catcher,
Ngarrawaun the Blue-fish, the Black Snake, and the great flood-making story place.
These stories still have special significance for my people today...

(Roughsey ,I97I:20-21)

Roughsey goes on to say that "the Gidegal and the Rainbow Serpent legends are two of our

biggest stories" (Roughsey, I97t:86). He gives accounts of these legends in his first book,

and later prouduced picnue books versions of these same iegends for children: The rainbow

serpent atdGidja, the latter in collaboration with Trezise. By the time of the writing of his

1971 autobiography, Roughsey was an acclaimed artist and had held a number of exhibitions

throughout eastem Australia. He became chairman of the Aboriginal Arts Board in 1973, and

in that same year had his first picnre book publishedThe giant devil dingo. Two years later

he publishedThe rainbow serpent. These first two books were highly successful, and to

meet their demand in schools were reproduced in kit form in 1977 and 1978 respectively,

consisting of a book, audio-cassette and filmstrip.

In the late 1970s Roughsey's first collaboratively produced picnre books were published

under the name of Trezise and Roughsey. Together they produced six picture books: Tåe

Quinkins in 1978, Banana bird and the snake menin 1980, Turramulli the giant Quinkin n
t982, The magic fire sticks in 1983, Gidja in 1984 and The flyiny fox warriors in 1985.

But who was (or is) Percy Trezise, and what role did he play in ttris collaboration? Answers

to these questions are provided, in part, in Roughsey's autobiography. The arrival of Percy

Trezise (or "Warrenby") into the life of Roughsey is given an entire chapter: "The arrival of
'Warenby". Trezise is a non-Indigenous pilot, writer, artist and enthusiast on Aboriginal

culture, and became a close friend and colleague of Roughsey's from the time they met in

1,962.It was Trezise who provided the opportunities, encouragement, and art lessons for

Roughsey to launch his career as an artisit and writer.

One can only assume that for their collaborative productions, Roughsey provided the

illustrations and Trezise (re)wrote the narrative; my reasons for this assumption are that

Trezise holds copyright for the text a¡d Roughsey for the illustrations in their later

publications (even though they held joint copyright for their earlier books). Not all their

books and narratives are based around the people and land in the vicinity of Mornington

Island. For the book Gidja one carr assume that Roughsey was the oral source of the

narative. In Roughsey's autobiography we are given a fu¡ther insight into ttreir collaborative

relationship:

For some years 'Warrenby had been exploring the sandstone country around Laura

[on Cape York Peninsula] for caves ssalaining paintings of the old people. He had
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found many big galleries and was about to start recording them for the Australian

nby asked me to talk to the old men and
exp^lain that he only wanted to record the old siories and customs so they would never
be forgotten.
I met the old men at the Laura settlement. They were living with their families in a row
of tin shanties by the Laura River. One old
from the Palmer River country and I fou
system. He soon introduced me to the othe

in his work. Old George and Willy were
e a lot about them in his book Quinkin

Country....
(Roughsey, L97I:139)

A quick perusal of the dust cover and credits page of their picture book, The Quinkins, and of
their five other collaborative works is disappointing in that there is no mention of the

narrators, or of the sources of the narratives they collected from the Indigenous people of
Cape York Peninsula. Roughsey does, however, provide a note "About this legend" in the

back of his first picture book, The giant devil dingo, acknowledging:

The.legend of Gaiya the giant devil-dingo belongs to several tribes in the lower Cape
York Peninsula.
I heard it first {rom my old friend Ju people. He said that
unlike all the other animals and birds, iä the beginning, but
had always been a dog-.... My people Island, ãso sa! ttrat
the first dingoes came from the west, a
The dingo was very important in hunting and I have seen many sacred paintings of
dingoes in secret caves !n Cape York. In óne of the caves, the diñgo can bè seen îo be
tracking a kangaroo which had been wounded by a spear.

(Roughsey, 1973)

In 1986 the book Ngalculli: the red kangaroo, which bears all the hallmarks of the earlier

collaborations, appeared as a sole production by Percy Trezise. It was actually dedicated to:

Dick Roughsey "My colleague and friend of many beautiful years". Then in 1988, more

Trezise picture books appeared: The cave painters and Black duck anà water raf (illustrated

by Mary Haginikitas), and again in 1991 when Mungoon-gali the giant goanna was
published, which is actually set in N.S.W. Finally, in 1997, Trezise returned to the Cape

York Peninsula with his publication Land of the magpie goose people, which he again

dedicated to "my colleague of many years, Aboriginal author and artist Dick Roughsey".
There is no doubt that Trezise has had much success through his collaborative work with the

late Dick Roughsey, so much so that it has enabled him to pursue a career in his own right as

both a writer and illustrator of Indigenous Dreaming narratives. In Appendix 4.2 I reproduce

in full their second collaborative effort Gidja, for which they claim equal credit: "written and

illustrated by Percy Trezise & Dick Roughsey". Its text, however, has the same Treziselike
textual style which is evident in his later books (such as Ngalculli: the red kangaroo)
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particularly his formulaic introduction, : "In the beginning in Dreamtime..." (Trezise,

1986:1). In a recent television program "Outback Adventures with Troy Dann" (Channel

Seven, January 10, 2000), Percie Trezise was interviewed by the adventurer Troy Dann'

During the interview Trezise explained why he had worked with Roughsey on his books, and

claimed that "when I was a kid there was nothing like this around [referning to his books]",

so he said he was "determined" to change the situation.

4.4 OODGEROO OF THE NOONUCCAL

The late Kath Walker, more recently known as Oodgeroo Noonuccal, is probably better

known for her poetry, being the first pubtished Aboriginal poet. Her first collection, We are

going, was releasedin 1964, then in lgl2herbook Stradbroke Dreamtime was published by

Angus and Robertson. It was republished in 1993 with spectacular illustrations by the

Indigenous artist Bronwyn Bancroft. The first half of this book, "stories from Stradbroke",

comprises na¡ratives by Oodgeroo telling of her eventful days growing up as a girl on

Stradbroke Island, just off the coast of Queensland. The second half of the book is called

"Stories from the old and new Dreamtime", and relates 14 Dreaming narratives.

Oodgeroo begins her Dreamtime section with a creation narrative: "The beginning of life"- It

is written in Biblical tones, and places the creation of the earth, as we now know it, "in the

Dreamtime". She introduces us to some concepts that have become popularised in

contemporary Aboriginal writing of this genre, such as the creator or "Mother of Life" in the

form of "Rainbow Serpent". She also writes using terms, both shamelessly and repeatedly,

such as "tribes" and "totems", despite their usage being considered inappropriate in

anthropological circles of late.a Oodgeroo's creation narrative, "The beginning of life", is

reproduced in full in Appendix 4.3

In her other narratives, Oodgeroo uses further concepts, which have also become popularised

among Indigenous writers, such as "Mother Ea.rth" and "the Good Spirit" called "Biami",

whom she claims is "one of the wisest men whom the Rainbow Serpent created at the

beginning of time" (Oodgeroo, 1993:64). This same character features in the narratives

published by Langloh Parker in 1896, spelt "Byamee", who is "old man Byamee, the

mightiest of Wirreenun, who is "a priest, doctor or wizard" (see Langloh Parker, 1978:79-

85, see also Carey's 1998 discussion which on its popular usage). These same characters

feature in Oodgeroo's Dreaming narratives as well as her poetry. Both also feature in another

of Oodgeroo's Dreaming narratives, "Curlew", which I cite below, as ¿¡re the terms "tribal

brother" and "blood brother":

a Oodgeroo is not the only
the usage ofwords such as

song "Tribal voice" by the

one to use such terms. Many Indigenous writers and artists insist on maintaining

"t¡ibe", "Tribal" and "totem" in their contemporary work. An example is the hit
successful contemporary Aboriginal band "Yothu Yindi"
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CURLEV/

Cr¡¡lew was a tribe ttr_at sqayed close to Mother Earth, and carefully guarded his own
people. They never- slept-by night, but stay -anlng 

cry should
9*g9. corte near those they loved. When s cry-in ttr" night,
they knew some danger was present. They lovéd the curiew
for his watchfulness. He was a true brother to them.
O.1e 01V plami the 9o-olSpi¡t called Cr:rlew before him and said, 'Your love of your
tribe shall be rewarded. Teil me how.'

Çurlew-r-eplied, 'Turn me agd my pe-ople into birds. Give us wings so that we may
fly, *9 let us be the guardians of the departed ones. Allow us îo warn the tribei
when death is athand. We shall carry the land. We
shall carry the shades of the dead when th '
Biami saw the wisdom of Curlew's word ad made.
And now Curlew carries to the shadow land the shades of men who have departed
this life. First, he gives wa::ning three times, so ttrat the tribes will know he is
coming, and will not be afraid. Curlew's cry tells the tribes ttrat all is well for their
loved ones in d"uth, that ttrey are not alone. They know that their blood brother,
Curlew, will always be wittr them when they make ttreir last joumey.

(Oodgeroo , 1993:73)

Because of the status Oodgeroo gained as a writer and activist dwing her lifetime, she has

served as an inspiration to many other lndigenous writers of today, particuiarly those
working in the geûe of poetry. It should therefore not be surprising that her use of tenns,
such as "Mother Earth", has become popularised amongst coûtemporary Indigenous writers
who are now working in a range of genres.

4.5 AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL UNIVERSITY PRESS

4.5.1 Djugurbø

One significant publication that seems ubiquitous to most Australian school libraries is the
publication Djugurba: talesfrom the spirit time.It was published in l974by the Australian
National University (A.N.U. Press) complete with glossy full-page pictures throughout. It
probably became part of the essential resource list for Austalian schools because of the rarity
in the early 1970s of publications by Indigenous writers in the Dreaming genre. It is claimed
on the dust cover of this collection of 14 narratives ttrat "this is the first time a group of
Aborigines has written and illustrated some of their own myths and legends." I believe this
claim is correct, as far as my resea¡ch has been able to ascertain.

It is interesting now, a quarter of a century later, to look back on the names of the "story-
tellers" and "artists" who contributed to this book. At the time of publication they were
among the fust group of Indigenous teacher trainees in the Northem Territory, studying at
Kormilda College in Darwin.s Many are now leaders i:r their own commuities, either in their

5 Th" Abotiginal teacher training prograrnhas since moved its operations to Batchelor Co[ege, south of
Darwin.
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respective community schools or other positions. They all retained copyright over the

narratives they wrote and illustrated for Djugurba. The title for their book comes from the

word common to many central Australian Indigenous languages, meaning "Dreaming", but is

spelt in various ways by different language groups; for example in V/arlpiri it is spelt

"Jukurrpa", in Pitj andatjara "Tiukurpa".

The students who contributed were being trained, at the time, by white educators, so it should

nor be completely surprising that the style of writing adopted by the Indigenous contributors

to this collection often follow the writing style of past white w¡iters within this genre' They

place their na¡ratives in the distant past, invariably beginning with "Long, long ago, in the

Dreamtime..." . They inevitably chose narratives that are open to the public, and often of an

aetiological nature, relating why certain animals have the characteristics they bear today.

These texts have been written to appeal to children, which isn't surprising seeing these

writers were training to be teachers. But they also relate to the specific country from which

each writer comes. This can be seen, for example, in the narrative "Inganarr the Great

Serpent", which is quoted in full in Appendix 4.4. This narrative, written by Bunug from

Melville Island in central Arnhem Land, tells of the role of a Giant Serpent in the creation of

man. It correlates in detail with narratives reproduced by the anthropologist Warner in 1937,

who wrote extensively on cultural beliefs in Amhem Land. It contrasts, however, in content

and style to the narrative on the same theme by Oodgeroo, from Queensland, cited earlier.

4.5.2 Milbi

In 1980 A.N.U. Press published another collection of Dreaming narratives, this time told by

a single Indigenous author Tulo Gordon, entitled Milbi: Aboriginal tales from Queensland's

Endeavour River. The na¡ratives were told in Guugu Yimidhin, and the linguist John

Haviland is acknowledged as the translator. The fifteen naratives appear in English and are

presented in a picture book format, with colourful iliustrations, also provided by the narrator

Tulo Gordon. Although Gordon's people have been living on Hope Vale Mission near

Cooktown for some years, these nar¡atives demonstrate a strong sense of Place - mostly

centred around the Endeavour River. They tell of the formation of different land forms in the

area, of the characteristics of different local animal and plant species, and of the birth of

different languages.

One such nanative is "The giant dingo dog", which is actually another version of a similar

narrative retold in Roughsey's first picture book. Gordon's version features an "old car?et

Snake", rather than an old woman, who directs the giant dingo to his fate with the two

brothers. Roughsey's version was originally told to him by a Gugu Yalanji friend (a

neighbouring language group to the Guugu Yimidhin). Another narrative that features in
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Gordon's collecton is "How the giant Nhinhi¡hi fish changed the languages", which typically
begins with a reference to a specific named place:

long.ago all men had a single language, which everyone could understand.
One time word went out to all the difr'erent tribes of people that there would be a big
dance' People came together from the East, from ttre Wêst, from the Norttr and frorñ
the South. They all gaúered together ut ubigiãgoo" caffeâ Ñg"nayin, to have their
corroboree...

(Gordon, 1986:17)

Gordon's collection should be viewed as a celebration of the swvival of Guugu yimidhirr
narratives, at least in a written form, despite the considerable disruptions to their language
and cultr¡¡e over the years. According to Haviland, who provides some insights into ttre
collection's origins in "Behind the myths" at the rear of the book, it is a miracle that the
na¡ratives have been preserved at all:

This book..:-represents something mo_re than a collection of stories from a group of
Australian Aborigines. For, whate-ver the original cotrtexts in which these stories were
told, and whatever the inter-depend
Yimidhin society and environment,
expression of Aboriginal life, in a m
g!9ri9l (and ttre s st alone the community of Guugu
ITg-q" people enrary narure of the coÍlection, tãetlllg langglge es were retold, an-d ttre salvaged remnants of
tradition and lore around which Sey revglve all give forlom testimõny to the fate of
the original inhabitants of the Endeavour River.

(llaviland in Gordon, 1986:58)

Haviland also gives us a clue into the nanre of the original language of Gordon as he narrated
each stor!, and ttre difficulties of transforming them into a written form:

Although in the English versions we
Yimidhin storytelling style and
Hopevale English phrases, there i
prtnctuated, and spaced on a printed
(like Tulo Gordon), complete with di
are meant to people deserve to have them recorded
and publishe ss to say, the translations draw n"u"ily
upon Tulo G yirddñnr.

(flaviland in Gordon, 1986:58)

The issue of transforming the oral word into print is a difficult one, which is complicated
even fwther when an oral text has to be translated into another language for publication.
Haviland's honest reflection of the difficulties involved in the production of Gordon's book
are both enlightening and valuable. At the time the book was published, not too many
Australians would have been aware that Aboriginal people still spoke their own Indigenous
Innguages,let alone thought about complex translation issues.
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4.6 DAVID GULPILIL

The origins of Gulpilil's collection of twelve Dreaming narratives GuIpiIiI's story of the

Dreamtime, remains apuzzle.Itwas published by Collins Publishers in 1979, and from the

choice of their title, it soems the non-Indigenous compilers, Hugh Rule and Stuart Goodman,

are capitalising on the name and popularity of the Indigenous actor David Gulpilil to promote

their collaboration. They originally produced and directed a television film series entttled The

Dreamtime, in which Gulpilil enacted the same narratives that appear in this book. They tell

us in their introduction:

This collection of Aboriginal legends has been compiled with the help of Gulpilil.
Gulpitil learnt these stories from the elders of his tribe when he was a small boy living
in Arnhem Land. The photographs were taken during the filming of the television
series, The Dreamtime.

Gulpilil is from the far northern coastal, and tropical, community of Ramingining in Amhem

Land, however, the photographs reveal that the filming was not undertaken in Gulpilil's own

community. There are also some unusual foreign elements in the 'stories' as well. The book

rsveals stories of birds, animals and plants which are unfamiliar to Gulpilil's community,

such as: lyre birds, emus, koalas, wombats, kangaroos and the waratah (the floral emblem of

New South Wales). However, the Indigenous language terms used in some of the texts are

clearly from Gulpilil's own language, Mandhalpuy.6 These include words such as: Boarta

for 'Turkey' (usually spelt "buwata"); Wooripun for 'emu' (usually spelt "wunpan");

Meyalk for'girl', Gurukman for'frog' (usually spelt "garkman") and Moola for'pelican'

(usually spelt "mola"). For 'corroboree' he uses the term Bora for (1919:66), first used in

such texts by Langloh Parker, rather then his own term bungul. I am unable to establish

(from published wordlists) the origins of the vernacular termWonga for 'pigeon' (1979:108),

but admit it has similar phontactics to Yoingu Matha words. One further mystery is the

absence of any copyright holding on the text itself. Copyright for the photographs, and for

the drawn illustrations, are held by the non-Indigenous collaborators, yet there is not mention

of who holds copyright over the text.

Why would Gulpilil allow himself to be accredited with a collection of published narratives

that appear to have been adapted from a variety of sources? One can only assume that Gulpilil

took on this project, or initially the making of the film series, just as he took on all his past

acting projects - as an actor. The publishing of this book obviously came out of the acting

project, and issues of authenticity were not considered paramount in the minds of either

Gulpilil or his white "compilers". But Gulpilil obviouly did "help" Rule and Goodman in

ó Gulpilil (pronounced phonemically /gulpariV, but now spelt with the conventional spelling 'Gulpilil')
comes from Arnhem Land in the N.T. His country is near Ramingining on the other side of the Glyde River

His "bapurru" or clan group is Mandhalpuy (or Mandhalpingu). His language is similar to Djinang, which

differs from the more widely spoken Yolngu Matha language of north eastern A¡nhem Land. However,
Gulpilil also speaks Yolngu Matha, and there are certain number of words shared by the two languages.

communication Howard Amery, August 2000)(personal
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small ways by contributing some of his own language to the texts - just as he used his own
language in his very first acting job Walkabout - for which he used the Yolngu Matha
language for a narrative set in the middte of the Australian desert.

A similar photographic book bearing a text "told by Gulpilil" is Birirrk: our ancestors of the

Dreaming, which was published in 1983 by L.&S. Publishing. This glossy, lavish
publication would probably be better described as a coffee+able book with its eye-catching

photographs by Neil Mcleod. The text is presented more as an accompaniment to the

photographs, which feature Gulpilil in various different poses and stunning landscape

panoramas of Arnhem Land, plus the children from the Gulpilil's home community. The text

is a creation narrative, in which Gulpilil tells of the formation of the eafth, and the creation of
all things on the earth. The story line is similar in content and style to that of Oodgeroo's
creation narrative (see Appendix 4.3), but in Gulpilit's narrative the creator figure is the

"Birirrk", rather than the the Rainbow Serpent. Gulpilil calls Birink "our great spirit
ancestors" (1983:4).7 Like Oodgeroo, Gulpilil also refers to the earth as "our Mother"
(Gulpiiil, 1983:7). I quote Gulpilil's creation narrative in fuil in Appendiz 4.5, but the

narrative begins: "Long long time before our Dreaming, the earth at our feet had no shape, it
had no colour, there was no light, and nothing walked across it. There were no emu ûacks

and no kangaroo tracks. It was dust without water, no river flowed, the earth was empty"
(Gulpilil, 1983:2).

The creation story by both Gulpilil and Ooodgeroo share simiiarities with the creation stories

written by Unaipon (discussed later in Chapter Seven), who was inspired by The Bible for
much of his writing, particularly by the creation story in the book of Genesis. The dustcover

of Gulpilil's book calls Gulpilil "the author", and he is given copyright for "this version of
the story", but this is accompanied by a statement: "Copyright in the original story told in this

book belongs to the traditional owners of the story". They are not acknowledged by name.

4.7 EDDIE BENNELL

Eddie Bennell's collection of twenty Dreaming narratives Aboriginal Legends from the

Bibulmun tribe was published in 1981. Bennell writes in his foreword:

The collection of myths and legends in this book is unique in that never before has
any material of this nature been written or recorded about the Aboriginal people of the
south-west of Westem Australia...

of my Aborig
le. My ea¡liest
of the old wi

7 Again I am unable to trace the language source for a term. The alternative word Wangarr is used by Yolngu
people today when talking about a creator God. The term Birirrkmust be a Mandalpuy term, and does not
appear in either the available Djinang or Yolngu matha worldlists.
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In my generation I was one of the few who

1e, liõtãning to their stories and trying to

and almost

forgotten history and mytholo hopefully to

revive u ¡"n uí¿ã"aníngful has become

dormant in the-min¿s of rñany of my mixed-blood brothers and sisters.
(Benneli, 1981:7)

The publishers of Bennell's book, Rigby, tell us on the (front) dustcover that "The stories

and legends of the Bibulmun tribe of Western Australia form a unique and valuable

collection", and that the Bibulml¡n were "once [a] powerful Aboriginal nation", but ale now

,'a vanished people". They continue on the @ack) dustcover to tell us that Bennell has

"attempted to preserve Some ... legends... aS a reminder to the many mixed-blood

descendants of the Bibulmun tribe of their priceless heritage". The publishers describe

Bennell as being of ',Aboriginal descent", confirming their belief that Ben:rell and other

,,mixed-blood descendants" afe not contemporary representatives of the Bibulman people,

"who ry inhabited the south -west area of ttre State" (my emphasis)' Such attitudes could

help explain the decontextualised nature of many of Bennell's na¡Tatives, with very little

specific reference to Place. Apart from his occasional introductions, such as: "Many years

ago in the south-west area of Western Australia" (Bennell, 1981: 13), his na¡ratives could be

set anywhere in Australia. They are largely aetiological in nature, explaining why certain

animals now have their present characteristics'

There are a few exceptions, which indicate Bennell's familiarity with the country and the

contemporary importance this co¡ntry still has to his people. However, specific Place details

seem to have been de-emphasised by his pubtshers in other na¡atives' One such example of a

narrative with a sense of place is "snow, the Jenark kangaroo", which begins: "About 160

kilometres south-east of Perth there is an area covered with salt lakes. Many years ago the

Aborigi¡es fiom ttre surrouldi¡g tribes would go hunti¡g there fbr kaugaroo and emu"'"

(Bennell, 1981:15). ThiS narrative tells Of the "fealsome, white boomer " which forced away

the Bibulmun from their hunting in the vicinty of the salt lakes. Another interesting exception

is the narrative of "The magpie and the cullew" (see Appendix 4.6), which actually sets the

telling of the narrative in post colonial times "on the outskirts of a town in the Great Southem

area of 'Wesæm Australia, approximately Z5}kilometres from Perth". It is significant that the

specific name of the town is deleted. The narrative tells of an Aboriginal boy who was

beckoned "many years ago" by a weerrlow bird "in a trance-like state to a high rocky dead-

end canyon,,, qhere he witnesses a battle between "the most magnificant birds he had ever

seen" (Bennell, t981,:21-24). With the detail of the many participants in this saga' one

wonders whether that actual boy was Bennell himself. A furtlrer exception, where Bennell

actually names ttre Place in his narrative is within "The swan brottters", whichbegins:

Many years ago lived two brothers of the Swan tribe that roamed the south-west of

Westem A;rË.h;. I" äib,rl;* lore, the old people say that long, long ago all the
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swans were gloss-V.Þlryt and their main tribal area was the sacred caves nearV/andering, about 145 kilometres soutl -east of Perttr- - 
;";"il, l9g1:39)

one of the things that perhaps detracts from this collection are the realist, elaborate, and
colourful illustrations by the non-Indigenous artist A¡ne Thomas. They remind one of the
style of portrait paintings one could buy in ûre 1960s on plates, black velvet and tea-towels,
of the stereotypical (and anonymous) desert Aboriginal with glowing white teer¡, huge eyes
and tussled hair' No expense has been spared by the publishers on this glossy and ma¡ketable
publication.

4.8 PAT TORRES

Pat Mamanyjun Torres is an Indigenous writer and artist who has written two books for
children, both published in 1987 by Magabala Books, an Indigenous controlled publishing
house based in Broome on the north west coast of Western Australia. Herself from the
Dampier Peninsula region of Kimberley, Torres collaborated with speakers of Indigenous
languages of the region to provide diglot texts for both books. Such efforts by Torres to
produce what she calls "bilingual books" are considered to help meet the aspirations that
McConvell (1985) writes of regarding speakers' sfrong desires for language mainte¡âscê.
The first book, which will not be discussed in detail here, is a book of poems Jalygurr:
Aussie animal rhymes which (according to the front cover) were "adapted from Kimberley
Aboriginal Folk Stories". According to Torres, this book "features the yawuru lqnguage and
the Yawuru people were the traditional people of the Broome area. It's my grandmother,s
people" (Torres, Video Interview, 199a¡s. The English text is written in rþme, and is
accompanied on each page with a translation in the Yawuru language. The yawuru text was
provided by Jack Edgar, Elsie Edgar and Thel¡na Saddler, and although it is not rhyming,
attempts have been made to lay the text out in a poetic form.

Torres' second book The Story of Crow also adopts a rþming poetic style for its English
text'9 For the Indigenous language component, Torres collaborated with Magdalene Williarns
to incorporate another Kimberley language, the Nyul Nyul language. Again Torres explains
in her interview: "The Nyui nyul book, which is The story of crow, , thatis a Dreaming story
about the crow becoming a black bfud.... that's in the Nyul Nyul lenguage, which is my
grandfather's people". In this second book, The Indigenous language text appears in red
italics across the top of each page. I have quoted the beginning of the Nyul Nyul text and all
of the English text below:

8 This interview f'eatueson $e open Leaming Series: "windows on Indigenous Australia: Aboriginal
languages", Episode 3, 1993).
9 I w¡ote to Torres asking her why she adopted this poetic style for her two books, but unfortunately did notreceive aresponse.
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THE STORY OF CROV/

Joovi nvimoongk iabal,
w aít s ní d i ¡ni¡ i lr ¡àb øl y o o mb o o n W ar a g ay in ? . "'

I wonder if you lilow, The story of-thg crow?

Itris featherionce were whiæ, Ñotblack and charcoal bright.

ü;Ja"ñ;og ro fuU of jo', F9y tpJ, Not like the croaking 
-voige 

he þ,3s 
today.

fo pt"ñr,ti*""¡e stolã tfr,i ágte'iwife, And that's what brought the-stri{e'

Wh;;h"ãgiy ft"sú*a ,o"*iog high, spied ttre two, Hathought about what he

would do.
The Eagle swooped down to the ground, and grasped a burning coal ttrat he had

found.
Then he searched bottr high and low, To find the handsome but naug$y crow'

when all ar once he saw the crow singilg below! The eagle flew up high to drop the

coal all a-glow.
Inside tris ttlroåt the colour red, Shows the world the bu:ning 

"o-ul 
t}.r?t Crow was fed'

foOuy tt"', burnrrigfrt tt'ough, To show the world what they shouldn't do.

S" tJ"p ¡r" laws,d"on't mesíaround, Don't put yourself on sacred-gror¡nd'
(Torres, 1987:4-25)

A pron¡nciation guide and a glossary for the Nyul Nyul words are provided in the back of

the book, as well as a map locating Ngarlan, which "is where the Nyul Nyul people live"'

Like Sally Morgan (see below), Torres is an accomplished artist, and together with her

engaging text has been successful in producing a book that has wide appeal amongst

Australian children. I am told that when reading her text to a class of school children the

audience is spell bound by her professional performance (personal communication Rob

Amery, Lgg3). Although Torres has made efforts in the preface of the book to locate her

poem in Nyul Nyul country, and with Nyul Nyul people, like Morgan's (1997) children's

book, if relying on the English text alone, the story could have taken place anywhere in

Australia. Torres dedicates her second book "to the living descendants of the Nyul Nyul

people, the origilal tribe of the Ngarlan, or Beagle Bay Mission, 
'Westent Australia" (Torres,

1987: inside cover). Of bothbooks Torres concludes:

Iwasbasicallypayingeldersby-producingthe
books Uiting"hfy,'anl considered under threat'

Because *iítr *ré Ñyul ople speaking it, and the

Yawuru language tliere's only ten people speaking it'"
(Torres, Video interview, t993)

4.9 YUENDAMU DOORS

yuend,umu Doors: Kuruwarri is an innovative book which I have discussed elsewhere in

detail (see Gale, tggT:205-207). For this reason, I hesitate to include it in ttris review chapter;

also because copyright for the book is held by its publishers (known then in 1987 as the

Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies). However, in the book's postscript the late Eric

Michaels (19g7:L37-I38) explains how the authors, the V/a¡luk¡¡¡langu a¡tists, made a

requesr to the Institute to fund the book, which would ultimately financialty benefit them My

discussion below will furttrer explain my reasons for including it here'
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Yuendumu Doors could well be considered an art-book with a difference. It comprises colour
plates of thirty dot-style paintings done by the W'arlukurlangu artists of yuendumu in central
No¡thern Territory. These senior male artists have also provided explanatory texts, in
V/arlpiri for each painting. The book differs from other Aboriginal art books, in that the texts
appear in both Warlpiri and English, with some of them rexts retelling the actual Dreaming
n¿urative associated with their painting, rather than a brief description of what,s in the
painting' The book takes its name from the fact that the paintings were originally painted on
the doors of Yuendumu school, originally for the educational benefit of the local school
children. The v/arlpiri term "Kuruwarri" means 'painting, design'.

In Appendix 4.7 I quote in fult the English ve¡sion of the "Bush Turkey and Emu,' narrative
from Yuendumu doors, which was told by Darby Jampijinpa. He is an old and much
respected story-teller from yuendumu. It begins:

I am telling$-",-t]g"y. of Turkey who lived at Parini rock hole and gathered for himself
a big pile gf.yakajini berries. ianåalas ana lamp¡inlas üved there and now ir is theircountry - I have it now. Where Turkey- was tiving at Parini, in tfre fjreamtime, heused to pick berries and make them intõ big fruit baïs.

(Darby Jampijinpa, Warlukurlangu artists, l9g7 :39)

Darby goes on to tell of a conflict between Turkey and Emu, which are two cha¡acters that
abound in books already published in the Dreaming genre. I have selected this particular
narrative because it has been particuiarly illuminating to me in coming to understand the
possible origins of nanatives that have become ubiquitous throughout Australia. Unlike
Jampijinpa's narrative, many previously published narratives about the Turkey and the Emu
have aetiological themes; either explaining why the emu cannot fly, or why the turkey only
has two chicks. They are rarely located in any particular country or place. The question is
often asked as to where the origins of these now ubiquitous stories lie, and in what form they
are told when related by a story-teller who still has strong connections with their land and
their language. Jampijinpa's narrative comes close to answering this question.

The strong sense of Place is quite evident in Darby's narrative, right from the beginning,
when he locates Turkey, and himself, at the site Parirri. Jampijinpa also gives his text an
immediate sense of Person, by stating that the country at Parirri belongs to his own skin
group as weli as to the Jangala group. It is significant that although the English translation of
Darby's narrative uses the term "Dreamtime" on two occasions, Darby also relates his
narrative to the present with the statement: "Jangalas and Jampijinpas lived there and now it is
there country - I have it now." The actual word used by Darby in Warlpiri (rather than
'Dreamtime') is "jukurrpa" and 'Jukurrpawamu". These could just as easily be translated as
'the Dreaming'and'from the Dreaming'respectively, which doesn't carry, semantically, that
distant sense of time encompassed within the phrase: "in the Dreamtime".
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As with most Warlpiri men's narratives, Jampdinpa's na¡tative incorporates an element of

travel by its main cha¡acters, and typicalty the direction of travel is always articulated. What is

not articulated is some sort of coda (invariably found in published Dreaming narratives about

animats) about why the animal characters look the way they do today. Hence it differs in

outcome to the popularised versions of emu and nukey natratives. Instead Jampijinpa

chooses to conclude his narrative by relating the events back to country, and pointing out the

origins of "rocky hills and boulders spread over the ground at that place" today. He also

deems it important to validate his na¡rative's authenticity with the f'ollowing coda: "Ttus story

is a true Dreamtime story which the old people used to tell, the old Aboriginal people who

have gone before us." It is not hard to see, however, how just a little literary license would be

required, on the part of creative writers, to h]rn Jampdinpas narrative into something with an

aetiological theme that would appeal to a publisher looking for ma¡uscripts for children's

story books - particularly with an all-Australian animal theme. One could imagine a simplified

version of this same text in a children's book without any reference to Place at all, and with a

contrasting coda that explains why the bush nukey has black rings around its eyes today, or

why the emu and turkey are no longer friends! Thus we see, in Darby Jampijinpa's nalrative,

the possible origins of popularised animal narratives, such as the Turkey and Emu nattative,

which have become ubiquitous to ttre geme of published Dreaming stories for children.

4.10 THE COULTHARDS

In the late 1980s a series of Dreaming texts were published as part of the Aboriginal Australia

II series, which included the book Moon man. Alrhough the Indigenous authors, Terrence

Coulthard, Clitf Coultha¡d and Buck McKenzie, are given full credit on the front and back

covers of their 1987 book, copyright remains with the publishers of the series: Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich. Despite this fact, I include a discussion of this small book for children

here, because it feeds into my discussion of a later book by Terrence and Clem Coultha¡d

Awi lrta published by The Anglican Education Centre n t997 , for which ttre rightrul authors

¡stsin copyright.

11re first book, Moon m.an, appears i:r English only, with no reference to the Indigenous

language of the authors. I quote the English text in full in Appendix 4.8, which begins:

In ttre Dreamtime there lived an old
years went bY the old
Aboriginal way. The
other peoPle because

This particular narrative shares a conìmon theme that can be found within many Dreaming

narratives told across Australia - that of greed and conflict between young initiates and the
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older generation. But the perspective taken, in this particular Adnyamathantra version of the

nalrative, regarding who is the greedy villain of the story (and therefore becomes the moon)

is very inæresting. This version was written by three younger Adnyamathanha men who are

all well-known in Aboriginal education circles for their contributions to Aboriginal Studies

curriculum in South Australia. The greedy protagonist of their narraúve is the yor:ng nephew,

who steals from and taunts his uncle, from whom he should be lea::ning. Retribution results

in the greedy fat nephew being left in the sky as the moon, to share his light with others.

Another Adnyamathanha version of the moon narrative was published a year later in
Tunbridge (1988:70), this time with the uncle as the protagonist. This version was originally
told in the Adnyamatha¡ha Innguage, Yura Ngawarla, by Wally Coulthard, and was later

translated into English for publication by Dorothy Tunbridge (see my previous Chapter

Three). The uncle, Ngamarna, is the protagonist because the two nephews "were sick of him
telling them they couldn't eat the meat they caught". As time passed, the uncle climbed a
gumtree to get witchetty grubs, and as he climbed: "the two boys pulled the gumtree down

until it was quite small. As for their old Ngamarna, he wandered around úre sþ really angry.

The pair shouted to him: 'Uncle! Youmust climb up and shine! Then youmust gradually die

and become smaller' ". According to Tr:nbridge, this same fee now stands in Wilpena Creek,

in the Flinders Banges region of South Australia (Tunbridge, 1988:70).

Obviously there are altemating versions and perspectives on the moon man narative amongst

the Adnyamathanha people. In Wally Coultha¡d's nanative it is the greedy uncle who is
pr:nished, not a greedy nephew. The version offered by the younger Coulthard men meets the

expectation that many audiences now have of Aboriginal Dreaming narratives. It bears a

lesson on two universally popular themes: greed, and respect for one's elders. The three

Indigenous authors have been key contributors to the compulsory Aboriginal Studies

curriculum that has been taught now for over a decade in all South Australian schools, from
Reception to Year 8. Cu¡riculum documents prepared on "The Dreaming" contain explicit
explanations of what Dreaming narratives are "designed to teach". One of these is: "Rules for
living: The Dreaming Stories are a major way of teaching Aboriginal children about right and

wrong behaviow and the laws of ttre society. The stories provide examples of sharing, being

honest, showing respect for elders, good manners and so on" (Education Deparrrent of
S.4., 1988:22).Lo

Another book written by the Coulthards, this time Clem and Terrence, appeared a decade

later: Awi lrta. Tltis particular "Adnyamathanha Dreaming story" was published in diglot
fbrm, and states on the credits page that it was "written in Yura Ngawarla by Clem and

10 Ttre other two things that the Aborigrnal Studies curriculum claims are taught through "Dreaming
Stories" are aspects about "the natural environment" and about "the spiritual world" @ducation Department of
S.4., 1988:22).
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Terrence Coulthard". However the formulaic introduction and conclusion for the English text

indicates that it has been translated using the style of language that audiences have come to

expect of beginnings and endings in Dreaming narratives (see the English text quoted below).

The story-line is brief and simple, with the predictable aetiological coda explaining why the

Robin now has a red breast. One cannot help suspecting that the Yura Ngawarla version has

been simplified for this publication. Similarly, the English text uses in its introduction the

term "Aboriginal people", compared to the Yura Ngawarla text which uses the word 'Yura',

meaning, more specifically, 'Adnyamathanha people'. The more inclusive English term takes

the narrative beyond the boundaries of the Adnyamathanha, which is made possible because

there is no specific reference to Adnyamathanha country within the narrative. I quote below

the English text in full, but just the introductory text in Yura Ngawarla:

AWI IRTA / The story of the Red Breast Robin

Wadu matyarri Yura-apina wanggangga Awi irta vanbi ikangga'...

breast robin couPle.
berries.

. Come here old man.

His wife was making a shelter, and she was making it by herself.
His wife toot<e¿ upäoO sa* the rain clouds coming oier the peak. Come here old
man, come here oIã man, his wife called out. Come here old man!
The husband stood and ignored his wife's call while still eating the mistletoe berries.

Then the rain got close aãd started to fall on top of them. Come here old man, come

here old man, his wife called out. Come here old man!
d tell the ing down here!
mistletoe
[him] on d from him which

hy he has

The challenge that this book offers to its audience is its prominent inclusion of the Indigenous

authors' own language at the top of each page. Yura Ngawarla actually holds greater

prominence than the English text simply by its position on the page. Similar tactics, and

hence statements on the legitimate place that Indigenous languages have in children's books

of this genre, were made by Magabala Books in Pat Torres' publications.

4.11 BILINGUAL SCHOOLS IN THE N.T.

In lg173,bilingual educarion was officially introduced into five pilot Aboriginal schools in the

Northern Territory, as a Commonwealth government initiative. After the submission of

various positive reports, bitingual education became the adopted language policy in a number

of larger and remote government-funded Aboriginal schools, such as Milingimbi, Galiwi4ku,

yirrkala and Yuendumu. The same policy was soon adopted by Catholic schools at Port

Keats and Bathurst Island as well as in an independent school in Alice Springs: Yipirinya.

Realising the urgent need for local production of reading materials in the Indigenous

languages of these schools, within a few years funding was also made available, by the
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'' Commonwealth, for Literature Production Centres to be staffed and equipped with printing
presses

Thus began the on-site publishing of varied vernacular materials, in remote Aboriginal
communities in the Northern Teritory, for local consumption. I write in detail of the vast
range in quality and content of this "flood of literature" in my recently published book (Gale,
1997). The locally-based production of books in Indigenous languages was soon commenced
in many more Aboriginal communities, and by 1996 twenty schools were operating
accredited bilingual programs in thirty four Indigenous languages. Three of these schools
were Catholic and one independent. There were ten schools operating Literature Production
Centres and eight running smaller Literacy Cenrres (see Bubb, 1996:38-39). However, in
1998 the Northern Territory (Country Liberal Party) governmenr announced that they would
be withdrawing funding for the ongoing operation of bilingual education programs in all
govemment-run Aboriginal schools. This meant that the extra funding they provided to run
Literature Production Centres, and to employ Aboriginal literacy workers, would no longer
be available. A number of Aboriginal schools are still fighting this decision, amid suppor
from both national and international forums. However, the impact the government decision
will have on the local production of vernacular literature is predictable. What follows is a brief
discussion of some of the publications that came out of Aboriginal bilingual schools prior to
1998.

In Gale (1997) I discuss how the published texts that came out of Aboriginal Literature
Production Centres, some of which were Dreaming texts, were not actually published and
marketed for a mass audience. Although it is possible to purchase booklets printed in
bilingual schools directly from some schools, such as Yirrkala and Nguiu (or Bathurst
Island), their intended audience for their books was primarily local. They therefore contrast
with most of the books reviewed thus far in this study, which can generally be purchased in
mainstream bookshops. The publications that I have chosen to analyse and discuss below all
emanated from schools because of the presence of their bilingual programs. The first two are

available in bookshops. They were self-published by Yipirinya school, but are marketed in
Alice Springs, which has a large tourist trade. The others are only available through their
source schools, Yirrkala and Nguiu, but are included because they are particularly useful to
this study. The publications discussed in this section provide quite startling contrasts, in
numerous ways, to many of the texts discussed thus far in this chapter, and of course to all
those reviewed in the previous chapter.

4.ll.l Yipirinya School

In 1988 Yipririnya school published the small diglot booklet Yeye Apme Kwerlaye-iperre /
The rainbow serpent. The na:rative was told in Western Anemte by Elaine Sharpe, and was
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transcribed by Jennifer Inkamala, who also illustrated the book. The text is accompenied by a

one page description of Yipirinya school, plus a map and photo of the local area in which the

narrative is based. An information page on the'W'estem Arremte language aPpears at the

back. The narrative itself only appears on four pages, and the text is presented with the

Arremte and English version side-by-side on the same page. The English version is quoted in

full below:

TTIE RAINBOW SERPENT

Long, long ago, in the waterhole at Glen Helen there lived a rainbow serpent.

People used to come and
the waterhole where that
near that rainbow serPent with its bl
away on the high, flat ground.

and then they went back to their own placg
e a big wind would blow. Then they would

place.

They would make their camp far aryay inthe-open country. The waærhole was a

*.rÉ,¿ place. The rainbow senpent *ight take thém into ttre water and drown them.

perhaps the Rainbow Serpent is still lying there today, deep under the water.l1

This glossy-coloured book was the winner of the picnue book category of the Australian

Multicultural Literatue Award, probably not so much for the quality of its line-drawings or

simple story-line, but more so because of its educational value for its non-Indigenous

audience. The book demonstrates that some Australian languages, such as A:remte, are still

alive and well today, and ttrat Arremte beliefs are also being maintained. The setting of the

narrative in this book is Glen Helen, which is a popular tourist destination 150 kilometres

west of Alice Springs. This book teaches tourists to respect the cor.:ntry, and therefore the

belief's of the Arremte, when visiting this site.

A year later, in 1989, Yipririnya published a second and much longer book: Ampe urreye

artnterrentye akweke akerte / The Crawling baby boy. Again they went to the expense of

having it printed with glossy colour illustrations, this time by the skilled artist Thomas

Stephens, who was once employed for many years as the artist at Papr:nya school's

Literature production Centre. Such centres don't have ready access to the quality print

facilities accessed by yipirinya school for this particular publication. The narrative was

written by Margaret Heffeman on a theme which is not rmtypical of Dreaming narratives from

central Australia. It tells of a neglectful Aboriginal mother who left her young baby to fend

for himself each day as she went hunting. This resulted in her baby dying from snake bite,

and ultimate retribution on the mother, by the baby's father, in the form of a severe belting

around the head and then being thrown on the fire. The unarticulated lesson to ttris narrative

11 I have copied the inconsistent capitalisation of the "rainbow serpent" a.s it appeared throughout ttre original

text.
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is for women to take care of their children, or else. This violent story is one that would not
appeal to cortmercial publishers of children's books, and the book won no awards.

Commercial book publishers, particularly those who regularly submit their products for
annual book awards, are extremely selective when accepting manuscripts for publication.

This is particularly so with picture books, which are expensive to produce. The more the
publishers manage to sell, the better chance they have of not only covering their high costs,

but of making profits. Book awards also increase sales, so each manuscript accepted is a

potential candidate submined for an award. In the past the Dreaming texts were re-written by
non-Indigenous authors for their white audience, and unpleasantries were avoided, especially

in children's books. Now that Indigenous people themselves are submitting manuscripts to
publishers, they are challenging the boundaries that publishers have taken for granted in the
past. This is particularly pertinent when issues of 'authenticity' are being raised by some

critics. Is a narrative that has been 'toned-down' by its publishing editors, for example
because of its demonstrable violence towards women, still a legitimate representation of an

Indigenous text?tzI retum to such issues in my final two chapters.

4.11.2 Yirrkala School

In Gale (1997) I discussed in detail, and in celebration, the editorial work of Raymatda
Marika-Mrmunggirif for her work on the two publications from Yirrkala school, in north east

Arnhem Land: Ganbulapula: the story of the land around the old Dhupumn Coltege (in 1988)

anrd Ngøyi Balngaua Mawurrku: the song of Yirukala (in 1989). They both contain Dreaming
narratives that were recorded from senior clan leaders of Yirkala and then transcribed and

translated into English to be reproduced in diglot publications. I discuss these two texts
further, in ttris study, for two reasons: first because their story-lines display typical featr¡res

of oral Dreaming narratives told in this region of Australia, and second because they
demonstrate a daring alternative to the modes of representing Indigenous narratives.
Together, I consider them to be seminal works in the geûe of published Dreaming na¡ratives.

I briefly discuss the first, and much shorter, of these two texts below, but reserve my
discussion of the secord, and arguably most challenging, until Chapter Five.

The first publication, Ganbulapula, tells of the travels and exploits of the Yirritja spirit
ancestor, Ganbulapula, in the country surrounding Yinkala. The narrator, a Gumatj leader

Djalalingba Yunupingu, was audio-taped when instructing the post primary srudents on a
culnral workshop at the old site of a now defunct Aboriginal boarding school, Dhupuma

Coliege. Like many narratives from this relatively densely populated region of the Northern

!'\""Cataldi þersonal communciation, June, 1998), who was working at Lajamanu school when pamela
Lofts was leeking na¡¡atives for her series of children's books, says they had great kouble finding suitable
stories for Lofls because most of them were "too violent" for children.
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Territory, it serves to reaff,rm the aff,rliation that the many different clans groups living in the

area have with particular tracts of land, and hence stabilise social relationships between them.

I quote the full English translation of Yunupingu's text, a¡d some of the Gumatj text, in

Appendix 4.9, which begins:

This place (where Dhupuma College was) used to be a ceremonial ground. This is
wherè they danced. From here...... to Dadala, through the bush, to the point whe_re

;,'îîfr,:J,ji"hi"ifJr'"i::rffi ,Ë;
s, following ltrJsiringy bark flowers looking

for native honey. This land is ceremonial ground.
(Yunupingu, Dj alaljngba, 19 88 : 1)

Unlike many published Dreaming narratives, this particular narrative has an instructional style

with the inclusion of feanres such as rhetorical questions. It also defies the rule that all book

editors tend to abide by: that all good stories have a clear beginning, a middle and an end.

Djalalingba Yunupingu concludes his narrative as abruptly as he begins it, which is not

uncoÍtmon to many other narratives I have heard and read (see the Warlpiri narratives in

Roclsnan & Cataldi discussed later in Chapter Five). Often ttre only indication that a'Warlpiri

natrative has ended, when being told by Warlpiri narrators, is the simple concluding

statement "That is all I have to say". This contrasts with the neatly packaged conclusions we

have come to expect in earlier Dreaming publications, that end with an explicit moral, or with

an aetiological statement declaring that this story tells why certain animals today have thei¡

distinctive markings or features on their bodies. The Ganbulapula nafiative is the relatively

unedited product of a Dreaming narrative being told in a contextualised situation to a specif,rc

audience. The purpose for the original narrative being told to an expectant and immediate

audience is evident in the final printed product. It reads as an oral narrative, and the reader is

allowed to become "one of the youngsters" to whom Djalalingba talks and explains this

obviously important Yirritja ancestor. The 'untampered' and 'un-edited' nature of the printed

text adds to its vitality and 1¡saning. This is an approach that is also pr:rsued by Muecke, who

chose to represent Paddy Roe's narratives in a similarly 'oral' mode, to be discussed later in

Chapter Five.

4.11.3 Nguiu School

Many of the Dreaming narratives, published by the Nguiu Nginingawila Literature

Production Centre at Nguiu school on Bathurst Island (ust north of Darwin in the N.T.), tell

of the origins of Tiwi songs and ceremonies. According to Sr. Jenny Kirby (the school's

teacher linguist, personal communication, 1992) the narrative Nyingawi - the little spirit

people "tells the origin of the kurlama ceremony, which is one of ¡vo ceremonies which are

important to the Tiwi today ". f quote the full English translation of this text (which aPpears at
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the back ttre book) in Appendix 4.10. Below I quote just the beginning of the narative in
Tiwil3, and its English translation :

NGIRRAMINI NGINI NYINGAWI - TFIE LITTLE SPIRIT PEOPLE
(Told by Aloysius Puantulwa (Tupwanikini))

Parliggani.\gingawi pitirikipimi kurlama kapi Tumanipi. Nginingaji wutawa
pitirikipirni kurlama ngawauroyaka, kiyi ayipa pirima. Þirrfuñantuluwi ngarra

-m. Ngya-mirani awurrini

V/aya awungani pitirikurwalamini:
' Angiw ala ampirikitaaw urra ruw arrawuj anawu.'. . .

Long time ago the little spirit people had kr:rlama at Tumarripi. All of them took turn
to sing in the kurlama. Pirimantuluwi was the eldest of them all. So he and all the
little spirit people sang. This is what they sang:
I'm saying this word. The tree broke up. My son was sleeping.
And all the women sang after theirhusbands:
He's just saying that word.

This Dreaming narrative, which tells of how the Tiwi people learnt to sing the kurlama
ceremony, contrasts with the epic Dreaming narratives of central Australia, which invariably
tell of long creationary joumeys over vast tracts of land by various Dreaming ancestors.

However, what is conìmon to both styles of na¡rative is the strong sense of Place, which
locates each text firnrly in the coìmtry of the story-teller. This is evident within both the first
and the frnal lines of the above Tiwi narrative, which locates itself at Tumarripi. The narrator
actually states, towards the end, that "we'11 take the children to that place and teach them
about the land at Tumarripi" (Puantulwa,1990'21). The narrative is also instructional, in a
similar way to Yurupingu of Yirrkala's Ganbulapula narrative, in the way it explains the

origins of the important kurlama ceremony and its different aspects, such as the cries of pain,

the body-painting designs and the songs associated with the ceremony. It also explains how
aspects of the ceremony were stolen by the current owners of the ceremony, the Tipungwuti.
It began by Tipungwuti stealing "the kurlama yams" from Pinimantuluwi, the eldest of the

littie spirit people, and placing them in a bark basket. Tipungwuti (and now the Tipungwuti
people of today) also took the song that was sung by the "Nyingawi - the little spirit people".

This same song is repeated twice wittrin the Dreaming the text. This theme of theft is common

in the Dreaming naÍatives told by the Yotngu of eastem Amhem Land, where the land is
more densely populated (ttran in central Australia), and occupied by many different clan
groups. The Tiwi narrative concludes by instructing the audience on the various names now
used by the little spirit people. The learning of the maûy altemative names for people, places

and species is a very important skill and aspect of Tiwi cultural knowledge, just as it is for
Yolngu people and many other Indigenous groups.

13 The^Tiwi language that appears in books produced for use at Nguiu school is 'New Tiwi', a less complex
form of 'traditional Tiwi'.
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Tiwi Dreamings include narratives of an aetiological nature, such as the na¡rative: Ngirramini

ngini tini yirrikipayi yima: Legend of Yirrikipayi: the man who became the crocodile. It was

told by Gerardine Tr:ngutalum and was published in 1991, as a "Tiwi legend". I quote the

English translation of the na¡rative in its full form in Appendix 4.11. What is significant, for

this discussion, is the prominence that is given in the narrative's introduction to Person as

well a.s Place:

A long time ago I was told a slory þy m¡1 grandmother, m.y fa$e.r's mother' Also my

husbñd told"me the story. My fãtfrei'Jbrothers Purtipuwiyi and Nokota were

teenagers when
io"g"ugo in the Yirrfüpayi was sitting by himself all alone at

Wiyapurali, apl y' 
(Tungutalumet.al., 1991:11)

Great importance is placed, by the narrator of this Crocodile narrative, on explaining the

relationship she has to the people who originalty told her the naÍative, as well as when it was

told. This obviously adds authority to her right to re-tell the same text for others' Another

interesting feature is the way the narator instructs the audience in the various altemative

names given to the mother of Yinikipayi, the main character in the narative. The citing of

these alternative names gives authority to the narrator, because it displays the depth of

knowledge she has of this particular Dreaming. It also has an instructional ftrnction; if the

younger generation are to learn the songs associated with various Dreamings they must learn

the many alternative names that are sung for places and characters within song cycles. Songs

were, and still are for many Indigneous groups, like encyclopediae of the culn[al knowledge

and Dreamings belonging of each group. It is significant that the above narrative, as in many

published Tiwi naratives, contains some song lines withi¡ the text. These songs were not

actually sr-rng by the na¡rator herself, but by two other Tiwi women. They are given credit for

their contribution in the credits page.

My reason for including the above na¡rative in this chapter is to highlight the way it differs

from those simptified aetiological narratives discussed in the previous chapter. Alttrough

Tungutalum's na¡rative tells of why the crocodile has the spikes on his back today, the

narrator is quite diligent in providing her narative with a very strong sense of both Person

and place. Not all Dreaming naratives published by Nguiu school are as particular in their

detail. The last na¡rative I shall discuss seenx to be pruely entertâining, with few instructional

elements at all. Nor does it make specific reference to Person or Place. It bears more

resemblance in form to the types of Dreaming stories re-written in the past by non-Indigenous

authors for young children, than to the above Crocodile na¡rative'

The credits page tells us Rainbow and flying fox is aimed at a reading level of Year three

children. It was produced by the school's Liærature Production Centre in 1990 for children to

read themselves, rather than as an instructional text to be read to children' Funding for this

centre is provided by the N.T. Education Deparnnent primarily to produce accessible reading
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material in Tiwi for children in the bilingual program. The aim of this booklet is obviously to
provide accessible texts in the Tiwi language for young emerging readers, along with
coloured illustrations, as an altemative to the glossy English books they find on their library
shelves. It was written in Tiwi by Marguerita Kerinaiua, and was illustrated in colour by
Ancilla Puruntatameri. I quote the beginning of the Tiwi text below, but provide the complete
English translation:

NGIRRAMINI NGINI AMPIJI AMINTTYA TARNIKINI: RAINBOW ANDFLYING FOX

Parlingarri ..nginingajiYu.talva tokwampuwi p_r¡r¡rpgwu kapi yiningarni. Ninkiyingarra tarnikini yuwuriyi. kapi wuta.jaþuju. Ñintciyi yoyi piriríam*i. riyl u**íutarnikini jurrumumi jiyimi angataw yiinänla....

Long ago there were all sorts of birds li
to their camp. Then they had a dance
sharp. As he did so he cut his nose.
spear then threw it at the rainbow serpe
flowing down her side. All the birås
serpenr died. Flying fox then had his w

(Kerinaiua, 1990: 12 e.7)

4.I2 DAISY UTEMORRAH

The late Daisy Utemorrah was a Worrorra woman from the western Kimberley who, until her
death in 1994' was one of the few remaining speakers of the 'Worrorra language. Her
Dreaming nalrative, "Dumbi: the Owl", is just one in a much larger collection of 'Worrorra

na¡ratives recently published in August 2000. In addition to this more recent collaborative
work with Clendon, Utemorrah provided the same Owl narrative for two other books for
children, both published in 1983, but with the modified name "Dunbi".r4 Together, these
three published versions of the same Owl narrative provide exemplary and contrasting
approaches to the different ways oral narratives can be represented in print. The first book,
simply ¡ttled Dunbi , was published by the Education Department of Western Australia, and
was the result of a collaborative project aimed at bringing appropriate literature to young
Aboriginal children in schools, in an effort to promote their understandings of literacy. In the
introduction we are told it was produced so children would "have the pleasure of reading one
of their traditional stories, written in a simple way". The book is credited to Daisy Utemorrah.

The second book, as discussed in Chapter Three, is one of a series of picture books compiled
for children by Pamela Lofts in the 1980s.rs Utemorrah's na:rative, Dunbi the owl, was the

la Utemonah and Clendon were puzzled over why both publishers spelt the owl's name "Dunbi" , rather than
as it is pronounced by Utemorrah, as "Dumbi" with a bilabial nasal "m" (personal communication, Clendon,
November 1999). Perhaps it is because Utemorrah's form looks too close to the English word 'dumb', or
maybe because it doesn't follow English phonotactic conventionsls As mentioned in Chapter Three, in 1980 many Aboriginal schools received letters from pamela Lofts
requesting texts in English for publication, including Willowra in the heart of Warlpiri country in the N.T. I
was working in the school at the time, which chose to ignore the letter because the request didn't seem to offer
any benefits to the story-teller or the school (at the time we were trying to produce
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first to be published in the series by Ashton Scholastic. The front cover bears the words: "told

by Daisy Utemorrah" above the credit: "retold and illustrated by Pamela Lofts". Lofts holds

copyright for the publication, as she did for the next two books in the series, published the

following year in 1984. On the back cover appears a colour photo of Utemorrah, with

ceremonial face paint, and her words:

I used to live with my parents in a humpy house. My Grandmother, my aunties and
even my Grandpa told me stories from the Dreamtime. I kept the stories till I was old
enougtr- to tell Children. 'We want to share our stories with all children so they learn
what Aborigines used to do.

The initial part of this tribute is intended, no doubt, to authenticate Lofts' text, while the latter

section is to justify its publication by Lofts. But I ask Lofts: why was it necessary to re-write

the text yourself, and what did Utemonah think of your rewritten version? Lofts chose to

rework Dunbi the owl to fit the stereotypical style of the genre we have now all become so

familiar with. It begins with: "In the time before time began, a tribe of people lived on their

land near the coast..." This contrasts markedly with the more abrupt beginning of the oral

version of the same narrative, provided to Clendon, by Utemorrah in the Worrorra language.

Clendon translates this beginning into English as: "They were living in the bush, and they

told their children, 'When you see that barn owl, don't tonnent it or kill it. We're going over

that way to go hunting for kangaroos and to look for some honey..." (Utemorrah & Clendon,

2000:5). Interestingly, Lofts has modified the'less authentic' finale, which Clendon recorded

in the 'Worrona language, that has two children being saved from the flood by a passing

kangaroo, who gives them a ride on his back to higher ground. Lofts has a man and woman

grabbing the tail of the kangaroo, then ends the narrative with the formulaic coda: "...And still

today, we are forbidden to harm owls, because we remember what happened in that long-ago

time." Utemorrah's Worrorra coda also contrasts with Lofts' English version, particularly

with its absence of any explicit moralising messages. Instead Utemorrah chooses to validate

her stories authenticity: "And to this day we still tell this story just as they told it to us, the

same story about how they killed the owl long ago. That's the way the story is told by the

'Worrorra, Wunambal and Ngarinyin people. They all know this story" (Utemonah &

Clendon, 2000: 12).'u

language, rather than English, for the children to read). In hindsight, I think we should have negotiated hard, as

I-aj-amãnu school did, anã demanded that any book produced be on our terrns and be of benefit to the school.
t6 Although we have no way of knowing, one cannot help wondering whether Utemorrah has been, in some

ways, infl-uenced to by the Iiiblical story of Noah and the flood, and the imperative of having-two survivors

(one of each sex) to pioc."ut", 'the Wandjina destroyed all the people. They all drowned and all the land was

ieft empty. And whén rhose two had gone on the kangaroo, they told this story" Qlelnorrah & Clendon,

2000). 
^Cien¿on 

(personal communicition) has wondered about this parallel himself. I am not questioning,

however, whethei an oral na¡rative tradition exists among the Worrorra about a flood that does cause great

devastation.
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Apart from the insights that can be gleaned by comparing the Lofts and Clendon
representation of Utemorrah's oral Owl narrative, the choice of language presentation and
layout of Utemorrah's final publication deserve some discussion. Utemorrah's latest
collection of Worrorra narratives have been published by the Kimberley Language Resource
Centre in a series of th¡ee books. One,Worrorra l-alni: Worrorra Dreamtime stories, contains
just Utemorrah's narratives. The other two also include narratives from the story-tellers patsy

Lalbanda and Amy Peters. The publishers have chosen to privilege the Worrorra language in
the layout, by placing it on the left of each page in a larger font size that the English. The
English translation appears on the right of each page. This is a significant decision,
considering that Worrorra is a language that is no longer spoken by the younger generation.
Each narrative is accompanied by line illustrations drawn by younger members of the
community. The front covers are quite stunning and feature ochre coloured drawings of the
"Wandjina" Dreaming Ancestor, from the Kimberley area, who features in the Owl narrative
among others. I have reproduced Clendon's English translation of the Worrorra version of
the Dumbi nanative in full in Appendix 4.I2, as well as Lofts' contrasting and simplified
English rewrite.

Daisy Utemorrah was also involved in another publishing project, with Magabala Books,
resulting in her book Do not go around the edges. It was published in 1990, and is an
interesting pastiche of Utemorrah's "Story about my life" and Dreaming texts in the form of
poetry. No doubt the success of Tones' previous books, written in rhyme and also published
by Magabala, have influenced the approach taken. Note that Torres is also this book's
illustrator. According to Clendon (personal communication, November 1999), however, at

least one of the poems, "Galanji", is an English translation of a "traditional oral chant or
song", which I quote from her book in full:

GALANJI
Far far away far far away
is my Island home
called Galanji
Far far away!
Far far away
is my Island home!
Aw-aw-aw.

(Utemorrah, 1990:3)

Utemorrah's life story of being brought up on Kunmunya Mission runs continuously (in
italics) along the bottom of each page. Each double page of the book features a poem by
Utemorrah, accompanied by quality glossy illustrations by Torres. The shorter and more
repetitive poems, or chants, in this collection would have undoubtedly been influenced by
Utemorrah's knowledge of 'traditional' Worrorra chants.lT But, like Unaipon, it seems

l7 At least one of the shorter texts, "The euoll", which appears in Utemorrah's collection (2000) compiled
with Clendon of Vy'orrorra narratives, was "a song made up" by Utemorrah "for the kids in the school
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Utemorrah was also influenced by her mission upbringing, and had no qualms about the

production of hybrid texts. Three of Utemorrah's 1990 poems are quoted in full in Appendix

4.13.

4.13 MAY O'BRIEN

May O'Brien is a prodigious story-teller and writer, having produced a number of books for

children in the geûe of Dreaming texts. She was born in the Eastem Goldfields of Westem

Australia, but was taken to Mount Margaret Mission at the age of five. After teaching for

many years, and then serving as Superintendent of Aboriginal Education in 'WA, 
she retired

and turned to writing, with the assistance of some literary grants. In 1990 The Legend of the

Seyen Sisters was published, and in 1991 Wunambi the water snake, both by the Aboriginal

Studies Press in Canberra. This press does not shirk on expense with their glossy

publications, hence these two picture books by O'Brien, with their stunning colour

illustrations by the Indigenous artist Sue Wyatt, make very attractive books for children. As

with all her books, O'Brien has dedicated them to her own people, the'Wongutha, as she

states at the beginning of her first book: "Dedicated to the children of the original descendants

of the Wongutha people who came from all over the eastern Goldfields to live at Mount

Margaret Mission in'Western Australja. " (O'Brien, 1 990: i)

In my first chapter in this study, I discussed how different Indigenous groups have different

versions of the Seven sisters narrative, and some versions are considered more open than

others. For O'Brien and her people, her published version of The Legend of the Seven

Sisters is obviously a profane narrative to be shared freely with others, particularly children.

In her introduction, she states:

As you look up into the sky at night you caû see m€ny stars. The Wongutha people of
the Eastem Góldfrelds area in Western Australia tell stories about the stars.

These stories explain how the stars came to be where they ^{e. Some stars are

grouped togethei and have special names. This is the story of the sta¡s called the
Seven Sisters' 

(o'Brien, lggo:i)

O'Brien explicitly states in bottr her first and second book the importance of her na:ratives to

her people, and any lessons that can be learned by children who read them. Latet O'Brien

wrote a nurnber of other picnue books in a series for children that were published n l992by

Fremantle Arts Centre Press, including: How the crows became black, Why the ernu can't

fly, Barn-Barn Barlala, the bush trickster ard The kangaroos who wanted to be people.In

Appendix 4.14Lquote the first of these in full, which begins: "Long long ago, on a hot and

stotmy night, a flock of crows flew into the Eastern Goldfields of Westem Australia. It

seemed as if they had been blown in by the stoÍn. No one had seen them in these parts

before. They were not like the crows of today.'."
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Each narrative in the Fremantle Press series is set in O'Brien's country, The Eastertr

Goldfields, and a considerable amount of the text is in her own language, particularty the

direct speech. 'We are also provided with a pronunciation guide and glossary at the back.

O'Brien introduces each book in the series with an interesting prologue, which contextualise

her narratives:

These are the stories which were told to children who lived in the a¡ea shaded on the
Pap Thgy are unique to this location. Other groups who lived in different places,
have their own language and own stories to tell about how things began. Theieason
for this, is that the stories came from a time when there was little cbntact between
different groups.
Stories were told so that children would come to understand their land, their people
and their beginnings. These stories tell of the animals that shared the land wìttr ttre
people and 9f how they carne into being. Some tell of animals who, through pride,
made mistakes and were punished. Others tell of the events that help chil¿ren
understand their roles and responsibilities. The stories had a particular purpose and
were important parts of the children's education.
Now the stories which used to be told can be written, to serve a similar puq)ose,
whj_ch is_to help today's children understand and appreciate the Aboriginal pást as
well as the present"" 

(o,Brien, rgg2:3)

O'Brien continues each of her prologues with an explicit statement of the lesson to be leamt

from the encumbent book, as with the following example: "How Crows Became Black
explains how the crows who were grey, wanted to change colow because no one liked their

silver-grey feathers. They felt left out and thought if they were black they would be accepted"

(O'Brien, 1,992:3). Classroom teachers who are compelled to teach Aboriginal Studies in
schools would be very appreciative of O'Brien's explanatory notes. It makes their job of
preparing lessons much easier when recommended Aboriginal Studies materials are packaged

this way, with clear expressions of the purpose of the Dreaming story, and an explanation of
what can be leamt from them. In South Australia, in particular, where Aboriginal Studies is a

compulsory part of the school curriculum, many non-Indigenous teachers feel quite insecure

about how and what to offer in their programs, and therefore feel very comfortable using

books like O'Brien's. Being an ex-teacher, O'Brien and her publishers probably perceived

this need. No expense has been spared with the glossy color¡r illustrations by the Indigenous

artists Sue Wyatt and Angela Leany. Nor have they skimped on the pages, with
pronunciation guides, maps, and several introductory pages.

4.I4 TJARANY / ROUGHTAIL

In 1992 the diglot book Tjarany / Roughtail: The dreaming of the roughtail lizard and other

stories told by the Kukatja was published by Magabala Books in Broome. It was written
collaboratively by Gracie Greene from Billiluna Station and a non-Indigenous school teacher

Joe Tramacchi. It contains a compilation of eight Dreaming texts, in both English and

Kukatja:

l. The Roughtail LizardDreaming
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2.The Crow and the Eagle

3. The Emu and the Turkey

4. The Black Goanna

5. The Witchetty Grub Man Dreaming

6. Kalpartu the Dreaming Snake

7. How the Emu got short Wings

8. The Seven Sisters

This book is wofhy of celebration because it joins the small but growing collection of quality

diglot books published for a mainstream audience, including both adults and children, in

which an Aboriginal language and English are given equal status. It seeks to enlighten non-

Indigenous people that many Indigenous languages are still spoken in Australia, and their

speakers are proud to have them used in books. In this case the language is Kukatja. In 1993

this book won the Eve Pownall Award for Information Books (a category within the

Children's Book Council of Australia Book of the Yea¡ Awards)r 8 and the Book of the Year

and Children's Book Award (NSW Premier's Literary Awards) plus the Children's Book

Award i1ry'A Premier's Book Awards). No expense was spared by Magabala in producing

this book, who received assofed funding for the project, with its high quality glossy, colour

dot-style illustrations by the Kukada woman Lucille Gill. Copyright remains with Gill for the

illustrations, and for the text with Green and Tramacchi'

The narratives that feature in this book are particularly pertinent to this study because they put

Place back into Dreaming texts for children, including those with story-lines that seem

ubiquitous to Australia. The very fîrst narrative, which gives its name to the book, relates to a

place "by a waterhole called Ngamarlu" (Greene, Tramacchi & Gill, 1992:2), and tells of how

the songs and dances were given to the men of that area. It both begins and concludes with

reference to this particular country. I quote the English version of the narrative in full in

Appendix 4.15, but it should be noted that the Kukatja version is given equal prominence in

the book, appearing in a second column on each page in orange. The English version of the

na¡rative begins: "A long time ago in the Dreamtime, there lived a Roughtail Lizatd man who

had a lot of Dreaming and songs he kept to himself. One day he was sitting by a waterhole

called Ngamarlu, when Some men, who were staying by the water, heard him sining'" It

concludes: "And so from north to south, from east to west, each has a song from the

Dreamtime. Today if you go over there to Wimlmanu lBalgo] you can see this waterhole

called Ngamarlu." (Greene, Tramacchi & Gill, 1992:2-4). The Roughtail narative is post-

scripted with a statement in italics, which introduces all the remaining narratives in the book:

"Here are some of the stories that people have sung and danced since that time." (Greene,

r8 The Children's Book Council of Australia select books for their annual awards by: "primarily for literary

merit but thejudges also take other factors into consideration including the books' appeal to clildren; design

and illustratiõn.'iThe Eve Pownall Award is for "outstanding non-fiction books"' (Internet Web Site:

.com.au> August, 2000)<www.dymocks
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Tramacchi & Gill, 1992:4) Hence, Roughtail acts as an introductory authorisation for the
remainder of the book.

It is hard to tell what influence both Tramacchi and Magabala's editor Peter Bibby had on this
book. We are told (note my highlighting) at the very beginning of the book (1992:viii) that:

The stories were told by Gracie in Kukatja and English, while she was visiting Lucy
) and Broome, in
Mudgadell wrote

and Joe at Nookanbah, about
Christmas 1 987. Helen Nagamara,
the stories out in Kukatja.

Because Greene also told the na¡ratives in English, or Aboriginal English, Tramacchi did not
have to rely solely on the orat Kukada versions for his Standard English translation.
However, the English versions that appear in this book invariably begin in that stereotypical
style of previously published Dreaming texts, which were re-written by non-Indigenous
people: "A long time ago in the Dreamtime...". Compare this, for example, with the Kukatja
beginning for the Roughtail narrative: "Kurralka Tjukurrtja Tjaranypa nyinama kutja
kalyungka, Ngamarlungka". According to the comprehensive glossary at the back of the
book, and my knowledge of Warlpiri (a reasonably closely related language) this introductory
sentence could be translated as: "Long ago that Dreaming Lizard lived in the water at

Ngamarlu".

Greene's role as the original story-teller of each nanative is made quite clear in the sixth
narrative, which tells of the Dreaming snake Kalpartu (note my highlighting):

KALPARTU THE DREAMTIME SNAKE

The Dreamtimg sna\g Kalpartu lives in the deep waters in rivers and lakes and
rockholes. He is a spirit snake. When we take stran^gers or children to a waterhole or a
swimming place for the first time, we tell them to-throw in a rock io tt. snake can'know'them.
If the snake doesn't know someone he might get inside them and make them ill. Or he
!$gry come.up froq hi.¡ resting.place and-maËe a whirlpool to pull the rtr-g., under.
The Dreamtime snake ]ives in thè stars. Children who 

-stare 
atihe stars too much will

. This is the story of

In the Dreamtime this place was a ceremonial ground and the people were having acorroborree"" 
(Greene, Tramacchi & Gill, 1992:26-27)

Greene's Kukatja version of this same text, Kalpartu Tjukurrta Língka, begins with:
"Tjukurrta Kalpartu nyina kalyunga", which literally translates (according to the glossary) as
'Dreamtime Kalpartu [snake] lives in the water'. After Greene tells us that this story was told
to her by her mother, which authorises her to retell the story, she commences in Kukatja:
"Tulkuya kantunma laltuya yanama tulkuya pungama....", which literalty translates as 'A lot
of those dancers stamped their feet, those dancers coming along dancing'. This same text
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appears in the English version (as in the quote above): "In the Dreamtime this place was a

ceremonial ground and the people were having a corroborree".

My intention in pointing out the literary license that Tramacchi appears to have taken, in his

English translation of this particular text, is not to criticise. It is more to point out how non-

Indigenous re-writers have become conditioned to adopt a style of writing full of colloquial

beginnings, or with phrases they know their audience expects. It is significant that Greene's

reference to her mother (as the source of her story) is not deleted in Tramacchi's English

version, hence giving the narrative that sense of Person that is so often absent in earlier

published Dreaming narratives.

Most texts retain some reference to Place as well, which was also invariably edited out of

texts re-written for children in past years. Even the Kukatja versions of the narratives that are

seemingly ubiquitous to Australia, such as "The emu and the turkey", states before it begins:

"This story started somewhere east of Yaka Yaka / Ngaatja Tjukurrpa Yaka Yaka Kakarra".

(Greene, Tramacchi & Gill, 1992 10) However, the two Kukada narratives "The crow and

the eagle" and the much published children's story "How the emu got short wings", make no

specific reference to Place within the texts themselves. But the reader is supplied with a map

on one of the introductory pages that locates all but one of the nanatives in Kukatja country.

Greene also makes the important comment at the end of the Snake Dreaming narrative that:

"Ngaatjun nyakun kuwarri / All this is still here today", giving the sense that the cha¡acters in

these stories and sites do not just belong in the past, but also the present. (Greene, Tramacchi

& Gill, 1992:29).In Kukatja nyakun literally means 'You can see it' (it's still there today).

The third Kukatja narrative "The Black Goanna" is particularly interesting to me, because it

revolves around the same theme of incest as the Goanna / Wardapi narrative that I discussed

in my first chapter, told by Janet Nakamarra Long. Long is a V/arlpiri woman, from across

the border to the east of Kukada country. Greene's narrative also shares the common act of

setting fire to the camps of villains as they sleep, as punishment, also to be seen in nanatives

rewritten by R.H. Matthews, Langloh Parker and Unaipon.

The final narrative in the book "The Seven Sisters" is widespread throughout Australia, but

still, before beginning the text the reader is given a sense of Person for this Kukatja version.

We are told: "This is the Napaltjarri and Tjakamarra Dreaming", which are the two skin

groups of the sisters, and of their pursuer Tjakamarra. 'We a¡e also told: "This story starts

from somewhere down south". It is interesting that this particular Dreaming narrative is the

only one not located on the map at the beginning of the book. Nor are we told, in this Kukatja

version, where the particular cave and hill is located that is referred to in the narrative.

Possibly this detail is esoteric knowledge, and hence was intentionally left out by Greene.
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The book also contains cultural notes at the back. These start with with an in-depth
explanation of the Kukatja relationship system and how it works, by Joe Tramacchi
(1992:37-43), under the heading "Stories and Kinship". The secrion begins with the
statement:

The'Ii-ukurqpa-)lou have just_read a¡e often told among family groups after an evening
meal. Their telling is part of family life and helps to keep the culnue and law of thé
$ukada peo_ple. These stories, and the tracts óf county they are connected with,
belong to different kinship groups....

This section is followed by an outline of the sor:nd system and pronr:nciation of the Kukatja
language, entitled "Notes on Kukada", and finally a long Glossary. Such notes on Kukatja
cultural life and language go far beyond what readers have ever been provided with before
within books of this gen-re, particularly for children. I contend the book awards this particular
publication received were well deserved, and that Magabala Books should be congratulated

on the precedent they have set.

4.I5 MARY CHARLES

Strehlow (1947), McConvell (1985) and McGregor (1989) all criticise publications that

Present Dreaming narratives in Aboriginal English only, when their Indigneous narrators also

tell the same narratives in an Indigenous language. Magabala books would be aware of such

criticism, and perhaps made efforts to counter such criticism when they published Mary
Charles' little book Winin: why the ernu cannot fly in 1992.It is presented as a diglot book,
with the text appearing in both ttre Nyuhry¡¡l language and English. Now there a¡e very few
Nyuhyul speakers ¡srnaining, and this particular story-teller, Mary Carmel Charles, is the

oldest speaker. However, the child-like simplicity and westernised-voice of the Fnglish text
causes one to wonder how much more the Nyulnyul people have lost. This narrative
contrasts markedly with its lack of cultural detail and knowledge that is evident in other
recently published diglot books (such as Tjarany/Roughtail discussed above, also from
Magabala, andWarþiri Dreamings andhistories, tobe discussed in ttre next chapter). I quote

Charles' English text in full below:

W]NIN: WHY TTIE EMU CANNOT FLY

In the dreamtime the emu lived in the Milky Way; that was his home.
At that tirne the emu could fly.
The other birds flew down below, near the gror:nd.
The other birds were jealous of the emu, because it could fly higher than thern
One day the emu 194 th" þrolgq were talking together. The biolga said, "If you cut
your wings, you will be able to fly well, not like the other birds." -
"You'll be able to fly up high in the sky, not like us other birds. "
And so the emu really did what the brolga asked and let the other birds cut off his
wings.
He tried unsuccessfully to fly like the other birds.
But he fell over; he couldn't fly.
These days, he runs and walks, without wings, not like the other birds.
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The emu is like that today; it has short wings. He can't fly up in the air any more. It
will be like that forever.

The book is presented as a picture book for young children, with cartoon-like caricatures of

the birds. The simplicity of the text indicates it could be aimed at emerging readers in schools.

Charles' text was actually "translated and edited" by the linguist McGregor. The story-line is

very similar to other Emu narratives of this genre that have appeared in print over the years,

indicating this simplified version (which bears no reference to Person or Place) has been

absorbed into the repertoire of many Indigenous story-tellers, including the Nyulnyul of

w.A.

4.16 LIONEL FOGARTY

Lionel Fogarty, a well-known Indigenous poet, had his first children's book Booyoobuta: a

story of the Wakka Murri, publishedin 1993 by Hyland House. According to the back

dustcover:

Lionel FogartY was born on 'Wakka

as Cherbourg Aboriginal Reserve.
reserves where individual and their
sent. His traditional background is
has published f,rve books of Poetry_,
Booyooburra.... is an expression of
to people all over the world....

(Fogarty, 1993:dustcover)

'We are also told on the front dustcover that:

,i""1*ì,äl,llffi Jis'ni3åå'iäi,î"ïi:ffi 
'y'.||ff 

:

the animals and praces ,n"råill. 
Queensland' roamed the land freely' giving names to

I quote Fogarty's "authentic words", from Booyooburra, in full in Appendix 4'16, which

begins:

This is the story about a fishing dat your people dem Wakka Murri done long ago in

our land
made of vines and sPear
not far to big rock,
t the water for home.

Like his poetry, Fogarty's text is written in a non-standard version of English. His style of

writing is closer to that of a spoken style, than written, hence the comment on the dustcover

regarding him being more a "speaker" than a "writer". But, like Muecke's representation of

Roe (to be discussed in the next chapter), Fogarty was probably trying to make a point with

the literary world when he chose to present his text the way he has' One could imagine this
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children's text (his first) being read aloud as a performance rather than being read by children
themselves.

The bibliographic details in this book are accompanied by an interesting note:

To WhomltMay Concern
tribe of the Cherbourg area, also a
Button (Snr), I give permission to
and all material associated with it.

Wakka'Wakka, Cherbourg, Queensland

Indigenous rights to write about and publish texts in the genre of Dreaming n¿uratives are
obviously taken very seriously by Fogarty, and the people of Cherbourg. It will be a slow,
but I contend a necessary process for non-Indigenous writers to become educated about how
seriously Indigenous people take the issue of ownership of na:ratives, and the subsequent
rights of potential writers to share this knowledge with others. This issue is well understood
by some, and unfortunately less so by others.

4.17 YANGKANA LAUREL

In 1997, ttre Kadjina Community School self published the book Walungarya stories.
According to ttre books introduction, Walungarra "is the name of the hills around Kadjina,
the school and the Aboriginal name for Milldidee Station" in the Kimberley. It was written by
Yangkana Laurel, with some assistance with the illustrations by other family members.
Laurel's book is a compilation of seven narratives in Laurel's 6,¡ea language, Walmajarri,
with English versions apearing at the back of the book. Four of them are Dreaming
narratives. It has been printed on very heavy duty paper with black and white lino cut
illustrations. It would have been an expensive book to print. Efforts to market the book
widely seerns to indicate their target audience goes well beyond Kadjina.

I quote the entire Fnglish version of the first narrative below:

AT A PLACE CALLED MANKANKARTA

V/ritænby Yangkana.
(Laurel, 1997)

The brevity and varied style of the English texts would not appeal to all parents wanting to
buy an entertaining book to read to their children. One of the narratives "Kampayirti,' is also
quite distressing, telling of the police killings in Jocelyn Valley. Some of the rexts are also
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clearly not of a naffative style, reading more as a description of what appears in the

accompanying illustration, similar to the descriptive texts within Yuendumu doors, discussed

ea¡lier.

Are audience demands for consistent texts containing Englishlike nalrative structure an

unreasonable one, knowing that many oral narratives of the Dreaming genre don't always

followthepattemof havingaclearbegining,middleandend?Maybe not. But when severely

reduced versions of a narrative, such as some of those in Laurel's book, are presented in

print, their lack of detail can challenge the reader. It is interesting to note that, despite their

brevity, all the texts but one in Laurel's book have a very strong sense of Place. In fact, it

seems that an explicit statement identifying the country in which each text is set is its primary

element, rather than relating detaits about events that occuned there. The prominence that is

given to the V/almajani language text, in large print in the main body of the book, also seems

a priority. The book, however, is not presented as informative text about V/almajarri people

and their culture. Apart from a very small map at the beginning, there are no cultural notes or

information to enlighten non-Indigenous people beyond the information we glean from the

na:ratives themselves.

4.18 SALLY MORGAN

Sally Morgan is probably Australia's most well-known Indigenous writer and artist. In 1981,

she became internationally renowned for her best-selling autobiographical book My Place.

This first book has now sold over 500,000 copiesre, and is probably responsible for opening

the eyes of many mainstream Australians to the plight and personal tragedy of Aboriginal

families growing up with racism in rural Australia, and to the plight of those living in urban

areas. Since then, Morgan has written a further biographical book, Wannmurraganya: the

story of Jack McPhee, plas a number of fictional picture books for children. In 1992 her

children's book The Ftying Emu and other Australian stories was published by Viking. A

later edition c¿ìme out in 1997 with Puffin Books. Morgan begins the preface of the later

edition as follows (note my emphasis):

My people, the indigenous PeoPle of
extends over thousands ofyears. I wa

tell. I remember once crawling uP a
seriously about what it might say if it could speak'

(Morgan, 1997:vii-viii)

was provided by Fremantle Arts Centre Press in October 2000're This figure
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The blurb on Morgan's book tells the reader that they "will enter a world of magic and
imagination, of unexpected happenings and some very eccentric characters". And that is
exactly what one does discover when reading this collection of twenty "Australian stories".
Morgan has allowed herself considerable imaginative literary license, perhaps because her
matemal grandmother, around whom the na¡rative of My Place revolves, remained silent
about so much regarding her Aboriginal roots, despite Morgan's persistent questioning. What
is interesting about Morgan's narratives in this latter book is their all encompassing Australian
flavour designed to appeal to a very wide audience. She concludes her preface with the
dedication: "These stories are dedicated to all the naughty children in the world, but most
especially to the Aboriginal children of Australia, who are some of the greatest story-tellers of
all" (Morgan, I997:väi). The glossary at the back of the book, giving meanings to words
such as: spinifex, Sumnut, echidna, and biltabong indicating that the book is very much
aimed at an international as well as a national audience.

The fi¡st story, from which the book takes its name, is reproduced in full in Appendix 4,I7.
It tells of the brash emu, who is arguably the most ubiquitous of Australian creafures to
feature in texts written by both Indigenous and non-Indigenous writers of this genre.

Morgan's rendition provides an Aesopean flavour with its moralising tones, yet she is also
keen to make the text very Australian, beginning with: "Emu was once the most colourful bird
in Australia". She makes no claim for her story being specihc to any particular region of
Australia, nor is there an attempt to ascribe the story to any pafticulff Indigenous group
within Australia. The story is simply set in Australia. No doubt the text would appeal to
young readers with the way Morgan insists on using colloquial speech familiar most
Australian kids. The publishers, Puffin, have marketed the book well throughout Australian
schools, via book clubs run by Scholastic Australia. Many teachers in mainstream schools
would happily read-out-loud these amusing, easy-to-comprehend short stories to their classes

in that five minutes before the siren goes at the end of the day.

In writing The flying emu, Morgan's intention was never to produce a collection of
"traditional" stories (Morgan, L997:v11). But there is no doubt that Morgan has been

influenced by the many and varied 'Dreaming stories' that have been rewritten and

popularised by non-Indigenous writers over the years. Does the fact that these texts have been

revived and re-written by an Indigenous author, with an added touch of "magic", make them

any more Indigenous?

4.19 CONCLUSTON

The original source or inspiration for atl published Dreaming narratives were of course, at one

stage,Indigenous people. In my last chapter I discussed texts for which non-Indigenous re-
writers and appropriators of Dreaming narratives inva¡iably claimed copyright over the
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final published product. In contrast, in this chapter I have discussed a selection of published

Dreaming narratives that have been written by, or written in close collaboration with,

Indigenous people. Therefore it is the Indigenous writers and Indigenous story-tellers who

are acknowledged as the full copyright holders of the published texts. I have selected a large

range of books for discussion, covering a period of seventy years, from all over Australia.

Nevertheless there are a considerable nwnber of texts by Indigenous writers which ale not

included in my discussion, simply because space would not permit it. There is a recent

burgeoning of recent publications, particularly glossy Aboriginal art books and picture books

aimed at children - too many to discuss. Barlier texts which I have not discussed include the

significant writings of the Diyari man, Sam Dintibana, who filled up an exercise book with

Dreaming narrarives in Diyari in the early 1930s for the anthropologist H.K. Fry. Altttough

these were published under Fry's name, (in the Folklore journal) and could have been

discussed in the previous chapter under anthropological publications, I mention them here

because it is important to acknowledge Dintibana as one of the earliest Indigenous writers in

this genre, writing in the same period as Unaipon (see GaJe,1997:65 for further details).

Space precludes me from discussing il detail the Indigenous artist and writer Arone

Raymond Meeks. After illustrating a number of pictwe books for children, including

Catherine Bemdt's This is still rainbow snake country, published in 1988, Meeks wrote and

illustrated his own bookEnora andthe black crane.It was pubüshedby Ashton Scholastic in

lggl, with quality colour illustrations, and a formulaic text style ¡ssernþling that of so many

Dreaming na¡ratives published in the past. It makes no mention of Person or Place, altlrough

we are told the narrative is set in the rainforest, but could have originated from any

lndigenous group living in subtropical Australia. This book contrasts markedly with one of

the last books I reviewed in this chapter,Wulungarra stories, by Yangkana Laurel and other

members of the Kadjina community, which was self published. By comparing Meeks' with

Laurel's books, the current dilemma Indigenous writers find themselves in when trying to get

their Dreaming narratives published becomes quite apparent.

The publishing world is highly competitive. In order to get published, writers must convince

their publisher that their potential book will not only sell, but will sell well. In order to get a

Dreaming na¡rative pubüshed one has either to negotiate extremely hard with the publishers to

maintain the integrity and style of the original narrative, or compromise and adapt the

manuscript to fit the mould and style of books that are marketable in the eyes of the

publishers. At ttre same time, however, I acknowledge the fact that some Indigenous writers

have limited linguistic and cultu¡al knowledge of the Dreaming naffatives belonging to their

group. This, therefore, severely restricts the content and detail they can include in their

manuscripts. It is a sad fact that many Indigenous people today, who have the initiative and

abitity to write, and to seek a publisher for their manuscripts, simply do not have the option

of writing Dreaming narratives in ttreir taditional language, or specifying the specific sites to
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which their narratives relate. Sally Morgan, for example, has no option but to write and
represent her narratives in the way she does.

The purpose of this chapter has been to demotrstrats ¿ ¡ange of solutions that have been taken
by Indigenous writers of Dreaming narraitves. I also hope it has demonstrated that the ability
to negotiate with a publisher very much depends upon which publishing house one is dealing
with' In the following chapter I discuss a nwnber of very different and challenging texts, also
of the Dreaming geffe, which have not only managed to get published, but whose publishers
have been convinced ttrat it is possible to challenge the status quo and dare to be different in
the style and mode of representation of this most 'sensitive genre'.
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5.0 INTRODUCTION

There are a number of challenges being made by the books discussed in this chapter. One of

them is their choice of language. Their texts defy the imposed hegemony of standard English as

the accepted medium for written and published texts in Australia. Two of the books privilege

Indigenous languages by presenting the entire written text in the Indigenous languages of the

story-tellers, while the other two include phrases and words from the story-tellers' own

languages. Another challenge presented by these books is their insistence on portraying printed

narratives in a way that directly remind us of their origins as oral narratives. There has been no

attempt on the part of the editors or publishers to rework transcriptions into more writerly or

literary forms. The style of the spoken story is privileged.

The Indigenous story-tellers obviously chose to narrate their narratives in the languages that

both they and their immediate audiences felt most comfortable with. But it is also apparent that

each story-teller had a non-Indigenous collaborator, who not only took pains to record the

narratives in their precise oral forms, but were also aware of the contemporary debates on

postcolonial representation. Collaborators lobbied publishers successfully for both the

Indigenous language components and the oral style of the story-tellers to be retained in the

published texts.

CHAPTER 5

ALTERNATIVE REPRESENTATIONS

Many Aboriginal writers have a political agenda in seeking to-have their writings
disseminated. ln effect, they seek to tetl "the truth" about the condition of the

indigenous people w¡th¡n Auitralia and part of the telling of the "truth" concerns the

structure of their writings as well as the content.
(Mudrooroo, 1994:15)

Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tifhn (1995:1) tell us that post-colonial literatures are a product of the

"interaction between imperial culture and the complex of indigenous cultural practices". But in

this interaction:

The immensely prestigious and powerful imperial cultu
projects of counter-colonial resistance which drew upon
locâl and hybrid processes of determination to defy, ero
prodigious power of imperial cultural knowledge. 

.- (Ashcroft, Griffiths & Tiffin, 1995:1)

I contend that the books discussed in this chapter are examples of post-colonial texts (with the

hyphen), which have set out to "defy" the dominant assumptions made by so many past writers

and publishers of Dreaming narratives about how such genres should be re-presented in a
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written form. They have tried to address some of the problems that Indigenous writers and

critics, such as Mudrooroo, have been stressing over the years:

usually, most Aboriginal writers come from ou have little
knowledge of how a manuscript is reduced to place their
manuscripts with a publisher, as if what they have rint exactly
as they have written it,li domain with specific rules
and regulations, genres companies are'sensitive to
Aboriginal manuscripts,- - towärds genre and public
consumption.... The problem is massiv

(Mudrooroo, 1994:16)

The approach adopted by some of those involved in the publication of books that resist the
"rules and regulations" of accepted mainstream geffes has not been to remain on the fringe, but
to join the mainstream by challenging it into adopting altemative approaches of representation.
Paddy Roe's two books are examples of such challenges.

5.1 PADDY ROE

Gulnrabulu: slories from the West Kimberley is a brave attempt on the part of its editor,
Stephen Muecke, to present Dreaming texts in a printed form that retain their oral style and

integrity. The teller of these texts is Paddy Roe, an Indigenous man from the Kimberley in the

north west of Western Australia. Muecke states in his introduction: "I believe that this is the

first time that Aboriginal texts intended as na:rative art have been presented in this way"
(Muecke in Roe, 1983:v). Muecke acknowledges that the process of translating speech into
writing, "especially writing considered suitable for public consumption, involves editing which
is massive in its proportions an(implications". This book is Muecke's way of demonstrating
an alternative, tamper-free approach to representing Indigenous naratives:

The stories 
3_s 

tþey æe presented here a¡e word for word transcriptions from tape
recordings. Hesitations and the occasional intervention from a listenei are included. I
have edited the texts to the extent of normalizing spellings (the few variations that do
exist represent variations in Paddy Roe's pronuñciãtion)-and creating unitary texts by
closing the transcription at what I consider to be the appropriate pointl

(Muecke in Roe, 1983:v)

Not all the na¡ratives within Roe's collection are Dreaming narratives. Roe actually classifies

his texts into three categories: "trustori (true stories), bugaregara (stories from the dreaming)

and devil s/ori (stories about devils, spirits, etc.)" (Muecke in Roe, 1983:vii). But the means of
representation chosen for each text is the same. Any dialogue between Roe and his audience,

during his telling of each narrative, is retained in print. This can be observed in the bugaregara

text "'Worora woman", which is reproduced in full in Appendix 5.1. The approach adopted for
this seminal publication has interested literary critics. It was after the publication of Roe's book
that Mudrooroo's (1994) paper appeared discussing the many problems facing Aboriginal
writers and story-tellers in their dealings with mainstream editors and publishing houses.
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Nancy Keesing (1983:16), however, is less obliging and does "express some misgivings"

about Roe's book. She refers to Muecke's non-editing approach as of the "ne'w school", and

contrasts it with the "poetic renderings" of much earlier publications of song-cycles by Berndt,

and the "admired" translations by Strehlow. Keesing declares: "As a general reader, I

unrepentantly prefer the older mode, just as I prefer the King James version of the Bible to all

the later transiations, although I perceive necessities for change and as far as I can to follow

new theories and arguments" (Keesing, 1983:17).

Undeterred, Roe and Muecke continued to collaborate a year later, along with Muecke's

Moroccan friend and artist Krim Benterrak, to produce an even more elaborate and adventurous

book: Reading the country: introduction to nomadology, published in 1994. This book

represents a journey of three 'nomads' (Roe, Muecke and Bentarrak) as they travel across

Roe's countr!, Roebuck Plains, in the western Kimberley region east of Broome. The journey

is represented in the form oforal narrative, essay and painting, by its three respective creators.

Roe's oral narratives are presented in print, verbatim, just as they were in Gularabulu.They telJ'

of his land and the importance it holds for Roe and his people: "I am walking on my dream"

(Roe in Benterrak et.al., 1994:70). Muecke tells us "This book is a record of Paddy Roe's

dreaming at its most important nexus: the country itself. Of course, as the spoken voice is

transformed into writing and the country then becomes the book, the traveller in turn becomes a

reader" (Muecke in Benterrak et.al., I994:I4).

Muecke acknowledges that each of the book's three contributors came to this collaborative

project with their own sets of "intellectual baggage" (Bentarrak et.al., 1994:2I-22), but insists

again on representing Roe's oral narrative aS a performance in print:

on the attitude of speaking on their behalf. For
tions is cribe, just as I was also the "driver" - a
. He w of the-words, I operated the machinery
iter) to them around.

(Muecke in Benterrak et.al., 1994:23I)

The concept of taking Roe back to his country, and recording his country's narratives on site,

makes huge sense. It was an approach adopted earlier by Strehlow in Central Australia, and by

other more recent collaborators such as Cataldi and Rockman. As the three nomads began their

journey, Muecke soon found: "each spring has its song, ritual and set of stories. Activity is

contingent upon the place, stories come to mind as one moves towards the site at which they

can be repeated.... If one is not prepared to take the trouble to go to the piace, then its story can

only be given as a short version." (Muecke in Benterrak et. al., 199472)' Roe's nafiatives in

this second book, however, are not primarily Dreaming nallatives. The book is more a

travelogue of Paddy Roe's journey back to the Roebuck Plains, which triggered his memory

into relaying different incidents from his early life. It is an oral history of his life and work on
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My reason for discussing Roe's two books is not just to highlight the altemative means
available for the representation of oral narratives as printed text. His books also present some
interesting challenges to the all important question of: Which language medium should one
adopt for published Dreaming texts? Muecke is unapologetic about the language medium
adopted by Roe for their collaborations:

...Paddy. Roe and I were in the habit of working with English as our means of
communication, since I was not competent in any of the traditioãal languages which he
spe-aks. Whe¡. story-telling time came a¡ound it 

-was 
stil. important forîs itrat I should

understand him and- play the role of listener. The perförmance of the naratives
depended in part on this listener response.

(Roe, 1983:v)

But the version of English that is adopted by Roe is Aboriginal English, for which Keesing is
particularly critical in her review of his first book:

g a wider audience, I have to think it perhaps unfortunate that
\ uny lorm oJ_pnglish at all! Had they been iaped in Aboriginal

n o doub t av oidin g, po!,i. ",:iå 3åHlT] Ë, # : iå Tîî,t",ffiX,:î',iå;]äå?,*t ïli
'Creole', is all.very well in person, or on film, lvhere it js helped "out by gesture, facial
gxpressio_n an{ t19cal emphàsis. Put I, as a general reader, fèel strongiy"that... paddy
Roe and Jack Sullivan have been deprived of-their wider audience rigñtí by the utmoJt
but perhaps debatable goodwill of uþ-to-the-minure scholarship

(Keesing, 1983:17-18)

This choice of language has also spurred criticism from other quarters, particularly linguists
such as McConvell (1985) and McGregor (1989). Muecke foresaw such criticisms, however,
and justifies their choice of language in his introduction to Gularabulu:

'-.Aboriginal English -is a vital communication link between Aboriginal speakers of
different-language backgrounds. It also links blacks and whites in Auítralia, io, as it is
used in these stories, it could be said to represent the language of 'bridging' between
the vastly different European and Aboriginai cultures.

(Roe, 1989:iv)

Roebuck Plains Station, interspersed with snippets of the occasional Dreaming narrative, all
told on location at the different sites ttrat Roe and his Nyigina kin have chosen to share with
their non-Indigenous collaborators.

Muecke had possibly read of T.G.H. Strehlow's ea¡lier (1947) bur stinging criticism of
expeditioners who recorded the "myths" they collected in "Pidgin English". In Strehlow's
opinion, they failed to grasp the deeper meanings of the narratives. McConvell (1935) is a little
more forgiving. He begins his critique by acknowledging the "valuable contributions" both

I Keesing's review is not only of Roe's collection, but also of the life story of an eastern Kimberley man,
editied by Bruce Shaw: Bainggaiyerri: the story of Jack Sullivan (1933). Atcording ro Shaw, who wrore a
response to Keesing's criticisms (Shaw, 1984:48), Sullivan "spoke in creole because it was the only language
he knew fully. By his own account his knowledge of local Abòriginal languages was shaky".
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Muecke and Shaw have made to the recording of oral narratives from the Kimberley, but then

goes on to make the important points:

Most older Aboriginal people in the Ki
to tell stories, are bilingual in a traditi
multilingual, including more than one tr
Because of the semantic properties of
language is not the same in form or con
a superficial s

in Aboriginal
the traditional
traditional language story-telling, wh
meaning in traditiõnal language, such as directional termi:rology, ar9 virtually absent or
dramatiõally e. The use of different_-registers,
dialect form languages (including Kriol) for
expressive e discourse are similarly lost in an

Aboriginal English version.
(McConvell, 1985:76)

McGregor elaborates further:

Choosing to use a traditional language c
a member of this group. If interviews
denied the opportunity to express this
will respond by limiting the range and

Both William McGregor and Patrick McConvell are linguists who have considerable experience

working on (and recording naratives in) a number of Kimberley languages. They see the

choice of language medium in the recording of Dreaming texts as crucial, not only for aesthetic,

cultural and sociolinguistic reasons, but also for political reasons. McConvell is acutely aware,

through his involvement with Language Centres in the Kimberley region, of the implications of

choosing to represent Indigenous cultural knowledge in Kriol or Aboriginal English:

Authors should also be atware of the e
the evolving language situation i
Kimberley have made it ciear that
maintenance of at least some of the
of cultural and environmental knowled
publish only in English or
perpetuate the official PolicY
part led to the decline in whic
stories in traditional language
Aboriginal people
bilingual editions o
statements of recog

McConvell is also criticat of the way both Muecke and Shaw dealt with the relatively few

"traditional language words and phrases" that they do include in their published texts. Although

McConvell dwells in more detail over the "mistranslations", from Kriol to English, by Shaw he

does comment on the "serious" nature of both collaborators in their "failure" to make use of the
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"excellent description including vocabularies" of the languages spoken by their Indigenous
story-tellers: "It is unfortunate then that the spellings are idiosyncratic... and that apparently
Iittle use was made of these resources in assisting accurate transcriptions and translations"
(McConvell, 1985:75). An example of this lack of care with traditional Indigenous terms is
apparent in Reading the country. The book includes a map of Roebuck Plains, which locates
and names a swamp with the spelling Biyarcugan (see Benterrak et.al., 1984:24). This same
hill is spelt in two different and alternative ways (Biyarraugan and. Biyaryungan) within the text
on the following few pages (see Muecke's essay in Beterrank et.al., I984:25-2j).2 One could
argue that the primary audience for this book is probabiy English speaking, and therefore such
detail would elude them. But, as McConvell reminds us, increasingly publications on
Indigenous knowledge are becoming important resources for younger Indigenous people who
wish to maintain both their cultural knowledge and their traditional languages. For them place
name details are important and therefore need to be accurate.

Muecke confirms, in his introduction, that Roes' first book is not just for the non-Indigenous,
but also for the Indigenous people from the area he names Gularabulu, "which stretches from
La Grange in the south, through Broome, and north... as far as one Arm point',:

Paddy Roe stresses that these sto
the rradirional tribal groupings
Djaber-djaber tribes. And whèn
including white people, thinking

(Muecke in Roe, 1983:i)

Muecke takes a lot more care with English. He justifies his decision to include all of his own
English responses to Roe's narrative performance, within the final published text of both their
books, on the grounds that "the performance of the nanatives depended in par-t on this listener
response" (Muecke in Roe, 1983:v). However this argument comes unstuck when Muecke
chooses to ignore any interaction that occurs between Roe and his Indigenous audience which
is uttered in Nyigina (an Indigenous language spoken by both Roe and Butcher Joe). In the
Worawora woman text, for example, there is an interchange between Butcher Joe and Roe in
Nyigina, which occurs in the middle of the story-teiling performance, which Muecke simply
represented in print within brackets as "(speaks to Butcher Joe in Nyigina)" (see Roe,
1983:32). According to a footnote, the two were discussing whether the smoke from Butcher
Joe's cigarette was bothering Muecke. Even though Muecke chooses to include Roe's
explanation to him, about their Nyigina conversation, within the published text (in Aboriginal

2 In the 1996 revised edition, this inconsistency has been corrected. The term Biyarruganis actually the title ofa
brief chapter that tells of a Dreamin her's country, in wrucn a woman is turncd
into the hlll, Biyarrugaø and rwo m o brolgas. Túere a¡e further spelling
inconsistencies of Aboriginal place- conecied in the revised editiðn. Oñe such
example is at Sheep Camp Bore, spelt Djarmanggunan on the map (1996:30) but a few pages later as
Dj a rrman g g unan (19 9 6:34).
3 I can only assume this language is the language of the Kimberley usually spelt 'Yawuru'. It is unclear why
Muecke chooses to spell this language in a non-standard way wittr an unusual vowel cluster.
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English), he deletes the Nyigina dialogue entirely - presumably making a judgement that it was

not an important part of the "performance". All of Muecke's interchanges in English are

included, however, including the laughter and the Mm's, Ah's, and Oh's'

Roe's two collaborative works not only present future representers of Indigenous texts with

plenty of food for thought on the issue of language choice, but also offer some interesting

challenges on the alternative means available to those seeking to represent the spoken word in

the printed form.

5.2 RAYMATTJA MARIKA.MUNUNGGIRITJ

In Gale (Igg7) I discussed rhe work of Raymartja Marika-Mununggiritj, particularly the editing

role she played with the seminal publication Ngayi Balngana Mawurrku: the song of Yirrkala,

published by Yinkala School in 1989. I also discussed an earlier work, Ganbulapula, with

which she was involved, in the previous chapter. Both publications contain accounts of

Dreaming naüatives from the north east Amhem Land region, that were told by senior clan

leaders. Their narratives were recorded and then transcribed and translated into English to be

reproduced in diglot publications. I discuss Ngayi Balngarya Mawurrku further here because

its story-line displays typical features of oral Dreaming nanatives told in this region of

Australia, and second because it demonstrates a daring alternative approach for the

representation of Indigenous narratives of this genre.

Ngayi Balngapa Mawurrku: the song of Yirrkala is presented in Marika-Mununggiritj's own

clan language, Rirratjingu, which belongs to the Dhuwa moiety. It complements the booklet

Ganbulapula, which is related in Gumatj, and tells of the creationary travels of an Ancestral

Hero of the opposite moiety, Yinitja.a As with Ganbulapula, the reader is provided with maps

and cultural notes that relate to the narrative. Ngayi Balnga4a Mawurrku tells of the Salt Water

Dreaming, which describes the origins of the Yinkala area and of the sacred Merri string. But

what is unique about this book is that the na¡rative is not presented in prose form, but in song

form. Furthermore this song is accompanied with an "interpretation" by the song-man, which

appears in diglot form throughout the book, in Rinatjingu and English, on the opposite page to

the song text. The Rinatjingu songlines were originally sung by the late Rinadingu elder

Dhunggala (1) Marika, who says on the credits page (in Rirratjingu, but with a translation in

English): "This book will remain here for the children who come after me. When I am finished,

this is their story, so that they will leam from this book. The message contained here is a

history for those to come. No one else can take this story. This history is for the Rirratjingu

a The second Garma international cultural festival held near Yinkala in September 2000 featured the narrative,

songs and dances associated with the Ancestral Hero Ganbulapula'
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clan." This dedication helps explain why the book was never submitted to a commercial
publisher, and is only available through yinkala school. It is now out of print.

This book has a number of significant features that contrast with many other published
Dreaming narratives. The song itself does not adopt a prose style; but like songs from so many
cultures itis probably better described as poetic. The song's interpretation, on the other hand,
is instructional, much like the style adopted for Ganpulapula, and other published texts that
choose to retain the oral form of narratives which have been told to specific audiences in either
an Indigenous language or Aboriginal English (such as Read.ing the country). If not tampered
with by editors, such texts have a very personalised style, with continual reference to the
audience. A good example, inThe song of Yirrkala, is the na¡rator's comment: "... And this is
how we lived in the old days, and no, you new people, you don't do that" (D. Marika,
1989:19). This reflective and personalised style, of course, is not specihc to the genre of
Dreaming nalratives. It can also be seen in Aboriginal life narratives (see, for example, Brodie,
forthcoming).

The naming of places and different species is also a key element of Marika's na:rative (both
within the song and the interpretation): "...Then they would sit amongst the rocks called
Gumukul and Batjila, sitting in a line facing the sea calied Buladi, that is, yamrnydjunda,

Guykuda, Dalurrminy, Warrambirpir, there at Mawunhuwa, as if they were actually the rocks
themselves" (D' Marika, 1989;19). For Yolngu, songs are a major means of remembering the
many altemative names of places and characters in Dreamings, in fact some names are only
ever hea¡d in song during ceremonies. Dreaming songs and narratives also play an important
role in the teaching of these alternative names to others, as already mentioned for the Tiwi
people.

The use of repetition and onomatopoeia is also present in the songlines of Marika's
interpretation (and songlines):

Yo, banhn dhanal llka.n marryuwanam. ngayanganynha marryuwa, ngayangganynha
marryuwanan, djadaw'yumana yana linggit...-yana tinggu... yana"Iiítgg"ui.. y*o
¿tnggu...
Yes,theydanced on and on, kept on dancing, on and on, dawn came... on and on...
on and on... on and on... kept dancing... kept-dancing... (D. Marika, l9g9:11)

The importance of this particular booklet, and more importantly, the approach Ma¡ika-
Mununggiritj has adopted in her role as editor, cannot be over-emphasised. It is seminal
because it privileges Indigenous languages more so than other diglot books of this genre. Only
one small column appears in English, on each double page, implying the intended audience is
not primarily English-only speakers. This book is also different because it presents an
Indigenous perspective on the song's meaning and inteqpretation. It is the song-man,
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Dhunggala Marika, who interprets the song for his audience, rather than a visiting

anthropologist, or a non-Indiginenous linguist, who would carry with them their own

intellectual baggage and cultural biases. Marika also knows his language, and all its double

meanings and metaphors, better than any visiting academic could ever hope to understand it'

This book is also important because of its format. In presenting the Rirratjingu Salt Water

Dreaming, it chooses to do so in song. It may not have been the first book published that

presents songs from the Yolngu of Arnhem Land (see R.M. Berndt's Love songs of Arnhem

Land), but it was the first published representation by Yolngu themselves of an important

Dreaming in song form. It has therefore adopted a format that is deemed by Yolngu to be

appropriate. The song itself is not translated at all. There is no 'poetic rendering' by an

anthropologist seeking to make the song available to a wider English-speaking audience. Nor

does Marika-Mununggirid herself make any attempt to translate the song, even though she has

the necessary language skills. Instead the song remains untranslated in the Rirratjingu form it

was originally sung. Only its "interpretation" is made available to those who only speak

English. Thus the song, and the book, remains within the hands and control of those for whom

it was always intended.

5.3 ELSIE JONES and' THE FALLING SÎAR

The Falting Star is a book, in my view, worthy of celebration because of its determination to

contextualise its Dreaming narrative with a strong sense of both Place and Person. This is done

through its use of photographs and dialogue balloons. The adopted format not only locates

itself physically within the country to which it relates, on the Darling River in western N. S .W.,

but also among the Paakandi people to whom the narrative belongs. The book includes

photographs of the story-telling event itself, and of the country in which the narrative is set, as

well as pictures drawn by a Paakantji person of the events and characters within the narrative,

such as Malkarra, who was "a murderer or criminal" (Jones, 1989:9). Such contextualising

details thus locate the narrative within a specific localised region of Australia, which was a

strategy often avoided by past non-Indigenous representers of this genre, particularly when

their books were aimed at children. Editors working for commercial publishers aimed at

broadening their readership, rather than limiting it, and tended towards representing narratives

as pan-Australian stories that belonged to everyone and could have occuned anywhere'

The Falting Star Dreaming narrative was originally told by the Paakantji woman Elsie Jones,

but the production of this award winning book involved many more Paakantji peopie, most of

whom appeil within its pages as her captive audience. Through the use of collage, Jones is

strategically placed on many of the book's pages as the ever-present narrator' As the story

unfolds, Jones tells of the heavy rains that flooded the Darling River region, after her Paakandi
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ancestors failed to head the warnings of Malkarra about the dangers of the falling star. She tells
of how her people were eventually dispersed by the floods into two kinship groups: Kiþarra
and Malcwarra, and explains how different members of her Paakantji family are categorized.
This is explained throughout the book on pages that capture photos of the country in which the
narrative set. Retaining a strong sense of both Person and Place a¡e extremely important
elements of Dreaming narratives, for Indigenous people, and this book is a brave experiment
into ways of keeping this strong connection. It therefore seryes as an important example of the
possibilities and approaches publishers can adopt when attempting to transform oral texts into
written and published forms.

It was in 1989 that the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Islander Studies first published
The Falling Srar. Since then it has been reprinted (in 1991) and has won three design awards in
the Australian Book Publishers Association Design Awards (see Aboriginal Studies press

catalogue, 1994-95:20). The book was eight years in the making and was very much a team
effort. The layout, which is what makes this book unique, was "developed in response to the
community's preference in book design" (see Acknowledgements page). Its production was
sponsored by the Western Regional Aboriginal Land Council (V/.R.4.L.C.), which says: "We
are proud of the generous teamwork that has made this book possible, for without the
contribution of this very large number of people, it would have remained a dream. Together we
have produced a book that celebrates

I 989 : Acknowledgements page).

Paakantji land and heritage" (W.R.A.L.C.,

The Falling,Sr¿r is also significant because of the way it deals with Time. Unlike so many non-
indigenous rewriters of Dreaming texts, and indeed some Indigenous writers, the team of
presenters have chosen not to set their texts in the remote past - way back in the 'Dreamtime'.
Instead, the approach adopted gives the Falling Star narrative a timeless quality. It not only
locates the story in the present, but also relates it to an incident in the 1950s, as well as to the
past when Mall<nrra roamed the earth. The book begins with Frankie, or "pop" telling his
grandchildren about an incident when he was younger, at a time when his mother, E1p¿a

Johnson,

once saw a big star fall out here on Murtee Station. This was back in the 1950s.... she
said itlit up the¡1hol_e sky.brighter than day. She said she hea¡d this rumbling noise
from the sky,. after. { frig^trtened þ"1 very much. Not too long after, we gor a ípeil of
real bad weather... a lot oirain, wind anci that.

(U/.R.A.L. C., t989 :2-3)

Frankie features in a photo on the next page pointing out the very site where his mother saw the
falling star, and the reader is given a sketch map of the Darling River, locating the exact site.
Then Elsie Jones enters the scene, to n¿urate the Dreaming story that comprises the remainder
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of the book. Jones begins by immediately giving her na¡rative the status of being a "Paakantji

story", and outlines the authority she has to tell this story:

Now this story that Frankie's telling his grandchildren is very interesting. It reminds
me of another story that starts at the same place... but this story is so old, we don't
even know how old it is. But it's a Paakandi story, about Paakantji land and Paakantji
people. I heard this story from my granny, Sarah Cabbage....

(W.R.A.L.C., 1989:5-6)

A formulaic introduction that states one's identity and therefore one's right to relate a narrative

is a very common feature among Indigenous story-tellers. Stating who owns a story and who

passed the story onto the present narrator is often viewed as much an obligatory element of the

story{elling process as the story-line itself. The way Elsie Jones begins her story is
reminiscent of a number of oral introductions I have heard, by different Indigenous women,

during story-telling sessions. Janet Nakamarra's V/ardapi text, discussed in Chapter One,

began with what could be called a Prologue, which authenticated her text, and justified her

right to tell the story to me. Similarly, Auntie Veronica Brodie began her Watji bird text, also

discussed in Chapter One, by indicating how her mother told her the story she was about to

relate. Such Prologues are not apparent in representations of Dreaming narratives that have

been published over the years, presumably because editors and publishers have edited out

such information, if it ever appeared in the manuscripts that grew out of oral story-telling

sessions. A.I.A.T.S.I.S. has therefore chosen to go against publishing conventions in

ensuring the contextualising and authenticating Prologue remains.

Whilst FaIIing Star is written primarily in English, A.I.A.T.S.I.S. has also retained a

considerable number of vernacula.r tenns within the published text, despite their target audience

going beyond the Paakantji community. Jones, for example, tells of Malkarca, who was "some

special kind of person" - though he was not Paakandi - he was "Thuraka wiimpada yithu!
'Waankawaankaathu! No-good Blackfella, he was! He was a rogue!..." (Jones, 1989:8). It

needs to be understood that unlike Warlpiri, Rinatjingu and some of the languages of the

Kimberley region, Paakandi is no longer spoken fluently. This book stands as a testament to its

speaker's efforts to revive their language and cultural knowledge. Jones includes instructional

detail of the two moieties of the Paakantji people, the Mal<warua and the Kiilparra. and the

"totems" associated with each: "Kangaroo is one of the totems on the Makwarra side. Emu are

on the Kiilparra side. That's Paakantji language. That was their religion.'We called it our totem

or our meat" (Jones, 1989:58). Throughout the remainder of the book, every opportunity is

used to explain further cultural information about the Paakandi, still being narrated by Jones.

Landmarks and formations are pointed out, including the molten rock where the burning star

fell, and foot tracks in the rocks faces of the surrounding hills where the Paakantji ancestors

scrambled to safety. The different foods eaten are also pointed out in the rock paintings in the

caves where they sheltered. She also tells of ..."the big black goanna we call Ngaarnuru.
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They was the spirits of the ones that was killed when the purli fell. Our people would never

eat the goanna because it's the spirit of those people long ago" (Jones, 1989:78).

What is appealing about this book is the intense personalisation of the narrative, with page-

upon-page of photos of the many, many Paakandi people who travelled to the actual country

and sites to which Jones' narrative relates during the making of this book. The reader gets to

share in the fun of the community barbecue, and to read the thoughts of the participants as they

are told of the exploits of their ancestors. There is no doubt left in the reader's mind regarding

the authenticity of the nanative, and there is definitely no confusion regarding the people and

the place to which the narrative of the falling star belongs.

5.4 WARLPIRI DREAMINGS AND HISTORIES

The narratives that feature in the seminal book Warþiri Dreamings and Histories - Yimikirli
are particularly pertinent to this study. My discussion of this collection shouid be considered a

celebration of the possibilities that exist for publishing books in the genre of Dreaming texts,
particularly for adults. Waþiri Dreamings is an exceptional collection primarily because it
presents its Dreaming narratives in an Indigenous language, thus retaining the integrity and

authenticity of each narrative in the language and style that the original story-tellers chose to

adopt. However, the book is a diglot publication, and each narrative has been translated and

reproduced in English, making the book also accessible to a wider audience. It was published

tn 1994 by Harper Collins, but unfortunately is now out of print.

Each nanative was told in the Warlpiri language by respected Indigenous story-tellers from

several communities in the N.T. They were recorded, transcribed and eventually translated into

English by the compilers of the book, Peggy Rockman and Lee Cataldi. Rockman is a V/arlpiri

woman of the Napaljani 'skin' group, from the Lajamanu region, while Cataldi is a non-

Indigenous teacher, poet and fluent speaker of Warlpiri. Perhaps a clue to why this book is
daring in what it achieves is the fact that the book was never the main purpose of the initial
project. The original project was a community initiative, funded by A.I.A.T.S.I.S., that aimed

to record on audio tape a collection of the most important Warlpiri Dreaming narratives for
future generations of Warlpiri speakers. Older Warlpiri people from Lajamanu, Yuendumu and

other'Warlpiri speaking communities "wanted the stories on tape for kids and young people"

(Lee Cataldi, Interview June 25, 1998).

Warlpiri Dreamings is one of the few (but slowly growing number of) diglot books in which

complete texts have been reproduced in both the original Indigenous language, in which they

were told, as well as in English, with neither language being privileged above the other. This

book is also exceptional because editorial interference with the written text has been very
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minimal. Rockman and Cataldi reproduced the V/arlpiri telling of each narrative into the written

form by painstakingly transcribing each nanative word for word. In so doing they chose to

retain the oral style of each text, and avoided any temptations to edit out features of oral speech,

such as repetition. They were also fairly literal in producing their English translation for each

narrative; however, they did edit out some repetition in the English version. Taking Liddy

Nakamarra's narrative "The battle at Yumurrpa" as an example, Cataldi explains: "Liddy uses a

lot of repetition.... we left it out of the English a bit because its not a figure in English

narration. But we didn't leave it out in the Warlpiri. It's all there.... because after all, these are

aesthetic decisions made by the narrator, and who are we to butt in" (Lee Cataldi, Interview

June 25, 1998). Minimal interference with the written text is, however, something that many

book editors apparently find difficult, even more so when the text originated in an oral form.

The level of language adopted for the English translation inWarlpiri Dreamings was not that of

mono-lingual English speakers, but that of Rockman herself: "the English had to be

comprehensible by Peggy," according to Cataldi. The English had to be both understandable

and "accurate" in the eyes of Rockman. Cataldi says "One reviewer of the book criticises us for

not using sort of epic European style, which would make it sound like John Milton. Well if
we'd done that Peggy wouldn't have understood any of it" (Interview June 25, 1998).

Interestingly, it is the prose of Milton that David Unaipon aspired to emulate in his

representation of some Ngarrindjeri Dreaming narratives, which he wrote in English some

seventy years earlier (see Chapter Seven).

Cataldi observes that the most skilled translator that she has seen in action is the Warlpiri

woman Valerie Patterson Napanangka, who worked for years with the non-Indigenous Bible

translator Steve Swartz at Lajarrtanu. She did the English translaÍons for the oral history

narratives that appeared in the 1995 publication, edited by Pet Vaarzon-Morel, Warlpiri

w ome n' s v o i c e s M arl p i rt karnt a karnt a- kurlan g u;

She makes the English sound like them. She is miraculous at translating. And that's
fromWarlpiri to English which is a second language.... She's just the best translator.
She actually got in those the flavour. I mean you can almost hear the actual women
speaking.... naturally she's just really gifted. Yet working with Steve would have made
her better at it....
Peggy and I did the translations for ours.... We did it quite slowly and carefully.... So
I provided most of the English, but she lPeggy] provided some of it. But she

monitored all of it.... It hasn't got this flow.... It doesn't read like the Warlpiri's
sounded in the ways that Valerie's do, but I think certainly for the V/arlpiris its fine,
and that's the main thing.

(Lee Cataldi,Interview June 25, 1998)

Cataldi has indulged her non-Warlpiri readers, at the end of each narrative, with a concise but

brief explanation of the particular significance of the naratives to the story-tellers. She was

conscious, however, of approaches adopted in the past by representers of Dreaming narratives,
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and the prominence given to the voices of non-Indigenous collaborators, over those of the

Indigenous story-tellers. This is a criticism that Mudrooroo makes in his 1990 book Writing

from the fringe. Cataldi therefore strived to ensure it was not she, but the story-tellers, who
were given "the last word" in the book (personal communication, Lee Cataldi,1993).

Rockman (herself one of the story-tellers in the book) makes the following comments about

how the texts were collected:

At the beginning, some time ago, Napaljarri [Lee Cataldi] and I talked about how
people tell these stories, these really true stories about the law. At first we went around
Lajamanu. We collected stories from people in their homes, one by one. Vy'e went
around collecting them. Some people said to us, 'No, we do not know any!' But from
many other people we were able to record their stories.... Then we travelled to other
places, Napaljarri and I. In these places, people also spoke to us really well. Some of
the stories wgre very long,long stories... the people of Yuendumu spoke to us in very
strong Warlpiri, either Ngaliya or Warnakaya Warlpiri. They spoke really well. They
told us many important stories. They recorded the stories that belonged to themselves
and their coüntry-.
People in Willowra also spoke in the same way. They speak very well about their
country, and the things that belong to it. They also speak very strong V/arlpiri. These
stories are very good, very important.... This is the way we travelled arouñd, talking
with people. Some of them spoke really well, but others unfortunately becamé
frightened and nervous. They became ashamed. This may be because they do not know
all the things they should, because maybe thei¡ fathers and mothers or their
grandparents have not taught them properly and have not told them all the stories that
belong to them. So they are ignorant and cannot speak.

(Rockman & Cataldi, 1995:xiii-xiv)

Jimmy Jungarrayi, a much respected elder of the Willowra cortmunity, told his na¡rative of the

Budgerigar Dreaming to Peggy Rockman, who is a younger custodian of this same Dreaming.

In Appendix 5.2 I reproduce the opening paragraph of Jimmy Jungarrayi's na¡rative in
V/arlpiri, plus the entire English translation of his narrative. I have highlighted segments that

demonstrate how the narrative takes its shape from the presence of Peggy Napaljarri in
particular (compared to an anonymous audience of listeners or readers). Jungarrayi's narrative

is particularly interesting because it demonstrates the instructional role that oral naratives still
play in contemporary Waripiri society. It also displays other features that are fairly typical of
oral Warlpiri narratives, which are probably shared with narratives still told in many other parts

of Australia in Indigenous languages. I discussed some of these features in an ea¡lier paper (see

Gale, 1995), but have chosen to revisit them here because these same features are invariably

absent from so many published representations of Dreaming na.rratives.

One may argue that some of the differences between written narratives and oral narratives a¡e

an inevitable result of transforming an oral text into a written one. But Rockman and Cataldi, as

well as Roe and Muecke, defy such inevitabilities. Rockman and Cataldi, in particular, have

demonstrated, in my opinion, that it is possible to present a narrative in a written form, as a

word-for-word rendition of its oral form, without the text losing its immediate vitality and
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audience captivation. The real problem, I contend, is that book publishers, and buyers of

children's books, have a preconceived notion of what a Dreaming story must look and sound

like. This notion is something that has been shaped by those recorders and writers of 'myths'

who have published in the past, such as Katie Langloh Parker, and the many other non-

Indigenous 'myth makers' reviewed in Chapter Three. Many of these early writers found

themselves writing for children, largely because the prevailing and popular view on Aboriginal

people was that their 'mythology' could only be simple and 'child-like'. Thus, simplified and

non-personalised versions of oral narratives, that once had great meaning and significance to

their original story-tellers, have become the accepted norm for publications of this genre. It is

significant thatWarlpiri Dreamings was published by Harper Collins as a part of The Sacred

Literature Series, which is aimed at adults, not children.

In Jimmy Jungarrayi's narrative, we see that the relationship between the narator and his

audience is crucial. The style of language adopted, with the continual use of direct speech to

Peggy, and the detail that is included in the narrative for Peggy's sake, are explained by Cataldi

in her Translator's Note (with my emphasis):

This story was told by Jimmy Jungarrayi, the senior traditional owner of the budgerigar
dreaming at Patilini... which belongs to the Jungarrayi-Japaljani men and Nungarrayi-
Napaljarri women. The main purpose of the narrative is therefore to instruct, but this
does not detract from the sonorous and stately poetry of the way it is told.
However, the selection of items to include is influenced by the presence of Peggy....

This follows the Warlpiri modes of address in which two people are addressed
according to their relationship both to each other and to the speaker

(Cataldi, 199 4: 102- I03)

The important points that Catatdi makes regarding the audience, and how it influences the

direction that an oral narrative takes, relates to an issue that not only concerned the early Greek

philosopher Socrates, but is also discussed in Magowan's (1995) work regarding story-telling

in contemporary Arnhem Land.

My intention in outlining some of the important features of Jungarrayi's Budgerigar Dreaming

narrative below is not to imply that all Indigenous narratives, told in Indigenous languages,

incorporate the same features, nor to imply that most Warlpiri oral naratives share such

features. My intention is more to demonstrate the kinds of features that Warlpiri narrators

typically bring to their story-telling performances, and therefore what can potentially be lost in

the complex process of transforming an important Warlpiri Jukurrpa into a written and

published form.
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1. The Authority to tell a narrative

Jungarrayi introduces his narrative by declaring his personal authority to tell the Budgerigar
Dreaming: "... I have the right to tell this story, and I can tell it truthfully" (Jungarrayi,

I994:95).s This issue of authority to tell a narrative is a very important one for Indigenous

people, and is addressed in more detail in Chapter Nine. A disagreement actually arose in
Jungarrayi's home community, when Rockman and Cataldi were collecting narratives in 1990,

over the right one narrator had to tell a narrative she was already half way through telling. The

result was the narator switched to another language to appease her challenger.

Jimmy Jungarrayi later reiterates his authority during his performance: "All this story lies in the

country belonging to us, the people of the budgerigars, and we the owners always live in the

country that belongs to us" (Jungarrayi, 1994.97). And again: "I know the whole of this

dreaming, the songs, and also I have walked around the whole of this country. I have followed
the tracks of the budgerigars. I have followed their travels to the east. I have followed them

everywhere they went. I can relate this law" (Junganayi, 1994'99). He also states what is not

appropriate to convey to his audience: "I cannot say any more about this.... The two men went
there, because it is a matter of shame, I cannot tell you about the journey to Ngarnka"
(Junganayi, 1994:97).

2.The primary importance of Place

Jungarrayi also introduces his narrative by stating the importance his country, Patilirri, and

therefore the importance of its associated Jukurrpa or Dreaming: "The budgerigars belonging to
the dreaming came from that place.... Patilini, our place, is a very, very important place"

(Junganayi, 1994:95).

3. Narrative as a journey that Maps the country

Jungarrayi proceeds in his nanative to follow the journey of the "the two men", the budgerigar

men, naming place after place to which they travel, always clarifying which direction their
journey takes, and providing alternative names for places: "From Patilini, the budgerigars flew
away spreading out towards Jurntu, towards Yinapaka and Warlangarra and

Karntawarranyungu and Murlinjani.... Kumpurlawumr is the place we also call

Karntawaljanyungu, beside Pussy Cat Bore, in the east" (Jungarrayi, 1994:97). Maintaining a

sense of Direction, from the location of the narrator, is also important, and is helped by the

constant hand gesticulations used by Warlpiri na¡rators.

4. Instructional element

5 Note that the quotes in this section are provided in English from the translations prepared by Rockman and
Cataldi. The original narrations were, however, all in Warlpiri and can be seen in the original 1994 publication.
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The amount of detail included in the telling of a narrative is determined by the narrator, and

what they consider necessary for their audience to know. During Jungarrayi's narration of the

Budgerigar Dreaming to Peggy ( a younger but trusted custodian of the Dreaming), he instructs

her to listen carefully, because she in turn will have the responsibility to pass on the details of

the same Dreaming: "Please try to follow what I say closely so that when you tell the story later

others can learn from you (Junganayi, 1994:95).

In addition to the mapping details, Jungarrayi also provides alternative names to Peggy for

places and participants in the narrative. One of the participants is the white cockatoo, "the one

who lives in hollow trees". He explains: "'We call this cockatoo warlkirri, purluwanti or

wiringarri. It has many names" (Jungarrayi,1994:97). As with other Indigenous people, being

able to provide large numbers of alternative names for places and species is highly regarded by

the Warlpiri.

5. Bringing the narrative into the present

Jungarrayi is masterful in the way he brings his Budgerigar narrative into the present, and

constantly ¡eminds Peggy of the importance that his Dreaming has today. There is certainly no

inference of distant and past events having only spiritual connections to the present. He even

makes mention of the performance of ceremonies, which directly relate to his narrative, being

performed just the day before Peggy arrived to hear his narrative. As Jungarrayi traces the

journey of the two Budgerigar men, he names for Peggy the geographic features that they come

across and stresses that these sites remain there still: "From Patilini, they travelled to the hills

that stand along Yarnmampatu, near Yuendumu. There they stand lNgula ngarnul"

(Junganayi,1994:99). Perhaps the most notable device Jungarrayi uses is the way he cleverþ

concludes his performance with the enigmatic and rhetorical question: "Nyangunkulujana

yalumpungurlu nyampukurraju / Do you see them as they come towatds here?" (Junganayi,

1994:100-101).

6. Stylistic features similar to classical oral epics

Although stylistic features are important performance elements of Warlpiri oral narratives (as

they are with any oral Indigenous narratives), they have generally been neglected by

academics. In recent years, however, in a number of papers, Cataldi has begun exploring this

issue, particularly looking at the use 'Warlpiri narrators make of diction and other rhetorical

devices for aesthetic effect (see e.g.Cataldi, 1998). Although I have been concentrating on

features that are apparent in Jimmy Jungarrayi's n¿uïative thus far, below I include stylistic

elements that Cataldi has highlighted in her analysis of some of the other 14 narratives that

appeff in her 1994 publication.
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One such device is the use of Rhetorical Questions. This strategy is common to Jungarrayi,s
nanative in particular: "What were they [the two budgerigar men] thinking about? Were they
missing their own country? They were becoming home-sick for Jarra-jarra, for their own
country. They flew up into the sky and went to Jarra-jarra.... What happened then?
(Jungarrayi, 1994:9.5).

Another device is the use of Repetition. Cataldi (1998a) discusses this stylistic feature in detail
in reference to Molly Tasman Napumrrla's na¡rative "Jajirdi-kirli", which is the Dreaming of
the spotted cat, or native quoll. Cataldi contends that "with good narrators, repetition is really
important. It's a really important rhetorical figure." She says there are several functions served
by repetition in Warlpiri narratives, including: Duration (of time and in the sense of a repeated

action); Emphasis; and finally Amplif,rcation. It is the last of these functions that Cataldi draws
on to compare the aesthetic quality of Molly's naffative with those studied and admired by
scholars of classical epics, such as Homer's The ltiad and, The Odyssey. According to Cataldi,
Amplification is a "highly developed rhetorical implement" that was first acknowledged among
classical scholars within oral epics that originated in languages such as classical Greek and
Latin. As a device, it serves to "make the subject appear larger or more important or grand',,
such as the Cyclops in The Odyssey and the 'Kinki' (giant or monster) in Molly's narrative.
Cataldi claims that "Molly uses repetition with great skill. One might even say with great
genius", particularly the way she combines it with alliteration. She capitalises on the structure
of theWarlpiri language which, like classical Greek and Latin, has case endings on its nouns
and declension endings on its verbs that lend themselves to alliteration: "Molly has really deft
and very ellaborate use of alliteration in her repeated segments, even using rare case endings"
(Cataldi, 1998a):

Time passed. S_till it had not had a drink. It still had not managed to swallow even a
drop. Again it [the giant] bent down to the water, he stung it igain, on the chest near
the heart.

I am beating myself!'
antl stung it again. Again it bent

ee what was tormenting it, again it

(Molly Napumrrla, 1994:15-17)

Cataldi (1998a) demonstrates how this particular passage, among others within Molly's
Spotted Cat narrative, demonstrates Molly's use of rhetorical devices that are generally
described as a "grand or high style". Such literary terms are generally reserved for describing
the aesthetics of epics in classical languages, particularly because their grammatical structures
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allow rhetorical devices that English grammar does not. But for Molly's passage, told in Piiirdi

nyayirni or'very hard'6 Warlpiri,we find:

with its marvellous combination of repetition and variation, which uses not- only. the

lexicon but the freedom of word ordei and the case and other markings available in a

language like V/arlpiri or Latin or classical Greek doe
reqirirement for the 'grand style', mainly to.delig^ht the
móve the mind with ðonsiderations of the high affinity

There are further aesthetic features and devices used by V/arlpiri narrators that have compelled

Cataldi (1998a) to compare their works with classical epics. Catatdi draws on the nineteenth

century works of the classical scholar and literary critic Matthew Arnold (see On transl.ating

Homer), when she says Molly Napum:rla's narrative uses Homeric devices of Rapidity,

plainness and Directness in both her diction and thought. She says there is a certain "clarity and

directness" in the way ideas are simply portrayed in Warlpiri naratives, which contrasts

markedly with the demands placed on English writers to use ambiguity and metaphor in their

written prose. Catatdi therefore concludes that Molly's na¡rative is not only "eminently noble",

but has "rapidity of movement, plainness of diction, simplicity of ideas and is grand styled...'

It is a very polished and splendid work and demonstrates... artistry of the highest order'"

There is much to be learnt from the entire collection of oral nanatives within Waþiri

Dreamings and histories, and not just Jimmy Jungarrayi's Budgerigar narrative, despite the

"sonorous and stately poetry" of its telling. But there is no denying that Jungarrayi, as well as

the many other contributing story-tellers, are gifted orators. The fact that some people are more

gifted than others in the art form of story-telling is undeniable, and is an important factor that

should be taken into consideration when proposing that oral texts can be represented in the

written form, word-for-word. This is an issue I raised with Cataldi, when I asked her how

they selected the fifteen narratives for their book, out of the many more that they collected and

transcribed during the course of their project:

i

liked them.Peggy thought theY sh
too repetitive. Repetition should b
V/hen you transcribe You get very
You've got to get buried in it, so to
See Jacko,I mean Dick Morton and

story tellers lived uP to them...'
I mean those ones were... bY
Wamajanakurlu story, well that was j¡
briltiarit because of ttre situation. Andit was just well told. I mean some of them are

6 Cataldi (1998) defines Pijirdi 'hard' Warlpiri (compared

borrowings; A rich and well chosen Warlpiri lexicon with
features of Warlpiri grammar; and Forms not usually used

to Rampaku 'light' Warlpiri), as: Having few English

the use of many synonyms; The use of 'learned'
in everyday speech such as double preverbs and

infrequently used tenses,
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There is a lot to be learnt from Rockman and Cataldi's book. It reveals much about V/arlpiri
culture and Dreamings, and also a great deal about the possibilities that exist for the
representation of Dreaming narratives. The book received good reviews, from both The
Courier-Mail1 and The Australian, demonstrating that both book critics and audiences a¡e

ready to be challenged with new representations of 'old' genres. Marshall-Stoneking wrote for
The Australian:

Walojri [sic] Dreamings and Histories ... invites us to participate in the life of the land
and the people, out there. But in this case, each story:teiler ïpeaks directly, fr;m the
page to the reader.

the bush. One listens instead of rea
emotional feeling.,. all help to bridge whatever gap might exist between the story-teller
and his or her audience.

(Marshall stone-King, in Review inThe Australian, April 30, 1994:7)

A gap of cultural knowledge and understanding has existed between Indigenous and non-
Indigenous people since the first European arrived on Australian shores. But publications such
as Warlpiri Dreamings and histori¿s can help bridge such gaps.

imp_ortant Jukurrpa. The witi and the two snakes - I mean you could hardly have a story
of Warlpiri.stuff without_them, and we had very good eiamples of all oî them. There
were ones that we could have published that ¿idir't.

(Interview with Lee Cataldi, June 25, 199S)

I know through my own more recent experience, working with local Nunga women on their
life stories, that the job of transforming audio-tapes into a written form that is acceptable to
publishers is a very complex issue. But I have also learnt that working with gifted orators, who
have the abilities to capture their audience from the time they open their mouths, can make the
task of their collaborators and editors a lot easier. Veronica Brodie is one such story-teller.

s.s coNcLUSTON

Tiffin (1995:95) tells us that: "pre-colonial cultural purity can never be fully recovered.... post-

colonial cultures are inevitably hybridised, involving a dialectical relationship between
European ontology and epistomology and the impulse to create or recreate independent local
identity." The V/arlpiri people of central Australia have not only shared thei¡ own unique "local
identity" through this book, but also demonstrated that their "hybrid" representations of their
culture and identity have not been compromised by post-colonial forces. Although Catatdi
(1998b) herself acknowledges that contemporary renditions of narratives have emerged to

7 This review is by Terry O'Connor, and appear inThe Courier-Mail,Saturday, April 23, 1994,inthe Weekend
Section on Books.
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accommodate the changed socio-economic and political circumstances that Warlpiri story-tellers

now find themselves, their narratives still serve some common purposes. Cataldi's insightful

paper, "The chance to speak", contrasts an earlier rendition of the important Warlpiri Jukurrpa

"Warlukurlangu kurlu" ('about belonging to fire'), told by Darby Jampijinpa in 1979, with Uni

Nampijinpa's 1990 rendition. In contrast to Darby's 'pre-colonial' representation of a sacred

narrative, that seeks to assert ownership by traditional law over particular country, and order

over the passage of knowledge from one generation to another, Uni's 'post-colonial' telling

brings 'Justice" and "morality" into the equation. According to Cataldi, Uni's version:

has different functions, corresponding to the different reality in which Uni finds herself
and which she seeks to order.... [In Úni's reality] the transition from one generation-to

the next is a much greater problem for the Warlpiri than loss of land. If sons cared for
their father, as the [wo Jangala do, and if fathers cared for their sons, as the Jampijinpa
conspicuously does not, tñe outcome for young Warlpiri men might be more hopeful.
Thesè new circumstances inscribe a morality in Uni's narrative that was absent before.

(Cataldi, 1998b: I 8-19)

Two of the constant and important functions that Warlpiri narratives still serve, however, ate

shared by both Darby and Uni's narratives, and that is: to map one's country, and to assert

one's rights and responsibilities to particular tracts of land, and its encumbent Jukurrpa. These

same functions are shared by the other naffatives that have been presented in this chapter. The

fact that these two primary functions are immediately apparent in these published

representations is a tribute to their compilers.

Much more could be said about the structural properties of oral narratives told by Indigenous

Australians, as well as the role of variation in the telling of oral nalratives (an issue I address

briefly in Chapter Eight). These important issues are dealt with elsewhere by contemporary

linguistic-anthropologists such as McConvell (1989), who considers satirical portrayals of

Dreaming characters in contemporary Pitjantjatjara narratives, and Carrolt (1995)' in his

substantial work on Kunwinjku story-telling. Rather than draw on the work of classical

rhetoricians, as Cataldi does, McConvell and Canoll draw on the work of more contemporary

theoreticians. The overall aim of this chapter, however, has been to give privileged space to a

few seminal books that sought to present alternative representations of Dreaming narratives'

and to challenge the choices made in past representations of this 'problematic' genre. It is
therefore a celebration of the daring initiative of these book compilers, a tribute to the

generosity of their story-tellers, and an acknowledgement of the bravery of their publishers in

seeking to challenge their readers.
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CHAPTER 6

THE WRITINGS OF DAVID UNAIPON

As afull-bloodedmember oÍ my race I think I may claim to b9 the frr-tt - but I hope,
not the last - to produce an enduring record of our customs, beliefs and ímaginings.

(David Unaipon, 1924- 1925)

6.0 INTRODUCTION

David Unaipon's portrait appears on the current Australian fifty dollar note alongside his

words, quoted above. David Unaipon was reputed to be the best known Indigenous Australian

during his lifetime, particularly for his scientific inventions, his public speaking and preaching,

and as an advocate for his people. But he was also a collector and w¡iter of Indigenous

narratives, and is known today as the first published Aboriginal writer of this genre. It is for

this reason that he is the focus of this chapter.

The above quotation is taken from the hand-written preface of a manuscript now held in the

Mitchell Library in Sydney. It was eventually published in 1930 as Myths and legends of the

Australian Aboriginals, but under the name of an Adelaide medical doctor, William Ramsay

Smith. There is absolutely no mention, within its covers, of David Unaipon's contribution to

the writing of this book.

In Chapter Seven I discuss the writings of Unaipon that W eventually published "for our

white friends", whether under Unaipon's own name or not. I examine Unaipon's ea¡liest texts

published in the 1920s in newspapers and magazines, as well as in pamphlets funded by the

Aborigines'Friends' Association (A.F.A.), all under Unaipon's own name. I also discuss the

'legendary tales' that appeared in the very large volume of 48 narratives published under

The manuscript, entitled "Legendary Tales of the Australian Aborigines. Told by David

LJnaipon", was originally prepared for Angus and Robertson book publishers, with whom

Unaipon had an offer of publication. Unaipon began his Preface as follows:

My race - the aborigines of Australia - has a vast tradition of legends, myths^and
foiklore stories, Theie, which they the younger members of the

tribe have been handed down orally rs. In fact, all tribal laws and

customs a¡e, first of all, told to the c the form of stories, just as the

white Australian mother first instructs her children with nursery stories; Of course the

mothers and the old men, in telling these stories, drag them out to a great length,
putting in every detail, with much gesture and acling; but in writing them down for our
wtrite-friends Í have used the simþlest forms of expression, in order that neither the

meaning nor the "atmosphere" may be lost....
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Ramsay Smith's name in 1930, as well as later publications from the 1950s which were, once
again, published in Unaipon's own name.

I contextualise my critique by f,rrst giving the reader a brief biographical sketch of Unaipon. A
far more detailed account of the life of this complex and, at times, contradictory man appears in
Appendix 6.1. For this longer account I draw from a variety of sources, with the hope that they
contribute to my analysis of Unaipon's writings, as well as to a further research project
currently being undertaken by Adam Shoemaker and Stephen Muecke. Their aim is to write the

off,rcial biography of David Unaipon in cooperation with his relatives. I trust my research
provides further pieces to the jig-saw of his life story.

6.1 A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF UNAIPON

David Unaipon was born in 1872 and raised by his parents on the Christian mission station
Point Mcleay. He admits himself that he was "a product of the Pt. Mcleay Mission", even
though his father, James Ngunaitponi, was an initiated Ngarrindjeri man. James encouraged
his son David to be a devout Christian: "He used to take me into the solitude of the bush, read
the Bible to me and pray that I might grow up to be a good man and live at peace with all men"
(Unaipon, 1951:13). Major influences on his life, however, lay beyond the mission, because

from an early age he developed a desire "for a walkabout among the white races" (Unaipon,
1953:8). This 'walkabout' lasted for much of his adult life, stemming from his insatiable thirst
for scientific knowledge and discovery - particularly in the field of physics:

[I] would sooner live in a house and of wild
nature... I would sooner b_e working i g in the
bush. I would not care if I never saw r.

(The Advertiser July 14,I9I4, quored in Jenkin, 1979.253)

Life away from the mission wasn't always easy for Unaipon, and he was soon to discover
there were limits to what he could achieve in life. He struck prejudice, even from those he

considered 'friends', and was often refused accommodation during his travels. Even while
visiting white friends in the Adelaide Hills he encountered people who refused to sit at the same

table on account of his colour (personal communication Tony & Cynthia Rathjen, November
1999). But life was also difficult because of Unaipon's constant financial troubles, especially

in raising the funds to pursue his career as an inventor. To him this was a major frustration,
preventing him realising his life's dream: to discover the secret of perpetual motion.

Unaipon was a survivor in a world that offered him few options. He sought solace in the

writings of his favourite authors, especially Henry Drummond. He says he "read and re-read
'Natural Law in the Spiritual World' and'The Ideal Life'. From these I obtained very valuable
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lessons" (Unaipon, I95I:I2). Drummond's words would have provided some comfort for

Unaipon, as he read of the "most tragic trials" that Christ himself had to endure (Drummond,

1898:87). His words would have helped the young Unaipon sustain his unhappy marriage (see

Jones, 1990:304), and the despair he felt when his wife Cissy finally died at 50 years of a "f,it"

in 1924 (see Mortlock Library SRG 698/1/1). But his family life continued to hit rough times,

as he often found himself appealing for leniency when his son ran into trouble with white

authorities (eg. Aborigines Department records, GRG 52/1188 1920).

Unaipon simply wished'to paddle his own canoe'on the sea of life, but instead found himself

being continually tossed by angry waves - some generated by his own people, and others by

the white society amongst whom he chose to live. At times he just wasn't understood by either:

...the effect of all saintly lives upon the world is the same. They are to the Jews a

stumbling block and to the Greeks foolishness.... It applies to inventors, to
discoverers, to philosophers, to poets, to all men who have been better or higher to
their time. These men are never understood by their contemporaries.

(Drummond, 1898:100)

Unaipon was all of these: a discoverer, a philosopher, a poet and most of all an inventor; and

he certainly lvas not "understood by his contemporaries".

In the mid 1920s, when Unaipon was offered payment to write a collection of Aboriginal

'legends', he finally saw an opportunity to fund his ultimate goal of solving the problem of

perpetual motion. V/hen this funding dried up, he decided to have some of his writings

published in small pamphlets, and so began his long life of pedalling pamphlets from door-to

door to any obliging buyers. At the same time he embarked on a career of lay preaching and

public speaking, particularly in Victoria. While on tour, he would often surprise his audiences

with a display of his perpetual motion machine, which he always took with him in a large

wooden box. Unaipon also felt compelled to discuss the plight of his people with his captivated

audiences, and to try and earn respect for their'traditional' beliefs. He tried to point out the

parallels between the Christian belief system and those held by his people, and so create a

bridge of understanding between the two societies. But his mission proved to be an uphill

battle. The entrenched prejudices of social Darwinism ran deep, and the newspapers of the day

were filled with scientific facts on Indigenous skull sizes, that supposedly proved the natural

superiority of the 'white race'. Furthermore, he could not relinquish his burning arnbition

regarding perpetual motion, and his model needed some major adjustments which he could not

afford. He had learnt over the years, however, that his only means of financial support was to

come from the very white supporters he sought to criticise in his earlier years as an activist for

his people. So in later life, he chose his words carefully, particularly in what he wrote.
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Even though Unaipon seemed to be questioning some of the basic tenets of the Christian faith
just four years prior to his death (see Cath Ellis interview, June 1963), he also chose to use

terms (in both his earlier writings and in the interview) to draw parallels between Nganindjeri
mythology and Christian teachings. He used terms such as: prophet, Our Father, Supreme

Being, Holy man, Levitical law and Mosaic law. His intent in his writing was to validate the

mythology of his own people in the eyes of a prejudiced, monotheistic Christian society. It was

also to demonstrate that there is a place for Aboriginal mythology and belief, alongside

Christian theology, and one need not displace the other - just as there is a need for both the

white and the black keys on the piano (as he points out in unaipon, 1951:13).

6.2 UNAIPON THE 'INTELLECTUAL'

In order to understand and really appreciate the writings of Unaipon, it is necessary to examine

the political and social circumstances in which he began to write. Because of these

circumstances, Unaipon approached his writing of Aboriginal 'legends' as if he were on a

journey of scientif,rc investigation. In fact, he chose to undertake considerable research while
writing, particularly in the South Australian Museum. This research helped him in his efforts to
vindicate and legitimate the religious beliefs of his people, not only to Christian believers, but
also to the scientific community whose research he admired. My next chapter asserts, however,
that as Unaipon wrote his "enduring record of our customs, beliefs and imaginings", he also

allowed his own creative imagination and literary licence to flow freely. In fact, he suggests, in
the introduction to his I924-L925 manuscript, that "Perhaps some day Australian writers will
use Aboriginal myths and weave literature from them. The same as other writers have done

with the Roman, Greek, Norse, and Arthurian legends". But Unaipon himself did just that - he

became a weaver of literature.

By the time Unaipon took up his pen, in the early I92Os, Social Darwinism was taking hold in
the Australian mind-set, as well as in Ausualian politics. Charles Darwin's nineteenth century

theory of evolution and natural selection was becoming an accepted theory amongst eminent

scientists, so it wasn't long before it was extended, by analogy, to Social Darwinism. It was

convenient for the right-wing political thinkers of the time to believe that a natural social

hierarchy exists, not only between the classes, but also between different 'races'. They

believed that there was a fundamental intellectual difference between different races, and indeed

the sexes.
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Even the educated, white so-called friends of the Aboriginal people of South Australia, such as

Dr. Herbert Basedow, cast doubt in the minds of many on the intelligence and status of

Australia's Indigenous peopler :

...the original habitants of our great southern land has remained 'primitive' in eYery

sense of ihe word - mentally, moral . H of all
living races of man. 'We have indeed ent oPe.

( in I9r4)

Such racist views and articles were not isolated. In the same year another article appeared in

The Register on June 17, l9l4 stating:

The native tribes of Australia are generally considered to be at the bottom of the scale of
humanity... and probably to be inferior in mental development to many of th9 'stone-
age' inhabitants 

-of 
Europe in prehistoric ages. Yet they have every right to be

considered man' 
Human After Air

Though infantile in their intellectual development, the Australian natives are thoroughly
human, as can be seen by the cubic measurement of their brains (accepting this as one

standard ) 99.35 inches as compared with that of a gorilla, 30.51 inches.
(quoted in Jenkin, 1979:248)

Condescending views such as these could not easily be ignored by those who read the daily

papers - especially avid readers such as David Unaipon. One can only surmise that such articles

only served to drive Unaipon's arnbition to solve "the secret of perpetual motion, and so win

world honor for his tace" (see The News Jaly 22, 1959:10).

Such stereotypical prejudices towards Aboriginal people also generally went unquestioned by

white readers of the papers. Therefore, when articies began to emerge in the papers about

David Unaipon, who was supposedly different to other Aboriginal people, public interest in

him grew. Black people weren't expected to be clever, and they certainly weren't meant to

display the signs of a 'genius'. In 1925, the following article appeared in The Register,

beginning:

AN ABORIGINAL INTELLECTUAL
David Unaipon

For a twentieth century citizen
from the Stone Age would be a
suppose, faced with the Stone
tones and proceeded to discuss
of Milton? Your feelings would
of the reporter who interviewed
last week.

I I contend that Basedow soon came to realise the danger of Aboriginal people 'dying out' because of the apathy

and prejudice white society held against them. He therefore ran a major campaign in Adelaide from 1919-1921'

called ';Save the Aboriginés Camfaign", culminating in a Grand Concert in the Town Hall on December 19,

l92l (see Basedow Collection in Mortlock PGR 324 Vol. II)'
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A full-blooded Aboriginal, Mr.
unmistakeable resemblance to those
scientists have sometimes supplied wit
Only the eyes, flashing witñ quick
impression. In manner, he is coúrteou
accent characterises his cultured voice....
All his acquired culture has not taken away from David Unaipon some of his more

stance, in the milky water of the Murray.
a privilege or a disaster, he said he

e primitive life which would have been his
pleasure in knowledge and in using my

y,' he said. 'The coming of the white man
from the world's culture. It is true that my

people could not adapt themselves to civilization, but that is because it came too
suddenly for us.'

(The Register Adelaide, October 3, 1925:46)

The acceptance of Social Darwinism not only explains the tone of racist newspaper and
magazine articles that appeared ea¡lier this century, but more importantly, it also explains much
about the writings of David Unaipon himself. Unaipon was forever trying to elevate his race in
the eyes of a prejudiced world, and to legitimise the belief system of Aboriginal people in the

minds of a monotheistic Christian society. Many years later, David Unaipon related to his
friend Rev. Scarborough a humiliating incident at a scientif,rc conference, at which he had been

invited to speak. An anthropologist from overseas, when invited to speak, said that "the brain
of an Aborigine was only the size of that of a gorilla".2 When it was Unaipon's turn to speak,

he began:

If I went out to the scrub and took a branch from a tree and gave it to a gorilla to make a
t do it, but I could do so with a flint axe. Now
en on the platform out to the scrub, and even

d give you each a branch of a tree to make a

gor'la. 
. It is you who would be on the level of the

(quoted in Scarborough, 1966:45)

I believe Unaipon was also at pains to convince himself, at times, of his people's equal

position on the evolutionary ladder, and their status as equal members of the human race.

Perhaps that is why he obliged the South Australian Museum by collecting Aboriginal skulls in
1930. In Unaipon's brief article "Totemism", that appeared in his 1929 booklet Natíve legends,

he introduces his text in the third person with the tones of a rational scientific writer:

Totemism is one of the most ancient customs instituted by the Primitive Man. The
Placlicg of it among the Australian Aborigines and its adóption owes its origin to a
Mythological conception during the Neolithic Age.

2 It is pure speculation on my part, but this incident could have taken place during one of Professor Klaatsch's
visits to Adelaide from Germany. He was known for his collection and analysis oi Aboriginal skulls, and
Basedow (a friend of Unaipon's) studied under him in Germany. In 1907, for example, Klaatsch gave an address
in Adelaide to the Anthropology and Philology Section of the Science Congress entitled: "Somé notes on
scientific travel among the black populations of tropical Ausrralia in 1904, 1905, and 1906." (The Register
January 11,1907)
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Evidence is to be found incribed [sic] upon Churinga stones, also engravings_ within
caves and upon the surface oi hori2ontal and perpendicular rock boulders in
mountainous country and rock-bound coast.
The function of Mytirology is admitted by science to be an attempt 9{ !he. Primitive Man

to explain the phyíical añá reügious phenomena. There a¡e several Mythologies which
have given rise to Totemism' This is one"" 

(unaipon, 1929:4)

Such rationalisation of religious phenomena rwas Henry Drummond's topic, when he wrote

what was to become one of Unaipon's favourite books Natural law in the spiritoøl world.

Drummond (1902:7) writes: "That the Phenomena of the Spiritual 'World are in anaiogy with

the Phenomena of the Natural World requires no restatement". He says that: "we do not

demand of nature directly to pïove Religion. That was never its function. Its function is to

interpret" (Drummond, 1902:10-11). Thus Unaipon, I believe, took it on himself to interpret

the mythological beliefs of his fellow Indigenous people, using the scientific understandings of

his era, and the creative inspiration of the canonised texts of the two writers: Milton and

Bunyan. Of course, one of the greatest influential and inspirational pieces of literature for

Unaipon was the King James Bible, and the experiences of the persecuted within it. But before

pursuing my analysis of Unaipon's inspired writings, I review the circumstances under which

his writings were published, particularly those involving a certain medical doctor.

6.3 AN OVERVIEW OF UNAIPON'S PUBLICATIONS

David Unaipon's largest manuscript "Legendary tales of the Australian Aborigines" was

written by him during the period 1924-1925. Two versions of this manuscript, in the form of

two leather bound volumes, are now held in the Mitchell Library in Sydney.3 Each volume

comprises a preface, an introduction and thirty texts of varying genres. One volume

(catalogued as Volume I by the Mitchell) is undoubtedly the original manuscript. It is

predominantly hand-written by Unaipon, but also contains thirteen typed narratives and two

newsprint cut-outs of earlier publications by Unaipon. Volume 2 is alt typescript, and replicates

Volume 1, minus the suggested deletions crossed out by hand in Volume I' It appears the

typist had trouble deciphering some of the vemacular terms that appear in Unaipon's

sometimes illegible hand in Volume 1, because Volume 2 has some gaps for missing

vernacular terrns within the texts, while mis-spelling others.4 It also has further hand-written

editorial changes. A close perusal of these changes seems to indicate the hand of two editors.

One set of changes, possibly Unaipon's, includes the addition of some vernacular terms, such

as words for different animals.

3 Microfilm versions of these two volumes are also held in other libraries, including the Barr Smith Library at

the University of Adelaide. Volume I comprises 218 frames, while the longer typescript Volume II comprises

317 frames.
a Correspondence from Angus & Robertson to Ramsay Smith con_fi_rms that their typist has left gaps in the

typescriit, where she could-not decipher the vernaculai terms (see Mitchell Library MSS 314176:151-205)
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Of the thirty texts, most are lndigenous Dreaming narratives, but there a¡e at least nine
ethnographic texts which discuss different aspects of Aboriginal culture (including:
"Aboriginals - their traditions", "The belief in a great spirit", "Witchcraft", "Marriage
customs", "Pan Parl Lowa, spirit of help", "Nhung e umpie", "Hunting", "Fishing" and
"Sport")' The majority of the Mitchell Ms. texts were eventually published in 1930 by George
G. Harrap & Co' (London, Bombay, Sydney) as Myths and legends of the Australian
Aboriginals, but under the name of "w. Ramsay Smith (M.D. D.Sc. F.R.s. (Edin.))", with
absolutely no mention of David Unaipon's contribution. Nor has there been any mention of his
name in the numerous reprints of this same book since 1930, including: in 1970 (by the
Johnson Reprint Company), in 1996 under a new title "Aborigine" (by Senate) and in 199g (by
Tiger Books).s In Appendix 6.2,I provide an annotated list of all the 48 texts that comprise the
1930 Ramsay Smith publication. These will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.

Unaipon had already gained some public recognition for his writing prior to the 1930 Ramsay
Smith publication, beginning with his August 1924 a¿ticle "Aboriginals: their traditions and
customs. V/here did they come from". This ethnographic essay appeared in the Daily Telegraph
newspaper in its "Saturday Magazine" (Alexander,1997:23). A year later, he had his first
Dreaming narrative published: "The story of the Mungingee". As far as I am aware, this was
the first ever of its genre to be written and published by an Indigenous Australian. It appeared
in 1925 in The Home magazine on February 1 .ó Both these texts appeared later in the 1930
Ramsay Smith publication', arrrd both are in the Mitchell Ms. A biographical sketch precedes
the former text, which has a slightly different title: "Aboriginals - their traditions", in Volume I
of the Mitchell Ms. (which is crossed out by hand) and is deleted altogether in volume 2. This
sketch would probably have been written for the Daity Telegrapharticle:

The writer of this article is a full-blooded Aboriginal, who was born in South Australia.
aipon became a brilliant scholar. He reads Greek
fine pianist.
sting mechanical appliances.

Prior to 1925, Unaipon had two other narratives published in newsprint: "Immortality" and
"How teddy lost his tail" (which he subsequently pasted into Volume 1 of the Mitchell Ms.). I

s original book since 1930, including a newly illustrated
Books claim their 1998 edition is one oftheir best
ommunication, November 1999). The complex web of

other companies is currently being researched by
al" if not "unwittingly illegal", and the matter is now

e of The Home. Alexander (1997) clâims it was a
) calls it ajournal, and says Unaipon's narrative appeared on pages 42-3.
t titles in Ramsay Smith (1930); the f,rrst as "The customs and traditions of
the 1930 volume) and the second as "The origin of the preiades" (which is
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have been unable to trace the publishers of these narratives. Beginning in 1927, Unaipon

sought funding from different bodies to have further Dreaming na.lratives printed in pamphlet

form. These pamphlets not only contained his Dreaming narratives, but occasionally his

thoughts on different Aboriginal issues. For decades Unaipon pedalled these pamphlets from

door to door, or at public addresses he made while travelling throughout his own state and

Victoria. In a newspaper gossip column, in 1929, Rufus mentions sitting by his friend David

Unaipon on the Hyde Park tram. He says Unaipon: "had been out selling his book on

aboriginal folklore. He said he had disposed of eight copies. He had reduced the price to a

shilling, owing to the bad times" (The Register News-Pictorial July 4, 1929:6).

According to Jones (1990:304), the A.F.A. funded the publication of "Hungarrda" in I92J,

"Kinie Ger - the native cat" in 1928, and hís Native legends booklet in 1929. However,

documentation in the State Government a¡chives and the A.F.A. records reveal that Unaipon

actually borrowed money to cover the printing costs of at least some of his pamphlets. His

requests for money for printing (and reprinting) pamphlets began with the state Aborigines

Departmentin 1926 and continued until at least 1948 (see Aborigines Department records GRG

52/I/55 & GRG 52/I/63). From 1927 onwards he was also requesting money from the A.F.A.

for the same purposes (A.F.A records, Mortlock Library I39/I/I15-117).8

The government eventually lent Unaipon f3-0-0 to publish Kinie Ger, in 1927, as Number one

in a projected series entitled Aboriginal legends. But there was to be no Number two; perhaps

because he failed to repay the loan, as well as another outstanding loan he had with the

Departmentin I92I (see GRG 5211163 1926). The same year the A.F.A. funded the printing of

"Hungarrda", and in November were asked by Unaipon to lend him money for a further print

run to meet his Christmas sales: "I can definitely say that I am able to make a living

independenly [sic] of any outside support by the sale of Leaflet.... Hunk. Ellis. still have the

block ready for publishing" (Mortlock Library SRG 139/1llts-IIT'e

In 1929 Unaipon managed to secure funding to publish his stightly larger fifteen page booklet

Native legends. This would probably have been the booklet Unaipon was selling for a shilling.

It comprises five narratives: "Release of the dragon flies", "Totemism", "Pah Kowie - the

creature cell of life and intelligence", "Youn Goona the Cockatoo" and "Hungarrda I Jew

8 The three pamphlets written by Unaipon, one under the auspices of the A.F.A., were reprinted several times

over the y.átr. So*"times they includãd contributions from Sexton, or a coPy of the A.F.A cha¡ter. Appendix

6.2. provides a comprehensive list of these numerous compilations of Unaipon's work in pamphlet form' In the

mi¿ ì9gOs he compiìed a booklet entitled "Australian Aborigines" which included many photographs from the

A.F.A. collection. The cosr of reprinting in the 1940s was incurred by both the A.F.A. and the Aborigines

Department. Native legends was ieprinted as a facsimile edition by Beulah Park Books as late as 1994.
e "Hungarrda" was also reprinted, in the mid 1930s, within another pamphlet, called The Australian Aborigines,

that inJludes Unaipon's nanative "Pah Kowie" and his rrticle "An Aboriginal pleads for his race" (a copy is held

in the Rare Books collection in the Barr Smith Library).
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Iizard", plus apoem: "Narrinyeri saying". In the 1950s, Unaipon had five of the Dreaming
nalratives in his Mitchell Library manuscript published in the Dawn magazine, this time under
his own name. See Appendix 6.3 for a complete listing of Unaipon's publications.r0

6.4 THE RAMSAY SMITH CONTROVERSY

Ramsay Smith, a Scottish-born Adelaide-based physician, had a süong interest in
anthropology, being a Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and
Ireland. He was at one time the Adelaide City Coronerrr, and was arrested in 1903 for the
trafficking of Aboriginal and European remains to overseas universities (Jones, 1989:10). He
must have learnt little from this ordeal, because he failed to completely cover his tracks of
deception when he appropriated and published Unaipon's manuscript in 1930. Four of the
narratives that appear in his 1930 book had already been published elsewhere under Unaipon's
name, including: "The customs and traditions of Aboriginals" (which appeared in L924 as

"Aboriginals: their traditions and customs. Where did they come from"); "The birth of the

butterflies" (which appeared in 1924 as "Immortality"); "Kinie Ger - the native cat"; and "The

origin of the Pleiades" (which appeared in L925 as "The story of Mungingee").

Ramsay Smith made some attempt to hide his source by changing the titles of all previously
published texts, except Kinie Ger. Twenty seven of the thify original texts in the Mitchell
Library manuscript appear in Ramsay Smith's 1930 book. Those excluded include "How teddy
bea¡ lost his tale", and its sequel "Wondagar, A wonderful Bun-ban-rung lizard". The third
narrative left out was "Goon na Ghun - whale and starfish", which has since been published in
Paperbark (Davis et. al., L990:33-52). A close comparison of Ramsay Smith's publication
reveals that these twenty seven texts are actually edited versions of those that appear in the

1924-1925 Mitchell Ms. But they were undoubtedly written by David Unaipon. Nearly all texts
within Volume 1 of the Mitchell Ms. a¡e hand signed by Unaipon, as well as many within
Volume 2. Further documentation held in the Mitchell Library, in the form of correspondence

beween Ramsay Smith and George Robertson, also confirm that the texts were indeed
Unaipion's work (Mitchell Library MSS 314176151-205). However, there are a total of forty
eight (largely mythological, but some ethnographic) texrs in the 1930 publication. Can we
assume that these were all written by Unaipon?

It is now becoming less of a mystery, and more a growing controversy, as to how Ramsay
Smith acquired the copyright over Unaipon's originai writings, and then had them published in

t0 Dawn was the journal of the New South lVales Welfare Board.rr According to a fatal accident report in The Advertiser (dated September 1 lg26)Ramsay Smith was still the
city coroner in the mid 1920s, which was when he was dealing with David Unaipon re the publication of his
writings.
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his own name in 1930. But the circumstances under which the original and typescript copy of

Unaipon's manuscript were deposited in the Mitcheti Library by Angus and Robertson ale

unknown. It is also unclear how Ramsay Smith acquired further texts from Unaipon' if he was

indeed their creator. And if he did create these additional twenty one texts, who were

Unaipon's oral sources, pafticuiariy for those narratives pertaining to areas beyond his own

country in the Lower Munay region? This and my next chapter seek to unravel this mystery'

According to Jones (1989:10-11), Unaipon already had a "firm offer" of publication in 1925

with the prestigious book publishers Angus and Robertson. In a newspapel interview (The

Register October 3, 1925:9) Unaipon himself says he had "an offer from Angus and

Robertson,,, and admits that he would not have thought of "studying Aboriginal folklore"' but

I have become extremely interested in it." In the same interview' Unaipon confirms the

publishing agreement: "I am now collecting folk legends for the book' and they are going to

publish it.,' one can assume that Angus and Robertson would have given unaipon full credit

for his texts, because a George Robertson employee mentions in a letter, on Novembet 9 1926'

that he intended on printing a portrait of unaipon on the cover of the proposed publication' He

also states in the same letter:

By arrangement Unaipon collected and wrote up for us a number of aboriginal legends

and we b""gil; ìt" åðpytigtrt'ior-iwo pãunär and two shillings per 1,000 words

amounting to about 150 pounds' 
(Mitchell Library MSS 314176:151-205)

It is significant that Ramsay Smith has become the villain in the eyes of the few academics

writing on this controversy today: ',The work was taken from him lunaipon] artistically"

(Shoemaker quoted in The weekend Australian october 24-25, 1998.32)' Similar sentiments

are felt by his descendants, who are assisting Adam Shoemaker and Stephen Muecke in having

the Mitchell Library manuscript republished in Unaipon's name' as a sign of "literary

repatriation". In the Same newspaper article, Unaipon's great-great-nephew, Harold Kropinyeri

says "it was a shame he was used. Because he died a very bitter man"' But we should not

ignore the fact that unaipon was paid for his stories, in the order of two guineas for every

thousand words, which was a considerable sum in those days' However' this does not excuse

the fact that Unaipon was expected to forfeit all personal credit and copyright privileges in

exchange for payment of his creative works. Nevertheless, unaipon did enjoy the brief

monetary rewards brought him. According to Shoemaker, Unaipon "liked to travel second

class by train, formally dressed, replete with fob watch and chain' By all accounts he cut a fine

figure''(TheWeekendAustralianoctobet24.25,|998:32).

According to Alexander (1997:23), the publishers bought 29 "pieces of writing" from

Unaipon, which together comprised some 80,000 words' This purchase included the

acquisition of "copyright on the work". In fact, a close perusal of Volume 1 of the manuscript
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held in the Mitchell library displays a dated'PAID' stamp on nearly all of the texts, along with
clear evidence that payment was based on the number of words forwarded. There are regular
word tallies noted throughout texts in the manuscript. These stamps a¡e dated between January
and July of 1925, which leads one to believe that unaipon commenced writing them at least in
the previous year.

So how was it that Ramsay Smith acquired twenty seven of these texts from Angus and
Robertson for inclusion in his own 1930 book? Furthe¡ light is thrown on this controversy by
the correspondence within the Angus & Robertson papers (Mitchell Library MSS 3 14/76:15l-
205)' It appears in January 1925, while unaipon was still submitting texts for payment,
George Robertson initiated negotiations with none other than Dr. Ramsay smith. He eventuaily
made an offer of sale to Ramsay Smith of Unaipon's manuscript, and (in an undated letter)
points out he has not mentioned their correspondence to "our dusky author,'. In a letter dated
November 9 1926, one of Robertson's staff, Mr. shenstone, outlined their original intentions
regarding unaipon's manuscript, but reaffirms Robertson's offer:

#,iäfr f, :i."":,'nñî"$:î j.i:i%,"iriJïå'f 
,ï,.,å,f,i"î

reserving the originat tJl#å|-*i|: furnishing voir with a tvpewritt"; ;"pv;;
(Mitchell Library MSS 3 I4/7 6:15 t_205)

It appears Ramsay Smith did take up George Robertson's offer, and was subsequently
furnished with a typescript copy of unaipon's manuscript. According to the Angus and
Robertson papers' the manuscript and its incumbent copyright was posted to Ramsay Smith on
January 15 1927 . He was probably sent a second copy of the typescript comprising Volume 2,
but it is unclear whether he was given a version containing the additional hand-written edits.
Many of the hand-written editorial changes to this typescript were never to be taken on board
by Ramsay Smith.r2 He chose to make his own editorial changes later, many of which
disguised the f,irst person voice that would have identified the original writer as Indigenous.
SurprisinglY, on at least two occasions Ramsay Smith mentions (in a footnote) the .tribal,

affiliation of the original oral source of his narratives. This information was actually provided
on the top of a number of texts, by Unaipon, in the original manuscript, particularly for those
he collected outside his own country. For example, Unaipon identifies his source for ,,How the
tortoise got his shell" as: "Yuta Yuta Tribe near Echuca". This information is also replicated in

llfTt-l93.ttlyl.ly evident in."Immortality", which became "The birth of butterflies,,in Ramsay Smith(1930.,59-62)' This is one exceptional text where the editor has made considerable changes, by crossing out, andcompletely replacing theoriginal frrst paragraph. The original rc;r had;lready ueen fuujirú"á e-lse*here, so rhismay have been an effort by the editor io *á.e the text apþear different in some way. Ramsay Smith ignores allof these suggested changes.
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the typescript of Volume 2. For the many narratives originating from his own region, Unaipon

simply writes "Narrinyeri". I 3

It is worth noting that many of the editorial changes made to the typescript (comprising Volume

2) were relatively innocuous, particularly in the way they allowed the texts to retain the voice of

Unaipon. Most of the editing consisted of minor grammatical changes, such as not splitting

adverbial clauses, and capitalising the names of animals (see in particular "How the tortoise got

his shell" and "Immortality"). Perhaps this was the editing of Professor Tucker, who assumed

the book was to be published in Unaipon's name. But the flamboyant way that Unaipon wrote

some of his letters (particularly his upper case A, D, E, F, L, M, N, S & T, and his lower case

t ) tend to distinguish his handwriting from others, and this style seems to be absent in the hand

of the editor.

So who didwrite the extra 21 texts that appear in Ramsay Smith (1930), but are not a part of

the original Mitchell Library manuscript? I contend that they were in fact all written by

Unaipon; notjustbecause of the literary evidence (that I discuss in the next chapter), but also

because of a number of tantalising clues that can be found in various a¡chival documents. The

21 texts in question include:

The story of creation
The coming of mankind
The peewee's story
The eaglehawk and crow
The wonderful liza¡d
How the selfish goannas lost their wives
Kinie ger - the native cat (which we know to be Unaipon's work)
The Porcupine and the mountain devil
How Spencer's Gulf came into existence
The land of perfection
Kirkin and V/yju
Cheeroonear
The Keen Keeng
Mr and Mrs Newal and their dog
'Woo

Thardid Jimbo
Palpinkalare
Perendi and Harrimiah
Bulpallungga
Chirr-bookie, the blue crane
Buthera and the bat

Some clues, of course, lie in the correspondence between the publisher George Robertson and

Ramsay Smith. In a letter from Ramsay Smith, dated November 5 1926, Robertson is told of a

conversation between Unaipon (DU) and Ramsay Smith (RS). It indicates that Unaipon was

r3 It will be interesting to see if this identifying information is retained by the editors of the forthcoming

republication of Unaipon's manuscript.
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wanting to collect further nafiatives from Aboriginal people throughout South Australia, but
was in need of money for his travels (the emphasis is mine):

19, å_ntut and Robertson have got all your ms. that you are going to publish
DU: Yes
RS:
and if so. arê )¡ou going to use them?
DU:
vou.
RS: How can I help you now?

r the trþ North. I have arranged for a motor

ed?

år gentlemen to assist you?

RS: of asking?
DU: Dr. Roger, Sir Joseph Verco, The Register (Mr Burns).RS: morninþ and the mõney wiil be awaiti-ng you.
DU:
RS: V/he
DU: To t ¡¡edicine man'with me to interpret.
RS: Are tadons?
DU: No, e.

B9:
DU: Yes
RS: I may make some compensation afterwards.
DU: Thankyou Sir.

(Mitchell Library MSS 3 14176: 15 1-205)

Sir Joseph Verco, whom Unaipon referred to, is named in the newspaper a¡ticle in The

Register (October 6,1925) where it is reported that a committee is being formed to "control his

[Unaipon's] activities" and to "finance his travel". The article goes on to make a public request

for money from: "any one desirous of providing financiai assistance". Besides Sir J. Verco,
the committee included the Director of the Museum, Edgar D. 'Waite, and the Professor of
Anatomy at the University of Adelaide, Wood Jones, and a Dr. R.H. Pulteine, presumably the

Dr. Roger mentioned above. Just a few months earlier Sexton went to great lengths, by writing
very wann letters of recommendation, to both E.Waite and the Commissioner of Public
Works, for Unaipon to be employed as a guide at the museum (see Mortlock SRG 139/1 &
State records GRG 52/I0/IÐ.ta I can only assume that this particular committee did not raise

sufficient money, so Unaipon found himself appealing, a month later, to Ramsay Smith for
funds to travel.rs

ra Sexton goes so far as stating in his letter to Waite: "The Executive of the Aborigines' Friends' Association
warmly recommend him as a most suitable person for the position as they consider he is without doubt gifted
beyond any other native in Australia and for such duties as would be required of him at the Museum would be 'to
the manner born' (letter dared September 8 1925 Mortlock Library SRG 139/l).
rs The conversation between Ramsay Smith and Unaipon, reproduced in the November 5 1926letter, quoted
above, actually occurred in October 1925.
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When Unaipon was arrested for paltry reasons ín 1926 at Point Mcleay, it was reported just a

week after the above mentioned correspondence between Robertson and Ramsay Smith (see

The Advertíser November 12 &. t8, 1926). The reporter stated that David Unaipon protested

about his arrest on the grounds that he was visiting the mission in order to collect information

for the University, and promptly produced a "pile of type-written documents" as evidence'

Considering the fact that Angus and Robertson were to hand over coPyright to Ramsay Smith

for Unaipon's manuscript in January 192'1, \t is not unreasonable to assume that the type-

written document could well have included further typed nalratives for Ramsay Smith. Rather

than heading straight for the Nullarbor Plains, Unaipon could have detoured to Point Mcleay

to collect Nganindjeri narratives for inclusion in Ramsay Smith's forthcoming 1930

publication. Ramsay Smith had been advised by a former superintendant of the mission that

Jacob Harris of Point Mcleay, a contemporary of Unaipon's, was a "store house of folk-lore,

a very trustworthy man and extremely well-educated... Harris and his family have been

collecting and writing down... stories" (Mitchell Library MSS 314116:151-205)'t6 Unaipon

could well have been visiting Jacob Hanis for more 'stories' for Ramsay Smith.

6.5 CONCLUSION

It is unclear, at this stage of my research, whether Unaipon was eventually compensated by

Ramsay Smith for his further literary efforts. Nor is it clear whether Unaipon himself paid any

Indigenous story-tellers for their Dreaming narratives. According to the descendants of Jacob

Harris, it seems Unaipon did not compensate his Point Mcleay informants, while Norman

Tindale claims the Swan Reach people were also unpaid. And so the controversy and

contradictions of Unaipon's complex life live on. Further insights into his life, provided by

Appendix 6.1, help contextualise my analysis of his published narratives that follows. By

developing some understanding of the tumultuous era in which Unaipon lived, and the journey

he travelled for the 94 years of his long and productive life, one can come to some appreciation

of the distinctive features of his writing. Such features include: a flamboyant literary style, re-

occurring Biblical themes, a desire to imprison and then release his villainous characters, a

tendency to use scientific reasoning to justify Indigenous beliefs, a preoccupation with different

levels of consciousness, cryptic messages of subversion, and a legitimation of actions of

insubordination. These features make Unaipon's work not only interesting, but worthy of the

special study it is afforded within the next two chapters of this thesis.

ró Jacob Harris is the maternal grandfather of Veronica Brodie of Raukkan. This could, possibly, be one of the

visits when Unaipon 'ripped stories offl his people - particularly Jacob Hanis.
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CHAPTER 7

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE WRITINGS OF DAVID UNAIPON

...Beyond this darkness wherein dwel
a iegion where there is a Greater Orb
that supplie s eternal Thildarie, Invisib
Life and Intelligence of Mankind, distin
This Greater Orb too is the originfrom
other celestial bodies receive their substance and shining robes.

by my ancient fathers may seem to an enlightened-
ihese ideas are the foundation of a structure and

hadow we live today.

("Pah Kowie: the creature cell of life and intelligence" in: Native Legends, Unaipon, 1929:6)

7.0 INTRODUCTION

In his brief narrative "Pah Kowie: creature cell of life and intelligence", David Unaipon reveals

some of the "ideas formulated" by his forebears, such as a belief in "Pah Kowie, the Mother of

Our Mother, the creative cell of Life and Intelligence". However he ends his text, in reference

to such beliefs, with the metaphor "under whose shadow we live today" (see Unaipon,

1929.6). This is both enigmatic and vexing. Why does Unaipon leave the reader wondering

whether he finds these ancient ideas a blessing or a burden ?

We know Unaipon took pride in the ideas and cultural knowledge of not only his own

Ngarrindjeri people, but also in the knowledge he was able to glean from other Indigenous

people. I suggest the shadow Unaipon refers to in Pah Kowie is that formed by the prejudice

and misunderstanding white people had in general about Aboriginal people and their beliefs.

Unaipon's goal in writing down and publishing these beliefs \ilas to demonstate to an

"enlightened age" that such beliefs are not "fantastic and absurd". In fact much of Unaipon's

writing emphasises the moral integrity of Aboriginal belief systems and the many parallels they

have with rhe teachings of the Christian church. This is particularly evident in his ethnographic

narative "Belief in the Aborigine in a Great Spirit" (No.3 in Mitchell Ms., also in Ramsay

Smith, 1930: I73-I14), which reads as a Prophetic declaration by "Namrndari" ("a great

teacher")r of laws that must be abided by by young Aboriginal initiates:

Remember (Porun) children (Nukone lllawin) your life is like unto a day, and du-4ng

this short pèriod on earth you are to educate yõurself by your conduct to yourself....
Live as children of your Great Father.

I The varied spellings used by Unaipon for his characters and other vernacular terms are discussed in more detail

in Chapter eight. fñis particular spètling "Narrundari" is taken directly from Text 3 of Volume 1 of the

Mitchell Ms.
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Nol-Kal-undutch appetities and desires. Remember never allow
yourself become or-desire, never allow your mind to suffer pain
or feg¡.lest you- - elfishness causes misery to yourself your ivife
and children and relations, and those with whom you come intó contact. Selfishness isn food and pleasure, beg dy and mind governed
b thar they areã part of
that Great Spirit from whence you came.

(Unaipon 1924-25, Vol. I :2)

This declaration bea¡s similarities to Biblical Mosaic Laws, which would have been taught to
Unaipon as a young Baptismal candidate at Point Mcleay. Unaipon again drew the parallel,
much later in his life, during the Ellis interviews, saying: "our la'ws, the laws... [with] which I
grew was the Levitical law.... V/ell that's the law of the Blackfellow, or the Mosaic Law"
(Cath Ellis interview, Feb. 1963)

Unaipon wrote the great majority of his published n¿uratives throughout the mid to late 1920s,
when he was a man in his 50s. His work first began when he was made an offer by the
publishers Angus and Robertson of Sydney (henceforth A & R), in the eality I920s, for
payment of two guineas per thousand words for the purchase of any "Aboriginal legends" he

wrote. This offer would forgo his copyright over the materials, but not necessarily his
authorship. 'When A & R started corresponding with Dr. William Ramsay Smith, in January
1925, offering to sell Unaipon's "legends" for a total f 150-0-0 (assuring him they would make
"quite a charming book"), Unaipon was still sending legends. By January 1927, A & R had

sold all copyrights over Unaipon's work to Ramsay Smith of Adelaide. In the meantime,
Unaipon had visited his doctor friend, and offered his services to collect and write further
narratives for him. This offer enabled Ramsay Smith to fulfill a request made to him, by the

publishers Hanap of London, "to write a volume on Australian Aboriginal myths".' By
September 1927, Rarrtsay Smith had dispatched his manuscript to Harrap of London, and by
1930 the book Myths and legends of the Australínn Aboriginals (henceforth Myths and
Legends) was published in Ramsay Smith's name, with no mention of Unaipon's contribution.
The three year delay was due to difficulties in finding an illustrator. (See correspondence held
in Mitchell Library, MSS 31417 6:15I-205 for details of all the above mentioned transactions).

It is generally acknowledged today (for example: Jones, 1989; Carey, 1998; The Weekend
Australian October 24-25, 1998) that the resultant 1930 publication was, in part, written by
Unaipon. However, I contest in this chapter that the entire manuscript forwarded to Harrap of
London by Ramsay Smith was an edited version of the writings of Unaipon. Myths and

2 This offer was made presumably following Ramsay Smith's publication of his 1924 book: In southern seas:
wanderings of a naturalis¡. This book is a travelogue of expeditions undertaken by Ramsay Smith to the South
Pacific, coastal Queensland and the Darwin region, and hnally along the Coorong in South Australia. The
author later wrote to George Robinson, saying he was pleasantly surprised regarding "the reviews in the various
home papers" about his book (correspondence January 22,1925, ML MSS 3r4t76:15r).
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Legends contains 48 texts; 21 of these comprise the Mitchell Library Ms. (henceforth the

Mitchell Ms.).3 This chapter sets out to prove that the remaining 2I were also written by

Unaipon.

Correspondence to Ramsay Smith from A & R in January 1927 reveals that three additional

manuscripts by Unaipon (for which Unaipon was advanced six pounds by A & R) were also

forwarded to him along with the first instalment of the Mitchell Ms. These were "The Sun

Goddess and a creation", "Perindi and Harrimiah" and "Chirr Bookie". Each of these three

narratives also appeared later in Myths and Legends, along with "Kinie Ger" (also not in the

Mitchell Ms.) bur definitely written by Unaipon, as it was published in a pamphlet in his name

in l92l.a These additional texts bear cortmon themes and other stylistic simila¡ities to the

remaining 17 narratives whose authorship is in question.

I suggest that several of the texts that appeff in Native legends, published under Unaipon's

name in 1929, and the 17 na¡ratives that I propose Ramsay Smith commissioned Unaipon to

write, have more in common than those he sold earlier to A & R. One of these similarities is

their hybridity, which will be discussed in detail later. These texts were researched and written

at the same time, and a number seem to have common oral sources. Others written in this later

period carry similar linguistic signs of Unaipon's creative hand at work (also evident in the

Mitchell Ms.) such as the familiar phrase "the Kangaroo, Emu, Goanna, Snakes, and Insect

Tribes", and its va¡iation "the whole, animal, bird, reptile and lizard tribes" etc.

7.1. AIMS OF MY ANALYSß

In this chapter I set out to demonstrate, through a detailed analysis of key texts, and with

further archival, linguistic and anthropological evidence, why I clum Myths and legends was

entirely written by Unaipon, and not in part by Ramsay Smith. I will also touch on literary

evidence, such as the recurrent prose style adopted by Unaipon for his narratives, which was

quite clearly influenced by his strict Christian upbringing, as well as his avid reading of the

works of his most admired authors. Unaipon was a great admirer of the poetry of Milton

(rather than Shakespeare) and hence tried to emulate his work, as well as the work of Bunyan,

particularly his book Pilgrim's Progress. Like Milton and Bunyan, Unaipon felt compelled to

3 The Mitchell Ms. contains 30 texts written by Unaipon, but three were not included in Myths and legends:

No.27 "Wondangar, Goon Na Ghun", No.28 "A wond-erful bub-ban-rung lizard" and No.30 "How teddy lost his

tail". The last of these was not actually sent to Ramsay Smith by Angus & Robertson.
a As mentioned in the last chapter, in correspondence between David Unaipon, the Chief Protector's ofhce, and

the Commissioner of public Works, Unaipon requested a loan of f3-0-0 for the typing and publication of "Kinie

Ger', in November 1926. This *ur granteà on thê provisor that he repay the amount from sales of the booklet.

Furthermore, the Commissioner states in his letter dated Novemb er 13, 1926, that the advance be granted "on

the distinct understanding that no further assistance ofthis nature is to be provided until such a time as he

[Unaipon] has honored his obligation in connection with the previous advance of Ê15 in November 1921'" (see

Abori gi nes' Department records GRG52 I I I 63 / 1926)'
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write with Christian themes and morals pervading much of his work. He was also a keen
reader of scientific journals, and of the writings of the evolutionist Huxley, which is reflected
in some of Unaipon's work.

Like many men on Point Mcleay mission, Unaipon devoured any newspapers that came his
way, and was well aware of the contemporary debates on evolutionary theory, and the
scientific reasoning on the comparative intelligence of his own 'race'. Much of Unaipon's
writing appears to be an attempt to counter this prejudice, with his own logical, rational and
scientific reasoning, while at the same time using poetic language similar to that of his most
admired poets. But much of his writing is also an attempt to prove the validity of Aboriginal
belief systems, and even the plausibility of their synthesis with a Christian belief system.
Themes of reconciling different belief systems can also be found in one of Unaipon's favourite
authors, Henry Drummond. I contend that when Unaipon addresses the topic of potentially
conflicting belief systems in his writing, we find his most hybrid and syncretic na¡ratives, and
arguably his most interesting texts.

Because Unaipon has written in the order of fifty texts, of which at least nine were
ethnographic, it is of course impossible to discuss each one. I do however, towards the end of
this chapter, provide a brief discussion, as well as notes (in Appendix 7 .6) on all the texts thar
comprise Myths and Legends, as proof of Unaipon's sole authorship. The particular texts that I
have chosen for more detailed criticat analysis, within this chapter, are representative of the
range and style of mythological narratives within Unaipon's corpus, remembering that for
inspiration he drew from a variety of oral sources, from different regions within south-eastern

Australia. The individual rexts to be discussed include:

1. Texts fromNative legends - particularly "Totemism", "Hungarrda", "Release of the dragon
flies" and "Narrinyeri saying".

2. The Creation trilogy - including "Pah Kowie" (from Natíve legends, 1929): "The story of
creation" (not part of the Mitchell Ms. but in Ramsay Smith, 1930) and "The coming of
mankind" (in both the Mitchell Ms. & Ramsay Smith, 1930).

3. Four related texts collected by Unaipon from the Mid North of S.A. Initially I discuss
"Kinie Ger - the native cat" (from Aboriginal legend No. 1,1927 &. Ramsay Smith, 1930) and
"Why all the animals peck at the self,rsh owl" (from the Mitchell Ms. & Ramsay Smith, 1930,
as "The selfish owl"). I then contrast these with "How Spencer's Gulf came into existence"
and "Buthera and the bat" (both in Ramsay Smith, 1930, but neither in the Mitchell Ms. ) I also

mention "Bulpallungga" (only in Ramsay Smith, 1930).
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And finally, in Chapter Eight:

4. The Ngurunderi epic - titled "Naroondaries wives" (in both the Mitchell Ms. & Ramsay

Smith, 1930)

7.2 WHAT THE LITERARY CRITICS SAY ABOUT UNAIPON

Unaipon's works have received limited attention from the literary critics thus far. In this section

I briefly summarise what they have had to say about Unaipon's work, even though I will

continue to refer throughout my own anaiysis to their contrasting views. Like Unaipon's own

writings, the work of Beston (1979:334-350), Shoemaker (1989:41-50) and Hosking

(1995:85-101) provide much variety in what they say about this eclectic writer. Perhaps this is,

in part, because both Beston and Hoskings concentrated on a limited corpus of Unaipon's

work, and did not discuss its contents in relation to Unaipon's other (arguably, more pertinent)

literary productions. My own analysis will demonstate that it is revealing to view the 'legends'

within Unaipon's small 1929 booklet Native legends in relation to his longer narratives on

similar themes.

Unlike Shoemaker (it seems), neither Beston nor Hosking see Unaipon as a "white man's

puppet". Beston in particular never doubts Unaipon's "strong underlying sense of Aboriginal

identity and allegiance" (see Beston, L979:345). Shoemaker, however, who was aware of

Unaipon's Mitchell Ms., is less apologetic and argues that Unaipon "comes across as

something akin to a self-professed black prophet or seer.... he was so fully indoctrinated by

the A.F.A. that an Aboriginal world view was encouraged and permitted only so long as it did

not conflict with Christian tenets" (1989:43-44).6

Hosking is less severe:

David Unaipon, writing in the twentiet
British, Christian, literary education h
School, was in a more advantageous p
and British colonial cultures; he did this
of a kind that defy caregorisarion. 

(Hosking, 1995:g6)

s Hosking's (1995) essay is the most recent published critique and deals only with the small 1929 booklet'

Native legends.
ó My resãarch indicates that it was not so much the A.F.A. that had a doctrinal hold on Unaipon, but more its

long serving secretary Rev. J.H. Sexton. Sexton slowly developed a ltnancial hold on Unaipon, which ensured

Unãipon's *pport of the A.F.A. on controversial political issues in the late 1930s. Sexton was the one who

coveied ,o*ô äf Unuipon's unpaid debts, appealed to the A.F.A. to finance the printing of Unaipon's 'legends',

and supported his attempts to gain paid work at the S.A. Museum.
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As Shoemaker (1989:44) rightly points out, Unaipon: "did not simply wrire one type of story
nor did his style remain constant - even within the confines of one tale". However, Shoemaker
does attempt to categorise unaipon's texts, but not without a proviso:

his stories occasionally borders on the schizophrenic, for the
I sy^nthesis which he repeatedly sought is not ãlways achieved
e effort and is sometimes realised at the expense of logii.

(Shoemaker, 1989 :44-45)

Broadly speaking, Shoemaker's sees Unaipon's work falling into the following four
categories: "the historical/mythological, the Christiar/Aboriginal spiritual exempla, the

practical/anthropological, and the fairy tale/fable". He says "Totemism", the second text within
Native legends, is a good example of his first category, which he says has a prose style that "is
reiatively plain and descriptive" (Shoemaker, 1989:45-46). This contrasts with the style of the

second broad category, Christian/Aboriginal spiritual exempla, which he describes as

"unashainedly Biblical" (Shoemaker,1989:46). The first narrative in Native legends, "Release

of the dragon flies, by the Fairy, Sun Beam" is cited as an example of this kind. The fairy-tale
like prose of this particular text, and its possible subversive reading atluded to by Hosking
(1995:94-95), is very reminiscent of Charles Kingsley's TheWater babies, and perhaps the

colonial writings of Rudyard Kipling. I would say that Unaipon's creationary narratives that

appear in Ramsay Smith (1930), but not in the Mitchell Ms., are far more Biblical in tone than

the example cited by shoemaker. These will be discussed in detail later.

The third general category mooted by Shoemaker is practicaVanthropological. This category
includes the ethnographic texts, such as "Ma¡riage customs", "Hunting", "Fishing", and
"Sport" which are in the Mitchell Ms., and were later published in Ramsay Smith (1930). The

prose is decidedly non-Biblical, and is written in scientific and anthroplogical tones, which
Shoemaker describes as "a piain style of expression... which avoids imagery and literary
flourishes". But, as Shoemaker points out, occasionally these texts are interspersed with some

explanatory 'legends' (Shoemaker, 1989:48). The final category is fairy tale/fable, and

includes the 'how-so'narratives that explain why certain animals and birds have taken on thei¡

current forms. Examples cited by Shoemaker (1989:48) include: "How teddy lost his tail" and

"Why all the animals peck at the selfish owl". He gives inspirational credit for these "more
juvenile stories" of Unaipon's to Aesop, Kipling and the Brothers Grimm. Shoemaker even

goes so far as to describe Unaipon's teddy bear narrative as "whimsical, humorous fantasy".

Shoemaker implies Beston considered only four of Unaipon's 'legends' in his 1979 critique:
"Unfortunately, his [Beston's] sample of Unaipon's writing was so small that he failed to
appreciate the author's stylistic diversity" (Shoemaker, 1989:47). But a closer reading reveals

that Beston does discuss "other prose pieces" that appear in Native legends, including
"Totemism", "Hungarrda", "Pah Kowie" and "Narrinyeri saying".
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It is true, however, that Beston is more complimentary in what he says of Unaipon's work:

Unaipon's collection of legends is not just the firstby an_ Aboriginal writing in English:
it is ihe best, in its stylistic elegance, 

-in 
organisation of the material, and its evenness

and fullness of development without any lacunae in the stories.
(Beston, 1979:338)

Despite Shoemaker's views on Beston, and other post-modern criticism that could be directed

at Beston (because of the value judgements he makes and his 'old fashioned' emphasis on

literary 'style') I think Beston's critique on Unaipon's work is worthy of some consideration.

In a footnote he suggests that "Kinie Ger" has some "awkwardness in its style" (1979:33), and

of other texts says Unaipon "labours under an awkward distinction he calls the Spirit

Consciousness and the Subjective Consciousness" (179:344). Beston states that this choice of

terminology by Unaipon is: "not an accepted one but is Unaipon's own", and although its

adoption in "Hungarrda" iS more Successful, the text "lacks focus" (1979:344).

Shoemaker does give some credit to Beston for being the first (serious literary critic) to draw

attention to Unaipon's literary achievements, assuming Beston's [mis]udgement is because he

failed to include in his analysis five of Unaipon's 'legends' published in Dawn magazine (one

in 1955 and four in 1959), and the entire Mitchell Library manuscript. However, when

Shoemaker wrote his own 1989 critique, he himself was unaware that the Mitchell Library

manuscript of Unaipon's had been purchased, and later published in Ramsay Smith's name.

He writes of these texts of Unaipon's as "unpublished". At the time, Shoemaker was therefore

unawaÍe of the extra twenty one narratives that appeared in Ramsay Smith (1930), which I am

also attributing here to Unaipon. Therefore, Shoemaker wrote his own critique, like Beston, on

a restricted corpus. Shoemaker's critique is only eight and a half pages long, and he only

makes mention of ten additional texts by Unaipon, in addition to the six that appeil in Native

legends.

As fa¡ as I am aware, the first to publicly reveal that Ramsay Smith had appropriated and

published Unaipon's work was Philip Jones of the S.A. Museum (in The Adelaide Review,

1989:10-11), the same year of Shoemaker's critique. However, Shoemaker has since become

well aware of the 'scandal' and is now working with the relaúves of Unaipon to have the

Mitchell Ms. republished in his name. Shoemaker and his colleague, Stephen Muecke, see this

move as "a form of 'literary repatriation' akin to the return of sacred artefacts" (see The

Weekend. Australian October 24-25, 1998:32).It is a sad irony that Myths artd -legends 
has had

several reprintings, since 1930, two as recent as 1996 and 1998 (under the new title

Aborigine), still in Ramsay Smith's name. The 1996 edition is still available in Australia, but

apparently the later editions are very popular in both Japan and Germany (personal
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communication: Adam Shoemaker, Ma¡ch 2000).7 Copyright laws over authorship are retained
for fifty years after publication, which sees the Ramsay Smith estate (technically, although not
morally) owning copyright over the Ms. until 1980.8

These recent developments should be kept in mind while reading Shoemaker's 1989 analysis
of Unaipon's work. Shoemaker writes:

When one examines Unaipon's entire.corpus of work, it becomes clea¡ that his story-
telling is uneven, inconsistent, and is fiequently fraught with tension between the
Aboriginal and white Christian worlds.
not have a very great knowledge of
explain why his legendary stories
very marked stylistic variance... makes i

. This is not to dismiss his work. In fact, some
h as 'The song of Hungarrda' and 'The voice
e vivid imagery and fresh cadences....

pressures and expectations of the miss
moving away from traditional
narrative and mythical elements o

(Shoemaker, 1 989 :49-50)

Hosking also observes this personal dilemma in Unaipon's autobiographical texts, when she

refers to Unaipon "repositioning himself" in a "kind of culturai shift" (Hosking, 1995:89).
As a more positive end to this section, I endorse Beston's summary of the dilemma in which
Unaipon found himself when writing in an era dominated by racism and calls for assimilation:

Vlraipo.n tells legends that convey rhe point thar
4þeriginal valuesare jusr e digniiy by'defening
to white culture, he also of ÀUoriginal valuesl
Unaipon's four legends eit them. Tñe mixture of
deference and assertion is inevitable in a subjugated peopie;...

(Besron, 197 9 :343-344)

7.3 MY THESIS RE UNAIPON'S WORK

My thesis is that David Unaipon's written works both challenge'and reflect the stage of colonial
literature in which he found himself writing in the 1920s. This post federation period was a
time when the Australian nation was struggling to define itself in relation to the mother country,
while still clinging to the influences and literary canon of the British. It was also a time when

White Australia considered its Indigenous people a'problem', rather than citizens with rights

7 Shoemaker (personal communication, November, 1999) has also been working with the Unaipon relatives on
the legal ramifications of the unrelenting reprinting and republication of the book, still with no
acknowledgement to Unaipon.
8 The Johnson Reprint Corporation reprinted Myths and legends in 1970, under Ramsay Smith's name, with the
"permission of the Original Publishers".
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and aspirations of their own. Being the first Indigenous Australian to be published, in his

chosen genrese, his task was not easy. In his more syncretic texts, such as "Hungarrda" and

"Totemism", Unaipon challenges an "enlightened" and scientific age to accept the belief

systems of "Primitive Man" as being both plausible and valid. In his creation n¿uratives

Unaipon reflects upon the paradox of both differences and similarities between his own

people's beliefs and those of Christianity; while in his texts that discuss the training and

initiation of Aboriginal youth he points out the strong moral f,rbre of Aboriginal culture(s), and

how it parallels the teachings of the Ten Commandments. However, Unaipon himself was

trapped in the colonial discourse of his era, particularly when writing texts of a more

ethnographic nature, In order to gain credibility as an authority on Aboriginal culture, he often

felt compelled to write in the third person, as if he himself were white. But in all of his texts he

never fails to write of his people, and of their beliefs and culture, with dignity and respect.

At the same time, Unaipon had a mission. His mission was to promote harmony between

Black and white society throughout Australia, and for his people to live free from oppression.

He felt his writing could help bring about a better understanding of his people and a healthy

respect for their beliefs. But to get an audience, and indeed even to get his work printed,

Unaipon felt he had to write texts that were acceptable to his white Christian supporters. He

also wished to impress upon his audience his own creative and literary skills, worthy of the

same respect offered an educated white writer. So he peppered his texts with Christian

messages of high moral conduct, often through Chrisrlike characters (such as 'Wyju,

Hanimiah and the V/injarning brothers) who were revered by their people, and always acted

with tolerance and goodwill towards others. These features are particularly prevalent in the

texts he wrote specifically for Ramsay Smith between 1925 and 1927. At the same time

Unaipon was liberal with his inclusion of Egyptian-inspired exotica such as the Sun Goddess,

the Goddess of Birth, and numerous other characters and Spirit beings. In fact, a number of

his texts (such as "The land of perfection" in Ramsay Smith, 1930:174-182) read like pure

fiction, or even fantasy, and well beyond the literary licence normally offered a recorder of

'myths'. However, I suggest Unaipon was quite sincere in the way he chose to portray his

people's 'myths' and 'legends'. In his non-ethnographic texts, he was not writing as an

anthropologist, but as a creative writer trying to instil in the minds of his readers a respect for

his own people and their beliefs.

Unaipon knew there was blind prejudice amongst his readers against his people, and some of

this was because of the unpleasant scenes they had witnessed of his people living on the

e It would be inconect to say that Unaipon was the first Indigenous person to write ethnographic texts. Jacob

Harris, also of Point Mcleay, wrote several letters in 1894-5 to a white friend about his people's beliefs and

customs (see Jacob Harris letters, Mortlock Library, D6510 (L) ). We know that Unaipon's own father James

Unaipon worked with Taplin in recording his language, and possibly wrote down some cultural details for
Taplin, but all such works were published in Taplin's name (see Taplin 1979a I979b).
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fringes of white society. He believed that it was only when his own 'race' came into contact

with the white 'race' that the high moral codes of his people's traditions deteriorated. To
counter the contemporary evidence of cultural and moral breakdown amongst his people,
Unaipon chose to be quite explicit in his writings about the high moral codes his people

traditionally lived by. He was also quite explicit about what one could learn from his people's
'myths'. Unaipon had a great pride in his heritage and he aimed to prove, through his writings,
that his people's old beliefs were as principled and moral as those of the Christian church. He
had no intention of rejecting his people's belief systems as 'unenlightened' or 'primitive'. That
is why he chose to highlight the many parallels he saw between the two belief systems, thus
representing his people's culture as a hybrid system that already embraced all that is 'good' and

Just'in this world.

7.3.1 Problems and dilemmas facing Unaipon

Unaipon had futher problems and dilemmas that faced him, as an Indigenous writer and as a

devout Christian, that also influenced the style he adopted for his writing, and what he included
in his n¿uratives. The way Unaipon dealt with these problems ultimately determined the way he

chose to represent his people and their cultural beliefs. I shall mention these

problems/dilemmas briefly now, but will discuss them further in my critique of individual texts

later in this chapter

To begin with, Unaipon was the first Aboriginal writer to publish in the geffe of Dreaming
narratives, therefore he had no Aboriginal models to follow. Nor did any other Indigenous
writers quickly follow suite, in order to support Unaipon's attempts to represent Aboriginal
narratives in different ways, and to push the boundaries of this newly emerging 'legendary'
genre.lo Unaiponwas also the f,rrst Indigenous writer to publish ethnographic texts, and thus
have the opportunity to write f¡om a first person perspective.

Second, up until the time of Unaipon's literary efforts, Aboriginal Dreaming narratives had

been represented by white writers, and usually in patronising ways. Early accounts by settlers

and explorers doubted whether Aboriginal people even had their own belief systems (eg.

Therry, 1863); missionaries represented their narratives as heathen (eg. Meyer , L846); pseudo-

anthropologists simplified them (eg. R.H. Mathews, 1899); and other enthusiasts, such as

Langloh Parker, increasingly represented them as 'fables' with scant reference to the land (see

Carey's commentary, 1998).

I0 However, Sam Dintibana (of the Diyari people in northern S.A.) recorded legends in his own language around
1930 that were later published by Fry (see Gale, 1997:64-65). Similarly, in the early 1930s a "full-blooded
Aboriginal man named Frank Blackmoor, of the "Peltindjeri clan" of the Point Mcleay region, dictated to a
"younger educated native" the Waijungari legend in his own language for the anthropoiogiit Tindale, which
Tindale subsequently published in 1935 in English and the ',Jaralde" language.
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Third, a¡ound the time when Unaipon was writing, racism was rampant in Australia and

newspapers were continually debaúng the fsub]intelligence of 'Primitive races', such as the

Aboriginal people of Australia (eg. rhe Register, June 17, I9l4 states: "The native tribes of

Australia are generally considered to be at the bottom of the scale of humanity"). At the same

time, Unaipon was establishing a reputation as an exceptional and brilliant man, with his

achievements being reported regularly in the papers from 1907 (see the Advertiser, April 12,

19OT). Not oniy was Unaipon's reputation at stake, but also the integrity of his 'race'. He

could not afford to write narratives that did not impress his newspaper critics. He therefore

chose to speak and write like an educated gentleman, and to emulate the prose style of the

admired writers of his time, such as Milton and Bunyan. Similarly, for his ethnographic texts,

he strove to adopt the academic tones of his white, educated 'friends' and acquaintances'

Fourth, Unaipon himself had been brought up as a devout Christian, by his father as well as

missionary Taplin and the Young f'amily, and could not avoid incorporating a Christian

cosmology into his texts. In his creation narratives he includes a great Father Spirit analogous

to the Christian God, that oversees creation of the earth, and has some form of control over the

fate of mankind (see e.g. Ramsay Smith, 1930:23-3I). This conúasts with Strehlow's

cornments (1978: l3-I4) regarding the lack of influence the Central Australian "emu-footed

Great Father" has over earthly events. Unaipon could also not avoid writing his narratives with

the speech and tone he so often used when preaching his own Sefinons' by using the language

of the King James Bible with which he was so familiar'

Rather than seeing the 'traditional' beliefs of his people, and their struggle to survive the

colonial invasion, as a thrcat to his Christian belief, Unaipon sought to see the parallels' He

states in one of his biographical sketches (Unaipon, 1953) that right from the start, his people

were fascinated with the similarities they saw between themselves and the struggles of the

Israelites in the Old Testamenr. Unaipon writes (in the third person) of his fellow Ngarrindjeri

preachers of Point McLeaY:

on of the Scriptures...' The natives
In the Old Testament theY liked the

the children of Israel from Egyptian bondage,
vilderness. Also the story of Joshua requesting
ted his enemies, and the story of Ruth and her

mother-in-law Naomi. And in the New Testament the stories of the Lord's supper and

the resurre.iion. ellln re, and many more, bore some resemblances to items in their

own tribal lore.

I suggest that Unaipon was a pioneering writer in the field of melding the Ch¡istian message

into an Indigenous cosmology and belief system - something that is really only now becoming
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acceptable in the eyes of theologians and Indigenous people themselves (see Gondarra, 19gg;
Rosendale et' al., 1997; and for a brief discussion on the movement Carey, 1996:47 -52 &74)

A fifth problem was that even though Unaipon was brought up as a devout Christian, he still
maintained a pride and interest in the culture(s) of his people. He spoke his own language
fluently, even though he had few he could converse with in his later years, and he still retained
some knowledge of his people's most important Dreaming narratives. However, for reasons of
cultural survival (see Brodie, forthcoming), his own people placed a veil of secrecy on much of
their'traditional'knowledge. It was therefore not easy for Unaipon to access further details of
these oral nanatives' When Unaipon was first offered the opportunity to publish a book on
Aboriginal 'legends' in 1924, he did not have enough material from his own people to produce
an entire book. Therefore he had to seek material from other Aboriginal groups. This was
particularly so when collecting further 'legends' for Ramsay Smith between 1925 and IgZ7.
This presented communication problems for Unaipon, as well as raising the issues of trust and
authenticity. According to Tindale (1935 Adelaide journal), Unaipon himself offered a small
payment to his Indigenous sources.

Sixth, for much of Unaipon's life he was close to destitution. During the 1920s commissioned
writing became his main source of income. To get materials printed in his own name, Unaipon
was dependent on funding from white organisations (including the A.F.A and the Aborigines'
Department). Although Angus and Robertson paid Unaipon a considerable sum for his work, I
have not been able to find records of what payments were made to Unaipon by Ramsay Smith,
except for the ten pounds offered to cover expenses for his trip to the Nullabor plains in
october 1925' Ramsay Smith did, however, make a vague offer of further compensation to
Unaipon before his departure: "I may make some compensation afterwards" (Mitchell Library
MSS 314176/15I-205, conespondence dated November 5, Ig2q.tr Nearly three years later,
Sexton of the A.F.A. wrote: "David Unaipon has no money and is at present seeking the aid of
charity to meet his daily needs" (A.F.A. Records, Moriock Library SRG I3g/IlIß-Il7).
Unaipon was also a frustrated inventor, who had no means of financing his inventions.
Consequently all his patent applications lapsed. Although writing provided some means of
income for Unaipon during the 1920s, it did not bring in enough to meet his daily needs, let
alone the money needed to finance the publication of further works in his own name, as well as
the money needed to develop his inventions.

Seventh, Unaipon had to take care not to offend his white supporters and potential readers, so
he sought to quell the flames of prejudice through his writings, rather than inflame them.
Although Unaipon had already become famous for his achievements as an inventor and

i' Tlit.lgl¡:ular trip was undoubtedly the source of a number of Unaipon's narrarives published in Ramsay
Smith (1930), to be discussed larer.
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preacher, he still faced day-to-day prejudices from the white population. He was often refused

accommodation on the grounds of his "colour ahd race" (Unaipon, 1951:13). As mentioned in

Chapter Six, in the late 1920s when working for the museum, Unaipon visited the Birdwood

property of his friend August Rathjen, to look for archaeological evidence of past Aboriginal

habitation. Unaipon was invited into the house for a cup of tea by Rathjen, but minutes later

another visitor (George Russell, employed to dig a bore) refused to enter the same kitchen

"because there was a black man at the table" (personal communication: Tony Rathjen, May

1999). Although Unaipon made many white friends, whom he often called on, as he walked

from door-to-door throughout the state selling his little booklets, such attitudes were not

uncommont2.

Finally, it seems authenticity was not an issue for Unaipon. To him it was more important to

produce texts that won him acceptance among his white readers as a clever and creative man.

He wished to set an example of the potential his people could achieve, if they were only given a

chance. His aim was to present his work as something equivalent to that produced by not only

the white poets and literary men he admired, but also as texts that were logically argued and

scientif,rcally sound.

7.3.2 Issues of Representation

Many of the problems and dilemmas raised above, particularly regarding authenticity, are

related to the important postcolonial issue of representation. This issue is a complex one, and

should be considered in relation to the hotly debated question: 'Who has the right and authority

to represent the colonial Other? Said's seminal work on the phenomenon of 'Orientalism',

highlights how colonisers have assumed the sole right to represent the Other:

anth-ropological, biological, linguistic, racial and hi mankind and

the universé.... e¿¿itio-nally, thð imaginative examin tal was based

more or less exclusively 
-upon a sovereign West ut of whose

unchallenged centrality an Oriental world emerged.
(Said, 1978:134)

Orientalism has been extended to the Australian context by Hodge and Mishra (1990) with the

adoption of the term "Aboriginalism". My review of publications on Indigenous Dreaming

narratives (see Chapters Three and Four) demonstrate that Aboriginalism is alive and well

today. The majority of published texts, both portraying and discussing Aboriginal beliefs, are

l2 Unaipon often used to call on his friends the Bartlett's "for water and a chat ", at their property "Glenberry".in
Hawthorndene, during his travels by foot between Adelaide and Reynella (see Mortlock Library Photo Collection

Ref.860837).
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still being written by non-Indigenous people. Colonial discourses such as Aboriginalism,
adopted by so many who choose to represent Aboriginal people in print, are seen by a number
of critics as potentially very destructive. Maxwell states:

As far as Said is concerned, the destruc

(Maxwell, I99I:73)

Unaipon was a writer who did not adopt a fixed or "settled identity" in his work. Similarly, my
reading of much of Unaipon's work is that he was also attempting to reconcile Aboriginat
culture with the colonising culture by "emphasising the overlapping of cultural boundaries"
between the two. This, however, came at a cost, with more contemporary anthropologists
dismissing Unaipon's work on the grounds that it lacked authenticity (see Berndt & Berndt,
t993).

Contrary to Shoemaker's (1989:49) assertions, I argue in my analysis below that Unaipon had

a deeper knowledge of "traditional Aboriginal matters" than he is given credit for. I base my
judgement paftly on the evidence provided by some of the additional narratives, of which
Shoemaker was unaware in 1989, as well as evidence provided through interviews conducted
by other researchers. During the early 1960s students of Dr. Fay Gale at the University of
Adelaide (Elaine Treagus and Ken Patterson) conducted research on the viability of the
'traditional languages' at Point Mcleay, and in the process interviewed David Unaipon on a

couple of occasions:

After two orthree d-ays, Mr. Unaipon informed us that he had been thinking about the
language and now felt ready to translate anything, and this proved to be thé case. He
was able to translate almost anything we asked and also told the Aboriginal legends of
the creation of the Murray and delcribed the foundation of the missi"on in ñis own
language....
In summary it appeared that:

1. \F..Uluip_on is the last surviving person with knowledge of one of the languages of
the Point Mcl-gay area as his mothei torgue, and that any study that needs tõ bãdone
regarding this language should be done af once as he is ne-arly 90 and getting deaf.

(Treagus and Patterson, c.1960)

A number of the 21 additional narratives written by Unaipon (that appear in Ramsay Smith,
1930) were based on Unaipon's own Nganindjeri culture, or the Dreaming na¡ratives of his
northern neighbours the Kaurna, Namrnga and Ngadjuri people. My reading of them is not
that of fictionalised, highly embellished hybrid texts. Instead they contain considerable cultural
detail, and specific references to land, with which Unaipon was familiar (although Ramsay

Smith would have edited out many of the vernacular terms included by Unaipon). I contest that

Unaipon did not feel the need to embellish these particular narratives as fairy tale myths with
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Bibiical themes, simply because his source material was more reliable and detailed. Two good

examples of such narratives, the latter to be discussed in my analysis below, are: "Chirr-

bookie, the blue crane" (a Kaurna Dreaming narrative) and "Buthera and the bat" (a Namrnga

Dreaming narrative). Two more narratives in this category are the two important Ngarrindjeri

Dreaming narratives: "Nurunderi's wives" (to be discussed in Chapter Eight) and "The love

story of two sisters", which both appear in the Mitchell Ms., while Chin-bookie was one of

the three narratives forwarded to Ramsay Smith by Angus and Robinson in January 1927,

along with the first instalment of the Mitchell Ms.

Unaipon, and other Nganindjeri people of his generation, maintained a degree of their

'traditional' knowledge and belief system throughout their entire lives, despite their apparent

adoption of Christianity. Even today, individual Nganindjeri people still maintain spiritual ties

with their "ngaitye" or "totem", and still believe certain birds a¡e the bearers of bad news.t3

Such beliefs are confirmed in the following commentary by Mrs. A. Rankin, made just after

Unaipon's death:

I would like to tell you something that happened only last year, about a real old
gentleman who lived at Point Mcleay. He had been a wise man in his day, and h. T3^s
îery clever, very intelligent. He worked for his people amongst others, he tried to upiift
the Aboriginal race; his name was Mr. David Unaipon.
Of the lasi few days of David's life, I want to tell you a story. He used to talk to a bird
that he had, a pet bird, and that was his tribal bird. And he often talked to this bird, and

the bird woulã üke to talk to him. When David got sick he was taken away to the

hospital. This was in the early hours of the morning, I was home there, and the bird
kepi on singing out. I thought it just wanted a feed, so I went out and fed it, then I
came back inside again. After that I could see that the bird was wanting to tell me

something.... I - the old chaP must
have passéd on, ght towards Tailem
Bend, and that at we knew what it
was saying to us. 

(Rankin, 1969)

The Treagus and Patterson Report, referred to above, is also revealing in other ways. It alludes

to the diff,rculties that Unaipon would have had when he visited Point Mcleay to do further

research on Ngarrindjeri 'legends' for his book. Treagus and Patterson were initially told that

the only people who "knew anything of the native language" were three old men, one being

David Unaipon:

Apart from these three people most pe
However one lady whom we were inte
did know a few words. When we st
able to name many objects, foodstuffs,
a large vocabulary which she used in

r3 The Ngarrindjeri friend of mine, Veronica Brodie, has the ngaitye: the Pelican. Another friend, Auntie Maggie

Jacobs tojd Verõnica rhat ar rhe time of my own father passed away she saw a little Ritjaruki (willy-wag-tail)
flittering in her back yard. V/hen she heard the sad news from Veronica about Max's passing, she said: "I knew

straight away that little ritjaruki came because of Uncle Max."
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on the reserve knew as much as she did, but asked us not to tell them she told us! This
ple's denial of knowledge of the language
e got the impression that the language is
as a means of communicating amongst

(Treagus & Patterson, c.I960:2)

The time when these researchers made their observations was towards the end of an

assimilation era in which many threats were made to Aboriginal mothers at Point Mcleay, by
government authorities, to take their children away (see Brodie, forthcoming). Aboriginal
families were expected to bring their children up in'appropriate'White ways, and mothers had

a genuine fear of the consequences of publicly displaying a knowledge and pride in their
language and culture. Such research observations indicate to me that Unaipon would have

struck difficulties in his own research on two counts. First, his people would have been

reticent to breakthe code of secrecy and openly share with him details of their cultural beliefs,
knowing that they were soon to be written down in a book and shared with White people.

Second, as people brought up on a mission who regularly attended church, they did not wish
to acknowledge publicly that they still maintained a knowledge and belief in the 'old ways'.

I contend that David Unaipon himself found no contradicrion in adopting Christianity, while
still maintaining a healthy respect for the 'traditional' belief system of his own people. To him
this was necessary in order to maintain his integrity as an Aboriginal person. Similar feelings
were held by his Point Mcleay neighbour, Mrs. A. Rankin, who concludes her commentary as

follows:

We still_keep these legends in our memories. But now the changes come to us all. We
have to look into the future, but still teach our children about ouilegends; but look into
the future we must for our children's sake.

(Rankin, 1969)

Today many Indigenous Australians find no contradiction in being Aboriginal Ch¡istians while
still maintaining a belief in their Dreaming Ancestors, and strong spiritual ties to their land. The

'Easter Purlapa', or Easter ceremony depicting the crucifixion of Christ, is a regular event held

at the Alekenenge coûrmunity (formerly Warrabri) in Central Australia. And church leaders in
Arnhem Land continue to reflect, synthesise and write on the issue of being an Indigenous

Christian in contemporary Australia (see Gondarra, i988; and Gondarra et al, I997a &.

I997b). But in his day, Unaipon was a pioneer in the field of writing syncretic texts which
explored the parallels between Christianity and the beliefs of his own people. He also sought

parallels between va¡ious Biblical sagas and the contemporary situation of his own people,

such as the oppression of the Jews and that of his own people. However, Unaipon felt he had

to go much fufher than that. He also sought, through his narratives, to counter the claims of
newspaper reporters, and indeed by his learned white friends and supporters (such as Basedow
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and Rev. Blacket, see the Register August 3l,I92l:8), and demonstrate that Aboriginal people

did have "high moral ideals" before the anival of the missionaries.

Indigenous groups throughout Australia have accommodated the arrival of white invaders into

their own cosmology in different ways. Swain (1993) tells us that, over the years, numerous

groups have managed to incorporate the coming of foreigners (such as explorers, colonisers,

Asian traders and missionaries) into their oral Dreaming narratives as well as into their

ceremonies. I have witnessed funerals, and other 'bunggul' (ceremonies), performed by

yolngu in north east Amhem Land, with all their Macassan influences and trappings, such as

colourful flags. So too have Yolngu developed ceremonial songs about the many things they

have readily adopted from others into their own culture, such as canoes ('lipalipa'), tobacco

('ngarali"), and even bottles (personal communication, H. Amery, 1999). In fact the merging

of historical events into mythological narratives is a commonly discussed topic by

contemporary anthropologists (see Beckett, 1994; Merlan, 1994; Rumsey, 1994)' Rose, in

particular (i984, 1988, 1994), has written of the emergence of mythological characters such as

Captain Cook and Ned Kelly into the oral Dreaming narratives of the Yarralin people of the

Victoria River district of the Northern Territory, as well as of their rationalisation and

ambivalence about adopting Jesus into their cosmology. In fact, the character of Captain Cook

emerges in a number mythological na.rratives across various regions of Australia (see, for

example, Maddock, 1988; Mackinolty and Wainburanga, 1988)'

For literary critics writing in a postmodern age, it is possible to construct numerous different

readings of such syncretic texts. Hosking (1995) makes this very observation when critiquing

Unaipon's naratives, and when observing the numerous documents about Unaipon. She

confesses that "It is diff,rcult to tell David unaipon's story.... different stories emerge

depending on how this information is assembled and, of course, who assembles it" (Hosking,

1995:85). The story that emerges below, is my reading of Unaipon's work. But at the same

time it takes into account the many problems and dilemmas,listed above, that faced Unaipon as

he himself assembled and constructed his own relatively large corpus of 'Aboriginal folk lore'.

7.4 NATIVE LEGENDS

To begin my analysis I must first revisit Native legends - the small collection by Unaipon that

was published in his own name in 1929. Despite the six texts that make up the collection

having already received attention from literary critics (Beston, 1979; Shoemaker, 1989;

Hosking, 1995), I feel they require fuither attention here in relation to the additional texts in

Ramsay Smith (1930) that have questionable origins. I argue that the texts in Native legends,

which were irrefutably written by Unaipon, bear significant similarities to the 17 texts in
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question in Ramsay Smith ( 1930) I a 
. They display the same use of florid language and Biblical

prose, there are shared characters (such as the Sun Goddess), and they often share themes such
as: evolutionary creation, degrees of intelligence and different levels of consciousness. For
example the same creationary theme is apparent in the brief Pah Kowie narrative, in Native
Iegends, that is in the two narratives: "The story of creation" and i'The coming of mankind".
These latter two texts appear as the second and third naratives respectively in Ramsay Smith
(1930)' and could be read as sequels to Pah Kowie. The three texts together could even be seen
as a creation trilogy.

Icontestthat the texts of Native legends and the additional 17 texts in Ramsay Smith (1930),
bear more simila¡ities to each other than they do to the 30 texts that comprise the Mitchell
Library Ms. This should not be suqprising because, as far I can ascertain from newspaper
articles and correspondence between Ramsay Smith and George Robertson, the Mitchell
Library Ms. was written earlier, between 1924 and euly 1925, while Unaipon's other
narratives (including Native legends) were researched and written later, between 1925 and
1928.

The Native legends texts, in order of appearance, include: "Release of the dragon flies,,,
"Totemism", "Pah Kowie: the creature [sic] cell of life and intelligence", "youn Goona the
Cockatoo", "Hungarrda" and the brief poem "Narrinyeri saying". I shall focus in particular on
the first, second and f,ifth narratives, but mention will also be made of the remainder. I discuss
Pah Kowie in a later section in my analysis on the proposed trilogy. But I shall begin my
discussion with "Totemism", the second narative to appear in Native legends, which
incidently also bears simila¡ities to "The coming of mankind".

7.4.1 "Totemism"rs

In "Totemism", as with a number of Unaipon's mythological narratives, we find Unaipon
introducing his text with an appeal to rational and scientific thought:

Totemism is, stoms instituted by the Primitive man. The
practice of it nes and its adoption owes its origiir to ãMythological thic Age....

a total of 48 texrs. Of
xtra four are definitely
rr-Bookie", "The story
rest of the Ms.) This

leavesjust l7 texts which have questionable origins.
t5 "Totemism" is reproduced in iull in Appendix 7.1.
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There are several Mythologies which have given rise to Totemism. This is one'..
(Unaipon, 1929:4)

The scientific tone adopted by Unaipon is similar to that used in the newspaper articles about

public lectures given by academics such as his friend Herbert Basedow, who lectured about his

expeditions amongst Aboriginal people throughout Australia. Unaipon would have also been

influenced by the tone of the writings of the evolutionist Huxley. Like his admired white

academic authors, Unaipon maintains a voice throughout the entirety of "Totemism" which

refers to Aboriginal people in the third person. He does the same in his other more

ethnographic texts, such as "'witchcraft", "Matriage customs", "The spirit of help among the

Aboriginals", "Ngia Ngiampe", "Fishing", "Sport" and "Hunting". However, he does resist

the judgemental tones prevalent in many texts written by early white ethnographers and

newspaper journalists (except for his own occasional reference to "Primitive Man").

Unaipon proceeds in "Totemism" to discuss the transformation of Spirit Man into that of

eart6y flesh and blood. However, this transformation has its pitfalls, which includes man

being "overshadowed by another self, the Subjective Consciousness". But because man had

not had time to adapt to the earth and all its hazards, he begins to fret, knowing he could no

longer retum to the "Greater Spirit, the Father of all Mankind". However, his dilemma draws

sympathy from the other living creatures, so they teach man how to look after himself. And

thus: "all tribes have selected these living creatures for companions and guides", and the

concept of "Totemism" was bom.

Both "Totemism" and "The coming of mankind" relay the story of the arrival of mankind'

following the advent of other creatures of the earth. This order of evolutionary occupation of

the earth is also discussed in "Youn Goona the cockatoo" and "Hungarrda" (the fourth and

final narratives respectively in Native legends ). Another preoccupation of these four texts

("youn Goona", "Hungarrda", "Totemism" and "The coming of mankind") is the theme of

intelligence, or the gaining of knowledge and wisdom. For example, in "Youn Goona" the

male cockatoo says to his wife: "Hath not the Greater Spirit endowed thee with superior

Intelligence and Capacity of Conception?" (Unaipon, 1929:8); and in "Totemism" the

"Subjective Consciousness" of Man grows in "wisdom and knowledge from [the] instruction

of Earthly Creatures" (Unaipon, 1929:5).

It is in "Totemism", however, that we are first introduced by Unaipon to "the Greater Spirit,

the Father of all Mankind", who is the all-powerful male character that pervades many of

Unaipon's narratives.r6 He is referred to elsewhere by Unaipon in numerous other ways,

r6 Although Unaipon wrote of the Great Spirit in narratives he sent to Angus and Robertson in 1925, they did

not upp.ui in prinì until after Native legends was published in 1929'
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including: "the Father of All", the "One Great Father" and the "Spirit of Mankind,,, and is
responsible in Unaipon's narratives for overseeing the creation of the creatures and humans on
the earth. However, in contrast to Christianity, Unaipon also inciudes in his creationary
narratives an even more powerful figure, who precedes the Greater Spirit, who is female. He
refers to her in numerous ways, including: "Sun Goddess", Goddess of Light" and ,,Sun

Mother". She also features in many of Unaipon's narratives, for example in "The story of the
creation", and is the creator of the earth.

According to Cla¡ke (1997:133-134), the sun was portrayed as female in both the myrhology
of the Indigenous people of the Adelaide area as well as by their southern neighbours, the
Nganindjeri. Cla¡ke observes in Tindale's ethnographic work that the Tangani clan of the
Coorong region referred to "wange" [sic?] as "Sun woman", but says of the Aboriginal people
further south that it was reported as "an embarrassment" that the sun was female. Therefore
during initiation ceremonies: "Her role in the ceremony was represented temporarily by ,her

brother', who carried paired firesticks which were symbolic of those that lit up the earth from
above" (Clarke, I997:I34). After accessing the diaries of the missionary Schürmann, Cla¡ke
(1997:129) confirms that the people of the Adelaide area were very reticent to share information
about the cosmology of the heavens, but did reveal certain things to Schürmann, only on the
condition that he tell no other Aboriginal person. Schürmann claimed that the Kaurna believed
in 'Monaincherloo' (= 'Munaintyerlo'), whom they described as the "highest creature,,, and
who "created all things in the visible world" (clarke, 1997:L2g). They also spoke of another
ancestral being'Teendo Yerle', which literally means 'Sun-father', whom Cla¡ke suggests had
a father relationship with the sun (Clarke , 1997:129).17 But we will never really know whether
the Kaurna were accortmodating their missionary friends by naming a male creator in their
mythology.'8

V/hether or not there are Ngarrindjeri influences on Unaipon's inclusion of a female creator in
his narratives is something on which we can only speculate. Furthefinore we can only surmise
on whether his construction of an all powerful father fìgure, in the form of the "Father of ail
Mankind", is a Ch¡istian adaptation. In an interesting paper, Hilary Carey (1998) discusses the
All-Father or "Land of Biaime complex" in contemporary "popular writing" on Aboriginal
mythology. Hiatt (1996:100-119) also devotes a chapter in Arguments about Aborigines to the
contentious issue of the existence of "High Gods" within Indigenous Australian belief. He
suggests the rise and fall in the popularit' ,f different deity figures in the anthropological

17 Accordilg to Rob Amgry (personal communication, october 1999), the name ,Teen 
s

.sun- 1{9'. The term 'yerle' has a number of derivational forms in Kaurna, all with the
'male" The term 'Munaintyerlo'is listed in the Kaurna wordlist as 'a very remote time, &

5), and its derivation 'Munaintya' is used today by Kãurna people as synonymous to the
reaming',
rick McConvell (personal communication, May 2001) the sun is almost universally
throughout Indi genous Australia.
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literature (including the "All Father", "Great Father" and "Mother of All") had a lot to do with

the current state of religious, philosophical and anthropological debate in the academy.

Carey contests that the Biaime figure first became popularised in Australian literature at the

beginning of the assimilationist era in the 1930s, initially drawing on the early writings of Katie

Langloh Parker. However, unlike the Indigenous critic Mudrooroo, Carey (1988:215) does not

see Unaipon as responsible for further popularising the All-father Biaime. Unaipon makes it

quite clear in his interview (with Cath Ellis in February, 1963) that in his view Biaime is the

eastem states equivalent to his own people's Ngurunderi. The Ngurunderi cha¡acter (spelt

"Narroondarie" in his Mitchell Ms.) pervades many of Unaipon's narratives, and on a number

of occasions, he refers to Ngurunderi as a "prophet" of the Greater Spirit, rather than the All-

father himself. This contrasts with the unpublished writings of Jacob Harris, who wrote in a

personal letterin 1894 of the "Supreme Being whom we called Nooroondourrie, which as the

good old book says, God" (see Mortlock Library, D6510(L)13). Although Ngurunderi does

not feature in any of the narratives in Native legends, Unaipon does refer to his creationary

joumey down the Munay River, which is the allegoric theme of his rather tragic poem that

concludes Native Iegends, to be discussed later.

Interestingly, in a couple of narratives Unaipon also features an even more powerful female

creationary figure - "Pah Kowie: the creature [sic] cell of life and intelligence" (for example in

the third narrative by the same name in Native legends). She is "the Mother of Our Mother",

and gave birth to the Sun Mother from her inpenetrable home of darkness "Nawanthee"'

Unaipon tells us, in "Witchcraft" (see Mitchell Ms. Text 26:2 & Ramsay Smith, 1930:184) that

Puckowe [sic] is also known as the "Grandmother Spirit", who inhabits the "dark spot, the

Coal-sack, in the Milky Way".te She is said to assist the "medicine-man" in performing his

healing operations.

Returning to "Totemism", it is worth noting the academic context in which Unaipon wrote this

particular text. The term "totemism" itself was not a well established term when Unaipon

adopted it for his title. It wasn't until the mid 1930s that it was popularised, probably after the

publication of Elkin's 1938 classic The Australian Aborigines: how to understand them. Elkin

explained an Aboriginal person's totem as "his friend, or his guardian, and that he must not

injure, kill or eat it". He also generalised that a person's "social totemic clan" is always

inherited through the mother, and is referred to as their "meat" (Elkin, 1938:79). Unaipon must

le This is the home of 'Yura' the rainbow serpent in Kaurna mythology (personal communication Rob Amery'

r999)
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have written "Totemism" in the iate 1920s, just a decade and a half after the French sociologist
Durkheim used the term in his 1912 classic The elementaryforms of the religious hfr.'o

The first to use the term "totem", with regard to the Ngarrindjeri, was Taplin who discusses the
ngaitye of each "tribe" as: "some animai which they regard as a sort of genius, who takes an

interest in their welfare - something like the North American Indian torem" (Taplin in Woods,
1879:63). Twenty years later, the term "totemism" was an entry in the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, but was entered as a "superstitious respect" for animals, rather than a religious
phenomenon. Then in 1899, J. Mathew used the term "totemism" in his discussion of the

Ngarrindjeri, and also mentions its prior usage by Spencer and Gillen. Baldwin Spencer was
actually a biologist from Sydney University, and was once a student of Tylor's. He was the
first to use the term "totem" for the Australian context in his classic The native tribes of central
Australia (see Spencer and Gillen, i899:chapter IV). It was, therefore, in this pseudo-academic

climate that David Unaipon adopted the term "totemism" for his narrative. At the time there was
no chair held in anthropology at the University of Adetaide, but Unaipon was able to visit the

South Australian Museum, which housed a reputable collection of Egyptian mummies and
relics, and a growing collection of Aboriginal artifacts. In fact it was in the mid 1920s that
Unaipon himself was employed by the museum to work with their Aboriginal collection. It is
highly likely that Unaipon also accessed and read the latest anthropological publications,
including those by Taplin, Woods, Spencer and Gillen, J. Mathew, R.H. Mathews and others.

My reading of Unaipon's "Totemism" is that it is his attempt not only to justify Aboriginal
mythology (in this case, a belief in totemism) as a legitimate set of beliefs, but also to reconcile
the conflict of belief systems that was being debated at the time between scientists and the

church. Just twenty years prior, Unaipon's favourite author, Henry Drummond, wrote his
book Natural law. His motive was to try and bring harmony between scientific minds and
contemporary theologians. Hence he refers to the laws of gravity and other 'discoveries' of
contemporary scientists as "Natural laws", and states:

...we do not demand of nature directly to prove Religion. its function.
Its function is to interpret.... The poiitiori we have Seen not that the
Spiritual Laws are analogous to the Natural Laws, but that e Laws.

(Drummond,1902:10-I l)

Unaipon begins "Totemism" by elevating Aboriginal mythology in the eyes of the reader in his
argument that: "the function of Mythology is admitted by science to be an attempt by Primitive
manto explain physical and religious phenomena" (Unaipon, I929:4).tt He then proceeds to

20 The term had earlier been used by the first chair ofanth¡opology in England, Professor Tylor, who coined the
term "Animism" in his work on "The doctrine of the souls". ThJterm wãs used again in |SZSAy Roheim in
his book "Australian Totemism".
2r Note that Drummo nd (1902:7) also refers in his writing to "the Phenomena of the Spiritual V/orld" and "the
Phenomena of the Natural World".
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incorporate scientific explanations of creation, specifically evolutionary theory, into his

explanation of the way the phenomenon of totemism came into being for Aboriginal people. In

so doing he aims to reconcile scientific evolutionary theory (with which he sympathises) with

the Aboriginal belief system of totemism.22

This hybrid text epitomises Unaipon's own struggle to reconcile the apparent conflict the

missiona¡ies perceived between Aboriginal religious beliefs and cultural practices on the one

hand and Christianity on the other. As a lad, Unaipon himself was unabie to undergo the

important initiation ceremonies that traditionally all Nganindjeri boys underwent, because of

the intervention of the missionary Taplin. But in his writings, Unaipon strives to allow these

two conflicting belief systems to co-exist, without either dis-crediting or de-valuing the other.

More recent writings by Swain and Rose (19SS) demonstrate that this struggle of beliefs

continues, particularly in Rose's paper "Jesus and the Dingo" (1988:361-75).

Unaipon's strategy (1929:a-Ð, in "Totemism", of introducing dichotomous concepts such as

"Spirit Consciousness" versus "Spirit Self controlted by an earthly Subjective Consciousness",

drew criticism from Beston (1979:344), who states that Unaipon: "labours under an awkward

distinction". This specific "distinction" is also featured in "Hungarrda" (discussed below) and

other na:ratives published by Ramsay Smith (1930). My interpretation of Unaipon's use of

such pseudo-scientific dichotomies is perhaps inspired by parallels he sees in other dichotomies

such as: Good versus Evil in Ch¡istian theology, and Un-initiated versus Initiated in Aboriginal

cosmology. To take the levels-of-knowledge analogy even further, one could add 'Primitive

man' versus 'enlightened age' (which are both terms used by Unaipon himself in "Pah

Kowie", 1929:6).

My main point is to demonstrate the creative element in Unaipon's writing, as well as the

hybrid nature of his ideas and choice of terminology. For example, in the introductory

paragraph Unaipon adopts language usually reserved for the genre of scientific writing, using

academic terms that position the phenomenon of totemism in time (i.e. the "Neolithic Age").

Then in paragraph three Unaipon contrasts this by introducing more Biblical tones, with his:

"At the beginning of creation, Man...". Perhaps it is such contradictory language that led

Shoemaker to describe some of his writing as "stylistic schizophrenia" (Shoemaker, 1989:47)'

In "Totemism", Unaipon surreptitiously inserts phrases that link scientific theories of evolution

with the [Aboriginal] version of creation he is proposing: "the wonderful transformation of Life

coming out of the slimy lvater..." and "After the duration of many periods he [Spirit Man] lived

side by side with the Kangaroo, Emu, Goanna and the Insect Life..." (Unaipon, 1929:4)'

22 Totemism as a concept was relatively new to Australian anthropology in 1929, and was misunderstood by

many as a form of animãl worship. Thó term itself is often avoided in the discipline of anthropology today.
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Furthermore, Unaipon also tries to align his own [Aboriginal] creation story with the Biblical
creation story: "Spirit Man observed atl through the ages of time that each creature conformed
to their type and species" (Unaipon, 1929:4 cf. Genesis Chapter 1 Verse 21). Unaipon then
introduces the Christian concept of "Heavenly Home" and, for the f,rrst time in Native legends,
the patriarchal figure "the Father of all Mankind" (Unaipon, 1929:5). The actual advent of
totemism, as a phenomenon, comes about in Unaipon's narrative as a result of the animals
succumbing to the emotions of pity and sympathy: "The Living Creatures of the earth saw his
[man's] plight and were moved with pity and sympathy" (Unaipon, 1929:5). V/e see similar
appeals to the emotions, that are akin to the emotions of Christ in the New Testament, in other
works of unaipon's (see "Narroondarie wives" in the Mitchell Ms. Text l6).

The way unaipon chooses to conclude this hybrid text is significant:

Thus the Aborigines of Australia have from time immemorial, whether in Central
Australia or along.the Sea Coast, or living along the banks of the Moo Koolie23, River
Murray, all tribes have selected these livilg creãtures for companions anà goio.r.

(Unaipon, 1929:5)

I contend that Unaipon was the first Indigenous Australian author to adopt, in a number of his
'legends', what has now become an obligatory formulaic coda for many written Aboriginal
'legends'. Langloh Parker, the first to publish a collection of 'legends' over a hundred years
ago, occasionally adopted such codas for her texts of an aetiological nature (e.g. "And to this
day the only noise a crane can make..." in the narrative "The c¡ane and the crow", Langloh
Parker, 1978:Il). Similarly, many white re-writers of Indigenous Dreaming narratives have
since chosen to adopt formulaic endings for their texts. But Unaipon seems to have been
influenced as well by the fairy-tale structure of Charles Kingsley's TheWater babies, which not
only ends with an appendaged "Moral", but also a moralising coda at the end of the saga
comprising each chapter. Take for example, the saga of Tom, the amphibious water-baby in
chapter five, whose adventures conclude with the moralising cornment: "So Tom really tried to
be a good boy, and tormented no sea-beasts after that, as long as he lived... Oh, how good
little boys ought to be, who have kind pussy mammas to cuddle them..." (Kingsley,
1903:208). But Kingsley did not intend his moralising solely for little boys, and neither were
Unaipon's nalratives aimed at children. In chapter four of TheWater babies, Kingsley
concludes that "the good old doctor", who learnt not to doubt the existence of other rational
beings beside man, "became ever after a sadder and a wiser man; which is a very good thing to
become... even though one has to pay a heavy price for the blessing." (Kingsley, l9O3:172-
173)

2 3 Th. vernacular term adopted for the Murray River ("Moo Koolie") in "Totemism" is probably a Ngarrindjeri
word. Note that Meyer ( I 838) Iists Kuri for 'river, neck', while Taptin ( I 879) Iists Ku:li 'head' ând Kure 'neck'
(cf. Murrundi "River Murray', Taplin, 1879b). It is common in Australian languages for'river' to take the same
word as the body part 'neck', eg. Yolngu Matha in Arnhem Land has Mayang rne*ing 'neck, creek, river,.
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I contend that Kingsley's TheWater babies influenced Unaipon in a number of other ways,

such as his inclusion of themes of transforming land creatures into water creatures, and the

saviour role given to fairies. These, plus structural features such as the inciusion of song texts

within narratives will be discussed further below.

7.4.2 "Hungarrda"

Unaipon travelled throughout much of southern Australia in the 1920s to collect oral narratives

for his various writing projects. Although knowledge of his own Ngarrindjeri people's cultural

practices and beliefs was a major source of material for his creative works, it is evident that

Unaipon also sought his inspiration for his texts, as well as many vernacular terms, from a

variety of sources. My reading of his work indicates that the narratives Unaipon constructed

using characters and storylines from other groups are more hybrid in form than those based on

his own cultural knowledge. The narrative "Totemism", discussed above, is one such example.

"Hungarrda" is another.

Such hybrid texts could even constitute a single category of narratives by this diverse writer. I

propose the component texts are typically characterised by an ail pervading style of Biblical

prose, such as: mention of a "Heavenly Home" (in Totemism, 1929:5); and phrases such as:

"At the beginning of Creation..." (in Totemism, 1929:4) and "Thus and thus spake... (in

"Hungarrda", 1927a'.1). They are also associated with Christian sentiments and moralizing

tones, for example: the "pity and sympathy" felt for Spirit Man by the "Living Creatures of the

Earth" (in Totemism, 1929:5). Other features include occasional hints of Miltonian verse;

compare for example the following lines from Milton's Paradise Lost::

...V/hat though the field be lost?
All is not lost; the inconquerable will,
And study of revenge, immortal hate,
And courage never to submit or yield,
And what is else not to overcome;
That giory never shall his wrath or might
Exhort for me....

(Milton, Book I:4)

with Unaipon's song in "Hungarrda", revealing Unaipon's love and emulation of Milton's

work2a:

Thus in wonder I am lost.
No mortal mind can conceive.
No mortal tongue express in language intelligible.
Heaven-born Spark, I cannot see nor feel thee.

2a Although Hungarrda (Unaipon, 1927a & 1929) was laid out as a narrative by the printers, rather than as

poetry laJt trave quoted it above), Unaipon's punctuation betrays his poetic intentions.
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Thou art concealed mysteriously wrapped
within the fibre an¿ b-ark of treé and birsh and shrubs.
v/hy dost thou condescend to dweil within a piece of stick?

(Unaipon, 1927a:3)

I suggest that Unaipon's lack of detailed information from certain Aboriginal informants, when
undertaking research for his narratives beyond those from his own Nganindjeri people,
necessitated his liberal re-writing of narratives for publication. Thus the emergence of his
hybrid category of texts. This hybridity was probably due in part to communication problems,
as Unaipon only spoke English and his own people's language. I contend, however, that
unaipon also intended to "weave" such hybrid constructions. He hints at such possibilites in
the Introduction to his book rhar was to be published by A & R in the 1920s:

Perhaps some day Australian writers will use Aboriginat myths and weave literature
from them. The same as other writers have done with the Roman, Greek, Norse, and
Arthurian legends.... Aboriginal folk-iore may be among the oldest in the world.

(Unaipon, L924-25:" 
^boriginal 

folklore")

Unaipon's words on the $50-00 note today (taken from the Preface of the Mitchell Ms.) refer
to his "enduring record" of his people's "customs, beliefs and imaginings" (my emphasis).

Oneclea¡exampleof thisintentional hybridity, or "imaginings", which appears frfth in Native
legends (L929:I2-15), is "Hungarrda: Jew lizard". However, it first appeared in print in 1927,
two years prior to Native legends, in a four page pamphlet entitled Aboriginal legends. Its
publication was partly funded by the A.F.A., but Unaipon also contributed towards printing
costs by paying at least 10 shillings directly to Hunkin, Ellis and King. It appears that this
pamphlet was reprinted on at least one occasion in early 1928 through money received from
earlier sales by Unaipon (see A.F.A. correspondence, Mortlock Library).25 I have reproduced

25 Pamphlets "containing aboriginal legends" written by David Unaipon were printed and reprinted, on
numerous occasions, by the printers Hunkin, Ellis & King in Adelaide betweén the years t927 and, t938.
Conespondence files held in the Public Records office (õRG 52lr/63/1926 & cFtcs2/tl55/rg37)and in A.F.A.
records held in the Mortlock library (SRGl39/l/l l5-l 17) reveal rhar the publication of these pamphlets was

made to - 
the

by Unai ioned, the
was in I in its

tter dated
November 2l to Sexton 9t Jd"'"ÏiL. from Unaipon, SRG139/t/il5-l l7). The second, probably also printed
in 1927, was Aboriginal legends No.I: Kinie Gei: the native cat. The third, in 1929, wai Native'leg"ndr.
Correspondence in the form of telegrams and hand-written letters and notes, held in the A.F.A. records in the
Mortlock Library (SRGl39lllll5-ll7), reveal clues about the funding of the printing and reprinring of
Hungarrda. On 2l November.lgTT,.lJnaipon appealed to the A.F.A tJfun¿ a iurrherirint run of l0õ0 copies
"of my story Hungarrda' for impending door-tó-door Ch¡istmas sales. That same day ihe secretary Rev. Sãxton
wrote to the President of the A,F.A., Archdeacon Bussell, recommending their assoóiation oblige. Notes reveal
that a reprinting of 1,000 copies would cost f l-0-0, but a "Fresh" printiñg would cost f 1-17-6lUnaipon's
November 21 1927 letter to Sexton states that Hunkin, Ellis & Kiig stilfhad rhe blocks from rhe fiist printing
of "Hungarrda''. In April 1928 Unaipon sent 10 shillings ro Sexron tã be forwarded to the printers ,'for two
hundred pamphlet Hungarrda". Unaipon must have coñtributed further to the costs of printing his pamphlet,
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Hungarrda in its entirety in Appendix 7 .2, but have chosen to reproduce the earlier 1927 and

1928 version, which includes some vernacular terms that were deleted in the 1929 version.

Thus far, this particular narrative has received very little critical attention. Shoemaker (1989:49)

just briefly mentions its "more lyrical" language with its "vivid imagery and fresh cadences",

while Beston (L979:344) makes passing remarks about its author's purpose of elevating an

alternative Aboriginal version of creation and evolution to that proposed by Christianity.

Beston concentrated on "legends" in his analysis, and because he does not consider Hungarrda

a "legend", pays it little further attention. Hosking (1995:99) does, however, give this narrative

a little more space, but unlike her allegorical reading of some of Unaipon's other work, does

not see this text as politically suggestive. Instead, she notes (1995:99) it is "Unaipon's

interpretation of a Central Australian legend about a spirit ancestor in language appropriate to a

stirring Christian sermon". Like "Totemism", she sees it as Unaipon's effort to meld two belief

systems (Christian and Aboriginal), which many Westerners would assume incompatible.

I agree with Hosking that this particular text's "flavour is Christian evangelical", but

alternatively, I suggest it is more a hybrid construction of Unaipon's rather than a

reinterpretation of a "legend". The narrative is told in the first person, as a "Nhan-Garra

Doctor"26 tells of his spirit journey across time and space.27

The narrative begins with the archaic language of the Bible:

Thus and thus spake Nha Teeyouwa (blackfellow). Nhan-Garra Doctor:
Children,I have many strange stories to tell you. All came to me whilst I slumbered in
deep sleep.

through his sales, because in a letter to Unaipon dated May I7 1928 Rev. Sexton encloses an account from the

printers Hunkin, Ellis & King and states that "They require payment for these before they undertake any further
printing". Then in a telegram to Sexton dated August 31 1928, Unaipon urgently requests a further 200 copies,

and concludes "I am posting money". Records held in the State Record Office (GRG52ll/63/1926) reveal the

funding arrangements for the printing of the second pamphlet were also with loans, but this time from the
Aboriginals Department.
However, as Unaipon grew older and less physically able, he became even more financially dependent on the

government and the A.F.A. to meet his daily expenses. Subsequently his f,15-0-0 debt incurred in 1921 to the

Aborigines' Department was cancelled, as was a f3-0-0 debt from 1926, and he was granted a further Ê5-0-0 for
the reprinting of 400 copies of one of his pamphlets of "aboriginal legends" (see a minute from the Chief
Protector of Aborigines dated December 8, 1937, GRG 52ll/5511937). Unaipon continued to publicly
supporting events endorsed by the government and the A.F.A., and continued to receive financial support for the

printing of his booklets from both the newly formed Aborigines Protection Board, , and the A.F.A., with no

expectations of repayment. Although the original publication date is unclear, in 1940 Unaipon received money

from both the A.F.A. and the Board to print 500 copies of a booklet entitled The Australian Aborigines. This
booklet contains a reprint of both "Hungarrda" and "Pah Kowie", plus Unaipon's 1930 address "An Aboriginal
pleads for his race", and one page address by Sexton "Our duty to the Aborigines". The pamphlet was

subsequently reprinted in l94l with financial assistance from the Aborigines Protection Board (see

GRG52/r/5s n937).
26 In contemporary Anernte this word is spelt'Ngangkere', and it means 'traditional healer'.
27 Such travel is not unknown to the Nganindjeri today (see Brodie, forthcoming, who talks of her grandfather
Dan Wilson, and his "transcendental travels").
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- Fnf^olding itself from its appointed place my Spirit Self gently srepped
my body frame with my earttrly body subjectivé cõnsciousnèss.-And ihis
expenence...

outside
is my

(Unaipon, t927a:I)

This spirit Doctor is of the "Ham¡nda" people of Central Australia (today spelt 'Arrernte') and

as he proceeds on his journey across time, he tells of what he sees. He travels back thousands

and thousands of years, and witnesses the evolution of creatures coming from the "slimy sea"

(a phrase also mentioned in "Totemism"). He continues to watch as "up and up along the

winding pathway of the Gulf of Time, like pilgrims" further creatures evolve, and then

"silently pass from the rank and file and die by the wayside". Eventually some "strange living
forms" evolve, but with the intelligence "like the culture of our present day". Some of these

forms have the bodies of humans yet the heads of animals and other creatures, or the head of
humans and the bodies of creatures.28 The spirit Doctor meets Hungarrda, the Jew lizard,
whom Unaipon calls a "prophet", and greets him with a special greeting. They sit together and

Hungarrda instructs the Doctor in the "secret code of initiation", and tells him about the "origin
and the adoption of Totemism". Then he tells him to teach his "neighbouring tribes" what he

has learnt, and as a parting gift, the spirit Doctor is given a stone (probably a sacred 'tjuringa'
stone) which has inscribed upon it "The song of Hungarrda". This song was sung by
Hungarrda to "the Kangaroo, Emu, Goanna, Snake and Insect Tribes", and begins in what is
presumably meant to be the Arrernte language, with English language glosses.2e But this two
language component, as mentioned earlier, only appears in the L927 version and the 1928

reprint (with bold sub-headings):

The Song of Hungarrda
Jew Lizard

V/uhl. Lou.
Fire, Lightning. Asleep within. Stick.
Ma.
Blaze leap upward.

Whul [sic] - Fire, Lightning.

28 I suggest that Unaipon's research on Egyptian mythology, with its half-human half-animal-like gods, could
have influenced the inclusion of such creatures in Unaipon's texts.
2e The origin of these words is a bit of a puzzle. Because the theme of the na¡rative heralds from Central
Australia, I assume Unaipon has adopted Arrernte words for the vernacular component. This seems to be
confirmed by the fact that there are virtually no cognates in the available Nganindjeri wordlists. There seems to
be a few possible cognates in the contemporary (1994) Eastern and Central Arrernte dictionary, but Unaipon
apPears to have been rather liberal in the way he has glossed individual words. In the Arrernte language, the
causative suffix (used on transitive verbs) is -ileme, while the inchoative suffix (used on intransive verbs) is -
ineme. My educated guess is that Unaipon has asked his A¡rernte informant to tell him how to say 'The fire has
come to life from within the stick', and his informant has responded simply with the termsi urtetye weme,
meaning 'rub sticks together to make fire'or andalkngenthe-ileme, meaning 'to make a fire flame up'. This latter
term contains the causative suffix -ileme, which Unaipon could have anglicised to "Lou Mee". Note that the
(1994) Arrernte dictionary lists; 'hot/fire' as wawe; 'sleep' as ankwe; 'firestick' as alepe; 'burning' as ampeme
and'lightning' as alarrkentye.
The only Ngarrindjeri word listed by Taplin (1879b) similar to Unaipon's is the ending of rhe word for
'lightning' nalurmi. Other words are less similar; 'f,rre' as kene & bruge;'firestick' as kene & tauwangi;
'burning' as nyrangkin & kuldun and'sleeping' as tantin.

Mee. Too.
Brightly

Ingee
Burning.
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The next section of The Song is indented and proceeds solely in English. It is only here that the

1929 version of "The song of Hungarrda" commenced:

Bright, consuming Spirit. No power on earth-so great as Thee,
Firsl-born child of the Goddess of Birth and Light.
The habitation betwixt heaven and earth within the veil of clouds dark at night.

It is unfortunate that someone (in 1929) made a decision to delete the vernacular intoduction to

The Song, because it provides an important clue to the meaning within the song, as well as

clues to how the song should be read. The "First-born child" of the "Goddess of Light" is

obviously "'Wuhl", which may take either the earthly form of fire or lightning. As the

beginning of the song states, while on earth Fire lays dormant in a stick before it burns, just as

lightning hides "within the veil" of dark clouds before it comes alive. I contend that "The song

of Hungarrda" is a tribute to Wuhl.

The layout of the remainder of the Hungarrda text, which follows the two sections of The song

quoted above, is misleading. It cont-uses the way one reads and interprets the entire narrative.

Because the remainder of the text is not indented, one could be led to believe that after a brief

song, the Doctor resumes his story. Maybe this confusion explains why Beston (1919:344)

suggests that Hungarrda seems to "lack focus". I argue that the entire last half of the nalrative,

or what Beston calls "a sort of doxology", is in fact the remainder of The song. I suggest that

the printers have mistakenly failed to indent nearly a page of text. I also suggest they have

failed to highlight one of the vernacular sub-headings ("Lou Mee" in 1927, which was deleted

in 1929) as Unaipon intended.3o

Clues to the presumed errors made by the printers lie in the song text itself. If the entire song

does comprise a tribute to the first-born daughter of the Sun Goddess, who takes the two

earthly forms of fire and lightning, the frst section is a tribute to Lightning. This section begins

with the highlighted sub-heading "'Whul - Fire, Lightning", which was deleted in the 1929

version. After the section of indented song, already quoted above, the song continues as a

tribute to Lightning:

shing rain and hail.
Riding 

,"""äii3Jîffi:::.utu*nuring 
the abode of man.

(Unaipon, t927 a:2, 1929 :)'4)

Then the tribute to Fire begins, under the sub-heading "Lou Mee: Asleep with a stick". The

printer has failed to highlight this heading, and I contest, has also mis-spelt the English gloss.

30 I have taken the liberty of laying out this nanative in Appendix 7.2 to include a long poetic song, just as

Unaipon possibly intendðd. Noie tñat Les Munay reproduced The ¡o.1g 
segment only of this^narrative in The

new òxprd book of Australian verse, under the numt "Ngunuitponi (David Unaipon)" in 1986, adopting the

layout and deletions of the 1929 publication'
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The vernacular term "Lou Mee" is glossed at the beginning of The song (Unaipon, I927:I) as
"Asleep within Stick" (my underlining). This enor is confirmed when one reads the beginning
of the tribute to Fire:

Thus in wonder I am lost. No mortal mind can conceive,

I g, T,9_Idjgn 
gue expre s s in language intelli gible. Heaven_born' Spark,

reel thee. 'l'hou art concealed mysteriously wrapped within the fibre'
and bush and shrubs.

why does- thou condescend to dweil within a piece of stick?"
aA'¡ 

I ro1ry {9p pla99 to plass for enjoyment or search of food,
My soul is filled with grãtitude and iove for rhee...

I cannot see nor
and bark of tree

(Unaipon, 1927 a:3; 1929 : 14)

The tribute continues with Unaipon introducing one of his favourite themes of bondage, as he
poetically relays the means by which Aboriginal people make fire for their "health, comfort and
happiness too":

c,:^r-^_ Il|"f*ld is not enough to bring thee forth and cause thy glowing smiles ro
ulcKer over my trame.

But must strive and wrestle with this piece of stick pressing and twirling into
another stick with all the power I possess, to release the bondi trrut U"in¿ itree fast.

(Unaipon, 1927 a:3; 1929 : 14)

Although the origin of the vemacula¡ terms used by Unaipon in The song are a puzzle, the
other vernacular terms adopted for the remainder of the narrative seem to be from Central
Australia. Take for example the following extract:

First I stood outside my mortal frame undecided what to do, and my Spirit
consciousness revealed to me thät I was .n.ur"d *iittin a bubble substance and as frail.
Now if my bubble frame did burst, I'd

Ellureecha, Kokacha, Hunmajarra, Dei
swaying influence and laws ofthe Harrunda...

(Unaipon, 1927 a:I; 1929 : 12)

Unaipon did travel considerably to procure material for his narratives, however, my research
does not reveal that he travelled as fa¡ as Alice Springs. But, Unaipon was quick to befriend
any Indigenous people visiting Adelaide from distant towns and reserves. In a newspaper
article that appeared in the same year that "Hungarrda', was printed, it states:

Chief of the Arunta Natives, who a¡e divided
dialects, subsequently called at the
Mr. David Unaipon, and informed

about the theft of the sacred stones
y one or two natives besides himself knew

but evidently advantage has been taken of
ice as a biack tracker....
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He thinks that the churingas should be restored and entrusted to his care as chief.
(The Regisler August 26,1927:)'0)

I suggest that Yamba did more than offer authenticating vemacula¡ terms for Unaipon's

narrative "Hungarrda", but in fact inspired Unaipon with the theme for his entire narrative. The

newspaper article quoted above appeared because of "the removal of sacred stones3l, ot

churingas, by a Melbourne tourist from a native sanctuary". In Unaipon's narrative, the actual

"Song of Hungarrda" is that inscribed on a stone (probably a sacred 'tjuringa' or 'churinga')

given to the naffator "Nhan-garra Doctor" by Hungarrda the Jew Lizard. Before launching into

The Song, Unaipon writes: "And then we sat upon a ledge of rock. He spake unto me in my

tongue, Ham¡na [sic], explaining the secret code of initiation. The origin and adoption of

Totemism and its laws that marriage customs must obey" (Unaipon, 1927:I3).

One could be tempted to assume that Yamba may have been the source of information for a

number of Unaipon's narratives, particularly those that include ethnographic details on

initiation processes (such as "The story of the Mungingee" that includes the Central Australian

custom of the knocking out of a front tooth). But the timing is wrong. "The story of the

Mungingee" first appeared in print (in Unaipon's own name) in 1925, two years prior to

Yamba's Adelaide visit. Furthermore, Unaipon would have completed collecting and writing

narratives specifically for Ramsay Smith by August 1927, because Ramsay Smith forwarded

his completed Myths and Legends manuscript to Harrap in London by the second week in

September 1927 (see A & R conespondence, Mitchell Library). However, I suggest

Unaipon's narrative Totemism, which didn't appear in print vît1l 1929, was also inspired by

his meeting with Yamba.

Retuming to Hungarrda, I think it is worth spending a little time looking more closely at the

vernacula¡ terms Unaipon uses. The central Australian "tribes" that Unaipon lists include:

Harrunda (now spelt lEastern] 'Arrernte' or fWestern] 'Arrarnta'); Ellureecha (now spelt

'Luritja'); Kokacha (also spelt 'Kukatja'); Hunmnjarra (now spelt Anmatyen); Deiree (also

spelt 'Diyari' and 'Dieri') and Allu Wharra (now spelt 'Alyawarr'). 'We a¡e told these groups

are all in "a radius of two hundred miles from the Mountain Ah Yamba", which is also known

as Yamba Station today, but is spelt 'Ayampe' in Eastern Arrernte.3z Each of the "tribes"

mentioned falls linguistically within the Arandic language group, except "Dei.ree" (which is

further south in South Australia). The word for jew lizard' or Hungarrda in Eastern Arrernte is

3r A.F.A. correspondence (Mortlock Library SRG 139/l/104) reveals Sexton became involved, and demanded of
the Common*eàth Department of External Affairs that "these tresures be restored". Apparently they were taken

by a man just four miles out from Oodnadatta and sold to a Mr. D'H. Dureau".
32 Yambah Station lies 70 kilometers north east of Alice Springs.
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spelt today as 'ankerte', while the word for'traditional healer/doctor' or Nhøn-Garrø is now
spelt 'ngangkere'. 33

Unaipon uses a phrase in Hungarrda, for the first time in Native legends,that one could almost
consider a tell-tale trademark phrase in his other writings. The phrase: "the Kangaroo, Emu,
Goanna, Snakes, and Insect Tribes" (Unaipon, I927a:2; I929:I4), and its more common
variation "the animal, bird, reptile and insect tribes", appear on many occasions in Ramsay
Smith (1930), even in texts that are not within the Mitchell Ms. Unaipon was very familiar with
the revelations of Darwin before the turn of the century, and was a reader of the evolutionist
Professor Huxley. My reading of Unaipon's prolific use of these phrases is that he has
transposed scientific (and evolutionary) categories to represent the Aboriginal (and
anthropological) concept of "tribe". He categorises all species into four main groups or
"tribes": animals, birds, reptiles and insects, and then categorises different species within these
groups as "families". One of Unaipon's most revealing nanatives, regarding the relationship he

sees between different species, is "The flood and its result" (see Text No. 6 in the Mitchell Ms.
& Ramsay Smith, 1930:151-168). This narrative tells of the plighr of the ancient platypus to
win the right to survive, despite being different from others. One can't help but read a political
agenda in this text, with the platypus representing the plight of Aboriginal people earlier this
century, and the kangaroo representing Unaipon's friend Herbert Basedow, who often spoke
in the Adelaide Town Hall to "save the Aborigines" (the Advertiser August 18, I}ZI).
According to Unaipon:

The kangargo called a general meeting for the day before the full moon. When all were
assembled he asked that no one should speak odt of turn; that no reflections should be
made against any tribe or person; and that was at
stake - the building up of arace that w comes of a
very ancient race. Not only so, but he b people...(unaipo i93^0: t63)

Unaipon also includes, in this same narrative, an interesting 'Aboriginalising' concept of each

tribe having their own chief, as well as an advocate or adviser. The animal chief is the

kangaroo, with the wise koala as adviser; the eagle-hawk is the bird tribe chief and the crow his
adviser; the goanna is the reptile chief and the tiger-snake his adviser. This dual concept is still
corìmon amongst many Aboriginal groups today.3a Langloh Parker also referred to different
animals a¡d birds as "tribes". In "Bootoolgah the crane, and Goonur the Kanga¡oo Rat, the
Fire Makers" (1978:33-36) she writes of all "the tribes" coming together for a "corrobboree",
and refers to "the black cockatoo tribe" and "the Native Cat tribe", among others. By contrast,

33 I would like to thank the linguist John Henderson, who co-compiled the Arrernte Dictionary (lgg4),for his
assistance in deciphering some of these vernacular terms. Like many linguists and anthropotolists to whom I
show Unaipon's texts, Henderson found
Y The warlpiri of central Australia, for particular land and
Dreamings, and 'kurdungurlu' for the gu
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Unaipon rarely refers to individual species as tribes. Instead he groups whole genuses (or geni)

together as tribes, such as all birds, all animals, all reptiles, or all insects. Another sign in

Ramsay Smith (1930) of Unaipoin's creative hand at work is the way he refers to, or

categorises, reptiles. He occasionally lists liza¡ds and reptiles as different tribes, which could

possibly be due to confusion in contemporary debates on evolutionary theory, and the

proposed links between different species on the evolutionary scale.

In my opinion "Hungarrda" is exemplary of the types of hybrid texts that Unaipon delighted in

creating. As in "Totemism", he chooses to incorporate Christian concepts (such as "Heaven")

illustrating his desire to meld the two cosmologies of Christianity and Aboriginal mythology.

But rather than introducing a patriarchal father figure, he chooses to inco¡porate the "First-born

child of the Goddess of Birth and Life". He also adopts the archaic language of Biblical prose,

while presenting an alternative version of the creation story that is decidedly scientihc,

especially with its inclusion of an evolutionary theme that has all life beginning from "the slimy

sea". Interestingly, however, Unaipon begins this narative by implying these beliefs came to

the "blackfellow" in a deep sleep, refening perhaps to the 'Dreamtime' analogy attributed to

Spencer and Gillen in 1899.3s Furthermore, he authenticates his text as being of Aboriginal

origins by including vernacular terms with which his white readers would not be familiar. I

cannot agree with Beston, who states that Unaipon's Hungarrda Song lacks focus, particularly

if one reads it as poetry, as was intended by its author. Hungarrda is one of Unaipon's most

syncretic, and arguably, most interesting narrative constructions.

7.4.3 Release of the dragon flies

One further text in Native legends worth discussing is "Release of the dragon flies: by the

fairy, Sun Beam". I will not surnmarise the storyJine here, because this was done by both

Beston (1979) and Hosking (1995). However, I would like to reflect on some of its themes,

particularly because they continue to emerge in other narratives by Unaipon that appeared later

in Ramsay Smith (1930).

"Release of the Dragon Flies" reads as a legend-cum-moralising-fairy+ale, and illustrates well

Unaipon's repeated effort to synthesise the characters of Aboriginal mythology (the

"Mythological Monster" the "Bunyip" and the "aged kangaroo") with a story-line that bears the

Christian message of the importance of doing good unto others, and caring for the "weaker

ones". Unaipon also incorporates the Christian concept of evil (in the form of "wicked Frogs")

35 This "deep sleep" analogy of Unaipon's predates the usage of the term "Eternal Dreamtime" by Elkin in
1933, and Stanneris usage óî the term "Dreãming" in 1 )53. Note that Unaipon also mentions "Dream land" in
"Release of the dragon ñies" (Unaipon, 1929:2). Spencer and Gillen refer to this mythical "dreamtime" period as

"Alcheringa" (I899).
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and an ultimate judgement on their actions (in the form of "a cloud like mid-night" with thunder
and lightning). As in the Bible, the sinful evil ones in Unaipon's tale eventually succumb to a
knowledge of good and evil: "Then a guilty conscience smote them one and all; for the wrong
they did unto the helpless, harmless Water Grubs who did need help; the strong should give"
(Unaipon, 1929:3).

Unaipon's (1929:3) inclusion of an all-loving "Designer", analogous to a Christian God (with
"a Force and Power greater than they [the army of Bull Froggies] possessed, which came to
intervene and protect the weaker ones") reaffîrms his Christian message. So does his
conclusion of repentence (by the Froggies), as they decide not to "hinder the harmless Vy'ater

Grubs from fulfilling their mission".

Hosking (1995) hints at subversive elements within this particular narrative, but does not
commit herself to details. I can see several possible readings, maybe the most compelling being
the interpretation of the Water Grubs as Aboriginal people, and their captive homes (their "pool
of water transparent and clean") being the missions and reserves.36 But to take this analogy
further is difficult. Who are the captor Bull Froggies? Are they the missionaries, or maybe the
govemment appointed superintendant at Point Mcl-eay? Or are they the welfa¡e authorities who
legislated the restriction of movement of Aboriginal people from the missions? And why does
Unaipon equip the "army of Bull Froggies" with "spears and boomerangs and nulla nulla too"?
Perhaps this personifîcation is just to give the narrative an 'Aboriginal flavour'. But when
Unaipon mentions that the Bull Froggies take "a Day of Rest" from their duties, the analogy
with the missionaries is appealing. Support for the analogy of the Water Grubs being captive
Aboriginal people is the inclusion of the "greatly feared" Bunyip (whom the "Frog
Ventriioquists" mimic in order to keep their charges in captivity). Even today Aboriginal people
use fear as a means of disciplining their children and containing their movements.3T

The Bunyip is a much fea¡ed large, black water monster that is said to devour women and
children. It originated in Indigenous naffatives from south eastern Australia, but has since
become ubiquitous in contemporary Australian folk mythology. The word itself is from the
Wemba-wemba language of Victoria (from their word 'banib'), and was recorded as early as

1847 inthe Port Phillip Herald and the Sydney Morning Herald, which claimed sightings of
this amphibious monster on the Mum¡mbidgee (see Dixon et.al., s1990:109). Unaipon also

ter the permit system) whereby

Australia, I often heard mothers
either a monster, sorcerer, white-

person or policeman would come and get them (they used, of course, the Yolngu term 'mokuy' and 'ngäpaki' in
Arnhem land, and 'kinki', 'walypali' and 'palijimani'in I arlpiri).
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refers, in other narratives, to the "Mall-dar-pee" as something to be feared at night.38 The

words cited for 'Devil' in Ngarrindjeri in Taplin (I879b:729) are "Brupe" and "Melape".

Meyer just lists "Melâpe" in his wordlist, and glosses it as:

devil, evil spirit, sorcerer. He is supposed to appeff under various forms, sometimes
that of a man with horns, sometimés as a bird. The term is also sometimes applied to
the Adelaide natives.

(Meyer, 1843:79)

Returning to Unaipon's narrative "Release of the dragon flies", it is possible Unaipon was

inspired by a number of literary sources. Most obvious is the writings of Charles Kingsley,

and his book The Water-Babi¿s. Both narratives include a theme of imprisonment and then

release through transformation from one form to another. However, Unaipon uses Little Fairy

Sun Beams and Queens of Sun Beams as transformers, rather than Fairy Queens and guardian

fairies. lnThe Water-Babl¿s Tom is a poor chimney sweep, who is transformed into a water-

baby, to escape the toil of his human existence; whereas the imprisoned Water Grubs in

Unaipon's nanative a¡e transformed into Dragon Flies with "silvery wings" to fly away.

Kingsley also features a dragon-fly in his narrative, who is transformed from "an ugly dirty

creature" into "the king of all the flies" (1903:94-96), as well as other water creatures including

trout and frogs.3e

The role of the "aged kangaroo" in Unaipon's narrative "Release of the dragon flies" also bears

some similarity to the role of Moses in the Old Testament in leading the Israelites from their

tormentors. Unaipon's prophet, kangaroo, Ieads the "Animals, Birds, Lizards, and Reptile

Tribes" away from the "terrifying sounds" of the Frog Ventriloquists. He says: "Come, my

children, and I will lead the way to some other country, far beyond the mountain range"

(Unaipon, I929:I-2). But the most telling Biblical influence is the message of liberation from

the New Testament, which ultimately comes to those who abide with the teachings of Christ.

Unaipon tells us that the "judgment [sic] that awaits the Tyrant" will not come to those who do

not "hinder the harmless ... from fulfilling their mission". He also tell us that "a guilty

conscience" should come to those who do wrong to the "harmless", and to the "strong" who

do not help the "helpless" (see Unaipon, 1929;3). Although Unaipon was very grateful in his

public addresses to the Aborigines' Friends' Association, who ran Point Mcleay mission (see

Unaipon, 1951 & 1953), one cannot help thinking there is a further sub-text in his Dragon FIy

narrative. Unaipon was a young man when the trouble arose over who should succeed the late

George Taplin in administering the mission at Point Mcleay. George Taplin's son Frederick

38 Unaipon refers to the 'Mall-dar-pee' as an "Evil Spirit" or "devil-devil" in his ethnographic text "Aboriginals

- Their tiaditions" (see Unaipon, Tôxt 1, lg24-25).In his first published narrative "The story of the Mungingee"

Unaipon (1925:42-+t¡ referi to both the "Bunyip and the Muldarpi", and says of the latter figure that it "is a

spirit which assumes many shapes".
,Þ Th" imprisonment theme of Unaipon's reoccurs in "Narroondarie's Wives " (Unaipon, Text 16, 1924-25 &
Ramsay Smith, 1930:317-331) and will be discussed later.
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had earlier been accused (by the Nganindjeri leaders in the church) of interfering with the local
women, so there was much unrest about his ultimate appointment as superintendent. One
wonders whether the fire that prematurely killed Frederick was viewed by the likes of Unaipon
as an ultimate judgement for taking advantage of the "helpless". One also wonders whether
Unaipon had a message for A.F.A. officials (ie. the Froggies) who insisted that Unaipon
himself (ie. a harmless Water Grub) continue to labour as a bootmaker at Point Mcleay, when
he aspired to a more fulfilling life outside of the mission. I make this suggestion on the basis of
Unaipon's concluding sentence:

And from that.pool came forth the ' they
would not hinder the harmless by
transformation and so demonstrating th

(Unaipon, 1929:3)

7.4.4 "Narrinyeri saying"

The final text to appear in Native legends is the brief poem "Narrinyeri saying", which one

could almost be describe/as tragic. It has been discussed briefly elsewhere by Hosking
(1995:100) who drew upon my own research in her discussion. But I return to it here because

I don't believe past critics are aware that a different version of "Narrinyeri saying" first
appeared in L927 in Unaipon's Aboriginal legends at the end of "Hungarrda". This earlier
version has its opening four lines in Unaipon's own language Nganindjeri (atong with English
glosses), which were all deleted in the 1929 version. I quote the 1927 version here in full (with
the vernacular terms in italics):

Narrinyeri saying
Meeweåoo
Life

Elin.
Appearance, Like.
Pinpin. Itchie.
Pushing, Launching
Youkee
Bark Canoe, Boat.
Par PuL
Dejected, Weep.

Arm.
Those

Porlnr
Children.

The, Their.
Wingkeen injerr.
Romp, Dance, Enjoyment.
Ulloo Murr.
Ocean Beach.

Like children at play we begin Life's journey,
Push our frail bark into the stream of Time,

am.
our boat glides

h the steep rocky banks
abloom, with sweet fragrant flowers.

a0 The term "Mee Wee" that Unaipon uses for "life" in this poem is listed as "Mewe", meaning 'bowels, inside',
in the Nganindjeri wordlists by Meyer (1843) and (Taplin, 1979b). This part of rhe anaromy is still viewed
today by the Nganindjeri people as the seat of emotion, just as the heart ii considered the séat of emotion for
mamy non-Indigenous Australians (see discussion on rhe term'Miwi' by Bell, 1998:218-225).
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Until we arrive in the Great Ocean where we are baffled and tossed by the angry
waves. Onward and onward.
For three score years and ten. Then we are cast forlorn and shipwrecked upon the shore
of a strange land.

(Unaipon, 1927a:3)

This allegoric verse is, of course, a metaphor of life as a journey. But Unaipon cleverly super-

imposes his poem with the travels of the Ngarrindjeri Ancestral Hero, Ngurunderi, who begins

his creationary journey in the east, in the upper reaches of the Murray River, and ends it in the

Great Southern Ocean. The poem reveals some of the disillusionment Unaipon apparently felt

during his own life's journey, just as Ngurunderi despaired at the loss of his own two wives

after pursuing them for many miles along the coast and then into the sea. The way Unaipon

crafts this masterful hybrid text, by drawing on the journey of the Nganindjeri ancestor, is

arguably an incipient challenge to the colonial literature of his time, and represents the

beginnings of the emergence of postcolonial lndigenous literature in this country.

Why Unaipon chose to end his 1929 collection with such a forlom reflection on life is

puzzling, unless we begin to take into account some of his own personal tragedies in life. It

seems David Unaipon was one of the few in the large Unaipon family to survive long enough

to have children (another was his much younger brother Creighton). His father and mother

(James Unaipon and Nymbulda) had ten children, and many.of these died as toddlers, or in the

case of his sister Jemima, in their teens. Furthermore, Unaipon's marriage to Katherine Carter

(or "Cissy") seems to have had it own misfortunes. It is rumoured that Unaipon did not treat

her well, and restrained her movements when away on his many travels. The Point Mcleay

register states that Cissy Unaipon died of "a fit" in December 1924, at the age of fifty
(Mortlock Library SRG698/1/I). This was the very year that Unaipon began his brief writing

career. Perhaps it was this incident that prompted the forlorn tone of his "Na¡rinyeri saying".

But it was not just personal loss that Unaipon would have lamented. He struggled all his life to

fulfill his ambitions as an inventor, and to finance his peqpetual motion machine. Although he

lived well beyond his "three score years and ten", as an Aboriginal person living in a dominant

and a racist white society, for many years he obviously felt "baffled and tossed by the angry

waves" of life.

Of all Unaipon's writings, it is this brief lament that seems to be most inspired by Unaipon's

much admired preacher Thomas De V/itt Talmage.ar This evangelical American preacher of the

Brooklyn Tabernacle Church in New York, had a huge outreach across the world through his

published serrnons: "They were published weekly by as many as three thousand five hundred

newspapers, and it is estimated that they were read by more than 25,000,000 readers" (De Win

ar Thomas De Witt Talmage was born in 1832 and died in 1902, the year before Unaipon's son was born,

whom Unaipon named Talmage De Witt.
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Talmage, 1957: dustcover). His sermons were also published in books from 1874, and were
reprinted in a series in 1957. We know that his sernons were read in South Australia, and
were even inspired by the responses he got from this state, because De Win Talmage states in
his sermon "Hard rowing":

last night I received another letter from
sernon [sic] in Australia had brought s
not take another phase of the same
salvation to the people who shall hear, a

(De V/itt Talmage, 1874b:329)

V/eknow from his autobiographical writings (Unaipon, 1951:12) that Unaipon himself did
read, and in fact memorised and preached, De Witt Talmage's sermons. The subject that De
Witt Talmage was refeming to in the above quote was, in fact, that of seeing life as a joumey
across the sea, which we see in "Narrinyeri saying", and in sermons within almost every other
publishedcollectionof De V/itt Talmage's (see also 1874a: "The voyage to heaven" & I874c:
"The wrath of the sea"). De Witt Talmage analogises the turmoils of life with the challenges

that confront those that find themselves at sea in the middle of a storm, and then concludes his
sefinons with appeals to his congregations to seek God to deliver them safely to the secure

shores of heaven. But he also urges them to: "Wait not for the storm before you fly to him. Go
to him now, and seek his pardon. Find refuge in his mercy" (De Witt Talmage, I874c:249).

Like Unaipon, this popular preacher occasionally concludes his prose with poetic verse:

Into the harbour of heaven we now glide,
Home at last!

Softly we drift on the bright silver tide,
Home at last!

(De V/itt Talmage, 1874c:249)

"Narinyeri saying" also bears some resemblance to the situation posed by his favourite
preacher's serrnon: "Is life worth living?", when reflecting on the mid-life crisis facing a

fictitious man with many of life's woes:

Here is a man who has come to his forties. He is at the tip-top of the hill of life. Every
step has been a stumble and a bruise. The people he trusted have turned out deserters,
and the money he has honestly made he has beèn cheated out of. His nerves are out of

f life have been to him like climbing the
go down, and descent is always more
is worth living, and he will drawl out in

shivering and lugubrious and appalling negative, 'No, no, nó!'
(De Witt Talmage, c1880sb:319)

De Witt Talmage's sefinons always end, however, on a positive note, offering hope from life's
battles and woes, through Ch¡ist. Obviously, this hope was momentaily absent from Unaipon
as he wrote of life's despair in "Narrinyeri saying". But maybe he was reflecting on the fate of
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a life at sea without the salvation of Christ? Hence, Unaipon completes his sermon on life, in

the form of "Narrinyeri saying", on a negative note.

One could view the conclusion to Unaipon's first autobiography as a sermonic coda. Within it,

he chooses to quote the poet Longfellow:

That in even savage bosoms
There are longings, yearnings, strivings,
For the good they comprehend not.
That the feeble hands and helpless,
Groping blindly in the darkness,
Touch God's right hand in the darkness,
And are lifted up, and strengthened.

(quoted by Unaipon, I95I:14)

Unaipon then, in his final remarks mentions the hard times in his own life, and like Longfellow

and De Witt Talmage, chooses to acknowledge God as the one who sees him through:

This record of my life would be inco
the kindly Providence which has gui
assisted me in my struggles to make go
me to take heart again and continue
occupy a more worthy place in the life of the nation.

(Unaipon, 1951:14)

7.4.5 Conclusion to Native legends

One last narrative I should mention briefly from Native legends, before concluding this section,

is "Youn Goona".42 Again I will not detail the storyline because it has already been

summarisedbyBesron (lg7g)and Hosking (1995). Like Hosking, I also see elements in this

text of western evolutionary theory as well as the Genesis creation story. Like "Totemism" and

"Hungarrda", this text seems to be an attempt by Unaipon to reconcile any potential conflict

that exists between differing belief systems. There a¡e further parallels with the Genesis story,

particularly regarding the eating of the apple by Adam and Eve. But in "Youn Goona" we see

the male Cockatoo (youn Goona) and his wife (Bhoo Yooah) choosing between a Spirit life or

"a body of flesh and blood" (Unaipon, 1929:8). This theme of people or creatures acquiring

different levels of knowledge re-occurs in many of Unaipon'S narratives.

I shall return to "Youn Goona" in the next section, to point out some similarities it has with

Unaipon's creation trilogy. I shall also mention "Youn Goona", in a later section regarding the

issue of vernacular terms used by Unaipon, to try and ascertain what Unaipon's primary and

secondary sources could have been for some of his naffatives that come from outside the

Nganindjeri language bloc.

o2 The fourth narrative, "Pah Kowie", will be discussed in the next section.
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I shall conclude this discussion on Native legends with a comment on the supposed
'authenticity' of its component texts. My reading of much of Unaipon's work suggests that his
intention was to "weave" a literary product that would appeal to his white readers, and hence
sell well as he peddled them from door to door. He perceived his own knowledge of
Aboriginal beliefs and cultures as a resource to be drawn from, and had no shame in
incorporating information from other Aboriginal people to create his hybrid texts. His
incorporation of vernacular words into four of the six narratives that comprise this small
publication would have given his 1929 booklet a degree of authenticity in the eyes of its white
readers. But I do not believe Unaipon's intention in using vernacular terms was to give
authenticity to his na¡ratives. Otherwise he would not have created such hybrid texts, and
incorporated so many Christian concepts and other non-Indigenous elements, His intention, I
believe, in publishing Native legends was to produce a booklet of literary merit that would
entertain his readers, and sell well, partly because of its Aboriginal 'flavour'.

It is not surprising that anthropologists such as Tindaie referred to Unaipon's work as
"romantic rubbish" with "highly improbable concepts entirely foreign to the real stories of an
Australian prelithic [sic] people" (quoted in Bell, I998:I29). Nor should those who respect
Unaipon's work be offended. I contend that in Native Iegends,Unaipon was creating works of
fiction to be judged perhaps by literary critics, not anthropologistsa3. Maybe Ronald and
Catherine Berndt, who had little to do with Unaipon, particularly because of his close
relationship with the A.F.A., would have been less critical of his 'legends' if they had not read
them with the, eyes of western anthropologists.aa It is impossible to know, however, how
Unaipon himself would like researchers such as myself, or his own descendants, to read
Native legends in this new millenium.

o3 I do believe, however, that Unaipon's seven ethnographic texts, written in the third person, that appear in
Ramsay Smith (1930) were nor intended as fiction.
oa Note the Berndts' criticism 

^mentioned 
in chapter six, saying Unaipon's texts were "far removed from typical

Naninyeri accounts" (Berndt & Berndt, 1993:9).
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7.5 THE CREATION TRILOGY

Australian Aborigines are a spiritual people. Their religion is life tuned wít! tþe creator
who has given the religious laws, ceiemonies, leaching, holy sacred land and the

mountains for which the term we use today is sacred site....
The Aboriginal Christiens are convinced andbelieve that the God of the Bible was with

us and our people in the dreamtime.os He was very active in our history. He has come

to us in ma many dffirent forms to reveal Hís presesence. He
spoke to us the beauty of the nature that clothes jts-elf iy God's

ilory thnt c us believe thnt he is also the God of the Aboriginal
race in Australia.

(Djiniyini Gondana in: Father you gave us the Dreaming, 1988:1-2)

7.5.1 Introduction

The Indigenous Christian leader, Djiniyini Gondarra, recognises that we now live in a post-

invasion Australia, and the majority of Indigenous Australians can only have a post-missionary

understanding of their own spiritual world. However, this does not prevent one contemplating

the spiritual beliefs of Indigenous people prior to the white invasion of their land. For south

eastern Australia, where the impact of invasion was most severe, we can only surmise the finer

details of Indigenous spiritualbeliefs prior to 1788. However, scholars such as Swain (1993)

have speculated on the emergence of a celestial "All-Father" (often personified as Baiame) in

the mythology of Indigenous southern Australia, being rooted in the Christian influences of

colonial times.a6

From my reading of missionaries (such as Webb, 1944 & Chaseling, 1957) and

anthropologists (such as 'Warner, 1969; Etkin, 1948; Berndt & Berndt, 1964 and Strehlow,

1978) my understanding of pre-Christian Aboriginal cultures and beliefs is that in central and

northern Australia, there was no single, all-powerful male creator figure. Mention is made of

"sky heroes", such as Baiame (see Elkin, T948:200-202), who had considerable creationary

powers, and giant serpents such as "Yurluunggur, the Big Father" (see Warner, 1969:242),

who floods the land and devours female creationary figures in Arnhem Land. However, these

creationary figures acted in conjunction with other Ancestral Heros, and are not seen as

benevolent God-like figures who wielded more control over the creation of life on earth than

other spiritual beings.aT

o5 In a more recent paper, Gondana has moved away from using the terms 'the dreaming' or'the dreamtime',

(saying Yolngu are^'highly insulted' by their use), preferring the term 'the Madayin' (see Gondarra et. al. 1998,

A.R.D.S. Paper 7)
a6 Swain also poses that the widespread Indigenous belief in an All-Father was, in part, a response to the severe

traumas associated with colonisation in southern Australia (Swain, 1993:117-118).
47 This of course was a problem for the early missionaries, who strove to ltnd analogous God-like characters

within the beliefs of difierent Aboriginal groups, which would assist them in converting their subjects to

monotheistic Christianity. Taplin iniiially adopted'Ngurunderi' as God, but soon changed this analogy because

"Ngurunderi *ur ..tponiible for many customs with which he was loath to associate with his God" (Hemming
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From discussions with Howard Amery, who has 13 years experience working in Amhem

Landa8, and from my own time spent teaching in Arnhem Land, and later central Australia, my

understanding regarding the contemporary beliefs of Yolngu Christians in Arnhem Land is that

the identity of God is as much a mystery to them as it is to non-Indigenous Australians. They

do believe firrnly in his (or her) existence, and that God was always there in the time of the

world's creation (see Gondarra, 1988). They also contend that God was the force behind the

Yolngu creator beings, but do not identify him as being personified in any particular Ancestral

Hero. The contempora.ry terms used by Yolngu for 'God' vary, including: 'God Bäpa'
(literally 'Father God'), 'God Wangarr' and 'Wangarr'. The term 'Wangarr' is a collective

noun used in reference to all the Ancestral Heros of the Yolngu, and is glossed in the Yolngu

Matha dictionary as "totemic ancestors, cultural heros, beings who originally inhabited the

earth then changed themselves into animals, birds, etc." (see Lowe, 1975).

Each Indigenous group in Australia has their own set of land-based Ancestral Heroes, who
have strong spiritual and creationary ties with particula¡ tracts of land. In addition there are

beliefs and narratives that explain the creation of the sun and the stars of the 'heavens'. But as

far as I am aware, there was no single creator spirit in the 'heavens' that created all on earth. As

missionary V/ebb (in 1944:35) points out of Yolngu belief, prior to the establishment of the

Christian missions in Arnhem Land: they do not worship, nor believe in one single Supreme

Being or Great Spirit.ae This is confirmed by the anthroplogist T.G.H. Strehlow regarding

central Australian Aremte belief, about which he wrote:

It is clear that it would be impossible to regard the emu-footed Great Father in the sky
of Western Aranda mythology as a Supreme Being in any sense of this word; for
neither he nor his family ever exerted any influence beyond the limits of the sky. As I
have written in The songs of Central Australia:

They (i.e. these sky beings) have not created the earth, nor any of its landscape
features, nor any of its human inhabitants. They had not brought the totemic
ancestors into being, nor had they controlled any of their actions. They had no
power over winds, clouds, sicknesses, dangers, or death. They were not even
interested in anything that went on below. If any crimes were cornrnitted, the
evil-doers had to fear only the wrath of the totemic ancestors and the
punishment of outraged human society.

(Strehlow, 1978:13)

1988:192). Similarly, Schürmann tried to use 'munaintyerlo' but soon abandoned the idea (personal
communication Rob Amery, 1999). Such mission inquiries probably propogated the emergence of an All-Father
figure in southern Australia.
a8 H. Amery works with Aboriginal Resource and Development. Services Inc., within the Uniting Church. He
works in an advisory and support capacity, principally with Yolngu people such as Rev. Djiniyini Gondarra, and
spends much time trying to breakdown communication baniers beween Yolngu and non-Indigenous people. He
does much linguistic work, looking for conceptual parallels between English and the language of the Yolngu
people, Yolngu Matha.
ae I shall discuss the political and social organisation of Yolngu belief further in Chapter Nine.
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Unaipon's creation trilogy, however, portrays a very different picture. He features an all-

powerful Great Father Spirit, who has control over other powerful female beings, who assist

him in the creation of the earth and its creatures. Unaipon begins "The story of creation" with

the prophetic announcement: "The voice of the Great Spirit spake unto Bajjara [moming star]

and A¡na.lthe moon] in a dream, and said, 'Go forth and tell this story, for I have chosen you

as my messengers.' This is the story:" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:23). Unaipon then proceeds, in

Biblical tones, to tell of an all-powerful "Great Father Spirit" who controls when and how the

earth was created, and commands that the Sun Goddess go forth and vegetate the earth, and to

create the birds and animals, and eventually "the human race". This "beautiful young goddess",

whom he commands to create all on the earth, is the daughter of the Grandmother Sun

Goddess, Pah Kowie, who features in Native legends.

Unaipon begins his story of creation thus:

command you. First awaken the grass, then the piants, and then the trees. After'..
bring forth insects and fish, reptiles and lizards, snakes, birds, and animals. Then
rest:.. Nothing shall come foittr ttrat is not for the benefit of other parts of the

creation....
Then the Sun Mother came and beheld her work, and saw that it was good.

(Ramsay Smith, 1930:23 -31)

Just as Carey (1998) warns readers to be wary of early missionary and anthropological texts,

and the way they represent Aboriginal religious beliefs, so too should we be wary in the way

we read Unaipon's representation. But close analysis of Unaipon's prolific writings,

whoever's name they were published under, canbe illuminating. Carey (1998:131) suggests

that: "David Unaipon generated a mythology in sympathy with the evangelical and Aboriginal

aspirations from traditional Ngumrnjeri [sic] stories". However, in contrast with Mudrooroo,

she does not find him responsible for the popularising of the Aboriginat deity "the Great Spirit

Biaime" in "popular writing" on Aboriginal beliefs and mythology. For this she holds Katie

Langloh Parker responsible, and perhaps the anthropologist Andrew Lang, who wrote the

introduction to Langloh Parker's first collection.

Lang laterwrote of the significance of Byamee (to use Langloh Parker's preferred spelling) in

the journal Folk-Lore (Lang, 1899b), and by the time Langloh Parker published her third

collection, she was further influenced by the recently published, and influential, works of

Spencer and Gillen, and wrote: "Byamee... is to the Euahlayi what the 'Alcheringa' or 'Dream

time' is to the Arunta" (Langloh Parker, 1905:4-9). However, Langloh Parker's first two

collections of 'Legendary tales' do not give Byamee an all-powerful Godlike status, although

he is listed in the glossary as "big man (Creator, Culture hero)" (see Langioh Parker,
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1978:183). In the fourth naffative in her first collection, entitled "The origin of the Narran
Lake", Old Byamee appears as a man who goes in pursuit of his two wives, much the same as

Ngurunderi does in the narrative of the Ngarrindjeri people. Langloh parker was actually sent
the Ngurunderi narrative by her uncle, Simpson Newland, so included it in her second
collection. In her published rendition of this na¡rative she gives this cultural hero an even
higher status than Byamee: "Ngroondoorie [sic], the giver of laws, customs... [who]
became'.- a God [to the Southern'tribes'of South Australia]" (Langloh Parker, 1978:1gl).50

In contrast, Carey (1998:203) ciaims: "Unaipon... chose to distance himself f¡om an over-
close identif,rcation with the pagan religion, and the names of pagan gods, however
Christianised", even though she mentions the "Fairy Sun Beams, Bull Froggies, Spirit Man,
Pah Kowie" etc. from his Native legends (Carey, L998:2I3).I find this observation odd,
particularly when one considers Unaipon's creation narratives, and reads of his Sun Goddess
who was venerated by the creatures of her creation: "When the Mother Goddess next went
forth she was accompanied by insects, snakes, and lizards, who venerated her" (Ramsay
Smith, 1930:26).I will return to this issue later in my discussion on the inclusion of a Sun
Goddess in Unaipon's texts.

Carey (1998:213) claims Unaipon wrote primarily "as an evangelist for the twin causes of his
Christian faith and Aboriginal race, causes which he regarded as mutually reinforcing".
Although she (1998:214-215) acknowledges that Unaipon wrote of an "Aboriginalised Great
Spirit and his servant Numrndere", she does not see Unaipon's "Christianised mythologies" as

the source of the subsequent "wide diffusion of the All-Father or Baiame complex that soon
became popularised in contemporary representations of Aboriginal mythology. Because Carey
is critical of the assimilationist motives of the 'soft primitivism' of the Baiame complex, and
because Unaipon did not equate Baiame with the Great Father Spirit in his own narratives (cf.
Mudrooroo, 1994:17I),Ithink it is important to come to some understanding of how Unaipon
himself perceived the Great Father Spirit. Was he equivalent to the Christian God? And who
did Unaipon equate with Ch¡ist? Was it Bajjara the morning star, or his messengers Baiame
and Ngurunderi?s t These questions are particularly relevant today, as we find Aboriginal
Christians, along with their non-Indigenous theological colleagues, grappling with the task of
establishing an uniquely Aboriginal theology, such as "Rainbow Spirit theology" (see

Rosendale et. al. 1997). A close reading of Unaipon's creation n¿uratives, two of which Carey
would not have attributed to Unaipon, simply because they were published under Ramsay

s0 I discuss this narrative in detail in Chapter Eight.5' There is a Christian trad.ition of viewing the morning star as God's messenger, who was personified in Christ
(see the last book of the Bible, Revelation ch.22 v.16: I'I am the bright and thle morning ttar". Se" also the
sernon of the popular American preacher De Win Talmage: "The bright and morning siãr" cl880b:7-13)
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Smith's name and do not appear in the Mitchell Ms., will greatly assist our understanding of

Unaipon's version of a hybrid Aboriginal-Christian theology.

7.5.2 
^ 

review of Unaipon's creation trilogy

Unaipon's Pah Kowie (of Native legends) reads to me as a short precursor of the much longer

creation narrative, "The story of creation", which appears in Ramsay Smith (1930:23-3I).

Together the th¡ee narratives: "Pah Kowie", "The story of creation" and "The coming of

mankind" form what I call a creation trilogy. Neither "The story of creation" nor "The coming

of mankind" appears in the Mitchell Ms., but correspondence between Ramsay Smith and

George Robertson (held in the Mitchell Library ML MSS 314/76) tells us that "The story of

creation" was one of the three extra narratives sent to Ramsay Smith, along with the thirty texts

comprising the Mitchell Ms.52 Two further narratives, that should also be mentioned in relation

to Unaipon's creation trilogy, are the ethnographic text "The belief in a Great Spirit" and the

narrative "The voice of the Great Spirit", both of which appear in the Mitchell Ms. (the latter is

discussed by Carey, I998:2L4-215). They also feature the Great Spirit, and will be discussed

further below.

The archival evidence suggests that Unaipon was the author of "The story of creation", as well

as "Pah Kowie". I see the proposed creation trilogy as further evidence that much more of the

1930 Ramsay Smith volume was written by Unaipon (i.e. than the 27 texts that Ramsay Smith

chose to reproduce from the Mitchell Ms.). A further aim of this discussion is to provide proof

that the third text in the trilogy, "The coming of mankind", is also by Unaipon. What I find

intriguing about Unaipon's inclusion and representation of a Great Father Spirit in his creation

narratives is his willingness, or determination, to portray this Great Spirit as an all-powerful,

yet all-loving, deity analogous to a Christian God. As I have already mentioned in this chapter,

Unaipon's motive for such a deification was to lift the status of his own people in the eyes of

his readers. He wanted to prove that Aboriginal people had a belief system, and a set of

morals, that paralleled those of the Christian church. This monotheistic representation of

Aboriginal beliefs contrasts, of course, with the later writings of anthropologists such as

Strehlow. But in the mid 1920s that was of no concern to Unaipon.s3

Returning to "The story of creation", which appears as the second narrative in Ramsay Smith's

(1930) publication, a footnote has been added on the first page (presumably by Ramsay Smith)

stating: "This story of Creation was told by a Karraru woman of the west coast of South

s2 This particular narrative was given a different name by Unaipon: "The Sun a Goddess and a creation"'
53 This fact did no derer Unaipon from later re-publishing (in his own name) his narrative "The voice of the

Great Spirit" in the Dawn magazine in 1959. By this stage Unaipon would have been aware of Strehlow's
published works, and indeed knew Strehlow personally.
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Australia. She is sixty five years old, and speaks her language fluently" (Ramsay Smith,
1930:23).I realise that the terminology used for the names of different Aboriginal language

groups continues to be probiematic even today, but to my knowledge there is no language

group in the west coast region of South Austraiia who refer to themselves as the "Karraru".
Listed on contemporary language maps of the region are: the Kukatha (or Gugada), the

Vy'irangu, the Ngalea and the Mirning group (see e.g. Horton, 1994). The term "Karraru" is in
fact a moiety term that is shared by Aboriginal people from the Adelaide Plains region right
through to Eyre Peninsula (personal communication, Rob Amery & Luise Hercus, October

1999). Either the misunderstanding, on identifying the woman as a "Karraru woman", was on
the part of Unaipon himself, or by Ramsay Smith. She may have been from the Karraru
moiety, but her language group remains a mystery. Buf we do know that Unaipon made a trip
to the Nullarbor Plains on the west coast in October 1924 to collect "legends and myths", for
which Ramsay Smith said he "may make some compensation afterwards" (see letter dated

November 5, 1925, ML MSS 314/76). Despite being accompanied by a 'medicine man' as an

interpreter, Unaipon has managed to not only create a very Christianised-creaúonary version of
the Sun Dreaming narrative, but also to confuse Ramsay Smith regarding the identity of the

oral source ofthe narrative.

In a newspaper interview in October I925,lJnaipon admitted:

his task of collection was difficult, but not as difficult as it would be to a European.
'I have a totem system to help me,' he said. 'The totem binds us togethef much as
masonry does Europeans. My first duty when I go into a strange tribe-is to ask for a
totem.
Then, if they say, for instance, "that man is a swan," I say that my mother was also a
swan, and he treats me as a relative, and tells me what I want to knów. Or I find a man
who is a kangaroo, the totem of my father.

(from: "An Aboriginal intellectual" The Register. October 3, 1925)

Hosking (1995:97-98) actually questions Unaipon for his use of the totem system, saying: "his

methods 'could' be seen as equivalent to the exploitative practices of European

anthropologists". So too does Jones (see The Courier Mail October 23, 1998) criticise Unaipon

for his approach, saying "he [Unaipon] could plagiarise with the best of them". Alternatively,

one 'could' give Unaipon the benefit of the doubt, believing he himself was misunderstood,

and misquoted, by his European newspaper interviewer. Unaipon was possibly trying to
explain how he could use his own family totems as a means of building up a relationship of
trust between himself and other Aboriginal people. However, as far as the evidence indicates,

hismotherwasactuallyof the dingo or wild dog totem (see CathEllis interviews, 1963), and

his father of the leeches and catfish totem (see Taplin, I879c:2).
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The text "The story of creation"to is, in my view, a good example of Unaipon's adaptation of a

narrative for which he probably had few details. There is no way that a 65 year old woman

(whose only contact with white people was probably Daisy Batesss and the passengers on the

trans-continental railway line) would have told this narrative with such apparent Biblical tones

and parallels. I contend Unaipon adapted this west coast woman's narrative for his own

pulposes. I say this because narratives on a female Sun have been collected and published by

others from this part of the country (see Bates in Ker Wilson, I972:I1). In Bates's version of

the na¡rative, the sun is called Ngangaru, and is married to the moon Meeka. The sun and

moon had children, and one of their daughters, Mardyet, was abducted by a sorcerer

Mulgarguttuj, who grew "eaglehawk wings" when not living as a man (Ker Wilson, I972:I2).

In Unaipon's story of creation, the sun sends a "promised visitor", the moon, to "shed her

silvery light upon the earth". The moon then descends to the earth and becomes the wife of the

moming star, and hence "brought forth children, who "multiplied in the form of the human

race" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:30).s6 Thus "The story of creation" dwells on the creationary

powers of the Sun Goddess in bringing forth all the non-human creatures of the earth.sT

In contrast, the third narative in the creation trilogy, "The coming of mankind", dwells on the

power of the Father of Atl to create human beings.58 These humans are, in turn, endowed by

their creator with "some greater intelligence in order to assist them in ruling over and caring for

the weaker animals, birds, reptiles, and fishes" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:31). This creationary

narrative could have been inspired by Yamba, the same informant from central Australia who

inspired "Totemism". I say this because Unaipon introduces his text with: "In the long ago,

before there were any human beings as now exist, Central Australia and the surrounding

country was peopled by strange creatures - animals, birds, reptiles and lizards of the same sort

as one now sees" (my emphasis, see Ramsay Smith, 1930:31). I say Unaipon was 'inspired'

by another story-teller, rather than 'obtained' his narrative from another source, because

Unaipon's rendition of this creation story is pervaded with one of his favouite themes: that is

the endowment of intelligence'on humans. It also has all the other tell-tale signs of Unaipon's

sa Rather than summarise this narrative here, I have reproduced it in full for the reader in Appendix 7.4.
55 Daisy Bates did re! attempt to Christianise the Indigenous people she chose to help.
56 It is unclear what the source of the character names Bajjara and Arna were for Unaipori. 'Arna' (the moon)
could possibly be cognate with the term 'Ngangaru', which means 'sun' in Bates' narrative. Note the terms for
'moon' in Nganindjeri is markeri, for 'star' is tuldar and for 'sun' is nangge (see Tindale, 1879b).
57 Across western Arnhem Land, in the N.T., the "Wawilak creation myth" (see'Warner, 1969:238-249) tells of
the exploits of very important female creationary figures, the "Wawilak sisters". Similarly, across eastern

Arnhern Land the Djankawu myth (or "Djunkao", as spelt by Warner), tells of the creationary exploits of the

Djankawu sisters (see Warner, 1969 324-346). In both cases the secret knowledge and rituals they create are

transferrred from the women to the men. The missionary Chaseling (1957:157-166) also writes of a female

creator figure, called "Numma Moiyuk", who has very similar exploits to the Wawilak sisters, encountering a

creator python in a pool, whom he names "ambij". Chaseling, several times in fact, actually refers to the female

creator as a "Goddess" (Chaseling, 1957:157-158), who was responsible for creating humans on the earth.
s8 Warner (1969:250-251) also writes of an important male creationary figure: "the great python deity,

Yulunggur", or "The Great Father Snake", who was angered by the V/awilak sisters, so takes vengeance on

them. Unlike Unaipon's narratives, this male figure is not represented (in Warner) as a benevolent creator.
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creative hand at work, such as the use of his favourite phrase ("animals, birds and reptiles"), as

well as his deification of characters such as the Sun Goddess and the One Great Father:

Now the Great Father Spirit had the power of being able to be in every place at the
same time. He thought he would endow the works of creation with some greater
intelligence in order to assist them in ruling over and caring for the weaker animals,
birds, reptiles and fishes.... The reason why the Father of All Spirits did not give this
small part of himself [beyond his intelligence] to the dwellers on the earth was that it
would develop, and would thereby reveal him to the creation, and this would affect his
greatness and his holiness and his dignity; and he had been advised by the Goddess of
Birth not to do so.

(Ramsay Smith, 1930:31-32)

In this third creation narrative, we see Unaipon present an altemative view to the Father of All
Spirits being the wise and all-powerful deity that is manifest in the Christian father-figure of
God. This is because after the Father of Atl endowed some creatures with intelligence, they

began to fight and quarrel, which upset the Sun Goddess:

She summoned the Father of All Spirits into her presence, and said to him, 'Have I not
endowed thee with all creative power and given thee power over the works of my
creation?.... And now I behold the results of the plan that you adopted of giving a part
of your intelligence to every creature. Tell me why you did this?

(Ramsay Smith, 1930:34)

For this, the Father Spirit becomes very apologetic (using Shakespearean prose): "...my

thoughts are not my thoughts alone, but are bound up in thine. Thou knowest that I shall not

endeavour to produce a form and figure that will represent thee" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:34). He

proceeds to explain his reasoning for endowing intelligence, so that one day a greater form [ie.
humans] would emerge, and "He would be able to aspire to higher things, even unto thee, O

goddess of Birth" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:35). This pleased the goddess, because she

responded:

From this day onward through all the ages thou shalt be the designer, for I have found
that thou hast thought rightly, and hast governed wisely all the works of my creation.
Thou art supreme ruler of all living forms. Even man shall seek thee, and shall
acknowledge thee to be god over all.

(Ramsay Smith, 1930:35)

7.5.3 Discussion of the trilogy

Both "The story of creation" and "The coming of mankind" provide some very interesting

insights into Unaipon's attempts to incorporate both a benevolent father figure, from Christian

mythology, and a creationary mother figure, from Aboriginal Dreaming narratives, into his

own hybrid narratives. W'e know from the missionary Meyer that Ngarrindjeri mythology has a

female sun narrative.se Meyer writes of the neighbouring Ramindjeri clan:

5e The sun is female in narratives across much of northern Australia (personal communication, M. Clendon,
October 1999).
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As the mythology and traditions of other heathen nations are more or less immoral and
obscure, so it is with these people.
The sun they consider to be female, who when she sets, passes the dwel]ing-places of
the dead. As she approaches, the men assemble and divide into two bodies, leaving a
road for her to pass-between them! they [sic] invite her to stay with them, which she

can only do for ã short time, as she must be ready for her journey of tle next day. For
favors lranted to some one among them she receives a present of a re{ kangaroo skin;
and therefore, in the morning, when she rises, appears in a red dress. The moon is also

a woman, and not particularly chaste. She stays a long time with the men, and from the
effects of her interõourse with them, she becomes very thin. [sic] and wastes away to a
mere skeleton...

(Meyer, 1846:11)

I argue that in re-writing these creation na¡ratives Unaipon was trying to construct the beliefs of

his forebears as a little less 'obscure', and much less 'immoral', for his white Christian friends

and readers. He strove to be explicit about the parallels he perceived between his own people's

beliefs and those of the Christian church. It is predictable that Unaipon chooses the Father

Spirit to become the dominant force in the third narrative. This is in line with the dominance of

a male God, or father-figure, that has until recently been unquestioned by the Judeo-Christian

tradition since its birth in the mythology of the Iron Age (Baring & Cashford, I99I:283).

However in writing his creation triology, I contend Unaipon was influenced by more than his

Christian up-bringing and his own Ngarrindjeri beliefs. He also had a keen interest in Egyptian

mythology, and was a reader of Greek literature. Unaipon had an agenda of demonstrating that

his own people had a mythology that shared the same richness and intellectual integrity of

Greek and Egyptian mythology, that had earnt the admiration of contemporary scholars. It is

for this reason, I believe, that Unaipon chose to represent the sun as a Goddess in his creation

narratives. He was a keen visitor to the S.A. Museum and its ancient Egyptian collection, and

probably read of the sun god "Ra", who held great prominence in the Egyptian pantheon, in

Lewis Spence's (1915) classic The myths of Ancient Egypt. Spence had a fascination with "the

universality of myth" and drew on the comparative work of fellow anthropologist James

Frazer- In his 19i4 work The golden bough, Frazer compares the goddesses and myths of

Egypt with those of ancient Greece and Rome (see Putnam in Spence, 1966:16-17). By writing

Aboriginal myths as exotic na¡ratives containing numerous godesses analogous to those

featuring in the 'high' culture of ancient civiiisations, Unaipon hoped to elevate his own

people's mythology, and to earn it the same respect given others of the late "Neolithic Age" (to

use his term from "Totemism").

The quotation that begins this chapter is a passage taken from Pah Kowie, which is an

unusually short text for Unaipon.60 It is here that we are first introduced to "our mysterious

Pah Kowie", who is the "Mother of Our Mother, the creative cell of Life and Intelligence". She

ó0 The entire text "Pah Kowie - the creature cell of life and intelligence" appeared in Unaipon (1929) Native

Legends as j ust a single page. It is reproduced in full in my Appendix 7- 1 .
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is the mother of the creation goddess, discussed above, who thus "endowed her Infant Female
Child with the faculties and powers to conceive just what the human race is today" (Unaipon,
1929:6). Although Unaipon mentions the Nullarbor Plains in his creation narratives, and
presumably was inspired by the Dreaming narratives relating to the sun from this area when he
travelled there, the linguistic evidence indicates that his own language was the source of the
vernacular terms adopted in the Pah Kowie narrative. Even though Unaipon has chosen to
anglicise his spelling of the vernacular terms used in this text, the terms are in fact Nganindjeri
words. I'm fairly convinced there would have been many more vernacular terms (possibly
Nganindjeri, but not necessarily) in the original manuscript of both "The story of creation" and
"The coming of mankind", but Ramsay Smith deleted a considerable number of vernacular
terms during the editing process before publication (see my discussion on this issue in Chapter
Eight).

The term adopted by Unaipon for the title of the Pah Kowie text is a little confusingór . The
term'Pah Kowie'contrasts with the Nganindjeri terms 'Pakkanno' and 'Bakkano', which are

listed for'grandmother' or'mother's mother', in Meyer (1843:90) and Taplin (1879b:131)
respectiveiy. The closest term listed by Meyer is 'Pêkeri' for 'dream' (see Meyer, 1843:91),
while Taplin (1879b:125) lists'Prak-our', meaning'arise'. Maybe Unaipon used a little
literary license in his choice of vernacular terms in his texts.

The second vernacular term : "Koondang (Milky Way)" is, to some extent, also problematic (at
least for me, if not for Unaipon) in that I cannot find any dehnite cognates in the available
Ngarindjeri wordlists. The closest terms (in the Meyer wordlist, 1843:73) is 'Kundêlin' for
'moving', and (possibly) the derivation 'Kandewattuwattire' meaning 'waterfall'. Unaipon
refers to the 'Koondang' as having "trailing streams of light" and being a "sunlit Ether Ocean",
which is not far, metaphorically, from a waterfall. The final two vernacular terms are

straightforward. The term 'Nawanthee', which is the home of Pah Kowie, is listed in Taplin
(1879b:L32) as'Ngawande' meaning 'native house'; while 'Thildarie', which provides
"eternal... Invisible Rays of Light", is listed by Taplin (1879b:136) as 'Tyelyerar' meaning
'rays of light'. I therefore conclude, within reasonable doubt, that the vemacular terms adopted
by unaipon for this narrative were most probabry from his own people.

The prose style of Unaipon's creation narratives are undoubtedly inspired by his favourite
British poet Milton; but so too are some aspects of his story-line. Unaipon (1951:12) tells us he
"memorised passages from 'Paradise Lost' for recitation purposes", but Milton's influence
went much further. As Unaipon writes in Pah Kowie, so does Milton write in his classic

f l ffre publication of Pah Kowie in 1929 seems to have a typographical enor in the title. Within rhe rext,
Unaipon writes of Pah Kowie as "the creative cell of Life and tntettigence", while the sub-title is "the creature
[versus 'creative'] cell of Life and Intelligence".
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Paradise Lost of the theme of the wonders of the heavens. It is these wonders that continue to

inspire people to explore and explain'God's creation':

...To ask or search I blame thee not, for heaven
Is as the book of God before thee set,
Wherein to read his wondrous works, and leam
His seasons, hours, or days, or months, or years...

(John Milton, Book 8: The argument:123)

Unaipon writes in Pah Kowie of a "Greater Orb", which "shines supreme" and "is the source

that supplies eternal Thildarie". So too does Milton often write, within his celestial themes, of

orbs:

...Such proportions, with superfluous hand
So many nobler bodies to create,
Greater, so manifold, to this one use,
For aught appears, and on their orbs impose
Such restless revolution day by day...

(John Milton, Book 8: The argument:122)

But without doubt, the most influential text that drives the theme and focus of all of Unaipon's

creation texts, as well as his influencing his prose style, is the King James Bible. Not only are

these na¡ratives riddled with Biblical-like events, and archaic Biblical language, along with

encumbent phrases reminiscent of the Book of Genesis, they also incorporate Biblical

characters such as a father-figure deity and his messenger prophets. Even when Unaipon's

cha¡acters are not Biblically inspired, such as the Sun Goddess, he endows her with the role

and speech reminiscent of a Biblical God. In "The story of creation", for example, at the end of

her creative work the Sun Goddess: "beheld her work, and saw that it was good" (Ramsay

Smith, 1930:25). So too does she face the same "stillness and darkness" on earth, reminiscent

of Genesis, before she was called by the "Great Father Spirit" to "give life to the universe"

(Ramsay Smith, 1930:23). However, Unaipon also sees fit to incor?orate an evolutionary

theme into his creation text, which occurs as the Sun Goddess rests from her labours: "She

continued resting in order that the insects might adapt themselves to the new conditions of

living" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:25). Unaipon then returns, however, to the Biblical theme of

giving the creatures of the Sun Godess's creation free will, just as it was bestowed by God on

'man' in the Genesis tradition. This results in the animals, birds and insects changing their

goddess-given forms, thus explaining why Australian fauna currently take their present unique

forms. Of this "heterogeneous creation" Unaipon characteristically moralises that it "shows

what can be brought about by discontent and foolish desire" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:30).

Unaipon's moralising continues in the next creation narrative, when the animals begin

"attacking and killing and devouring one another" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:33). Then fea¡ is set

into them as the Great Spirit sends a big flood (reminiscent of the judgement sent by God in

Genesis), as a precursôr to the creation of humans by the Sun Goddess, to "rule the earth and
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all that remained on the earth and sea" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:40).62 Unaipon's version of the

creation of the first creatures of higher intelligence, in the form of 'man', is done with all the

spectacle of a Hollywood movie, set on the top of the highest mountain, in full view of all the

creatures of the earth :

Then a thunderbolt shot out of the clea¡ sky down into the centre of the spout, causing a
flame of f,ire. V/ithin this flame of fire there I ecame visible the perfect forrn of a man as
he i,s to-day. The flame gradually faded away, and left the figure standing in atl its
perfection, crowned with the glory of intelligence.

(Ramsay Smith, 1930:40)

It is unfortunate that we are only left with Ramsay Smith's edited versions of Unaipon's
creation trilogy for analysis. A comparison of the unedited narratives in the Mitchelt Ms. with
Ramsay Smith's published versions reveals some apparent deletions. Take, for example, the

ethnographic text "Belief of the Aborigine in a Great Spirit", which appears as the third text in
the Mitchell Ms., and in an almost cannibalised form as the first text of the chapter entitled
"Religion" in Ramsay Smith (1930: I73-I74). One can only imagine how much Ramsay Smirh

mutilated "The story of creation" and "The coming of mankind", as neither are held in the

Mitchell Ms.

Of the three and a half typed pages that comprise the "Belief of the Aborigine in a Great Spirit"
in the Mitchell Ms., all of page one and three have been deleted63, and every single vernacular

term has been excluded. This is unfortunate in two respects: fîrst because these terms identify
the text as being of Ngarrindjeri origins, and second, the replacement English terms are, by
necessity, culturally European. This particular ethnographic text by Unaipon is important,

because it articulates (in the first person). Unaipon's own personal understanding of the

relationship between the Great Spirit and his own Ngarrindjeri Ancestral Heroes. But much of
this is lost in Ramsay Smith's editing. Compare, for example, the following unedited segment

of Unaipon's, with the latter edited version by Ramsay Smith (with the first two paragraphs

completely deleted):

The belief in a Supreme Being and the religious instruction, as well as religious
ceremonies and worship, are not the experiences of the Jew and Mohammedan alone.
Neither did it belong to one particular age or place, but it is universal and belongs to
every age. This wonderful experience rf a longing for something beautiful and nõble,
something spiritually Divine, lives within the bosom of the nations of the past as it does
to-day.
Wonderful is the soul of man. A capacity for the Great Spirit of the Etemal God. Go
back into those ancient civilisations and review the wondeis....

62 The Wawilak myth also tells of a great flood, which is brought forth by an angry "Yurlunggur", or "Big
Father" snake, after the V/awilak sisters contaminate his sacred water hole (see'Warner, 1969:242).
63 A small portion of page three has been included (in an edited form) in the first text of Ramsay Smith
(1930:.19-21) entitled "The customs and traditions of Aboriginals". Ramsay Smith also changed the title of the
text to: "The belief in a Great Spirit" (1930:113-174).
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As it was in the past so is it today. People in every clime still bowing and wolshiPpigg
their gods, maériat gods hewn and lashioned in rock and clly a1d.wood. God's
animils, birds and reptiles, these they believe possess the spirit of the Deity.

Not so with the aboriginals of Australia. 
'We build no place of worship, neither do we

erect altars for the oifering of sacrifice, but, notwithstanding this lack of religious
ceremonies, we believe in a Great Spirit and the Son of the Great Spirit. There arose

among the aboriginals a great teachei Nam¡ndari; he was an elect of the Great Spirit.
And he spoke to our forefathers thus:
'Children-, there is a Great Spirit above whose dwelling place is 'Wyerriwarr. It is His
will that you should know Him as Hyarrinunumb; I am the whole Spirit and ye are pgt
of the whole, I am your Provider and Protector. It has been my pleasure to give you the
privilege to sojourn awhile in the flesh state to fulfill my great plan.

unto a day, and during
conduct to yourself as

ge that they are part of
myself. Live as children of your Great Father.
Nót-kal-undutch-me-wee control your appetities and desires.... never allow your mind
to sufferpainorfear; lestyoubecome sèIfish.... Selfishness is not of the Great Spirit.
Cultivate everything good,... develop a healthy state of mind and body... governed by
good and puremorãls with kindness for others, remembering that they are a part of that
Great Spirit from whence you came.

(Unaipon, 1924-25 Mitchell Ms., Text 2:I-2)

Below is Ramsay Smith's shorter rendition (with terminology changes highlighted by me):

The aboriginals of Australia build no place of worship, nor do lhçy erect alta¡s for the

offering oTsacrifice. Notwithstanding- ris lack of ceremonial religion, they believe in a
Great Spirit, and the son of this Great Spirit.
There aiose among the aboriginals a g >at teacher Nurunderi. He was a chosen one of
the Great Spirit. He spoke to the people thus:
'Children, there is a Great Spirit abov
that you should know him as the
provider and protector. It has been
awhile in a bodily state to fuifill my gre
day, and during this short period
control, and
Live as children of your Great Fath
desires.... never allow your mind to
Selfishness is not of the Great Spirit.
state of mind and bodY...
remembering that they are a part of that

7.5,4 Conclusion to the creation trilogy

The texts comprising Unaipon's creation triology could be described as the most exotic and

fictionalised naratives constructed by this creative wdter, and therefore not representative of

his entire corpus. But because they appear as the second and third texts in Ramsay Smith

(1930), after his introductory "Aboriginal customs and traditions", they set the tone for the

remainder of the book. The reader can't help getting the immediate impression that whatever

follows, Aboriginal mythology has little to do with the land, and much to do with a Great

Father Spirit, and a Mother Sun Goddess, who together created all upon the earth. Such an
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impression was left on the reviewer Tony Swain, who was unaware of Unaipon's
contribution, when he wrote of Ramsay Smith's (1930) publication:

There is no sensitivity to-geographic variations or social contexts of myths, nor
references to sources. Imbalãnced, inauthentic and confused, the book is only'savéd by
some reasonable monochrome photographs and some hilariously inappropriate colour
paintings. Comic relief only.

(Swain, 1991:91)

Swain was aware of Unaipon's status as author of the booklet Native legends, but chooses to
question his actual contribution, and is no less severe in his review:

'We 
are not told what.editing was involved, but the language suggests a shadow writer

may have taken considerable editorial licence. The stori-es.I are-ñonibly fairtytale-like,
and the value of the book is largely as an instance of either cultural transformation oi
editorial vandalism.

(Swain, I99l:271)

I argue that Swain's suggestion of 'vandalism'is more appropriate for Ramsay Smith's role in
the 1930 publication, particularly for those narratives relating to the creation story. On the other
hand, Unaipon's contribution to the 1930 book has been to 'culturally transform' his own
Narrindjeri belief system to parallel (even if in a spurious fashion) that of the Christian
tradition. Any evidence that relates the narrative back to its Ngarrindjeri origins, particularly in
the form of vernacular terms, or by the narrator adopting the hrst person, have been
successfully extracted from the original text by Ramsay Smith.

Unaipon was not the first to introduce a Godlike figure into Aboriginal mythology. Identifying
a figure analogous to God, within Aboriginal people's beliefs systems, was one of the very
first issues on the minds of a number of the very early missionaries working among Aboriginal
people, including Taplin. Nor was Unaipon the first Indigenous writer to refer to a GodJike
figure amongst his own people's beliefs. This honour lies with the Nganindjeri man Jacob

Harris (see Jacob Harris letters, Mortlock Library D6510 (L)). But a large proportion of
Unaipon's texts are pervaded with a Great Father Spirit, thus offering an alternative

interpretation of Aboriginal myrhology.

Despite the reservations of religious historians such as Carey (in regard to the "soft
primitivism" of the Baiame complex), Indigenous Australians are currently constructing a

simila¡ theology that incorporates a Godlike creator spirit. George Rosendale, the spiritual
elder of the Indigenous goup constructing "Rainbow Spirit theology" writes with his
colleagues:

]. Il th9 very beginling,_the earth was formless and empty of life. The Crearor Spirit,
in the form of the Rainbow Spirit, shaped the land, its mountains, seas, riveri and
trees....
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2. From the beginning, the Rainbow Spirit has been and still is present deep within the

land....
3. This Creator Spirit is known to Aboriginal Australians by many nqlle.s,.including
Yiirmbal, Biame, Rainbow Spirit, Paayamu, Biiral, Wandjina and, in Christian times,
Father God.... Behind all of these forms, however, we Christian Aboriginal people
believe there is one Creator Spirit, who, in the Old Testament, is variously_depicted as

the Canaanite Creator, El Elyón, and as the Israelite Redeemer God, YIIWH.
(Rosendale et. al. l99l :29-31)

These Rainbow Spirit elders say that:

This God of the Scriptures is known to Aboriginal people as the Creator Spirit, who
speaks to us through the land. The land is like the Scriptures - sacred stories and signs
are inscribed on thè iandscape, and readily available for those who can read them.

(Rosendale et. al. 1997:20)

As with Unaipon's writings, the syncretic constructions of these elders, and their Biblical

analogies, go beyond a Creator Spirit to also include a divine son. They say: "The risen Christ

is the risen Son; Jesus Ch¡ist is our new life, our new dawn. Christ is our morning star"

(Rosendale et.al. 1997.22). rJnaipon was a pioneer in introducing into Aboriginal mythology

(even if in an ambiguous way) the Christian concept of a divine son, who was sent to earth to

watch over all creation. I say ambiguous, because the actual manifestation of this divine son,

by Unaipon, varies from text to text. ln "The story of creation", Unaipon writes of the Mother

Sun making the offering of a son in the form of the morning star, Bajjara: "I have given to you

a son of the Spirit World, but he shall be one of you" (Ramsay Smith, 1930:30). Altematively,

in his ethnographic text "Belief of the Aborigine in a Great Spirit", Unaipon writes: "we believe

in a Great Spirit and the Son of the Great Spirit". He then proceeds to discuss the "great

teacher Nam¡ndari", as if he is the son (Unaipon, Mitchell Ms. Vol.I, Text 3:2). However, in

his introduction to the Mitchell Ms., entitled "Aboriginal folklore", Unaipon describes "Nar-

ran-darrie" as more akin to a Moses f,rgure: "a law-giver" and a leader who "gave aboriginals

their tribal laws and customs". Similarly, in his 1963 interview with Cath Ellis, Unaipon

describes him as a "prophet", and adds that different parts of Australia had different prophets,

including Baiame to the east, and Buthera to the west.

Such analogies, together with Unaipon's many contradictions, paficularly in his creationary

texts, have the potential to serve as stimuli to debates currently being held amongst Aboriginal

Christian theologians, as they attempt to construct a uniquely Australian Indigenous theology.

Because Unaipon was brave (or some may say foolish) enough to construct his own syncretic

version of Aboriginal mythology, incorporating elements of not only Christian belief and

principles, but also elements of other ancient cultures besides his own, we have a ready

springboard from which more contemporary ideas and understandings can be bounced.
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7.6 "KINIE GER" and "THE SELFISH OWL"

In this section I discuss two further nanatives by Unaipon, and contrast them with several
other texts which I attribute to Unaipon, although they were never published in his name, and
are not -part of the Mitchell Ms. All of these texts appeared in Ramsay Smith's (1930)
publication. As with the creation trilogy, this comparative analysis aims to support my claim
that Unaipon produced the entire Ramsay Smith collection. These texts demonstrate Unaipon's
intention of 'weaving literature' from the oral narratives he collected from a variety of sources
outside his own community, with little concern for authenticity. Initially I discuss the two texts:
"Kinie Ger - the native cat" (from Aboriginal legend No. I, Ig27b & Ramsay Smith,
1930:101-105) and "Why all the animals peck at the selfish owl" (Text 24 in the Mitchell Ms.
& "The selfish owl" in Ramsay Smith 1930:94-99). I then contrast these texts with "How
Spencer's Gulf came into existence", "Bulpallungga" and "Buthera and the Bat" (none of
which are in the Mitchell Ms. but all feature in Ramsay Smith, 1930: I 68- 1 72; 301-317 & 341-
342 respectively).

7.6.1 "Kinie Ger - the native cat"

"Kinie Ger - the native cat" (henceforth Kinie Ger) is an interesting text, not only because it
helps unravel the mystery of who wrote the additional texts under question in Myths and
Legends, but also because its hybridity reveals a great deal about Unaipon's position as a
writer. Kinie Ger was first published in 1927 under Unaipon's own name in his pamphlet
Aboriginal legend No. I, through funding provided to Unaipon by the Aborigines'
Department. It seems Ramsay Smith was unaware of this intended publication, because he

included the same na¡rative in his own Myths and legends, which appeared three years later.

Etymologically, it is unclear what the exact source was for Unaipon's evil character "Kinie
Ger". Australia had no indigenous cats of the feline genus prior to the introduction of domestic
cats by the early colonists.6a There are, however, native cat Dreaming narratives thoughout
much of Australia, invariably relating to the indigenous marsupial mammal, the quoll (of the

Dasyurus genus).6s More importantly, according to Hercus, the district around Port Augusta
in S'A. is actually the beginning point of the much "celebrated" Dleaming na¡rative that forms
the "longest known continuous song-line" ("The Urumbula") in Indigenous Australia. This

ó4 It wasn't long before these domestic cats became feral, adapting remarkably well to Australian conditions.
The size of many feral cats in Central Australia today far surpasses that of their domestic cousins in the cities,
and they are known to be 'good tucker' by Aboriginal people. When eaten they generate heat within one's body,
and are said to be very good for those suffering from colds and flu.

ls ]!re_gccasional Indigenous wordlist glosses different Bandicoot species as 'narive cats' (eg. Berndt & Berndt,
1993:554)
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song-line tells of the travels of the "ancestral Cats (Dasyurus geoffroyi)"ó6, and stretches as far

as the Gulf of Carpentaria in Queensland (Hercus, 1992:13). However, the travels of the native

cat within this song-line do not go as far as Adelaide or Point Mcl.eay, and his adventures

during his travels are certainly not villainous.6T So who was the oral source and inspiration for

this perplexing narrative of Unaipon's, and what was the etymological source for his character

Kinie Ger?

I have searched extensively through a number of wordlists from different parts of S.A. to find

a cognate term for Kinie Ger.68 According to the Meyer wordlist (1843:67), the root word

"Kain-" in Ngarrindjeri relates to 'puberty', with "Kainingge" meaning 'fringe made of string,

worn by the girls and young women previous to child-bearing'. The related word "Kainyani"

means 'young man arrived at the age of puberty, at which age they are painted red, and the

beard first plucked out'. In Berndt & Berndt (1993:561) there is the tantalising listing

"Kenigeri-on", but this is glossed as 'a large grey bird that whistles'. This bird is said to herald

the beginning of summer when it arrives in the Murray region from further inland, however the

Berndts don't specify the bird species. I suspect a contributing factor for Unaipon's choice of

the name 'Kinie Ger' for his main character was its poetic and literary potential, particularly at

the ends of lines and major text breaks. 'Ger' could be read to rhyme with the word 'spear';

thus we find Unaipon ending two paragraphs: "the mark of Kinie Ger's spear" and "a victim to

the spear of Kinie Ger" (Unaipon,I927b:2).

In his Kinie Ger narrative, as in "Totemism", we see Unaipon begin with an evolutionary

theme: "In the dim and distant past slowly dawned the power of Reason and of Thought, when

man beheld through misty age myriad shapes of grotesque beings" (Unaipon, 1927b:1). He

then introduces one of these "grotesque beings" as Kinie Ger, the villain of his narrative, but

not without also introducing another of his favourite themes: the battle of Good against Evil.

The evil side of creation is epitomised in his narrative by the character Kinie Ger - the native

cat:

Some were good, and proved a blessing to Mankind, and some were bad, so that to
this day Mánkind's an heir to cruelties and evil passions born. _Such ruthless,
murderòus deed committing as were wrought by Kinie Ger, the Native Cat.

(Unaipon, 1927b:l)

6ó This particular species of Spotted Cat or Western Quoll inhabits Central Australia, and contrasts with other

quoll species from eastern Australia: the Eastern Native Cat (Dasyurus Viveninus) and the Tiger Cat (Dasyurus

Maculatus).
ó7 Missionary Schürmann (1879:239) wrote of a hero, who turned into a native cat, after killing the dreaded man

eater "Kupirri" in the vicinty of Port Lincoln (see my Appendix 3.2).
ó8 The character in Unaipon's narrative was a deceiver and a "dreaded foe" (Unaipon, I927:l), but even that word
provides no clues. The Nganindjeri word "Gélpul-amalde" is glossed 'deceiver. One who promises and does not

perform' (Meyer, I 846:60).
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In Unaipon's narrative (which is reproduced in full in Appendix 7.5) Kinie Ger is cast as a
murderous villain, who slays all those he encounters. Various brave animals come forth to
offer their services to kill the dreaded Kinie Ger, but alas, even "conceited, youthful kangaroo"

and "noble-hearted emu" are slain by "this cruel enemy". As Kinie Ger continues to show "no

pity", as "he wrought his cruel vengeance upon animals and birds alike", the narative reaches

its climax. Kinie Ger strikes his final victims by ripping the hearts from the "darling babes" of
both Owl and Crow as they sleep in their "cots" (Unaipon, I927b:2). With the battle cry
reminiscent of a Greek warrior, father Owl th¡eatens to avenge the wicked deeds of Kinie Ger:

For this bloody deed, two innocent infants, victims of the bloodier Kinie Ger. Forget
not. Oh, hands to wield the trusty spear. Forget not, O spear, thy noble mission to ii¿
us of so vile and wicked foe. Fróm'thy sharp"ened p'oint ä"à j"tg"d ãâge shall drit rh;
life-blood of Kinie Ger.

(Unaipon, 1927b:2)

The narrative concludes with Kinie Ger being slain by the spears of Owl and Crow: "The spear

with lightening [sic] speed obeyed the hunter's will, stuck fast into a vital part of Kinie Ger....
there flowed the life-blood of Kinie Ger" (Unaipon,I927b:2-3).Finally the body of Kinie Ger

is "committed ... to the flames" by Owl and Crow. But that night, just one spark from the fire
"latger than the rest rose into the darkened sky", where it joined the "Koondange Sacred

Groups... (Milky Way)" (Unaipon, I927b:3).6e It is this single point that is shared with The

Urumbula song-line, because the Ancestral Cat of the song-line actually travels to Port Augusta

to remove a "great ceremonial pole" from the ground, which not only "held up the sky", but

also "continued up into the sky as the Milky'Way".70

Further clues to the origin of Kinie Ger lie in the semblance this narrative bears to other

nalratives told by a Ngadjuri man, Barney 'Wanior, to the anthropologists Tindale and

Berndt.TI Unaipon was an aquaintance of Wanior's, and probably visited him when collecting

stories for Ramsay Smith. Unaipon told Ramsay Smith, in October 1924, that he intended

visiting Point Pearce on his way to the Nullarbor Plains, which is where V/arrior usually

resided (letter dated November 5, 1925, Mitchell Library MSS 314/76:151-205). The

murderous theme of Unaipon's Kinie Ger is shared by Warrior's two Dreaming narratives:

"The Old Woman and her two Dingoes" and "The Curlew and Owl legend". All three

6e This constellation also features in Unaipon's "Pah Kowie" narrative: Deep "Amidst the glowing Koondang
(Milky Way)" lies the home of the "Mother of our Mother... Pah Kowie" (Unaipon, 1929:6). Note the two
differing vernacular spellings used by Unaipon for the Milky Way.
70 The exploits of the Ancestral Cat "Malbunga", in this song-line (according to Hercus, 1992:13-14), involve
him travelling from the Musgrave Ranges down to Port Augusta, where he removes the beautiful ceremonial
pole from the ground. He then embarks on an epic journey, accompanied by his chosen people, to take the pole
in a huge bag all the way to the Gulf of Carpentaria. Malbunga is not portrayed as a villain in this epic.
7r These narratives were published in Tindale (1937) and Berndt (1940). Warrior was alternatively known as
'Waria (see Tindale 1937:149), or Nadjli'buna (see Berndt,1940:456). He was of the Ngadjuri group from the
Mid North area in S.4., whose country stretches from Gawler to Orroroo, but he lived at Point Pearce reserve or
in Adelaide. He is the grandfather of Auntie Josie Agius (see Agius, 1994) and was the 'informant' on several
occasions for the two anthropologists Tindale and R. Berndt.
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naffatives tell of the villainous slaying of children, and then the revengeful killing of the villain

by the cunning of two distraught fathers. In "The Old Woman and her two Dingoes" (Tindale,

1937:149-150), it is the old woman and her two dingoes who are the villains, rather than a

native cat. Her dingo dogs go on a rampage killing and eating all the humans they encounter,

until two men (Jew Liza,rd and his brother) "make a stand" and undertake to kill them. They

use cunning means similar to that used by Unaipon's two heroes in Kinie Ger. In "The Curlew

andOwllegend" (Berndt, I940a:458-459),it is Owl and his two dogs that are the villains, as

they go on a rampage and kill the children of the curlew. In this narrative, the father curlew is

the hero, as it is he who kills the two dogs by cunning means.

The eventual fate of the old woman in the one narrative, and Owl in the other, a-lso bear some

semblances to the fate of Kinie Ger in Unaipon's narrative. Warrior has the old woman killed

and burnt by the two heroes, Jew Lizard and his brother, just as Unaipon has Kinie Ger

speared and burnt by his heroes Owl and Crow. However, Unaipon links his nartative to The

Urumbula by having Kinie Ger rising as a spark to form a star within the Milky'Way. But there

is another interesting twist in the finale of Warrior's Old Woman na¡rative that further connects

it with Unaipon's writings. Here Warrior has the sun permanently setting in the west, as the

old woman is burnt, leaving all the animals in darkness as they desperately try to bring on the

rising of the sun. This plot forms the basis of yet another narrative of Unaipon's: "The selfish

owl".

7.6.2 "The selfish owl"

"The selfish owl" is a narrative that typifies that sub-genre of stories that children have now

come to expect of Dreaming 'stories'. It features talking animals who squabble, and the

popularised theme of competition for supremacy between different animal and bird species.

The aim of Unaipon's competition is to prove who is the superior species within the whole

animal kingdom, and typically it concludes with the predictable How-so coda, that explains

why the owl, bat and lizard have the features or mannerisms they still possess today. This is

not the only narrative of Unaipon's to represent this sub-genre. In fact, Ramsay Smith places a

series of these together in one section, with the sub-title "Animal Myths".

Another narrative included in this section is "How Spencer's Gulf came into existence", which

deals with more squabbles between different birds and animals. However, unlike other

narratives of this mould, which tend not to make any reference to place, this particula¡ narrative

does maintain a strong sense of place. This is because it represents a further sub-genre that

aims to explain the aetiological origin of a particular geographical feature: in this case,

Spencer's Gulf in S.A. It is therefore a variation of the How-so sub-genre of narratives. It

could be argued that Unaipon was a seminal writer in the establishment of this genre of
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Dreaming narratives, which now form a significant proportion of Australia's literary tradition

aimed at children. But who was the first to establish this genre within this tradition? And was

Unaipon influenced by others before him?

Katie Langloh Parker was, of course, the first to publish a collection of Dreaming narratives,

most of which related to animals and their exploits (see Langloh Parker 1896 &. 1898).72 Over

two decades later, Unaipon chose to write, just as Langloh Parker did, of the different animals

species as "tribes". He also chose to emulate her depiction of animal gatherings as ceremonies,

at which bitter squabbles developed and subsequent agreements were made. Langloh Parker's

narrative "The Borah of Byamee" bears similarities to Unaipon's Selfish Owl narrative, and

also elements of "How Spencer's Gulf came into existence" and "Bulpailungga":

Word has been passed from tribe to tribe, telling, how the season was good, there must
be a great gathering of the tribes. And the place fixed for the gathering Googoorewon.
The old men whispered that it would be the occasion for a borah, but this the women
must not know. Old Byamee, who was a great'Wineenun, said he would take his two
sons, Ghindahindahmoee and Boomahoomahnowee, to the gathering of the tribes...

(Langloh Parker, 1896:7 9)

But animal gatherings still feature in oral narratives across Australia, so can't only be attributed

to Langloh Parker's influence. It seems, however, that Unaipon's tendency to set many of his

How-so narratives in the distant past was something he adopted from the well established

fairy-tale tradition of the westem world, rather than Langloh Parker. Unaipon begins his

Selfish Owl narrative as follows (but note other similarities with "The Borah of Byamee"

narrative of Langloh Parker's):

Long, long ago, before there were any human beings, there were birds, animals and
reptiles. Once a year, in the spring-time, these different tribes met and held a great
festival for story-telling, dancing, and feasting.... The cockatoo, who was always a
very cheeky fellow, went to the eagle-hawk, the chief of the feathered tribe, and said,
"O Father Eagle-hawk, are not we of the feathered tribe greater than the kangaroo, the
carpet-snake, the goanna, and all the others?" The eagle-hawk answered, "O my son,
cockatoo, of course we are superior to all the other tribes."

(Unaipon, 1924-25, T ext 24:I)

For those narratives by Unaipon, for which we have no original manuscript copy, there is no

way of knowing whether they were further decontextualised by the editing hand of Ramsay

Smith. However, my comparative analysis in Chapter Eight of the Mitchell Ms. and Ramsay

Smith versions of "Narroondarie's wives" reveals that some refe¡ence to place was edited out.

Such decontextualisation causes the reader to consider Dreaming narratives primarily as

entertainment value, rather than as a source of cultural and social information.

?2 Although Langloh Parker's early works gave some reference to country, her later works became progressively
less grounded in country (Carey,1991).
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However, there is cultural information retained in Unaipon's Selfish Owl text that bears some

commonalities with Warrior's Old Woman text. Unaipon writes of the awakening of the sun,

after its disappearance and a long period of darkness, by a boomerang:

Then he [bat] took the boomerang, and with mighty force he hurled it toward the north,
and it travelled around the earth, and returned from the south. Again the boomerang
was sent on a mission toward the west, and it travelled around the earth and came back
from the east. Just as the bat was about to throw the boomerang again the laughing jack
said, "Wait a moment, O bat. We do not want an exhibition of boomerang-throwing -
we require the light."
"Yes,'t said the bat, "I know that you a¡e all anxious to have the sunlight, but I am
dividing the great darkness. I am going to give you light, and I shall keep the darkness
to myself." So again, and with greater force, he hurled the boomerang, this time toward
the west, and it travelled around the earth and came back from the east, and while it was
still hovering about his head the bat shouted, "Look to the east! The light is
coming!...." and as soon as the boomerang touched the earth the sun rose.

(Unaipon, 1924-25, T ext 24:3-4)

Warrior narrates a similar incident:

One serious result of the killing of the two dogs, and of the old woman, was that the

sun, which had never previousþ set, went down in the west. Then the frightened tribes
people began crying and wailing. Their efforts to make the sun rise again were
unavailing. Kudnu fihe Jew Lizard] was asleep while they were trying to make the sun
rise. Tired with their attempts to make the sun come up again, the people fell asleep.
V/hile they slept Kudnu wakened and threw a returning boomerang towards the north;
it flew around in a circle without achieving his intention. He threw another towards the

west, all without result. He then threw a third to the south. He heard it going around,
and finally settle upon the ground. Then he threw a fourth boomerang towards the east.

He heard it going around iñ a circle, and as it came down towards him, from the east,

he could see thaithe sky was lighting up, and that day was breaking. He shouted to his
tribesfolk, "Come! Get up and see the sun rise again."

(in Tindale, 1937:150)

7.6.3 Further twists to the tale

"Buthera and the bat" is one further text from Myths an"d legends for which Barney 'Warrior

was possibly also the original oral source. This text is one of the additional 21 texts that were

never a part of the original Mitchell Ms., but for which Uanipon was most probably the

intermediary for Ramsay Smith. This narrative contrasts sharply with other much longer

narratives, such as "Bullpallungga", which are better described as hybrid constructions by

Unaipon. "Buthera and the bat" is brief, concise and clearly located in the country to which it

relates. It describes the travels and violent encounters of an important Ancestral Hero of the

area, Buthera, and concludes by identifying an important landmark that remains today to

remind people of their hero. I argue that the precise detail provided by the original narrator of

this narrative would not have necessitated Unaipon to indulge in the elaborate literary

reconstruction he felt compelied to produce in some of his other narratives, for which he had

less detail.
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"Buthera and the bat" is located in the country in the "southem part of Yorke's Peninsula", and
tells of "a great chief called Buthera", who travels down the peninsula to Marion Bay. During
his travels, he has hostile encounters with two other "chiefs", including "Mudichera, the chief
of the Bat tribe" and "Larna". First he encounters Mudicher{3 atCorny Point, whom he fights
violently, resulting in Buthera slicing Mudichera in two, explaining the present thin appearance

of all bats today. Buthera then travels on to Marion Bay, where he fights "Larna", but this time
Buthera is the weaker of the two, and is killed. Unaipon claims that the landmark "Rhino
Head", which is a large rock in the shape of a man, is the body of Lama, who was tumed this
way by Mudichera asta punishment, after Mudichera took sympathy on Buthera (see Ramsay

Smith, 1930:341-342).

Archival documents and correspondence indicate that Unaipon travelled widely throughout
South Australia collecting narratives from Indigenous people, even after he had submitted his
manuscript to the Sydney-based publishers. According to Ramsay Smith's correspondence to
Robertson, Unaipon offered on October 2, 1924, to collect further 'legends' for Ramsay

Smith, which he did not intend to publish himsell or send to Angus and Robertson. Unaipon
told Ramsay Smith that during his trip to the Nullarbor Plains he intended visiting Point pearce

(see Mitchetl Library MSS 314176:151-205,letrer dared November 5, IgZ5).74 I suggest rhat
"Buthera and the bat" and "How Spencer's Gulf came into existence" were collected during
this trip to Point Pearce. Similarly, other materials collected on the west coast of S.4., during
this same trip, contributed to the 17 additional texts eventually offered to Ramsay Smith.

Unaipon continued to collect narratives even after he submitted his last 'legends' to Ramsay

Smith, remembering that Myths and legends Ms. was finally sent off to the London publishers,
Harrap, in September 1927. By this stage, Unaipon had started to reap the benefits offered by
being a self-publisher of two pamphlets, which he was selling himself from door-to-door.
According to correspondence to Sexton of the A.F.A. dated May 12, 1928, Unaipon says he

had "collected Mythologys [sic] from one of the elder [sic] of the Tribe representing the last of
the Nookanow [or Nukunu]", and was "on my [his] way to Point Pearce" (Mortlock Library
sRG 139/1nr5l17). In a hand-written un-dated note, unaipon larer writes:

I shall be at Point ly, don't forget send me bill for my last
account and have publish [sic]- and latrer [sic] I shall- send
you.o-r when I retu my manuscript of a few moró stories.
David

(Mortlock Library SRG I 39/1 nI5-117)

73 Tindale (1936:63) lists the Narrangga word Madjitj¡¿ as 'name of supernatural being who takes form of a
bat... also applied to bats in general'.
7a Unaipon visited Ramsay Smith twelve months later asking for assistance to have the manuscript he had since
produced typed (Mitchell Library MSS 314176: l5l-205, also in letrer dated November 5, 1925).
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Presumably this manuscript was to become Native legends, but the identity of the Nukunu

elder is unclear. Maybe it was Barney Warrior, or possibly an elderly woman named Louisa of

the Waria group, of 
'the 

Narangga people,Ts or perhaps even someone else altogether. In

Louisa's version of the Buthera narrative, told to Tindale in 1935, Larna becomes "Ngarna" -

"a big, powerful man", who gets turned into a sleepy lizard, while the bat man becomes

"Madjitju" - "a small person" who turns into a bat to avoid being killed. Buthera is spelt

"Badara", and is killed by Ngarna with a large club. His body is then dragged to become the

stones in the middle of Salt Lagoon. As in the Ramsay Smith version, Ngarna becomes Rhino

Head (see Tindale, 1936:58-59).

Warrior continued to be sought after well beyond Unaipon's visits, particularly by Tindale and

Berndt. It is generally recognised that the Mount Lofty Ranges formed not only a geographical

divide, but also a cultural divide between the Nganindjeri nation and other Indigenous groups

to the north. Linguistically, the Kaurna people of the Adelaide Plains hold more in common

with the Nukunu, Ngadjuri and Narangga people of the Mid North and Yorke Peninsula

region, than they do with the Ngarrindjeri people of the Munay and Coorong region. There

also seem to be more coÍtmon ties between the Dreaming narratives of the Nukunu, Ngadjuri

and Naran gga, 
'7 6 than with the Nganindjeri, as exemplihed by the area traversed by The

Urumbula of the Ancestral Cats (refened to in Hercus, 1992). Even so, Ramsay Smith was

willing to accept Unaipon's liberal interpretation of all the Dreaming narratives he collected

from numerous regions within South Australia, and even further abroad.

7.6,4 Conclusion to "Kinie Ger" and related texts

The aim of this section has been to discuss th¡ee further texts ("Kinie Ge¡ - the native cat",

"The selfish owl" and "Buthera and the bat"), which I propose were all written by Unaipon,

but have their roots in Nukunu and Narrangga country to the north of Unaipon's territory. All

three texts feature in Ramsay Smith (1930), yet only one (the second with the different title:

"Vy'hy all the animals peck at the selfish owl") appeared as part of the Mitchell Ms. I argue that

they demonstrate Unaipon's intention of 'weaving literature', from oral narratives he collected

from outside his own coûtmunity, with little concern for authenticity. However, when his

source material was precise and detailed (as in "Buthera and the bat"), he was happy to

represent his text with fewer embellishments and thus indulge in less literary creativity. But

Unaipon's chosen manner of representation not only drew criticism from anthopologists, such

7s Louisa was Tindale's "informant" when he conducted research on "legends" from the southern region of Yorke

Peninsula in 1935 (see Tindale, 1936). She was also Howard Johnson's informant between 1898 and 1900.

Tindale said of her in 1936 that she has "now grown to a great age" (Tindale, 1936:55).
7 6 Berndt ( 19a0:a59) states that Warrior was a source of both Narungga and Ngadjuri Dreaming narratives

because he had "totemic" ties with the Narangga: "Both the curlew and the owl were totem animals of the

Narunga and Ngadjuri".
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as Tindale and Berndt, who aimed for 'authentic' representations, but also reservations from
literary critics. Beston (1979:33), for example, suggests that his "Kinie Ger" narrative has

some "awkwardness in its style", indicating his literary creativity and chosen style was not

always deemed succesful.

In Berndt's (1940a) discussion of the'legend' he collected from Barney W'arrior, called "The

Owl and Curlew", he also makes mention of the narrative "Bulpaliungga" (which I also

propose was written by Unaipon and appeared in Ramsay Smith, 1930:301-310).tt He notes

in particular the narrative's "Anglicised" interpretation, but draws attention to it because it
features the transformation of a wailing mother into a curlew, after losing her boy
Bulpallungga. According to the story, this bird can still be hea¡d at night, wailing for her

beloved son (see Berndt, 1940a:460). Further hints in Berndt (I940a:459) indicate rhat Warrior
could have also been an inspiration (if not the oral source) for this naffative wrinen by
Unaipon, because Berndt mentions that V/anior was "a curlew totem man" of the "Gararu

moiety" (compared to the "Karraru" person mentioned by Ramsay Smith, I93O:23).

Because of Berndt's misgivings about Unaipon, he had little to do with him. However Tindale,

who was an employee of the S.A. Museum, did see Unaipon as a reliable source for some

matters. In his 1939 journal, for example, Tindale indicates that he turned to Unaipon for
confirmation on certain linguistic details relating to the names of Indigenous groups to the north
of Adelaide. His entry dated December 21, 1939, reads:

Notes from Barney Warrior
His tribe is 'Ngadjuri' [written with an initiai velar nasal] (not Ngadluri as written by
Elkin). This pronunciation is checked in presence of two other informants Mark Wilsoi
& David Unaipon...

(Tindale's Adelaide Journal 1939:159)

How will Unaipon's prolific literary works be received in the future, now that they are

becoming more and more recognised and more publically available? Wiil it be with scepticism

and scom? Or will it be with fascination and possible admiration? The literary critics Muecke

and Shoemaker, and the Melboume University Press, obviously feel his work is worthy of
publication and wider dissemination.

7.7 CONCLUSION

The purpose of this chapter has been to come to some understanding of Unaipon the writer and

''weaver of literature'. This has been done though an analysis of key texts he wrote during the

mid 1920s. I have revisited nanatives within his 1929 publication Native legends, and for

77 In the Bulpallunga narrative, the spirit of a grieving mother (who does of heart ache) turns into a curlew, The
mournful cries of the mother can be still be heard each night as she grieves for her lost son Bulpallunga.
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some of its texts (particularly "Totemism and Hungarrda") offered altemative inte¡pretations to

those offered in past critiques. Texts ftom Myths and legends suggest a creation trilogy,

written by Unaipon, that offers an altemative view of creation. His trilogy incorporates both a

Christian-inspired male creator spirit (in the form of the Great Spirit) and an Indigenous-

inspired female creator spirit (in the form of the Sun Goddess). I attribute to Unaipon three

further texts emanating from the mid-north region of S.4., despite only one appearing in the

Mitchell Ms. I demonstrate that Unaipon chose to embellish and reconstruct hybrid texts from

the original oral narratives he collected from the region, possibly from Barney 'Warrior. Likely

sources contributing to such representations were Langloh Parker, Milton and the King James

Bible. However, Unaipon also chose to represent the occasional narrative, such as "Buthera

and the bat", in a relatively unembellished form, probably because his source material was

more detailed and precise.

Did David Unaipon write the entire 1930 book "Myths anà legends" ? The contention of this

chapter is that he was the sole and original writer of all 48 texts that comprise Ramsay Smith's

publication, even though he was not the sole source of the oral narratives that inspired them.

This is also now the view of Adam Shoemaker and Stephen Muecke (personal communication,

November, 1999), although they have not yet published on this exact issue. By comparing the

27 texts that appear in both the Mitchell Ms. and Myths and legends, it becomes clear that

Ramsay Smith was quite ruthless in his task as the collection's editor. He extracted numerous

vemacula¡ terms and expressions, replacing them with English equivalents, and removing

many specific references to place and'counffy'. He also persisted in changing the voice of the

narrator to the third person, thus deceiving the readers into believing that the identity of the

collection's writer was not an Indigenous Australian.

However, Ramsay Smith failed to cover his tracks completely. There are numerous tell-tale

signs to be found within the 17 texts with doubtful origins, all of which point to Unaipon as

their creator. To go through these texts, one by one, within the body of this chapter would be

an arduous task. Instead I have chosen to collate my evidence within Appendix 7.6, where I

list a¡chival evidence, literary clues (such as familiar phrases) and other features (such as

shared characters and revisited favourite themes) for each of the 17 extra texts that appear in

Myths and legends. I also list four other texts that were not included in the Mitchell Ms., but

can be traced back to Unaipon through archival evidence. This exercise reveals that there are

further literary and anthropological connections between certain narratives, just as I

demonstrated with the creation trilogy and then the Kinie Ger related texts. I propose that there

is another quintet of narratives that was probably inspired by Unaipon's trip to the Nullarbor

Plains and beyond in October 1924.Included in this set are: "Palpinkalare", "Thardid Jimbo",

"Kirkin and Wyju", "Keen Keeng", "Cheeroonear" and possibly also "Mr and Mrs Newal and

their dog" and "Bulpallungga". Each is set in the 'West (in "Woonboona" or "Ge Rill Ghillie"
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country) , and invariably makes mention of the characters: "the Winjarning brothers" and a
"Wonboona man".

I conclude that there should be little doubt regarding the identity of the creator of the entire 48
texts that comprise Myths anà legends. But what is in doubt is the identity of each of the
original n¿urators from whom Unaipon drew his inspiration to 'weave' such syncretic texts. It
is only by locating the original manuscript, containing the 17 extra texts commissioned by
Ramsay Smith, that we will be able to further unravel the mystery surrounding David Unaipon,
and his role in the construction of Myths and legends.
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CHAPTER 8

"NARROONDARIE'S WMS": A CASE STUDY

8.O INTRODUCTION

Because of the relative famiiiarity many South Australians, and interstate visitors, now have

with the Dreaming Ancestor Ngurunderi, I have chosen to focus in this chapter, as a case-

study, on published narratives relating to Ngurunderi. Such narratives tell of Ngunrnderi's

creative travels and earthly exploits over a wide area, some beginning where the Darling

River meets the M¡rray River, then along the Lower Mr:rray and Coorong region, and

around popular tourist destinations such as Victor Harbor and Kangaroo Island, south of

Adelaide. The familiarity people have wittr Ngurunderi's exploits is largely due to the efforts

of the South Australian Museurn, and the exposure they have provided him in the form of a

long-running disptay (1988-1999) entitled "Ngurunderi: an Aboriginal Dreaming". This

display was accompanied by a short film "Ngr:nrnderi: a Ngarrindjeri Dreaming" which was

co-operatively produced by the museum, and is readily available to schools and the wider

community. Many school students have also been exposed to Ngurunderi through the

compulsory Aboriginal Studies curriculum offered at all levels in South Australian schools

(particularly rnThe Ngarrindieri People Aboriginai Studies 8-12, Unit 5).

The main purpose of this chapter is to conduct a comparative analysis of David Unaipon's

(Ig24-25) representation of the Ngurunderi Dreaming with three other published

representations of the Ngurunderi na¡rative. These include the version of Unaipon's text that

was edited and then published under the name of Ramsay Smith (1930:317-331), the version

published by the anthroplogist R.M. Bemdt (1940b: t70-I82), and finally the more recent

version, adapted from the S.A. Museum film, by the Educaúon Departrnent of S.A. in their

Aboriginal Studies curriculum materials ( 1 99 0 : 5 0-5 3 ).

Others have written for different pulposes about the various versions of narratives that tell of

the Ancestral Hero Ngnrunderi. In his overview of the S.A. Museum's involvement in the

making of the video on Ngurunderi, Hemming (1988) accounts for the differences between

versions of the same narrative on the grounds of regional variation, and the inevitable loss of

detail through culn¡ral breakdown:

During research for the main exhibition and the film, I worked yith_a nurnber of
Ñgarríndjeri people who were at least partly- familiar with the Dreamin-g of
Ñfir:runOeri. Ait tie* only fragments of thé detailed Dreaming story that must have

once existed' 
(Hemming , r988:r92)
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Although the knowledge and background of the original story narrators is a crucial factor in
explaining content variation in any narrative, my intention in this chapter is not so much to
expiain or justify this variation. Instead I focus on the way this narrative has been represented
in print by the subsequent 'authors'. I look specifically at the audience these 'authors, had in
mind, and what purposes they had when they first put pen to paper to write their contrasting
rePresentations of the Ngurunderi narative. It is important to bear in mind that there were
only two primary oral sources for these four written versions: Albert Karloan and David
Unaipon. My contention is that these two Ngarrindjeri men had very similar knowledge of
Ngwunderi and his exploits. But the way their knowledge has been represented in print has

been strongly influenced, dr:ring the publication process, by those who claim authorship.

8.1 THE FOUR PUBLICATIONS

Of the four published texts under consideration, the first 'author' to be published was
Ramsay Smith, in 1930, with his own version of "Naroondarie's'Wives".l This text was
originally written by David Unaipon, and is in his Mitchell Library manuscript.2 It is the
sixteenth text in Volume I (beginning at Frame 117 on microfilrn) , and appears in the form
of 12 hand-written pages. It has a hand-written note saying "Paid 30/6125" on rop of page
one. The same text in Volume II is typed, and comprises 23 pages. It contains the odd
typographical enor, along with some punctuation edits.3 It is this version that was sold to
Ramsay Smith. In comparing ttre original Unaipon text with Ramsay Smith's published
version there are further considerable editorial changes, including the deletion of almost all
vemacular terms and expressions (except main cha¡acter names and some fish names). He

Clarke (1,995) has also written in detail on the various narratives published on Ngurunderi,
and argues that:

the diversity of these explained in terms
of the dynamic rela Lócal knowledgé
generates altemative have taken plac"e,
therefore producing distinct versions.

(Clarke, 1,995:147)

I As mentioned earlier, this 1930 publication has since been re-published on several occasions, one of the
most recen[ being in 1996 by- Senate, an imprint of Random House, U.K. This particular imprint has been
qivel a new title: Aborigine,but apart from the new cover is an exact replica of tt 

" 
tg¡O øltion, excepting

the glossy colour plates which are reproduced in black and white. Again no mention is made of David
a¡ratives. honically, copies of
onal communication, 1999) w shop
ons involving the dismantling üe

2 Volum" I of the Mitchell Ms. is predominantly hand-written by Unaipon, and within this volume the
na¡rative is titled: "Na¡roonda¡ie Wives" (ust as it is listed in the,Contents page of both Volume I & II.) The
ryped rendition in Volume II titles the na¡rative in the possessive case: "Nar¡ooi¿arie's Wives", as does
Ramsay Smith (1930).
3 Such edits include the lowering of case for words such as "Aborigines" and tlpographical er¡ors, particularly
of vernacula¡ terms and expressions, such as Ngr:rund:ri's 

"ommanã 
on page oäe Ueing changed fóm ,,Vouni

Hund. Ar" to "Young Hund,".
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also shortens the narrative by cutting out some of the culrural detail (such as the Ngarrindjeri

method of cooking fish), as well as specific references to particular place names and land

ma¡ks. I will discuss this editorial intervention furttrer in a later section.

Unaipon's narrative was eventually published much later, under his own name, in an

anthology of Indigenous writings: Paperbark (see Davis et al, 1990:19-32). The editors

reproduced the text exactly as it appears in Volume II of the Mitchell Library manuscript,

complete with all its vemacular tefins and expressions, including the direct speech of both

"Narroondarie" and the evil one "Parrimparrie".4 In all there are 55 different vemacular

terms and expressions used by Unaipon in this narrative. Despite its relatively recent

publication, the editors of Paperbarkhave opted to reproduce these tefins and expressions

exactly as Unaipon spelt them, in their fully anglicised form, rather than using more

contemporary linguistic conventions. Simila¡ly, the repatriation project being co-ordinated by

Stephen Muecke and Adam Shoemaker, that will see the entire Mitchell Ms. republished in

Unaipon's name in the year 200I, will retain Unaipon's eurgli<.:isecl spelling ¡persoual

commr:nication, Adam Shoemaker, November t999). I have been told by Ngarrindjeri

people that Unaipon chose to pronounce Ngarrindjeri words in ao unusual way, by "putting

his own accent on them", which contrasted sharply with the way other Ngarrindjeri people

proûounced things. He not only put stress on different syllables (by placing primary stress

on the second or third syllables rather than the first), but also used to ro11 all his r's as if he

were a Scotsman. It is said he did this to impress his white audiences withhis exotic way of

speaking (personal communication, Doug Wilson, February 20OO¡.s

The third published account of the Ngurr.rnderi narrative to be discussed is that of the

anthropologist Bemdt (1940b), who relied heavily on Albert Karloan as his source.6 Karloan

was assisted by Mark Wilson, both of whom Bemdt describes as of the "Jaralde tribe".7 Of

all the accounts available on Ngurunderi, Hemming (1988:191) claims: "Professor Ronald

Berndt's version (1940) is the most detailed published account and it is upon this that the

Museum's fiim is mainly based." In turn, the Education Department of South Australia's

(1990) version of the Ngurunderi Dreaming was predominantly taken from the narration of

4 In late 1999, the Indigenous actor Rachel Maza was employed by the Talking Book Society to read the texts

within this collection, including Unaipon's two texts, onto an audio-tape for their society's audio collection
(rersonal communication, Rachel Maza, 1999).
5 NgurritrO¡".i, like all other lndrgenorx languages of Australia, regularly places primary stress on the first
syllable of words. Again like most Arxtralian Indigenous languages, there is more than one rhotic or "r"
sound, including arolled or trilled "l' sound. However, Unaipon tended to roll all his 't"s in aprolonged way.

This phenomenon has been referred to in literatr¡e and art a.s "Mannerism", and is detjned in ¡he Concise

Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms as: "the self-concious cultivation of peculiarities of style - usually
elabo¡ate, ingenious, and ornate - inliterary works of any period" (Baldick, 1990).
6 Bemdt reproduced this same narrativ e in 1964, in a shofened fo¡m, within his collabo¡ative publication
wittr Cattrerine Berndt The world of the frst Australiøns. This book has been reprinted on several occasions,

and was republished in arevised form in 1988 (see Bemdt & Bemdt, 1988:245-246)'
7 Note that Unaipon says this was the language of his mother, who was from the the lakes region.
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the S.A. Museum's film.8 It is this published narrative that is the fourth text to be discussed
below.

Since the mounting of the Museum exhibition, a further version of the Ngurunderi epic,
which was recorded by Ronald Berndt, has been published posthumously in a collaboration
between his wife Catherine Berndt and John Stanton (the curator of the extensive Berndt
collection held at the University of Western Australia). This later version appearc in the
comprehensive 1993 publication A World That Was: the Yaraldi of the Murray River and the
Lakes, South Australia. It is a compilation of the commentaries and field notes produced by
the Berndts during their later field trip in 1942, when they both spent time with Albert
Karloan and Pinkie Mack at Murray Bridge.e In the Appendices a vemacula¡ account of the
Ngurunderi epic is featured in the Yaratdi language, along with interlinear glosses in English
(see Berndt et.al., 1993:433-441). This same rext is paraphrased in English in the main body
of the book under the subheading "Ngurunderi and Nepeli" (Berndt et.al., 1993:22-227).
Despite the available technology in the early 1940s, the Berndts only used pencil and paper to
record this epic. They made no sound recordings of the Yaraldi re-telling. Therefore, when it
comes to consistency and 'accuracy' of their written recordings, we are completely reliant on
the linguistic abilities, in 1942, of these two relatively raw anthrolopogists.ro The two
English versions of this epic published by Berndt (1940b) and Berndt & Berndt (1993) are

similar in content, but the earlier 1940 publication is actually more detaited as well as more
dramatic, because it includes all the direct speech segments in Yaraldi. Both include yaraldi

and English terms for each site or location mentioned throughout Ngurunderi's travels, but
the later version includes a number of changes (or alternatives) to the Ya¡aldi spelling of
words. It also includes corrections of some English words (e.g. the "pligment bush"
becomes the "lignum bush", L993:224). Because the 1940 version of Berndt's retelling is
more detailed, it is this text to which I shall mainly refer in comparison with Unaipon's.

8 'When Ronald Berndtpublished this paper in Oceaniahe was just at the beginning stages of his career in
anthropology, and his time spent with Albert Karloan at Murray Bridge wasln facihis irst field work, hence
he was not a Professor. Note the relative inexperience of the Berndts in tg¡g-+O amongst the "Jaralde" (now
spelt "Yaralde") people of S.A. was not seen as an issue when their work (which was published much later,
see Berndt & Berndt, 1993), was viewed as the authoritative anthropological corpus of Ngarrindjeri culture at

women's business" in the

t et. al. 1993:3).
no single correct means of

recording a language, particularly its sound system, I am implying here that we can oniy hope that the
gn'
Iti mand
its word
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8.2 WHO IS NGURUNDERI?

Ngurunderitt i, * important Atcestral Hero for the Nga:rindjeri people of South Australia.

Unaipon features Ngurunderi in many of his narratives, but does not restrict him to his

Ngarrindjeri 'legends'. Ngurunderi also features in Unaipon's more ethnographic texts that

describe the beliefs and customs of Aboriginal people in general. In his introduction to the

Mitchell Library manuscript, whichhe titles "Aboriginal Folklore", Unaipon Hkens "Nar-ran-

darrie" to Moses:

Like the Isralites [sic], the Aboriginals seem to have had a Moses, a law-giver, a

leader, who guided them in their Exodus from Lemuria.12 His name is Nar-ran-darie.
This mythoñgical being, who now lives in the heavens, gave the Aboriginals their
tribal laws and customs.

(Llnaipon, 7924-25, Vol. I Mitchell Ms.Intro.:1)

Unaipon then proceeds in his fust (ethnographic) text, entitled "Aboriginals: their traditions

and customs. 'Where did they come from?", to proclaim "Nar-ran-darie" ttte great leader of

the (entire) Aboriginal "race":

Every race has had its great traditional leader and law- race

its fi¡st moral 6aining, as well as its-social and tribal cu s our
great traditional leadér. The laws of Nar-ran-darrie are their
infancy. The hr:nting gror:nds were given out to the different families and tribes by
Nar-ran-darrie.

(Unaipon, 1924-25, Vol. I Mitchell Ms. Textl:1)

Altemativeþ, Ngurunderi is referred to, at different times by Unaipon, as the "servar.t" of the

Great Spirit (see "The voice of the Great Spirit" Vol. I, Mitchell Ms. Text 21': | &. Ramsay

Smith, 1930:183), while at other times he is referred to as a "prophet" (see 1963 interview

with Cath Ellis).I3 But it is in Unaipon's texts: "Narroondarie wives" and "Belief of the

Aborigine in a Great Spirit", that the Biblical analogy of a Jesus figure becomes apparent in

the character of Ngurunderi, particularly in the way Unaipon portrays him as the Great

11 Nurne¡ou, spellings have been used over the years by different write¡s for this Ancestral Hero. Unaipon

himself uses various qpellings, including: "Nar-ran-darie", "Nar-nm-daree", "Namndatri" and "Na¡roondarie".

Rarsay Smith (1930) spelt it consistently as "Nr:runderi". More recently tlre spelling convention adopted by

the SAMuseurrl in conirftation with ttre Ngarrindjeri commrmity, is "Ngurunderi" (rtrittt an initial nasal

velar Ng). Throughout this section, I will use this more contemporary spelling, wtless I am quoting some

earlier source.

12 Un^iporr refers ea¡lier, in the same text, to "the ancient continent of Lemtrria" as probably "a land in the

Nor-Weif' from where the Aboriginal people of Australia migrated. In an article nThe Daily Herald of
Adetaide (Jr¡re 1, 1911) the reporter writes of rneeting "this remarkable specimen of the human family at Dr.

Herbert Basedow's rooms". He goes on to report of Bæedow's ttreory of Lemuri4 whomhe quotes:

"Ethnological and scientific investigations ail point to the fact that in former times there existed in the north-

west of Austalia a large continent, which zoologists call Lemwia.... that continent was the home of the first
man. All lines of migration a¡e traceable from that portion of the ea¡th."
13 Not" that in the ethnographic text "Fishing", Unaipon also refers to "Nepelle" as "the Great Prophet" (see

Unaipon, 1924-25, Vol. I Mitchell Ms. Text 5:2).
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Spirit's messenger to earth, and the emphasis he places on the grief and suffering Ngurunderi
endures during his earttrly sojourn because of the sins committed by his two wives.

In "Belief of the Aborigine in a Great Spirit", Unaipon wriæs:

...we believe in a Great Spirit and the Son of the Great Spirit. There arose among the
Aboriginals ? great teacher Namrndari; he was an elect of the Great Spirit. Anã he
spoke to our forefathers thus:
Children, there is a Great Spirit above whose dweiling place is Wyerriwa:r. It is His
will th¿t you would know Him as Hya:rinunr:rnb; I am-ttre Whole Spirit and ye are
Part 9f thg ry_hole I am your Provider and Protector. It has been my þleasure to give
you the privilege to sojoum awhile in the flesh state to fulfill my greât plan.

(Llnaipon, 1924-25, Vol. I Mitchell Ms. Te xt 3 :2).

The narrative in which Unaipon explains in most detail Ngr:runderi's earthly exploits is
"Narroondarie Wives", which is the focus of this chapter. In this text, Unaipon refers to
Ngurunderi as "one of the maûy Good Men", "a Sacred Man who is endowed or guided by
the will of the Great Spirit", a "Messenger and teacher" (Jnaipon, 1924-25, Vol. I Mitchell
Ms. Text 16:1). But unaipon was not the first to write about Ngurunderi.

8.3 WHO ELSE HAS PUBLISHED ABOUT NGURUNDERI?

The first published version of the Ngurunderi Dreaming narrative appeared not long after
South Australia's colonisation, in an Adelaide newspaper n 1842 (SA Museum, 1989:4).

The following year R.Penney published an account in the South Australian Magazine,
referring to the Great Spirit as "Ooroondooil". Then other acccounts appeared in the colony's
newspaper, the Register, provided by missionary George Taplin n 1,862 and later by his son

Frederick in 1889.14 A brief account of Ngurunderi was also given by the ethnographic
observer Cawthorne, who wrote in the mid 1840s of this "first great spirit", whom he

referred to as "Ooroondovil", but he wasn't published until much later in 1926 (Ilemming,
1988:192).

Further early missionary accounts of the exploits of this Ancestral Hero were provided by
Meyer (who had less trouble hearing the initial nasal sound), who referred to him as

"Nunrnduri" in his published 1846 account of the beliefs of the "Raminjerar tribe", living in
Encounter Bay (see Chapter Th¡ee of this thesis). Then in 1879, Taplin published another
very brief account of "Nurunderi", whom he refers to as "the great god of the Narrinyeri"
(see Taplin, 1879b:38-39; also my Chapter Three). Taplin's account is similar in content to
Meyer's version, but with just a few additional details as related to him by the Ngarrindjeri of
Point Macleay.rs

14 See- Cla¡ke's (1995) paper for further details and bibliographic references for these and other early accounts
of the Ngurr:nderi narrative.
15 Th" diff"rences in each of tb.ese accor¡nts are suilrutrised in Berndt (19¿lO).
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Twenty years later, another version of the Ngr:runderi narrative was published in 1898 in

Katie langloh Parker's second collection of 'Legendary Tales' (also mentioned in an earlier

chapter).16 It was provided to her by her uncle, Simspon Newland, author of Paving the

way, and she gives it ttre title "The legend of Nar-oong-owie, the sacred island". Langloh

Parker begins her one and a half page narrative:

Ngroondoorie, the giver of laws, customs, and
ab-originats in South Australia, became to them
believed, ttrat, if they followed the laws he had
should follow his footsteps over the island
translated, as he was, to hi! home in the skies. The tradition was that his departure

took place somewhat as follows. His two wives ran away from him. In going after

himhe crossed what is now called lakt Albert...
(-angloh Parker, 1978: 1 8 1)17

As in the other accounts discussed in this chapter, in Langloh Parker's version, the two

wives try to flee to Kangaro Island, but are drowned when Ngurunderi causes the seas to

rise. Eventually Ngurunderi lays down r¡nder a giant she-oak tree on the island, but is r:nable

to rest because of the sound of his wives wailing as the wind blows through the tree-tops.

The na¡rative ends with Langloh Parker explaining how Kanga¡oo Island is "held as sacred

to him [Ngurunderi] and t]re spirits of the dead by the Southern tribes of South Australia"

(Langloh Parker, 197 8: 182).

As far as I am aware, Unaipon's account of the Ngurunderi Dreaming, which appeared in an

edited form in Ramsay Smith (1930), was the next version to aPpear in print. Ten years later,

in 1940, the anthropologist R.M. Bemdt published his rather detailed thirteen page account,

which he sub-titiled: "Ngurunderi". Although his accouut is given in English, he includes

numerous vemacular terms and place names, including two pages of maps. Unlike Ramsay

Smith, Bemdt acknowledges his oral source, Albert Karloan, or "Tara'mindjerup", as well

as his assistant "Thralrum (Mark Wilson)". \ù/ilson was a contemporary of Unaipon's.

Unlike Karloan, neither Wilson nor Unaipon were initiated men. Bemdt describes his two

"informants", as "ttre last survivors of their respective clans" withil the "Jaralde tribe"

(1940b:165). Despite Ramsay Smith's version being fifteen pages long, with considerable

detail of events not dissimila¡ to those described in Berndt's published account, Bemdt

makes the following barbed comment in his introduction: "Since Taplin only one reference

has been made to this legend, though Ramsay Smith has contributed an inaccurate and

extremely ang;lícízed account" (Berndt, 1940b:170). Bemdt would have been aware that

16 This particular version by Langloh Pa¡ker is the first time we see Ngurunderi's name spelt with an initial
velar nasal sound "Ng". Eariier reõorden, (who heard the initiat nasal sound) wrote it as an alveolar nasal "l'ì"
Berndt was probably-the first to spell this Ancestral Hero's name "Ngurunderi", as it is generally spelt today.

17 Thir quotation is taken from the 1978 reprint that combines her original L896 Legendary tales and 1898

More legendary tales.
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Ramsay Smith had worked with Unaipon in procuring his material for publication, so it
seems this criticism is directed at both men.

It is a pity Berndt did not manage to see Unaipon's original manuscript, "Narloondarie
wives", because in this version there is considerable reference to specific features of the
physical environmen! which Ramsay Smith chose to delete. But, as my analysis below will
show, Unaipon does choose to introduce additional themes which are not present in
Karloan's account. These additions include Biblical themes such as those of bondage,
captivity and escape, from the Old Testament, as well as themes of sin, guilt, love and etemal
life, which are more familiar in the New Testament. It is my contention ttrat Unaipon and
Berndt were at cross purposes in their reasons for committing such narratives to print, and
hence in the way they chose to represent them to their audiences as published texts.
Typically, Unaipon's intention was to create a syncretic text that not only reveres Aboriginal
belief and customs, but also highlights the similarities they have with the teachings of the

Christian church. Berndt, on the other hand, was an anthropologist who aimed for
authenticity in his representation, and strived to higtrlight any exotic differences he perceived
between Aboriginal people and the westem. world.

The most familiar version of the Ngurunderi Dreaming narrative is that feanred in the S.A.
Museum's film: "Ngwunderi: a Ngarrindjeri Dreaming" which accompanied the Ngurunderi
exhibition.18 The exhibition included a series of display cabinets that depicted the passage of
Ngurunderi's creationary joumey and exploits on earth. Because of this exhibition, the
Ngurunderi Dreaming narative is not only becoming known amongst many non-Indigenous
South Austalians, but among tourists from all over the world. A "shortened version" (of half
a page) of the nalTative was made available in a pamplrlet produced by the museum for
visitors to the exhibition, which was again reproduced within their longer ethnographic
publication of the same name: Ngurunderi: an Aboriginal Dreaming (S.4. Museum, t989:4).
The film version is that used by the Department of Education in their Aboriginal Studies
materials, hence it reaches many school children throughout the state.

8.4 ANNOTATED SUMMARY OF UNAIPON'S ''NARROONDARIE
\ryMS".

Below I provide an annotated summary of Unaipon's epic version of the Ngurunderi
Dreaming. This will be followed by a more detailed comparative analysis of the way Unaipon
has represented this important narrative, and how his account contasts with that published
by Ramsay Smith, Bemdt and the Education Deparrnent of S.A. To avoid accusations of
mis-representation, I have also reproduced Unaipon's very long narrative in full in Appendix

18 This exhibition, "Ngr:runderi: an Aboriginal Dreaming", was dismantled in 1999 when the SA Museum
underwent extensive renov ations.
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8.3. It is taken from Paperbark, and is a verbatim reproduction of "Narroondarie wives" as it

appears in Volume II of the (1924-25) Mitchell Ms.le

Unaipon introduces "Nalroondarie's wives" in the same voice as a nurnber of his more

ethnographic texts, using that of a third person. He begins by explaining ttre significance to

Aboriginal people of his main character, "Natroondarie":

Nanoondarie is the name of one of the many good men that were sent among the
various tribes of the Australian Aborigines. Now the name Naroondarie is better
known among the Naninyini [sic] tribes of the Lower Murray, Lakes Alexandrina
and Albert, and the Encounter Bay, South Australia.

(Unaipon, 1990:19)

Unaipon explains that Ngwunderi was a "Sacred Man", known elsewhere as "Boonah", and

that he was "guided by the will of the Great Spirit, the Nhyanhund or Byamee, the Our

Father of 411". It is significant that Unaipon acknowledges and names a greater Supreme

Being in his narrative, because the existence of a Byamee figure, or Father of All, was

becoming well established in popular literature about Aboriginal people by the mid 1920s

(see Carey, 1998). It is equally significant, however, that Unaipon does not equate

Ngurunderi with a Father of All figure (cf. Mudrooroo's 1994 clatms), but as the one

"guided bY" hi¡n.20

According to Unaipon Ngr:runderi rwas a "messenger and teacher", who dwelt amongst the

Ngarrindjenzr after moving down from the northem parts of Australia, and then New South

V/ales and Victoria. According to Unaipon, "the tribes that remain this day around Lake

Alexandrina" are those who were brave enough to respond to his calls. The fearful ones were

transformed into birds. (Unaipon, 1990:19) This claim of Unaipon's about the Ngarrindjeri

people being migrants from the north-east, as well as the stronger (or less fearful) survivors

of an earlier group of Indigenous inhabitants is also significant. Unaipon was a keen reader

of evolutionary theory, and would visit Herbert Basedow's rooms to discuss his theories on

themigratonof earlymanfromLemu¡ia (seeTheDailyHerald,June 1, 1911). Icontendttrat

just as Basedow saw Caucasians as representatives of a later stage in the evolutionary

19 Unaipon's text appears in two forms i¡ the Mítchell Ms., one hand-written, the other t)¡ped. Both arc

available on Mcrofilm from the Mitchell Library, on two reels (one for each volume) and with each page

constituting a single frame. This na¡rative (Text 16) begins on Frame 117 in Volume I , and on Frame 116 in
Volume II. Unfornnately, tjne Paperåark reproduction has included all the rypographical errors that appear in
Volume IL When I quote from this text, I will use llie Paperbarkpage mrmbers because this is currently the
most publically accessible reprint.
20 m th" "Na¡roondarie w'ives" narrative Unaipon equates Byamee with the Father of A1l, wherea.s in a much
Ìater interwiew with Cath Ellis (in June 1963) he equates Ngurunderi as the Lower Murray equivalent to the
Byamee figure of the eastem states.
2l Th.spelling adopted by Taplin, and increasingly by others during the early 1900s was "Narrinyeri", in
contrast to today's accepted spelling; "Ngarrindjeri".
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development of humans, so did Unaipon see his own Ngarrindjeri people as the superior

survivors of evolutionary selection among earlier Indigenous Australians from the upper

reaches of the Murray River.

In this particular natrative, Unaipon chooses not to include two major creationary events, that

feature in the Karloan retelling of the same epic. The first is the widening of the Murray

River, resulting from the travels downstream of a giant Murray cod (Ponde), which is

pursued by Ngurunderi. The other is the creation of other species of freshwater fish by the

cutting into pieces of the giant cod, after he is speared by Ngurunderi's brother-in-law. This

deletion is probably because Unaipon chooses to include his accotrnt of these creationary

feats elsewhere in his Mitchell Ms., namely in his more ethnographic text entitled
"Fishing"22'

According to a legend; There was a great earth shock or earttr tremors at the sor¡rce of
the murray. This continued for day [sic] and suddenly the ea¡th was rent right along
where the murray now flow's [sic] but there was only a small amount of water just
strickly [sic]; winding way to the southern ocea¡., Presently another earth tremor
more sever [sic] ttran the first when suddenly something lofl the eart]r burst forth
from the depth of the earth a huge fish a Pondi and so it came out of the earth
followed by a great flow of water the cod struggling along this lrto* stream acting
like those great steam shovel's [sic_],diqging *¡ttt its head; making B"-q"9{ deep an{
swinging powerful tail causing all the bend's [sic] in the river r¡ntill [sic] it reached
what known the [sic] now the Lake Alexandrina. Then Nabulee, the great prophet,
caught it and cut it in in [sic] pieces; and throwing the small fragment cut from the cod
in the river and naming them Tcherie, Thookeri, Pummerrie. Pil lul kie, Ploongie,
Which are the fishes caught in the Murray and it tributaries; the Fresh water fishes are
more easily obtained than those that live in the sea

(Unaipon, 1924-25, Vol. I Mitchell Ms. Text 5:l-2)

Retuming to Unaipon's original epic, Ngurunderi decides to choose two bald hills
overlooking the lakes as his "last home on earttr" before being called by the Great Spirit to

"take his place in heaven among the other Great Company" (Unaipon, 1990:19-20). But

presently he is distracted by the "pitifirl cry" of two "crrming" young maidens, held captive

in the tall slender stenrs of the Grass Tree, having taken delight in captivating "all the great

men". Apparently ttrey had taken different forms in the past, sometimes as butterflies "with

beautiful colours", and sometimes as "the flower tops of reeds", but always as prisoners in a
"subconscious state" with no human bodily form. (Unaipon, 1990:20) The Old Testament

themes of 'bondage' and 'captivity' are features of a number of Unaipon's other narratives

(eg. "Hungarrda" and "Release of the dragon flies"). These Biblical themes continue in this

natrative, as do the inevitable moralising conclusions. A furttrer Biblical parallel can be seen

in women being portrayed as sinners, just as Eve was the first to be guilty of original sin in
the Garden of Eden narrative. However, Unaipon was not the author of this huppy

22 Tne following text is reproduced with the punctuation, capitalisation and spelling of that used by Unaipon
in his handwritten version of "Fishing", which is Text 5 within Volume I of the Mitchell Ms.
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coincidence. The two wives are depicted as fust breaking the taboo of eating forbidden food

in other Ngarrindjeri accoullts of this same epic.

Unaipon tells us that Ngr:runderi, as a Sacred Man, was actually forbidden to associate with

women, but he eventually succumbs to their pitiful cries. He began to thilrk how nice it

would be to just look upon the human form of these captive spirits, so "in the nvinkling of an

eye" they are released. Immediately the Great Man falls "victim to their charm" and their

"perfect fo11¡", and asks them to become his wives. Together they retr:m to his home, where

he begins to instruct them in the "various laws and customs ttrat he gave to the people". One

of these laws is that "urder penalty of death" no woman is allowed to eat the Tookerrie, an

extremely bony silver-scaled fish. (Unaipon, L9902I)

One day, while Ngurunderi is out in his canoe, the two wives catch "thlee beautiful white

Tookerrie" (Unaipon, t990:22). In their excitemeut they send Ngurunderi off to

"Rowhokkun", ttte home of "Nebullie", who had sent a message by smoke reqìlesting

Ngurunderi's compaûy. The women quickly set about cooking ttreir fish in the traditional

manner, which Unaipon outlines in detai1.23 As the fish cooks, the women joke about how

men think they are clever in forbidding women from eating the nicest of foods, and how they

too have been clever in their deceit. But after their meal, their merriment turns to fear, as they

realise that the smell of the oily Tookerrie ha.s been retained in the surrounding vegetation. So

they "awoke to thei¡ sense of guilt", and quickly flee in the opposite direction to their "lord

and master" who, as punishment, may return them to their captive state, maybe even "into

something more dreadful" (Unaipon, !990:23-24). They quickly bind together abr¡ndle of

grass tree sticks and make a raft, then paddle across the western side of Lake Albert.

Although Ngurunderi loved his wives, on reaching his "mia mia" and smelling the fish, he

laments, "ttrose silly and frivolous maidens have eaten the forbidden fish and now they must

be pr:nished" (Unaipot, L990:24). The next morning he sets off with his "plonggee" in

pwsuit of his wives. He follows tlrem across the Coorong, and then 70 miles along the "sand

hummocks", but loses their tracks. Naroondarie rests for the evening only to be awoken the

next morning by the voice of "Puclùnowie, the Grandmother Spirit", wam'ing him of

imminent danger.24 This danger takes the form of a "very cruel mat" of the "Punbbaalee

tribe,,, who is a "disciple" of the crow, but took on the disguise of a wombat. Ngwunderi

spears the wombat, releasing "the Evil One" thtough the blood of the wombat, which then

takes on the form of a man (Unaipon, 1990:24-25). Parrimparrie claims he is Ngwunderi's

brother-in-law, and wants to kill Ngurunderi before he reaches heaven, or "Wyerriwafi"'

23 Unuipon also provides detail of the method us

published version of this sarne na¡rative, includes

ãetailed explanation on how the fish is cooked'
24 tnis narrartive is not the ftst of Unaipon's to fe

of those on earth (see e.g. "Pah-Kowie" it Native legends)'
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According to Unaipon, "all Great Men have been given the privilege to go to heaven without
death" (Unaipon, 1990:27). Laær in the epic, Unaipon writes of Ngurunderi being in charge
of his own departure from earttr, just as all "Great Men" are.

Meanwhile, a battle ensues between Ngr:runderi and Parrimparie, and eventually the evil-
one is speared through the heart. But as Ngwunderi attempts to continue his journey in
search of his wives, he fails to make progress, because Parrimparrie still has a hold on him.
He makes a big fire to burn the slain body, but still he makes no progress.25 Finally he
bums Parrimpanie's congealed blood, and only then is able to travel on. He pursues his
wives further to where the Murray flows into the Southern Ocean. In order to cross,
Ngurunderi asks for help from the Great Spirit, who subsequently makes a land bridge for
him. Eventually Ngurunderi comes across another camp of his wives, where he sees
evidence that they have eaten yet another forbidden food - "Tarrarrie" - the fat of the
"Mullowie" fish. This discovery profoundly effects Ngurunderi:

at he sat down beside the camp

f ä"J#iilf å:,*:i:u*å?#f;
at those who broke these laws would receive

them the ruil riving or a human ur" i,1",1åXlfî'#ff#"ïtr#å33ffi,.TÍ.::ïiË
prayed for their forgiveness but the aûswer came: as aþson chooses to live, so strãt
he die.

([Jnaipon, 1990:29)

Again we see some striking Biblical analogies in Unaipon's narrative, in this case with the
New Testament. Here Unaipon portrays Ngurunderi as a Jesus-like figure, who has come to
love his earthly wives, but suffers greatly because of their sins and the ultimate price of death
that they must pay. But Unaipon does not go so far as to directly substitute Ngurunderi for
Christ - by having Ngurunderi pay the penalty of death himself. Instead he porrrays
Ngurunderi as having Christ-like emotions and compassion for his sinful wives. He also
introduces the concept of 'prayer' into the narrative, with Ngurunderi praying to the Great
Spirit to ask for the sins of his earthly loved-ones to be forgiven. This is followed, however,
by the Biblical dictum that the penalty of sin is "Death!" (unaipon, l99O:29).

Grief stricken, Ngwunderi continues his journey to Port El1iot, but on discovering his wives
next camp he again allows his tears to flow. His grief is so great and his tears so profuse that
a soakage is formed and, according to Unaipon, is still present at Port Elliot where ,,some of
the old folk will point out that place" (Unaipon, 1990:29). Eventually Ngurunderi arrives at
The Bluff at Victor Harbour26, where again he weeps as he sees a vision of the impending

?l^tsame difficulry is featr:red in Karloans tel
¿o This popular tourist destination g0 kms. south
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death of his wives "before they reached the Spirit Land, (angaroo Island" (Unaipon,

1990:30). When the two maidens arrive opposite the island, which is connected "at the time

of the story" to the mainland, by a strip of land, they go hr:nting for honey. Before they cross

they have to seek the permission of the "keeper" of the strip - "Kûowwallie, the Blue

Crans"Z1 , which they receive the next monring (Unaipon, 1990:31).

Meanwhile, "Kroolthumie" (the Owl) passes on the message to Ngurunderi, explaining how

he is to pr:nish his wives. He is told to chant the "Wind Song" so that once his wives begin

to cross, the fury of the waters will overtake the maidens, causing them to drown. This he

does, but still he weeps "bitterly" for his wives as they struggle to save themselves, even

though he knows that "these two maidens þad] to pay the penalty of their sins" (Jnaipon,

1990:31). Ngurunderi is then told by the voice of the Great Spirit that he must turn the

maidens into rocks "to stand out as a wanring to all women not to eat of the forbidden food".

Unaipon tells us that these "Two Sisters", or "Rhunjullung", can be seen by passing vessels

today, as well as from the mainland (Llnaipon, 199032).

After commanding that the waters recede, Ngurunderi crosses to the island, and eventually

plunges into the sea on the westem side, where he rescues the spirits of his wives. He then

flies with them upwards to the heavens ("the Land of V/yerriwarr") where he joins: "that

bright and happy group Nabulli, Whyoungarrie, Geeveelang [and] Manyungie" (Unaþon,

l99O:32). Unaipon's moralising conclusion tells the reader that Ngurunderi now looks down

"to cheer and comfort and encourage the Komnukalda [people] to press on to fight all the evil

desires that are within, remembering always to obey the will of the Great Spirit" (Unaipon,

1990:32). This conclusion also reiterates the message that Unaipon stresses in much of his

writing, which is: long before the establishment of Christian missions among his people, the

Great Spirit has guided all Aboriginal people to adopt and follow a strong moral code. This

code is taught through messengers such as "the Great Teacher" Ngurunderi, who now lives

in the sþ to remind his people of his teachings.

8.5 A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ''NARROONDARIE'S WIVES''

In comparing Unaipon's Ngr:runderi narrative with that published by Ramsay Smittr (1930),

Bemdt (1940b) and furally in 1990 by the Education Dept. of S.4., one has to consider the

motives of each wriær. Before discussing the longer and more detailed accounts of Unaipon,

Ramsay Smith and Bemdt, I will briefly comment on the more recent publication by the

Education Dept. of S.A. This relatively short account (of three pages) is drawn

predominantly from the S.A. Museum's film, so corrunents I make regarding this particular

27 ln another na¡rative (not held in the Mitchell Library Ms.) but also written by Unaipon, and eventually

published in Ramsay Smittl (1930), the Blue Crane is called "Chir¡-bookie". This sa¡ne na¡rative is lmportant

Îo the Kaurnapeoplê bday, lvho consider "Tjilbruke" to be an Ibis Man (see Education Department of S.A',

1989 & Amery, 1998)
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published account also apply to the (1989) fitm. My reading of this accounr is that its over-
riding purpose is to stress the importance of the Ancestral Hero 'Ngurunderi', to the

Nganindjeri people, and the role he played in the creation of well-known landmarks on the

Fleurieu Peninsula. It begins:

In the Drearning of _t!t" Nganindjeri people, Ngurunderi is the shaper of the land,
iaws and creatures. He could travei tlirougtr timé and space along rive¡s and hills...
across lakes and seas... His mind and spirit sometimès took hùman shape and he
travelled as a man.

(Education Dept. of S.4., 1990:50)

The narrative then continues to outline all the creative acts that Ngurunderi performed during
his creationary travels along the Lower Munay and throughout the southern coastal region of
the Fleurieu Peninsula in South Australia. It is Ngurunderi alone, and not "Nepele", who
possesses the power to create: the Munay River (by chasing the giant cod), Long Island, all
the different varieties of both fresh and saltwater fish, two hills (from his hut), the Milky
Way (from his canoe), granite boulders, weeds in a sea channel, Pullen Island, more

boulders on Granite Island, The Bluff, the Pages Islands, and eventually "a bright star in the

Milky'Way" from himself. He is even claimed to have "magical forces"' which he draws on
in his fight with "Paraffipi", the "evil sorcerer" (1990:52). Although the Museum drew their
information largely from Berndt (1940b), for their film, they did include some extra details

from oral accounts provided to them by Nganindjeri people such as George Trevorrow and

Henry Rankine. Trevorrow has a Coorong background, and provided the information on
saltwater fish, such as the Mulloway, also being created by Ngurunderi (Hemming,

1988:191). By contrast, Unaipon gives Nepeli the status of being a "great Prophet", and it is
he alone who kills Ponde, and hence creates all the other freshwater fish varieties. In the

Education Dept. account it is Ngurunderi who "gave the power" to Nepeli to spear the fish.
Together they cut the fish up into pieces, but Ngurunderi is the one who commands each

piece to become another fish variety (Education Dept. of S.4., 1990:51).

It is quite clear that the original written source for the Education Dept. of S.A. in reproducing

the di¡ect speech of Ngurunderi was Bemdt (1940b). Unfortunately Berndt himself was

relatively inexperienced with linguistic transcription work at this stage, and further errors

have been introduced by the Education Dept. of S.A. Two examples of the introduced errors

are: "Pul'dju'wurl'ul'urun", meaning 'You will turn into birds' (in Ed. Dept., 1990:52),

compared to Berndt (I940b:I12) "pul'djur'wurl'ul'ungurn"; and "Eund'aunun'nuken'-

napanu", meaning 'Have you seen my two wives walking?' (in Ed. Dept., 1990:52),

compared to "Eund 'angun 'nukeng 'napangu?" (in Berndt, 1940b: I1-4).28

28 In the Apppendices of the Berndt & Berndt publication (1993:433-441) the vernacular version of rhe
Ngurunderi epic renders these two utterances with revised spelling: "pulduyuweralangungun" = 'turned into
small birds' and "I-indanggun ngakung ('Did you see') anggun ('those two') napanggun an? ('wives of?')".
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By consulting Taplin's (1878) grammar and (1879) wordlist, I find the foilowing words that

relate to the hrst utterance by Ngurunderi:

Pulyeri 'small bird'

-wallin 'to become' (the INCHOATIVE suffix on verbs)

:ung'une 'all you' (the 2nd person plural bound pronoun -future tense)

Strung together they produce the alternative utterance: "Pulyeri-wallin ung'une" meaning 'All
youwillbecomesmall birds'. However, there is aneed for more detailed linguistic work to

decipher much of Berndt's transcription of Karloan's original words, especially for the

second utterance above.2e

The first aim of the Aboriginal Studies courses (R-7) written by the Education Department of
S.A. is:

to develop an awareness and appreciation of Australian Aboriginal culture through
studying Aboriginal Dreaming, environment, language, lifestyle, music, dance and
visual art.

(Education Depafment of S.4., 1988b:7)

The version of the Ngurunderi epic presented by the Education Department, and the

suggested associated learning activities, were written to help meet the above overall aim.

Despite the minor errors mentioned above, their version of the Ngurunderi narrative closely

follows the narration of the S.A. Museum film on Ngurunderi. Although it lacks quite a bit of

the detail (particularly specif,rc place names) published in the Berndt rendition, elsewhere in

the same Education Department publication a detailed map of the Fleurieu Peninsula is

included. I therefore conclude that the Department's version of the Ngurunderi epic fulfills

their aim of educating the public about the spiritual ties that local Ngarrindjeri people have

with their land. In particular it demonstrates that the significant landmarks at the popular

tourist destinations on the Fleurieu Peninsula (such as Goolwa and Victor Harbour) held

considerable spiritual signif,rcance to the Ngarrindjeri people well before tourists took them

over as their own.

When Berndt first undertook his resea¡ch with Ngarrindjeri people, he was a young

anthropologist who had never conducted f,reldwork with Aboriginal people before, and thus

aspired to emulate the works of his respected teacher Professor Elkin of Sydney University.

He was the first anthropologist to work intensively with the people of the Lower Murray, and

it was through this introductory work that he hoped to forge himself a career in anthropology.

His work was not ethnographic, because he was recording what his "informants" could

remember of their early cultural life and spiritual beliefs. By the time he was to gather his data

in the late 1930s there was considerable cultural breakdown among the

29 Th. second utterance is more difficult to decipher, but possibly contains the following words, also taken

from Taplin: Nape 'wife'; Ngune 'you' (2nd person singular pronoun); Ngo 'going'.
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Ngarrindjeri people. Initiation ceremonies had ceased about 60 years prior (in the 1880s),

and the people were either living under the continuing influences of the Christian mission

established at Point Mcleay in 1859, or on the fringes of nearby towns. Even within their

Iater L993 publication, the recordings are those collected by the young Bemdts backrn 1942.

It comprises what they call a "memory culture" (Berndt et. al, 1993:10), which is a re-

construction of "a world ttlat was", according to the two Ya¡aldi informants: Albert Karloan

and Pinkie Mack (see Berndt et. al., 1993:2-4).

Prior to the Bemdt's work, Radcliffe-Brown (a British anthropologist) had previously

written briefly on the social organisation of the people of the Lower Murray region (see

Radcliffe-Brown, 1930-31). Altematively, in Ronald Bemdt's first foray into ttris region, he

chose to emphasise the strong relationship these people had with their land. This is
something that becomes apparent in Bemdt's recording of Albert Karloan's account of the

Ngurunderi narrative. It makes continual reference to the different locations where particular

eveûts occur, which is why Bemdt chooses to accompany the narrative with several detailed

maps. He also nrimes throughout the text the different "tibal country" through which

Ngwunderi travels. He introduces his 1940paper by søting that: "Legends of the Jaralde and

neighbouring tribes are intimately linked with the physical features of the countryside, the

origin and significance of which they attempt to explain" (Bemdt, L940b:165). In fact, it
could be argued that the main thrust of this early paper is that Aboriginal mythology is, to a

large extent, determined by the geography of the area to which it relates. Of ttre "Ngurunderi

legend", or this "great Jaralde epic" (as referred to by Berndt), he says:

Each outstanding physical feature worthy of atæntion along the coast of the Coorong
and Encounter Bay is brought into the telling of the tale.... The whole legend is
determined, to a certain extent, by the geography of the Lower Murray, the Lakes
District, the Coorong, Encounter Bay coast, and the Fler:¡ieu Peninsula.

(Berndt, I940b:166)

I actually read Unaipon's account of the Ngurunderi epic long before I read Karloan's

account, as outlined in Berndt (1940b e. ß93). What struck me on my first reading of
Unaipon's rendition was that there seemed to be a considerable nwnber of Biblical parallels

and themes throughout the narrative. However, on closer scrutiny, when comparing

Unaipon's version with Karloan's rendition it seems a nu¡nber of Biblical parallels feanre in

both versions, and should therefore not be considered the sole creation of Unaipon. In fact

Bemdt includes an additional narrative from Karloan (in his 1940 paper and his 1993 book),

which has one element that seems decidedly Biblically inspired, but is not featured in
Unaipon's writings. In the very brief narrative "The Legend of Matamai (Ngurunderi's

Son)", Karloan tells of Ngwunderi instilling the rituals associated with death and the

desiccation of corpses, involving Ngurunderi erecting a platform for the body of his deceased

son. But before commencing the rituals associated with death, he waits for three da)¡s "to see
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if his son would recover". Unlike Christ, however, he did not. Therefore Ngurunderi

continues with the mourning and desiccation process.

A further Biblical parallel in the finale of Karloan's account of the Ngurunderi epic, not

within Unaipon's account, is Karloan's message that has an uncanny similarity to those

found in the Gospels:

Before Ngurunderi went to the 'spirit world,' he told the Jar

their deceãsed would always follõw along the tracks he made

and eventually selves in'western waters'

go up ro V/â him. Ngurunderi said to the P!oplg¡...
ñupaau'ngukut t) ngurniurndu (you-people-come) weijun
(after-me)' 

(Berndt, 1940b:182)

There are at least two New Testament verses that come to mind as I read Karloan's words:

"Jesus said: I am the way, the truth and the life. No man cometh unto the Father but by me"

(John 14:6:); and the prophecy of Isaiah: "Behold, I send my messenger before thy face, who

shall prepare thy way before thee" (in Matthew 1 1:10).

There are even elements in Karloan's version of the Ngurunderi epic that bear semblances

with the mythology of the Egyptians. The important Egyptian God of the Sun "Ra" was, to

the aristocracy of Egypt, the creator and father of the Gods, and hence the creator of the

mighty Nile River. His son Osiris gave the Egyptians "a code of laws... and showed them

the proper rites for worshipping the Gods" (Spence, 199677). Karloan (but not Unaipon)

attributes the creation of the Murray River to Ngurunderi, however, I assume that any

similarities both Ra and Osiris share with Ngurunderi, in Karloan's epic, is purely

coincidental. The same cannot be said, in my view, for Unaipon's epics. They seem not only

Biblically inspired, but also have simila¡ities with classic Greek epics, as well as the

mythology of the Egyptians. It is my contention that "as a weaver of literature", Unaipon

fully intended to emulate the epic tales of classical Greek literature, as well as draw on what

he knew of Egyptian mythology. Both Ra and Osiris share creative acts and deeds with

Unaipon's Ngurunderi, while the sky-goddess Nut, was possibly the inspiration for

,,puckknowie, the Grand Mother Spirit," who acts as a "Guardian Angel" over Ngurunderi

during his early exploits (see unaipon, 1990:25).30 It is the Goddess Nut, the wife of Ra,

whose bright blue body is painted across the upper wall of the Egyptian room in the S'A'

Museum (where Unaipon spent much of his time doing research) as if a guardian over all the

earth that lies beneath her.

In his narrative, Unaipon renders the heroic Ngurunderi with characteristics often reserved

for a great Greek warrior, but with the paradoxical compassion of a Christ figure' When

30 This same character features as "Pah-Kowie" in a number of Unaipon's creaúon narratives, which were

discussed earlier in the previous chapter.
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Unaipon writes of Ngurunderi being embattled with the evil "Parimpanie", he has him raise
his spear well above his shoulders and: "like all warriors, uttered a prayer". Ngurunderi asks
his spear to do his job well, as if victory is his destiny. But this is not the only incident in the
epic, where Unaipon has his hero praying for help from one mightier than he. After spearing
the evil-one, Ngurunderi prays to "ttte Great Spirit" for a means to cross the mouth of the
Murray River: "His prayer was answered; the ground came up and formed a bridge across
the river" (Unaipon, 1990:29).

Unaipon introduces the concept of a Supreme Being (the "Great Spirit" to whom Ngurunderi
prays) at the beginning of his narrative. It takes the form of an all-powerful male figure-head,
which he also refers to as: "Nhyanhund" or "Byamee", or the "Father of All". Bemdt avoids
any mention of such a figure head (and we can only assume Karloan mentioned none),
although Bemdt does acknowledge a belief in such a being in his later work:

Some of the tribes of south-eastem

and ritual associated with them.... Su
been influenced by alien contact.

(Berndt & Bemdt (t964),I9BB:244)

Bemdt also prefers to refer to Ngurunderi as a "creative hero", rather than using the more
Biblical referents adopted by Unaipon (such as teacher, prophet, law-giver, servant etc.),
particularly when he is higtrtighting Ngurunderi's more compassionate, Christ-like cha¡acter.

Unaipon's retelling of Ngurunderi's epic actually begins on the shores of Lake Alexandrina
and Lake Albert (where he transforms the fearful people into birds). However Unaipon does
first make mention of Ngurunderi originally coming "from the norttrem part of Australia
down into various parts of New South Wales and Victoria" (Unaipon, 1990:19). The first
mentioned site in the region is the "two Bald hills", where Ngurunderi was to take up
residence. Ka¡loan's epic begins with Ngurunderi moving down the upper reaches of the
Murray River in a canoe3l, in pursuit of the giant Murray cod. Dwing the chase, the cod
carves out the shape of the mighty river as it "swished the water with its tail" (Bemdt,
1940b:170). The first appearance of both the evil "Param'pari" and the two wives, in
Karloan's narrative, are in the human form, with no previous transformations taking place.
In contrast, the Education Departrnent of S.A.'s publication begins its re-telling of the
Ngurunderi narrative by locating the beginning of Ngurunderi's creationary jor:mey at the
junction of the Murray River and the Darling River. They also introduce the two wives at this
early stage in the epic, stating "Ngurunderi was looking for his wives who had nrn away

" F *".1940 publication, Berndt clairns Ngurunderi was 'þaddling" his canoe. kr rhe 1993 publicarion,
produced from later fieldwork with Ka¡loan, he is "poling" nis 

"anoã 
in pr:rsuit of the giant cåd.
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after a quarrel" @ducation Departrnent of S.4.1990:50). Neither Unaipon nor Karloan make

mention of the two wives until Ngurunderi is living at Mormt Misery or "Larlangangel" (see

Berndr, 1940b), which Unaipon calls "two Bald hills". It is from here that Ngurunderi first

smells the cooking of the bony bream fish, which is taboo to women, and hence from here

that they begin their fearful flight @ecause of their breaking of the law).

It is not uncornmon within Dreaming narratives, from across much of Australia, for people to

be transformed into animals, often bearing some distinguishing characteristic that Portrays the

i"asons for their transformation. In Karloan's account of the Ngurunderi epic, the people

who feared Ngurunderi, and chose to hide in the reeds, were changed by him into little blue

birds flMetjungalÐ , and thus still live among the reeds today.3z Unaipon also has the same

fearful people being transformed i¡to birds on the command of Ngurunderi. However, he

develops the theme furttrer by suggesting that his own people ("the tribes that remain this day

around Lake Alexandrina") were the brave ones "who summoned sufficient courage and

came at his [Ngurunderis] call" (Unaipon, 1990:19). As mentioned earlier, this is yet another

case of Unaipon applying his theory of evolution among Indigenous Australians to his own

narratives.

But Unaipon then goes further in this narrative to adopt another of his favowiæ themes; that

of imprisonment. He not only has Ngurunderi's wives being entrapped within a grass tree,

but also the body of the evil "Parrimpanie" being imprisoned within the body of a wombat,

before he is transformed into a man. In both cases it is Ngurunderi who releases them from

their entrapment This theme invariably involves his entrapped characters existing at different

levels of consciousness, because their spirits are embodied in non-human forms within

different plants or animals. In the case of ttre "two maidens", they are imprisoned in a grass

tree in a "sub-conscious state". Thus they complain pitifully that ttreir "flesh with its sense of

taste, smell, hearing and touch is dead". But they eventually manage to trick Ngurunderi into

releasing them into their bodily forms of two beautiful women. (Unaipon, 1990:20-21)

Unaipon's embodiment of the evil one, Parrimparrie, "withir. the life blood of an animal" is

said to be unusual @y Unaipon), which justifies the mistake of his release by the usually

wise Ngurunderi. Once Parramparrie is released and becomes a man, through the spearing of

the wombat, he sets out to kill the good man Ngurunderi. In Unaipon's epic, good always

overcomes evil, through the power of the Great Spirit, hence Panimpanie does not succeed.

But nor does Ngurunderi succeed in saving his much loved wives from certain death- Hence,

Unaipon's epic has all the elements of a great Greek tragedy, as he writes of Ngurunderi's

lament, and the torture he endures as "his bosom raged a great conflict" from within. But,

alas, this "Great Leader" knows he must futfill "the Will of the Great Father of A11", and

32 Thi, V/arji (or V/etji) Bird is the same bird that features in the Dreaming narrative told to my children by
Veronica B¡odie, which I mentioned in Chapter 1.
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cause his wives to drown as they try to escape to the Spirit Land of Kangaroo Isla¡d
(Unaipon, 1990:30).

Throughout the entire text, both Unaipon and Karloan retain a strong sense of Place as

Ngurunderi pursues his wives, and occasionally loses them, in the lakes and coastal regions

of southem S.A. They both name specific locations where he rests or creates some

significant featwe of the landscape. Ramsay Smith, however, within his version of the

narrative, deletes much of this detail. He deletes, for example, the name of the home of
"Nebullie", referred to by Unaipon as: "Rowhokkun Point Macleay Mission Station now"
(see Unaipon, 1990:22 cf. Smith, 1930:320). He also deletes Unaipon's reference to the

specific place where the maidens rested on the lake, which Unaipon refers to as: "the point
near the estate of the late T.R. Bowmaû" (1,990:24). Although Ramsay Smith names the

Coorong, Lake Alexandrina, Lake Albert and the Murray River (in Englisþ he deletes any

reference to The Bluff, Victor Harbour, Encounter Bay, Port Elliot and Kangaroo Island.
Instead he simply refers to the first and the last of these as non-specific landmarks, using
lower case lettering: "ttte bluff, and "the island" (see Ramsay Smittì, I93O:328).Ironically
Ramsay Smittt contradicts his intention of removing any strong sense of Place from his book
by choosing to include a photograph of the rocks that are known as "The Two Sisters",
however he does not tell of their specific location. His narative merely mentions the rocks as

being between ttre mainland and the island. Ramsay Smith states that this particular photo is
reproduced by him with permission from the photographer. It is also ironic that the sources

of all the photographs and colowed drawings that are reproduced in his 1930 pubtication, are

named and fully acknowledged. Yet Unaipon, as the major source of all the narratives, does

not rate even a mention.

Regarding a sense of Place, Berndt's intention, in publishing Karloan's account of the

Ngurunderi nar:rative, is at direct odds with Ramsay Smith's intention. Bemdt wished to
demonstrate how the mythology of the Ngarrindjeri is (in his view) shaped by the geography

of the landscape. He therefore includes both the English and Ngarrin-djeri name for every
place and site along the trail of Ngurunderi's epic creationary journey. Bemdt's aim, in
working with Karloan, was to help preserve the remaining knowledge of the culnual beliefs
and practices of the Ngarrindjeri people. His plan was to record every last detail that Kafloan,
Pinkie Mack and Mark Wilson were willing to divulge. He initially conducted his field work
in English, but on his return n 1942 and "as his knowledge of Yaralde improved, he began

to write down what Karloan told him in the vernacular" (Berndt & Berndt, 1993:10). It
would seem that Bemdt put a great deal of effort into extracting both the English and yaralde

name for every place mentioned by his informants, which has since proved to be of
considerable value in reconstructing the Ngurunderi Dreaming for contemporary pu{poses,

such as the long-runrring museum display.
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Unaipon, I argue, was also intent on demonstrating that the Ngurunderi epic relates

specifically to the land in the Lower Munay and coastal regions of Fleurieu Peninsula. He

goes to some effort to explain the formation of many important sites and land marks in the

area, including the formation of a soakage neaï the sea at Port Elliot where Ngurunderi "wept

bitterþ for his two wayward wives" (Unaipon, l99O:29). However, with his English-

speaking public in mind, he was happy to just present the names of these sites in English. He

does provide a couple of exceptions, in naming Point Macleay mission as "Rowhokkun", and

the "Two Sisters" rocks as "Rhunjullang" (see Unaipon, 1990:22&32).33 By contrast, in

extracting most specific place names, Ramsay Smith has chosen to represent this creationary

epic as a narative that tells a 'tale' that simply occurred along Australia's southern coastline.

Although he does mention both Lake Albert and Lake Alexandrina, as well as the Coorong,

he chooses to delete more specific references made by Unaipon. But it should be said that,

unlike Berndt, Unaipon's main intention \ryas not the authentic recording of a Ngarrindjeri

Dreaming epic, nor the accurate recording of specific events that occurred in specifically

named places. I argue, Unaipon's main intention was to recreate a tragic nafiative of epic

proportions that portrayed his people as morally guided, law abiding people. Furthermore, he

saw himself as a gifted scholar and orator whose responsibility it was to weave a narrative, of

classical grandeur, from the vestiges of what remained in the memories and minds of his

people.

8.6 LINGUISTIC ANALYSIS OF VERNACULAR TERMS

Thus far, in this analysis, I have only dealt superficially with the vernacular (or non-English)

terms that appear in the numerous renditions of the Ngurunderi epic. In Appendices 74.1 I

outline in detail all the occunences of different vernacular terms that appear in Unaipon's

telling of the epic, as they appear in Text 16 of the Mitchell Library Ms. Volume II' The page

referents are those for the Mitchell Ms. After each of Unaipon's vernacular terms, I indicate

(with a zero or "g" symbol in brackets) those terms that a¡e deleted by Ramsay Smith, along

with the altemative English term adopted by him, if any.

A close analysis of Ramsay Smith's version of this epic reveals that he has removed a huge

numberof vernacularterms from Unaipon's original text. My calculation is that there a¡e 56

different vemacular terms, phrases and longer expressions in Unaipon's account of the

Ngurunderi epic, which includes at least 77 different vemacular words. A number of these

words occur several times, paficularly the names of characters in the epic, but also the terms

used for the four winds by Unaipon. Some of the expressions, particularty the speech acts of

Ngurunderi, are quite long and include up to 16 sepatate vernacular words or segments. But

33 The people in locating their narratives in 'country', an{ !1.n_aqing 
the various

places ôannot be over emphasised. In a paper-(see Gale, 1995) I discuss the

i*po.t in a range of oral and written texts by both younger and older Warlpiri story-

tellers from the N.T.
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because of Unaipon's idiosyncratic way of spelling and punctuating vemacular terms, it is
difficult to know exactly what comprises a word or just a syllable break, without furttrer
linguistic analysis.34 One example of a longer speech act, which I have counted as a single
vemacular expression, is the command of Ngurunderi's for the winds to make the seas rough
and hence drown his fugitive wives, which unaipon calls the "wind Song,,:

Pink ell lowarr.-Mia yound ree, wee warr, La rund, Tolkamai a, ren who cun,
Tinkalla". 'Fall down from above, oþ_thoy mighty wind; swiftly run and display ttry
fleetress! Come thou down from the Norttrem sky, oh water of ihe deep! Come ip ií
amighty swell!

(lJnaipon, 1990:31)

Ramsay Smith (1930:330) just deletes the vernacular componenr of this command
completely, but is reasonably faithful in his rendition of the English version of the song. One
change he does make is from "Northem sky" to "'Westem sky", which is interesting because

Unaipon actually uses the verncaular term "Tolkamai", which he says elsewhere means

'west' not 'north', which may have confused Ramsay Smith. I argue, however, that
Unaipon intended "Northem sky", and the term "Tolkamai" is rendered as "mighty wind', in
his verbose and flourishing English translation.

In all, Ramsay Smith chooses not to include 47 of the vernacular terms used by Unaipon in
his narrative. Considering Unaipon uses 56 different terms and expressions, this is
equivalent to a deletion rate of eighty five percent. Of these, there are 24 complete deletions
of vemacular terms, with not even an altemative English term being provided.. This deletion
occws particularly for any direct speech uttered by Unaipon's characters as they call out to
others, or offer prayers or curses (such as the Wind Song). A further example appears on the
first page, when Ngurunderi becomes angry at the people who live on the shores of Lakes
Alexandrina and Albert:

and when he saw tha¡- ttre peoplefled fromhim he would call Young Hund [sic] and
they would remain silent and he became a oyed at the people's atiítude. Hè would
say to them "Well, children, if you will not answer me: to^o¡arra Wallul, this is a
command and a curse. Now you shall all become birds and shall remain thus for
ever. "35

(Jnaipon, 1990:19)

Ramsay Smith renders the same extract as:

34 Th" 56 different vernacular tern.s and expressions are probably better called 'Eypes' (cf. .tokens,). Although
it js hard to distinguish how many individual words occur within these types, in 

-b-oth 
volumes of the Mitchell

Ms. Unaipon seems to start each vemacuala¡ word with a capital letter. Ús1ng this as a guide, I calculate there
a¡e at l€ast 77 separutevernacula¡ words in "Na¡oondarie's wives" (corurting root words-with differing
inflections as two different words). However, thgrgare gxceptions to this guiAe, eg. the single word ior ,willy-

Jvagtail' (spelt today as 'Ritjamki') is cited æ 'Richer Rookitty" in Vol. II and as 'Rich ei Rook itty" in Vó.
I.
35 Th" 

"o-tn*d '?_ooljarra Wallul" could be analysed as: "hrlyeri-wallin" Gmall birds-INCþ .to become
small birds' (using Taplin's wordlisr).
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'When 
he saw that the people fled from him he would call, "Where art thou?" But they

would remain silent. 
^He-became annsysfl with the attitude of the people, and he

would say to them "'Well, children, if you will not answer me I shall curse you. You
shatl all become birds and shall remain so for ever."

(Ramsay Smith, 1930:317 )

The above altemative versions, of this brief extract, also demonstrates how Ramsay Smith

has made minor grammatical changes in the wording and punctuation of Unaipon's writings.

To Ramsay Smith's credit, he does provide the English translation of some of the direct

speech a¡d vernacular terms used by Unaipon in his text, for which Unaipon occasionally

provided no meaning. When I was worki:rg through Unaipon's manuscript, there were a

couple of terms for which I could not deciphe¡ ¿ ¡¡saniîg, and it was through consulting

Ramsay Smith's book that the meaning became clear to me; such words included:

"Rarrarburr" ('waddy'), and "Mookumbulli" ('wiseman'). I can only assume Ramsay Smittì

would have also had some difficulty working through the manuscript, which leads me to the

conclusion that he would have consulted Unaipon himself to clarify some of the vernacular

expressions. This is quite plausible, if one accepts that the extra texts, that appear in Ramsay

Smith (1930), were also collected and written by Unaipoû, hence requiring further

collaboration between the two men.

Also to his credit, Ramsay Smith has made an effort to spell the vernacular terms, that he

does choose to include, with some linguistic regularity. In contrast, Unaipon, who assumes

his chosen spelling assists his English-speaking audience, uses the irregular (and hence

unreliable) spelling system of English. One can assume that Ramsay Smith consulted the

early linguistic work of the two missionaries to the Ngarrindjeri people: Meyer (1843) and

Taplin (1879b). Their wordlists would have assisted Ramsay Smith because, unlike

Unaipon, they also saw the advantages of using the linguistic conventions being developed

by philologists attempting to record languages that had no standardised ortlrography.

In the table below, I list the few examples of vemacular terms that do appear in Ramsay

Smith's rendition, along with his chosen spelling, as well as the anglicised (and at times

exotic) spelling used by Unaipon. Ramsay Smith uses similar conventions to Taplin in his

representation of vowels, but also uses symbols that are easily reproduced on a typewriter,

such as ao. "ng" for the vela¡ nasal sound. In his use of a geminates (double consonants), I

assume he is following ttre conventions of Taplin, for which there seems no clear linguistic

explanation.
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V/ord & Meaning Ramsay Smith's spelling Unaipon's spelling

Name of a'tribe'

Bony bream

Wooden club

Nurunderi (as in Meyer)

Nepelle

V/yungare

Puckowe

Pumbala tribe

Tukkeri (as in Taplin)

Plongge (as in Taplin)

Narroondarie

Nebullie & Nabulle

Whyoungarrie

Puckknowie

Punbbaalee tribe

Tookerie & Thoolerrie

Plonggee

To filalise my comparative analysis of Unaipon's Ngunrnderi text,I would like to coÍtment
specifically on Unaipon's ventacular teÍns and expressions in relation to the language work
of Meyer and Taplin. In AppendixT A.2I have listed all of Unaipon's ver:nacular terms ttrat

appear i¡ "Na¡roondarie's wives", with comparative terms that appear in both Taplin (1979)
and Meyer (1843), some being cognate, others not. Taplin (who died when Unaipon was a

boy of nine years) did much of his language work with Unaipon's father at Point Mcleay,
while Meyer worked with the Ramindjeri/Raminyeri people of Encormter Bay. If I have been

able to find a term with the same meaning, from either of the missionary wordlists, I have

listed them in square brackets after Unaipon's term. There are some words that do not seem

cognate, which is probably due to dialectal variation. One possible example is the word
"Rarra¡burr" mear.ing 'waddy' (a type of wooden club), which Taplin lists as "Puri",
however, Unaipon's tendency to speak Ngarrindjeri in a flowishing and exotic way (called

'Mannerism' in the Westem literary tradition) could also explain this difference.

A close run through the many vemacular terrns in Appendix 7 A.2 reveals considerable
disparity between Unaipon's terns and those recorded by both Taplin and Meyer. Not only
does Unaipon's anglicised and irregular spelling cause this disparity, but firrttrer differences

are the result (in my opinion) of Unaipon's tendency towards mannerism. The exotic manner

in which Unaipon chose to pronounce his vemacula¡ terms, with the rolling of his 'r's and

his stress on second and third syllables (rather than the first) has resulted in him spelling
words quite differently to Meyer and Taplin. This is particularly so with the medial and frnal
vowels, which invariably become lengthened. Examples of this lengthening include:
"plenggee" 'club'; Punbbaalee 'a tribe'; and "Rich er Rookitty,, ,willy wag tail'.

One area which exemplifies Unaipon's idiosyncratic way of speaking (and spelling)
Ngarrindjeri terms are the cardinal directions and the names he gives for the four winds. Not
only does Unaipon metathesise the vowels (and sometimes inconsistently), but he also seerns
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Unaipon (t924-25) Taplin (1979) Meyer (1943)

Wolkindamia 'north

Wolkundmia'north/north
wind'

Tolkamia'west'

& Tolkamai 'mighty wind'

Kolkamia'south./south wind'

& Kolkamai 'south wind'

Karramia'east'

Walkando maiye'north wind'

Tholka maiye 'east wind'

Kulgarde 'hot wind'

Rilkara maiye 'south wind',

Rilkara 'souttl'

Gu¡ra maiye 'shivering south

west wind'

'Walkande'east'

cf. Tull-un 'howling as the

wind'

Kulk-un'buming, scorching'

Rilkara-maiy- 'south'

Kara-maiye 'south' (maiye -

to gloss some teÍns with meanings different to both Taplin and Meyer. The terms (wittr their

variant spellings) that appear in the table below are taken from the original Mitchell Ms. Vol.

I prepared by Unaipon.

In this brief critique of Unaipon's use of vernacular terms, I do not intend implying that the

missionaries got it right and Unaipon got it wrong.36 In fact, a closer examination of all the

available sources on Ngarrindjeri language terms (including the Berndts' 1993 publication,

and materials in the Tindale collection now held at the S.A.Museum) may reveal more

variability. Some of this difference will be due to inadequaæ recording by researchers, while

others will be due to dialectal variation. But at the same time it may reveal some common

gro¡nd.Such linguistic work is well beyond the scope of this thesis, but I believe it is

important work that could help explain some of the confusing disparities that exist in the

relatively large corpus of Ngarrindjeri language materials. Unfortr¡nately the amount of

linguistic work required to decipher and understand the longer expressions used by

Unaipon, in his Ngurunderi epic, is also well beyond the aims of this thesis. However, it

remains a job worth tackling in the future if the impending republication of his Mitchell

Library manuscript is to become a resource for fun¡re Indigenous wriærs'

36 while wdring rhis chaprer, Writers Week was nrnning (which is a pafl of the Adelaide Festival 2000). I

managed to 
^tt"ñd 

a11 the sessions featuring Indigenous writers, and after listening to the pronunciation of

their ñames, by the non-Indigenous peoplJwho were introducing therr¡ I came to E>preciate the spelling

dilemma that faced UnaþonlFor thõse þeople who have no understanding of the v9w_e_ls that commonly occw

in Australia's Indigenoui languages, thåy inevitably confuse ttt" j?l' Td'1t" vowels. Hence, John Muk Muk

Burke was intoduóed with ttle krOigenous name 'Muck Muck". If he had spelt his name using Unaipon's

anglicised spelling, it would be "Mõok MooK'. Then, at least, the introducer would have coî)e a little closer

to the correct pronlrciation.
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8.7 CONCLUSION

The main argument of this chapter is that different'authors' of Dreaming na:ratives choose to
represent their own versions of their written Dreaming texts in ways that emphasise their
purposes for writing. This chapter aimed to demonstrate this view through a case-study of
different published versions of the Ngurunderi Dreaming. My chosen case-study involved
comparing four different printed representations of this relatively well-known Dreaming epic.

The narrative produced by the Education Departrnent of S.A. emphasises the importance of
Ngwunderi and the many creationary acts he tndertook while on earth. This contrasts with
Bemdt's text, which goes into great detail in naming (in both Bnglish & yaralde) every site
and place that Ngurunderi encounters in his travels, as well as naming the different "tribal
country" through which he passes. Bemdt's intention was to produce an 'auttrentic' record of
Yaralde beliefs, and to demonstrate that Aboriginal mythology is inextricably tied to ttre
geography of the land. Ramsay Smith, on the other hand, in the Preface of his 1930
reproduction of Unaipon's nalratives, admits that his intention was not "to give any scientific
exposition, general description, abstract, or epitome of Australian aboriginal mythology,'.
His stated intent w¿rs to present to his intemational audience "a collection of naratives as told
by pure-blooded aboriginals of va¡ious tribes who have been conversant with the subject
from childhood". But in so doing, Ramsay Smith has extracted the identity of his .,pure_

blooded" natrator, as well as the detail that links his Ngurunderi narrative with any particular
"tlibe" or Place.

Unaipon, of course, was that "pwe-blooded aboriginal" who wrote down that Ngurunderi
epic (indirectly) for Ramsay Smith. But he too had a white audience in mind when he
constructed his epic with strong Biblical parallels, and with elements of a classical Greek
ragedy. Both the message and the language of the Bible were inspirations in Unaipon's
writing, as was his reading and research of both Greek and Egyptian mythology. He
incorporates continual analogies to Biblical scenes and New Testament teachings into ttris
epic, for example when Ngurunderi commands the parting of the rough seas, towards the
end of his earthly travels when he decides to cross from the mainland to Kangaroo Island,
just as Moses led the Israelites to cross the Red Sea in flight from their Egyptian captors
(Unaipon, 1990,32).27 He also writes of the strip of land that once joined this island to the
mainland, where "pilgrims" would cross (Unaipon, 1990:30), and then reminds the reader
twice that the two wives are to be drowned "to pay the penalty of their sins,, (Unaipon,
199031). But we also see the Christ-like emotions of love in Unaipon's Ngurunderi
character, as he continually "wept bitterly" over the sins of his wives, and their impending
death, because "he loved those youthful maidens with all their faults and errors,, (Jnaipon,

37 Berndt's 1940 account says that the means of crossing by Ngr:runden was not mentioned by Karloan, nor
was a means mentioned by Karloan in his later (1993) publication.
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1,990:32). The two sisters were eventually tumed into rocks, as a reminder to women not to

eat of the .,forbidden food", and Unaipon says ttrat "Maûy were the pilgrimages taken by the

Aborigines in days gone by to see these stones and view and contemplate the way of the

Great Teacher, Narroondarie" (Unaipon, 199 0:32).

As a climax to his epic, again we find Ngurunderi weeping at the fate of his wives, so

unaipon has him dive into the sea to rescue the lost spirits of his loved ones. After some time

he finds them, then flies "upwards and upwards until he comes to the Land of 'Wyerriwarr"

(which Ramsay Smith calls "the Land of Heaven"), where he joins the other stars. From

there Ngurunderi looks down to "cheer and comfort'' all men, but also to wam them "to fight

all the desires that are within, remembering always to obey the will of the Great Spirit"

(Unaipon, 1990:32). And so we have the expected moralising coda from Unaipon, that

attempts to elevate Aboriginal people in the eyes of his audience, by stressing the fact that

they have their own strict moral codes, which existed long before the advent of christian

missions. He also makes the point ttrat Aboriginal people already had the knowledge of a

Supreme Being, whomhe calls "the Great Spirit", that guided them to live moral and lawful

lives. But through his writing, Unaipon is also determined to demonstrate to his white

audience that Aboriginal people also had a very rich and dramatic oral tradition that included

epics that could arouse the emotions as well as any well-loved Greek tragedy. This may be

true, but Unaipon's means of demonstrating this fact tended to only draw criticism from

anthropologists, such as the Bemdts, whose quest was a search for "a world that was".
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CHAPTER 9

DREAMING NARRATIVES AND INDIGENOUS RIGHTS

In the earþ 1960s, I saw bulldozers rip through our Gumatj country,in north-east
Arnhem Lànd. I watched my father stand infront of them to stop them clearing sacred

trees and saw him chase away the drivers with an axe. I watched him cry when our
sacred water hole was bulldozed. It was one of our Dreamings and a source of our
water.
I saw a township wreck our beautifuI homeland forever. I saw my father suffering
physically when this happened. I can never forget that.
This tand is something fhat is always yours; it doesn't matter what mture or politics
do to change it. We believe the land is all life. So it comes to us that we are part of the

land and tñe land is part of us. It cannot be separated by anything or anybody.

(Yunupingu, 1997:2-3)

9.0 INTRODUCTION

The above sentiments were written by the chairman of the Northern Land Council,

Galarrwuy Yunupingu, regarding the Gumad land that now lies under the mining township

of Nhulunbuy, on the Gove Peninsula of north east Amhem Land. It expresses the intimate

feeling that Indigenous people have for their land, and the stories associated with their land'

These same sentiments are shared by Indigenous people living in central Australia. For the

Warlpiri, their land is also intimately connected to their life, their culture and to their stories:

narratives... which describe the travels of ancestral figures from place to place also

describe actions which caused the natural features of the land, particularly water, rock
formations and trees, to come into be
either vegetable or meat. The narrative
the places in the story, an account
ancestral figures, and a mnemonic m
features for the purpose of instructin
V/arlpiri Jukurrpa, commonly translate
is Warlpiri culture and law.

(Rockman & Cataldi, 1994:xvii)

Thus far in this thesis, I have reviewed the many and varied ways in which Indigenous

Dreaming narratives have been represented - not as oral life-giving narratives for younger

Aboriginal people, but how they have been represented in print for a commercial non-

Indigenous market. The majority have been compiled by non-Indigenous writers, who almost

always endow themselves with copyright over the text, whether or not they acknowledge the

original Indigenous sources of their narratives. In fact, a good indicator on whether a book

has been produced in happy co-operation with the Indigenous story-tellers is to look at who

holds copyright over the text. According to the Australiøn Copyright Act 1986, non-

Indigenous compilers of published texts are quite within their rights to assume copyright over

such texts, because they are considered by law the creators of the text. As I have detailed in

the previous three chapters, regarding the writings of David Unaipon, he was never afforded
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copyright or public acknowledgement for the majority of his writings, even though he was
their creator. This oversight was waived in lieu of the payment he received from the
publishers Angus and Robertson for his work. He wrote, of course, well before the current
Act was passed.

One would hope that such a situation would not occur in contemporary Australia, but
unfortunately Dreaming narratives are still being written and published, quite legally, by non-
Indigenous Australians, with little consultation or consent from Indigenous story owners.
Once narratives are in the public domain in the form of published books, under the authorship
of others, they are available for exploitation. This is one of the reasons why calls were
recently made, and a report commissioned, by the Australian Institute for Aboriginai and
Torres Strait Islander Studies, to look into the status of tndigenous intellectual property rights
under cwïent Australian laws. Túe result was a report prepared by Terri Janke called Our
culture:our future: report on Australian Indigenous culnral and intellecnal property
rights,which was published in 1998.

Rockman and Cataldi (1994:xvii) remind us that: "for Australian Aboriginal people religious
beliefs are inseparable from the land to which the different language groups, tamilies and
individuals belong". In this chapter I explore the traditional custodial rights Indigenous
people have over their stories, songs, paintings and dances that are associated with their land;
panicularly customary rights amongst Yolngu in north east Amhem Land. Following this
exploration, I discuss the legal rights Indigenous people have over their intellectual property,
according to Australian law, drawing in part from a recently commissioned report on
Indigenous intellectual property rights. I conclude by giving the last word to Indigenous
Australians.

9.1 RIGHTS AMONG THE YOLNGU OF ARNHEM LAND

According to Howard Amery (personal communication, November I999),in order to discuss
Yolngu rights, regarding their religious or spiritual beliefs, it is very important to first have an

understanding of the fundamental concept of Ringgitj. Ringgitj are formal alliances between

different Yolngu clansr. They a¡e ritual alliances that have both social and political
ramifications for everyday life, which is particularly so for the Ringgitj which gives cian
members a common base in land ownership (see A.R.D.S. Paper No.5, 1998 and Williams,
1986:88-89) as well as "rights of access" to land (see V/illiams 1986: I7I-L73). These

I The anthropological term'clan'is unavoidable when discussing the kin system ofrelatively densely
populated Arnhem Land, where many ng différent language
varieties, and follow a strict exogamo raìly used when
discussing the kin system of the more Mórphy (1991:45_ag)
discusses the difficulty of finding an exact equivalent term for 'clan' in Yolngu Matha, with perhaps the closest
beiag bcipurru.
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alliances revolve around particular themes, whether they be: a colour, a design, an animal' or

a plant'motif (to use H. Amery's term). It is that symbol or motif that binds this strong

inter-clan relationship. Ringgitj relationships always involve clans from the same moiety,

therefore for Yolngu they are either all Dhuwa clans or all Yirritja clans in a single Ringgitj'

The importance of a Ringgitj relationship can be seen in the book Ngayi Balngarya Mawurrku

published by Yinkala school (discussed earlier in Chapter Five). Dhunggala Marika begins

this book by naming other Dhuwa clans that a¡e bound with his own Rinatjingu clan by the

'Djarrak'or Seagull motif, including the Djambanpuyngu and Gamalangga clans' The book

is Marika's version of 'The song of Yirrkala', that tells of the activities of Djarrak, and the

formation of the sacred Meni string, which binds and has great importance to certain Dhuwa

clans. Throughout the song, he continually mentions these clan names with which the Djanak

is associated.

Ngayi Balngaga Mawurrku, demonstrates several crucial points on the representation of

Dreaming narratives in the written and published form. It demonstrates that Yolngu Dreaming

nanatives cannot be divorced from the land with which they are associated, nor can they be

written without reference to particular land-owning clans. Furthermore, they are not

na:ratives that just tell of some long distant creationary past. Rather, they explain the on-

going clan relationships that people have with the land, and with each other. These points are

conf,rrmed by H.Amery (personal communication, November i999):

very
legal,
Bala

to place these stories in antiquity and pretend

,#ü'narratives from the present, nor can you
ial añ¿ legal realities of bwnership of land,

resources, song and all the components to which the story refers.

This same point is made, regarding the contemporality of the Dreaming, by Rockman &

Cataldi in reference to the Wælpiri: "The Jukurrpa or Dreaming.... is the time of the creation

of the world which continues to exist as an eternal present embodied in songs, stories, dances

and places. It is always there, although people may forget or abandon it" (Rockman &

Cataldi, 1994:xvii).

Like the Yolngu, the warlpiri also have a system that aims at ensuring the Jukurrpa

continues. As documented in Meggitt (1962) and Bell (1993), this system designates rights

and responsibilites to the Kirda (the owners of the different Warlpiri Jukurrpa) and the

Kurdungurlu (the managers of the Jukurrpa). For the Yolngu, the owners of different Yolngu

Dreamings are called lheWalangø, while the managers are called the Diunggaya' The system
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is very complex, and ownership is not seen in terms of individual ownership or managerial
rights, but more in terms of corporate rights and responsibilities. Furthermore, these rights
and responsibilties a¡e determined on the basis of Ringgitj. and the relationships that yolngu
have both within and across different clan groups.

There are aiso different degrees of ownership for particular Dreamings by the various types
of Walangu' H. Amery (personal communication, November 1999) cites the following order
among the various Watangu, with the degree of say one has, theoretically, descending down
the line.

Wcinga-walangu = the legal owners of the country, story or other associated entity
Ngamini-walangu = the persons for whom that country belongs to their mother,s people
Wayifti-watangu = for whom the country belongs to their mother's mother,s people
Waku-walangu = for whom the country belongs to their mother's mother,s mother,s

people

Yapa-walangu = fot whom the country belongs to their mother's mother,s mother,s
mother's people

Barrki-wa¿angu = person whose spouse is a primary owner for that country or story

The Wtinga-watangu (literally 'land-owners') have the most say over an issue relating to the
land and its associated Dreamings. Their ownership is corporate and inalienable, and
inherited through their father.The Ngamini-walangu (literally 'mother-owners,) are also the
Djunggaya' or managers, for that country or Dreaming, a¡¿ inherit their rights through their
mother' This relationship explains the important Yolngu concept yothu yindi, whereby yindi
(literally'big') refers to one's mother, while Yothu (literally 'child') refers to one,s child,
who is of the opposite moiety to the mother. Although the managers (or yothu) are of a
differentclan (or bäpurru), and a different Ringgitj, to the owners (yindí), they share the
responsibility of looking after the land, and atl that is associated with it, just as a child should
care for their elderly mother. The Yothu and Yindi work together in the management of the
clan's business affairs and the implementation of its law - both must be present before any
new agreement or business ¿urangements can be entered into (see A.R.D.S. paper No. 5,
1998:5).

According to H. Amery (personal communication, November 1999), when it comes to
ownership of land, song' ceremony, and the narratives associated with them, the böpum,,t
(clan/nation) as walangø (owners) are recognised as the legal owners.2 But they also have
moral and customary responsibilities to other bcipumt who have ownership rights over the
narrative through their mother, and their mother's mother etc. For a wayirri walangu person,

2 Yolngu have a patrilineal system' meaning a person's btipurru, or clan identity, is inherited through his orher father' one becomes a corporate wtinga-waiangø (literàly: 'land-owner') through one,s father, or throughone's bcipurru.
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for example, to paint or tell a narrative associated with a particular tract of land (and to a

particular clan) they have a moral responsibility to first consult with the legal owners, the

wringa watangu and their djunggaya (managers). When an issue arises within Yolngu

society regarding an individual's right to tell a Dreaming narrative, for example, or to paint a

design associated with a particular clan, the resolution is not straightforward. The right of an

individual is determined primarily by their clan identity, but this right is a corporate right and

any individual rights must be endorsed by others within that clan. Furthermore, clans have

different degrees of rights over land, and its associated Dreamings and motifs, which are

determined by their clan reiationship to other clans. Authority to retell a particular narrative

can only be given to someone down the line (e.g. a wayirri watangu or waku watrangu ) íf it

is with the approval of the owner (Wringa-watangu) or other authorised manager/solicitor

(djunggaya). And such authority cannot be given by single individuals, because such rights

are colporate group rights, not individual rights. Again according to H. Amery:

To say that such and such a person has rights to tell (and have published) a particular
'Dreaming' narrative is a complex process, ultimately mediated by traditional law. It
is complióated by the fact thãt ownership is corporate and is not vested in the

individual.
(personal communication, Howard Amery, 1999)

This issue of corporate and individual rights arose amongst the V/arlpiri narrators who

cooperated with the project that Rockman and Cataldi embarked upon to collect Warlpiri

Dreaming narratives, resulting in their book Warlipi Dreamings and history. A dispute arose

between two women on whether one had the rights to tell a particular story:

Nangala had this fantastic story, and it would have been in the book, except fol F.
fact that... Nampijinpa, she's very bossy... she stood up and said 'You can't tell that
story.' And then Nangala said 'Of course I can.'... Nangala had-been telling the story
in Warlpiri, I mean it's the most wonderful story, [whereby] someone turns into
sOmeonè else near a pond.... So she SayS 'No, no you can't.' And she says 'Yes, yes
I can.' So Nangala sat down and continued to tell the story, but she switched to
Anmatyerre....
[But] Ñampijinpa said it belonged to someone who had died, and the -appropriate
rituals hadn'i been done to release it.... I mean, she's a big stickler, and she got very
cranky.... [But] Nangala said, 'No, no I have the right to tell it, I don't need that.'
.... If lthostory] haã been told in the one language that would have been stunning.
We would havê-definitely published that. [But] we couldn't even transcribe it.....
Peggy and I sat down to try- and transcribe it later and of course, we'd known she'd
swÏtãhed to Anmatyerre, and... we couldn't do anything with it. Bec_ause neither of
us understand it. We were hoping that we had the guts of it [in Warlpiri] but we
didn't.

(Lee Cataldi,Interview June 25, 1998)

9.2 PUBLIC VERSUS SECRET KNOWLEDGE

Another important factor that is too often ignored by those who have taken it on themselves to

represent Aboriginal cultures and Dreaming n¿uratives, is the issue of 'secrecy'. This whole

issue about what knowledge is available to the public sphere, and what is not, is a complex

one, and has been discussed by many anthropologists working with a range of different
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Aboriginal groups. The secrecy issue among Yolngu people has been discussed by numerous
writers (including Rudder, 1980; v/illiams 1986; Keen, 1993; Morphy, l99l and Magowan,
1994). Morphy explains the complexity of secrecy over knowledge as follows:

According to Yolngu ide-ology, restrictions operate in a relatively straightforward way
on the basis of age and sex. The ideology is that women ari¿ uniñitiated men arê

wledge that is generally availabl s, to public
as he progresses through li access to

until eventually he learns all he s of sacred
in.

(Morphy, I99I:75)

3 This is one of the books discussed in Chapter Five of this thesis.

From my own observations at Yirrkala in Arnhem Land, where I worked alongside a number
of outstanding and very knowledgeable women in the school, Moqphy's explanation does not
always ring true. On his own admission, he states that "in reality" such an explanation is "an

oversimplification"; hence he goes on to say that:

in specific
belongs to

.'i:ff#::
n increasing access to restricted knowledge
terest they show in the ritual matters.

(Morphy, l99L:76)

Raymattja Marika-Mununggiritj is a good example of a Yolngu woman who has gained

increasing access to restricted knowledge over the years. She worked with great enthusiasm
with her father's brother to get Ngayi Balngapa Mawurrku: The song of Yirrkala published.
3 She talked about the way she has grown in knowledge of her culture, and gained a deeper

understanding of the meanings of Yolngu beliefs and rituals, in the Wentworth Lecture she

gave in Canberra in 1998:

ld people had made, and
knowledge, but I didn't
language that had been
I was a woman with a

ignorant of the fact that here was my own
did not realise it was so powerful until the

own language, Rinatjingu, that my own view

e duc ari on I w a s re arnin g to u nderstaff ,#iäoiffJåË::h"t:, #åå. iiË*r Jit*å:
working on at the school. This ievel of language is-simila¡ to the use of Ól¿ tatln in
English.
The most significant book I worked on at this time was called [NSayí] Balngaga
Mawuruku, with one of my bciapa [sic], my father, Dhunggala Vtaritâ. This book
gave me a new understanding about my place, my wänga. It gave me a fresh new
understanding of the worid from a Yolngu perspective. It was more like a formal
Yolngu education through
ceremonies and listening to
in my own thinking about
Yolngu world view. I foun
the public in front of a critical audience. I see it all the time with my brothers and my
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family. These events are paÍ of continuing learning stages that Yolngu go through.
Yolngu have to demonstrate that we have continued to hold to our values, otherwise
we lose ourselves in this ever-changing world and are accused of being a Balanda.

(Marika-Mununggiritj, 1999 :4)

Peggy Rockman is another example of a woman who has gained a large amount of

knowledge through her enthusiasm. According to Cataldi:

she's not particularly old.... people who are energetic and clever learn things fast....
It's really interesting in terms of her status, because she heard everything. You know,
not just her own Jukurrpa but everyone else's. And you know, V/arlpiri memories are

so attentive, so she just now knows - But it would have to be someone of the right
status. And she already had that status. She's the youngest of her sisters, but she's by
far the most energetic, and is of great status.

(lnterview with Lee Cataldi, June 25, 1998)

My reasons for outlining this important issue here, in the context of discussing published

Dreaming narratives, is because it is essential that books published for the public domain only

contain information and knowledge that is considered, by the Aborginal owners and

guardians of that knowledge, to be from the category of 'public knowledge'. Unfortuantely

this has not always been the case, and there is material out in the public domain, still today,

that Indigenous elders would not have approved for publication, had they been consulted

years ago. But consultation was not on the agenda of many early non-Indigenous

researchers. Often the most guilty are anthropologists who, despite their awareness of the

sensitivity of their published material, apparently thought they could get away with it. Take

for example the'confession'in T.G.H. Strehlow's Aranda tradítions, where he off-handedly

states in the Preface that the reason for publishing thirteen years after he first wrote the

contents of his 1947 book is because "the information" was "obtained from old informants

under a promise of secrecy during their lifetime" (Strehlow, 1947:Preface). Before I arrived

to teach in Warlpiri country in 1980, I diligently purchased and started to read Meggitt's

(1962) classic Desert people. However, on my anival at Willowra, I was advised by fellow

non-Aboriginal teachers not to read certain sections of the book, because there were things I
should not know about. Simila¡ cautions are given to teachers appointed to work in

Pidantjatjara schools regarding some of Mountford's publications. Such books are always

kept out of sight by teachers when they have Aboriginal visitors to their homes, out of

respect, and through fear ofaccusations ofbreaking secrecy codes.

But there is no excuse today for non-Indigenous researchers and collaborators releasing

secret or sacred material into the public domain, particularly without prior consultation with

Indigenous people. When Rockman and Cataldi fîrst began collecting narratives in 1990 from

different Wartpiri story-tellers, they explained very clearly to the narrators that their stories

would be recorded and transcribed, and then copied and made available to children in

Warlpiri schools. They were told that the target audience was both boys and girls aged 13 and

older, so narrators knew what level of detail and knowledge they could reveal in their
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Jukurrpa. Then when an offer of publication was made, a few years later, Rockman and

Cataldi consulted once again with the 15 narrators whose narratives were selected for
publication. They explained to these (generally non-literate older Warlpiri people) that "when
we got published in a book, it would be open slather. So we had to go around and explain
very carefully" (Lee Cataldi, Interview, June 25, 1998). Henry Cook's "The two kangaroos"
is an example of a naffative in the resultant publication, Waþiri Dreamings, that was told in
a way by its narrator to suit a much younger and very public audience. According to Cataldi,
this narrative "is a men's story", dealing with male initiation, and cannot be told to women at

all:

oos, which I think is very cute, is not the
at's just... the kid's version.... he did it
er publish anywhere..... because women
I mean that's the big men's... initiation

(Lee Cataldi, Interview, June 25, 1998)

Despite their isolation from bookshops and universities, Aboriginal people living in remote

communities are becoming increasingly aware of the high volumes of anthropological works
being published about them (particularly the younger generations who have the Engtish
literacy skills required to read them). Many Yolngu have thought the secrecy issue through,
and are open to discussions about problematic texts currently available in bookshops. They

a.re wary of the detail included in Warner's (1969) A Black civilisation, and are incredulous,

and at times greatly amused, at the pornographic detail included in R. Berndt's relatively
recent (1976) Love songs of Arnhem Land. Berndt was never subtle enough to wait for his
'old informants' to pass away before he wrote of their often very sacred and secret

knowledge. It is still arnazinghow much restricted knowledge and practices are discussed in
detail in contemporary anthropological texts (such as Rudder, 1980; and Keen, 1977 &.

1993). Even though these texts are set as compulsory reading for anthropology students in
universities in southern cities today,I doubt whether their authors have been game to circulate

their publications amongst Yolngu.

One of the most recent books to cause concern and controversy amongst Yolngu is John

Cawte's book The universe of the Wanamirri: art, medicine and religion in Arnhem Land,
published in 1993 by the University of N.S.W. Dr. Cawte first began visiting Galiwin'ku
(Elcho Island) in the 1970s to "offer medical and psychiatric help" to Yolngu, but he says his

role soon expanded "to becoming their friend" (Cawte, 1993:ix). In particular he befriended

Bum¡marra, a clan leader of the Wa¡ramini cian, who became Cawte's "leading informant"
(Cawte, 1993:xi). Bum¡marra has since passed away. The book comprises nine chapters of
prose, in which Cawte discusses Warramini belief systems, followed by 20 annotated colour
plates of barkpaintings and carvings. These 'artworks' are now housed at the University of
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New South V/ales. The bark paintings are largely the works of Liwukanga, the younger

brother of Burrumarra. Cawte acknowledges in his Preface, regarding the secret information

that is contained in his book, that:

The desire
one. The
traditional
Aboriginal
desigñ, but this book offers much more: an understanding o.f the inner message,
prov-íded by the decision of the owners. I feel that this intentional 'decoding' adds

immeasuarably to the excitement of the offering.
(Cawte, 1993:ix)

I have no intention of discussing the contents of Cawte's book here, which I have avoided

buying and reading due to Yolngu concerns (conveyed to me by numerous friends).s But I

shall discuss briefly some of the circumstances of this book's publication, particularly

because it serves to highlight the ethical and moral dilemmas that all people must face when

collaborating with Indigenous people on book publications. Cawte claims he gained the

permission of numerous clan leaders, to reveal what he does in his book, at three meetings

held at Galiwin'ku in early 1976 (Cawte, 1993:3). In December 1991, when the manuscript

was much closer to publication, Cawte travelled with his publisher to Galiwin'ku: "to apprise

Burramurra and the Gaiiwin'ku Council of the progress withThe Universe of the Warramirri

as we were sensitive to the fact that the original approval had been given over 15 years ago"

(Cawte, 1993:109). The final page of Cawte's book , "Deletion of Dhuwa content", candidly

reveals the anguish that was felt about the contents of the forthcoming book by Bumrmana's

family members. It reveals that his eldest son asked for all the material concerning the Dhuwa

moiety be removed (Dhuwa being the opposite moiety to Warramirri, which is Yirritja). His

brother also requested that "the book was not to be available to Yolngu women and children

in the N.T.". The publishers obviously assume they have both appeased the family, and met

with their demands, because a revised manuscript was published and launched two years later

in Sydney. The family were flown down for the occasion, and I note on the credits page: "All

royalties from this publication will be paid to the Wanamini Contributors", even though

Cawte retains copyright. My understanding, however, is that "some members of the family

are unhappy with the resulting final publication, and the revelations of inside information"

that appear within the book (personal communication Michael Cooke, October 2000).

4 Cawte's book is riddled with spelling err
velar nasal. A standard orthography, along
Yolngu Matha clan language-s tòng Uetoré - its

old name "Elcho Islandí). É. 
"rp."iutty 

adopts incorrect vowels in words, and incorrect nasals e.g. "Mielk"
rather than "miyalk" forí*omani; "Lepä tepá" rather than "lipalipa" for'canoe'; "Bapa" rather than "Bäpa" for

'father' and "Nyandi" rather than "Ngärdi" for 'mother' (see Cawte, 1993:104-106).
s For the purposes of this discussion I have borrowed a copy of the book from the Ban Smith Library,

Adelaide Ûniuersity, in which there are several copies. The controversy sunounding this book has not affected

its availability and distribution outside Arnhem Land.
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One further unfortunate aspect of anthropologists and other interested parties publishing
material that is restricted is that contemporary would-be authors, or appropriators, of
Dreaming narratives are now able to access restricted material that should never have been
published. The more recent publications of James Cowan's (1989 & l9g4) are a case in
point. Cowan, in his (1994) Myths of the Dreaming, reproduces in great detait the'myth' of
"The'Wauwalak sisters", which he says he acquired from: "a combination of material derived
from R.M. Berndt's Kunapipi and Roland Robinson's Aboriginal myths and legends ,,

(Cowan, 1994:176). Berndt's version of this same n¿urative, like Warner's (1969), includes
much detail of blood and sexual references that most definitely place it within the restricted
category of Yolngu knowledge. The same term 'Kunapipi' is also a "very strong restricted
word" in the Victoria River District (personal communication Patrick McConvell,May 2001).

According to H.Amery (personal communication, November 1999), put simply, the only
Yolngu knowledge and rituals that a¡e open to the public are the mnl<nrr gaftnn (literally
'thigh/root sacred ceremony'). Such public rituals include: funerals or böpurru ('clan')
ceremonies; some aspects of initiations or moQa or dhapi ceremonies (what H. Amery calls
'citizenship ceremonies'); cleansing or buku-lup ceremonies; and the smoking or lalaw
ceremonies. Theoretically it is only versions of Dreaming narratives that include information
from this mal<nrr gawnn category that can be shared openly with the public. Generally, any
segments of a narrative, or ceremony, that deals with blood or other bodily fluids is
restricted, and does not belong in the public domain. For example, some aspects of the moda
ceremony are restricted for women, just as some components of funerals a¡e restricted for
other Yolngu (especially when the men are dealing with the corpse within a make-shift
shelter)' Ceremonies that are generally restricted, whereby involvement is by invitation only,
are categorised by Yolngu as dhuni or djungguwan ceremonies (literally 'small ceremonial
shelter'). The most 'holy of holies' of ceremonies that are closed to the public and have a
very high level of restriction are categorised as ngtirra' ceremonies.

Many Dreaming nalratives revealed to non-Indigenous collaborators over the years have been
simplified in their telling, by Aboriginal story-tellers (ust as Henry Cook chose to), out of
fear of revealing knowledge and information that they deem inappropraite for the pubiic
domain. Those who reveal restricted knowledge to non-Aboriginal people could find
themselves in a great deal of trouble. Obviously Strehlow's 'informants' knew the severity of
them being found out as the revealers of certain details, hence swore their confidant to
secrecy in their lifetime. However, some 'informants' would have had little understanding of
the reasons and ultimate purpose of the many questions asked of them by these 'nosy', and

often pushy, white researchers. No doubt some would be mortified (literally) if they knew
that the information they revealed, under the strictest of confidence, rwas to be printed and
mass-produced for wide public consumption. Similarly, I was most surprised to discover that

a prestigious international literary journal, which is still running and has been running since
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!979, adopted the title 'Kunapipi'. 6 This particular term Kunapipi is a Yolngu term for a

fertility ceremony that is from the restricted domain of Yolngu ritual and life. Maybe the

editors adopted the term from R.M. Berndt's (1951) book of the same title. The magazine

states (on the credits pages) that: "Kunapþl refers to the Australian aboriginal myth of the

Rainbow Serpent which is the symbol both of creativity and regeneration.... from the Roper

River area of the Northern Territory."

A considerable number of Yoingu Dreaming na¡ratives have been published in English, over

the years, for sale in bookshops. They are by both anthropologists (such as'Warner, 1969;

R.M. Berndt, 1951 &.52: Cowan 1994; Berndt & Berndt, 1988 ), as well as by missionaries

such as Wells (I973a,b&c). These were discussed earlier in Chapter Three, as were some of

the nanatives that have been published in Yolngu Matha for use in the bilingual program at

schools such as Yirrkala, discussed in Chapters Four and Five. However Yolngu, thus far,

have not made any significant efforts to have their own Dreaming narratives published in

Engtish with commercial publishers in order to make them more readily available to a wider

audience. By contrast, this reluctance is not evident when it comes to making their clan

designs (in the form of art) and their clan songs more accessible. The popular rock band

'Yothu Yindi' is increasingly including'traditional' song cycles on their CD's and albums,

while Yolngu bark paintings depicting different clan designs and motifs have been a

commodity readily offered for sale since the late 1960s (see Morphy, 1987). Because the art

industry is now well established as a viable industry throughout Amhem Land, and for that

matter throughout much of Aboriginal Australia, a system has had to develop that formalises

rights and responsibilities of artists regarding their art production.T I contest that this

formalised system has much to offer our understanding of the potential rights and obligations

of Yolngu story-tellers and writers regarding the recording and publishing of Yolngu

Dreaming narratives. It also has much to teach us regarding the lack of rights that any non-

Yolngu have regards the potential publication of Yolngu narratives. Morphy (1991) devotes

two chapters within his book to: "the rights to paint" and the Yolngu system of "inside and

outside" knowledge, from which we can learn a great deal.

Although I have chosen to elaborate on the Yolngu system of rights over cultural knowledge,

I should reiterate that there are no universal rules across Aboriginal Australia regarding

customary rights. Looking at the Yolngu system just serves to explain the complexity of the

issue for each Indigenous group. There a¡e also æ common rules or understandings for

particular narratives or Dreamings that may seem ubiquitous across Aboriginal Australia. I

discussed the misunderstanding that some non-Indigenous people have regarding the secrecy

6 Kunapipi is published by the Department of English at the University of Aarhus in Denmark. It is
particularly devoted to "new literatures written in English".
? Thir ir not to say that the Aboriginal art industry does not have it share of problems with artists, and

dealers, corrupting the system and not abiding with their rights and responsibilities (see ABC TV Program
Four Corners aired nationally on May 3I,1999, entitled: "Dot for Dollar").
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of the Seven Sisters Dreaming earlier in Chapters Three and Four. Just because different
versions of this narrative are told openly by some Indigenous groups does not infer that other
groups can also publically reveal their versions. The Seven Sisters Dreaming is restricted
among the Warlpiri, as well as among the Ngarrindjeri, yet it appears quite openly in the
book of Kukada naratives Tjarany/Roughtail (discussed in Chapter Four). I have also heard
versions of this narrative being told openly by Pitjandatjara women to non-Indigenous
children aged between seven and eight years. And so this chapter serves to demonstrate the
complexity of an issue that cannot, and should not, be taken lightly by non-Indigenous
collaborators and publishers. In the next section I address the legal rights that Indigneous
people currently have over their cultural and inteliectual propefty.

9.3 WHAT LEGAL RIGHTS DO INDIGENOUS PEOPLE HAVE?

In 1982 a Working Group was formed by the Unitied Nations to prepare a Draft Declaration
on the Rights of the World's Indigenous Peoples, which states in Article 12 that Indigenous
peoples have:

the right to maintain, pro
of their cultures, such
ceremonies, technologies
right to the restitution of
without their free and informed conse
customs.s

Article 29 of the Draft Declaration deals with the rights of Indigenous people to full
ownership, control and protection of their cultural property. Should this Decalaration be

adopted by the United Nations, it is seen as "minimum standards" for Indigenous rights, and
puts "the obligation on nation States to adopt national legislation that gives full effect to the
Declaration" (Janke, 1998: 107).

V/ithin Australia, under the commonwealth government's Copyright Act 1968, copyright is
granted automatically to "the creators of literary, dra¡natic, artistic or musical works and the
makers of sound recordings, film and audio recorders" as soon as a works is created or
recorded. Copyright affords authors rights of ownership and control over their works, and
does not need to be registered. It lasts for 50 years after the death of the author of a piece of
work, and generally 50 years after a recording is made. Although the author of a work is
generally the copyright holder, there can be exceptions, such as when an employee produces
a work in the course of their employment, whereby their employer may assume copyright.
Similarly, Aboriginal people can be funded by government departments, such as the

8 The Draft Declaration of the Rights of the World's Indigenous Peoples was agreed upon by the Vy'orking
Group in 1991, and is now making its way through the United Natiòns sysrem (see lânte, i998:t07¡.
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Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Commission (A.T.S.I.C.), to produce significant

works, which can complicate copyright ownership issues (see Janke, 1998:51-53).

The A.T.S.I.C. funded report Our culture: ourfuture, prepared by the Indigenous researcher

Janke (1998), reveals that the Australian situation regarding copyright can leave Indigenous

people unprotected and vulnerable to exploitation. The report is disappointing in its lack of

attention afforded Dreaming naratives in particular, presumably because most legal attention

has been concentrated thus far on Indigenous artworks and other tangible cultural property.

However, there is some discussion on the issue of recording "oral tradition", in the form of

"stories" (Janke, 1998:31), and rights over "literary" works (Janke, 1998:115). More than

anything, the report reveals that the concept of "author" is a problematic one for Indigenous

cultures when it comes to copyright issues. This is particularly so for Indigenous Australians

who continue to maintain much of their cultural knowledge in an unwritten form. The

Australian Copyright Acr was designed to protect the rights of people functioning in a literate

'Westem society, not those operating within an oral culture under threat in a neo-colonial

situation. Customary ownership of Dreaming nanatives is not recognised under the Act. It is

only when the narratives ¿ì.re committed to print that any form of ownership is recognised:

"the person who first reduces an oral tradition to material form is recognised as the author of

the ensuing work and can exercise the exclusive rights granted to authors under The Copyright

Act to reproduce the work in material form or to broadcast the work" (Janke, 1998:53). The

Act therefore does not recognise prior ownership of the oral narrative, under Indigenous

customary law. It is only once a person records these narratives in a "material form", either as

a written transcript or as on an audio tape-recording, that anyone is recognised under the Act

as the copyright owner, whether they are Indigenous or not (see Janke, 1998:54).

The Act also does not recognise any moral obligations that recorders of such narratives may

have towards Indigenous owners and narrators of Dreaming narratives. However, the

Copyright Amendment B\II 1997 proposes to introduce moral rights to Indigenous owners of

cultural and intellectual property. At the time of writing, this Bill is yet to pass through the

Senate. This amendment will give Indigenous story-tellers and performers, who currently

hold no moral rights under the Act, the right to be attributed as the creators or performers of

their works. It will also give them rights preventing their works being distorted in any way

(see Janke, 1998:114). But the proposed amendments are not radical. Brown (1998) actually

cautions against the "radical expansion of intellectual properfy laws to encompass every

aspect of native cultures" (Brown, 1998:205). He sees the legal minefield of trying to

"protect all forms of intangible cultural property" as being both impractical and unachievable.

He argues that the legal battles that would ensue against large "corporations that seek to

appropriate indigenous knowledge for commercial purposes", would be viewed by these

corporations as just a "routine cost", and would not necessarily be won by Indigenous people

(Brown, 1998:205).
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Brown does, however, strongly support "efforts to create basic mechanisms for the

compensation of native peoples for commercial use of their scientific knowledge, musical
performances, and artistic creations. Equally necessary a¡e clear guidelines for the collection
of culturaily sensitive ethnographic data..." (Brown, 1998:204). But rather than seek lègal
protection against exploitation over non-tangible intellectual property, he suggests that ethical
codes of practice be established and endorsed by professional societies.e Brown also
suggests that by Indigenous people developing "widespread public sympathy" they can both
influence and pressure corporations into "complying with basic ethical standards" (Brown,
1998:205).

Brown writes from his American experience, but unfortunately in the Australian context there
are many potential exploiters who a¡e not necessarily influenced by public opinion, and can
only be controlled by legal means. In 1998 a Yolngu artist, John Bulun Bulun, won his
Federal court case against a T-Shit company who breached copyright ownership of his bark
painting. Justice John von Doussar0 found that the company had illegally reproduced Bulun
Bulun's bark painting of "Magpie geese and waterlillies at waterhole" onto T-shirts in 1988,
which they then offered for sale. Bulun Bulun told the court: "Interference with the
painting... is like causing harm to the spirit found in the land, and causes sorrow and
hardship" (The Australian, Sptember 4, 1998:2). This particular case also served to broaden
the notion of 'copyright' to encompass the rights of whole clans, rather than just those of
individual authors or creators of works, as it does under Western law. Bulun Bulun is a

member of the Ganalbingu clan of Arnhem Land, and the judge found that:

I^f.the.c.opynght.oyner of an artistic work which embodies ritual knowledge of an
Aboriginal clan is being used inappropriately, and the copyright owner fails oí refuses
to take appropriate.action to enfoice the copyright, the-Aultralian legal system will
permit remedial action through the courts byihe ðlan.

(The Aus tralian, Sptember 4, 1998:2)

Both the above decision, and Janke's report, demonstrate the complexity of differences that
exist beween Aboriginai customary law and Australian law, and the difficulties of trying to
cater for these differences by mere amendments to cunent acts. Because legislation is one of
the viable options of ensuring Indigenous people maintain their rights over their Dreamings
(whether they be narratives, paintings or in the form of dance), it is important that they have

the goodwill and support of the Australian govemment.

e Such codes have already been established by the Australian Linguistics Society, with a code of ethics being
e_ndorsed at the annual general meeting in 1984 (see the Australian Linguistics Society Newsletters, 1985; aiso
Wilkins, 1992).
l0 Justice John von Doussa is the presidingjudge over the continuing Federal court case currently being held
in Adelaide re litigation over the Hindmarsh Island issue.
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I conclude this section by making reference to a declaration of rights that was prepared by the

Noongar people of south western Western Australia, in consultation with other Indigenous

people of V/.A. It was originally prepared as part of a campaign against the controversial

book Mutant message down under, by Marlo Morgan.rr This heartfelt declaration is titled

"JANGGA MEENYA BOMUNGGUR: The smell of the whiteman is killing us", and was

prepared as part of their continued struggle "Against the Continued Spiritual Colonisation of

our People and Noongar Culture". It was eventually incorporated into the National Ats

Policy Paper prepared for the Federal Government Minister for the Arts (Eggington,

1996:14).I reproduce the declaration in full in Appendix 9.1

9.4 CONCLUSION

The long-standing chairman of the Northern Land Council, Galarrwuy Yunupingu, recently

wrote about Indigenous rights in a publication that commemorates 20 years of lhe Aboriginal

Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976. His comments refer to land rights in particular,

but are also intended as a general plea for Indigenous rights in contemporary Australia:

outside their parties.
Former Prime Ministers Whitlam, Fraser and Hawke and Keating have all been

subjected to strong opposition when dealing with Australia's indigen^ous people. It is
cleãr that new Prime Minister John Howard is also under pressure from these same

quarters.
ti is a true mark of leadership to resist these pressures and deny the attempts to push
us back to the past and suppress our rights....
What is needeã is strong-lèadership, both black and white. 'We need leaders who
know what is right; whal is just; anã will lead through and overcome opposition to

Aboriginal rights....
Po[ciãs on Aboriginal rights cannot be allowed to rise and fall like the stock market.

(Yunupingu, G. 1997: 15)

For a system that is fair, just and moral, the government of the day just cannot allow its

decisions on Indigenous rights to be determined by economic and ma¡ket forces. One can

only hope those in the Senate debating the proposed amendments to rhe Copyright Act will be

fair. Otherwise the appropriation and exploitation of the past, as exemplified in so many past

representations of Dreaming narratives by non-Indigenous people, will continue.

My finai quote comes from Mary Magulagi Yarmirr, an executive member of the Northern

Land Council, who writes in the same publication as Yunupingu:

rr A delegation of Aboriginal elders sucessfully waged a campaign against the American author, Marlo

Morgan, ãnd her best sell-ing novel, which recounted her supposed experiences of travelling on foot into the

cential heart of Ausrralia, aclompanied by Indigenous Australians. Morgan eventually admitted the novel was

pure fiction.
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their own land. rights law.... That law was
ceremonies, stories and dance. Both men and

and carried our rhem in accordan.. *#f ,l3li#:: 
and women accepted these roles

Some-of us are [now] in land councils and we are landowners, fighting alongside our
men for land rights. and social justice for Aboriginal people. ftre ñationaT anthem
pain¡9 a very big gicture of Australia and its peõple,'liviirg and sharing rogether,
working together. Out of this song th¡ee wordJ staìd out: 'Ãdvance Ausúalia-Fair'.
These three words promote Australia to the world.
þ l.¿itY which Australia is advancing? Is this sense of fairness being shown for the
indigenous people of this country? Where is our social justice and õur birrhdght in
our own country?
We believe that when our place as the first people and our culture and law is accepted
by the wider community then we shall sayànci sing: 'Yes, advance Australia fair.''

(Magulagi, 1997:80-83)
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

...we arrive in the Great Oceanwhere we are bffied and tossed by the angry waves.
Onward an¿ onward. For three score years and ten. Then we are cast forlorn and
shipwrecked upon the shore of a stange land.

(from "Narrinyeri saying" Unaipon, I929:I5)

...ways of understanding and knowing us are mnde discontinuous with our own
order for understanding the world, our own history, and where understanding of who
and what we were is grafied onto another system for thinking and understanding the

world. In this procesi, the ways in which Islanders can be known and understood
anà ultimately the ways in which Islanders come to know themselves through the

system of education, are severed and cast adrift from their own historical ways of
knowing and understanding themselves 

(Nakata, r99g:7)

1.0.0 INTRODUCTION

The metaphor of being "cast adrift" between two cultures onto an angry ocean, and eventually

being "cast forlorn and shipwrecked" onto a "strange land", is one that has appealed to

Indigenous writers across the ages, including Unaipon in 1929, and more recently Martin

Nakata of the Torres Strait Islands. As Nakata (1998:7) elaborates, this "space" between two

cultures can be "rich" and "full of identifiable custom and practice, a place of constant

negotiation of meaning", but it can also be "a source of endless confusion and contradiction".

This thesis has demonstrated that published representations of Indigenous Dreaming

narratives, by both Indigenous and non-Indigenous writers, occupy a negotiated space

between two cultures. A result has been confusion on the part of the readers, as well as

contradiction on the part of the writers.

Tiffin (1995:95) tells us that: "pre-colonial cultural purity can never be fully recovered....

Post-colonial cultures are inevitably hybridised, involving a dialectical relationship between

European ontology and epistomology and the impulse to create or recreate independent local

identity." In this thesis I ask who have the non-Indigenous 'authors' and compilers of

Indigenous Dreaming nanatives really been identifying with over the past 200 years. And

have the relatively fewer Indigenous writers and story-tellers been able to express their own

unique identities through their representations. I also ask whether Indigenous people have

been able to privilege their own languages in thei¡ narratives. Or has there been interference

by non-Indigenous collaborators or editors wanting to put their stamp on the final product

and demand the last word on the meaning or significance of narratives. Who are

acknowledged as the rightful owners of texts once they appear in a written and published

form? For whom are the books primarily intended - for young Indigenous people whose

stories are under threat, or for everybody else? These are the questions that needed to be

asked in my critique of published Dreaming stories.
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My analysis reveals ttrat inevitably every Dreaming text that reaches the publication stage is

i¡fluenced, and indeed moulded, by the circumstances under which it is produced. It would
be naive to suggest otherwise. Whether produced by non-Indigenous writers or, under rare

circumstances, solely by Indigenous people, there are always political and other socio-

cultr¡¡al factors that ultimately influence the adopted mode and means of representation.

Dreaming narratives contain knowledge, and all knowledge systems (whether Indigenous or
not) are influenced by circumstance, as Attwood explains, drawing on the works of Michel
Foucault:

Io tttg first place, knowledge is interpretive, that is, knowledge is not natural or
49udy there., but is an artifice, an entity constructed or invented by human beings.
Things or objects exist in the world, but k¡owledge establishes all tlie meanings they
have....
Second, all knowledge is contingent, ttrat is, knowledge is neither timeless nor
universal, but relative to circumstances.... Knowledge is always situational - it is
sought and acquired by individuals for some purpose or another.... Third, all
knowledge is political, that is, it is constructed by relationships of power - of
domination and subordination - and is inseparable from these. 

lett*ooo, rgg2:i_tr)

This thesis demonstrates that the very early non-Indigenous representations of Dreaming

nanatives were i¡fluenced by tlre blind prejudices that people held against the 'natives' of this

new and foreign land. Later representations by missionaries were perhaps a little more

compassionate, but just as condemning of Indigenous belief systems, reflecting their writers'
convictions of the great need for them to Christianise these 'black heathens.' Later
representations by humanitarian women sought to entertain the mother coì]ntry with quaint
'legends' and child-like tales from their 'black friends', but at the same time started to
provide Australia, through a slowly emerging body of postcolonial literature, an identity of
difference from the mother country. And so new reasons and justifications ¿¡Íose for non-
Indigenous people to continue to exploit and appropriate Indigenous people, and to extract
what they could of their Dreaming na:ratives. As interest in things Indigenous waxed and

waned in the mother country, and on our own shores, so did the ways and mea¡s of
appropriating and representing Indigenous knowledge. By the time oppornrnities arose for
Indigenous people to represent themselves, they were already influenced by 'popularised'
and non-personalised published versions of their narratives, and so the trends continued.

Iaevitably narratives written by Indigenous writers were shaped to appeal to mass audiences,

and invariably lacked the very elements that located them indisputably in ttreir culnre. The

names of country and the names of people were removed, and the 'legends' were set way

back in the 'Dreamtime', as if they had absolutely no relevance or significance to the here and

now.

However, with the establishment of the Aborginal Arts Board tn 1973, and the subsequent

availability of funding for Aboriginal writers and artists to start expressing themselves in ttreir
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own ways and in their own styles, new and exciting things started to happen (see

Shoemaker, 1989:11). It has taken some time, but slowly the hegemony of accepted

discwsive practices has been challenged, and altemative representations have emerged.

Interestingly the most challenging of these have been produced in close collaboration with

non-Indigenous people (eg. Roe & Muecke plus Rockman & Cataldi). Unlike past

collaborations, these more recent works have honoured the moral and ethical obligations that

non-Indigenous people have to recognise the prior ownership that lndigenous people have

over their oral naratives, even though current legislation fails them. So the stage is now set

for fwttrer challenges.

One of the main purposes of this thesis, therefore, has beeu to invite new ancl daring

representations that seek to defy the popularised status quo. It challenges publishers to be a

little more adventurous, and allow printed Dreaming n¿uratives to retain the oral flavow and

style in which they were originally told. It celebrates the pride that Indigenous writers and

story-tellers demonstrate when they begin their narratives with authenticating prologues that

declare their rights to relate their narratives to others. It also supports the way naJ:rators

choose to connect their narratives to specific tracts of land, despite the trends of past

representations to locate stories anywhere within Australia with no sense of Place of

belonging. It also endorses the efforts of Indigenous story-tellers to bring their naratives

back into the present, and to declare that ttreir beliefs and Dreamings continue on into the 21st

century, and do not belong way back in the 'Dreamtime'. Such discwsive elements are

intrinsic to oral Dreaming narratives, so why not also in their written representations?

10.1 SUMMING UP

In my introductory chapter I clarify my research topic and outline rny rnaiu research

questions. I also define the term 'Dreaming', and set the boundaries of my research area (of

published Dreaming naratives). In choosing the genre of Dreaming naratives, I incorporate

texts that are often labelled: 'myth', 'legend', 'folk-lore', 'fable' and 'tale', which includes

'stories' aimed at both children and adults. This chapter also identifies some important

elements of oral Dreaming narratives that serve as a reference point for analysing Drearring

narratives in print. The chapter concludes by briefly reviewing the very eariiest published

accounts of Aboriginal belief systems, or perceived lack of them, by men of 'high esteem' in

the new colony. Their candid accounts serve to demonstrate the underlying bia.s and prejudice

ttrat existed amongst white writers, about Indigenous peoples and their beliefs, in those very

early years of Australian colonisation, and thus set the literary scene for those representers of

Dreaming narratives who followed.

My second chapter outlines my researchmethodology. My method has been primarily library

and archival research, but I also draw on my own experiences of being involved in
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collaborative book production with Aboriginal people. I worked for some years in the

Northern Territory, where I was responsible for overseeing the production of vemacular

reading materials in two bilingual schools in the 1980's. I have also worked in more recent

years, on a voluntary basis, wittr Aboriginal writers who are firying to get their own writing
published. I discuss in this chapter the academic and ethical issues of being a non-Indigenous

researcher of Indigenous literature in a postcolonial and postnodem age.

Chapter Th¡ee is a long and foundational chapter that selectively reviews the published

Dreaming liærature'authored'by non-Indigenous writers. It aims to contextualise the literary
climate in which Indigenous story tellers and writers found themselves when they eventually
did manage to get their own works published. The non-Indigenous representers are

discussed in chronological order, beginning with the very early recordings of Dreaming texts

by Aboriginal Protectors, and missionaries such as Meyer (1346) and Taplin (1879). It also

reviews the significant work of anthropologists such as T.G.H. Strehlow, A.P, Elkin, N.B.
Tindale, R.M. Berndt, C.H. Berndt and others. An exposé is provided on the champion
appropriator of Dreaming texts, A.W. Reed, who unashamedly appropriated other people's

texts (no doubt with considerable financial rewards) with no respect for, or
acknowledgement of, the original Aboriginal nanators. He does, however, in a general way
acknowledge his published sources. A.W. Reed's books have been of great concern to many
people over the years, including Indigenous people, who have hoped in vain that by ignoring
them they will go away. As with Pauline Hanson, the influence of his work and assumptions

has pemreated the dominant cultue and become part of it naturalised rather than perceived as

alien, dangerous or insensitive. Hence my decision to discuss his work in this study.

I also discuss appropriation by other white writers, particularly the recent proliferation of
texts aimed at children, flüy of which had thei¡ origins in the published collections of both
Katie Langloh Parker and David Unaipon. An example of such publications are ttre S.R.A.
series, which presumably prompted Hodge and Mishra (1990:77) to complain of "shorr and

pointless narratives" that comprise "Aboriginal myths in English". The significant works of
Roland Robinson, Ann Wells, Bill Hamey and Jane Mathews, all of whom wrote for adults,

are also discussed, as are the seminal writings of Katie Langloh Parker. Her books are

important, not just because Langloh Parker's first two publications Austalian Legendary
Tales (1896) and More Legendary Tales (1898) were the fust large collections of Aboriginal
mythology published, but also because they have provided the source material for so many
children's books in this geffe ever since. The consequence of this, I argue, has been for
LanglohParker's work to influence the content, style and structure of many books published
for children in this geffe, especially with her de-emphasis on Place; use of 'Noongatrburrah'

language n¿rmes for animal characters (such as 'Galah', 'BrÍilgah' and 'Cookooburrah'); and

her adoption of a moralising tone in her obligatory coda explaining the unique feanres of
Australian birds and animals today. The evidence indicates that these texts were written down
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by Langloh Parker in'Station' or 'Pidgi:r English', and then re-written by her in Standard

English, although her biographer, Marcie Muir, and her publisher would have us believe the

stories were told and collected in the Noongatrbr:rratr language.

Chapter Four reviews published Dreaming literatwe writæn by Indigenous writers. It reveals

that Aboriginal writers do not necessarily adopt modes of representation different from their

non-Indigenous contemporaries. Some Indigenous writers choose to set their Dreaming

naffatives in the long distant past, and occasionally to delete any strong sense of Place or

Person from their published narratives. One should not be surprised that such literary

elements have been imbued and adopted by some Indigenous writers, particularly when such

representations have dominated children's books of this geffe for so many years. Some

Indigenous writers, who have been deprived of the rich culnual experiences of Auntie

Veronica and Janet Nakama¡ra, have not had the opporhrnities of hearing oral Dreaming

naratives told to them by their parents and grandparents. This deprivation is one of the many

regrets of the 'stolen generation', and others brought up on missions and in institutions

where assimilation policies were enforced and the use of traditional languages were

forbidden.

Together Chapter Three and Chapter Four set the scene for Chapter Five, which celebrates

the collaborative efforts of [rdigenous story tellers and writers who have been able to work

closely with non-lndigenous linguists, editors and publishers in having their Dreaming

naffatives published in forms that challenge the status quo. I argue that the books discussed

in this particular chapter stand out as examples of what is possible in the realm of published

Dreaming narratives, particularly because they retain the important elements of oral

narratives, including: a strong sense of Person, or ownership and authority over the

Dreaming story; a strong sense of Place and connection to the land; an instructional element;

stylistic features such as repetition and amplif,rcation; and a sense of relevance to the here and

now and not some remote 'Dreamtime' of the past. These books discussed include the works

of Muecke and Roe (1983), Rockrnan and Cataldi (1994) Elsie Jones and other Paakantji

people (1989) and Raymattja Marika-Munr:nggiritj and her family (1989). Their publications

formally acknowledge all Indigenous sources of their narratives and give their owners full
copyrights over their texts - a right not afl'orded many lndigenous story-tellers of the past.

The relatively fewer books discussed in Chapter Five are particularly noteworthy for their

Aboriginal voices. They not only demonstrate ttrat (cf. Spivak, 1988) the Subaltern can

speak, but that it is possible for Aboriginal story-tellers to be heald in a language that is not

Standard English. This chapter celebrates the possibilities for publishing in this 'most

sensitive genre' of Dreaming n¿uratives. It also demonstrates that there has been a gradual

movement in the publishing industry for the original owners and narrators of Aboriginal

Dreaming texts to retâin ttreir rights over thei¡ texts. This has been accompanied by a gradual

liberation of Indigenous writers and story-tellers to represent their stories in ways that meet
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their own purposes, rather than having to meet the expectations of their non-Indigenous

audiences, or the demands of whiæ publishers.

The focus of my thesis changes in Chapters Six and Seven, when I concentrate in detail on

the writings of David Unaipon. This Ngarrindjeri man is significant not only because he was

the first published Ausfralian Indigenous writer of the Dreaming gen-re, but because his

syùcretic texts reveal rnuch rnore than the mere sagas of his "legen.ds". They also reveal a

'mission discourse' which encompasses Christian mythology and the Christian teachings of

his mission upbringing. Unaipon was a scholar of the King James Bible and other Christian

literature, but his texts also show the influences of the colonial writings of Kingsley's The

Water-Babies and works of Milton. In 1930 the book Myths and Legends of the Australian

AboriginaLr was published in London under the name of W. Ramsay Smith. There is no

doubt that the majority of these namatives were written by Unaipon. We know this by

contrasting Ramsay Smith's book with Unaipon's manuscript, "Legendary Tales of the

Australian Aborigines", held in the Mitchell Library in Sydney. However, archival evidence,

and furttrer analysis of the Ramsay Smith book, indicates that Unaipon was the likely source

of the entire Ramsay Smith publication. Tindale, for example, states in his journal that

Unaipon had an ¿urangement with Ramsay Smith, who paid him ten shillings a story. I
assume from such evidence that Ramsay Smith commissioned Unaipon to collect 17 further

stories from different Aboriginal people in South Australia, to add to the original 30

narratives he purchased from Angus and Robertson. There are also remarkable similarities

between these additional na¡ratives and Unaipon's narratives published in his name tn Native

legends.I continue in Chapter Eight with further comparative analyses of Unaipon's work,

by contrasting his "Na¡oondarie's wives" narrative with other published forms of the same

na:rative, particularly that of the anthropologist R.M. Berndt (1940), using linguistic tools of
analysis.

My thesis concludes with a chapter that discusses Indigenous rights over knowledge, looking

in particular at the system of rights that operates amongs¡ lslngu people of Arnhem Land.

This discussion serves to demonstrate the complexity of just one Indigenous system, aûd

therefore why those intending to represent Dreaming naratives in print have certain

obligations to Indigenous holders and owners of Dreaming nanatives. I also summarise the

legal situation under Australian law, and the lack of rights Indigenous people currently hold

under this system. Because the proposed amendments to cwrent legislation, which will
provide moral rights to Indigenous people, are yet to be passed in Federal parliament,

Indigenous people are still open to exploitation. And so is their knowledge open to

appropriation. Chapter Nine therefore seeks to inform and explain the current legal situation

regarding Indigenous knowledge, and the moral obligation non-Indigenous people have

towards Indigenous people in the light of Indigenous rights under the different systems of
traditional Aboriginal law.
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10.2 A FINAL COMMENT

For all those Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, who wish to become involved in some

way in the task of publishing Aboriginal Dreaming texts, my thesis advises caution. It

suggests the task be approached with a clear understanding of the issues involved' The rights

of Indigenous story-tellers must be respected by Indigenous and non-Indigenous producers

of text, and collaborators must respect the integrity of Dreaming narratives originating in an

oral form. The intention in writing down and publishing Dreaming narratives should be

clearly established, as should the readership for whom the final products a¡e intended' Is the

exercise intended to benefit Indigenous people and the future survival of their narratives, or is

it intended to benef,rt the non-Indigenous? Or is it possible for both to benef,tt, particularly as

non-Indigenous Australians strive to understand and reconcile ourselves with Indigenous

Australians? No matter what our primary intentions are, and who our primary audience is, in

the name of moral justice and fairness, any form of representation of Dreaming nalratives

should be approached with the interests of the original Indigenous story-tellers and owners

uppermost in the minds of all concerned, including the publishers.

In keeping with the spirit of this thesis, I give the final word to an Indigenous man, Ken

Hampton, who wrote back in 1979 for the First World Black Conference held in Nigeriar:

Almost books written
written hite PeoPle. C
appear seldom been
reáder. ovels written or

trt, by
of or

pieces of frction, intentionally or nbt, exploit Aboriginal resources every time _they go
'out to gather material. They move acrõss the country,.speaking to us,-.asking- u.s

questioñs and making notes. Then they inlerpret what we have said, according to. their

ówn white attitudes 
-and experiences. V/heiher it is deliberate or not, they Yrlte .ln

terms of their own thinkinj and the result is a degraded image of all Aboriginals,
livins or dead." (Hampton quoted in Mattingley, 1988:133)

Fortunately, twenty years later, the situation as described by Hampton, has improved just a

little. However, A.W. Reed's books continue to sell, despite the fact that they contain

appropriated'myths' and 'legends', with no acknowledgement or proceeds going towards

his Indigenous sources. The book Aborigine is still available in bookshops under the name

of Ramsay Smith. This thesis challenges all who read it to help make a difference. Certain

books should be boycotted, but it is also important to help stem the tide by encouraging

others to alleviate the appropriation and misrepresentation - particularly the misrepresentation

of Dreaming narratives - of one of the oldest and richest Indigenous cultures on this earth.

I The late Ken Hampton, a South Australian Nunga, was the co-author of Suruival in our own land. His 1979

paper is entitled "The Aborigine in Australian literature"'
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APPENDIX 2.1 An account oflhe telling of a Dreaming narratÍve by
Strehlow

From: Strehlow, T.G H (1947) Aranda traditions. Melbourne, Melboume University
Press.:1-5.

passrng centunes.
Let us suppose the scene of such a visit to be the sacred cave of Ulamba, an isolatedmountain formation several miles north-east of the highest peaks in the W;þ- MacDonnell

Spears and all other chattels are left
men move offin silence towards the

which marks o.ne of the night camps of the
of his human vicrims whom he hâ¿ killed

iled high upon each other. The dark botrom
elf: thus had he stretched himself otu for his

ounded by his victim, he
his death-dim eyes. His
the prostrate body of his
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slender white-barked gums are to be seen pointing upwards towards the cave: they represent
spears which the Ularnba ancestor had once hurled at his victims.
The leader raises himself to ttre level of the cave by climbing up on the three little stone steps
in the lower of the two great boulders. He removes the stones with which the narrow
opening has been skilfully blocked up to keep out rain-storms from the south, and also to
pievent animals from entering the cave. These stones, it should be added, also serve the
purpose of hiding the cave from the eyes of strangers and robbers. He takes out several
bundles of tjurunga, closely wrapped around with hair-string, and hands them to the men
waiting below, who place them on a bed of grass and leaves so that they shall not toìrch the
ground.
Then the leader steps down, takes up each bundle in turn, unwinds the hair-string, a¡¿
chants the song which relates the wanderings of the Ularnba aûcestor. Gradually the party
takes up the verses of the chant; and in low, hushed voices their song bwsts upon the silence
that has enfolded the cave up to this moment. The ljurungal'øve now been r:nwrapped. They
are spread out side by side; each represents the ancestor at a different stage of his career, and
hence has a special verse of the chant assigned to it. The leader takes up each tjurungø in
turn, chants the words appropriate to it, and hands it around for inspection. Each man
presses rhe tjurung¿ affectionately to his body, and then passes it on to his neighbow.
Alt the while the traditional song re-echoes from the steep mountain wall. It requires much
explanation. It contains a great nwnber of obsolete and obscure words, which, furttrermore,
have been dismembered and had component parts re-grouped in the chant-verses for metrical
purposes. This re-grouping of the dismembered parts effectively prevents the uninitiated
from being able to understand any portion whatever of the chant when it is being sung. Yet it
is upon this old traditional chant, the words of which are jealously guarded by the old men of
the group, that the whole Ularnba myth is based. Accordingly, the leader, while teaching the
younger men the sacred chant in its traditional form, has to spend much time in explaining
each verse of the song after it has been memonzed. Agair, no questions must be asked. The
leader explains the general meaning of each verse, mai:rly by means of sign language. If
anything remains unclear, the listeners have to wait for another oppornrnity for getting further
information unasked from their teacher. This chance is usually afforded to them during the
elaborate decorations which follow that evening, decorations for the sacred ceremonies in
honour of the Ula¡nba ancestor.
But the aftemoon is waning rapidly. The last tjurunga has been rubbed clean of dust, and the
last verse has been chanted. No man must be here at nighdall. The leader wraps up the sacred
objects with hair-string, replaces them in the cave, blocks up the opening with stones as

before and the party returrs to the camp nea¡ the soakage below.
The shadows of Ulamba lengthen out across the mulga plain, the sun si¡ks behind the
westem peaks. Fires begin to gleam brightly; and the men of the party share at a leisurely
meal the meat which ttrey had obtained by hunting earlier in the day. Then they gather around
the old leader once more, Ðd begin to decorate themselves under his guidance for a

cerernony in remembrance of the Ulamba ancestor, whose life-story they have heard this
after:noon. The ceremony which is now enacted is intimately connected with the chant and the
myth: it is, in short, the dramatic representation of one of the many memorable events in the
myth centring around the person of the ancestor. The actors wear a traditional ceremonial
pattern in conformity with the scene of the dramatized incident; for the Ularnba chief is stated
io have wom a different decorative pattem at each of the maûy places which he visited on his
travels.
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APPENDIX 3.1 The writings of H.E.A. Meyer

Appendix 3.14 - A narrative paraphrased by Meyer.

From: Me¡rer,_H.E.A. (1846) Manners and customs of the Aborigines of the Encounter Bay
tribe; South Austalia. Adelaide, George Dehane.:tt-12.

... The stars were formerly meD, and leave their huts in the evening, to go through the same
employmen!!_ry1úch they did while on earth. Some are rema¡kablã amongit them, as
Pungngane, Waijrpeneari, and their Ningarope. The fust was bom naturally, aãd the others
were made as follows:- Ningarope having retired upon a natural occasion, was highly
pleased yith the red colour of her excrement, which she began to mould into ttre formãf â
man, and tickling it, it show_ed signs of life and began to liugh. He was thus a Kainjani at
once from his colour, and his mother took him into the bush and remained with him.
Pungngane, his brother, had two wives, and lived near the sea. Once when he remained out

the hut and went and found Waijungngari. As they
two women placing themselves on each side of the hut,
The noise awoke hirr¡ and he took his spear to kill them;

but as soon as he ran out, the two women embraced him, and requested him to be their
husband. His mother, enraged at the conduct of the women, went to Pungngane, and told
him what had happened. Very much enra
which he soon found; but there was no one

sea. Out of danger, and recovered a little from his fright, Waijungare [sic] began to ttrink
how he could escape the wrath of his brother, and threw a spear up to-the sky, which
touched it and came down again.He they [sic] took abarbed spear, and^throwing ifupwards
wlth all his force, it remained sticking in the sky. By this he climbed up, and the two women
after him. _Punggngane [sic] seeing his brother and wives in the sky, followed, with his
mother, where tley have remained ever since. To Pr:ngngane and-Waijungari [sic] the
natives attribute the abr¡ndanss 6f ftangaroo and the fish called ponde. puñgngane òaugnt a

throwing them into the sea, each became a
the same manner. They have many similar

. 
s a row of huts, amongst which they point

4 Poor bugger whitefella got no Dreaming



Appendix 3.18 - Narratives paraphrased by Meyer
From: Meyer, H.E.A. (1846) Manners and custorns of the Aborigines of the Encounter Bay
trib e ; South Australia. Adelaide, George Dehane: 13 -14 &. 1,4-15.

... It is upon an occasion like this that they represent their ancestors to have been assembled
at Mootabaringar. Having no fire this dance was held in the daytime, and the weather being
very hot, the perspiration flowed copiously from them and formed the large ponds; and the
beating of their feet upon the gror:nd produced the irregularities of surface in the form of the
hills and vallies [sic]. They sent messengers, Kuratje and Kanmari, towards the east, to
Kondole, to invite him to ttre feast, as they knew that he possessed fire. Kondole, who was a
large and powerful man, came, but hid his fire, on account of which alone he had been
invited. The men, displeased at this, determined to obtain the fire by force; but no one
ventured to approach him. At length one named Rilballe determined to wound him with a
spear, and then take the fire from him. He threw the spear and wounded him in the neck.
This caused a great laughing and shouting, and nearly all were transformed into different
animals. Kondole raû to the sea, and became a whale, and ever after blew the water out of
the wound whichhe had received in his neck. Kuratje and Kanmari became small fish. The
latter was dressed in a good kangaroo skin, and the former only a mat made of seaweed,
which is the reason, they say, that the kanmari çealains a great deal of oil under the skin,
while the kuratje is dry and without fat. Others became opossums, and went upon trees. The
young men, who were om.amented with tufts of feathers, became cockatoos, ttre tuft of
feathers being the crest. Rilballe took Kondole's fire and placed it in the grass-tree, where it
still remains, and can be brought out by rubbing...
...All this happened before the time of Nurunduri, with whose deparn:re from the earth the
power of transforming themselves, and making rivers, hills, &c., ceased. As, with
Nurunduri, a new epoch coûrmenced, as much of his history as can be told with decency
here follows:-
He was a tall and powerful man, and lived in the East with two wives, and had several
children. Upon one occasion his two wives ran away from him, and he went in search of
them. Wherever he arrived he speared teror amongst the people, who were dwarfs compared
with him. Continuing his pursuit, he arrived at Freeman's Nob, and there made water, from
which circumstance the place is called Kainjenuald (kainJamin, to make water). Disappointed
at not finding his wives, he threw two small nets, called witti, into the sea, and immediately
two small rocky islands arose, which ever since have been called Witnngenggul. He went on
to Ramong, where, by stamping with his feet he created Kungkengguwar (Rosetta Head).
From hence he threw spears in different directions, and wherever they fell, small rocky
islands arose. At length he found his two wives at Toppong. After beating them they
endeavoured again to escape. Now tired of pwsuing them, he ordered the sea to flow and
drown them. They were transformed into rock, and are still to be seen at low water.
Discontented and unhappy, he removed with his children to a great distance towards the
'W'est, where he still lives, a very old man, scarcely able to move. When he went away one of
his children was asleep, and in consequence, left behind. Nurunduri, when arrived at the
place where he intended to remain, missed him, and making fast one end of a string to his
maralengk, he threw the other end towards where he supposed his son to be, who, catching
hold of it, helped himself along to his father. This line is still the guide by which the dead
find ttreir way to Nurundwi. When a man dies, Nurundr¡ri's son, who first for¡nd the way to
his father by means of the line, throws it to the dead man, who catching hold of it, is
conducted in like mânner. 

'When 
he comes near, the old man, feeling the motion of the line,

asks his son who is coming. If it is a man, the son calls all the men together, who, by a great
shouting, arouse the half-stupified man. When come to himself, he silently and sadly
approaches Nurunduri, who points out to him where he is to reside. If he belongs to the
Encor¡nter Bay tribe, or one of the Goolwa tribes, he is allowed to live in Nurunduri's hut;
but if of one of the more distant tribes, at a distance off. Before he goes away to the place
pointed out to him, Nurundwi carefully observes his eyes. If tears are flowing from one eye
only, it is a sign that he has left only one wife; if from both, two; if ttrey cease to flow from
one eye while they continue to flow from the other, he has left three wives; and according to
the nr¡mber that he has left, Nurunduri provides him with others. Old people become young,
and the infirm sor¡nd in the company of Nwundr:ri. This is what the poor r¡ninstructed people
believe; therefore no fears about the future, or conceming punishments and rewards, are
entertained by them.
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APPENDIX 3.2 - Dreaming narratives paraphrased by Clamor W. Schürmann

From: Schürmann, C.W. (1879) The Aboriginal tribes of Port Lincoln in South Australia,
their mode of life, manners, customs, etc. in 'Woods (ed.) The native tribes of South
Australia. Adelaide, E.S. Wiggs & Son.:239-241,.

II T_h" lgeg¡ed species of kangaroo is not to be found at Port Lincoln, although it is said to
be plentiful p tttg north; and, from the following legend, it would appear that one of the
species had found its way to the south of the district:- Kupirri was the name of this anirnal,
which is said to have been of a stupendous size, and io have devoured all those who
attempted-to speq it. Its very appearance inspired the natives of old with overwhelming
terror, so that they lost all presence of mind, flinging away the wooden lever (midla) with thé
spea.r, which was thereby, of course, prevented from taking effect. At last, however, a match
was found for the monster |çangaroo in two renowned hunters, named Pilla and ldnya, who,
falling upon its track nea¡ Port Lincoll, on the range stretching to the north followed and
overtook it on Mount Nilarro, situated about ttrirty miles from that place. Finding it asleep,
they at once attacked it, but before they could quite kill it their spears became blunt;^a
disappointrnent that must have soured their tempers a good deal, as it ðaused a violent quarrel

the blunt spears in many
with a midla: becoming

their c omrade s pre Ji;,i tiå-"#J:J"ryi;:
monste_r \angaroo. But being no less skilled in the medicál aft than in hunting, they
succeeded in reviving and healing these unfornrnate men, and they atl immediatelybetook
themselves to roasting and devouring the Kupirri in retum. The feast over, and their bodies
cornfortably greased with the fat of the animal, they proceeded in search of their mou¡ring
wives and families, to acquaint them with the happy termination of their disastroui
advenfi:res. The two heroes were afterwards metamorphosed into, and gave origin to two
species of animals, the opossum and native cat, retainiñg as such not only their names, but
also the scars of the wor¡nds that they had inflicted on éach other in the-shape and furrow
down the fomrer's nose, and of a number of white dots sprinkled over the lattei.

III. Between Coffin's. and Sleaford Bays there is a line of bare, white sandhills, erroneously
laid down in Flinders' map as, white cliffs. These masses of drifting sand have most probably
been piled up by the westerly gales, which often now alter their shape and position; bu[,
according to a tradltion of the natives, they were raised by Mampi an¿ tatta, two of thei¡
ancestors. A great fire, coming from the ocean, spread far and wìde on the sea-coast, and

IV. Renowned as a fierce wa¡rior and immoderate lover is'Welu, who, being foiled in his
amours [sic] by the Nauo people, determined to exterminate the whole tribe. Hè succeeded in
spe-anng all the men except Karantantya and Yangkunu, two young men, who flew for
shelter into the top of a tee. 'Welu climbed after them with ttre inænt to mr:¡der them also; but
they--had the cunning to break the branch on which he was standing, when, tumbling
headlong .t"-ttt9 ground, a tamed native dog seized and killed hirn He has-since been changeã
into the bird ttrat now bears his name, and which in English is called the cwlew, while-the
mem.ory and names of the two young men who escapèd his fury are perpetuated by two
species of hawk.

V. A small kind of tizard, the male of which is called Ibirri, and the female 'Waka, is said to
have divided the sexes in the human species; an event that would appear not to be much
approved by tttg natives, since either sex has a mortal hatred against thè bpposiæ sex of these
little animals, the men always destroying the waka and the women ttre ibirii.
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APPENDIX 3.3 - IVorks of Christina Smith

From: Smith, Mrs. James (1880) The Booandiktibe of SouthAustralianAborigines: a
sketch of their habits, customs, Iegends, and language. Adelaide, E.Spiller:L9-21

HOV/ FIRE WAS OBTAINED

A long time ago, long before my informant's father came into existence (and he was a man
tottering, apparently, under the weight of 60 years), the black people lived without fire to
prepare their food with, and their knowledge of its practical benefits tvas limited to a belief
that a man called Mar (cockatoo), who lived f away in the east, had it, and ttrat he selfislrly
monopolised it. Being a powerful man he was able to guard his secret possession from any
force that might be brought to bear on him. It was the current belief that Mar kept his fire
concealed under ttre tuft of feathers which he wore on his head. However, what could not be
obtained by force was obtained by craft. There arose some dispute between several of the
neighbouring tribes that required immediate arrangement, and to do so a great "murapena,"
as the blacks called it, or corroboree, was decided on. Messengers were sent in all directions
to aûlounce the day on which the meeting would take place. Mar was among those who
came. At the hunt which preceded the corroboree a kangaroo was killed. Marsupials were, it
would seem, not so plentiful at that distant time as they are now; and ûative customs fully
bear out this surmise. A kangaroo was killed; and, in order that many might partake of it, it
was severed into small joints. As a mark of respect to Mar, he was asked to accept of a very
choice bit, but he declined it, as he did many others, till asked if he would have the skin.
That was just what he wanted, and he carried it away with evident pleasure to his carnp,
which he had fixed some distance apart. "'What can he be going to do with the skin? It will
not be good eating," tttey said, "unless he prepares it wittr his fire." The question was, who
would go to watch him a¡d try to leam something about the fire they had heard about.
Several talkative natives stood up and saying they were ready to undertake this service; but
after submitting their plans for general approval, they were not considered fit - owing in
some measure, to being too much given to talk to themselves. At last an active little fellow
called Prite gave proof that he was equal to the undertaking, by sneaking through the grass
a¡ound their camp without being seen. He was sent, and soon reached the place where Mar
was camping. After watching patiently for some time, he saw Mar look around, as if to
satisfy himself he was not watched, then yawning and putting his hand to his head as if to
scratch it, he took the fire from its place of concealment, and Prite had the satisfaction of
seeing the mysterious fire glowing brightly befor Mar. Prite retr¡:red a¡d told all he saw,
whereupon one called Tatka¡na undertook to go to leam something for them. He managed to
get close to ttre fire and felt its heat. Then he retumed to report, and to show how the heat
had singed his breast to a reddish color. Another then went up, taking wittr him a grasstree
stick. He saw Mar singing the hair off the kangaroo skin, and managed, unobserved, to
th¡ust his stick into the fire. Upon withdrawing it, the grass took fire. Mar sprang up
alarmed, and strove, but in vain, to beat out the flames with his half-roasted skin. The fire
spread rapidly over the long ralk grass, and dry underwood, Mar, grasping his waddies,
rushed ovèr to where the others were camped. He was in a great rage. He suspected some of
them had been trying to steal his fire. He caught sight of J¿1ftanna, whose breast gave
evidence of his having had something to do in the matter. Tatkanna, being a little fellow,
began to cry; whereupon Quartang stepped up, telling Mar if he wanted to fight he was
ready, and was more his match ttran little Tatkanna. The rest of the blacks were not long idle
spectators; all found something to fight about. It is so long since I heard this that I have
forgotten the names of most of those who distinguish themselves on this very eventful day.
This is to be regretted, as their names were necessary to the full r:nderstanding of the story.
However, Quartang soon had enough. A hit with the point of that bootjack-like waddy called
"bìl.arnba", finished him. He leaped up off the ground into a tree, and was transformed into
that bird now known as the laughing-jackass, and is said still to bear the mark of Mar's
boodack under his wing. J¿¡ftanna became a robin red-breast. Prite also became a bird, but I
can not give its name in English. It is to be found among the undergrowth along the sea-
coast. A big fat fellow called Kounterbull received a deep spear wound in the back of his
neck. He rushed away into the sea, and was often afterwards seen spouting water out of the
spear wound. His name in English is "whale". Mar himself, r:ninjured, flew up into a tee,
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and-still 
Tag-m.g and scoldingbecame a cockatoo; and a bare spot is pointed out on cocky's

head, under his crest, where, it is said, the fire was kept secreteã.

Since that eventful day, !f the natives by chance ly get a
light.out of ttre. grass tree by procuring two pieces grõund

3nd inserting T a notch made in the end of the rapiaty
between_the^palms'of the hands. In a short time the sticks will ignite, showing that it is stiil
as capable of setting the bush in a blaze a.s in the day of Mar.
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APPENDIX 3.4 - The works of Daisy Bates as retold by Ker Wilson

From: Ker'Wilson, Barbara (1972) Tales Told to Kabbarli: Aboriginal legends collected by
Daisy Bates. Melboume, Angus & Robertson:12-1A.

TIIE MULGARGUTTUK AND MARDYET
The Sorcerer and the Moon's youngest daughter

The daughters of Meeka the Moon and Ngangaru the Sun lived on moolaitch, ants' eggs,

which their mother gathered for them. Each day, Ngangaru would climb out of the cave
where they lived with tlre aid of her wanna, her digging-stick, and go about seeking *tç fog{
which hei daughters loved. When she retumed to Meeka Darrbi, her daughters would sift
and sift and sift the moolaitch, making a sor:nd of tik-tik-tik and yow-yow-yow.
Now in those long-ago times there lived among the yoongar, the men and women of the
earttr, apowerful sorcerer, aMulgarguttuk. He dyow-yow-yow
as Ngangaru's daughters sifted and sifted and was curious to
know wñat the sound was. One day he change and flew into a
tail tree, where he could look into the sky at all the daughters busy sifting. He watched them
for a while, and listened to them as they sifted, and then he said to himself, "I will have the
one they call Mardyel"
Mardyét was the second daughær of Meeka and Ngangaru, and she was verybeautiful.
The Mulgarguttuk spread his eaglehawk wings and flew into ttre midst of the daughters as

they sifteã the moolaitch, and when he was amongst them he changed inJo a man agatl, 1nj
caugtrt hold of Mardyet, and took her away to his mia, the shelter he had built of boughs. He
put mulgar, loud thr¡nder magic, into Mardyet's ears and head and over her whole body, and

he sucked all the blood out of her heart and got water and poured it into her heart to make
new, clean blood. Then he made a great smoke and put Mardyet into the middle of the
smoke, until it had driven all the bad smell from her, and after this was done he said to
Mardye my wife - and I w '

Mardye and father and her and at first she did
not like erful sorcerer who to live with him il
the land of the yoongar, the men and women of the o retum to Meeka
Da¡rbi. But the Mulgarguttut< watched her all the time, so that she could not nrn aryay from
him. When she slepihe put the mulgar, the thunder magic, all around her so that she could
not move. When she woke up, he took the mulgar away so that she could walk about, but he
would not let her go back to Meeka Da¡rbi.
Now Ngangaru wanted her daughter back again. "Mardyet burrong korda," she said to
Meeka.I'Husband, bring back my second-eldest daughter." But Meeka was a great coward
and did not dare fight Mulgarguthrk the powerful sorcerer.
Then Ngangaru came to visit Mardyet in the maia of Mulgarguttuk her husband, and when
she saw how fat and clean Mardyet was, she realized that the Mulgarguttuk was looking afær
her daughter well, and giving her plenty of food. Then Ngangaru gaid to Mulgarguttuk, "You
are now the husband of my daughter Mardyet, and she is your wife, and you are in your own
country. I am glad you are together."
And ii' time Mardyet was happy to live with the Mulgargutruk and no longer tried to run
away fromhim.
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APPENDIX 3.5 - The works Katie Langloh parker

APPCNdiX 3.54 . DINEWAN TTIE EMU, AND GOOMBLEGUBBON TIIE BUSTARD

From: T¡ngloh Parker,-Mrs. K. (1896) Australian legendary tales: folklore of the
\gqngqhbuyahs as TgId to the piccaninnies.London, Daviá Nutt; anä in Melboume,
Melville, Mullen & Slade.:1,7-20.

Dinewan the emu
Goomblegubbon
Goomblegubbon,
the high flight of

s said: ''Why do you not
, to be the king of birds,
ut wings, they will think

'But you have wings,' said Dinewan.
'\o, I þ?Y9 "o 

wings.' And indeed she looked as if her words were tnle, so well were her
wings hidden, ç she.squatted in th9-grass. Dinewan weût away after a *hile, and thougttt
much of what she had heard. She talkéd it over with her mate, iho *as as dis'turbed as íhe
Ya: Th"Y made.up their minds that it would never do to let the Goomblegubbons reign in
thei¡ stead, even if they had to lose their wings to save their kingship.

At length þYdecided on the sacrifice of-their wings. Dinewan mother showed the example
by persuading her mate to cut offhers with a combõor stone tomahawk, and then she did ^the

Dinewan mother lost no time in letting
swiftly down to the plain on which shé
quatting there, she said: 'See, I have

They are cut off.'

and dancing round with joy at the
ut her wings, flapped them, and said:

t. You are fine birds, you
Ha! ha! ha!'And, laughing
of Dinewan, who rushed

omblegubbon flew away, and, alas, the now

vowing she would be revenged. But
e failed to answer for some time. At

repared ar once to execute it. She hid all her
. Then she walked off to Goomblegubbons'
she walked off the Morilla ridge, where her

n out feeding with her twelve young ones.
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¿rrner with Goomblegubbon, she said to her,
children? Twelve are too many to feed. If you
ike the Dinewans. The food that would make

gÍeatü than that of the Dinewans' It would
Dine*a¡s. But she remembered the trick she

were than any of hers, once more mad ew,y
would not be-outdone. Rather would she kill

Dinewans shall not be the king birds of the
They shall grow as big as the Dinewans,

e Dinewans cannot do.' And straightaway

Goomblegubbon killed all her young ones came to where the

ñio"**t"were sti1l feeding. When Dñewan ed she had only two

young ones withher, she called oul: 'WhereJ e 
Goombleg"UUo" answered, 'I have two left' Those will

have plenty to eaînow, and will soon gro-w- as big I

'You cruel *ottt"t to kill youl children. Why, I have twelve

children and I find food for ttrem ãll, I would not , not even if by doing

r" i ðõU¿ Áet back my wings. There is plenly for¿ll. Look at the emu bush how it covers

itself with berries to féed *iUig family.-See ñow the grasshoppers come hopping round, so

that we can catch them and fanen on them.'
'But you have onlY two children.'
'I have twelve. t úitt go and bring them and show you.' Djnewan ran off to her salt

bush where she had hidden hier ten young ones. Soon she was to be coming back. Running

so long shall a Goomblegubbon lay onl-y-two
quits ñow. You have your wings and I my

children.'
And ever since that time a Dinewan' or emu' has had no wings, and a

Goomblegubbon, or bust¿rd of the plains, has laid only trvo eggs in a season'
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Appendix in LaFrom:,Lang end,ary rrahs
as told to th and ií
Slade.

1 Dinewan,the Emu, and Goomblegubbon the Bustard2 The Galatr, and Oolah the Lizard-
3 Bahloo the Moon, and the Daens
4 The Origin of the Na¡ran Lake
5 V/atroogah
6 Piggiebllatr
7 goólr:r the Kangaroo Rat8 Weedatr the Mocking Bird
9 The Gwineboos the Redbreasts
10 Meamei the Seven Sisters
11 The Cookoobr:rratrs and the Goolatrgool
12TheMayamatr
13 The Bunbwrdoolooeys
14 Oongnairwah and Guinarey
15 Naratrdam rhe Bat
I6
17 ouyan18 oo ihe Moon
L9
20 Dinewan the Emu, and Walur the Crows
21 Goolatrwllleel ttre Topknot pigeons
22 Goonur, the Woman-Doctor

ow
guggahgul the Mosquito Bird

the Bees
28 Deegeenboyah the Soldier-bird
ll \_tgVratt" the Wind that Blows the WinterAway
30 Wayarnbeh the Tr¡rtle
31 Wireenun the Rainmaker

F?yi-f*gloh- Pa¡ker, \. _(1898) M_ore Australian legendary tales. London, David Nuu; andin Melboume, Melville, Mullen & Slade.
32 T\e Crane and the Crow

Emu

39 Sturt's Desert Pea, the Blood Flower

rought to the Creek

45 Golayyahlee the pelican

{! ]$_ungo-ongarlee the_ Iguang and Ouyouboolooey
47 Wayanbehttre Tu¡tle-and V/oggoon ttre Twkey
48 Where the Frost Comes Fronì
49 Bubbur the Giant Brown and yellow Snake
50 The Youayaþ-Mayamah, or Stone Frogs
51 A Legend of the Flowers
52 Ttre Frog Heralds of the Flood
!3 lerin, the Small Grey Owl
54 The Legend of Nar-õong-owie, the Sacred Island
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APPENDIX 3.6 - Works of R.H. Mathews

Appendix 3.64 - ARRIVAL OF TIIE THURRAWAL TRIBE IN AUSTRALIA
From: Mathews, R.H. (1899) Folklore of the Austalian Aborigines. Sydney, Hennesey,

Harper, Co.:7-10.

In the remote past all the animals that are now in Australia lived in a¡other land
beyond the sea. They were at that time human creatures, and resolved to leave that country in
a canoe, and come to the hr:nting-grounds in which they are at present. The whale was much
larger than any of the rest, and had a carroe of great dimensions; but he would not lend it to
any of his fellows, who had small canoes, which were unfit for use from the land. The other
people, therefore, watched in the hope that an opportunity might present itself of the whale
leaving the boat, so that ttrey could get it, and stan away on their jor.mey; but he always kept
a strict guard over it.

The most intimate friend of the whale was the starfish, and he conspired with the
other people to take the attention of the whale away from ttre canoe, and so give them a
chance to steal it, and start away across the ocean. So, one day, the starfish said to the whale:
"You have a great maûy lice in your head; let me catch them and kill them for you." The
whale, who had been very much pestered with the parasites, readily agreed to his friend's
kind offer, and tied up his canoe alongside a rock, on which they then went and sat down.
The starfish immediately gave the signal to some of his co-conspirators, who soon
assembled in readiness to go quietly into the canoe as soon as the whale's attention was taken
off it.

The starfish then conìmenced his work of removing the vermin from the whale's
head, which he held in his lap, while the other people all got quickly into the canoe and
rowed off. Every now and again the whale would say, "Is my canoe all right?" The starfish,
who had provided himself with a piece of ba¡k to have ready by his side, answered: "Yes,
this is it which I am tapping withmy hand," at the same time hitting the bark, which gave the
same sound as the ba¡k of the canoe. He then resumed his occupation, scratching vigorously
about the whale's ears, so that he could not hea¡ the splashing of the oars in the water. The
sls¡ning of the whale's head and the assurances of ttre safety of the canoe went on with much
gamrlity on the part of the starfish, until the people had rowed off a considerable distance
from the shore, and were nearly out of sight. Then the patience of the whale becoming
exhausted, he insisted on having a look at his canoe to make quite sure that everything was
right. When he discovered that it was gone, and saw all the people rowing away in it as fast
as they could go, he became very ângry, and vented his fury on the starfish, who he beat
unmercifully, and tore him almost to pieces. Jumping into the water, the whale then swam
away after hJs canoe, and the starfish, mutilated as he was, rolled off the rock, on which they
had been sitting, into the water, and lay on the sand at ttre bottom till he recovered. It was
this terrible attack of the whale which gave the starfish his present ragged and torn
appearance; and his forced seclusion on the sand under the water gave him the habit of
keeping near the bottom always afærwards.

The whale pr:rsued the fugitives, and in his fury spurted the water into the air tlnough
a wound in the head received during his fight with the starfish, a practice which he has
retained ever since. When the people in the canoe saw him coming after them, the weaker
ones were very much afraid, and said: "He is gaining upon us, and will surely overtake us,
and drown us every one." But the native bear, who was in charge of the oars, said, "Look at
my strong arm (a). I am able to pull the canoe fast enough to make good escape!" and he
demonstrated his prowess by making additional efforts to move more rapidly through the
water.

This voyage lasted several days and nights, r¡ntil at length land was sighted on ahead,
and a straight line was made for it. On getting alongside the shore, all the people landed from
the canoe sat down to rest themselves. But the native companion, who has always been a
great fellow for dancing and jumping about, danced upon the bottom of the canoe until he
made a hole in it wittr his feet, after which he himself got out of it, and shoved it a little way
frorn the shore, where it settled down i¡ the water, and became the small island now known
as Gan-man-E^î8, near the entrance of lake Illawarra into the ocean.

'When the whale arrived shortly afterwards, and saw the canoe sr¡nk close to the shore,
he tumed back along the coast, where he and his descendants have remained ever si¡ce.
(a) The native bear has very large & strong forelegs, in proportion to the rest of his body.
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Appendix 3.68 - DESTRUCTION OF MULLION TI{E EAGLEHAWK
From: Mathews, R.H. (1899) Folklore of the Australian Aborigines. Sydney, Hennesey,

Harper, Co.

long ago_an eaglehawk, Mullion, had his nest in avery large, high tree, which grew on the
Barwon River, near Girra (b). The eaglehawk used to go out and catch blackfellow, and
carry him away to his nest to feed the young eaglets and their mother. This was continued for
a long time, and the blacks were unable to help themselves, because the tree was of
enorrnous girth at the base, and reached almost to the sky. It was composed of several
different trees all amalgamated into one. There was first a gum tree, a bof tree next, then a
coolabah, then a belar, and lastly a pine tree, making a r:nited height of five frees, one in

of r:nusual and marvellous size. In the top of the
eaglehawk. If a blackfellow went huntilg alone,
d carry him away in his talons to the nest. The

bones were thrown out, and were scattered about for some distance around the base of the
tree. Two of the head men, Murriwunda and Koomba (c), who were very clever doctors,
went to the foot of the tree and held a consultation as to the best thing to be done to prevent
tttg-furtler ravages of Mullion They determined to try and climb up ttle tree, carrying-a piece
of buming stick with them, a¡rd set the nest on fire. Koomba was the first tô matè Ure
attempt. He climbed up a long way, until he was r¡nable to go any further, so he came down
again, and fell prostrate to the ground from exhaustion. After he revived, he said to
Murriwunda, "f went up a great distance, but could not even see the top from where I was.
You are lighter than I am, and may be able to reach the nest." Murriwunda then took the
þ rr:ning bark, and fastened it on top of his head, and started away up the tree, going around
and around the trunk in a spiral fashion as he ascended. He got to the top of ihe g-um tree,
and went onto the box tree, next the coolibatr, then the belar, until he reaõhed the þine tee.
This climbilg occupied most of the aftemoon, and Koomba saw small pieces of bark from
the several kinds of trees falling to the ground, by which he knew that his friend was going
right up to the nest.

When Murriwunda reached the top of the pine tree, he took the fireband, which he carried in
his forehead-baud, and secretly inserted it in ttre r¡nderside of the eaglehawk's nest, which
was of-great dimensions. He told the fire not to bum the nest until he got down again to the
ground. The work of descending the tree was tiresome, but was accomplished in-much less
time than the ascenl On reaching the base Murriwunda was so completêly exhausted thathe
lay down upon the ground to rest. Having in a short he and
Koomba started away towards their own camp, but he esult of
his climbing. When they got away some distance they cooked
and ate, and sat for a while to rest themselves beside a small waterhole. Mr:rriwunda then
said, "I could not reach Mullion's nest; I don't know what we ca¡ do to get rid of his
incursions." Then he gave the usual laugh that blackfellows indulge in wheñ they say the
opposite to anything that is the opposite of the truttr. Shortly he added, "You watch towa¡ds
tÌte sky rn the direction of the tree-.n Koomba tunred his eyes-in the direction indicated, aod as
the shades of the evening were by this time beginning tó fall, he could see a bright blaze in
the distance like a large star, which kept increasing in size with great rapidity. Bõttr of ttrem
were very glad, and cornmenced to sing some of their tribal incantationd and beat their
boomerangs together.

As before stated, Murriwunda had told the fire not to bum until he had time to get out of

st one of their father's spears, which was
on a branch close by, and seeing his spear
g angry at his children for disnrbing it, he
that you can't move it," ar.d so saying, he
ve downwards. The momenthe did this the

:through the opening made by the spear in a
torrent of flame, and br¡rnt them all to death. The fire cóntinued to bu¡n dolinwards,
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consuming the branches and the barrel of the tree all the way to the ground, and continued
along the roots in all directions. Some of the large roots, which were only a few feet below
the grass, were completely consumed, leaving a cavity all along their cowse, into which the
top soil fell, forming sinuous depressions in the surface of the ground like small
watercourses. Some of these hollows can be traced as far as Kuddi, several miles from
Gira, where the great tree stood (d).

(b) The Rev. W. Ridley briefly mentions this legend in his "Kamilaroi and other Australian
Languages" I875:136.
(c) The Wiradjuri men at Trangie on the Macquarie River told me that in their version of this
story the names of the two clever men were Tinban and Alloo.
(d) The Natives point out what they believe to be the site of the mystic tree. There is a natural
depression in the ground, with a few small watercourses running into it from the different
directions, in which water flows in time of flood. The cental hole is supposed to be where
the tree stood, and the sþannels represent the roots which were bumt.

Appendix 3.6C - THE WAREENGGARY AND KARAMBAL
FrTin: Mathews, R.H. (1 899) Folktore of the Australian Aborigines. Sydney, Hennesey,

Harper, Co:26-29.

On the Clarence River there once lived seven young women who were sisters, named
Wareenggary; they were members of the Bunjellung tribe, and belonged to the 'Wirrakan

division. They were very clever and had yamsticks, in the ends of which were inserted
charms, which protected the girls from their enemies. Every day they went oìrt hunting for
carpet snakes, and always carried their yamsticks with them on these occasions. A young
fellow named Karambal, of the same tribe, and of the division Womboong became
enamoured of one of these young women, and followed within sight of them every day, but
they did not favour his suit. He watched for an opportunity, and at length came suddenly
upon one of the sisters who had strayed a little way from the rest, and had not her yamstick
with her, and carried her off, taking her to his own camp. Her companions became very
angry, and held a consultation as to what was best to be done to release their sister from
Kararnbal, who was of the wrong division for her to marry, being, in fact, her tribal brother.

The eldest sister proposed sending a fierce stonn of wind to blow up the trees by the roots,
and tumble them upon Kara¡nbal and kill him. The other girls were afraid that their sister
might also lose her life by the falling trees, and one of them made another proposal, that they
should all go away to ttre west, where they knew the V/inter lived, and bring the frost and
chilly winds,'and in this ma¡ner punish Kararnbal for what he had done. Accordingly, they
went away and brought ttre V/inær, and on the place where Karambal was camped with thei¡
sister they made the cold so exceptionally severe that he was almost perished with the frost.
The girl whom he had captured did not feel this terrible cold, because her sisters had
managed to send her by a secret messenger the charmed yamstick she formerly carried when
out hunting with them. In a short time Kara¡nbal was glad enough to let Wareenggary return
to her own people, who were very much rejoiced to get her back again amongst them. They
then consulted among themselves, and determined to go away towards the east in quest of the
Summer, so as to melt the frost and ice. They did not wish to impose any furttrer hardship
upon thefu tribe than was necessary, their only object being to rescue their sister from her
caPtor.

After ttris trouble the 'Wareenggry resolved to leave the earth altogether, but before doing so
they went into the mountains, and made springs at the heads of all the rivers, so that their
people might always have plenty of water throughout their hunting grounds. The seven
sisters then went up into the sky where the constellation known as the Pleiades still
represents their camp. They come into view every Summer, bringing pleasant warm weather
for the benefit of their tribe, after which they go away gradually towards the west, where
they disappear. They then send ttre Winter to wam the kinsmen not to carry off women of the
wrong totemic division, but to select their wives in accordance with the tribal laws.

Soon after the deparnrre of the Wareenggary from the earth the young man, Karambal,
looked about for another sweetheart, and this time he was determined to comply with the
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marriage rules of his people. After a while he was smitten by the charms of a young woman
who belonged to the Kooran division, being that from which he could lawfully seleõt a wife.
She was, unfortunately, already united to another mân, nallted Bullabogabun, a great
warrior. Kararnbal succeeded in inducing her to leave her husband, and go ãway with-him.
When Bullabggabun discovered ttrat his wife had eloped, he followed her tracks io the camp
of Kararnbal. The latter, in order to escape the wrath of Bullabogabun, climbed up into a very
þee and tall pinetree gro_wing near his camp but his pursuerbbserved him hiãden amonþ
the topmost branches. Bullabogabun then gathered all the wood he could find for somé
distance around, and piled it into an immense t ap against the butt of the tree, and set fire to
it. fng fire raged with great firry, bunring the pine tree into cinders. The flame reached high
in__to the air, carrying Karambal with it, and deposited him in a part of the sky near the
W_areen-ggary, where he became the star Aldebara (Alpha Tauri), in order thai he might
follow the sisters continually, the same as he had done in his youth.
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aPPENDIX 3.7 - A narrative rewritten by Roland Robinson

From: Robinson, Roland (1966) Aboriginal rnyths and legends. Melboume, Sun Books':9 1-

93.

YOOLA AND TTIE SEVEN SISTERS.
related by Minyandeni, Pitjantjara tribe.

to the Greek myth of Orion's
sedversion of a long creation
ish ritual rites. Yoola, as he

ear and with ritual singing, features of the

of ritual, phallic sig
on the journey would be
e Yoola, fly through the

ater-hole suruounded by the high cliffs which
co-religious, sonTs, become the star group of

the Pleiades. Yoola, still pursuing them, becomes the star Orion.

The old-man Yoola was aways wanting women. He was alwqYs chasing-them rl"o"gtt 9"
bush. One day he saw seven women who were seven sisters. Yoola chased after them but he

could no catóh them. When he got close to them the seven sisters became frightened. They

flew up into ttre sky. The sisterõ travelled through the sky and came down at the rock-hole

Karraloo, close to the Petermann Range.
Yoola started walking after the sisters. They
turned round and saw him coming. The si

road is blocked." Together the sisters rushed at Yoola. They ran and swerved past him on

and followed after the sisters. The women I
coroboree. They saw Yoola coming
In the desert Yoola became tired. H

,u

as he walked on. Sometimes Yoolì ,"u ,o
travelled like that.

d ran away in different directions. When they

had left Yoolabehind, the sisters came together again.
yoola still followed after the sisters. ,q,l he travelled he left behind himself the mountain

wn his spear. He left behind him
ola travelled on. He camped and
eaming standing uP into the skY.

sometimes dragging his sPear,

sometimes carrying it an
At Ka¡rawalkarnatja he
sisters. Yoola travelled
sitting down by the big water-hole, W
He went back and sneaked around the
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sters. As he went round them from place to
one big one.

down after them in the water-hole.
, the seven
star, close
him.
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APPENDIX 3.8 - Narrative from Science Research Associates (S.R.A.)

From: Adams, L & G (I979)The tale of the plarypus. Sydney, S.R.A. (adapted from
Langloh Parker's collection).

TTIE TALE OF TTIE PLATYPUS

Far beyond the great mountains which divide the seas from the plains, there flows a beautiful
nver.
Down in the plains it runs slow and wide. Up in the foothills, near the start of the river, it
runs cool and clear and swift.
It was here in the hills, where the river ba¡ks are lined with lush fems and rich green grass,
that a tribe of platypus lived.

All day long the young ones splashed and piayed happily in the river. But whenever they
swam too far from the safety of their home - the hole in the river ba¡k - their mothers would
warn them: "Don't swim too far down the river, or Mooroo will get you!"
The young ones were not exactly sure who Mooroo was, but the very mention of his name
was enough to make them shiver with fright.

Now it happened that one day the skies grew black, and a big storm struck the hills. Very
soon the river was tumed into a raging toffent - racing along so fast that it swept away
everything in its path.
Little Mokfta, the yor:ngest platypus, had been playing in the river when the storm struck.
And now the bubbling, swirling waters caught him by surprise and quickly carried him down
the river - far away fromhis warm and safe hole-in-the-bank.

On and on the racing river carried poor little Mokka, throwing him against passing logs and
ducking him r¡nder as he tried to breathe. Then, as the raging waters swirled him aror¡nd a
big bend in the river, he was suddenly caught by the tangled branches of a large,
overhanging tree. And there he stayed until the storrn blew away and the river grew calrn
"I must swim back to my tribe," he told himself. "Or Mooroo will catch me. "
Mokka was urtaûgling himseHfrom the branches when he saw someone swimming towards
him.

"It's Mooroo," ttrought Mokka, "Mooroo!" The strânger swam closer.
"Keep away fiom me Mooroo," said Mokka rather nervously.
"Mooroo?" said the stranger. "I'm not Mooroo. I'm one of the duck tribe. But I know who
you are. You're one of the platypus tribe."
"You're not Mooroo?" said little Molka with relief. "Does Mooroo live near here?"
"Mooroo lives a little further down the river," said the old duck. "And you should not be here
for fear he kills you!"
"Why would he want to kill me?" asked Mokka.
"Because he hasn't forgiven your ancestor for tricking him," said the wise old duck. "Come
closer, and I will tell you how it happened."
Molka swam over to the duck, who looked very old and very wise.

"For many years now," began the wise old duck. "For far more years than I can remember,
our tribe has lived here at the bend in the river. Our days were always peaceful - as long as
we never ventured down the river where a water devil might catch us.
And we never ventured up the river, for there the water nrns too fast. Even a duck may easily
tire from swimming against the current and drown.

'We were happy enough living at the bend-in-the-river. But one day a duck called Dana
foolishly swam down the river in search of food. Soon she found a green, grassy bank.
'Oh!' she thought. 'There must be some wonderful, big, juicy grubs to eat here.'
So she forgot all the wamings about straying too fa¡ from bend-in-the-river. And she
waddled off along ttre edge of the bank - happily eating the biggest and juiciest grubs she had
ever seen.
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Dana was so busy frnding grubs, that she almost fell into a big black hole. She was about to
move on when she saw two tiny orange lights shining deep down in the darkness.

'What ca¡ those lights be?' she thought.
As she watched, the lights began to grow larger and wider apart. She peered deeper into the
hole. Suddenly she found herseH staring right into the face of a big, ugly water-rat.
The water-rat quickly sprang from the hole and grabbed Dana. Before she could even call
out, he tied her feet together.
Dana screamed and yelled. But it lvas no use, for she was too fa¡ away from bend-in-the-
river to be heard.

Down, down, down into the hole he dragged her until at last they came to a great big room.
This was the water-rat's home. It was dark and darnp. The only funriture was a straw bed in
one com.er.
'Now my beautiful little duck, I have you!' said the water-rat.
'Oh, please let me go,' Dana cried. 'Please let me go back to my tribe.'
'Never!' said the water-rat. 'Now that I have you, I am going to make you my wife.'
On hearilg this, Dana began to cry. So time went by, and day after day Dana was kept a
prisoner of the water-rat, whose name was Mooroo.
At first Dana did nothing but cry. But as time passed, she realized ttrat crying would never
help her escape. 'I must work out a plan if I am to escape,' she told herself.
So Dana sat down in the com.er and began to thi¡k hard.

When Mooroo woke up the next moming, he was very surprised to find Dana happily
preparing his breakfast. He was even more surprised when she said: 'Good morning,
husband, I hope you slept well.'
'Slept well?' said Mooroo with surprise. 'Wife, until today you have done nothing but cry.
But this monring you seem happy. 'Why is this?'

Dana answered: 'Mooroo, you have taken me from my tribe. At first that made me very sad.
But now ttrat I know you are a great hunter and a kind husband, I am happy to stay with
you.'
Mooroo, of course, was pleased to hear this.
At first Mooroo was a little suspicious. But as time went on, he began to allow Dana more
and more freedom. However, she was still not allowed to leave the hole. For whenever
Mooroo went off to hunt, he always blocked the entrance with a huge stone - far too heavy
for Dana to move.
'I will lull Mooroo to sleep,' Dana thought, 'then he will forget to place the stone against the
entra¡.ce.'

So when Mooroo retumed tired and hr¡ngry from his next hunting trip, Dana placed before
him a plate piled high wittr juicy grubs and yams and sweet berries.
It was all Mooroo could do to force them down. Soon he had eaten so much that his stomach
bulged.
The heavy meal made Mooroo very tired. Within minutes his head was nodding. He fell
asleep so quickly, he forgot to place the stone over the entrance.
This was just what Dana had hoped would happen.
Very quietly she tip-toed past the sleeping Mooroo.
When she reached the entrance, she began to nrn as fast as her little legs could carry her - not
even daring to look back in case she saw Mooroo close behind her.

But the greedy Mooroo had eaten far too much to be able to catch her.

You can imagine how happy the duck ribe was to see Dana back at bend-in-the-river. 'We
thought you must have been killed!' they cried out.
All the ducks gathered around Dana as she told them of her adventures and how she had
escaped from Mooroo. That night there was a special party held in Dana's honour - a
corroboree.
Dana had been away for a whole year. It was spring again. And all the mother ducks were
preparing nests to lay their eggs.
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Dana also built herself a comfortable nest and proudly laid two beautiful big eggs.

How excited everyone was as all the eggs began to hatch. All, that is, except Dana's.
'Hurry up and hatch your eggs, Dar.a,' the other ducks cried. ''We cannot see your
ducklings.'
Then it happened. Dana jumped off the eggs, expecting to see two fluffy yellow ducklings.

Instead, they saw two of the funniest looking animals you could ever imagine. Instead of
fluffy, yellow feathers, they had a light sprhkling of fur covering their pink little bodies.
Instead of two legs, they had four.

They had Dana's bill, and their feet were webbed just like hers. But their fur and four legs
were just like those of their father - Mooroo.
Now when the other ducks saw these strange looking creatures, they were horrified.
'Take them away!'they screamed. 'They will frighten ourbabies!'
Then a wise old drake came up to Dana and said: 'You must take your children away from
bend-in-the-river, for they are not of the duck tribe,'
'But where will I go?'cried Da¡a.
'You must go up the river,' said the drake. 'If you go down the river Mooroo will kiil yow
children, for they are not of the water-rat tribe either.'

So Dana called her children and took them far up the river. She was sad. But her children
followed her happily.
Finally they reached the foothills where the river ran cool and clear and swift. And here they
made theirnew home. They called themselves the platypus tribe.
Soon they were happy once again. And the beautiful river in the hills became their tribal
ground."
"You must be of that tribe," said the wise old duck to Molska. "Look at you. Aithough you
have a duck's bill and webbed feet, you have four legs and fur - just like the water-¡at. That
is why you must not go further down the river, or Mooroo will catch you."
The mention of Mooroo's name made Mokka shiver. Suddenly he remembered his mother
and his own tribe back at the hole-in-the-bank.

Quickly saying goodbye to the wise old duck, Mokka swam off towards his home as fast as

he could.
He swam for hours and hours r:ntil he thought he could go no furttrer. But none of the river
ba¡ks looked familiar.
"Maybe I'm lost," he thought. Then as he rounded a bend, he suddenly saw a big old log.
"I've seen that log before," he thought. And there, just beyond it, was his very own hole-in-
the-ba¡k.
How excited all the platypus tribe were to see him.
"we thought Mooroo had caught you," said the tearful mother as she kissed him and stroked
his fur.
"I did not see Mooroo," said Mokfta, who was overjoyed to be back home. "But I did see the
wise old duck who lives atbend-in-the-river."
Then all the happy platypus tribe gathered aror¡nd Mokka to hear about his great adventure.
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APPENDIX 3.9 - Narrative from the Pan Macmillan series

From: Eguo, Cecilia (1996) The magic colours. Sydney, Pancake Press. (a Pan Macmillan
imprint - "adapted to be read and r¡nderstood by children").

TTIE MAGIC COLOURS

Long ago, so the Koori storytellers say, all birds were the same color:¡ - black. The rosellas
and lorikeets, the galatrs and cockatoos, the lyrebirds and wrens - all were black as bumt
wood.
One 

-evening^ 
a little bla.cf dove was flying around looking for food. He landed on a log to

rest, but his foot was pricked by a sharp splinter.
The wound was so pahful that he fell on his back calling for help. The other birds flocked
around, anxious to assist him. Some brought beakfuls of water for-him to drink.
Some washed the wound and tried to bandage it with leaves.

-OnJV.rtt" 
cro_w did not help. In fac_¡ he was cross because all this fluttereing and chattering

þd Çi¡nubed his peace and quiet. He tried to fuighten the otherbirds away! -
The birds would not leave their friend the dove, who was becoming moie ill by the minute.
His foot was now swollen to three times its normal size, but ttre birãs didn't knów what they
could do to fix it.
Suddenly a galatr h y stuff in the foot and if it came out the
dove might get bett 'the 

dove's swollen foot The dove cried
out in pain but then
A g-reat_fountain of out of the wound and splashed onto the
birds. She squawked with joy!
Red, green, purple, yellow, white and blue came spurting out and covered the other birds,
who began t_o dange with delight. The lorikeets looked likè rainbows! Only rhe crow missed
out because he had not stayed close to the dove to help hirn
The dove was feeling much better now - all the pain had gone. He was even happier when he
found that he was now snow-white all over!
From that day, the birds have kept ttreir lovely colows.
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APPENDIX 3.1.0 - Narratives rewritten by A.E. \{ells

From: Wells, Ann E. (1973) Stars in the sþ. (-egend of Anhem Land 3) Adelaide,
Rigby.:52-60.

TIIE MORNING STAR

Bainambir was one of the loveliest of the spirit-women who lived far beyond the easæm rim
of the earth world. She seemed to glow with an inner light, as the lustre of a pearl seems to
reveal a beauty within itself. Everyone loved her, for she was as kind and gentle as she was
lovely to see.
It was her kindness that led her to befriend the earth people when their spirits arrived in the
country of Baralku.
The spirits from earúr seemed so lost and bewildered and often very afraid when they found
themsèlves in the strange country that Bainarnt in tried to find a way to help them.
"What makes you so unhappy?" she asked the newcomers.
Most of ttrem ihook their hãads at her question, being reluctant to give an answer ttrat might
offend the spirit-people. However, at last she found one who had been a leader on earth and
who was not so fearful.
"'We are worried for those we have left behind us," was his answer. Then he added, "From
earth this place seems such a long way away, and the earth people do not know where the
carroe, ttre Lanpan, will take their spirits when their earth bodies do not breathe any_more.

The ones who are left behind mourn for a very long time, because they do not know whether
we will ever meet each other again. This we know, because we too have sorrowed for those
who were our friends and have come here before us. There is nothing to show which way
the Larrpan goes, and our people think that perhaps their spirits could get lost in the far
spaces of the sky. "
ÉainamUin listened carefully and when the man had finished speaking, she thought for a few
minutes before answering him.
"Would it make you happy if someone gave the earth people a sign from this country?" she

asked at last.
The man nodded and looked more cheerful at this idea.
"Yes," he said. Then he became sad again. "But that is not all, wise woman," he went on.
"One other ttring ttrat makes my people unhappy in this place is that we have nothing to hunt,
as we have been accustomed to doing. There are no fish to catch, no turtle, or dugong to
harpoon, no emu, or kangaroo to spear, and no yams for the women to dig."
Bainarnbir shook her head. "But you are fed and none go hungry," she said.
"Yes," he agreed. "'We are fed on the spirit-food here, but it is not food we need; it is ttre joy
of hunting which we miss."
"Aa-ah," said Bainarnbirr and walked away thinking de"ply.
At last she had an idea and so called together her friends and told them of her decision.
"I have decided to " she said. "Every monring, in ttre right
season, at the end o just before'Walu, ttte sun, makes the sky
glow with her tight f the dawn bi¡ds, the people will see my
ligtrt in the sky,-an light across the sea towards this place. Then
pèrhaps they will not worry and be sad any more. that 1s what I think."
Î{er fñends argued among themselves for and against Bainarnbirr's doing such a_thing,_but

she refused ¡61þange trei min¿. At length some of her friends decided ¿Imoûg themselves
what they could do to prevent her from coming to any harm or from straying too far away
from home in the lonely reaches of the night.
"'We will weave a large net for you to sit ir.," they s by a string to
this place so that you cannot ôtray along the far ht in the fast
flowing currents óf Mitnguya, the sky river, or lonely sPace

between the stars. Otherwise we will not let you do this thing."
Bainarnbirr agreed, and so it was a¡anged.
Some spirit plople visited earttr to tell the wise rnen what the new star shining in the east

meart for ttrern, and the earth people called that sta¡ the Moming Star, singing many songs to
show how glad they were for the message of hope she had bryught to them. And they were
glad when they saw her shining like a pearl in the eastern sþ just before sr¡¡rise.
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The people of that place watched the final dance with wondering eyes. Even the smallest
child lay quietly in his mother's arms or curled in the sand beside her, as the sun moved from
moming to evening in the clear sþ of that day. Never had that great gathering of people seen
such dancing. The men took into their retentive memories every movement of each part of the
dancing, so that in the future they could repeat it and make no mistakes.
The spirits mimed everything that helped to sustain the life of the earth folk, each dance
moving through the golden sunlight like a brief and vivid picture of that animal and plant,
ptainly showing to the silent watchers under their tree shades the dance that was being given
to them for their own future peace of mind.
One thing that puzzled the people was the pale green figure of Birknu, the giant praying
mantis, near the top of the pole. Birrknu stood there, swaying in time to the rþthmic music,
her wings folded against her abdomen. At ttre end of the ceremony, just as the sun was going
down, Birrknu opened her gauzy wings and flew up and up towards the gleaming sky,
looking like a blw of palest green light.
"Birrknu is taking word of the dance to those who are far from earth, but who are now living
in the spirit place," explained the leading dancer among the visitors, when he saw the puzzled
faces looking after ttre vanisþ¡g mantis. "This she will do always, so that word of yor:r
dancing this ceremony will go quickly to those who are waiting it. Once she has danced this
message for them they will have the spirits of living earth creatures to give them joy in
hunting, and the spirits from earth will also know their friends have not forgotten them or
ceased to remember them with love."
The dance of the Morning Star, Bainambirr, is still sometimes performed in honour of
someone important who has died. It is a happy occasion in memory of someone thay have
known and still remember with love.
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APPENDIX 3.11 - Works by Ainslie Roberts and Charles Mountford

From: Roberts, Ainslie & Mor:¡tford, Cha¡les P (1971) Thefirst sunrise. Adelaide,
Rigby.:34-35.

NURUNDERI AND TT{E COD

The aborigines who once lived on the shores of Lake Alexandrina, at the mouth of the River
Murray, left belind a number of interesting stories about the exploits and adventures of the
man Nwunderi, who created the fish in its waters and many of the natr¡ral featr¡res along its
ba¡ks.
Nurunderi was a tall,.powerful man, who once had a riverbank camp on the upper Murray.
From this camp his wives deserted him, taking their children with them.
One day, when Nurunderi saw a huge cod swimming down stream, he followed it in his
bark canoe. In those days the River Murray was only a small strearï., but as the cod swam
away from Nurunderi its great body burst through the land and enlarged the river to its
present size.
By-the time Nurunderi had followed the cod as far as lake Alexandrina, he had almost given
PP hgPe of captuing s-o_large g figh. Then he remembered that his brother-in-1aw, Nepele,
lived fi¡¡ttrer down the lake, and might be able to spear it. So Nurunderi signalled Nepele tlrat
alarge cod was swimming towards him, and Nepele managed to speff the fish as iì passed
near the c¿rmp.
The two men then created all the fish in lake Alexandrina and the Murray by cutting the cod
into many pieces_which 4"V threw into the water. As they did so, ttrey decreãd ttrat õne piece
would become the perch, another the callop, another the mullowày, and so on, until alt
present day fish were named. A large part of the cod still remained, so Nwu¡deri threw that
into ttre water, Saying, "You contitue to be Mruray cod."

task of peo_pling Lake Alexandrina and the river with fish, and being
es and children, Nwunderi made his camp with Nepele on the shorei
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APPENDIX 4.1 A narrative by uncle willie Mackenzie

From: Cairns, Sylvia (1967) UncleWiltie Mackenzie's legends of the Goundirs. Brisbane,

Jacaranda Press. Illustrated by Fred Cobbo.:11'-14'

TI{E FIRST PLATYPUS

were to be trained in the waY of the

l;Xiå "Jiå,ilåJ3, ä3x]åff lsilï ;

were important positions. As there were
constantfu say, 'tisten to the words.'This
oû memory. It was no mean feat for a man
laws and customs associated with them'

yes told him nothing.
'They know, I just know that the uneasily. 'That's Thy.$ty gave-me

this íronou¡. Sfrm I speak up now an inner voice spoke, 'How can they

know? Tell no one what you have 
They had observed him
longer than anyone else
ever they went flshing it

young ones called it luck, but the old ones

òutd ðatl the fish to him and catch them with
e. The years that followed were good years for
and they all developed in spirit and power.
he tookhimself a wife. She also was a small

e top of her head just touched her husband's

shoulder.
r the weddhg was a happy time for all. When
his wife werè enchanted. They asked for and
goodbye to everyone and went to live at the

mouth of the river.
Td@"nd of fish and were alw_ays fr9hi1gl The husba¡d would dive down deep

whiÍe his wife iaite¿ anxiously on the bank for¡}L:îi:t?åfîy*îffi.*fri"1fl,;|l1.TLl;

î'il:'rP'i:ffiå
set out determined to warn the other fish that

Jengary was coming and not to aûswer when he called.

1'nj fiin that woul-dn't listen were soon caught and killed. The others jo_--"d th9 -fli-eht

"prtr"u* Sooo the salt water c¿ìme to an eñd and the fresh water flowed but still !þY
còntinued on r¡ntil tinatly they came to the last waterhole, where the spring waters bubble

can't travel any further so we
gather all the moss and reeds

is wife will get worried when

he fails to appear and
When the fish caught
the old and wise one

ewaare. V/e call him the platypus and he
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aPPENDIK 4-2 a narrative By Trezise and Roughsey

From: Trezise, Percy & Roughsey, Dick (19s4) Gtdja. Sydney, collins Australia.

GIDJA

ii:il',nTå.1rffr""åIfi ff ËîîïJ'ä,1å'*:
and arms. se he had a round far face, fät 

^body 
and thin let¡

star girl, and wanted to marry her but she also laughed at
to make some maqig songs to sing to yatma *hil;;Ël"y
f him and come to like tim.

stones a¡d decorated it with painted
g Star girl. He sat in the circlê in the

song.
sicl Binda Binda."
amilg."

He made and sans many sglgs so that Yalma could not stop looking at him or thinking abouthim' Those. gotsi"ps,.trté *ilti;;g þil bitd;, ;;r"h"d diãj" and passed word ro yalma thatGidja was 'singing' her.

Every light Gidja .*.T the magic circle singing his love so_ngs, and as time passed yalma
stopped laughing at Gidja and one day made iÉ-"""{y h"ppybî;!["tü äiã ti, *if".
They built their bark shelter on the edge of the village. All the Bulldi people held a bigcorroboree dance to celebrate for them.

'When Yalma had a baby daughter they called h.e.r f-ilga, the Monring Star. Gidja loved littleLilga and as she grew biggeráways tóok her wittr hirfi wtrån ne *ãit*u"Ë.-
One sad day, when.all thelov-ely wattles and wildflowers wer_e-in bloom, Gidja was climbing
år:å: 

to cut honev from a beehive, when a large limb broke 
"firlr" 

õär"lr^ãi,ï+u, *J.tE

It was the fust time that any of the first people on Earttr had died. All ttre people thought theywere immortal and would úve forever.

Poor Gidja cried over hiJ d.-"9 dau-ghter, but the people were frightepgd and angry; theydidn't want ro die at alr. They utameo-Gidjâ ano uegiliõ *,r"ut"n hñ;iûr;*u^.
9i¿jf made onïng Star, and decided to bury her on the other side ofthe river, at l rainãorest. Th";;; a vine Éridg" ;ñs rhe river tokeep people

while ci{ja was crossine t\ þri$se,some men ran up and cut rhe vine with srone axes.Gidja, with the bark coffin=on his rtõ"to"t, r"ll,o6 tlr" iu,îflowing riv;- ^-

ating after him. Gidja called our to

es you right for letting your little daughter

towards rhe sea. Gidjapuffed his fat body up so
bringing him closer io the bank wher" tuÍt gi*,
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Some of the grass was leaning out over the water as though offering friendly hands of heþ to
the struggling Gidja. He stretched and caught hold of the grass and pulled himself out of the
water, just before big crocodiles caught up with him.

The coffur of Lilga, the Moming Star, drifted out to sea and sank, where it can stili be seen
today at low tide, near Cape Tribulation.

Night was coming as Gidja was walking back along the riverbank. He made firesticks and lit
a fre to make light as he knew it would be very dark when the sun was gone. The moon had
not yet been made.

Kookaburas sat in the trees and laughed at Gidja; the willy wagtails gossiped about him, but
the butcher-birds sang sweet songs for little Morning Star.

Gidja carried a burning piece of wood from the fire to light his way through the dark forest.
The people saw the light winking among the trees and wondered who was coming.

When they saw it was Gidja they were angry again. They thought they had got rid of him in
the river.

All the men ran for their spears, then hurled them at Gidja. The spears just bounced offhim
as thoughhe was made of stone.

Gidja laughed and said, 'You people cannot kill me, I am going to live forever.' His big
round body shook with laughter at the people trying to kill him.

When the people saw they could not kill Gidja they becarne angrier. They said, 'We must get
him out of our country. We will throw him up into the sky.' Some of the strongest men
caught hold of him and hurled him straight up into the night sþ.

As he rose upward Gidja shouted down to the people, 'From now on all people will die and
they will remain dead. I will also die, but you will see me come back to life again. The grass
that saved me will die, but you will see it come back to new life.'

Now we see Gidja the Moon wax and grow fat and round, before fading away again until he
looks like a frail, stooped man, withered like grass, just above the dawn horizon, on his last
day.

Not far away is his bright little daughter,Lllga, the Morning Star. Kookaburras laugh
dingoes howl when they see the last of poor.old Gidja, but the butcher-birds still
sweetly to Lilga.

and
sing

Gidja is not long dead. On the evening of the ttrird day after he disappears from the sky,
Gidja can be seen just above the sunset, floating there like a baby's cradle, beginning a new
cycle of life.

Not far away is his wife Yalma, the Evening Star. And as the seasons' cycle, the grass
withers and dies, only to be brought back to lush life when ttre rains come again - and Gidja
the Moon lights up the night sky for all the world.
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In the Dreamtime, all the eartþ lay sleeping. Nothing grew. Nothing moved. Everything was
quiet and still. The animals, birds and reptiles lay sleeping under the earth's crust.
Then one day the Rainbow Serpent awoke from her slumber and pushed her way through the
eartlt's crust, moving the stones that lay in her way. 'When she emerged, she lóoked around
her and then travelled over the land, going in all directions. She travelled far and wide, and
when she grew tired she curled herself into a heap and slept. Upon the ea¡th she left her
winding tracks and the imprint of her sleeping body. When she had tavetled all the earth, she
retumed to the place where she had frst appeared and called to the frogs, "Come out!"
Th9 frogs we_r9 very slow to come from below the earth's crust, for their bellies were heavy
with water which they had stored in their sleep. The Rainbow Serpent rickled thei¡ stomachÀ,
and when the frogs laughed, the water ran all over the earth to fill the tracks of the Rainbow
Serpent's wanderings - and that is how the lakes and rivers were formed.
Then the grass began to grow, and the trees sprang up, and so life began on earth.
Al! the animals, birds and reptiles awoke and followed the Rainbow Serpent, the Mother of
Life, across the land. They were happy on earth, and each lived and hu¿tè¿ for food with his
own tribe. Th9 kangaroo, wallaby, emu tribes lived on the plains. The reptile tribes lived
among the rocks and stones, and the bird tribe rflew through the air and lived in the trees.
The Rainbow_Serpent made laws that all were asked to obey, but some grew quarelsome
and were troublemakers. The Rainbow Serpent scolded them, saying, 'Those who keep the
laws I shall reward well. I shall give them a human form. They and their chitdren and-their
children's children shall roam this earth forever. This shall be their land. Those who break
$Y laws I shall punish. They shall be turned to stone, never to walk the earth again.'
So the law-breakers were turned to stone, and became mountains and hills, to stand for ever
and watch over the tribes hunting for food at thei¡ feet.
But those who kept her laws she tumed into human form, and gave each of them his own
totem of the animal, bird or rgptile whence they came. So the tribés knew themselves by ttreir
own totems: the lçangaroo, the emu, the carpet snake, and many, many more. And inorder
that none should starve, she ordered that no man should eat of his totems. In this way there
was food for all.
So the tribes lived together in the land given to them by the Mother of Life, the Rainbow
Serpent; and they knew that the land would always be theirs, a¡d that no one should ever
take it from them.

APPENDIX 4.3 A narrative by Oodgeroo

From: Noonuccal, Oodgeroo (1993) Stradbroke Dreamtime. London, Angus &
Robertson. :61-62.

TI{E BEGINMNG OF LIFE
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APPENDIX 4.4 A narrative from Djugarba

From: Bunug (1974) Inganar the Giant Serpent. h: Djugurba: talesfromthe spirit time.
Canberra, A.N.U. Press.:3 1-32.

INGANARR, TT:[E GIANT SERPENT

Long, long ago, Inganarr the Great Serpentbegan a joumey across Amhem Land. He moved
slowly across ttre country, from west to east, and whenever he saw people, he ate them. He
ate so many people on his long journey that when ever people saw him coming they tried to
run away and hide.
\ühen Tnganarr reached North Goulbum lsland the people tried to escape, but they could not
get off the island. Tnganarr had them trapped. So the people decided to feed Tnganan. First
they fed him their food, and when that was gone, they fed him their weapons and their tools,
but soon these were all gone. \ühen ttrere was nothing left to feed Inganarr, he ate the people
until they were all gone. Then he moved further eastwards and returned to the mainland.
Here he rested.
One day two young boys were playing with their spears quite close to where Ingala:r was
resting. They could not see him in the bush but they noticed that whenever they threw their
spears in a certain direction - Inganarr's direction - the spears came back. They moved closer
to see what was causing this. Then they saw Ingana:r. As fast as they could run the two boys
ran for their camp. They told their father of the great serpent they had seen and soon the news
spread through the tribe. Everyone quickly prepared and soon were ready to fight the
serpent.
Sr:rrounding Inganarr, the tribe threw spears and rocks at him, but nothing they threw
touched the great setpent and their spears a¡d rocks tumed back at them. Seeing they could
no hurt lnganarr with their weapons, the tribe tried to escape. But Inganarr was too fast and
he swallowed people - men, women and children - until the whole tribe lay inside his
enoÍnous stomach.
Tnganarr continued on his joumey east'wards r¡ntil finally he arrived in Eastern Amhem Land.
the great serpent was tired after his long journey and suddenly he felt very sick. He had eaæn
too many people. He opened his huge mouth and out poured the people he had swallowed,
released from his enofinous stomach. They carried the tools and weapons he had swallowed
with them and they ran to many parts of the cor:ntry to make their camps.
The people stayed in Eastern Anrhem Land and did not retu¡n to the west. They were the first
people ever to live in this part of the counûry and this is why, today, there are more people in
Eastem Amhem Land than the westem part. It is also why no people live on Norttr Goulburn
Island today, for Inganar swallowed them all and took them to the east where they still live.
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APPENDIX 4.5 A narrative from Gulpilil

From: G-ulpilil,David (1983) Birink: our ancestors of the Dreaming. Cheltenham, L.&S.
Publishing.

BIRIRRK: OUR ANCESTORS OF THE DREAMING

T- ong long time-before our Dreaming¡ the earth at our feet had no shape, it had no colour,
there was no light, and nothing walked across it.

the strong wind.
Out of the dust ttrey sþap99 .or. mountains and over the land they made the great rivers.
When that was done, the Biri¡rk made the shapes of the animals tô live in theñ. With the
water, caÍle grass and trees, and the animals to èat the grass, to shelter beneath the trees and
to drink at the river.
lhe¡r qhowgd their children, our ancestors, the spirit in the water. They taught us how to
{1i"k the spilit of - the spirir.'
We entered the ri fhe^girirrk
told us, 'Listen to a Dreaming
place. We kept its
The Birirrk made the shapes of water lilies and the yams. They showed their children, our
people, how to find and eat yams and said, 'These arè yams. Yeims are also men.'

in the canoe trees and in
that are in it.

waterholes where our people drink. rhere riiråJ;::ri:tttll":
when they are hunting. They came to res n rock. 'thij will be a
Dreaming place,' they said.
When all this was done, th9 great ancestors taught their children, our people, about ttre shape
of the \angqroo. They taught us where the water slept beneath the earih ai¿ Íro* to know the
Dreaming places.

Ih: gTrr5 were great hr:nters. They used the from the kangaroo.
In the shadows of the trees our ancestors were the boomerañg and
the qpear and said, 'These will kill the kangaroo '

åt E light filled the sky,_the Bi¡irrk made the shapes of the birds and raught them how to
fly. 'These are also men,' they told us.
On the earttt, the Biri:rk said, 'Look at the colours.' They showed us the red that came from
the blood of their fighting and hunting, rtre sacred white
l¡engaroo, the yelow that marks the cliffs of our land and i
and the black that they made with the great fhe they used
charcoal from the fires of the great Dreaming tracks and told us, 'With these colows you can
keep the Dreaming.'

s and there will be food and children. These
an sing and the spirit will hear you. You can
l the story to your young men and they will

The Birirrk told or¡r women how to have the

run away.
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''We will leave soon, but we will return at the Dreaming places through your songs-and

dances, your painting and your telling. You will know us as we come from the rocks and the

earth at these times.'
To make fire, the Birirrk took the stick between their hands and rubbed quickly. The smoke

rose towards the sky. They put some grass in their hands and made it smoke. Then they

gently blew on it anã put the fire in thè grass. Jh"y ¡lowpd us how to cook the kangaroo,

õur fóod, and said, 'You will always need fire. Keep it in these sticks.'
The Biri:rk vanished. They becarne the waterholes, ttre hills, the rivers and the rocks of the

earth, or¡r Mother. They leit us the stories of how to hr.¡nt the emu, kangaroo and goanna. 
-

. These stories are in the

us and il our children at

the Dreaming places. The earth, our Mothe Plu99t, These rocks and

hills, these riiers and waterholes, are our great ancestors. They are ttre Birirk, our spiril
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APPENDIX 4.6 A narrative told by Eddie Bennell

From: Bennell, Eddie (lgSIlAborigiyql.!.gSendsfrom the Bibulmun tribe. Adelaide, Rigby.
Illustrated by Ame Thomas.:2\ -24-

TIIE MAGPIE AND TT{E CURLEW

in Aboriginal folklore is the weerrlow bird or
w bird is an omen of good for some, but for

s ago on the outskirts of a town in the Great
ely 250 kilomerres from Perth.

was no exception. But there w
others. One day this little boy shearing shed with his father and uncles all
morning-, and he arrived home to ask hiimother's permission to retum to the
shed and watch the shearing for the rest of the day.
\ühen the child was retunring t9 the shearin ihe¿ *ittr rhe men he noticed a group of a
dozen or so weerlow birds. Át first the child ad no reason to fear the weerrlovls, beiause
the old people had never
oppornmity, would try to
of the weerrlow bird's chi
out. 'Weerrlow! Weerrlow!' The child wo

'åä

.app-roaeheq the child and kept nodding rú, h3;J¡T;åHjt'úäî?"H3uot"jiiJ il"î"*î:
beckoning him.

t after some time he realised that he had been

was Coorrla, mighty ylmor of the coolbardis. On the right stood 'Wirla, 
great chief of all

the weerrlow tribes within a thousand kilometn s.

en chosen to wihess avery important event.
aced on a large boulder which gave him a

of all the associated tribes, explained
had raped Coorrla's wife, and because

banished her in shame, which meant that she
yg"ld have to stay away from every trib
When his explanation ended, ttre ðhief
hairy, human-like creatures who are ttre initi
come forth. On his commal.d, literally tho
nowhere.

s would be the victor!
und the two mighty warriors began stalking
the first fatal mistake. Coorrla knew tha--t

d in many contests of this nature,
combat.

his mind. No matter how hard he tried, Coorrl
his dearly beloved wife, Craala, had been bro
the place where she had hidden in shame from self and all the other members of tfre tribe.
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He could see her now, her head bowed in shame, her beautiful body bloodied and tom. And
all this had been brought aboutby the seHish and thoughtless act of Wirrla.
Coorrla's mind became even more bitter and angry towards V/furla and, unable to contain
himself any longer, he leaped high into the ai¡ and pounced vengefully upon Wirrla. Though
he was on guard, the vicious, brutal attack caught'Wirrla by surprise and he was pounded
into dust.
As he rose, trying to gather his wits, Coorrla moved swiftly and unleashed a number of
powerful blows to 'Wi¡rla's forearms, shoulders, and neck, causing his whole upperbody to
grow numb. As Winla crumpled back into the dust, Coorrla, with his warnuk stick raised
high above his head, paused, and in that split second Wirla recovered his senses and ducked
and weaved out of immediate danger. The silence of the onlookers all around was intense.
\{'irla, on the defensive, knew that he would have to call on all the remaining energy he had
for one mighty onslaught if he was going to win this contest. Coorrla, sensing victory,
moved in warily but swely for the final assault. Feinting, then stepping back, Coorrla raised
his wa¡nuk stick and brought it crashing down on Wirla's skull. V/furla again crumpled to
the ground, his head pounding in pain from the blow inflicted by Coonla.
Then Coorrla knew that victory was his. Without mercy he rained blow after blow upon his
defenceless foe, until through sheer exhaustion he fell to his knees beside the battered and
bloody body of Wirla.
After several minutes Coorrla rose to his feet and surveyed the onlookers through tired
bloodshot eyes, then, with a nod of his head towards the group of Mubarm men, he lowered
himself on to the nearest rock.
There was deafening silence as the Mubarrn men of both tribes gathered aror¡nd Coorrla and
conceded ttrat he was ûow champion warrior of all the south-westem tribes.
Then they commanded Craala to come forward to stand beside Coorrla. The Mubarm men
explained that because of Coorrla's great victory, Craala's shameful and degrading
exþerience at the hands of V/irla was now forgiven and she would in funue take her rightful
place within the tribe as Coorrla's wife.
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APPENDIX 4.7 A Warlukurlangu narrative

From: D,*Uy Jampdinpa (1997) Eush Turkey and Emu. In: V/arlukurlangu arrists.yz endumu
doors. Canberra, A.I.A.T.S.I.S.:39 

-

BUSH TURKEY AND EMU

over there'. He went and hid in some of the

It was that Dreaming who first travelled around in that country. He went a little way south
gathering berries into various wooden dishes. 'That's it now.-These dishes are fulÍ to ttre
top'' Turkey mashed them all and made them into fruit balls. Just to the west of where

into fruit balls. He was putting
ht of Tukey on the other side of

all right. H
with his ey
y choosing

around in my place. I'11 beat him up.
these ones that he's left? He has takén

r me. He comes around here to eat all the nice

turred in smashed all
Jurkey's r what Emu
had done set off west
to_go and furd Emu._''Why s? Why did he want ro ruin
-¿t fv fruits?- well I'll go when'he found Emu, they
both started fighting. The ld of Turkey and frué¿ nil
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From : cou,thard, '"'""- :::o*,.:ïiJ#"lo*Til" *; l, o on *on
Sydney, Harcowt Brace Jovanovich.

MOONMAN

ln the Dreamtime there lived an old Aboriginal man and his yor.rng nephew. As the years
went by the old man taught his nephew all the rules about living the traditional Aboriginal
way. The old man said to his nephew, 'You must always sha¡e food with other people
because sharing is one of the most important rules of.our people.'
The old man was a very clever hunter and would say to his nephew. 'There are some rules
for hunting which you must leatn, to enable you to become as good as me. You must leam to
recognise the tracks and develop the skills of tacking', the old man would say to his nephew
as they sat around the campfire. The nephew would sit by the campfire pretending to be
listening to his uncle, but he really was daydreaming about swimming in the creek and just
having fun.
One day the old man went out hunting. He went along a big creek, over a hill and onto a flat
tableland and Black Oak Hills where the kangaroos rested from the heat of the hot srunmer
sun...
...Suddenly, with a swift movement, the old man threw the spear. It flashed through the air
so quickly that before-the kangaroos could escape, one of them lay dead with the old man's
spear quivering in its body...
...His nephew could tell by the smell that the kangaroo was ready to be eaten. It smelt so
good that he decided to have it all to himself....
... 'I've stolen your kangaroo and I am having a good feed of it,'...
...The fat, shiny young nephew just laughed at the old man. So the old man cut down the
tree and left his round, fat nephew up in the sþ.
'There!' said the old man to his shiny, round, fat nephew. 'Stay up there in the form of a
moon and share your light with the whole world forever'.
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APPENDIX 4.9 Djalalingba's Yolngu narrative

From: Ytrnupingu, Djalalingba et. al. (1988) Ganbulapula: the story of the land around the
old Dhupumn College. Yirrkala, Liærature Production Centre.

GANBULAPTILA

Dhuwalanydjl wåinga garma, dhiyala walala yukwrana giritjinanydja. Ga...ga...ga...ga,
g|ghanydja Datjalangr:na. Dhuwalanydja @iltji marrtji ngorra, ga ngurruna ngunhi, báa
batjiwarr yukuna dhunarrana, wiripu mak nhuma marnggimirri nguriki batjiwan:wu....

This place (where Dhupuma College was) used to be a ceremonial ground. This is where
they danced. From here...... to Datjala [sic], through the bush, to the point where the track
qoes_ downthe escarpment, perhaps you know that track. It belongs to ttre spirit man called
Ganbulapula, also known as Yåingunidi, and Murayana. Through this land he travelled,
looking upwards, folowing the stringy bark flowers looking for native honey. This land is
ceremonial ground.

Over there, a shark was wounded, he [Ganbulapula] speared it with a harpoon. Then the
culprit took of into the bush. He had wounded the shark at a place called G-arra1a. And the
shark took off she formed thelandscape with her head (ust
like in the dan And she gave birth to hèr children there. And
that's where nains, at Dhuruputjpi, at Wangarmgu, at
Barrnggulwarmggul. So that is where she has made her home, b-urié¿l inside the iresh t'aær.

He had speared it with a ha¡poon, and ra¡ off!: 'Come on, you can't catch me, I'm the
travelling man!' that's what he said, and ran off. And he ran up this way until he arrived here
(where the Dhupuma College used to be). Where is Ganbulapula actually from? He's from
over there, a Gupapuyngu man, because the shark was wounded at Garrata. And
Ganbulapul3 ran off saying 'Come on, come here and chase me to the open plains at Ngulpan
an{-Gaoami.yayu. I'm the travellin man himself!', like t}rat. And ttre woundeã shark enãed up
at Dhuruputji.

Gumatj a¡d Lamami clans; since this land
And you other Yirritja clan groups have links

all of us: Gumad,
ami, 'Wangurri,

er Gumatj, this is
the way we cooperate and make decisions, th

The tip of 99 poin! is. called Datjala [sic]. The sacred string exists through there where rhe
Possum and the night jar made the track. At that place the night jar sang and cried, and it will

commonly known as GayngaSla). Some of yo
of you may not know.

Balkuwuy he made his journey.
Lamami dog (called Ngamaliya

Tþ-"_ ".y 
olthe night jar echoed in all the little patches of the rain forest - Djhimbilil,

Galkuran, Bandharrinya, these are the names of the places. Atso Yirririnya, Märãthuway,
Gulpilnga, M uy, tha:ra, ânO nutt¡am'mumt.
At the rainfo the e dreaming
(Wunhnngu o and spits up thé
rain clouds. This is a different sort of snake (d which iives
in the rain forest' that is where he lives.
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But the area of land deep inside the rainforest is very sacred. So I am_ only tellin-g y^ou

youngsters about it, for láter on. It's for both Yirritju 3nq Dhuwa people, but especially for
Íro* ñr*y of us who are Yirritja. So we become united together and agree together, and

that's the way it is for our culture.
But this land is already titled, and it belongs to Ganbulapula. This side is called lanaya-qn{
the other side is called Wirrmunga. The arãa vhere the billabong full of l_ily roots is, is called

Rernvuy. It is also known as Balkuwuy. These areas are Yirritja and they all belong to

Ganbulapula.

across to Rocky Point (Yarapay) to where
ed Nyedil, perform their ceremonies.
fted across to Rocky Point. And also over

y the sound of the didgeridoo to other

Dhuwa spirits who were also gpTitl were Dhuwa, who danced with
sheaths of tall spear grass held theír foreheads. (You c_an.still see them

dancing in the Dhuwiceremoni und of tlre didgeridoo echoed, signalling back

and forth.

And the Yirrida land exists from the Airport [sic], right rrp to Gulkula.-And it cuts off at

Giddy's Rivertrossing. There the Dhuwa shark made its journe-y frgm-ttqli_ttle streams at

the mouth of the G-iddy's (Yåingunbi) across to the mouth of the V/ongga Creek
(Gayirrpungala). There at Wongga Õreek the sha¡k remained. That areabelongs to the shark

àr"ãroing. itr"íe it cuts off at diã¿ cross over to the other side. And this

side of tñe tan¿ about half way to ossing from Dhupuma, belongs to us

Yirritja-

stand
anbul
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APPENDIX 4.10 A Tiwi narrative

From: Puantulura, Aloysius (Tupwanikini) (1990) Ngirramini ngini Nyingawi. Nguiu, Nguiu
Nginingawila Liæranue production Centre.

NGIRRAMINI NGINI NYINGAWI

Nginingaji wutawa pitirikipimi
ngarra arikulani awana. Awuta

irrakininga-m-m. Ngya-mirani awurrini
'Waya 

awungani pitirikurwalamini:
'Angiw ala ampiriki taaw urra fuw arawuj anawu.'. . .

NNNGAV/I - TIIE LITTLE SPIRIT PEOPLE
(This is the story of how the Tiwi people leamt to sing the kurlama)

f-op 1im9 ago qg üttle spirit people_had krulama at Tumarripi. All of ttrem took tum to sing
in the kurlama. pirrimantuluwi wãs the eldest of them all. So he and all the little spiriì peð-ptE

e broke up. My son was sleeping.
their husbands:

Then TipunS{gti brot'ght his ggegs_. 
-He 

crept with.his spears behind a tree and stood just
like a tree, lookin-g out from beliind. Meanwhile Pirrimantuluwi, ttre leaáer o1tlt" lirtb ;Ëirii
pjoplq, continìred to sing his song:
The white cockatoo are all up in lhe tup of the trees.

Then Tipt'ngwuti ca
throw his spear, then
pein, so he cried out
placed them in a ba¡k

yam ceremony at Tiritiringa. This is what

on was sleeping.

Then Tiprngwuti.pain¡s9 t^1rq.tt jqs_t a9 the Tipr:ngwuti paint themselves today. Then he
l1ng the kurlama just as rhe Nyingawi had.
(One day we'll talie the childrei tõttrat place and teach them about that land at Tumarripi.)

loodwood trees surrounded the land and the island, there
The the sea washed in over the water and the trees. Then

se Nyingawi are everywhere in that area
speak Tiwi just like us, but have brown
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A long time ago I was told a story by my grandmother, my father's mother. Also my husband told
me the story. My father's brothers Purtipuwiyi and Nokota were teenagers when they were told
this story.
Long ago in the dreamtime, a man called Yirrikipayi was sitting by himself all alone at Wiyapurali,
a place near Cape Fourcroy.
Yi:rikipayi's mother had four names given to her. They were Pawunga, Yakingiya, Payampuma
a¡d Kwarraringa. She had bome her son a¡d he had made his home along the coast of Cape
Fourcroy near Wiyapurali.
One day, he had gathered his spears and was working on them to make them straight and shafp.
Then some people of the Jikilawula tribe went there and other people from around the country went
to see what Yirrikipayi was doing.
'Hey, this man is making spears,' said the people. Those Muntipula people wanted to kill him
because they found him living near Tangiyawu but he wouldn't share any part of the country with
others, nor would he allow them to live in the same place as himself. 'What shall we do to him?'
they asked one another. 'Let's kill him,' they all shouted. So they went and found him.
Then they spoke to Yirrikipayi, 'Hey! 'What are you doing?' they asked him. 'I'm making spears,'
he replied. 'Oh yes!' the people said. ''Where are your wives?' they asked. 'I have no women,'
replied Yirrfüpayi.
Yinikipayi was all alone. They threw two spears at him, while he was nying to stand up. He was
speared in his side near his ribs and he was speared in his back and lower back. Then Yirrikipayi
ran and jumped. Hanging from his back were the spears that the people had thrown at him. Then he
crawled along the beach cried out in pain and dived into the sea. After divi:rg into the sea, he then
surfaced for air far out in the deep water.
Then all the people came to watch him. 'You are now the crocodile,' they all shouted. 'Your name
will be crocodile,' they said. So that is what we call him. His mother, Pawunga, cried for her son.
Then she was transformed into the pied heron.
Pawunga sang this song for her son:
He was speared in the back so he ran into the sea at Wiyapurali. Then they called him 'crocodile'.

This song was sung by Beatrice Kerinaiua.
Another song about the crocodile is as follows:
They speared him in the back and he was running with those spears in his back towards the sea,
diving into it at Wiyapurali. They called him 'crocodile'. The barbs of those spears øre what we see
standing up on his back.

APPENDIX 4.11 Another Tiwi narrative

From: Tungutalurn, Gerardine et.al. (1991) Ngiruamini ngini tini Yirrikipayiyima: Legend of
Yiruikipayi: the manwho became the crocodile. Nguiu, Nguiu Nginingawila
Literature Production Centre. : I 1

LEGEND OF YIRRIKIPAYI: TTIE MAN WHO BECAME TIIE CROCODILE
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APPENDIX 4.12 Daisy Utemorrah's Owl narrative

From: Utemorrah, Daisy (1998) DUMBI: the owl. In: Utemorratr,DusyWoruoruaLalai:
Worrorra Dreamtime stories. Halls Creek, Kimberley Language Resource Centre.: 5-
12. (Edited by Mark Clendon.)

DUMBI: TTIE OWL

They were living in the bush, and they told their children, 'When you see that barn owl,
don't torment it or kill it. We're going over that way to go hunting for kangaroos and to look
for honey,' their mothers and fathers told them.
'Alright,' said the children, 'if we find him, we mustn't hurt him.'
'That's right.'
Then they went down to play by the river. But one of the boys looked up into a tree and saw
the owl sitting up ttrere, and called out: 'There he is! There he is! There's the owl! Let's kill
him!'
'No,' said the others, 'we musût't kill him.'
'Ow mothers and fathers aren't here, there's no-one watching us.' And he climbed into ttre
tree, grabbed the owl, pulled out the feathers and threw him down to the others. They
laughed at him and stabbed spinifex needles into him and th¡ew him up into the air. When he
fell down they threw him up again, and he fell down again. Then they threw him up again
and he went sailing away through the air and fell down by the V/ondjina. He fell down right
at his feet. The Wondjina looked at hirrr
''What happened to you?' he asked, 'Who did this to you? Who's been making fun of you?'
'Those children have been making fun of me, they stabbed spinifex needles into me and
threw me up in the air again and again, until the last time they threw me up, when I fell down
here by you. I wanted you to see me.'The Wondjina was aûgry.
'Well now, what can I do to those children?' the V/ondjina thought to himself. 'I know, I'll
get rain.'
So he called out to the dragon lizard:'Ahoy! Come here!' he called. And the dragon Iizard
came.
'What did you call me for?'he asked.
'Go out onto the plain,' said the V/ondjina, 'and stand up there a¡d wave your anns to
suûrmon up the clouds.'
'Alright,' said the lizatd. So the dragon hzud went and stood out on the plain. He waved his
arms and gathered all the clouds together, drawing them in towards him until they formed a
huge thunderhead. Then he looked at it and said, 'Now it's done; I'd better call the
V/ondjina.' So the dragon lizard went over and said, 'Tttere, that's done now, I've gathered
them all together.'
'Good,' said the Wondjina, then rain poured down and lightning flashed all around. Then
those children were afraid.
'What's making it rain?' they asked, ''What's going on? And why is there ligh6ing strìking
down all around us?' they asked each other. They were frightened.
Then their mothers and fathers came back. 'What's this rain doing?' they asked each other,
'the children must have killed the little owl, and the Wondjina has sent the rain.' They had to
run back to their children. The children ran out to meet thei¡ fathers and mothers, 'Why is all
this rain falling?'they asked them.
'We were playiug with the owl,' they replied.
'W'e we told you and told you, when you see the owl you mustl't hurt it. But you just
wouldn't believe us.'
The rain kept falling. The rain fell and lightning flashed all around thern They swam about in
the flood waters, trying desperately to climb up into the highest hills. But the flood rose up
higher and they all perished.
But there were two children standing on the hill, a boy and a girl. And a kangaroo came
hopping along towards them. 'Let's climb onto the kangaroo,' they said to each other. So
when the kangaroo got close they climbed up onto it, and it carried them off to another
country when the V/ondjina destroyed all the other people. They all drowned and the land
was left empty. And when those two had gone on the ft¡ngaroo, they told this story.
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And to this day we still tell this story just as they told it to us; the sam€ story 1þouthgw they
killed the owi long ago. That's the way the story is told by the'W'orora, 'Wunarnbal and
Ngarinyin people. They all know this story.

From: Utemorrah & Lofts (1993) Dunbi the owl. Gosford, Ashton Scholastic.

DUNBI TTIE O}VL

ln the time before time began, a tribe of people lived on their land near the coast.

Every day, the children would play beside the river. 'Look what I've found!' called a boy
fromhigh up in a tree.
It was Dunbi, ttre first owl.
The boy tossed the owl out of the tree.
The children grabbed Dunbi and bounced him into the air.
They pulled out his feathers. They bounced him up again.
Then they stuck sharp blades of spinifex grass into him.

'Go on, use your new wings. Let's see you fly now, Owl.'
till he disappeared over the clouds.
heard a roar.

V/analirri the great Wandjina, saw what they had done to Dunbi, his son.

V/analirri shook wittr rage.
He commanded the lizardto paint himself... and dance about the plains and gather up all the
clouds.
The angry Wandjinablew a great wind, and thunderrolled around the clouds, and lightring
split ttre sþ.
It rained and rained ¿¡d ¡ained....
and the flood reached all tlre people below. They tried to escape, but it was too late. They all
drowned in the swirling'water.
All, that is, except for one man and one woman, who grabbed the tail of a kangaroo.
They clung to the lçangaroo as it swam, till it reached high ground.
Theie, ttrey climbed to safety. And the man and the womanbecame the first of the new
tribe...
so that we were born... so we go on being born.
And still today, we are forbidden to harm owls, because we remember what happened in that
long-ago time.
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APPENDIX 4.13 Utemorrah,s poems

From: Utemorrah, Daisy (1990) Do not go around the edges. Broome, Magabala Books.:7,
1.6 &.2s

BIIRUN BURUN TTIE KINGFISHER

I me.

she found a kangaroo and chased it!
And she was so long
I started to call out, bair-bair
Ganganaw Lomya!

'Still she was missing
the more I called out, bair-bair...
At last she refurned and came ruoning up -
I was so angry I hit her across the noie
and she fell to the ground.

'That was the end of her,
Ganganaw Lomya
turned into ttre evening star.'
Burun Burun the kingfisher
was sad because he lost his dog.

WANDJINAS

These are the three that taught us the rules
and with that they gave us land.
Each tribe its own courtr¡1,
that's why the three are remembered
from the Dreamtime until today,
NGARMARALI WANDALN W¡N¡NBRI

A DOG'S TALE

When the enemy arived they all rushed out
and forgot about their tails.
Three or two remembered and gave a shout
'Our tails!' - and they all ran bick and put their tails on.

But it was one anottter's tails they put on!
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APPENDIX 4.14 May O'Brien's narrative

From: O'Brien, }day (1992) How the crows became blark. Fremantle, Fremantle Arts Cente
Press.

HOW TTIE CROV/S BBCAME BLACK

Long long ago, on a hot and stormy night, a flock of crows flew into the Eastem Goldftelds
of V/estem Australia. It seemed as if they had been blown in by ttre stonn. No one had seen

them in these parts before. They were not like the crows of today. Those crows of long ago

were silver-grèy and they travelled in large flocks. However, like the crows we see- !o9ay,
the silver-grèy 

-crows 
perched in the tall trees where they built their nests on the highest

branches. From these high perches, their sharp eyes could see everything below.

Each monring, when the sun rose in the east, the crows soared LazlIy, high high in the sky.

They flapped-their wings occasionally, while they waited for the slrong gusts of wind. These
gusts toóf them gliding over the hills and plains below. As they 4"y, 49_.un touched their
feathers making them sparkle and glitter. From below, the crows looked like twi:ikling stars

or something from outei space, moving in and out of the low and whispy clouds.

The crows loved the bushland and soon knew every tree, hill, creek and valley. They loved
the freedom to fly over all they could see. Only one thing about their home spoilt their
happiness. The other birds didnit like the silver-grey crows at all. They were jealous of the
wáy the crows' feathers glistened and sparkle in the bright sunlight. They never missed an

oppornrnity to make nasty remarks about the crows as they passed them in the bush. 'Look at
old shiny feathers,' they would jeer as the crows flew by. This teasing upset the crows.

The animals didn't like the crows either. They were frightened by the glinting of the crow's
dazzhng feathers. The kangaroos and wallabies moved to ttre plains and far-off hills, where
they could eat without being disturbed. The lizards scurried to the trees. They bwied
themsleves under leaves and dead branches and waited until it was safe to come out. The
snakles too became restless. They grew tired of staying in stuffy holes and logs whenever the
crows were near.

The crows annoyed the'Wongutha people as well. Every day the men hunted for food and
every day they Came home empty-handed. They searched over the plains and in the nearby
hills, but ttre animals had gone. The people became angrier and angrier.

'Ngaliba gugagu manu, bardu garngalu ngurluthunu' (W-hen -we g_o hunting, those
crows flash Uy and frighten everything), they growled. 'Marlu birni ngabathi mnngarra
mabithangu.' lNow-the animals have gone right away.) 'Gugu balunha wiyarringu
ngalibagu.' çWe will never getmeat for our families.) No one wanted ttre crows near them.
Eãch time they flew by, the people raised their fists in the air. 'Wandigadi ryqlibanlq.'
(Keep away 

-frorn us.) 'Nhuira yunthugarranu, '4analgudu lnabitha.' (Go
somewhere,-where you will not annoy anyone), they yelled at the top of thei¡ voices. The
crows were upset by the people's anger and talked about it. 'Gark! Ga¡k! Why is everyone
angry with us?' they squawked.

'All the bush creatures are angry with us', said a wise old crow. 'The lizards a¡d insects hide
under leaves and dead branches and the snakes stay hidden in their holes when we're near.

The cheeky birds chase us whenever we pass by. We haven't any friends at all.' The other
crows looked at each other and nodded. ''What can. we do to make everyone happy again?
Why don't other creatures like us?' croaked the old crow as big tears began to trickle down
his silver-grey face.

The crows, seeing the tears on the old one's face, all started to cry and the trees shook with
the noise of their loneliness. 'Gar-ark, Gar-ark,' they cried. 'Gar-ark, Gar-ark.' The wailing
of the unhappy crows floated through the bush and gullies. The other birds and animals were
surprised and wondered what was wrong.Day after day, day afterlfay, the crows went on
and on. Their tears flowed down their faces and onto the ground. There, the tea¡s formed
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creeks and made salt lakes on the plains. The animals wondered if the crows would ever
stop.
After a long time, when the crows could
'What cal. we do? How can we change,
crow thought for a while. 'It's our silv
çþange to blend in with the bushland,'
good idea. 'The'Wongutha people have dark
how can we become black?' asked another. 'Sometimes, the'Wongutha men paint white
ochre on their bodies. We can do the same wi h ttre black ochre,' rephãd the old ciow.

They searched in dry creek beds and
alt lakes. But they couldn't find any
started to scratch in the sand, but all

rows searched among ttre trees. All they found
here was some sticky gum. They found no black ochre.

below. They were cooking their meat
into the flames and black when they
of the crows. ''We must go into thê
do ttrat,' said the wise old crow. We

flames make a wide path.'

A few weeks later theWongutha men started to bum off the bush. They did this to make it
fresh and green again. The old crow saw the m ' 

,h."..
say.'
here

o wait. The
dead leave

and croser came rhe r""#À"rläå3. ,"""
as they stood in its path. How brave they

ed around. 'It's all over!' he shouted. 'It's all
eir eyes too. They looked around. The bush

ed and looked at each other. How horrible
e gone. The
âgain.'Js¿

of ourselves., ill be Proud

!h9V shiye_red as they.turned¿nd looked at each other. How horrible they looked in only
their wrinkly skin. Their beautiful grey feathers were all gone...

feathers grew. They were
came out of their hiding

hiny black. Proudly, the
one looked at them. 'Are

als. 'No! T_he-y are the crows,' replied the birds sharply.
'They have beautiful ngy- feathers,' exclaimed ttre animals. ttre ôt¿ ðro* to-"¿, smiled^aíd
winked at the others. 'Now, the animals and birds can move about in the bush without
running away from us,'he said proudly. 'Ow new feathers make us more like them. We
must also try to live apart and never fly in big flocks.'

tears of the rllver-grey crows of long ago,
alty tears. The black crows are now an
not the same as those silver-grey ones of
and-they,kegp apart from everyone. They
and small bi¡ds still chase them away.
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APPENDIX 4.15 A Kukatja narrative

From: Greene, G.; Tramacchi, J.; & Gill, L. (1992) Tjarany / Roughtail: The dreaming of
the roughtail lizard and other stories told by the Kul<atja. Broome, Magabala
Books.:2-4

THE ROUGTilAIL LZARD DREAMING

A long time ago in the Dreamtime, there lived a Roughtail Lizard man who had a lot of
Dreaming and songs he kept to himself. One day he was sitting by a waterhole called
Ngamarlu, when some men, who were staying by the water, heard him singing.
Night after night those men got up to listen to that Roughtail man singing his songs as he sat
by the fire. Every day when the men passed his camp they heard him singing. All the old
people came together and they sat around, talking among themselves. They decided to send
somone to meet him. 'Go and ask that Roughtail ma¡ to sing us a song,' they said. That
person went over and asked him, 'Show us how to sing one of your songs.'
The Roughtail answered, 'Certrinly ! I'll give you my songs to lear:n.' Then he called them all
together and made them sit down and he gave to each man a song. He was putting white
ochre on their chests, and saying to ttrem, 'I'11 give you white ochre to put on your chests.
All these songs are to be sung with ochre.'
One by one he gave each mar a different song. Over and over he put the white ochre on
them, telling them, 'This day I'm giving all these songs to the men. 'When I put this stuff on
your chests, you may start to sing.'
Then he began singing for them and as he sang he showed them dances. When he had
finished he said, 'I give these songs to the men to keep, each one in his own camp, a

different song each.'
And so fromnorth to south, from east to wast, each has his song from the Dreamtime. Today
if you go over there to'Wimrmanu [Batgo] you can see this waterhole called Ngamarlu.
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From:reea*y,_r_i":ïïi':;::,"";::::.ï:T:*,îin:::.,us,ra,edby
Sharon Hodgson)

BOOYOOBURRA: A STORY OF TTIE V'/AKKA MURzu

This is the story about a fishing dat your people dem Wakka Mr¡¡ri done long ago in our
land.
Well big lot got fish üne made of vines and spear

. and went from camp up not far to big rock,
right near where you get the water for home.
About ten young and old sat both sides, th¡ow the lines in.
One said catch some big eels and someone said we catch turtle, might be.
V/ell it was getting later.

s clean and ai¡, no wind 6¡ ¡¡in; it was good.
s time no-one catch anything.

out sound the people look arourd

!r ur the v/akka Murri rooked uo¿ ¡,"."vJoTiT rtüiå:i*åïäääht#Ëft, oo'
But ygu see all the man was try to fild was his home and didnot Ìworry aboulwño people
camp here or there.
Now Walcka Murri did not know who this man was, for he just made a fi:nny singing,
Boo¡ru-u-u. Then one of them Wakka Murri said, he is laughing at us making funóf us fella
fishing.
So (children) ttre Wau<aMr:rri get wildmad.
Cos the man on the rock would not stop singing out they get angrily.
Both sides of the big rock at Bararnbah Creek, ttre Wal<kaVurri-piðkeO up their spears and

go hitting the singing outman in the sides.
one.
we fish and you laugh on our rock

'So now sue sue du du tum into a bird!'
The old man sâng a song no-one knows today.

Tg Þooygoburrà man change into a bird a stóne plover fust, then making a curlew appear
with long legs like spears,

ck

and aman laughing at us now no
more he mundjingair (laugh).

, So yoy see allìhJman wis iry to frnd was his home and did not worry about who people
camp here or there

out Booyu-u-u Booyubilla.
a people.

might change to be a bird!
rhole in Cherbourg oldyardwhere the reservoir
? That's where this story comes from.)
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APPENDIX 4.ll Sally Morgan's rAustralian stories'

From: Morgan,
Books.:

Sally (1997) The Ílyinç emu ønd other Australian stories. Ringwood, Putrin
1-9 (First published n 1992 by Viking).

TI{E FLYING EMU

Emu was once the most colourful bird in Australia. His head feathers were brilliant blue, his
huge wings were shades of pink and purple, his body was like spun gold, and his big feet
were bright red with lime-green claws. While some of the other birds thought Emu was a bit
much, Emu loved himself.
'I'm so handsome!' he sighed as he gazed at his reflection in the still waters of the billabong.
He leant down closer to the swface and br:rst into song:
I love my rainbow feathers,
I love my great, big wings,
I love the way my eyes shine,
I'm a wonderful handssps thing!

Then he pursed his beak and made a long drawn-out kissing sound. Frog surfaced suddenly
in the middle of Emu's reflection and croaked, 'Emu old buddy, how are you today?' Frog
was a great admirer of Emu and had been trying to make friends with him for a long time.
'Bvzz off, Froggy', Bmu hissed. 'You're spoiling my view! Frog felt quite hurt at that.
Don't you want any friends?' he asked. Emu laughed nastily. ''Why should I want friends
when I have myself?'he sneered. This made Frog feel very sad so he dived back under the
water.
Now Kookaburra, a bird known for his mocking laugh, was watching from a nearby tree.
He was very jealous of Emu and had been planning a way to get rid of him for a long time.
Now is the perfect moment to put my little plan into action', he mutæred to himself. He called
out loudly, 'You're quite right, Emu - Frog is as dull as mud. Whereas your brilliance can
only be compared to the shining noonday sun!'
Emu kept staring at his own reflection, but just for a moment he smiled encouragingly at
Kookaburra. Emu loved compliments. 'Your wings are like twin rainbows', continued
Kookaburra. 'Your head is a sparkling saphire and your feet are radiant rubies.' Emu nodded
proudly. It was all true. 'I'm so dull', Kookaburra sighed sadly. ''When I sing everyone
thinks I'm laughing at them.'
Emu nodded in agreement. He didn't think much of Kookaburra either. He smiled
contentedly at his own reflection again and once more br.ust into song:
What a wonderful bi¡d I am!
What a wonderfirl bird I am!
Forget the rest'cause I'm the best!
Yes, I'm the handsomest.

Kookaburra felt sickened by Emu's v¡nity, but he managed to say smoothly, 'What a tune,
what a voice'. Emu chuckled smugly. Really, there was no end to his talents. 'I'11never be
as glorious as you', sighed Kookaburra sadly. 'Thank heaven I can fly fast and high,
otherwise I'd have nothing at all to boast about.' Emu tilted his head and asked curiously,
'Are you saying I can't fly fast and high?' 'Of cowse not!' replied Kookaburra. 'It's just that
I'm so small compared to you. I don't have a giant body or giant feet to weigh me down.'
Emu looked at his feet. They were big. But then, he reasoned, a magnificent body needed
magnificent feet and legs to carry it.
While Emu continued to gaze adoringly at his feet, Kookaburra squashed a laugh. His plan
was working well and didn't want to spoil it by laughing out of turn. 'Feet aren't really
important', he said as he intemrpted Emu's thoughts. ''Wings are the main thing.' Emu
nodded and puffed out his chest. Then, in a moment of great pride, he spread out his
glorious wings to their full span. 'Oh marvellous, marvellous!' admired Kookaburra. 'What
an honour to see such a sight.'He spread out his own small brown and white wings, but
Emu laughed nastily and said, 'I wouldn't bother if I were you'. Kookabu¡ra quickly pulled
his wings in and said, 'I lmow my wings aren't twin rainbows, but I can fly fast and high. I
could even fly to the sr¡n if I wanted to'.
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'Fly to the sun', Emu scoffed. You're not only dull but stupid too!' 'You can insult me as
much as you like', taunted Kookaburra, 'but ttrat won't change the fact that while my wings
a¡e small and light, yours are big and heavy. It's only logical that I must be able to fly fasær
and higher than you'.
Bmu was outraged. What a nasty, horrible little bird Kookaburra was. 'You haven't got a
brain in your head!' hissed Emu angrily. 'That may be so', said Kookaburra, 'but ttrar still
doesn't mean you can fly to the sun. You're just too big ald fat!' 'I am not!' screeched Emu.
'f can beat you at anything, any day, any time. I challenge you to a flying contest tomonow
at dawn.' Kookaburra shook his head. 'No good', he said. 'I will only accept your challenge
if we fly at noon. That way everyone can see me win. And I want to go firlt!' 'Oh no youie
not!' objected Emu. 'It's my challenge so I'11 go first. Noon it is!'
Kookaburra was so excited that Emu had fallen so easily into his trap that he couldn't help
emitting a small, mocking taugh, 'Haa, haa...' 'What was that?' asked Emu suspiciously.
'Aah, aah... lothing. I was just clearing my throat.' Emu sent him a withering glance and
then retumed to looking at himself in the billabong. Kookaburra, feeling very pleased with
himself, flew off to find a resting place for ttre night. The sun was beginning tõ set, and he
wanted to have a good sleep so he could enjoy the next day. 'Oh yes', he chuckled to
himself, 'the sun is not only brightest at noonday, but hottest too. I am going to have fun
with Emu.'
Towa¡ds noon the next day all the bush creatures gathered at the billablong to see who would
win this unusual challenge. Emu hadn't had such a large audience for ages. he praaced,
preened and strutted through the crowd. Now and then he spread out his extraordinary wings
for show. And in moments of silence he burst into song about himself. 'Poor Kookaburrá',
sighed Kangaroo, who was the official starter. 'He hasn't got a chance. I almost wish he
could win, just to teach Emu a lesson.'
When the sun stood directly over the tallest tree on a nearby hill, Emu knew it was time to
begin. He tumed to Kookaburra and said unpleasantly, 'If I were you I'd never fly again
after I'm done!' 'After you're done...' retofted Kookaburra, but his voice trailed away. He
yanted to say, 'You'Il be done all right - well done!' But he didn't. Instead he hr:ng and
feigned sadness. Just ignore him, Kookaburra', said Wombat, who was a friendly creãture.
Emu raised one big foot over'Wombat, who quickly scurried away.
'Are you ready, Emu?' asked Kangaroo. 'Of course I am!' 'Right, stand back everyone',
commanded Kangaroo. Emu strutted to ttre starting line. 'On your mark.' Emu dug in his
claws and leant forward. 'Get ready.'Emu breathed deeply and puffed out his chest. 'Go!'
Emu was off, taking great strides down past the billabong and into the clearing. His huge
wings spread out, his feet and legs disappeared under him, and he was away. Soon he wãs
no more than a small, dark speck on the wide horizon. A speck that gradually grew smaller
and smaller as it moved towards the sun. It wasn't long before he'd disappeared completely.
'Ooh!' they all gasped when a small, bright red ball suddenly exploded and shot out fiom the
surface of the sun.
''What's happening?' asked 'Wombat. No one bothered to reply. They were all too busy
ru¡ning for cover as the flaming crimson ball grew larger and larger and plummeted to earttr.
The whi¡tling sound the ball made grew louder and louder until suddenly there was a huge
splash. The ball had landed in the billabong. Steam hissed and billowed everywhere. Onõe
the bush creatures had stopped coughing they all began to creep out from behind their
separate hiding places.
Kangaroo bravely led the way back to the billabong. 'Argh!' they all screamed in horror
when a strange-looking head on a long thin neck popped up out of the water. 'Is...is...is that
you, Emu?' aqkgd Wombat nervously. Then he began to chuckle at what he thought was his
foolishness. Of course it wasn't Emu. Emu didn't look anything like that. But K-ookaburra,
realising what had happened, began to laugh and laugh. The mud-coloured monster with the
strange hgad and long neck stood up, shook himself and walked from the water. He glared
disgustedly at Kookabuna, who was practically hysterical, and said, 'Yes, it is me. I am
Emu'.
There was stunned silence. 'But where are your beautiful feathers?' croaked Frog. 'BuJ:nt',
choked Emu. 'What about your wings?' 'They exploded when I reached the sun. All I have
left now are these small, brown stumps. I don't tlìink I witl be able to fly any more. It looks
like you've got the last laugh after all, Kookaburra,' finished Emu tearfully. 

-
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Everyone looked accusingly at Kookaburra. Emu had been terribly vain, but he didn't
deserve this. Kookaburra didn't feel the tiniest bit guily. He congratulated himself on having
the last laugh as he flew off into the bush cackling, 'Kook, kook, koo, kaa, kaa, haa, haa...'
'When the water in the billabong finally settled and Emu was able to have a good look athis
new appearance, he was so embarrassed that
For days and days he ran. For weeks and we
very good at it. Soon he was the fastest
he was singing a new song:
I love my great big feet!
I love my strong, fast legs!
I run so fast, you eat my dust,
I'm the fastest bird around!
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APPENDIX 5.1 Paddy Roe,s narrative

From: Roe, Paddy (1981) Gularabulu: storiesfrom the West Kimberley.Fremantle,
Fremantle Arts Centre Press. Edited by Stephen Muecke.:31-33.

WORAWORAV/OMAN

Well this man properman had ¡wo woman in camp -
an'he's a strong man that fella well I mean he can-feed that two woûurn -
that's why he's strong you know he, he can get lotta food -
walkir'you know -

well he used to kill goanna -
everything -
bring pleeenty o' meat you know plenty everything tucker for these two women -

so one day come -
that old fellapainthimseHwith everyrhing -
he want to find this woman if it true -
it's true all right he come out in 'im -
so he got this woman too an'he got'nother two over there proper womans in his
camp you know -
all right -
oh this woman foller'im round he got this, thing too, to carry -
everything what that man kill you know (Stephel: Yeah) -
tucker for them two women too -
all right -
oh he got'nuf dis -
coolamon is full now you know with the tucker goânna everything -
"Oh well that'nuf" -
all righthe -
he stop in one, tree -
they siddown -
"All right you take ttris one" -
he tell that woman -
"Al1' I'll take this one back to my 'nother two woman in camp" -
"No" he say -
"No you not takin' anything back it's all mine" -

(-aughs) he come back -
come back inhis trwo woman -
so that womaû disappeared with his tucker an' everything it's gone -
this man goback ofÏe's too tired now can't g"t oomot" -
everything enough to goback home he's hungrry -
he had two womaû waiting for him -
see -
6nly with spear hunting stick tommyhawk in his belt -
"Ooh what wrong?" they tell-im -

l'Nglo. got nothing'' þe say "I been everywhere can't firrd anything" -
he didn't want to tell, these two womao -

ah-
he's bin doin' this for aaaall the time -
so this man offdis way -
but that womaû is there too -
he kill eeeverything what he can ger he pull everything out of his belt -
that man you know put-im in his little, ttrat thing - -
he must carry all them things -
he bin doin' this for ooh ---
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(Speaks o Butcher Joe in Nyigina)
smoke -
all right? -
no I means -
he just askedme if -
that smoke all right" eh -
it's not -- (Sûephen: Oh that's all righQ aah (Stephen: He wants to move? no he's all
right too --

aah so oine day come - ccr\h well you bin little bit too long comin' back with these
things" he tell-im "No tucket'' -
these ¡ro women tell-im --
"You must be got somebody" --
tell
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APPENDIX 5.2 Jimmy Jumgarrayi's narrative

From: Jrmgalrayi, Jimmy (1994) Patilirrikirli /AboutPatilirri. In: Waþiri Dreamings and
Histories: Yimikirli. Peggy Rockman &.Lee Cataldi (eds.) SanFrancisco, Harper
Collins.:93-103.

PATILIRRIK]RLI / ABOUT PATILIRRI

Ngayirnangku ngaruirni kuruwarri nyampu. Yali karnangku wangka - yali Ngatijirripurda
ngulangurlu ngula ygnurnu. Kuja puwaly-ngunaja. WeIl wiri yaliji ka ngunami, wiri ka
nguna nyan_ayiii Patiliruiji ngalipanyanguju. Wiri ka nguna Patilirri. Yalumþungurlunyapala
yanu yangkaji yalikirca. Kuja yimpijirri wirrinykuru yalirlilki purdø-nyaiyi, yalifralu
yingajili....

The two men set out
from over there, the two men in ttre 'We call them'the two men'

Were they missing their own country? They were becoming
ir own cor:ntry. They flew up into the sky and went to Jarra-
Ja:ra-jarra. Then, later, they left Jana-jarra, they left Ja:ra-

Whathappened then?
I,tIpw I will tel you what happened at Patilirri. From Patilirri they came towards here. I larow
tlúf gtgry wel! They,went t9 I gryredplace. I am going to continue revealing this law to ]¡ou.All this time they had been thinking, thhking.
Where did they go after that?

saw each other again. The two of them travelled
Then they a:rived.

Later they
way to a place over there.

the counnl that belonss to us.
Then the-budgerigars went across, towards the east, to Yamr:ru. The budgerigars went
towards the east. Then they went along the south side toward Pujupa, expeciingio see the
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hill. They went place, 4rat one-just over there, they had

spread out every d we follow in their tracks.

Tiren the white o, the one who lives in hollow trees, got
ready. We call this cockatoo warlkiri, purluwanti or winingarri. It has many names. He

over there, a long, long, long waY.
I know ttre whol-e of this dreaming, the songs, and also I have walked aror:nd the whole of
this country. I have followed the tracks of the budgerigars. I have followed their travels to

the east. I have followed them everywhere they went. I can relate this law.
Then the one which is mine came back this way. At that place, the two men came, following
the emu.
Since I am tetling you about this dreaming, perhaps my brother mlghl like-to listen to it, the

other one who isãôt well, and who wears glàsses, the other one who is no longer very well.
law, and also to it.
belong to us I ust in the south, at the placg
rom that plac young men walked around

visiting different places near thé Gra¡i rigars spread e-verywhere and

multipl-ied, all coming from the one Place. we people who live in the west,

the south, along the north side, are all from
The other one,-the thief, the one who lives , the one also called pwluwanti,
still walks around in this courtry as well. He goes around stealing things. He has stolen
many things. For example, when lhat ottrer dreaming car,ne into ttre south, the one who came

froni Pawl, well, whil-e the thief was walking about he saw it: 'I say, look at this thing

i,îrìJitt"i"läirttJ':ifå* circred it a rew times
ld it in front of his eyes. He picked it up and stole it.

Then he played with it. Out on the flat country to the east, he-played with it. Then he came

across otlrei people sleeping. From them he stole a sacred object and flew away, leaving
them still asleep.
He went. He went to Kuwangkarni!, to Kuwangkarni. 'You can all stay herg. I am off to
Kuwangkarni!'He went. From there, he went to Murlinjarri. He travelled about stealing
things.
There are many sacred stories here.
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men followed the emu there. Do you see them
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APPENDIX 6.L

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF DAVID UNAIPON

But the age-long through the
years, and I made to tirne. I am
still pursuing the s

on, 1951:12)

INTRODUCTION

Unaipon's life was indeed a long joumey. In the last years of his life he was still see,kin_ g

assisiance to solve'the problem of perpetual motion'. At the age of 91 he implored the
anthropologist, Professoi T.G.H. Stréhlow, to help him have a small part machined for his
perpetual motion model:

You get that [done for me] Mr Strehlow, and you'd be doing a se_rvice to- yolr
country and to me. I'm proving that a weight falling one eighth will go back and
acceleiate itself.... Yes. Gets faster and faster, until it reaches its limit. Everything
has a limit in motion' You know that' 

(cath Ellis Interview, June 1963)

To solve the mystery of perpetual motion, and to demonstrate his findlngs.withhis specially
machined modêI, wâs the c-oveted destination of David Unaipon's life's journey. But, like
motion, there were limits on what Unaipon was able to achieve in life, and these limitations
were imposed upon him by both his own and white society. He was born an Aboriginal man,
and no matter hõw clever, orhow well-read, or how arnbitious he was, he was bom in an era

that placed severe limits on what an Indigenous person could achieve. He died in February
I96i, just a few months before Aboriginal people won themselves status as citizens of
Australia, through anational referendumheld on llN.lay 27.

David Unaipon was an arnbitious man, and for much of his life he craved the things that ttre
white man'3 world had to offer. But they would only let him take so much. He was able to
invent things, and to
development. He was
narne, again he had to
such seJf gratifying 'indulgences' was well be
pre-depreisionyears of the 1920s. Even offers o e sent via
ãn agent to circumvent the restrictions of current of money
to Aboriginal people.l

It cannot be denied, however, that Unaipon did achieve many remarkable things throughout
his long life. One of them, of course, was to become the first Indigenous_p,erson to_ pyblish in
the genre of Dreaming narratives. Another was to become the most well-knowo Ildigeno-us
Australian of his time, largely through his public speaking, lay preaching and his regular
appearances in the daily newspapers. A thfud was to i¡ventor among
his people, eventually taking out 10 different paten devices (Jones,

1989). For such achiévements he eamt himself two nation Medal in
7953, and the posthumous honour in 1996 of having his portrait feature on the nelv
Australian $50 note.

However, this all came at a cost. To win favour with his white supporters, he had to take
care with whathe said and who he criticised, knowing full well tlrere was much to complain
about regarding ttre plight of his people. Because of his fame, Aboriginal p99ple looked
towards trim as tneir spokesperson, assuming his loyalties would always lie with them. But
sometimes Unaipon's þentlemanly manner, florid speech, and extravagant style of dressing

1 See Ronald Briggs interview on the program "Between The Lines" A.B.C. Television, Novembe¡ L9,1997
Unarpon nominated as his agent the Adelaide booksellers E.S. V/igg and Son (see Mitchell Library paPers

MSS 314185).
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b-etrayed his true loy_alties, and revealed his own strong personal ambitions in life. His
gloquence of speech for:nd him sought after dtutions, for
his opinions on critical political decisions blem of the
Aborigines'. As his financial needs grew over tion to solve
the 'more p_ressing problem' of perpetual motion persisted, Unaipon began to take more caÍe
about speaking out.

At times U_naip_on's own behaviour attracted criticism from those white people he considered
his 'friends'. His pretentions and, at times, 'devious' fund raising ãctivities also drew
criticism from his own people. At Point Mcleay mission station, in Sõuth Australia, his own
peoplelearat to take-_carein whlt they told him, knowing he was soon to head back to tlre city
where he would sell their stories to 'the white man'.-Then in the late 1930s, as Unaipoi
vascilated from one g1d9 of the political fence to the other on a couple of key Aboriginal
issues, he earnt himself the reputation as a traitor to the Aboriginal cause.

wledge that Unaipon had an amazing and
idered life to be a quest for leanring, and
s, joumals and museum visits on offer to

s-cientinc ioumey or discovery, and he courd 
'", 

iåi ;"Tt:iflå1 il"Lå""ttÏi,fl3:iÏåi1:
thi¡k to ask. He always_had to try m alternative means of doing somettring, and had little fear
of failure or ridicule. He seemed compelled to be different frbm his Blãck brorhers, and to
strive to try things that had never been tried before. Even when he went fishing on the shores

called 'B.lac\ genius' an_!.yent away with ttreir big catch, laughing behind his back (personal
communication: Doug Wilson, February 2000).

PIJF" political issues con¡lrontins Aboriginal people in the middle of the depression in the
1930s were no laug!;lg matter. The more militanf Aboriginal leaders, who ùere emerging
from newly_ folmeq Abglginal organis¿1ions in the eastern states, had had enougñ oT
rn¡gualitY. T-n O__ctober 1937 , the New South Wales-based Australian Aborigines' Lãague*Petitioned the King" regarding their grievances on numerous Aboriginal issuei. They cal-led
for Aboriginal representation in parliament, and for the King to heþ "prevent the exiinction
g{^thq^gþg^tigtoll ryge and give better conditions foiall" (Moitlock Library SRG
l39ll/37912). This did not please John H. Sexton, the secretary'of the South Australian-
based A:F.A., who seemed to have a financial hold on Unaipon.2 Sexton publicly scomed
the Petition in a news-paper article, contesting that "the signatõries to the peìition are mainly
people ojmixed bfogd and are not content like the old aboñgines to accept-their fate in the olä
uncomplaining spirit" (The Advertis¿r October 27,1937; alõo Mortloct SRG 139/1,/379/2).

It could be argued tbat Unaipon became Sexton's 'full-blooded' puppet in the late 1930s, as
he became more and more dependent on the A.F.A. for financiat siuþport, in order to fi¡lfill
his dreams as a successful inventor. In January 1938, Unaipon wrote a letter to the
Department of tle Interior (addressed from Sexlon's office iñ A¿etai¿e) deploring the
proposed Day_ of Mourning, which was to coincide with Australia's sesqui-centðnary
celebrations of the c_o_untry's 'foundation'. It was to be held thirteen days latef on Austraüä
Day, January 26, 1938. Unaipon's letter was released publicly, and staæd:

This day of mourning is a huge mistake for it is of a political character. The
movement is largely an emotioûal one sponsored by sympãthetic white people and
half castes in order to call attention to nátive grievancés. But the fifty ttrôusân¿ rut

2 Sexton had had a long running feud wittr Colonel Chas Genders, who had prepared a Manifesto in the mid
l920sproposing a separate 'Model Aboriginal State'. Unaipon was the only Aboriginal signatory, and spent
many hours co_llecting further signatues for a petition on the proposal, which was presented to Fèderal 

-

Parliament in October 1927. However, Unaipon eventually succr¡nbed to Sexton's-wishes and retracted his
ea¡lier convictions for a separate Black state (see Mortlock, sRG 139/l/65)
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blooded aboriginals will have very little part in this matter, these will stoically and

silently await the coming of anew day.. 
- .- 

(A.F.A. Records, Mortlock SRG 139/1137912)

Unaipon's letter did not eam hrqr any plack friends. It immediately 
"ü9tFd T angry response

f;;'W. ç9"p* of the Australian Aborigines' League, who responded with another public

letter.

ant issues such as the Day of Mounring that
. Unaipon grew used to such criticism'
Mode-l Aboriginal State, whichhe had
the A.F.A., were strongly opposed to

d his earlier commitrnent in the same 1938

Let my people come more fully into-the
vember 22,1930: magazine section). It is

ould probably have agreed.

, however, Unaipon was later to regret his
ere calls for yet another enquiry, to be held
r in presenting a petition that called for less

of Chief Protector of Aborigines' He also

This idea of appointing a board was later seized 1rPol b¡r Sexton, ter to

the Minister óf the Interior, five days after UnaiPon's,fffiä Y,i#

of three years, on which there should be two
xton's recofrrmendation was that "one
to reassure the Minister that this 'heed

except for the natives, who must, be decently
F.A. Records, Mortlock 139 /1' 1379 /2).

ory revelations on Unaipon's political stand
ai the "Best Known Aborigine" (see The

'f iåfåHfr "3.:Yüi'"äi':f 
:'r'J,Si'#:

secwed the finances to see any of his
had written earlier of life as a journ 

, (see.,Narinyeri saying,' rJnupon, 1927

alisation ttrat if he were ever to reach his
s stoÍns within the strong hull of ttre A.F.A.

al secretarY Rev. J.H. Sexton.

As Unaipon's joumey Progressed,--and his chosen desúny b-ecame ev€n.more distant, it
;;;"rt Ú;"ipoå U""u*.i mõre disíilusioned, even with his Christian faith' Unaipon was

3 To be fair to Unaipon, the Mission wa.s undergoing severeunrest at the time, with the local people finding

themselves in conflict witn a string of unsuitabÈ superintendants (see Jenkin, L979 17l-242). As a result of

this commission, control of Point-Mcleay misssion was taken over by the state government in 1916'

4 Th" follo*ing year, in 1939, The Aborigines Act 1934 was amended in S.4.. This amendment involved the

"o*pt"t" 
aUotiiión of the posiiion of Chie-f Protector, and its replacement with the Aborigines Protection

Board. This board didnot comprise any Aboriginal representation'
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-tnJt-t"^d 
to preach P many Christian churches thoughout south eastern Australia for much of

his life,.yet he ttd i" an interview at the age of g1O,'\ don't believe in Jesus Christ Ño,
flguyuttgunand is what is bore in us - ttre Great Spirit. Not Jesus Christ, the son of theVIg- Mary. It's an.insult to say that... And saved Uy the Hoiy Ghost. That's Ufasptremy, is
it?"5 Such a revelation reveals that in the late_r _stages of his life Unaipon was not only a
djsillusioned man, but also a confused soul. Like -motion, it seems UiApòn too had 

-his

limits.

ome of the confusion and contradiction that
David Unaipon's life. I also reflect on the
ved, and the severity of the stofins he had to

UNAIPON THE MAN6

David Unaipon was bom on September 28,1872 onNgarrindjeri land in the Lower Murray
ting of the
along the
in 1963 at

, contradicts his earlier claim and says he was

provided to his fatherby aMrs. smith oro.*"lttHt"JiffiË:' 
which was built with funds

Vo_qpoo'! parents were Ngarrindjeri people
full-blood aborigines belonging io the Low
customs of a primitive race" (Unaipon, 195

l9glol rggion oJtttg Lower Murray River.8 Unaipon says he
the Unaipon tribe") and ttrat his language was 'Þotaw-olin"

3).9 Unaipon's m( ther was Nymbuldá, and Unaipon himself

5 Thit int"*iew with DavidUnaipon was conducted at Raukkan (then point Mcleay) by the
ethno:nusicologist Dr. Cath Ellis in February 1963. Ellis conductèd two interviews itt t-SO¡, one at Raukkan
in February, and another in Adelaide in Jr¡re. It seems the June interview wæ conducted in the presence of the

held at AIATSIS in Canber¡a. Copies of two
y, Copy Tapes 10 & 11.

e the voices and opinions of Indigenous Australians,
early life is quoted directly fromhinl either from
s, or from two interviews conducted with Unaipon in

Unaipon vary regarding his age and date of birth.
Marriages" fromPoint Mcleay, nowheld in the

died on February 7,1967, at¡he

"James" on being converted to
oth the anglicised form "Unaipon",
a¡ticle in the Daily Herald (Jr.ne 1,

i-f ü,îl':tli,Í;"oH"Tä'T:i,""ïdedtosisn

pellins that unaipon signed his manuscripts. 
st people today are familia¡' and it is with this

9 It is difficult to know how to spell this term for David Unaipon's language group. Unaipon himself
pronounces it '?althawarrin" (with an interdental stop 'th' an¿ a trille¿inotic;r').ienkin itglg,Zt) spells it
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tells us she was from Tatiara, which is on the eastem side of Lake Albert on the way to
Meningie.l0 He says the language she spoke was Yaraldikald.ll He also says that his
mother s father migráted from the 'Wimmera, and settled at Tatiara, at the Granite rocks on
the eastern shores of Lake Albert. He entions two camping grounds in that area:

Kakandjurra and Kalawandjurran (Cath Ellis interview, Feb. 1963).

Unravelling Unaipon's clan identity

David Unaipon's specific clan identity is confusing, and at times contradictory. For this
reason, I wis-h to digress briefly, and investigate furttrer the published literan¡re retgard^ing th9
Iinguistic groupingi and social structure of the Lower Murray an$ Lakes- people of South
Au-stralia.-In more recent years these people have become collectively known as the

979 publication of historian Gratram Jenkin's
ook, Jenkin drew heavily on the diaries and
rge Taplin, the founder of the Point Mcleay

"ri',"ilJåTf*å#i"ii,"*#;i;l'"*¿:
1879b:1
Biblical
was onl
Unaipon's father.

The land of the
land" extending
north to Swanpo
and stretching^fi:rther south along the Coorong to Kingston. Taplin (I879a:34) designates the
north-easterñ extremity as twenty miles above Wellington on the Murray River. The
anthropologists Ronald and Catherine Bemdt, by contrast, are more generous with their
boundâries. tfrey place the northern boundary much higher on the Fleurieu Peninsr4a, gojng
as far north as Þort Noarlunga, well into land that even today is widely acknowledggq a_s

being Kauma land (see Bernãt & Bemdt, 1993 cf . Education Departrnent of S.4., 1989 &
1990).13

Berndt & Bemdt, (1993:303-12) distinguish ten distinct groupings of the Ngarrindjeri, and

for each of these they list many subgroups, or clan groups, with a total of 77 clan names.

The three most coÍtmonly meniioned groups are: the Yaraldi of the Lakes district (witL37
clans), the Tangani of ttrè Coorong (with 18 clans¡, and the Ramindjeri of E_ncounter p.af
(with 14 clans). But they also liit the: Malganduwa, Marunggulindjeri, Naberuwolin,

as "Potauwallin", while Bemdt & Berndt use the spelling "Potawolin" (1993:303&306) or "Porthaulun"
(1993:2).
10 Th" spelling I am using is the one used in the Point Mcleay Bi¡ths, Deaths and Marriages Register, and

that used in newspaper articles about David Unaipon. However, in Bell (1998:230) her name is spelt

"Nymbulindjeri". In her later years, David Unaipon's mothe¡ became affectionately known as Granny

Unaipon, and lived to over 100 years of age (Bell, L998:128).
11 Th" suffix "-kald" is glossed with the meaning 'language' or 'tongue' in Meyer (1843), therefore

"Yaratdikald'literally means 'the language of the Yæaldi'.
12 It is only in more recent times, probably since Jenkin's (1979) publication, that the spelüng of
"Ngarrindjeri" has taken its present forn, with a word initial vela¡ næal sound. The same phenomenon (of

changing the initial alveolar nasal to a vela¡ na.sal, N -t Ng) has also occurred for the contemporary

stan¿ardise¿ spelling of the important Ancestal Hero "Ngr:runderi" (discussed further in chapter eight). It is
unclea¡, at ûlé stage, why this has happened, and who initiated the change. Possibly it is a case of
hypercorrection, or ttre unconscious divergence of Nganindjeri words away from the phonotactics of Englisb-
13 Ettrnogfaphic research wa^s conducted by the Bemdts predominantly at Murray Bridge between 1939 and

1942.Ttrcy referred to this larger collective of people as the "Narrinyeri" or "Kukabrak". Their most

comprehensive work from this region was published in 1993, after Ronald's death, as A world that was: the
yarøt¿¡ of the Murray River and the Lalczs, South Australiø. According to t\e Berndts, their main sources of
information were "the memories" of Albert Karloan and Pinkie Mack, both òf the Yaraldi clan, hence the title.
Karloan was of the "Manangki clan of the Ya¡aldi", while Pinkie Mack's father was of the "Yaraldi Piltindjeri
clan", who occupied land on the eastern shores of Lake Alexandrina nea¡ S/ellington" the same district from
whichJames Ngr:naiçoni came (see Berndt & Bemdt, 1993:48).
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of these
dialects
extinct"

By contrast, Taplin's earlier (1879a:34 &.1879b) ethnographic work divides the Nganindjeri
nation-intoÞst 18 clansor "Lakinyeri"14, which is repùcaied in Jenkin (1979:23) loog *itft
each clan's Totems, or "Ngaitye":

1. Ramindjeri - Etcounrer Bay - Wattle gum
2. Tanganarin - Goolwa - Pelican
3. Konda¡lindjeri - Murray Mouth (west side) - Whate
4. Lungundi - Munay Mouth (east side) - Tem
5. Turarom - Mundoo Island - Coot
6. Pakindjeri - Lake Coorong - Bunerfish
7. Kanmerarorn - Lake Coorong - Mullet
8. Kaikalabindjeri - Lake Albert (south side) - Bull ant
9 east side) - Chocolate Sheldrake1 Passage - Wild dog, dark color:rI - V/ild dog, light c-olour
12. Piltindjeri - Lake Alexandrina (east enO; - Leeches, Catfish
13. Korowalie - Lake Alexandrina (north side) - Whipsnake

andrina) - Musk duck
k, Red belly black snake

snake, Teal, Grey belly black snake
duck

aroo rat

was strictly exogamous,
see Taplin, 1879 a:34-35)
eri, with all children bec
inherited cr stodial rights and responsibilities for their

mother's clan. The subject of Jenkin's book is the colonisation of thê Ngarrindjeri people,
own of their culture, including the breakdown of the social oì¿ei of
e of the rapidity of this breakdown, it is difficult to reconcile the
and clan names between Unaipon's first-ha¡d accoìrlt, versus Bemdt

& Bemdt, versus Taplin and Jenkin.15

The Berndts'reference to the "Potawolin" language (or "Porthaulì.[1", see Bemdt & Berndt,
1993:2-3,303), as quite distinct from the Yaraldi lang,rage, seems in accordance with David

(1993:2-3), and by Unaipon himself, ttrat
father. Unaipon also makes a point of
that of his mother's, which he called

told us that while Potawolin referred to th
themselves as Waruwaldi". Because they had
assume that Unaipon had confused it wiill ano

\l"fO"plural form fbr "takinyeri", according ro Taplin, is "lakinyerar".
15 In^mor" contemporary times, some of the traditional Ngarrin-djeri clan names have become farrily names
(see Clarkg 1994). For example, Kartinyeri is derived f¡om the lakinyen "Karatindjeri". Some of the res¡ltant
family names have become anglicised, such as Cameron, derived from the lakinyeri "Kanmerarom". Similarly,
the names of pæt individuals have become fænily n¿tmes, and inevitably angliciied. According to Be¡ndt &
Berndt (1993:7), Pinkie Mack's father was called "Yakal (avariation of Karpeny) or Talpiñi Kapeni',, from
w$ch the contemporary Ngarrindj . Doreen fartinyenlin nai 1SSA:Z¡O)
tells us that the farnily name "Koo name of the grandmother of David
Unaipon.
16 As øttr all his rhotics, Unaipon pronouncÊs this language name with a trilled or rolled ,r,in the interview.
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Nearrhdieri was very complex, and neither
acõurateþ before it broke down.

extracts from the Bible Tungarar JehovøId, tn

tawolin and Yaraldi) were one and the same, or
does state in the introduction to his granìmar

alect between the clans that compose the tribe,

but I do not perceive such a difference as would be an impediment" (Taplin, 1878:5)'zt 'yg"

17 Taplin also mentions, in a footrrote, the "Piltinyerar" clan as living near Wellington on the Lower Murray

(1879b:3)' 
in the following
meaning it is Placed
s, cf. Pettin'to steal'.

e the root of the compound wo¡d Wa¡rarne + -amalde =

W'arawaldi 'Those occupying the left side (of the Mr:rray River)". This analysis is purely supposition on my

Dart.
iS h * æticle in The Advertiser @ecember tO, 1937:32) Unaipon is referred to by the reporter as "a full-

blood and chief of theWarrawaldi tribe"'

languages for words l-or land tbrmations to be synonymous with body parts.

1981, Toolan, 1996) that questions the

linguists place around different
arieties. My use of the terms 'language'

ach to linguistic descriptions of different

speech varieties.
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now probably have no way 
_o-f 

ever knowing the degree of differences that existed between
the different clan languages.22

Unaipon's early mission life

the Potawolin language group, occupied the land around
urray River enters The Lakes on ttre nõrth-eastem shores of
days on the Murray, his son David later wrote:

securing
in those

eir chief
old man
voyages

([Jnaipon, 1951:10)

James was to become the first convert to Chri
Reid, who based himself in February 1g61
financial backing from Mrs. Smiù of br:nesk
The Lakes region, assisted by his "two mast

to rely on the "Almighty" to protect him

Reid often visited Taplin, who had arrived in
southern shores of Lake Alexa¡drina. Reid

uth, for our home life and the homes of others

white man's aims, and neither side had a grasp of the language necessary for a proper
understanding between them.

(Llnaipon, 1951:10)

The mission at Point Mc d Town by Taplin in honour of Rev. Ja¡nes
Reid, but now known as hed on ¡ré uarit<s or mte ereiandrina with
the support 9{ ttt" non-de .4. Like his father before nim, Unãipon was also
a realist, and knew that being on friendly terïns with the mission itfi*ä;i" iñ ü;,h";
term interests:

þ abori-gines greatly l9sent9d the incursion of the newcomer into their domains, andit was only when the Aborigines' Friends' Association sent nfi faAi" u-oog tt"m
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as a missionary that there began a better feeling between the black and white race. The
natives soon recogntzed that the new misisonary [sic] had not come to exploit them
buttohelPthem' 

(unaipon, 1951:10)

Unaipon's father was highly regarded by mission staff, particularly by Reverend George
Taplin:

On his arrival he sought out the most intelligent natives, and established good
relations with them, and through them made known to the tribes the nature of his
mission. Among these leaders was my father, James Unaipon, who became closely
associated with Mr. Taplin, and proved so helpful to the missionary that he appointed
hjm the first native missionary to the Murray tribes.
(Unaipon, 195I:17)23

In 1866 James married Nymbulda, their union being the first listed in the mission register,
"solemnized by the Rev. John Gardner" (Mortlock Library SRG 698/1). According to the
register, the márriage was blessed with ten children, but not all were to sr¡rvive. At least three
Unaipon children were to die as infants, and Nyrnbulda s losses would have been all the
hardér to bear with James' continual absences as he pursued his busy missionary work.
James Ngunaitponi:

travelled widely, often on foot, on one occasion 140 miles, to preach and pray with
his people. In 1871 he was unanimously elected first Ngarinyeri [sic] deacon to the
chwch óf Rar:lftan, and in this capacity his duties included assisting in dispensing the
sacraments to Grinkaris [white people] and Nungas alike.
(Mattingley & Hampton, 1988:186)

Taplin concentrated his evangelical and civilising efforts at Raulftan on the younger men, and

for a brief period on James' second surviving son, David:

Mr. Taplin did not expect to change the lives of the older people, bgt centred his
activitiès upon the younger generation. He established a school which I attended and
there enterêd a new mental world. He associated with this a dormitory so that the
boys and girls might be trained in civilized ways, and it was there I lea:ned to use a
knife and fork, say grace and adopt table ma¡ners.
(Unaipon, 1951:11)

As a youlg lad in school, David exhibited the same academic potential as hi¡ father James,
who had been employed in his later years as a school teacher on the mission (Jenkin,
1979:185). In 7979, however, the founder of the mission George Taplin died prematurely,
but not before earning the respect of the Ngarrindjeri people who chose to live on the
mission. Unforn¡nately, the vacant superintendant position was taken up by Taplin's son
Frederick, who was anything but respected by the Nganindjeri elders, having already been
accused of sexual misconduct prior to his father's death (Jenkin, t979:t38,150).

It was under such difficult circumstances, in 1887, that C.B. Young fust noticed the potential
in young David and decided to nwture his education by taking him back to his home in
Adêlaidé. According to Jenkin (1979:185), Young was "one of the oldest and most loyal"
friends of the people of Raukkan. Young, who was the first secretary of the A.F.A., writes:

I brought away with me... a living proof of the excellent training of the children. I
only wìsh the majority of white boys were as bright, intelligent, well-instructed and
well-ma¡nered, as this little fellow I am taking charge of. He is the son of our old
friend, James Unaipon.

(quoted in Jenkin, 1979:185)

23 Taplin and James did, however, have their moments of conflict. In 1869 James wa.s temporanly suspended

from chuch membership by Taplin, for minor "misdemeanours" while independently ministering to

Indigenous people furtherup the Murray (see Jenkin, I979:L46-I47).
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Unaipon reminisces, in his 1951 address, about those early years with Young:

For some time I was with Mr CB Yor:ng in his home at'Walkerville and his country
residence at Kanmantoo. Every morning after breakfast Mr Young would call me into
his drawing room to attend morning prayer with the family. I have often thought of
his prayers that I should be a good boy and grow to be a good man, and have ever
since been influenced by them.

([Jnaipon, 1951:11)

It was in the home of Young that Unaipon became surrounded by English literature, and
developed a desire for other intellectual pursuits. However, the young Unaipon eventually
grew restless, and decided to retufll to Point Mcleay, perhaps because he was merely the
"odd job" boy in the Young household. The Young family retulaed from an outing one day
to ftnd David had suddenly left, but not without leaving a note saying: "A man cannot serve
two masters. Here I serve thee" (quoted in Burden Ingoldby, 1.980:24).

On Unaipon's retum to the mission he, and other young Nga:rindjeri men, soon desired
more:

As the young men grew up, there came a desire for mental improvement, and the
Association founded a Mutual Improvement Society and endeavoured to ascertain the
ability of the natives to acquire a knowledge of ttre fure arts. Teachers were provided
to give lessons in music, shorthand, drawing and other subjects. Some of the
aborigines became efficient in these studies.... I became so advanced in music that I
was appointed the church organist at Point Mcleay, and served in that capacity for a
long time. Being arnbitious, I desired to be able to play something more than the
usual church tlmes, so that I obtained copies of "The Messiatr" and other more
advanced music, which I endeavou¡ed to master, and I gratefully acl¡rowledge the
encouragement I received frommany whiæ friends in carrying on this work.
In course of time, music became my recreation only, for my mind became obsessed
in other directions as I read the books and joumals sent to the Station, especially the
scientific works which showed the inventions which were coming into the world....
In order to improve my mind I carefully read Huxley's Lay Sermons, but for years
my favourite writer was professor Drummond.... I also memorized passages from
'Paradise Lost' for recitation purposes.

(Unaipon, I951:Il-\2)

In January 1901, at the age of 28 years, Unaipon ma¡ried the local "full-blood" womar
Katherine Carter aged 77 years, who was also known as Cissy (see Register, Mortlock SRG
698/I). Like his father before him, Unaipon chose a Christian ceremony to be conducted at
Point Mcleay, by Frances Ga:nett.% Two years later on January 27 1903, they were blessed
with the birth of their first and only child, whom Unaipon named Talmage De 'Witt, in
memory of another of his favowite Christian writers, the popular American preacher Rev.
Thomas De V/itt Talmage, who had died just one year earlier.

Unaipon ventures out into the world

Unaipon spent much of his early life frustrated bys the lack of opportunities offered him at
the mission. He said he had grown tired of making shoes in the "cobbler's shop" at the
mission, and his "deste for a walkabout among the white race" persisted (Unaipon, 1953:8).
After a stint as an assistant in the local mission store, he ventured out again into the white
world in pursuit of his passions. However, he now had responsibilities in the form of a
family to support at home, and the city didn't seem to offer him any form of secure or
satisfying work. This is apparent in the A.F.A. Executive Committee records, from the tum

24InrJn"A.F.A. General Committee Mnute Book, for the meeting held on October tO, l8g2., there is an
itemrecorded entitled "Marriage Ceremony". This is some eight years prior to Unaipon's marriage. It states:
"the Superintendant reported that in some cases the¡e was a desire to continue ttre performance of the rnarriage
ceremony after the old native custom Resolved that the legal ceremony be insisted on as far as possible." Mr.
Blackwell was the superintendant at the time (A.F.A. records, Mortlock SRG139/2/3).
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of the cenflry, which featr¡¡e continual requests from Unaipon for money, once he left Point
Mcleay. According to the minutes on November 9, 1900, Unaipon requested money for a
"suit of clothes for Sunday wear", and on August 13, 1901, he requested more money to
purchase funriture for his "residence in Adelaide". On Jvne 23, 1905, he wrote requesting
money for "chemicals" (A.F.A. records in the Mortlock SRG 139/3/1).

In 1907, Unaipon's father James died from influenza. The loss of such a strong leader of the
people on the mission was great indeed.2s The following year, David sufferedal'rup¡qel',
wfriõn precluded him from pr:rsuing work requiring heavy lifting (Jenkin, 1979:229). This
condition also caused Unaipon further financial difficulties throughout his life, as he
continually sought medical treatrnent and devices to control his hemia. In late January of
1908, Unaipon wrote again to the A.F.A. requesting money, this time for an "Electric belt to
cost f,5-5-0 which is alleged will cure rupture". Unfornmately for Unaipon the response was,
as usual, negative: "whilst sympathising with David and fully appreciating the help he is
rendering.... it would be mere pondering to quackery and of no assistance in curing David's
rupture". According to the minutes, the following month a Dr. Giles recommended that he
wéar a truss, which he did for the remainder of his life. (A.F.A. records in the Mortlock
sRG 139/3/1)

And so Unaipon found himself pursuing more genteel oppornmities in the whiæ world:

As time advanced I realized that I should do something practical to try and help my
race by making their aspirations and wants known to the public by means of lectures
and addresses, and for many years I have travelled throughout Australia...

(Unaipon, I95I:II-I2)

Despite the 'white world's' growing fa n, regarding his passion for
'high culture' and his eloquence of spee him or any other Aboriginal
people to venture away from their missio In 1911 South Australian
Parliament passed an Aborigines Act, which was higtrly oppressive in the way it gave power
to the Chief Protector to control the movement and lives of all Aboriginal people. It was
designed more for protecting Indigenous peoples in remote ¿reas, than improving the lives of
those at Point Mcleay (see Jenkin, 1997:243-241¡zt.

Meanwhile relationships had frayed between ttre Ngarrindjeri people and those appointed by
the A.F.A. to run the mission at Point Mcleay. In 1.912, the new superintendent, David
Roper, banned evangelical ¡nsBrings because of their use by ttre Nganindjeri for voicing their
concertrs over the running of the mission (Jenkin, 1.979:256). In early 1.913, the state
govemment called for a Royal Commission to look into the whole situation of Aboriginal
affai¡s in South Australia. It was a long-running enquiry, and during the hearing held at Point
Mcleay, Unaipon stepped into the footsteps of his father and took on a leadership role,
voicing his grave concerns over the treatrneDt of his people.

A transcript of the evidence given by Unaipon, during the enquiry, reveals much about
Unaipon's current state of health and sense of self worttr. By this stage of his life, at the age
of 41 years, he had already achieved public fame and recognition for his inventions, but was
begiming to lose hope of ever securing sufficient financial sì¡pport to develop his mechanical
designs. During the hearing, he reflects on his past life and states to the chairman:

I went to G. & R. V/ills [a boot factory in Pi¡ie Street] and served about 12 months
there. That was l0 or 12 years ago. I left because gas was bumt in front of the
machinists most of the time, and that was against me. Being a child of nanre gas did

25 James Ngunartponi's health began to fail in 1885, following the death of his oldest daughter Jemima from
consumption. In a newspaper article, years later in 1914, Unaipon's father is referred to as "a powerful man"
who wa.s "chief of the Narrinyeri tribe when the first missionaries arrived". The same article subsequently
refers to his son David as a "native prince" (see The Register July 20, l9l4:I7).
26 Se" The Obsert¡er ne\ryspapã (Octobff 10,1925:4L & March 19,1927:63).
27 Thenin l9t7 and 1919, additional legislation gave fiuther powers to superintendants of reserves and

missions (Jenkin, 1997 :246-247 ).
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not agree with me.... I have done nothing particular since then - just odds and ends
about the mission station, nothing very important.... There is more labor here now
than there is work for the labor.... The station is too small; there is no scope for us to
find work. In regard to the young people here I would suggest that when the children
leave school they should be taken in hand by some one [sic] and educated to some
trade or other useful employment so that they can become independent and self-
supporting.

(South Australian Government , 1913:32-33)

Unaipon was also questioned during the commission by the Hon. J. Lewis, who asks:

Do you f,urd any difüculty in getting work outside the institution?
Unaipon: No. Some of my people can get work outside, but the training they have
received here has unfitted them for it.
Lewis: Does that remark apply to you?
Unaipon: No; Not at all.
Lewis: Why do you not go outside and get work?
Unaipon: Because I am physically unfit.... If I were physically strong enough I could
get work outside.... When I was painting for Mr Young 12 years ago, I received 2s.
6d. a day. I do not know what I could get outside now at painting work. I get 15s. a
week here and haH rations, namely, I lb. of sugar and four loaves of bread. I have to
buy meat. I amnot fit for farm work. I have never tried to milk.

(South Australian Govemment , 191,3:33-34)

Unaipon goes on to give furtlrer evidence, and consistently requests that the state govemment
take over the running of the station from the A.F.A.:

I thixk that the government should have full control over the industrial part of the
institution, because I think the Government will extend the land and give us more
work.... The Association has no fi¡nds, and it is in the power of the Govenrment to
getmore land.
Mr. Ritchie: Do you ttrink that the Govenrment would be more liberal to the people
here than the Association is?
Unaipon: Yes; certaidy... I think I would rather have it under the Govemment.
Chairman: IVhy?
Unaipon: Because of the way we have been trained. We have been trainied [sic] by
the Association in such a way that we have become parasites, and we live on
ch1rty..,, Sometimes when we make a complaint to the Association they say, "'We
will not listen to native yams".

(South Australian Govenrment, I9l3:34)

This unambiguous criticism thrown at the A.F.A. by Unaipon is significant, because it
contrasts sharply with the consistently favourable public comments he makes about the same
association later in his life. I contend that the change in Unaipon's attitude towa¡ds the
A.F.A. was largely due to the relationship of dependency he developed with the Adelaide-
b._ased.general secretary after the commission. As Jenkin suggests, the newly appointed
"Missionary Secretary", Rev. John Henry Sexton, gradually developed a financial hold over
Unaipon, especially from when he took over as general secretary in-Jr¡ne 1913, a position he

þ91d for thirty years (Jenkin, 1976:255-6)28. In fact later, in October of that same year,
Unaipon wa! ?ppointed as a subscription collector for the A.F.A., retaining ten perceût of nis
takings for himself (Jenkin, 1979:248). This involved him walking fiom door to door
thrgughout the state selling subscriptions, but eventually his meagre takings proved to be too
little, especially seeing he had a wife and a ten year old son to zupport bãck at the mission
station.

28 S"xton was a Baptist minister who, according to Jenkin, had "a penchant for organising things -
particularly other people", and on his appointment as secretary to the A.F.A. developed new regulations,
giving him more control over the runaing of the mission at Point Mcleay (even though it was to be run by
the govemment from 1916). Sexton always operated from an Adelaide office, and in Jenkin's words his
"secretaryship... was to develop into a classic case of the dog being wagged by its tail" (Jenkin, 1979:255).
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Eventually, Unaipon decided to
toru afor¡nd the state: "it occurr
aborigines, and while goillg
(Unaipon, 1953:9). Thus, a

elected the first deacon of
became a lay preacher, as well as a spe

memorised sóme of the published sermons , Rev' De
was soon
enager in

inhis home churcþ the Anglican St

Bartholomew's in Norwood. Lindsay rem cause "it was so unusual to have a

ntact< man preaching. Otr chwch was so Anglo" (personal communication Rev. K. M.

Lindsay November, 1998).

Before long Unaipon was in much demand, on his fifst lecture tow
in Victoria by the Australia¡ Board of Miss 52/1'/22 1921). F9t 4.^
tri *as paíd'12-10-O year, h9 found himself
applyin! for a loan o Departrnent, to cover further expenses

(GRb {ZtttSg lg}l). supplement his income with the sale of
some booklets:

I wrote up some legends for this purpose, and this [A.F.A.] Association bore the cost

of printing thern lÉned with theie tègçq4l and some other literanre provided Uy 9"
Asiociatión, I rravelled over most õf Victoria and South Australia, and had the

opporn:nity of speaking in the various churches and schools.
n tfris wuy t haïe beeñ able to meet my expenses, as the churches and people often
gave me liberal donations towards my support.

(Unaipon, 1953:9)

Although Unaipon was welcomed back to
some difficulties on his second tow. His so

from Point Mcleay n' 1920, for insubordin
1920). Unaipon, therefore decided to tak
only to have the A.B.M. also complain to
Unaipon junior's behavior¡r (GRG 52lll22
demand, and was soon invited to tour other
on two occasions to preach in Saint Andre
Cathedral in Hobart. Overall he preached o
and 1940 (Cath Ellis interview, June 1963)
retirement ìo preach after this period, and was still "tram-ping_ the streets of Adelaide suburbs

sellinghispainphlets" in I95Ç,attheageof 86years (TheNewsJuly,22,1959:10).

Because Unaipon spent much of his tife living away from Poqt Mcleay, either in Adelaide

and the nearby couåtryside, or travelting interstate, he befriended a nwnber of whi-te Plople.
He either and was occasionally offered

accommo that of Mrs' J'C' Shierlaw, of
Adelaide, e legends in "remembrance of
her many kindnesses". Another welcoming family ya9_tha1 of the Bartletts, -¿ 514-¡{ (nee

Bartlett¡ still has fond memories of the times Dâvid Un_aipon spent in their Adelaide home

(personal communication, Anne Bartlett, November 1998).

29 This original debt was to jeopardize Unaipon's applications for further money from the dep_artment fo¡ the

next 15 yeãs of his life. Bui ¡l tSZl the Chief Protector, W.R. Penhall, took sympathy on Unaipon and

"ppton"á 
a fi:rther loan for the printing of more pamphlets, because Unaipon lvas by this stage "an old man

airã unfit for ordinary station wõrk", an¿ tre says in Victoria "he receives a good reception and finds a ready

sale for his pamplrlets" (Aborigines'Department records, GF{G 52ltl55 1937>.

30 R¡o¡gitr"s'Department correspondence files indicate David Unaipon spent much time and effort getting

his son Talmage out of trouble with ttre authorities.
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Unaipon also became well known amongst the white population through his regularappearance Lg in 1907 when his talents as an inventor were
first mentio He was labelled "ingenius", "an Aboriginal
intellectual' e" by the popular media, and in one letér to
the editor as "a university graduate" (The Register JuIy 27, 1926:2). Articles on his
achievements inevitably-began: "pavid Unaipon, a full-blooded native of Point Mcleay, who
1191oþb1y the most gifted member of the black race in Australia" (The Advertiser llly 27,
1918:6); or: "Among Australian aborigines n
other way than David Unaipon" (The Registe
he was not an exception. To a reporter
"insists stoutly that he himself is by no
knowledge... 'ma¡1y others have like powers
concerned about the judgements placed on his
and the comparisons made regarding thei¡ i
moral integrity of his people, which he claim
the advent of Christian missions.

Unfortunately, however, some
help promote the respect he felt
accept the offer of employment
Unaipon was considered by the local authori
provide for his family whom he left on the

ead, wrote to the Chief Protector Mr. South,
s to me that...David has contributed nothing
not eligible for rations, because "David is in

wage". He goes on to say that Cissy is also
er's) children, while Creighton was also away

Unaipon was known_to use his gentlemanly manners and dignified reputation to extract
m9n9y from some of his white associates. C orrespondence fîles in both the A.F.A. and
Aborigines DeparÍnent records reveal ttrat during his travels, Unaipon was often running up
accounts, which he had no means of paying, thus leaving a trail of rather irate debtors.32 In
the same l92l letter to the Chief Protector, Read also raised a matter concenring a Mr.
Duffield of Kanmanlgo, an -aguaintqrce of the Young's. Apparently he had lent Unaifon two
p_ounds, on qe condition it berepaid, but was never to see Mr. Unâipon or the money again.
He wrote to Read in the hope that he could help him rerrieve his monêy:

59* months ago your Mr David Unaipon was here working on a model and he
wished to go home for a certain wheel, which he required and he telegraphed home
for some money for his joumey and it did not come in time for him so ñe askø me to
lend him f2:0:0 and he would retum it to me on the following monday [sic]; I did not
hesitate to lend him themoney as his conducted [sic] had inspired súch cónfidence,
but I am sorry to say that I have neither seen him nor heard from him since.... Í
thought þn [sic] would write to you to see if you could assist me as I cannel afford to
give him f2:O:0.

(Aborigines' Deparmenr records GFIG 52lt/t02)

l1 narligr Urat same year, Unaipon was on a lecture tour in Victori4 on a weekly wage, but was granted a
loan of f 15-0-0 from The Deaprtrnent for expenses. On his rehrn in August he únotJfrom Adelaide for a
furthe¡ loan of f200-0-0 "for my personal use". He claime.d in his letter that "if granted this amount I will
undertake to keep my wife and son and myself without any further assistance from the Department". He said
he wished to "remain at Point Mcleay and have use of the garden so that I may cultivate it and produce
vegetables." Unaipon was advised to'ù¡ithdmw his request for the money, and he subsequently rôtumed to
Victoria. (Aborigines' Department records GP.:G 5A 1167 tg}t)
]-Z 

n ep+ 1928 the A.F.A. were asked to cover an unpaid bill of f 1-18-6 for the boa¡d and lodgrngs of David
Unatpon, by an irate Mrs. E. McDonald, who claims he had left the Burra Hotel without paying hil account
(A F.A. records, Mortlock SRc 139/1/115-7).
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Nungas who were brought up on Raukkaû rep
his Ñn people, with false promises of quick-

lucrative retrJms. The words I have heard used

man,,.33 Paradoxically, it seems Unaipon placed no limits on himself in his passionate

pwsuit to solve the problem of perpetual motion!

ed ttrat "in lieu of a Royal Commission", as a part

solution, an "Advisory Council to ttre Commonwealth Govenrment" be formed. He didn't,

however, stipulate any Aboriginal involvement.

ame a member of the otherwise all-white
Australia.
one of the

to assist in founding the
cal Adelaide paPer, The
olumn "Around ttre city",

somebody would sign the paper' 
(The observer,Marchrg, rgzT:63)

By the late
newspaper
reported, in
this "clever

Meanwhile,
recognition
Patriots. He
and for assi

33 For obvious reasons, the sowce of these comments will remain anonymous'
34 Colonel Genders eventually left the A.F.A. to form the shortlived Aborigines Protection League. Sexton,

tn tgZT,wrote of Genders' prómotion of a Model Aboriginal State as a means of 'Îainly attempting to get a

following" (see Døylighrpùer December 31, t927, in A.F.A. records Mortlock SRG 139/1/65).

35 ¡um"s Noble wa.s the firsi Aboriginal person to be ordained to the chu¡ch. He was bom in the Normantown

districr of eueensland, but was takãn at ttte age of eight to be brought up by a family T Nry SouthWales.

He was ordàned a.s a Deacon n lg}5 in St. Giorge's Cathedral, Perth, but later returned to Queensland to

work with his people (see Rowe, c.1956:9).
36 Rufus's gossip cotumn "Out among the People" continued under the same name even when his paper The

Register merged to forrn The Advertiser and Register n 1931.
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1930 Unaipon was giy"l th9 gppoq:nityto write a half page article on Aboriginal issues in
the "magazine section" of Thè Herald. Here he choie to discuss further- the issue of
establishing a separate and independent Aboriginal state. He writes:

ttre remaining primitive man [should be given] a portion of country where he may live
in peace and happiness, and follow re traditions and customs of his ancestoré free
from the intrusion of the white man. And the only outside i¡fluence that should be
permitæd is the civilised and Christian aborigine.

(The Herald, November 22,1930)

Earlier in' 1928, Unaipon3.ag sgughq out to assist with the Commonwealrh's Bleakley
enquiry into the welfare of "aboriginals and half-castes in Central Australia and Norttrerá

& Jones, 1990:304).37 His opinions
ifferent Aboriginal issues (sèe The
7931:8; The Advertiser Ocrober 3,

on was given the opportunity to write another
e's point-of-view". The paper's editor

hasinvitedMr.Davidulllqo,himself 
".r-or""a"åtåÍHËä?:åH,Hffi îå1]sef 'fi

article that appears below" (The Advertiser November23, DIO:ta¡.

Tw-o weeks earlier, a The Advertiser of Unaipon and Mark Wilson,
with a caption statin -blooded aborigines... rluitt attend Parliameni
House today to hear rigines B1lr" (Íhe Advertiser November 10,

d to the Aborigines Act Amendment Bill
ch sought to give power to a permanent Chief
ersee a proposed board of five, who would
his later article, Unaipon relates the fact that

t, but went on to say that "some members
them and I amhappy to think that there a¡e

the native so much at heart" (The Advertiser
November 23,1936:18). Unaipon had o
undoubtedly keen to be appointed to a
passed. Unaipon goes on to suggest in his c
certainly contribute to such a board:

It seems the 'back-scratching' rel.atrglship bgtwgenafexton and Unaipon was becoming
mutually-beneficial by this _s!?ge in Unaipon's life. The following yeâr, in 1937, Sextoñ
seems to have taken some of Unaipon's demands of the 1926 enquilry to heart, and decided
to convene a small conference in Adelaide, comprisug himself an¿me three Ngarrindjeri
men: David Unaipon, Mark Wilson and George Ra¡kine. The conference attracted
PerysP?p9{ coverage, an{lublic_ily for Sexton, withheadlines of: "Unique Conference Held
in Adelaide: Future Of Race". However, the resolutions of this obviously staged meeting
were surprisingly compatible with the stgady mov€ment of government-poliõies towa¡di
assimilation, and makes one wonder whosê back was acdalty being öcratched at the
conference:

In the members of the Aborigines' Friends' Association we have men whose
know ledge, understanding, and experience are unrivalled in the

for my people.
A committee of men imbued with these ideals could do so much

(The Adv ertis¿r Novemb er 23, 1936: 1 8)

The-9pgakers, said Mr. Sexton, were most emphatic in urging that dormitories be
established at Point Mcleay and Point Pearcef for, they aiserled, the natives there

by the
. h mid l928he
to meet withDavid
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The th¡ee Indigenous conference particip
Commonwealth-take "control lofl ttre race" (
It seems Sexton had aspirations beyond the stal

firm hold on the stringd of more than one Black puppet at the peak of the depression years.

Unaipon's twilight Years

Unaipon was w
He had learnt by
his ambitions as

to both the A.F.A. and the govemment Abo
was forthcoming, at other times not (see A¡ - --l3,elltrls-z &. a=borigines' Dept. Records 

Slfr|r"fi¿ï ".Äf"t"?1áÍJ;,".Ë"i*YlätflT

annual meeting in 1951, and again in anotlrer t
Indigenous boäies who had supported him throughout his life's work:

I owe much, too, to the Aborigines' Friends' Association and the Aborigines'
I have received assistance in ways beyond

I think.... I have both directly and indirectly assisted in brin-gryg about better

conditions for the aborigines throughout Australia. I would gratefully pay tribute to

the wonderful help I hive received from this Association, and to the Gover:nment

Áborigines' Depafonent for the assistance given me through many years, and to a
generous public.

(Unaipon, 1953:9)

ughout most of his life Uqaipgl coûtinued to
ð'i¿ tre have trouble repaying his many debts,

and his extensive travel, he also had difficulty in

meeting his own personal needs. An Adelaide school teacher, Parn T indsay (persorral

ðã-*,í"i"ation, November, 1998), has vivid of Mr Unaipgn-, in the mid to late

iéi0;; õtoi"g i"t ian Board of Missions rug bv th9

e"gfiJ* 
"tt*Efr. 

S s) was working in the offrce at the time, and

Mr. Unaipon came

....I was just a teenager when he came in. If it was 1955, I was fifteen. He told us

thathe was destitute.... He told us that
bad hemia... and he couldn't afford
wasn't, I think, any assistance for Abo
He htroduced himself. And I was
to establish some kind of credibility.
down-and-out, so he told us who he was and said he had preached in many chr¡rches

and cathedrals"" 
yiå*r:,
years,
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torally fascinated. He talked philoso

He was probably with urs about half an hour before the State Secretary [Father AlfBott] came".. He took him into his little office, you know, the inner sancnrm....
[but] I really don'r know whether he was given thé money ror â russ

So it seems Unaipon kn
friends. If the A.F.A. or
any other denomination

from The Act, he would not
on Board, and there was no

an urgent need to express the concems
y the white community, but his own
mercy of the A.F.A., as well as his

pragmatic person doesn't bite the hand that fe
his financial situation also explains the crypti(
subversive pieces of writing (dìscussed in öhapær Seven).

on leamt to take more care in relation to who

s. In 192

åffi"T:í,
mggting galled at Point Mcleay to ai¡ the co
white authorities:

(The Advertiser Monday 25 October 1926:g)

1'-ry"-n-*olgh the A.F.A officialla handed over rhe running of point Mcleay to
11916, David unarpon continued his association with ttle AIF.A., and particuíarly
].^!...s9xpn, tbroughout most of his life. Note rhe cornmunity or irau*an didn't b
1974 (Maütngley &. Hampton, 1988:187).
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Federal Cor¡ncil for Aboriginal Advancement, held in Adelaide in 1958 (see Homer,
as a much younger man, to accompany eleven

cooperate with white authorities, and sing in the
ee Jõnes, 1989:10-11; Bell, 1998:183). No doubt

such decisions contributed to Unaipon being awarded a Coronation Medal in 1953 for his

contributions to white society.39

The criticism Unaipon received, from his own people as well as his white 'friends', will be

discussed further in a later section, but I shall end this section by quoting from a tribute to
David Unaipon that appearednThe Advertiser at ttre time of his passing:

Best Known Aborigine
SA's best known aborigine, Mr. Davi
tribe died in the Tailem Bend HosP
educated at the Point Mcleay Missio
the time of his death. In 1953 he w
Elizabeth to whom he was presented.
whose son Mr. B.M. Francis, 74 of
Unaipon's son Chreighton [sic]40 at the mission. Mr. Francis said yesterday: 'He

was óne of the finest men I knew. He was very well read a¡d used to write his own
. Francis said Mr. Unaipon had invented a
had been trying to have patented for many
the Point Mcleay Mission at 1.30 P.m. on

Friday.
(The Advertiser February 8,1967:3)

UNAIPON THE INVENTOR

and the making of mechanical devices:

...my mind became obsessed... as I read the books and joumals sent-to the Station,
espócially the scientific works which showed the new inventions which were coming
inio ttre'iorld. These stimulated my mi:rd and I decided to try and invent somethin_ g

too. I suffered a disadvantage in doing this for I lacked a training in mathematics, but
I began by studying the michine used in sheep-shearing for an Adelaide firm with a

view to bringing about an improvement in its working
(Unaipon, I95I:LI-12)

Unaipon did invent an improved handpiece fo¡ sheep-shearing, at ûow

appeãrs on the Australianfifty dollar note. Although Unaipon Patent
application for his design in 1909, and then ratified it in the patent

eïèntually lapsed without him securing financial backing for its fr¡rtlrer development:

39 Th" originat documentation that accompanied this medal is held in the Mortlock Library, which states the

medal: "is io be worn in commemoration of Her Majesty's Coronation. 2nd June, 1953" (Mortlock SRG

l3g/l}). However, despite the report inThe News @eb. lO t967), Unaipon did not tavel to London to be

presented the medal (see Jones, 1989). h the same paper (on Jr¡re 13, 1953) it is reported that Unaipon, at the

äge of 80 years, was the only Aboriginal person in South Austrtalia to be awarded the silver medal, which

wãs awaráed to "leading citizens" in recognition of the coronation. The irony that Unaipon wæ not yet legally

a "cilizen" in 1953 was not picked up by the reporter.
40 This is probably Unaipon's much yor:nger brother, who was named Creighton, or possibly a nephew of
Unæpon's iamed after hii brother. However, Creighton's son was called Telford, butnick-named "Hooksy".

Unaiþon's only son was called Talmage, and he wa.s nick-named "Tolly" (personal commrmication Maggie

Jacobs, 1999).
41 The patent application wa.s No. 15 624, mdwas called "Mechanical Motion" (Jenkin, 1979:236).
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sarne, but nor being properly protected I lost financially
m this discovery, as this was þassed to otlrers who madê
giving me compensation.

([Jnaipon, I95L:12)

ssion grew, he continued to read
I read the writings of Newton and
(Unaipon, 19 5 1, : I2). The more he

Some lecturers who visited the Mission and talked about the wonders of science
c-aptiyatgd my attention, and I felt that I too would like to become a scientist for I had
already be
From this The idea
occupied my mind day and night and achine to
demonstrate my theory

(Unaipon, 1953:8-9)

0 to complete a model of a multi-radial wheel
1,/41 1927). Because his ideas had been stolen
ave his work inspected; therefore his loan

n, 1988:126). Despite such rejections, and

_o'Ill""Oied 
for much of his tife with the

But the ag_e-long problem of perpe-tual motion dominared my mind through the
years, and I made various models wittr which I experimented froír time to time. I am
still pursuing the subject, always travelling but never reaching ttregoã.

(Llnaipon, 7951:12)

Indeed, n a 1959 neiilspaper article about Unaipon, the headlines state that: "David,s a manin a hurry" and that "he fears he will die without'achieving an a¡nbition he has cherished from
the article is referring, of course, to
d so win world honor for his race".

ion" in the form of a
of his demonstration
it took Unaipon two

Mile End "made a blunder"42. It seems St
because he quickly moved on to other issues

while some people regarded my attem_pt to find out the secret of p
dryam, the instnimenù often tóok witir me ro illustrãte my studiä
of the educated, and this enabled me also to interest úiem in
aborigines.

([Jnaipon, 1953:9)

42 Parts of this machine are appa¡ently still hel{ loday in the garage of one of Unaipon,s great nieces(personal communication, Elaine lGopinyeri, 1996).'
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At one stage, the A.F.A. complained that Unaipon was using their name at his public
¡¡ss¡ings on false pretences, and his main motive in drawing a crowd rwas to demonstrate his
machine, and attract financial sponsorship for his scientific work. Perhaps that could explain
why his model were'stolen' on one occasion!

In all, according to Jones (1989), from the period between 1909 and L944Unupon made ten
sepamte patent applications for his various inventions. In addition to his modified hand-piece
for shearing, and his multi-radial wheel, he also patented a centrifugal motor and a
mechanical propulsion device. As well, he investigated the "flight pattern of the boomerang"
and its potential in the f,reld of aerodynamics and looked at the possible use of polarised light
(see Briggs, 1996:6). Unfortr¡nately for Unaipon, all his patents lapsed before he could
secure f,rnance for their commercial application.

One can only speculate on whether the motivation for Unaipon to write some Aboriginal
'legends' was primarily to fund his scientific obsession with perpenral motion. But like
Unaipon's favowite auttror, Henry Dn¡rnmond, in his bookThe ldeal Life,Unupon seems
to have viewed his scientifrc journey in life as just as important a^s the reaching of his ultimate
destination. Unaipon himself said: "Even if I never arrive, I shall always recall with pleaswe
the hours I have spent and the experiments I have tried in endeavowing to solve a scientific
problem" (lJnaipon, 1.9 5 I :I2).

Even though Unaipon continually failed to secure financial backing to develop his patents, he
did receive public fame and recognition for his scientific efforts. There was a steady flow of
a¡ticles about his activities in both the local and interstate papers, beginning in 1907 and
ending at the time of his death n 1967 . The way Unaipon was represented by the newsprint
media over this period, as an exceptional Aboriginal, is revealing.

The media continually make mention of himbeing a "full-blooded" Aboriginal person, rather
than a "half-caste", which (in their eyes) made him even more exceptional. This obsession
with his 'racial purity' reflects the social thinking at the tur:n of the century, when debate
flourished regarding evolutionary theory and the social status of Aboriginal people. At ttrat
time academics wrote of the Australian Aborigines as if they were 'sub-human' and the
'missing link' between man and ape. Professor Huxley wrote of them as the "primordial
anthropoid" and others such as Professor Hermann Klaatsch of the University of Heidelberg
said: "No race which we can find shows so clear a relationship to the cornmon ancestor - the
man-like ape - as the Australian. " (quoted by Rev. John Blacket tn The Register, Adelaide,
October 31,1921).

One of the fust articles to appear about David Unaipon was in 1,907 , when he was thitty four
years of age. Under the title "4¡ Tngenious Aboriginal", it begins:

Few people who have not made a special study of the native question are aware of the
extent towhich original talent is sometimes for¡nd among the aborigines. In a broad
sense, it is no doubt true that the native mind is not apt to stray from the narrow and
beaten paths that have been formed by generations of habit, but one sometimes comgs
across startling exceptions to the rule. One of these exceptions, Mr. David Unaipon,
of the Point Mcleay Mission Station, has lately been in Adelaide on a remarkable
errand. He brought with him a neatly-drawn design of a piece of mechanism which,
he claims, can be attached to machinery and facilitate the attainment of perpetual
motion, which science had declared to be impossible....he had come to Adelaide to
seek the assistance of the aborigines departrnent in procuring ceftain mechanical parts
in the shape of four bevelled wheels, a spindle, a tube and so on.... Mr. Unaipon,
who speaks excellent English, and is 34 years of age, says that he has read some
works on mechanics, and has a strong taste for the subject.... Unaipon's enterprise in
coming to Adelaide to push his invention will not go r¡nrewarded, Mr. J. Lob having
undertaken to provide him with some wheels that will enable him to pursue his
project. People who are inclined to deprecate all efforts to educate the natives as being
unprofitable, will do well to remember that Unaipon is a full-blooded native. The
instance may be an exceptional one, but it is evidence that there are possibilities of no
mean order with regard to the intellectual development of the Australian natives.
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(The Advertiser Apr-Ì, 12, 1907 :4)

Other articles sool followed, each mentioning Unaipon's mechanical inventions and
tle¡ri¡aþly, highiighting his exceptional intelligence. In 1909, an arricle reporring on the
A.F.A.'s annual meeting, states:

David Unaipon, u ,oo oiJu-"s Unaipon, ttre first native mis
new mechanical motion.... The fact that a full native has s
groof that the aborigines have latent brain power, which by
develop in unexpected ways.

(The Advertis¿r December 14, 1909:8)

The following year another article appeared, entitled "A Native Scientist", which began:

þbgbly. one of the most interesting natives in Australia, and certainly the cleverest, is
Mr. David Unaipon, a full-blooded aborigine, whose special hobby is research after
that elusive wonder perpetual motion....-Mr. Unaipon has studied the writings of
Newton carefully, and has sought diligently for thisecret of perpetual motion'ever
since.

(The RegisterMay 11, 1910:6)

A decade later, in an article entitled "A Rem
who is a full-blooded blackfellow, is a man of

s time, he would have to either accommodate
or challenge the accepted prejudices cu¡rently held against his 'race'.

a fuli-blooded native, with singular abi
considerable skill, a keen student, re
literature, a fluent speaker on the
Mechanics have strongly appealed to
an improvement to the sheepshearing

Unaipon originally derived his fame via the newspapers, largely owing to his achievements
as eventually sought out, beginning with
different Aboriginal issues. By the mid
travels and public speaking, that articles
David Unaipon..." (see The Advertiser

became more active in the outside world he
own people but from other quarters.

43 Dt. Brs"dow twas a governnrcnt geologist, one time Protector of Aborigines in the Nofhem Territory, and
later a member of state pæliament. In his ea¡lier acade ric studies in Germany, Basedow studied under the

s of Aboriginal people
as he observed the negative
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CRITICISMS OF UNAIPON

All I ask is that I shouldbe allowed a chance to earn my own living,
and generally o paddle my own canoe.

(Unaipon nThe Advertiser and Register June 16,1931.:6)

Although Unaipon has now become immortalised on our Austr?lian currency_,_atd was once
heraideã as "dusÍalia's Leonardo Da Vinci" (see Mattingley & Hampton 1988:273), there
were times in Unaipon's life when he fetl victim to much less complimentary labels. In his
early days as an agitator he was considered a trouble maker by the white authorities, while in
his iatei more coñciliatory years he was considered by some to be a traitor to his people.
Ultimately he was trying to straddle two worlds, while striving to continue to 'paddle his
own canoe'. But it wasn't long before storrns threatened to erupt, even on the relatively
sheltered waters of his home community. So when life threatened to swamp Unaipon, he
chose to reach oìtt to the safety offered by his white 'friends', particularly the safety of the
A.F.A., captained by J.H. Sexton. But in order to understand Unaipon's choice of
allegiances, it is first necessary to exaurine more closely the South Australian Government
Aborigines Acts of 1911 and 1934, anrd their amendments.

Because The Aborigines Act 1911 was formulated more for the circumstances of isolated
Indigenous people living in the Northern Territory (which ironically was h¿¡ded over to
Commonweãth control 

-in 
ttrat same year), it was of little help to the colonised people of

Point Mcleay. As legislation it was racist and ill-conceived, and proved t9 have delastating
effects on thóse it wás designed to protect. It gave the Chief Protector of Aborigines legal
guardianship over "every Aboriginal and half-caste
one. It also gave the Chief Protector rights to keep
boundaries of a reserve or Aboriginal institution,
such institutions (see Jenkin, 1979:245-246). Rights were also given to mission
superintendants to:

inflict punishment by way of imprisonment, not exceeding fowleen days, up_ol.

Aborigines and half-castes living upon a reserve or within the district under his
charge-, who, in the judgement of such protector, are guilty of any crime, serious
miscõnduct, neglect of duty, gross insubordination or wilfull breach of any
regulation.

(quoted in Jenkin, 1979:246)

Of insubordination, the younger Unaipon and a number of other competent and outspoken
Ngarrindjeri men were, on oócasion, þroudly guilty. At the 1913 Royal Commission, the
raõist toles of the questioners gave them little opportunity to make a case for the
improvement of theii lives or the financial situation of their crippled mission station.
Unaipon's plea fell on deaf ears:

Twenty years ago it was easier for us to live. There was more work to be got..We 
,

used tó work thén and were paid for it, and lived as the result of our labour. Things
have changed in that work is not now available.

(South Australian Government , t9I3:32)

Amendments to The Act over the years only served to fi¡rttrer restrict the freedom of men like
Unaipon, who wished to improve their situation
were increased, so that Aboriginal people could

for failing to ol 
I

e also absolute' ,^-:-^^ Ä, ^r r ôr i ,rr^^ ^^,,-^;lnes, under The Aborignes Act 1911. The council
members did not include any Aboriginal representation, but hoãorary whites, and functioned
until 1939 (see Hall, 1977:I2).

Unaipon, being an aniculate speaker of English, had the abifity and conf,idence to speak up
regarding injustices to his own people, as well as idustices ig lqt own personal
ci¡iumstancei. By 1916, he was living back at Point Mcleay, and had gained a position in
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the mission store, after working for a period in Adelaide at the factory of G.&R. Wills. He
was in need of money to financeÏis inventiol s, so i:r September of 19i9 he applied to W.G.
South, the Chief Protector of Abori
mission, J.B. Steer was not impres
shillings per week plus benefits "wo
2s.6d., wood 5s., medicines 2s.6d., milk 6d., railway passes 6d." Steer went on to state
that Unaipgn had been employed in the store for just on three years, and "out of that time he

-was 
away for twenty weeks and four days. This time he spent in Adelaide and elsewhere

lecturing and working on 4is so-called inventions." Regarding Unaipon's request, South
commented in a note to ttre Commissioner of Public W'orks:

I consider thathe is well paid for the light duties he performs. He is quite useless for
any other kind of work.... He is regarded as one òf tne most uselêss men on the
Station and is always wanting trips away from it.

(quoted in Mattingley & Hampton, 1988:132)

Although unaipon was refused the pay ri on the mission
received considerablg lal increase_s five mo dated to August
19t9, and included increases for the superin store and bóok
keeper (see Mattingley & Hampton, 1988:132).u

In late 1926 David^Unaipon was humiliated by being gaoled overnight at Meningie, on
vagrancy charges, after being the
police were called in, so Unai ' as
evidence of his current empl for
visiting the mission. He retorted (according ro i dle
man does not produce work such as ttrat". In a follow-up article Unaipon explained ttrat he

people. So.Unaipon lea¡:rt yet another hard lesson of the era, about the price one has to pay
to be an agitator.

It is reasonable to conclude that the means by which David Unaipon chose to eart his tiving
in the L92Os was one of the reasons he drew criticism from his own people. But I hasten tõ

was forced to seek an income by

rina¡ciar.3*'*åîäiJ;,i"'å'öi:"d'JJi"îi:
hen in 1925, when the opporrunity did present

itself in the form of a genuine offer of payment, for the writing- ãown oi aboriginat
my_tho^logy,_Unaipon grabbed the offer. He states in an article (nTñe Register Octob-er 3,
1925:8, and one week later tnThe Observer ): "At present I am studying our Aboriginal
loll5lore. I_should probably never have thought of doing so but for an oifer-from Angus-and
Robertson".

, for every thousand words he wrote. The
n are discussed in detail in the next section.

formed: "to control the author's activities
Museum (I4r. Edgar R. v/aite) told tlre paper that unaipon's task was to:

go aqgng the natives in South Australia and leam as much as possible from them
regarding their early customs, superstitions and folklore. He would attempt to

441.n. Steer's salary increased fromf208 to{cz4oper annuûl while H.E. Read's increa.sed fromf,l56 to f l80
per annun In addition they received allowances of free qua¡ters, food and fuel.
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decipher more of their messages, such as are written on sticks and carried from place
to place, and interpret their tribal totem signs.

(The Register October 6,1925:8)

I assume it was while pursuing this particular work for the University Unaipon was gaoled
on vagrancy charges. But this did not completely silence Unaipon from speaking out for his
peoplè..4s mentioned earlier, Unaþon wrote nThe Herald (November 22,1930,:mag.aztne
Èectìon) on the issue of establishing an isolated reserve for those Aboriginal people living in
more remote pafrs of central Australia (a suggestion that Dr. Cha¡les Duguid was later to
advocate for the Pitjantjadara/Yankunydatjara people). Unaipon also wrote on the same issue
in a pamphlet published by the A.F.A.:

If some sort of reserve were possible, in which only the good influences of
civilization were felt, anew civilized race could be built up. 'With 

a gradual process of
introducing Christianity and all the best civilization can give, the aborigine would
come up fully developed. It might take two generations, perhaps more, but eventually
we would be able to take our stand among the civilized peoples.

(Unaipon, c.1930:1)

In 1939, one of the amendments to The Aborigines Act 1.934 saw the adoption of an

Exemption Policy, whereby Aboriginal people could be exempted from the provisions of The
Act. Further amendments saw the Aborigines Protection Board replace the Chief hotector of
Aborigines. Those to be exempted, and assimilated into white society, were Aboriginal
people deemed suitable by The Board "by f intelligence
anðdevelopment" (see Mattingley & H facing those
exempted was that they were now forbidden to missions and
reserves, and indeed to even "co .sort" with any other Aboriginal person not exempted.

This policy caused a lot of ill-feeling and jealousy within Aboriginal communities, and ûo
doubi conrributed to the negative feelings expressed against Unaipon. It was also the manner
in which Unaipon procwed his "folklore" thãt lost him friends. According to the joumals of
the Adelaide-6ased anthropologist Norman Tindale, Unaipon had a financial arraûgement
with Dr Ramsay Smith to collect "stories" from various Aboriginal people, for which he was
paid ten shillings each. Unaipon offered five shillings to any obliging inforrnants, k_egPing

the remaining five for himself. Tindale relates a particular incident, as told to him by Mason
from Swan Reach:

'Some boys wanted to te1l stories but did not know any'. They tried to get Mason to
tell themtales. David got impatient. 'He put his money out on the ground in heaps'.
The boys tried hard but could get nothing out of Mason. Finally they each made up a
story of lies and told it to David. David wrote it down; 'then the boys got impatient.
David lay on the ground with a book over his chest asleep. They tried to rush him to
take his money. David was smart. He clipped them withhis fist and challenged them
and they got no money. He took the lies away withhim'

(Tindale, Adelaide joutaal, 1953:39).

Unaipon did not restrict his research to collecting "stories". In The Register in 1930,
Unaiþon's "friend" Rufus reported in his gossip column that he knew "several blacks"
(including David Unaipon) who were "thankful to civilisation and Christianity for
brightening theirminds". He also mentions that Unaipon:

is at present on the Murray collecting blackfellows' skulls, nardoo stones and other
stone implements for Dr. Angas Johnson. Writing to Dr. Johnson from Mildura,
Unaiponìays:- 'I am forwa¡ding one skull discovered near'Wentworth, about four
miles up the River Darling, by Dr. Chenery, who was so kind and gave it to me... I
am going out in search of some more skulls next week. Give my regards to my friend
Rufus'.

(The Register News-Pictorial July 30, 1930:0
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4lgut Johnson in tribal research work". He went on to say: "All I ask is that I should be
allowed a chance to earn my own living, and generally to paddle my own cânes".

for his "tribal research" and writing in
e ea¡lier passing of his father in 1907.

Unaipon the oppornrnity to include other ele

of Charles Kingsley's work (eg. the queen of
sunbeams in Release of the drago_n flies); an the adoption oi poetic languaþe in his prose
reminiscent of both Bunyan andMilton.

Veronica Brodie, a Nunga friend of mine brought up at Rauklcan in the 1940-50s, says that
Unaipon would_b_e in was itill álive for 'selling' so many Ngarrindjeri
stories to white fellas. to believe ttrat certain culnual informatîon stroul¿
remain solely with the

Like I say, there's things that are told to you that you can tell, and things that are told
to_-ygu that y-ou don't te11.... If you respect what was being said to you ... you don't
tell it. You keep.it tþre.... f wouldn't dare question them. Yougot flôgged or
chucked out. You just had to tight lip it and hope for the best.

(Interview, October 10, 1995)

Veronica recalls: with a whiteman in Adelaide and get money
from him for sto from Raukkan cottoned on to thil and alsó
went to Adelaide ew, March 3,1995).

Veronica remembers David Unaipon coming up to their family home in top row at Raukkan,
near the cemetery:

He used to come up qlq haye,a yam with mum and dad. And he'd roll his r's and put
his h's where they didn't belong. .en when he'd leave, my dad [Dan Wilsôn]
would shake his head and say, 'I think we've got a black Scotsman theie!'

(Interview, September 10, 1995)

People at Raukkan in those days believed that David Unaipon thought himself above his own
people, esp well as in
the way he delaide to
collect oral on's 1929publication The next
time I saw her she respo:rded, laughing: "'When I showed my brother that book, he said 'I
wonder where.he got half of these bloody stories from. 'Who he ripped off " (Interview with
Veronica Brodie, October 10, 1995). According to Veronica:

P99nle used-to say after he'd gone and done all his stories rhat he was ripping them
off. 'Cause they qere sr¡re he used to come to Adelaide, he'd tell his storiä3, gét paid
for it ang^ go back to Raukkan and wouldn't say a word. But he'd be geltin'^ the
stories off the people on the mission. And he'd diess up, you know, to ttrõ knocker.
Everytime he'd come home from Adelaide, he'd have á néw accent. He'd roll his r'su iåì"*HT"tåffåËîi

h I think....
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He used to tell ttrem [at Raukkan] who
he didn't tell them that he was gettin'
But he had money to travel aror¡¡d"'
was like a blood brother...' And he
friend...Old Scarborough of the Abori
number of years.45

(Interview, October 10, 1995)

Nevertheless Veronica and other Nungas do not think completely ill of Unaipon and his

achievements:

But that machine. He did invent that machine. I mean that's the rotor blade on the

on, and ttrat's how the
given back to him, or
only living descenden
about five or six.46

(Interview October 10, 1995)

ves was another issue that fuelled criticism of
Norman Tindale, who
of UnaiPon during an
in a little pamPtrlet of

iew, June 1963).

the

"Jå
took away with
Aboriginal peopl
distruíted. St'"^"t ffå:i¿,Jåruì:H"ilitåi:Í

social activist and an inventor,

Smith.

'When the 1930 edition of Myths and lege

his work was "romantic rubbish", and that
fbreign to the real stories of an Australian pre

while conducting field work, Ronald Bemdt in 1939, and then w

1940s had little-to do with David Unaipon. Their relationship
ùnaipon's close ties with the Church andthe A.F.A., with whom

45 In his 1966 publication, Uncle Tom's wurlie, the Rev. J.C. Scarborough makes a special mention of

David Unaipon in his foreword.
46 M"l,o" is actually the illegitimate daughter of Telford Unaipor¡who was a nephew 9!-Davi$ Unaipon's -

the son of David's younger õrother Creighton. Talmage, the son of Unaipon, died in 1977, and has no

descendants.
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o rePorts that
The Berndts
from typical

David Unaipon a well-known native

quoted in Markus, 1988:7g)

riticise_s the proposed protest, but also strives to reaffrrm his
s peopre by distancing himself from rhe increasingly vocal
states:

As a representative of the rac
Ausnalia should be celebrated
the privileges of the dominant

(unaipon in TheAs, JJ,l#?åii nr r, quoted in Markus, I e8 8 : 79)

Unaipon's letter was not well receiv"g by another vocalorganis¿¡isn, the Australian Aborieines Lea! on to the Kingin October L937. He immediately oírot" to the

47 TheBemdts were actually "officially bar¡ed from anumber of Aboriginal resen¿es,
[sic]" because of their criticism of miséionaries in rhe early rs+0, isJh.M. Berndt,

including Point Mcleay
1987:15).
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plying in the same way as we are criticised
ãiit an¿ does not now occupy an#jå"å.oj

i:?'f*'"H"iäfl
company of antis to keep him warm' 

(cooper, quoted in Markus, 19gg:g0)

But it seerns, despite Unaipon's loyalty to his so-called white friends and supporters, he even

drew harsh criticism from ttrem. Dr. V/. Rams¿
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APPENDIX 6.22 WRITINGS OF DAVID UNAIPON

Unaipon, David (1,924a) Aboriginals: their traditions and customs. 'Where did they come
from? Daily Telegraph. August, 1924.

- (1924b) Immortality. [Newspaper or magazine of publication unknown]

(1.924c) How teddy lost his tail. [Newspaper or magazine of publication
unknownl
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(1,924-
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A1930.
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- (1,954) How the torroise gothis shell. In Dawn 3,ll:19.

- (1955) why all the animals peck at the selfish owl. In Dawn 4,4:16-17

(1959a) Why frogs jump into the water: a¡ Australian Aboriginal legend. In
Dawn 8,7:I7.

(1990a) Narroondarie's wives. In: Jack Davis et. al. (eds.) Paperbark: a
collection of Black Australian writings. St. Lucia, University of Queensland Press.
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APPENDIX 6.3

ANNOTATED LISTING OF CONTENTS OF RAMSAY SMITH'S (1930)
Myths and legends of the Australiøn Aborigines.

The following texts are listed in the order they appeâr in Ramsay Smith (1930)- I also list
where else thè same texts, which were written by Unaipon, appear in manuscript forrr¡ or
have been published under Unaipon's own name.

CHAPTER 1 ORIGINS

Page 77 The customs and traditions of Aboriginals
- Ño.1 in Mitchell Ms. - "Aboriginals - their traditions"
- Also published earlier n 1924 n Daily Telegraph. August 2, Sydney.
p23 T}ne story of creation
- 'Written and s-old to Angus & Robertson by Unaipon in 1925. Then sent in Jan. 1927 to
Ramsay Smith from A&R, along with the firs Mitchell Ms.
- In a footnote, Ramsay Smi*ì writes: "This s told by a Ka¡raru
woman of the west coast of South Australia. d, and speaks her
Ianguage fluently." But there can be no doubt that this text was writqen by Unaipon.
p31 Tñe coming of mankind - which has two sub-sections, listed immediately below:
p41 The peewee's story
p45 The eagle hawk and the crow
p59 The birth of the butterflies
- No.11 in Mitchell Ms. "Immortality"
- Was previously published in a newspaper prior to 1925. Not swe where, but this published
version is ttre copy provided in Volume 1 of the Mitchell Ms.
p62 The confusion of tongues
- No.4 in Mitchell Ms.
67 The discovery and loss of the secret of fÎre
- No.22 in Mitchell Ms. - "The water rat who discovered the secret of f,ue"
p69 The moon
- No.13 in Mitchell Ms. - "The Mar Kar Ree (Moon)"
p71 The wonderful Iizard
þZA fne lazy goannas and what happened to them
- No.7 in Mitchell Ms. - "The Gherawhar (Goanna)"
p84 How the selfish goannas lost their wives
þlt Wnat some Aboriginal carvings mean & Tribe totems
- No.2 in Mitchell Ms. - "Some stories about my race - what Aboriginal carvings mean"

CHAPTER 2 ANIMAL MYTHS

Page 94 The selfish owl
- Ñ.2¿ in Mitchell Ms. - "Why allthe animals peck at the selfish owl"
p99 Why frogs jump into the water
- No.25 in Mitchell Ms.
- Also published n 1959 in Dawn.
p101 Kinie Ger, the native cat
- First published elsewhere by Unaipon n t928
p105 The porcupine and the mount¿in devil
p111 The green frog
- No.8 in Mitchell Ms. - "Gool Lun, Naga (Green frog)"
p118 How the tortoise got his shell
- No.10 in Mitchell Ms.
- Also published n 1954 in Dawn .

p120 the mischievous crow nd the good he did
- No.15 in Mitchell Ms.
p147 Whowie
- No.23 in Mitchell Ms.
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p151 The flood and its results
- No.6 in Mitchell Ms. - "Bernveria tribe; flood and its results"
p168 How Spencer's Gulf came into existence

CHAPTER 3 RELIGION

Page 173 The belief in a Great Spirit
- No.3 in Mitchell Ms. - "Belief of the Aborigine in a Great Spirit"
p174 The land of perfection
p182 The voice of the Great Spirit
- No.21 in Mitchell Ms.
- Also published in 1959 tnDawn .

p184 Witchcraft
- No.26 in Mitchell Ms.

CHAPTER 4 SOCIAL

p209 Marriage customs
- No.14 in Mitchell Ms. - "Marriage customs of the Australian Aboriginal"
p2I4 TbLe spirit of help among Aboriginals
- No,18 in Mitchell Ms. - "Pan Parl Lowa, spirit of help"
p215 Ngia Ngiampe
- No.17 in Mitchell Ms. - "Nhung e umpie"
p219 Hunting
- No.9 in Mitchell Ms.
p228 Fishing
- No.5 in Mitchell Ms.
p236 Sport
- No.19 inMitchellMs.

CHAPTER 5 PERSONA MYTHS

Page 242 Kirkin and Wyju
p249 The love story of two sisters
- No.12 in Mitchell Ms. - "Love story of the Mar-Rallang"
p259 The Keen Keeng
p264 Mr and Mrs Newal and their dog
p270'Woo
p272 Thardid Jimbo
p277 Pùpinkalare
p294 Perendi and Harrimiah
-'Written and sold to Angus & Robertson by Unaipon in 1925. Then sent in Jan. 1927 to
Ramsay Smith from A&R, along with the frst typéd instalment of the Mitchell Ms.
p301 Bulpallungga
p317 Nurunderis wives
- No.16 in Mitchell Ms. - "Naroondarie wives"
:_L^{eI published as "Narroondarie's wives." In Jack Davis et al (eds.) Paperbark St Lucia,
UQP: 19-32.
p331 Chirr-bookie, the blue crane
- Written and sold to Angus & Robertson by Unaipon in 1925. Then sent in Jan. 1927 to
Rury5ry Sqoth from A&R, along with the frst typéd instalment of the Mitchelt Ms.
p341 Buthera and the bat
p342 Yara-ma-yha-who
- No.29 in Mitchell Ms.
p345 The origin of the Pleiades
- No.20 in Mitchell Ms. - "Story of the Mungingee"
- Published earlier n 1925 nThe Home,Feb. ppa2-43. Reprinted in Beston (L979:347-
350).
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NOTE: The following narratives axe part of the Mitchell Ms., but were left out of Ramsay
Smith's 1930 publication:

Text27 Wondangar, Goon Na Ghun (Whale and starfish)
Text28 A wonderful bub-ban-rung llz,ard
Text 30 How teddy lost his tail
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APPENDIX 7.1 A narrative by Unaipon

From: Unaipon (1929) Native legends. Adelaide, Hunkin, Ellis & King.:4-5.

TOTEMISM: the companionship of earthly creatures

Totemism is one of the most ancient customs instituted by the Primitive Man. The practice of
it among the Australian Aborigines and its adoption owes its origin to a Mythological

e.

sic] upon Churinga stones, also engravings within caves
and perpendicular rock boulders in mountainous country

is admitted by science to be an attempt of the Primitive Man to
ligious phenomena. There are several Mythologies which have
s ls one.

ion, Man was present in Spirit and with Spirit Vision beheld the
of Life coming out of the slimy water overshadowed with dense

Splrit Man observed all through the ages of time tlrat each creature conformed to their type
and species.
After the duration of many periods he lived side by side with the Kangaroo, Emu, Goann¿
and the Insect Life, Taking his dwelling place within the fibre and bark of the Gum Tree,
when he made a startling discovery that allthe living creatures both great and small, because
they were þottt gf the ea¡th and the water thereof, were gifted wittr a keen instinct and
capagill of foretelling the approachof elemental disnrbance and would seek shelter and makeprovrsron discomfort that would naturally follow through the fury of
storm, ha the appointed period anived Spirit Man mãde the GieatDecision lothed-with earttrty body of flèsh and blood, his Spirit
Consiousness [sic] experienced a great change, for he was overshadowed by another ielf,
the Subjective Conciousness [sic], which entirr ly belongs to the Earth and noi to the Sacred

9!ing place, just at the threshold of the Greater Spirit, the
Home. He began to realise that his Spirit SeH was cõntroiled
iousness which bound him to earth's environment wittr all its

blessing, disappointrnelt, disc strange
land he found it most difficult f begãn
to fret and pine for its Heavenl ght ãnO
were moved wi
They gathered edge and instinct taught man how to seek a
shelter in a tree him of approaching danger and of storm and
hail and rain. And thus did Man [sic snesJgroñ in wisdom and in
knowledge from instruction of Eartlrly o, Emù, Goanna and the lnsect
Life, the Beetle, Spider and the Ant of Australia have from time
immemorial, whether in Central Australia or aiong the Sea Coast, or living along the banks of
the Moo Koolie, River Murray, all tribes have selècted these living creatures foî companions
and guides.
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APPENDIX 7.2: A second narrative by Unaipon

From: Unaipon (1927) Aboriginallegends. Adelaide, Hunkin, Ellis & King.

HUNGARRDA

Thus and thus spake Nha Teeyouwa (blackfellow). Nhan-Garra Doctor: Children, I
have many strange stories to tel1you. All came to me whilst I slwnbered in deep sleep.

Enfotding itself from its appointed place my Spirit Self gently stepped outside my
body frame with my earttrly body subjective consciousness. And this is my experience.

First I stood outside my mortal frame undecided what to do, and my Spirit
consciousness revealed to me that I was encased ùr a bubble substance and as frail. Now if
my bubble frame did burst, I'd be still within that Spirit World.

Then a vapour enclosed me rorurd about iike a shroud. And I moved away from my
body and the earth upon the wings of a gentle breeze, towards the deep blue sky, far beyond
ttre distant clouds. Then my progress ceased, suspended for awhile. Wittr my earthly mind
which I still retained, I thought of my body, home and environment, with Spirit vision clear,
far exceliing the King of Birds.

I looked toward the earth, sought my body frame, and saw its heaving breast still
breathing deep in sleep. Then I thought of loved ones, kindred and my tribes. The aged
honourable Ah Yamba and my people Hamrnda. The landscape west, south and east, a
radius of two hundred miles from the Mountain Ah Yamba. In panoramic order lay
Ellureecha, Kokacha, Hunmaja:ra, Deiree and Allu Whara Tribes. All r:nder the swaying
influence and Laws of the Hamnda.

Then by some unseen, compelling force I was carried swiftly onward r¡ntil the bright
sunlight grew dim as I went through period after period of ten thousand, thousand years of
ages past.

In the Early Dawn of Life, I stood upon the bounds and coastline of a slimy sea, and
transparent. In wondennent I gazed into its depth, and saw a state of ifinitesimal rippling.
And yet the surface was undistr¡rbed.

Suddenly out of the silent, slimy sea myriads of living creatures came pushing,
jostling and struggling up the rugged incline, eager to reach the sunlight that shone with
th¡eadlike ray, twinkling in the distance through the misty age, becko¡ing them onwa¡d to ttre
million years ahead to accomplish that life for which they were designed.

Up and up along the winding pathway of the Gulf of Time, like pilgrims this great
mass moves o'er the earth in a living stream, tmtil ten thousand years arrive, when some
living species reach their appointed span and silently pass from the rank and file and die by
the wayside. Embalmed and preserved by the kindly hand of Time, and bwied in a tomb of
strata for a thousand years.

Thus Life and the world moved on, with seasons ever changing all living forms and
creatures adapting themselves to conditions and seasons and environment too.

As we approached to the realm of the Day-light, all the great living creaflres passed
into the Land of the Dead, and a new order of Creatures came to take possession of the Earth.

They were strange living forms, ridiculously shaped, some with human body, legs
and arms, with head, eyes ald rnouth of birds, reptile and fish, some with body of fish and
human head.

But what arrtazedme most, the intelligence they possessed was like the cultue of oru
present day.

I was interested in one particular being. As I approached him I saw that he returned
the interest, and came toward me, and when at about ten paces away he placed his right hand
upon his belly, then closing the fingers, as if extracting something. Quickly extending his
arm toward my stomach and opening his hand, a sign of offering of goodwill.

And then we sat upon a ledge of rock. He spake unto me in my tongue, Hamrna,
explaining the secret code of initiation. The origin and the adoption of Totemism and its laws
ttrat marriage custom must obey. And in parting said, Speak unto your neighbouring tribes
the things I have told you. It is the word of Hungarrda. The great prophet who came out of
the slimy sea, the Land of Mist.

In remembrance of our meeting take this stone; on it is inscribed the song I sang to
the Kangaroo, Emu, Goanna, Snakes, and Insect Tribes.
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Too.
Brightly

lright, consuming Spirit. No power on earth so great as Thee,
Fi¡st-bom child of the Goddess of Birttr and Light,
Thy habitation betwixtheaven and earttr within aveil of clouds da¡k as night.

Accompanied by furious wind and lashing rain andhail.
Riding majestically upon the srorm,
flashing at intervals, illuminating the abode of man.

Thine anger and thy power thou revealest to us.
a great towering rock,
birth-place when the earth was formed,
, striking terror into man and beast alike.

a.r""oli^ii,rr tYåu ro"n

Thus in wonder I am lost. No mortal mind can conceive.
No mortai tongue express in language inælligible.
Heaven-bom Spark, I ca¡not see nor feel thee.
Thou an concealed mysteriously wrapped within the f,rbre and bark of tree and bush and
shrubs.

Why dost thou condescend to dwell within a piece of stick?
As I roam from place to place for enjoymentór search of food,
My soul is filled with gratitude and love for thee.
And conscious, too, of thine all pervading spirit presence,

It seems so strsnge that thou wilt not hear or reveal thyself
nor bestow a blessing unless I pray.
Bullo plead is not enough to bring thee forth ând cause thy glowing smile
to fïcker over my fiame.

But must strive and.ryreqle with this piece of stick pressing and twfuling
into another stick wittr all the power I possess,
to release the bonds ttrat bind thee fast.

Then_shall $v livine spark leap forttr in contacr with grass and nvig,
Thy flame leaps upward like waves that press and roll.

Radiant sister of the Day, I cannel live without thee.
dnight;
over the valley like death's cold shroud,

Tngee Too Ma.

Then like thy
Thy beaming into this frail body,
Transfusing I too.

I I hav" laid out The Song as I believe Unaipon intended, as poetic verse.

The Song of Hungarrdal
Jew Lizard

Lou. Mee. Ingee.
Asleep within. Stick. Bunring

Ma.
Blaze leap upward.

Whul [sic] - Fire, Lightning.

V/uhl.
Fire, Lightning
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APPENDIX 7.32 A third narrative by Unaipon

From: Unaipon, David (L929) Native Legends. Adelaide, Hunkin, Ellis & King:6.

Pah Kowie - the creature [sic] cell of life and intelligence.

Amidst the glowing Koondang (Milky V/ay), sacred realm, beams of light projecl from a

million planéts, sun and star, and from ever-circling comets trailing streams of light along
their way.
Within this sunlit Ether Ocean there is a place where no light seems to shine, but to our
mental vision conveys a mind impression of a cavern where inpenetrable darkness reigns for
ever.
This darkness veils the Nawanthee (flome) of our mysterious Pah Kowie, the Mother of Our
Mother, the creative cell of Life and Intelligence. She gave birttr unto the first female life of
flesh and blood, the mould and pattem for all the Mothers of the Earttt
She endowed her Infant Femalê Child with faculties and powers to conceive just what the
human race is to-day.
Beyond this darkness wherein dwell our Patr Kowie, there is a pathway leading u+to a region
where there is a Greater Orb ttrat rules a¡d shines supreme. This is the sowce that supplies
eternal Thilda¡ie, Invisible Rays of Light, which sustain and maintain the Life and
Intelligence of Ma¡kind, distinguishable from all ottrer creatures of the Earth. This Greater
Orb too is the origin from whence existing comet, star, sun and planet and other celestial
bodies receive their substance and shining robes.
Thus many of the ideas formulated by my ancient fathers may seem to an enlightengd age

fantastic and absu¡d, but to us these ideas are the foundation of a structure and edifice of
knowledge under whose shadow we live to-day.
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APPENDIX 7.4 A narrative in Ramsay Smith

From: \ams-ay Sgtt, Wiliuq (1930) Myths and legends of the Australian Aboriginals.
London, Hanap.:23-31.

THE STORY OF CREATION

The voice of theGreat Spirit spake in a dream, and said, .,Go
forth and tell ttris srory, forr have chosen y This is the story:

There was a great darkness which s darkness waj silent a¡d
still, and in it the earth dwelt cold and lifeless. Upon the swface of the earth were ¡¡61¡ltnins
and lofty pe$s. There were also hills and valleys and plains, and deep caves and caverns. In
these caves there were forms of life, but they wêre uncbnscious of ttrêir sr¡¡roundings. There
was no wind, not even a gentle breeze.

For a sdllness pervaded everything. Within the
darkness and autiful yóung goddess. 

-One 
ðay the Great

Father Spirit e slepr anci fufñtéd my will. Now-awake and
e-tftÌting therein. Do all as I command you.
the trees. After you have covered the faðe of
bring forth insects and fish, reptiles and

deveroped so as ro *1fr"y" åå*":f:Jf,:ft:Ë*'rt iilitåi:
forttr that is not for the ðreation.',

The Yo'ag caused ttre still atrnosphere to vibrate, and she
said to the Great Father Sgirit that_she wgs rgady to do his bidding. SÎhe opened her éyes, and
þe1wlole being agpeared to be flooded wi r iight. Darkness disappeared before her.'She
looked abroad on the earth, and saw how empty it was. She lookeä^beneath the earth, and
she saw a_tiny,speck. Then from out of the distance she came toward the earth, swifter than a
meteor. She_ alighte{ 

"9ry 
gent_ly1as if she feared to disturb the many living things that were

upgn rtand beneath it. She made her home the Nullarbor plain, and soon hel inflrlence began
to be felt upon the cold life of earth.

From her home on the plain she set out on a journey, and continued on a westem

she rested from her labours, and made hersel
Sun Goddess, the M.ottr¡:r, *j F-" giant trees and vegetation all lived together in peace.

All at once the Sun Goddess heard a voice cõmmanding her to go forttr id tne caverns
of the earth and to bring_ lorth life. She set out, taking warmtliand bri-ghnress with her, into
th9 d.ark, cold regions of the world. The spirits from beneath the earthõrie¿ out, "O Móttrer,
Ihy_B"g you disnubed us? We have ruléd ov art of the earth for millions of years.';
The Mother Sun r one whole day, exploring ad parts,
and shedding her came forth from ttre earth-swarins of
beautiful insects. 

_ zes, and shapes; and they began flitting from
bush to bush and b.l9n{ing_their colours with everything,^and makinj ttrieart¡ stiñmore
beautiful. Then the Mother Sun rested.

She continued resting in order that the insects might adapt themselves to the new
conditions of living. Then she rode in her ch
behold the glory that covered the face of the
that carried her to every part of the earth in
retumed to her home on the Plain of Nullarbo
two sunrises. But
continually dwing no darlcress except within the bowels of the
q*q After restin_g ther cave or abysö. She looked down into its
19pth, and her radiant face shone with love, and drove the darkíess away with her presence.
She stepped down to the dark, cold, lifeless bottom. The solid ice therê melted bäfore her
plelelcg. Then she cameforttr, and went back to her home in the Nullarbor Plain, from out
.of-{ú. abyss there came forth snakes and lizard forms without legs, which crept upon their
bellies upon the surface of the earth. A river also came fortfr frõm out of the caiem, and
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wended its way through a valley, and in the water of this river there were fish of all kinds,
great and small.

Then the Sun Mother came and beheld her work, and saw that it was good. She

commanded ttrat the new life that she had created should be everywhere harmonious. The
Sun Goddess again visited the mountain-top, and saw the trees, shrubs, grass, butterflies,
beetles, snakes, and lizards, and the dry land and the water, and she was satisfied with her
work. Again the wind came and bore her ror¡nd on a visit to all coÍrers of the earth, and

brought her back to her home on the Plain of Nullarbor. There she rested for some time
before resuming her work of creating.

'When the Mother Goddess next went forth she was accompanied by insects, snakes,

and lizards, who venerated her, and wished to see her create life from the next cavern. Once
again the darkness of the cavem. was driven out by her brightness a,s.she descended to the
bõttom. All along the ledges and the bottom were the spirit forms of birds and animals. The
Mother Goddess came out of the abyss, a¡d the mighty wind again acted as a chariot, and

took her back to her home on the Plain of Nullarbor. Some days after her visit to the cavern
there came out of it birds in great numbers and colours. These came straight to ttre Mother
Goddess and looked upon her glory. They went away contented, and gla$ 

-1o 
be alive. The

Sun Goddess rested a while. She saw that the father of All Spirits was satisfied with all that
she had created.

Then the Sun Mother commanded that the earth should be subject to short periods of
seasonal changes. She ordained that first, for a certain length of time, there should be a hot
period, and ttren that there should be a cold any such exffemes

òf heat and cold as would harm any of the c the earttr. The Srur

Mother said that the heat and cold should be parts of the earth.

From the very hottest parts the heat should gradually grow less and less until they became
quite cold. Liltrt and darkness were also to succeed each other.- 

At thJbeginning of spring the Sun the reptiles, the birds,
and the animals tãgethel, and a great multi the birttrplage and th9

home of the norttr win¿. Other gieat multitudes came from the south, the abode of the south
wind; and from the west, the birthplace of the west wind. The greatest numbers came from
the east, the royal palace, the crádle of the sunshine and sunbeams. When they all had

dwell in form on the earth. It shall be trans
shine and be a guide to ttrose who come after you. Yor¡r abode will be in theSpirit Land. But
this shall not bé until you have lived and followed the desires of your own hearts, and have

reached a condition in-which you are prepared to meet this change. And now I leave you."
Suddenly the Sr¡n Mother rosè f'rom the earth, and soared-up anq Pp into-the-heights.

All ttre animals,-the birds, the reptiles, and the lizards watched with fearful eyes the departue
of earth became dark,
an th fear and sadness,

an that the Mother Sun

had fbrsaken them, and thus they
watched and were pvzzted to see
among themselves, and said, "Did
that wé see coming from the east?" They all stood facing the Sun Mother as she rosegrìlling
upon them out of the eastem sky. They stood, rooted to the ground, watching the behaviour
of their beloved Sun Goddess.

She did not remain still, but seemed to be continually moving on her joumey toward
the west. Suddenly it dawned upon them that this meant that the radiant smile of the Mother
Sun Goddess would always be followed by
that the period of darkness should be
shelter in the dense forests by burrow
flowers that had opened to the bright sun clo
still awake all through the silent night. The
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animals and $e birds began to weary. They
of the animals began to weep because they
atisfied because they lived tòo much in ftê

sunshine, so they wept
or reptiles. The insects
while others slept and

of seeing in the dark; it was
the day, it hides in a cave or in a hollow tree, because it cannot bear the
. The owl is not able to look into the face of the sun Mother. The koala

rush or tail, and he wished to be rid of the
of all the animals, so the tail died off, and now

y of the dingo, who prides himself on his
dogs or other animals. See, also, how
ed. Some resemble bits of bark trees, or

twigs, or dried sticks.
reation shows what can be brought about by discontent andfooli Mother saw that such strange beiñgs would 

"í*s" 
a differencebetw of the earth she s

a son of ttre Spirit World, but he shall be one
star, "O my son, rule thou here, and I shall sen

overs all the e
of the Night,

And that Light, the Sun Mother, rode on her
cha¡iot of li and , aíd darkness drew hãr veil across
the sky, the ame light upon the earth- Thus was the
moon bom at the will of the Sun Goddess. The moon desceãded to the earth and became thewife of the morning star, and they brought forth children. These children dwelt and
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multiplied in the form of the human race. 
'When they died ttrey passed on to take their place in

the sky in the form of stars.
The aboriginals say that the stars are the children of the sons and daughters of the

monring star and the lady moon, who were created by the Sun Goddess. Bajjara and Arna,
the prophets of the Spirit'World, said, "You, my children, shall remember to whoq you oye
youi Uirttr, and you shall not seek to change your state like the animals, the birds, the
ieptiles, the inseðts, and the fishes. Remember, also, that you are slperior to the creatures,
anï that you and your children and your children's children will all retuÍ1to the Great All
Father, the Etemal Spirit."
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APPENDIX 7.5: A fourth narrative by Unaipon

From: Unaipon, David (1927) Aboriginal legends No. 1. Kinie Ger: The native car.
Adelaide, Hunkin, Ellis & King.

KINIE GER - THE NATIVE CAT

In the dim and distant past slowly,dawned- the power of Reason and of Thought, when man
þ9nelA througl llsty age-myriad shapgs of grotèsque beilgs. Some were gooõ, and proved a
ble-ssing to Mankind, and some were bad, so that to ttris day Mankind's ä fróir to äruelties
and evii passions bom. Such ruthless, mur
Kinie Ger, the Native Cat. A conceited, you
heedless of entreaties, ventured forth, saying
berries, and retuming at the setting of the sun
bowrded across
fast in the weste
body. Late that e
Kinie Ger's spear."

F"iq Ger.no p birds alike his cruel vengeance wrought. The
lizards and the sly slain. They all agreed -in force comÍined to
attack him, the Goanna and the Carpet Snake. They talked and
planned soûte rneans, to capture or to slay so
spear in hand to go forttr and meet the dreaded
sadness and of sorrow to tell the story how the
the Spear of Kinie Ger.

With long, unbroken harmony, the Owl and Crow, who twin sisters wed, with wife and
family lived in happiness.
heart, until one bright an
peeped into a separate cot
little baby breast revealed
unmistakenly, a crue
"Oh, husband mine,
shalt thou lay to rest

The Owl and Crow smoke-signalled far and wide, strictly guard all waterholes within two
jgurye.ying day_s_to the North and South and East, excepting-a distant one, half a day toward
the rising sun No one beyond or within this space musi camp, or hunt, or walk aboút; it was
proclaimed fbrbidden ground. The Birds and the Reptiles an¿ tfre Lízard tribes came with
sorrowi.g hearts to express their sy
Owl in grief and with indignation
victims of the bloodier Kinie Ger.
not, O spear, thy noble mission to
point and jagged edge shall drip the life-blood
They sang the war song of their fathers. The
rev:n-ggj ¡udde{Y: with hurried strides, towards the East they ran. Their destination the
unforbidden well. The Owl upon the Northem side, the Crow the Southem side did choose.
Both with a hundred strides from the wall [sic],_s_ilting down a while to think and plan, how
best to act effectively to bring about the death of Kinie-Ger.

'With gesture and with sign both selected a bush forty strides from the well, within this bush
l place-du_g-out in which_they {ood waist deep. They waited patien
down the westem sky. Kinie Ger his thirst to¡lake ápproachêd theand rttack him. He stoop
Cro
stee
part
drew forttr their spears. Thus from the
blood of Kinie Ger. They srruck their
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Ger, making many marks. And when the sr¡n sunk in the West the Owl and Crow committed

the body to ttre flames.

sat and watched it bunn, one spark I into the

ilr" anO join ttre Koondange Sacr (Milky
to their anxious wives and told the

The Animal and Bird, the Reptile and the Lizard tribe, then came to

;dt;;*lain. T1rey behel{ ttre footprints of the same strange and

.io*á foilowed ttre träck until they saw a harmless creature and as s

to-day.
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APPENDIX 7.6

EVIDENCE THAT SHO\ryS ALL NARRATIVES IN RAMSAY SMITH (1930)
ARE \ryRITTEN BY DAVID UNAIPON,

NOTE: The na:ratives in ttre Mitchell 
-Ms., 

definitely by Unaipon, are not included below.The common phrases, characters and themes listed úelórare also found in the Mitchell Ms.The page references cited below are those found in Ramsay s"rirl, (193b) -.-

p23 The story of creation
to Ramsay Smirh n 1927, along with first
ess and a creation"; see MitchellLiUrary MSS

kurr*o wom?n of west coast, but probably
lla¡bor Plains in October 1924.

p31 The coming of mankind
- One of narratives þt_gake¡rprhe creation trilogy.
- Characters = Sun Goddess/Gôddess of Birtlu Fa-"tírer of All/One Grear Father/Spirit ofMa¡kind and Great Father Spirit.
- Phrase = "animals, birds, rèptiles, and lizards.',

p41 The peewee's story
- A subsection of 'The coming of mankind'narrative.
- Characters = Sr¡n Goddess/IVfother of A1I Living Things.

p45 The eaglehawk and crow
- Also a subsection of 'The coming of mankin
- Characters = Sun Goddess/Goddéss of Birttr Spirits.

d by the Father of All spirits
consider all he had been told".

lled by, and age after age brought various
married into ttreir own kind, thus retuming to

ptiles_.the lizards, and the fishes"; and p57 "it
opossums, the snakes, and the birds, uou *"oläååiÏà1i *ffi,i#'fiîjisff.q', fr
p71 The wonderful lizard
- A sequel t9 

-No 22 in Mitchell Ms. "The water rat who discovered the secret of fire,'. NoteRamsay Smith refèrs back to this text in a footnote.

wives

- Characters =
Pleasure, the S
- Ph¡ase = "all

p101 Kinie Ger: the native cat
- Published in pamphlet form under Unaipon's name n lgzT as Aboriginal legend,s. No.1.
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p105 The porcupine and the mountain devil
- Footrote by Ramsay Smith states (1930:105) "This story was told by a Cooper River
tracker, a member of the Arunta tribe" - possibly Unaipon's friend Yampa.
- Phrase = "TTre marriages that took place between the animal, the bird, the reptile, the lizard,
and the insect tribes...".

p168 How Spencer's Gulf came into existence
- Note: Unaipon visited Point Pearce on Yorke Peninsula while collecting narratives for
Ramsay Smith. This text begins p168-9: "The people of the Narrangga tribe who lived long,
long ago on Yorke's Peninsula had a story that has been handed down through the ages. It is
a tale of a strange and wonderful being who lived when there was no Spencer's Gulf...".
- Theme of Christian moralising with a subtle political message = p169 "There were no
family or other bor.ndaries until one day some one suggested rather foolishly that each kind
of family should live alone and not associate with the other kind of families. "....p170 "then
began a'greatwarfare between the birds and the animals, lizards, and reptiles."..-.. "said the
emu, 'H something were done to deprive the selfish ones of their possessions I am swe that
they would become more considerate and friendly.' " ....pI'72 "Ever since that memorable
time, when the kangaroo made Spencer's Gulf with the aid of his magic bone, birds have
displayed no selfishness. "

pl74 The land of perfection
- Note: Unaipon also made a trip to the west coast. This text begins pI74: "On the Plain of
the Nullarbor there existed a wonderful and beautiful country."....
- Characters = include Perendi & Harrimiah (who also feanue in "Perendi & Harrimiah",
which we know was Unaipon's because it was posted to Ramsay Smith by A & R
publishers).
- T1reme of life as a journey of the soul = This na:rative is the journey of a "sick and stricken"
man's soul ("the pilgrim") to the Land of Perfection (Heaven?), aûd includes Unaipon's
popular elements of states of consciousness and unconsciousness (see p17 6).
- Moralising Christian tones = pI74-5 "in the Land of Perfection there was no need for one
creature to prey upon another in order to live.... So all lived in happiness and harmony....
The soul, being the one controlling power in man, seeks a resting-place, and so would lead
the body onward into a land where all was peaceful harmony".
- Theme of Good versus Evil = p175 "Bigg¿rrroo, the wombat snake, and Goonnear, the
carpet-snake. Bigga:roo is the good snake, and Goonnear the evil snake. Biggarroo is a great
physician. The Father Spirit entnrsted him withhealing virtue for the human race."
- Theme of Freedom through death = pI77 "Then the soul whispered softly to its brother
body, 'Turn to the right and flee into the open jaw of Biggarroo, and you shall gain your
freedom, and through etenrity your body and mind shall feel neither sickness nor pain'."
p178 Then in this "inner world" of the snake ttre pilgrim sees "others of the human race"...
"they all spoke one language" and were friends. And p179-180 The pilgrim, with a third eye,
sees into the past and the formation of the earttr by the Mother Goddess. He prays to her: "
'while I remain in my corrupt body, and tread this earthly sphere with all its pain and
woe....my soul shall rise on wings to my everlasting home in tttee"'
- Theme of Evolutioa = p180-1 Tells of a century pa.ssing and the pilgrim "reg¡ins¿ his self-
consciousness" ar.d left the snake's body to find ttre Land of Perfection had become
vegetated. Then cennuies passed before his thi¡d eye and he saw giant creatures that then
became extinct, such as Harrimiah ("the dark black goanna") Perendi ("the striped yellow and
brown goanna") and Kendi ("the frilled lizard").
- How-so Coda = pL82 "Then ttre Great Father Spirit gave ear to the request of the Goddess
of Light and Life, and transferred the Land of Perfection to the Sacred Land, now Inown as

the Milky Way."
- Characters = Great Father Spirit; Mother Goddess/Goddess of Love, Light, and Life.

p242 Kirkin and Wyju
- Set in the West near Coolgardie (near Kalgoorlie). One of set of na¡ratives collected during
Unaipon's trip to Point Pearce and the West Coast.
- Phrase = "ttte whole admal, bird, reptile and lizard tribes"; "kangatoo, wallaby, emu,
goanna, and carpet-snake people."
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- Theme of Good overcoming Evil = The vain Kirkin has long golden hair, butbecomes a
"small and insignificant (little hawk) bird" cf. Plain but beloved V/yju who kills Kfukin in
revenge.
- Christian values = p244 "Wyjo won the admiration of all the fair maidens of Ge Rill Ghillie
and Wonboona.... He was good, kind, sympathetic, and thought little of himself, but much
of serving others."
- Very similar sub-plot to the Eagle & Crow narrative told by Unaipon's friend Bamey
Warrior (see Tindale, 1937:I5l-152). Sharp sticks are placed in nest of the "walliow"
(kangaroo-rat) to pierce Wyju's feet. The blood from Wyju's feet consequently formed the
red ochre valley.
- Characters = All Father Spirit; ttre Winjarning brothers (servants of the Alt Father).

p252 Cheeroonear
- Another of the narratives collecæd and set in the west on tlre "Plain of Nullarbor".
- Characters = "the dreaded gigantic Cheeroonear", his wife and dogs, Winjanring brothers
(medicine men), Great Father Spirit, God of Dewdrops.
- Theme of Good versus Evil = The Winjaming bros. successfully kitl the evil Cheeroonear.
- Phrase = "Ttle anirnals, birds, reptiles,lizards, and insects mutually agreed that they should
herd in comrrloll'"
- How-so Coda = Mentions footprints left in rocks at Ge Rill Ghillie.

p259 The Keen Keeng
- One of the set of na¡ratives inspired by Unaipon's trip to the west (set between Ge Rill
Ghillie & W.A.). Onp259 it is declared ttrat the Keen Keeng beings were "more human-like
than Thardid Jimbo and Cheeroonear, or even the proud, conceited Kirkin."; on p260 it
mentions "Newal".
- Characters = a Fire and Flame God/God of Fire and Flame, a scout and priest and priestess.
- Other characters = the V/injamingsp260: "These two men were known to the wholè of
V/.A. as Winjarnings, brother medicine men. They were respected and worshipped by all
who came tmder their i¡fluence. Their object in life was to protect the human race from the
cruelties of Thardid Jimbo, Cheeroonear, Kirkin, and other wicked beings."
- Touch of the exotica = With the making of sacrifices to Gods and beating of drums.
e.g. p259 "the only way to appease the god's anger was to offer a living human being as
sacrifice. "
- Moralising Coda = p264 "In evil there is some good, and the good separates itself from ttre
evil as a spark mounts upward in the sky."
- Footrote by Ramsay Smith states (1930:262): "the ceremonial rites of initiation of the
young men" was leamt by the Winjarnings from the Keen Keeng cavem.

p264 Mr and Mrs Newal and their dog
- Another narative set in the 

'West, 
is about the "Bajeeja tribe" of 'Wonboona country.

- Character = Father of All Spirits.
- Theme of Good versus Evil = p264 states Mr and Mrs Newal and their dog are "the most
cruel characters that ever existed" cf. Buda Gooda ("saviours & friends of mankind").

p270 Woo
- Set in the South East of S.4., p270: "the ancient Pwnbala tribe ttrat inhabited the south and
south eastern parts". Mentions Naracoorte (and caves), Lucindale, Salt Creek,
Wa¡racknabeal, and Kingston.
- Theme of Good versus Evil = 

'Woo "the sft'angest aand most peculiar beirg"..."son of a
great giantess", who was deformed;p27I: "W'oo was very cruel to men, but *ur 

"*assdinglykind to reptiles, lizards, and insects."
- How-so Coda = His mother shed tears over her sons deformities, forming the lake, p272:
"there is no spot so beautiful as Mount Gambier, the resting place of the mother of Wóo."

p272 Thardid Jimbo
- Another of the set of naratives set in the West. p272: "In the long, long ago, in a cave in
the land of Ge Rill Ghillie".
- Cha¡acters = the Father of Spirits.
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- Theme of Good versus Evil = the evil character "Thardid Jimbo, a great giant" cf.
Mummulbery ("a very good man") and his "two girl-wives".

p277 Palpinkalare
- Anotlrer óf ¡re set of narratives set in the West. Onp277 it refers to "the'Wonboona &
Kookata ffibes".
- Theme of Good versus Evil = Winjanring, the Evil One cf. "pure and true" animals of
nature.
- Phrase = the animals, birds, reptiles, or insects.
- Old Testament moralising Coda = p293-4: "it is said ttrat he ftlre Evil One] is to be seen at
times in the form of wickeã men.... þut] tlre Evil One cannot work mischief through any of
the animals, birds, reptiles, or insects.... It is therefore said among the people that all ûature
is pure and true, and man alone is of evil disposition. "

p294 Perindi and Harrimiah
I One of three extra narratives by Unaipon sent to Ramsay Smith tr 1927, along with first
installment of Mitchell Ms. (see Mitcell Library MSS 314i7 6:I5I-2}5,1etter dated January
15, 1927).
- Set at Coopers Creek in norttr of S.4., possibly told to Unaipgq by his {.i""9 Yarnba.
- Tells of frght between two brother lizards: "Al1 the members of the l:.zøñ and reptile families
were greatly afraid of them. "
- Chriiçlike moralising footnote on what this and boys",
p294: "they should not become victims to flatt y as

ãip."..éOirth"cha¡acterof Harrimiatr.... He 
-cultivateda

revengeful spirit. For these qualities he was repectedåndhonouredby-all."
- Phra-ses = þZSS "the bandicoot, the lyre-bird, the frilled l¡zard, and other members of the

bird and Iizard tribes."
- Biblical analogy = "Ttre tribes made a greatpilgrimage to Cooper's Cregk" i
- Theme of forg-iveness = p300: "'If you desire to make me happy, try to forgive my brother,
and tell him that I still love him'."

p301 Bulpallungga
I States highmoral-v-irtue of Aboriginal society = Begins on p301: "This_is a story ttrat is 

-.
often told by the elders of the diffeient tribes in their various languages throughout Australia.
It is told as an object lesson to boys, with a view to educating them by instilling into their
young minds a knowledge of the disastrous results of living a lif_e that is contrary to the rules
ôf tþãr social order and-out of harmony with tl community". It's only told in a whisper to
initiates after they have: "fulfilled the ceremonial rites of the tribe."
- Characters = Goddess of Childbirth, Great Father Spirit.
- Other characters = a'Wonboona maû, Bulpallungga (uninitiated boy child).
- Biblical analogy - put in a footnote by Ramsay Smith (1930:311): "The_aboriginal na:rator
said here: 'Bulpallunþga led a life similar to ttrat of Samson, David, and Solomon, or still
more, a faster life, like the Prodigal of Holy'Writ.' "

- Symbolic language = regarding sleep as "soft, white down of swan".
- Vemacular term i¡ possibly Ng-anindjeri = footnote p311: "The medicine-man's spear is the

thingairipari; it is usãd in bãttle to slay the chief warrior of the opposing side." (see Meyer,
1843:98 'Tingauul-' meaning to 'shake hand in derision').
- Miltonian slyle = see p309-310: "song of sorrow", much like Unaipon's "Song of
Hungarrda".
- Hol-so aetiological element = the mother's spirit enters the crrrlew bird as pr:nishment for
the "blunder" of iefusing to give up child for initiation (see p305).
- Moralising Coda = p317:'Thus was Butpalh:ngga's life brought to an end, not by_the

strength of men, but by the cunning of mai-dens" [Note similarities to the cunning of
"Naroonda¡ie's wives"].

p331 Chirr-bookie, the blue crane
I One of three extra namatives by Unaipon sent to Ramsay Smith tn 1927, along with ttre first
installment of Mitchell Ms. (see Mitcell Library MSS 314l76:l5l-205,letter daæd January
15, 1927).
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p341 Buthera and the bat
- Located on York
- Begins p341: "Irr d
Buthera. He was a
asked him to go on a joumey to the farther en
Marion Bay.... and by and by he came to Comy Poi:rt."
- Touch of exo uthera fou¡rd out that the tribe
knew all about very ângry and decided to punish
ttrem. He took
- H,ow-so Coda = p342: "He punished him by rurning him [chief Lama] into a rock; and
today one can see this rock. It looks tike the frgure oi a man, and is named Rhino Head. "
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APPENDIX 8.1

List of vernacular terms used by Unaipon in his Mitchell Library Manuscrþt
of "Narroondarie's Wives", Volume II.

lwith comparison of their usage in Ramsay Smith, t93012

pl.,lT,2L Narroondarie = "good 1nan,_Sacrgd Man,.. gl'lded UV F"y-ttt.:{ttre G-reat.SPirit",
+itñ" Gt"uæst of Prophets arñong the Aborigines", "ttre Great teacher" [- "Nwunderi" in

eastem states [- ø not mentioned at all]
Father of All" [- p "Father of All Spirits"]

when people fled from him [- ø "Where art

"l-øl

youboth!" [- 9]
oth so weep? [- 6]
ep?" [- ØJ

ty)") [- ø]

y bony" [- "tukkeri"]

on now" [- ø "the home of Nepelle"]

"'Where are you two?"]
you both?")
- g "the spirit of the native companisa"]

the Guardian Angel of good people"
dian angel of good PeoPle"l
e"]

lkamia = south, Karramia = east [- Ø]

od, the Evil One" [- ø "the Evil One"]
"]

"])
= "Ohbrother-in-law of mi:re do younot

, do younot recognise me?"]
l- ø "O brother-in-law"]

you, ohmine enemy" l- øl

me (some ParaPhra.sed), or
ndicated by the "Ø" sYmbol,
listed in quote marks. Those

square brackets, wittr his chosen spelling in quote

marks.
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pl3?eenwingie & Proolgie = Hawke and Native Companion; "followers" of Na:roondarie's
t- ø)
p14 Wyerriw¿ur = heaven [- g]

PI4 = "Then why did you call me: Oh brottrer-in-
law
PI4 ased?" [- 6]

ø13
throwing stick"]
thou not my handiwork, have I not made thee

owably to thy master and do his bidding"

p15 RicherRookitty = "Willy Wagtail" [- ø]
pl! Tarramig = "? lump of fat inside a Mullowie', l- ø "fat of a butter-fish"]
p16 Mullowie = fish [- Ø "butterhsh"]
p1Ç þow_wdilg =att" Blue Crane, "keeper" of the strip of land benveea (angaroo Island &
mainland Í- ø "theblue crane"]
p1f lkoolthumie -_am_e_s_s-en-ge¡ (owt) who "carried the instructions" l- ø "GreatAll Father"]
p19 Tolkamia = "'West Wind" [- g "west wind"]
p19 Kolkamia = "South Wind" [- g "south wind"]
p\2 q29 V/olkundmia = "North'Wind" [- ø "north wind"]
q?q liok"ll lowar M_ia youn.!, Tee wee warr, La rund, Tolkamai a tren who cun,
Tinkalla = the'Wind.Sgog' "Fall down from above, oh thou Mighty Wind; swiftly run and
¿ppþy thy fleetness! Come up in a mighry swell!" [- 6]
p21 Rhunjullang - Two Sisteis [- ø "Twó Sisters"J
p22Land of V/yerriwarr = [- ø "Landof Heaven"]
p22 lang, Manyungie = "happy group" (in sky)
[- " Wyungaré, anã ttre Sevriri S-isters"]'
P22 - ø"ûtepeople"]

3 This expression hæ a typographical error in Vol. II. I¡ appears in Vol. I (md Paperbørk, l99O) as Unarpon
intended: "Nup Ghie ell lung" 'I leave you now,
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APPENDIX 8.2

Vernacular terms used by Unaipon, compared to equivalent terms
in Meyer (1943) and Taplin (L979).4

pl Narroondarie = "good man, Sacred Ma:1" [- "Nurundwi" i:r Meyer, - "Nurunderi" in
Taplinl
pl Narrinyini = the'tribe' around The Lakes region [- "Narrinyeri" in Taplin]
pl Boonatr = n¿Ime Narroondarie in eastem states
pl Nhyanhun / Byamee = "ttre Great Spirit" "the Our Father of Al1"
p1 Young Hund (ar) = Naroondarie called this out to people fleeing [- Ngttná'You!' (pl.) i:t
Meyerl
pl Pooljarra Wallul = "a curse" [Pulyeri 'small bird' -Wallin'INCH' 'become birds' in
Taplinl
p2 Kolkamai = South Wind [- Kulgarnie 'hot wind' & Rikkara maiye 'south wind' &
Rikkara'south.' in Taplin; Rilckara -maiy- & Karra -maiy- 'souttt' in Meyer]
(cf. also in Vol. n plZ Kolkamia = "south")
(cf. also in Vol. II p19 Kolkamia = "South Wind")
p3 Karldookie = flower-tops of reeds [- Kalduke'ornament wom on head' in Meyer]
p3 Yaka Yakatumbr:rra = "Oh I pity ! Oh I pity you both!" [??]
p3 Mackcunda Ngool Puqpe = "'Why do you both so weep?" lMékimbe'why?' Ngtrle 'you
two' in Meyer; Parpin'crying'in Taplin]
p3 Menpeel Nullum = "'What makes you weep?" fMengye 'with what?' Ngurle 'you two' in
Meyer; Nyerin'crying' in Taplinl
( also in Volume I p2 Punenie - picture (of beauty))
p4 Peel langga = eyes [- Piili 'eye'-engk 'DUAL' in Taplin]
p5 Pondi = codfish [- Ponde'Murray Cod'in Tap1in & Meyer]
p5 Tcherrie = fresh waterbream [- ø]
p5 Tookerie = "a silver scaled fish and extremely bony" [- Tukkeri'flat silvery fish'in
Tuplinl
p6 Pillulkie = fish variety [- Pilarki 'callop' in S.A. Educ Dept.]
p6 Kumarrie = fish variety [- Kanmeri'mullet' in Taplin; Kr:nmuri'mullet' in S.A. Educ
Dept.l
p6 Nebullie = character [Nepelle in Berndt]
p6 Nawondie = home [- Ngawande'native house' in Taplin]
p6 Rowhokkun = "Point Macleay mission station now" [- 'Rau]J<an' of today]
p8 Mookumbulli = man [- Mókari porl- 'youth when the beard begins to grow' in Meyer]
p9 Miamia = crimp [Indigenous term adopted into English]
p9 Young who? = "'Where are you both?" [Ngurle 'you two' in Meyer]
(cf. "Young who Nhod" in Volume I)
p9 &13 Proolgie = "Native Companion (bird)" [- Pulyeri'small bfud' in Taplin;Pról-un
'being red in Meyerl
p9 Plonggee = weapon [- Pullangge 'navef in Meyer; Plongge 'club'in Taplin]
p10 Kindie = "raft" [- Kandi 'reed-raft' in Berndt]
pl1 PuclJ<nowie = "Grand Mother Spirit" [- Pekeri 'dream' in Meyer]
pl1 Punbbaalee tribe [- ø]
p12 "several Yundi spears" [- Yande 'spear barbed with quarø' in Taplin. cf. Yande'worn-
out' & Yamt'spear' in Meyer]
p12 Wolkindamia = north [- Walkando maiye 'north wind' in Taplin]
(cf. p19 & 20 Wolkundmia = "North Wind")
p12 Tolkamia = west [- Tholkamaiye'east wind' in Taplin]
(cf. p19 Tolkamia = "'West Wind")

4 Unuipon's terrns are taken fromhis Mitchell Library Manuscript of "Narroondarie's'Wives", Volume II. The
comparative terms in square brackets, some of which a¡e obviously not cognate terms, are taken from the two
mrssionary wordlist, H.E.A. Meyer (1943) and G. Taplin (L979). Other terms, not in these wordlists, are taken
from Meyer (1846), R.M. Berndt (1940) and the S.A. Education Depafment publication (1990).
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p 12 Kanamiâ = eâst [- Gurramaiye 'shivering south west wind' in Taplin; Kara-maiye
'south' & maiye 'wind' in Meyer]
p13 Parrimpa¡rie = "the Evil One" [- Pungngane in Meyer, 1846 ]
p13 Rarrarbur = weapon/waddy [- Puri'waddy' in Taplin]
(cf. also Vol. II p14 Rarraburr = a weapon/waddy)
p13 "Yar Raa Rongundd Ta Now ind Glan im rm." = "Oh brother-in-law of mine do you not
recognise me?" [- Nginte 'you' (2nd Pers. NOM.) Ngan 'me' (Ist pers. ACCUS.) in Meyer]
p13 "Oh Roongundun" = "Oh brother-in-law?" [- Ronggi 'brother-in-1aw' in Taplin]
p13 Roongie = brother-in-law [- Ronggi'brother-in-1aw' in Taplin]
p13 "Nou, hie um rum ur." = "No I will not tell you, ohmine enemy"
p13 Peenwingie = Hawke and "follower" of Naroondarie's [- Pewinge 'swamp hawk' in
Tupliol
p14 Wyerriwan = heaven [- Waürri'heaven', Waiirar'to heaven', Waiiriwar'in heaven'in
TapInl
p14 "Mack kundun Yun Krook, Roongr:nd" = "Then why did you call me: Oh brother-in-
law of mi:te?" [Mékimbe 'why' Nginte "you" (2nd Pers. NOM.) Ngun "me" (Ist pers.
ACCUS.) in Meyerl
p14 Kunthun itch Mewee = "Are you not pleased?" [- Mewe 'inside bowels' in Taplin]
p14 Nup Ghie ell bing [sic, "Nop Gie ell lung" in Vol. I] = "f leave younow" [- Ngape 'I',
Ngum 'you' (2nd pers. ACCUS.) in Meyer; Naiulrulun 'going away' in Taplinl
p15 Ghyrulgie = "the throwing stick" [- Taralye in Taplin & Tarralye'throwing stick' in
Meyerl
p15 "Thow, tack" = "Oh, my trusted spear, art thou not my handiwork, have I not made thee

y to thy master and do his bidding"
'willy-wag-tail' well-knotvn term todayl

e" l- øf
p16 Mullowie = fish [- Mallowe 'large fish of Lower Murray' in Meyer; Mullowe 'Murray
Mouth sahnon' in Taplin]
pl8 Knowwallie = the Blue Crane the "keeper" of land be¡ween Kangaroo Island &
mainland) [- ø]
p19 Miamia = wurly
p19 Kroolthumie = the owl who "carried the instructions" [- Korutdarrbi 'white owf in
Taplinl
p20 the V/ind Song = "Pi¡kell lowar Mia yognd, Tee wee warr, La rund, Tolkamai a tren
who cun, Ti¡kalla" = "Fall down from above, oh thou Mighty Wind; swiftly run and display
thy fleenress ! Come up in a mighty swell !" [- Tholka maiye 'easr wind' in Taplin]
p2l Rhunjullang - Two Sisters [- Runde'friend & -engk'DUAL'in Meyer;-'Meralang" in
Bemdtl
p22Laú of Wyerriwar = Land of Heaven [- Waiirri 'heaven', tiV'aii:ra¡ 'to heaven',
Waiiriwar'ir heaven' in Taplin]
p22 Nabulle, Whyoungarrie, Geereslang, Manyungie = "happy group" (in sky, including the
seven sisters) [- V/aijungngari in Meyer 1846]
p22 Komnukalda = people [- Kome'man' Kalde'ttroat, language' in Meyer]
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APPENDIX 8.3 NARROONDARIE'S WIVES

From: Unaipon (1,924-25) Naroondarie's wives. In Davis et.al. (1990) Faperbark: a
collection of Black Australian writing. St. Lucia, University of Queensland Press.
:1,9-32.

[In t]re Mitche[ Library Manuscript tris text is Number 16. In Volume I it is 12 pages long,
a¡d is hand-written, with the note on the top of page one: "Paid 30/6/25,6181 words".
Volume II is typed, and is 22 pages. The following text appears to be taken verbatim from
Volume tr.1

Narroondarie is the narne of one of the many good men that were sent among the
various tribes of the Australian Aborigines. Now the name Narroondarie is better known
among ttre Narrinyini tribes of the Lower Murray, Lakes Alexandrina and Albert, and the
Encounter Bay, South Australia. Before he came into South Australia he was known or
called Boonah, hence the initiation ceremonies. Narroondarie a¡d Boonah are names by
which he is known as a good man, as a Sacred Man who is endowed or guided by the will of
the Great Spirit, the Nhyanhund or Byamee, the Our Father of All, His messenger and
teacher. After coming from the Northem part of Australia down into various parts of New
South Wales and Victoria, he found his way into South Australia, dwelling mostly in and
around the shores of Lakes Alexandrina and Albert, and he would visit various camping
grounds where the people lived permanently. Some of them would run into the water and
hide among the reeds aûd water plants, and when he saw that the people fled from him he
wouid call Yor.rng Hund and they wor¡ld remain silent and he became annoyed at the people's
attitude. He would say to them 'TVell, children, if you will not answer me: Pooljarra Wallul.
This is a command and a curse. Now you shall all become birds and shall remain thus for
ever." And they suddenly becarne birds at the command of Narroondarie. And while there
were others who summoned sufficient courage and came at his call, these were or are the
tribes that remain this day around Lake Alexandrina.

Now this should have been the completion of his mission, so he chose two baldhills,
which were free from trees with only low shrubs and grass trees growing, as his last home
on earth, the surrounding country being dense growth of Mallee and Honeysuckle and the
Oak, and a few species of Gum-tree and other shrubs. He made the choice of these two hills
because he was abie to have a view of both lakes, and it was his intention to rest here until
the Great Spirit should call him to take his place in the heaven among the other Great
Company that had gone before him.

On one of his fishing expeditions he was passing on his way to Lake Alben when he
saw in his path two grass trees, yoìr.g and tender, swaying gracefully in the Kolkamai South
'Wind, 

and his attention was so a¡rested that he stood for a moment looking upon these two
stems of grass trees, and then from the She Oak's bough carne the weird note of song-not
of pleasure or joy or happiness, but of sadness. The song was that of the -two bound up in
the stem of the Grass Tree. The Selfish Spirit of the Grass kept these young maidens bound
thus because they were so sweet and he delighted to invite the nanue Bee and Ants and
Honey-birds to come and dine with him. And his heart was moved by their pitiful cry. Now
these two maidens have captivated many and many good men, who have fallen v)ctims to
their wonderful charms, on their way to the Spirit Land. These two maidens have been
passed on from stage to stage, sometimes into the form of a butterfly withbeautiful colows,
sometimes found or imprisoned in the Karldookie, the flower-tops of reeds. Various trees,
shrubs and plants have gone forth with the endeavour to keep these two maidens prisoner
because their chief delight was to captivate all the great men. So it was at this time an effort of
the Grass Tree to keep them bound up; it was the last of the Vegetable Kingdom and all were
wondering whether it would succeed. So.that is why when the Great Man Naroonda¡ie
stood looking at the Grass Tree's stem that the boughs of the She Oak began to wail as the
wind was passing through the wiry leaves. Now the sor:nds seemed to come from the She
Oak, but were coming from the Grass Trees. These cr:nning maidens knew that if they were
at this moment to try to use their charm to win this Sacred Man they would fail. But to touch
the cords of pity-surely this good mal would pity them and release them. On this move
they were sure he would set ttrem free. They 'were conscious the Grass Tree was not a good
medium through which they could send their message on the Narroondarie, so when the
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Kolkamai South Vfind breathed upon all nature they caused their sorrowful cry of distress as
if some loved one had died and they were mounring. Then Narroondarie stood and being a
GreatMan heard the cry of the two maidens and said: "Yaka Yakatunbu¡ra. Oh, J pity! Oh, I
pity you both! Mackcunda Ngool Purpe. Why do you both weep, or what makes yotweep?"

'Menpeel Nullum. They have placed us into this Grass Tree and our flesh with its
sense of taste, smell, hearing, and touch is dead, and it is only this subconscious state which
is still alive makes us accept this prison home. Our bodily form and human flesh have
become the form of vegetable flesh. Oh, Great One, take pity upon us and release us and we
shall become your servants. And Na¡roondarie thought and thought. And these two maidens
with the c'nning of many and many years' experience began to use it upon this Sacred Man.
And he listened and then he began to think within himself how nice it would be to see what
would be the form of these two spirits enclosed in this Grass Tree. It will not be any harm
for me to look upon them although I am forbidden to associate myself with women. I will
assist them and cause them to come forth and thereafter look upon them for a while. So he
bade the Grass Tree body to give the fair maidens their liberty. In the twinkling of an eye the
maidens stepped Out of the Grass Tree a picture or Punerrie of beauty. Their perfect form
and their wonderful Peel langga eyes so captivated the Great Man that he fell a victim to their
charm. And he decided that he would make them both his wives. So he told the maidens that
now he had given them their freedom he would ask them to. Instead of going a-fishing as he
intended he retumed to his home and asked them to be seated, and then he gave them
something to eat. After they had enjoyed their meal he began to tell them of the various laws
and customs that he gave to the people, and that some of the laws were very drastic, that is to
say when broken would result in the death of the offender. For instance, in the making of the
youth in men no woman is allowed to look upon them or to give or offer them food, or their
portion of the flesh of ¿ l¡angaroo and emu, or fish such as the Pondi (Codfisþ, Tcherrie, a
fresh water bream, and especially the Tookerrie, a silver-scaled fish and extremely bony. No
woman is allowed to eat this frsh under penalty of death. Now this fish is much sought after
by the aborigines.

As time went on they were passing through new experiences and the whole womaû's
tendencies began to exert themselves, and there began to arouse in the mind of Na¡roondarie
some coming trouble. He would not allow them to remain at home by themselves, but would
ask them to accompany him on his fishing expeditions. One day they weÍe out fishing on the
Lake Albert; he was in his canoe whilst the maidens were wading in the shallow water along
the shore, with a net made from the rushes that grow on the ba¡k of the lakes, made in a cone
shape constructed after the fashion of the old style candle extinguishers only a great deal
larger. They would place this at the opening of a dense growth of reed; one would go along
the bank and enter the water and reeds at the other end and splash the water causing the fish
that were between her and the one with the ûet to escape so that the fishes would swim
towa¡d the entrance and enter the net aod be trapped. And they would take the net to the ba¡k
and empty the contents, and they would be fishes of different kinds-a Tcherrie, Pillulkie, or
Kuma¡rie. Unforn:nately on this occasion there were three beautiful white silver Thookerrie,
and they looked a¡ound trembling with excitement. They covered the fishes with weeds and
rushes and went on their way with the net, feigning fishing, but they were so overjoyed with
their catch that they payed no attention to what they were doing. They could not stand the
strain much longer and so decided to go home, and looking out into the lake their attention
was attracted by a column of smoke that rose against the clear sky looking north-west. So
they called their chief a¡d husband, Narroondarie, and he came to them, and the elder of the
maidens pointing towards the smoke said "Look! a message to be sent." So he sat down
waiting for an impression. Suddenly he arose and told them that Nebullie sent a message
asking that he would like him to come to his Nawondie, his home Rowhokkun Point
Macleay Mission Station now, so he would leave at once and they should make themselves
comfortable at home; so they parted. The young maidens said "We will stay here and watch
you cross over to the other side of the lake and then we shall go to our home." So
Na¡roondarie got into the canoe and paddled across the lake. When the maidens saw that he
had landed safely a¡d was on his way to Rowhokkun they tumed around and went toward a
heap of weed and rushes and removed from beneath the coveted prize and food and they sat
looking and looking, tuming the frshes over and over and after they had finished admiring
them they rose and walked toward home; in fact they ran all the way r-rntil they reached the
camp, and then began hurriedly to make a fue of She-oak tree bark.
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When the wood had burned and nice red coals were left they placed the fishes beside
the fire. First they place a layer of soft grass-a grass that retains the fat of animal bird or
fish (no flesh food is cooked without iÐ-and then they take two thin dry, or sometimes
green, sticks about a foot or sixteen inches long and about half an inch in diameter or less and
place or take ttrese two sticks between the thumb, first and second finger lying between the
thumb and index finger on top, and by a trained manipulation of this thurnb and two fingers
take a coal of hre, as you would with tongs, and place upon the fish, then cover the fish with
live coals and allow it to remain for a while, and then they remove the coals from the fish
over the cooked side which they lie upon the grass in the first ilstance, and the fishes are
repeatedly tumed over several tímes, and when cooked thus the fat comes out and explodes
like fat in a frying pan. And Na¡roondarie heard the fat of the Thookerrie siz.zlng and he said
to Nebullie "Do you hear that sound as if some one, a woman or women, is cooking the
forbidden fish? I shall not sleep here to-night but I shall leave you just before sunset." After
the fishes were cooked the maidens sat down on top of the hill so that they would have a

vision of the sr¡rrounding country and should anyone be passing or come to their camp they
would have plenty of time to hide the remaining portion of the fishes so that they should not
be accused of having eaten a forbidden fish. They sat in the sunshine eating and chatting,
expressing ttreir delight of enjoying such sweet food, "Ah the men are cleverl They know
what are the nicest foods, and so they make laws to prevent and deprive us. But we have
been too clever." So they ate and laughed and made meny.

Now they had completed their meal and were reclining on the grass enjoying a rest,
listening to the song of the birds in a valley not very far distant, but just as the sun was half
way down the westem sky they came to themselves, and rose to a sitting position, looking
into each other's eyes enquiringly, then spoke: "Oh what have we done! 'We must not stay
here any longer. It is very strange, do you not smell the oil of the Thookerrie? The grass
shrub and tree have retai.ned the smell. Come! 'We cannot stay here a¡d be asked questions
when or:r lord and master returns." They awoke to their sense of guilt, so the elder said:
"Come, let us flee." "But," said the younger, whither shall we fly? Let us stay and face the
wrath Na¡roondarie. Stay and be placed back and embodied in a tree-shri plant lest when we
are caught fleeing he may cause us to be intl- something more dreadful than these." "Come!"
said the elder, "th is no time to discuss the matter; we may go into some strange and win the
affection of Mookumbulli, become his wife, and no will dare to interfere with ow liberty."

So without another word they both gathered a great br¡ndle of grass-tree sticks and
ca¡ried them to the waterside and bound them together, forming a raft, and they shoved the
raft into deep water and sat upon it and paddled across the western side of Lake Albert, and
slept at the point near ttre estate of the late T. R. Bowman. Now this happened during the
night, and it was late in the evening that Naroondarie arrived home. When he was about a
hundred yards or more from his mia mia he was struck with the smell of the Thookerrie fat.
"Ah!" said he, "those silly and frivolous maidens have eaten the forbidden fish and now they
must be punished." When he entered his mia mia there was no one about, then he called
Young who Nhod "'Where are you both?" No answer, only the screeching of the night owl,
whictr was a sign that there was something wrong. The culprits had fled. So he lit a fire and
sat down for a while pondering over the misdeed in his two young wives. He was thinking
deeply what excuse he should make to the Great Spirit for releasing those maidens from the
prison of the grass tree into which they had been placed by the last victim-the Proolgie, the
Spirit Native Companion. He must have had an excuse. "Now to what form of punishment
or prison shall I put them? Well, before I can decide I must capture therrl"

So he lay down to sleep and before the sun rose he took his Plonggee, a weapon
about eighteen inches long with a nob at one end the size and shape of the smallest child's
football and a handle at the other end about a foot long and about an inch in thickness. Now
this is a weapon for the bruising of the body of a person who transgresses a law, and it
means a slow, painñrl death which will give ttrem time to think and repent of the misdeed. He
also took a boomerang and his Opossum skin bor¡nd around his shoulders, and set off
walking slowly down to the shore of the lake, and then the sun rose and he began to walk
faster, still casting his eyes upon the ground looking for fooçrints. When he got to the lake
side he made for the place where they left their net, and saw that there were the scales of the
Thookerrie upon it; and now he was satisfied of the reason of their absence from camp. He
got into his Canoe and paddled across the lake and landed at the same point, and saw the
Kin¿ie or raft made with a bundle of grass trees, and he walked around among the bushes
that grew on the bank of the river and saw a fire and a place where they had slept. Then he
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began to follow their tracks leading toward the Coorong-that is a strip of water between a
strip of land hummock lying northwest a¡d southeast in the Encounter Bay, South
Australia-and he saw again where they had constructed another Kindie and had just gone
across a few hours before his arrival. So he thought he would rest and make the attempt of
fording the Coorong in the morning.

When the sun arose he crossed over the Coorong and began his search for further
tracks of his wives. But in this he failed and stood wondering in which direction he should
go. Never before was he baffled; and so he had to decide which way he should go, and he
chose to go South-east, following the Coorong. He walked with great speed, covering about
seventy miles, then rested awhile, thinking that he must have come before the maidenò if they
had come in this direction, but no one passed; so he built a small camp made of the boughs of
shrubs and grass, and at midnight he went to sleep. He was so tired with the previous day's
joumey that he slept soundly long after the sun rose and would have slept on but he felt a
touch and heard a voice calling: "Awake, sleeper! Beware! Thine enemy is neaÍ." So he rose
and looked around, but saw no one.

But the visitor was Pucldrnowie, the Grand Mother Spirit, the Guardian Angel of
good people, that is ever beside them and wams them of danger. So he broke his fast and
made preparations to meet the unseen enemy. Then he began his sea¡ch for his two wives.
Now away among the Punbbaalee tribe there lived a very cruel man who had become a
disciple of the Clow and like his chief caused a greaf deal of mischief; and he was
transformed from a human being into a Wombat, and this Wombat wandered among the sand
hummocks all alone and, as Narroondarie was walking along, he saw it and throwing his
spear struck it in a vital spot-right ínto the heart. He withdrew the spear and allowed the
blood to flow from the wound upon the white sand, then he picked up the'Wombat and
carried it to his mia mia a¡d tied it upon a pole. And just as he was about to sit down he
missed his spear, and remembering that he had left it where he had speared the Wombat, he
returned, and behold, he saw that the blood of the Wombat was developing into a man, so he
sat and watched it.

Presently there was a man lying upon the ground breathing as if in a deep sleep, so
Na¡roondarie, instead of taking his spear left it, thbking perhaps it would become of use to
this man. So he went away among the ti-trees and made several Yr¡ndi spears and retumed a
third time to his mia mia. And this time he pondered over the man that had developed from
the blood of the'W'ombat. As a servant of the Great Spirit he was aware that there were spirits
of good and bad men embodied in tree-shrubs and plants, but this discovery was something
new. A spirit to be within the life blood of an animal! He began to experience an uneasy
feeling, as if something unpleasant was about to take place, so he retumed to see what the
person was like-whether he was a friend and would assist him in the discovery of his two
wives; and he began to cautiously wend his way until he came to the spot but the person had
disappeared, so he looked around, hoping to see fooçrints which would lead to him, but
there were no footprints and now he was convinced that the st'ange person was an enemy. A
friend will always leave a fooçrint-this is the teaching of the aborigines. So he thought to
himself, like all wise men do, that he would be always upon the alert; and dwing that day he
was not seen.

On the second day of this event Narroondarie sat upon the peak of a high sand-
hummock looking first Wolkundmia (north), then Tolkamia (west), Kolkarria (south), and
Karramia (east). There was no one to be seen. Then he sat down and debated within himself
as to which direction to take. Presently he hea¡d the voice of someone laughing. It was not
the laugh of joy or amusement, but a laugh of scom, so he leapt to his feet and immediately
his eyes caught a vision that almost froze the blood in his body, and cold chill ran down his
back; for there before him stood the arch enemy of the Good Parrimpanie, the Evil One. So
Narroondarie grasped his Rarrarburr, standing erect with the weapon held firmly in his hand
ready to hurl it at the approaching figure. Parrimparrie stood about two hr¡ndred yards away
fiom the base of the hill on which Narroondarie stood, and, calling, addressed him thus:
"Yar Ran Rongundd Ta Now md Glan im un-Oh brother-in-law of mine do you not
recognise me?" So when Na:roondarie heard this friendly salutation he came down to where
the deceiver sat, but about twenty paces away he stood and said: "Oh Roongundun, was it
yourself that I released from the body of the'Wombat?" ."Yes," said the Deceiver. "Now,
brother-in-law of mir.e," spoke Narroondarie, "do you claim to be my Roongie @rother-in-
iaw)?" "Yes," replied the Deceiver. "Then perhaps you may be able to tell me the
whereabouts of your two sisters. I am in search of them." "Nou, hie um nrn rrn. No I shall
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and patiently but during yor:r sojoum among
prevented by your followers, those who have
d Native Companion. They have placed me

eased me, and norw you shall die before you
have been given the privilege to go to heaven

Roongund. Then why did you call me: oh
brother-in-law of mine. 'Why have you deceived them now. Kr¡nthun itch Me wee. Are you
not pleased that I have been the means of yow release? Were
realise that I could have slain you? I allowed you to take your
quarrel. Nup Ghie ell lung, I leave you now." And Na¡¡oond
tÎre directioñ from whencè he came, Nor'west. Then the Deceiver began to laugh and sing a
song.- And Narroondarie kept walking and, thinking that he had gone a certain distance, he
stood and looked about, and still hearing his enemy singing thought that he was following,
but he saw ttrat he was in the same place and had not moved an inch. He looked round and

shing his spear in a threatening attitude, with
ssion of death. Naroondarie stood awaiting

ghnring speed and would have entered a vital
time. V/ith a downstroke of his Raraburr he
esh wound on his thigh. Then Parrimparrie
n the first blood.
ed it into the Ghyrulgie (the throwing sticÐ

and poi , and-sPeaking to

the 3pe art thou n9! mY

handiw elf favowablY to
with muscle and mind he hurled the spear wittr lightring
arrimparrie and pierced his heart. He fell lifeless to the
into the grotrnd. So Na:roondarie began, as he thought,

his joumey.- 
Hd walked and walked, taking no notice of the things around him until the presence

of a Rich er Rookitty (Willy Wagtail) that seemed to be continually in his,path drew his
attention. He lookeó about an¿ sãw that he was still in the same place, so he said within
himself "I have met a great and powerful enemy; although his life has left the body, he is
influencing the conditions around that are preventing my escape." So he sat down to rest
himself a*hile before making another attempt to depan and as he sat he noticed that the bird
or animal that came near ttre body was r:nable to go from it, so he came to the decision that

e rose and gathered a great heap of grass and
twice his height and then he took the body of
heap. Next he took two grass trees; in one he
the point of the other, whichhe heldbetween
rubbing until a spark was produced, then he
Parrimparrie. And once again he began his
see how far he had come, but he was still in

st see whether I have burned everything that
the congealed blood of Pa:rimparrie upon the
d and stirred the hot ashes until there was no
this time he was able to pass on without any

about seventy to eighty miles in an hor¡r. Now
he fou¡d soon he was confronted by the Murray flowing into the Southem Ocean, so he
spoke to to walk across.

Iiis pray the river. Now
wtrei né two wives that

otprints he came to where theY had
the stained appearance of a Tararrie,

call it King. Now this fat of the fish Mullowie
Narroondarie saw this evidence he was so

greatly grieved and sorrowful in heart that he sat down beside the camp and w-ept-bitterly for
lfre siiiof his two young wives. He spent the night there weeping, because he loved these

maidens very much. To ttri¡k ttrat it was he who delivered unto $e people, the word of the

Great Spirit,-ttrat those who broke these laws would receive the fult penalty-Death! and that
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he who had brought them out of bondage and given them the feel of living a human life
should now bring about their destruction. And this punishment must be greater than the first.

The thought weighed heavy upon his mind ttrat he must punish them and set them up
as an example that the way of the transgressor is hard, and that the coming generation would
look upon these two as the well beloved wives of the Greatest of Prophets among the
Aborigines. He prayed for their forgiveness but the answer came: as a person choosès to
live, so shall he die. And now he set out to overtake them a¡d mete out the punishment, He
followed their tracks which led him to what is known as Port Elliot, S.4., and he came to
where they had camped two days before him. He saw and examined the ashes and saw that
they had cooked cockles and periwinkles and mullet (fish). Again he wept; this time beside a
huge rock; and his tears trickled into the sea. He wept so much that to-day some of the old
folk will point out the place and say "This is the spot where Narroondarie wept bitterly for
his two wayward wives." It resembles a soakage of fresh water by the side of the sea, and
that which was liquid of salt bitter tears and a narrowing heart comes as a sweet, cool and
refreshing water to journeying souls to the land of the spirit. And when the Aborigines visit
this spot you will see tears trickling down their cheeks, the result of their thoughts of their
Great Leader, the Messenger and Teacher of the Wilt of the Great Father of Al1.

Now Narroondarie, after spending a restless night, rose early and walked rapidly
r:ntil he a¡rived at the Bluff, Victor Harbour. He sat there with his eyes tur:ned toward ttrê'West and he saw them in spirit, and again he wept because he saw in a vision what was to
happen and that it would be he who should bring them to their timely end before they reached
the Spirit Land, Kangaroo Island. So he hurried on once more, while in his bosom waged a
great conflict. His lovable natr:re was willing that they should reach this island and be free for
ever of all punishment for their wrong-doing. Now the maidens arrived in the aftemoon
opposite to Kangaroo Island. At the time of the story the Island was connected with the
mai¡land but during a severe southerly stoffn the sea would cover the connecting strip of land
and the maidens, instead of going across that afternoon, spent the time in collecting honey,
with the intention of crossing on the monow. And another reason: there- was a keeper on
this strip of land on the mainland side who was in charge, and he was known às the
Khowwallie, the Blue Crane, and no one would attempt to cross without his permission. He
was a very austere person and a very dangerous one with whom to dispute because he
always had beside him on his person a very sharp-bladed spear ttrat would cause a very nasty
aud severe Wor¡nd.

Now Naroondarie was just four or five miles behind or away from the maidens; he
could see them standing on the cliff looking across to the Spirit Land, so he made a little mia
mia and went into the bush and procured a Possum and roasted it, and allowed it to cool
before eating; and the maidens did the s¿rme, they made a comfortable little mia mia and also a
large fire whose blaze Na¡roondarie was able to see. Narroondarie was awaiting a message
which would instruct him how to punish the disobedient girls, Ðd at midnight the
Kroolthumie carried the instructions that these maidens should be allowed to walk the strip of
land that acts as a bridge to all pilgrims to the Spirit Land and when they should arrive half
way across then should Narroondarie chant the Wind song. First he must chant the
Tolkamia-the West Wind-and sing its Song of Fury to bring up the waters of the mystery
land and let them roll with vengeance; then he must sing the song of Kolkamia-the South
V/ind-to blow and bring the water that comes from the u¡known land; then they may wish
to return to land; then he must sing the song of Wolkundmia-the North Wind, and the
waters shall all come together and toss and toss them until they become exhausted; then he
must cornmand that they shall become rocks. So Na:roondarie rose early in the morning and
came near unto the maidens and sat upon the cliff to see them begin their joumey of death.
They came to the Knowallie and asked his permission to cross, which he willingly gave, and
the maidens began laughing and chatting, anticipating the joy and pleasure and happiness that
awaited them when they arrived upon ttre Spirit Land, but most of all ttrey would be free
from the Law from which they were trying to escape. Little did they realise that within a few
moments they would meet the full penalty of their disobedience.

Now Narroondarie came a little nearer to the strip of land ttrat led to Kangaroo Island
and sat upon a vantage spot, watching and waiting r:ntil they were half way over the distance.'When they reached that point Narroondarie began singing the V/ind Song: "Piuk ell lowarr.
Mia yound Tee, wee warr, La rund, Tolkamai a, ren who cun, Tinkalla. Fall down from
above, oh thou Mighty Wind; swiftly run a¡d display thy fleetress! Come thou down from
the Northem sky, oh water of the deep! Come up in a mighty swell!" and the'Westerly wind
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miniature
about like
ttre Spiri.t
mainÎa¡d. e call of Naroondarie, was willing to do its
duty in bringing these two maidens to pay the penalty_ of their sins; as they sped on.they
called "We ãorñe, we come!" and ûre mâdens sank with exhaustion and were drowned and

sank to the bottom. And the Winds suddenly ceased and there was a calm. Narroondarie
wept bitterly, although he hated everything that_ryas displeasing to.t]r" Gr91 S.PT,,. qd þ"
felf wittrin his inmosiconsciousness that heloved those youthful maidens with all their faults
and errors. And again a voice whispered to him: "Command that the maidens' bodies be

turned into stone tõ stand out as a warning to all womeû not to eat of the forbidden food."
He spoke, a¡d it came to pass as he was told. These two r

mainland as-well as on passing vessels and are known to-day as
were called and still

the aborigines
Great Teacher,
a broken heart,

Narroondarie commarded that the waters s walk upon dry
land to Kangaroo Island. And on the Eastem Gum Tree and

under its shide he rested until the sun sa¡k into the westem sky, the Land of the Spírits. He
walked to the \ü/est of the island and plunged into the sea and sa¡k into ttre deep, and was

there a long while, seeking in the depths of the sea the spirits. of.his two wives, and he

rescued theñ from the watðry cold grave and arose with them clinging on both sides of the

Great Teacher, and he flew upwards and upwards until he came to the Land of Wyerriwar t9
join ttrat bright and happy grôup Nabulle, Whyo19gam9, J-eeveelang' Munjqgi.e, and to look
äo*n to chõer and co^mfoñ and encourage the Komnukalda to press on to fight all the evil
desires that are within, remembering always to obey the will of the Great Spirit.
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APPENDIX 8.4: The Ngurunderi narrative (from the S.A. Education Dept.)

From: Th9 Ngarrindjeri People: Aboriginal People of the River Mutay, Lakes and Coorong.
Aboriginal Studies 8-12, Education Deparnnent of South Australia: 50-53

NGURUNDERI

In the Dreaming of the Nganindjeri people, Ngtrunderi is the shaper of the land, laws and
creatures. He could travel through time and space along rivers and hi11s... across lakes and
seas... His mind and spirit sometimes took human shape and he travelled as a man.

lhe Ngurunderi Dreaming begins where the wide fuver Darling joins the River Murray.
Ngurunderi was looking for his wives who had nrn away after a qua:rel.

9"ç {ty *.h"_o he was fishing from his bark canoe, Ngurunderi sãw Pondi, the giant Murray
C9d. He tried to spear the huge fish, but Pondi quickly swam away downstream.
When Pondi reached the Murray, which was then just a small creek, he had nowhere to
swim. So he went ploughing and crashing through the bush, making the creek into the
mighty Murray River.
Ngurunderi ghased Pondi south into the land of the Ngarrindjeri. On and on Pondi ploughed,
making bends and cliffs with his mighq/ tail.
One day when near Murray Bridge, Ngurunderi threw his spear at him. He missed and the
spear changed into Long Island.
Near Tailem Bend Ngurunderi speared Pondi, who raised his huge spines and crashed on so
fast that he made a very long straight stretch in the river, until finalfu he escaped into Lake
Alexandrina.
Ngwunderi rested near Wellington and sent a smoke signal to RaukJ<an where his brother-in-
law, Nepele, lived. He gave Nepele the power to spear the fish, telling him to spear it as he
went by.
From Raukkan Nepele saw Pondi at the place where the fresh and the salt warer meet. He
pushed his canoe there and killed Pondi with his spear.
Nepele put Pondi on a sandbar and waited for Ngurunderi. Ngurunderi met him there and
they both cut Pondi up ilto pieces. Ngurunderi threw each piece into ttre water and told it to
become a new fish.
'Nund Thukeri - you silver bream.'
'Nund Pilarki - you callop.'
'Nund Kunmuri - you mullet.'
'Nund Mulawi - you mulloway.'
Ng"tf"¿.- m?d_e all the fresh water and salt water fish of ttre Ngarrindjeri. To ttre last piece,
he said: "Nund Pondi - you keep being the Murray cod.'
Ngurunderi left Raukl<an and took his canoe eastward around the lake. He left the lake and
made two huts where Mount Misery is and rested in the camp. Ngr:runderi went to the lake
for food. One time he saw some people in the reeds there. Th"y wére afraid of him and tried
to hide,-rustling q9.re9ds as they moved. Ngurunderi said: 'Pul'djur'wurl'ul'urun' and they
changed into small birds who live in the reeds.
One night, he smelled Boney Brea¡n cooking. This fish was forbidden to womeû and he
knew it was from the camp of his wives, who had nrn away long ago. This made him angry
and he prepared to leave camp and find thern
His ¡¡vo huts became 4: hilr. Standing on them he placed his canoe into the dark night sþ,
where itbecame the Miþ V/ay.
The women heard y made a raft

;if;"åì"ï#åfi: rartchanged

Ngurund_eri followed them south along the Coorong, until he met a man called Parampari,
close to King-ston. Ngurunderi asked: 'Eund'aunun'nuken'napanu' [sic] - have you seen my
two wives walking?
But Parampari was an evil sorcerer, who started to quarrel and f,rght with him. He tried to kill

but Ngurunderi just laughed.
s, clubs and magic forces. Ngurunderi finally killed
the body to destroy its power, and it changed into

huge graniæ boulders.
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During the battle Ngwunderi's wives slippe the coast towards
Encorínter Bay. Ngúrunderi followed their e sandhills of the

Coorong. He óampéd along the way, diggin sandhills to drink
from.
Having lost the women's trail, he crossed the mouth of the Murra-y River-and started to walk
aroonõEocouûter Bay. At Middleton he threw a huge fee into the sea. he changed the tree

into weeds so fish would be trapped in the channel'
At Port Eltiot his fishing net beè-asre the stained rocks of Pullen Island. And at Victor Ha¡bor

he made islands by throwing spears into the sea.

Ngurunderi walkeã to Graniteisland, where he made a shelter fromboulders and rested. One

aa], tre heard a loud splashing and laughing from the direction of Kings Point, and he knew it
was his wives.
Ngurunderi threw his club to the ground and chased after them. As the club hit the gror:nd, it
beiame the headland called The Bluff at Victor Harbor.
The women ran from ttre water and fled along the coast towards Cape Jervis. Ngurunderi
called out to them to stop, but they ran on through the shallow water towards Kangaroo
Island.
Standing high on the clifÏs, he called out in a voice of thunder for the seas to rise.
'Pilk' ul'un'urn'pranukum' I sic] .

The sea came in, wave upõn *ave, driving the women from their patþ. Ih"y fought the

water until they could s ^ 
bodies became the Pages Islands.

Ngurunderi ciossed to de a huge swamp oak tree to rest
und"r. But the sound o d him to mourn his wives. He then
knew it was time to leave the world.
He went to the far end of the isla¡.d and dived deep into the sea to prepare his spirit. Then
Ngwunderi left the water and entered into the spiri_t_yo4_q.

Hé can be seen there today as abright star in ttre Milþ Way.
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APPENDIX 9.1: A Noongar Declaration

From: Eggington (L996) Intellectual property rights: the question of cultual ownership:
A Noongar perspective. Noongar Karnadjil. August.:14.

''JANGGA MEENYA BOMUNGGUR''
(TÏ{E SMELL OF TI{E WHITEMAN IS KILLING US)

SW Aborigines quoted in the laæ 1800's

A Declaration Against the Continued Spiritual Colonisation of our People and
Noongar Culnue

We as the Custodial Owners of Noongar Culnue Respectfully representing our
Traditional Elders, Spiritual Leaders, and Grass Roots Advocates of The Noongar
People declare a Stand of Belligerent Confrontation on All People who for their own
respective interests withno RESPECT, DIGNITY or INTEGRITY continually
exploit Our Culture and Spirituality.
'Whereason multiple fronts varying interests have Infiltrated the Sacredness of Our
Culture for the pulposes of Desecration and Control. These interests reflect
Anthropological Studies, Scientific Research,'White Consultants, Eco Tourism,
Commercial purposes, Student Studies, Medical lnterests, Herbalists, Alternative
Religious Practitioners, Humanitarians, Self Proclaimed Healers, Spiritual and
Psychological Refugees, New Age Shamans, Cultists and Their Followers,'Whereasour Siglifrcant Sacred Objects that bore ttre Storylines of Our Origins of
Existence have been stolen and stored in Collections around the world,
Wheras various Animal life with Totemic Significance are now known to be extinct,
Tany forms of Flora which for ceremonial Purposes have been detroyed,
Whereas ttre Skull and Bones of our Proud Strong People have been dispersed
throughout the V/orld as grotesque souvenirs or have been taken into 'World

Laboratories and Museums for supposed experimental purposes,
Wheras Non-Aboriginal people ''Wadjulla' Academics, Inællectuals and Theorists
have enforced their images based on Their Value Belief Systems creating distorted
realisms of Oru Traditional Values and Way of Life,
Whereas Non-Aboriginal People 'V/adjulla' have assigned themselves make believe
Aboriginal Names to facilitate wholesome expropriation and commercialisation of Ou¡
Noongar Traditions by Means of extortion,
Whereas Media, Film Industry and Non-Aboriginal Alt Expressionists continue to
promote systematic Colonisation Grossly Distorting Noongar Spirtualþ and Cultue
which reidorces the Public's negative Siereotypinf of Noõngar people-anA gravely
impairs The Self Esteem of OurPeople.
Whereas I¡dividuals and Groups involved in the New Age Movement,'Women's
Movements and Neo Pagan Cults and Sharmanism \üorkshops have all exploited the
Spiritual abnd Culnual Traditions of Noongar People by imitation of Ceremonial
Understanding and molten Meshing this with Non-Aboriginal Occult Practise [sic] in
an oPpresslve manner,

This Breeds the implications of a false identity for future generations
So therefore we resolve as follows:
As a result of this continued assault and misrepresentation of Noongar Spiritual and
Culnral traditions this requires immediate action to protect Our preCiousSpirituality
from Fwther desecration, contamination and abuse.
1. W_e will by the Blood of Or:r Ancestors nurture and protect Our People, Traditions
and Spiritual Practice by whatever means.
2 We will by way of Traditional Protocal i¡form all Aboriginal People to actively
participate to oppose Cultr:ral and Systematic genocide of Our traditions and V/ay of
Life.
3. We call for the strength of Unity of All Aboriginal People living in Urban and
Ru¡al Areas to identify and resist all abuses and exploitation of Or:r Cutture utilising
what ever tactics are required in accordance with Aboriginal Protocol.
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4. We condemn the Intemationalisation by Our Own People who continue to profit
from their own prostitution of Noongar Culture for their own gain and self acclaim
with no regard to the well being of All Noongar People.
5. We Oppose Stridently any
Information who impress the res

claiming any Ownership or Rights to Spe
Community and Ow Culture.
6. We Opp-ose Noongar Culnual Promotion being exploited and used to create a false

illusion óf Reconciliation as Part of Celebra any activity regarding the
Colonisation of Our People for Political Interests ie. Australia Day, Bicenænnial and

Centennial Celebrations etc. etc.
MAY OUR CAMPFIRES BURN FOREVER.
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